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HOW USEFUL ARE LOUDSPEAKER RESPONSE CURVES?
Mk 2 PREAMPLIFIER FOR THE TWIN-TWENTY
PREVIEW OF NORTHERN AUDIO SHOW
VIDEO RECORDING- THE FUTURE DISCUSSED
25 PAGES OF RECORD REVIEWS • QUARTERLY DISC SURVEY

Imhof
Speakers
It's a number of years since Imhofs produced

than average prices and yet still had that extra

fantastic value and is sold complete with DIN

their own hi-fi loudspeakers ( remember the

something you would expect from Imhofs. The

two- pin

famous Reflexion models?) and it has taken

result is the IM range of speakers which are

lead.

a long time to find a successor worthy of

available in avariety of finishes and have inter-

carrying our name. With so many different

changeable 'decor' front grilles so you can have

speakers on the market, our designers and

a model to harmonise with your home.

engineers were set the task of producing models
that offered better than average quality at lower
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units
crossover
frequency range
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power handling
size
grille
finish
and price

BEt0 at
lmhofs
This Year of Hi -Fi
The new edition of This Year of Hi Fi is a must for
both beginner and expert. Contains details of all
the worthwhile equipment that is curren:ly
available in this country together with helpful
notes on choosing hi-fi and full information on
the services offered by Imhofs. This Year of Hi Fi
costs 15p post free but each copy contains a
voucher worth £ 1 . 00 when you spend over
120.00 on equipment ( sorry — not on records). To
readers living overseas it is sent free and post free but

We

have

also

introduced

the

technical

and

a 36- ft.

specifications

extension
are

given

below, we would really like you to call in and
see them and judge for yourself just how good

improved

Imhof Junior Mk. ll speaker which we think is
IM.100
above top
Infinite baffle
13" x8" bass, 11 ' treble
1kHz
50 Hz-20 kFlz
8ohms
15 watts RMS
11rw x19"h x7rd
Charcoal, Silver Sand
or Pearl Grey
Teak or Walnut
£25.90
Slatted front ( teak only)
£28.40

While

connector

they are and then we feel sure you will agree
that they really are value for money.

1M . 200
above right
Infinite baffle
13"x 9" bass, 11" treble
1kHz
40 Hz-20 kHz
8ohms
25 watts RMS
15rw x24r hx10rd
Charcoal, Silver Sand
or Pearl Grey
Teak or Walnut
£38.85

JUNIOR MK. 11
above left
Infinite baffle
13"x 8" bass, 3" treble
5kHz
50 Hz-20 kHz
8ohms
10 watts RMS
12rwx 24"h x9rd
Black
Teak
£16.80

To meet the ever increasing demand for the superb equipment manufactured by Bang Et Olufsen, there
is now a new showroom on the fourth floor at Imhof House. It is entirely devoted to the Bang Et
Olufsen range which includes Hi -Fi Tuners, Tuner/Amplifiers, Amplifiers, Speakers, Pick-ups, Motors
and Television ( bath colour and black and white), Radios, Tape Recorders etc. You can be sure that
here you will find all the latest models available for demonstration and to make selection simple, there
is a special ' Comparator' that enables you to interchange amplifiers and speakers. Should you have
any technical queries—just ask the trained Bang Et Olufsen specialist— he's there to give you any
information you require.
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[lent. 49, 112-116 New Oxford Street, London WC1A 1HJ
telephone 01-636 7878
Please tick appropriate squares
Ienclose cheque/postal order/stamps for 15p,—please
send me acopy of THIS YEAR OF HI- Fl D
Living overseas Iwould like afree copy of
THIS YEAR OF HI- Fl
Please send me, free of charge, details of:
monthly record accounts D
guaranteed export service E.
Eddystone communication receivers El
Bang F1 Olufsen equipment D
name
address

the voucher is not included. Send for your copy today.
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Britain's largest selling
hi-fi/record journal, with an
audited average net sale of
57,467 copies per issue at the
last half- yearly count ( Jan.-June 1971).

DON'T SAVE
ON SOUND!
SAVE MONEY BY ALL
MEANS BUT NOT TO THE
DETRIMENT OF MUSIC!
PAVANE

Come to the Sound Studio where you can save
money and still enjoy all the facilities of a good
hi-ft shop—includtng courteous attention.
We look forward to seeing you.
Our Red Label Guarantee/H.F.D.A. scheme
gives you the opportunity of exchanging anything within 7days of purchase and is one of the
most comprehensive guarantee schemes currently available.
The following items are examples of our money
saving offers:
Lowther Acousta PM6/Mk I
K.E.F. Cadenza
K.E.F. Concerto
Richard Allan Pavane
Wharfedale Triton
Leak Sandwich 200

KEF CADENZA

e

List Price
Red LabellHFDA
£55.00 £44.95
£42.50
£33.95
£4&45
£58.50
£29.50
£35.25
£43.00
pair
£59.90 pair
£36.00 pair
£49.90 pair

MUM
lf200

III"

SPECIAL OFFER!
LATEST ARD 2000 STEREO
AMPLIFIER
10+10 watts r.m.s. All normal facilities plus tape monitoring. A really
excellent British Amplifier offering
quality sound at a very reasonable
price. Listed at £49.00.
Sound Studio Price
with full Red Label
HFDA
Guarantees

£37.95.

Carriage and insurance 75p per speaker.

The Sound Studio Limited
Head Office: 33-35 Camden Road, Tunbridge Wells, Kent.

"If you could hear our advertisement you would agree"

SOUND STUDIO
"FOLDED HORN
ENCLOSURE"
Supplied with:
Wharfedale Super 8
RS/DD,
£22.50
ELAC 8RM/271 Twin
Cone (as avail.) £18.00
Carriage and insurance, 87#p each.

Telephone: Tunbridge Wells 32153.

4 Grand Parade, Crawley, Sussex. Tel: Crawley 33566.
Late nights: Mondays and Fridays until 8 p.m. at both branches.
Credit Facilities, Barclaycard. Paybonds. Part Exchanges. Home Demonstrations, Installations. Repairs. HFDA Member- 12 months' guarantee on labour and parts.
Ak

54
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DIRTY RECORDS?
Have them cleaned properly on the Keith
Monks Record Cleaning Machine. 10p
each 12in. LP. New inner sleeve supplied.

The GL.75 has the delicate
touch—in all respects. New
lightweight transcription arm
is fully adjustable for stylus
pressure. Precision settings
for playing weight and bias
compensation. Head can
be raised and lowered with
viscously damped cueing
device. Unique vertical drive
to heavyweight die-cast nonferrous dynamically-balanced

turntable. Four speeds with
positive settings, plus infinitely
variable speed adjustment.
Only 0.2% change of speed for
10% mains voltage change.
Shock damping mountings are
supplied with the unit.
The GL.75 unit is available
mounted on ahandfinished wood
plinth with hinged clear plastic
dust cover which can be left in
position while the unit is operating.

GL.75P Transcription Unit
with plinth and lid £53.24 tax
paid. Plinth and lid available
separately £ 13.08 tax paid.
You want top performance?
Just add one of the Go/dring
800 Free Field stereo magnetic
cartridges. Ideal for use with the
GL.75P is the Goldring 800E at
£18.16 tax paid or 800 SuperE
at £25.10 tax paid, both fitted
with elliptical diamond styli.

Goldring-Lenco GL75P
Send for details on the complete range of Goldring Hi Fi Equipment.
Goldring Manufacturing Company (Great Britain) Limited,
to Bayford Street, Hackney, London E8 3SE.
Phone: 01-985 1152.

Celebrated musicians choose
Acoustic Research speaker systems
for home listening because of their
accuracy and lack of coloration.
I rbert von Karajan

Arthur 7-iedler

Woudi Herman

Miles Davis

Kar= Böhm

Others include: Erich Leinsdorf, Seiji Ozawa,
Judy Collins, Claudio Abbado.

AR speakers are now available in pine, and start
at £ 38.95 including purchase tax. Write to Bell &
Howell for more information, and alist of dealers.

Their familiarity with the sound of live music
makes conductors and musicians especially
conscious of aberrations in recorded sound quality.
Acoustic Research speaker systems are chosen by
such discerning listeners on account of the
accuracy with which they reproduce the sound of
the original performance.

BELLE HOWELL
Bell & Howell A- V Ltd, Alperton House, Bridgewater.
Road, Wembley, Middlesex HAO lEG. Tel: 01-902 8812.
1537
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-When KEF introduce anew speaker, it's big news.
The CADENZA is no exception. Designed for the
serious listener, the CADENZA is a sophisticated
speaker in which KEF have overcome high fidelity's number one hang up, 'colouration'.
The cofouration, normally caused by uncontrolled
vibrations or resonances in the speaker cone and
enclosure, has been virtually designed out of the
CADENZA. This is due to KEF's acoustically
'dead' Acoustilene cone material, which gives
extremely smooth and even frequency response,
ensuring impeccably balanced sound.
This is improved even more by KEF's braced, highdensity cabinet, designed to overcome the
problems created by enclosure resonance. The
CADENZA is neutral in tone and sets an exceedingly high standard of overall performance. If
anyone can get speakers to tell the truth, KEF can.

CADENZA
Size

24x14x12 in
61x36x30 cm

Input

25 Watts

Impedance

8chins

Freq. Range

35-30,000 Hz

Dividing Freq.

45 & 3,500 Hz

Price

E38.0.0.

MADE AS ONLY

CS>

KNOWS HOW

Write for acopy of ' High Fidelity Loudspeakers'

KEF Electronics Ltd » Tovil • Maidstone

Kent • Tel: Maidstone 57258
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New from Ferrograph
For the maintenance of professional recording equipment.
Now, for the first time, all the major parameters of
a magnetic recording system can be measured on a
single, inexpensive instrument. The Ferrograph

operating on voltages of 100-120, 200-250 volts at
50 or 60 hz.
It is developed specially for those people who
have to operate, maintain or service all types of

RTS1 Recorder Test Set.
Consisting of 4 basic sections— variable frequency
audio generator, millivoltmeter with associated
attenuator, peak- to- peak wow and flutter meter, and
distortion measuring network— this instrument will
measure frequency response, distortion, crosstalk,

tape recorders, sound-on-film equipment and
audio apparatus.
The Ferrograph RTS1.
Made to stand the test.
Why not write for further details?

erasure, input sensitivity, output power and
signal/noise ratio.

FERROGRAPH

Completely solid state and lightweight, it may
be used in the field as well as the laboratory,

SOUNDS GOOD

N.ce
•Se
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Hampstead High Fidelity
have the new IMF series 300
turntable system.

The Heath Cabinet

Electronically controlled it operates at 33+ and 45 r.p.m. with fine speed
stroboscopic adjustment. Without electronics it functions as a single
speed unit. A conventional turntable is superceded by the tricept, giving
more positive support to the record, and reducing the dust attracting
vortex action. The belt drives close to the centre taking maximum advantage
of the massive platter that ensures speed stability and the low speed motor
ensures that residual noise is negligible and at frequencies below audibility.
Other features include a unique cantilever suspension providing isolation
from acoustic feedback and external shock. It accepts most standard
arms, including radial tracking and has an automatic stylus cleaner. See
it now at our showrooms.

Hampstead High Fidelity

Quad/leak equipment neatly
housed in this top mounted
storage unit. Split lids for easy
access to turntable and amplifier,
power amplifier storage is at base
of cabinets. The base section can
house 250 records or tape recorder
and records. The unit is mounted
on shepherd casters and is
available in teak, mahogany, pine,
beech and yew.

The Hampstead Cabinet
will accomodate most combinations of high fidelity equipment.
The split lids allow easy access to
either compartment. Housing on
the left hand side the tape recorder
and on the right hand side the
turntable. The Hopper front has
ample room for both amplifier and
tuner and when closed provides a
neat uncluttered appearance.
Mounted on shepherd castors and
finished in teak, walnut, mahogony
and yew.

The professionals. Designers and suppliers of fine High Fidelity systems

91 Heath Street, Hampstead. London, N.W.3. 6SS

1540

Tel.: 01-435 0999 and 435 6377

etrosound Audio Products
"Its performance is not just on the fringe of
the specification — as happens with many
low-priced amplifiers — it is well within it
and well within the requirements for hi-fi."
F.C. Judd "Hi Fi Sound"August 1970

Metrosound ST.20E
Stereo Amplifier
All silicon solid state circuitry using 20
transistors and 2diodes provides afull
20 watts r.m.s. output ( 10 watts r.m.s. per
channel). Conservatively rated
components are used throughout to
ensure long term reliability and stability.
Press button selector switches are a
feature of the ST.20 for magnetic phono,
crystal phono, radio tuner, tape, mono/
stereo and on/off facilities.
Socket for stereo headphones.
The slimline cabinet in teak veneers and
the front panel fascia of brushed anodised
aluminium finish with gleaming silver
trims combine to give alook of expensive
and stylish elegance.
Good looks apart the ST.20 offers
outstanding performance equal to
amplifiers selling at two or three times the
price which makes it one of the best buys
on the High Fidelity market.
Size 151" x3+" x10".
Price £ 39.50

METROSOUND SPEAKER SYSTEMS
MODEL HFS1031 0Watts handling capacity.
8ohm impedance. Teak finish. Size 14" x9" x7".
Available in matched pairs at £ 0.05 Tax Paid.
Model HFS202
20 watts handling capacity.

Models ST.20 and
SS . 30 accepted for
inclusioninDesign
Index.

8ohm impedance.
Teak finish.
Size23"x11-1"x10.r.

Price £21.50 each.

SLOT STEREO SS.30E
A combined Hi Fi Stereo Amplifier and 8- track Stereo Tape Player. Identical
performance, specification and styling to the ST.20 Stereo Amplifier with
the addition of immediate press button selection of any one of four
recorded programmes from 8- track stereo tape cartridges. Wide frequency
response tape reproduction at 3.t i.p.s. Illuminated tape programme
indicator. Size 20.t." x3r x10". Price £131.74 Tax Paid.
Other Metrosound Products include
Slot Stereo 8track Tape Cartridge Players and Replay Units
and the largest range of Tape and Audio Accessories in Great Britain.
Metrosound products are stocked and
demonstrated by all leading Hi Fi dealers.

Metrosound Manufacturing Co. Ltd.,
Audio Works, Cartersfield Road,
Waltham Abbey, Essex.
Telephone: Waltham Cross 31933.

41 metrosound

E ST.20 Amplifier [1] Speaker Systems
1] Slot Stereo Equipment

Name
Address

Registered Trade Mark of Metrosound Manufacturing Co. Ltd.
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1] Tape and Audio Accessories

EMI 20w Matched loudspeaker set 350
Frequency range: 20 to 20,000 Hz. Normal price £ 13

CASH & CARRY GOODS

Our price

£7.50

plus 40p p & p.

EMI lOw Matched loudspeaker
set 450
Our price

iefoo

Save Nearly £ 7

SINCLAIR project 60

/Normally\
Our 4'17
50p
\ £23.90 J Price A.' •
corr.
For building into plinths etc., with two Z30 Output stages ( 20 W) and power supply unit. S.a.e.
for technical brochure.
Sinclair 2000
..
£24
Sinclair 3000
..
£33
Metrosound ST20
..
[27
Teleton 203 ( demonstration) £ l7
Teleton F2000 Tuner/Amplifier
E3I
Teleton SAQ206
.
£ 19-75
Alpha F2I2
[26
Please add 50p carr. per amplifier.
Other Amplifiers - Tuners - Tape Recorders etc.
Prices on application.

SCOOP PURCHASE
ZONAL-ILFORD TAPE
Manufacturers' entire stock purchased, 40,000 reels
must be sold. First class tape at lowest ever prices.
DON'T MISS THIS FANTASTIC OPPORTUNITY
Usual price Our price
3r Long play. Polyester.
300'
60p
20p
4" Long play Polyester.
450'
72p
25p
4" Triple play. Polyester.
900' L1 - 95
50p
5" Standard play. P.V.C.
600' LI 05
35p
51" Standard play. P.V.C.
900'
I.40
50p
Long play. Polyester.
1200' EI -75
75p
7" In plain boxes.
1200' LI-75
50p
7 Long play. Polyester.
1800' £2-50
£1.50
ar Double play. Polyester. 3600'£6-00
£3.00
10" NAB spool. Polyester. 3600' £6-50
£3.00
Cassette Head Cleaner, 60p.
Ampex C.60 Cassette extended frequency,
45p each, plus 5p p. & p.
All tapes are fully guaranteed. Please add 10p per
reel for post and packing. Orders over ES post free.

S
r

£3.7525pplus

13#" x8r elliptical loudspeaker
and independent high frequency
units with associated crossover
network. Frequency range: 55 to
13,000 Hz. The cone of the bass
unit has a surround designed for
high travel giving freedom from
distortion when operated at low
frequencies.
Also 150 KIT 10w;
u plus 40p p & p.
3, 8 or 15 ohms.

This MONTH'S
Best Buy ...
AKG K50
Dynamic Stereo
Headphones
Our
Price

£m.,

PLUGS

20p
Pack 107 5- Pin Din
lap
Pack 108 3- Pin Din
25p
Pack 135
Jack
48p
Pack 130
Jack Stereo
15p
Pack 103 Loudspeaker Plug
6p
Pack 100 Phono Plug ..
23p
Pack 230 3- pin Socket
30p
Pack 236 5- Pin Socket
30p
Pack 234 Loudspeaker Socket
Ready-made leads
63p
3- pin to 3- pin Din
53p
3- pin to open end
80p
5- pin to 5- pin Din ..
65p
5- pin to open end ..
5- pin to 4 phono plugs
93p
Speaker lead Din to spade 12ft.
Extension lead Din plug to socket 12ft. .. 65p
All leads approx. oft. in length. Post free by return.

£5•90

r
r

GARRARD SP25 Mk III

£12.50

plus 50p
Guaranteed new and boxed.
carriage.
Normal Price £ 15-57.
SPECIAL. OFFER: Garrard SP25 with plinth and
cover, £17 plus 75p corr.
AP75.
Complete with base and cover, £25.
Carr. 75p.

DIAMOND STYLI
Replacement styli all at

J. J. FRANCIS
(WOOD GREEN) LTD

123 ALEXANDRA ROAD, HORNSEY,
LONDON, N.8.
Tel: 01-888 1662
*

Ideal for every form
of live
recording.
Orchestral and organ
music, wild life recordings, interviews,
expeditions, scientific investigations, etc.
And now available at
a ridiculously low
price.

TA' E

PHILIPS N4302 MONO
TAPE RECORDER

This superb 4 track, 3
head, " off tape monitoring", 24 watt stereo output recorder listed at
LI 24-90.

Superb
automatic
or
manual recording. Twin
track. List £39. ( Same
spec. as new model 4303
(listed at £42) except for
slight cabinet change.)

. .

£72-50
Carr. £2.50
Cash or Terms

Every machine brand new, fully guaranteed and supplied complete
with superb carrying case ( retail value, [5.50), shoulder strap
and comprehensive instruction manual. Recorders can be supplied
to European or NAB standards ( state which required when
ordering). A full range of accessories are available including mains
battery charger units, rechargeable battery packs, dynamic and
rbbon microphones, monitoring headsets, etc.
LIMITED NUMBER ONLY
We cannot guarantee being able to meet the expected
demand for this unrepeatable bargain and would advise
early ordering to avoid disappointment.
BRITAIN'S MOST COMPETITIVE PRICES!
AVAILABLE

e

HIRE PURCHASE TERMS for Personal Callers
• EXPRESS MAIL ORDER SERVICE

Open 6 days a week ( 9-1 Satz.)
1min. from Holburn Tube.

THIS MONTHS BARGAINS *

AKAI 4000 STEREO
TAPE RECORDER

OUR
499 90
PRICE "
Carriage £2.50.

MANY OTHER SPECIAL BARGAINS
FOR PERSONAL CALLERS.

plus 13p p&p.

We have a comprehensive range of new and used professional
microphones, sound, photographic and audio visual equipment.
EQUIPMENT TAKEN IN PART EXCHANGE. ORDER by
POST. Order with confidence. Orders despatched the same day as
received. Open Mon. to Sat. 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. Thurs. 9 a.m. to I p.m.

EMI L4A PROFESSIONAL BATTERY
Never before and possibly never again will
we be able to make an offer such as this!! To
coin an old cliche, " It's the chance of a lifetime". We have made the exclusive purchase
of these superb # track professional recorders.
Due to its exemption from Purchase Tax being
maintained only if sold to professional,
scientific and industrial organisations, it
would have cost approx. £ 170 without
accessories if placed on the domestic market!
Just look at the unique features contained
in its comprehensive specification. 3 Heads
(I Erase, I Record, 1 Playback), 2 speeds
31 and 7#". Unique automatic back tension
control to ensure absolute constant speed.
Two microphone inputs, with separate mixing
controls,
plus
remote
control
facilities
through microphone switch, Edge mounted
meter can be switched to monitor battery
voltage, erase and bias oscillator current,
record level and line out output. Recorded
signal can be monitored before and after
record on 3" internal speaker driven by inbuilt
200 mW amplifier or through monitoring
headphones.
Extremely lightweight. Only
101 lbs.
Size 7" x Ilrx 51".
Exceptionally
robust. Fully tropicalised. Built to last a
lifetime. Minimum running costs. Rechargeable batteries can be used over and over again
in conjunction with the Mains Battery charger
which also acts as a mains power supply unit.
Wow and flutter better than 0-2% RMS.
Signal to Noise ratio + 50 dB ( unweighted).

75p

8TA, 9TA, 9TAHC, GP9 I , ST4, ST9, EV26, GC8. OTHERS ON REQUEST.
Orbit NM22 Magnetic Cartridge ..
E4
Replacement Diamond Styli, £2-13, plus 13p p. & p.

UNREPEATABLE OFFER!
MAINS PORTABLE

pi"
23p
P
& P.

Complete with spare ear muffs. Total value £ 10•40.
Available only from us at this price. Due to entire purchase of manufacturer's remaining stock, this fantastic offer is open only while stocks
last.
* High-fidelity reproduction due to broad frequency response (
2020.000 Hz)
* Substantially increased stereo effect.
* Headphones fit the head gently and do not shift.
* Earpieces fit ears snugly ( Cardanic suspension).
* Tone quality superior to conventional loudspeakers. Only expensive
studio loudspeakers can match the reproduction quality of the K50.
* Music can be reproduced at concert hall volume (!), preserving the
lower bass notes and brilliant treble tones without causing any
strain to the listener. Send s.a.e. for full Technical leaflet.

OUR : 27,50
PRICE "
Carriage £ 1.00.

TANDBERG 304IX

SANYO MR999

Superb stereo tape unit
featuring unique crossfield recording. 3speeds.
4tracks. 4 heads. Sound
on Sound etc. Rec. Price
£109-90.

Stereo Tape Recorder. 3
Speeds, 20 watts output
Sound on Sound. Sound
with Sound, Bass & Treble
controls. 2 VU meters
etc. Rec. Price £ 101-95

OUR
94
PRICE
9"
Carriage £2.50.

OUR
478
PRICE "
Carriage £2 SO.

£ .
50

.
75

UP TO 30% OFF HI-FI
We are able to supply any make of Hi-Fi Equipment
at special prices.
Also available is a range of Hi -Fi Stereo
Systems incorporating equipment by Garrard, Goldring. Thorens, Leak, Quad, Rogers,
Armstrong, Wharfedale, Ferrograph, etc.
showing savings of up to 30% off listed prices.

NT

DISCOU

APE RECORDER CENTRE
82 HIGH HOLBORN,

LONDON,
1542

W.C.1. TELEPHONE:

01-242 7401

Lift this page and drop it ...
you'll see how gently the Miracord 50H
treats your records.
A gentle touch of the pushbuttons

Other turntables offer akind of syn-

brings forth agentle reaction from the

chronous motor. The 50H uses aPapst

automatic and manual modes.

Miracord 50H. The dynamically balanced arm responds gently with fts

hysteresis synchronous motor with
outer rotor for unvarying speed accu-

frictionless bearing system, faithfully

racy regardless of the voltage fluctua-

Another important feature is the
50H turntable. It is aheavy, one-piece,
non-ferrous metal casting, lathe-tur-

and flawlessly tracking the intricate
record grooves. Gentleness, however,

tion or loads. The Papst motor is usual-

ned to precise dimensions and then

ly found in professional studios.

individually

is just one attribute of the 50H, aclue

Consider cueing: in one leading
automatic turntable, cueing does not

This contributes to the smooth, steady

operate in the automatic mode. In

wow and flutter.

sential for optimum tracking. Another

automatic, cueing is the ideal way to
interrupt play for a
moment

encing it yourself can better describe

automatic turntable does feature this

when there is astack

L

the gentle way in which the Miracord

adjustment, but it's internal and difficult

on the spindle. The

l

to its superior perfomance is found in
its features.
Stylus overhang adjustment is es-

of records
50H

to set. The Miracord 50H offers external
overhang

adjustment

pro-

vides silicone- damped cueing in both

dynamically

balanced.

motion of the turn- table, free of rumble,
Nothing we can say short of experi-

responds and preserves the best in
your records. Find out for
yourself.

with

built-in gauge no shifting, no guesswork, no templates.

Miracord 50H
ELECTROACUSTIC GMBH, 2300 Kiel, Germany

ELAC AGENTS:
U.K. Unilet Products Ltd., Malden Road, Compton House, New Malden— Surrey. CANADA: White Electronics, 3041, Universal Drive,
Mississauga, Ont. 625-5404. AUSTRALIA: Magna Techtronics ( Pty.) Aust. Ltd., Crows Nest N.S.W. 2065. HONGKONG: The Radio
People Ltd., 25 Chatham Road, Kowloon, Hongkong. THAILAND: Central Trading Co. Ltd., 677-683, Wang Burapha, Bangkok.
PHILIPPINES: C & C Commercial, Suite 809, Rosario, Manila. SOUTH AFRICA: Glens ( Pty.) Ltd., 6, Miller Street, Cor. 8th Street, New
Doornfontein, Johannesburg.
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BOOKS BY GUA. BRIGGS

J. E. SUGDEN
CLASS A AMPLIFIERS

OVER AQUARTER OF A MILLION COPIES SOLD SINCE 1948

e

LOUDSPEAKERS

..

Fifth edition- 336 pages, 230 illustrations.
Cloth bound.
PRICE £ 1.50 (£ 1-63 post free).
A standard work on the subject of loudspeakers, now in its 24th impression.
CABINET HANDBOOK
112 pages, 90 illustrations, PRICE 38p (46p post
ii.
free). Semi- stiff cover. Cloth bound 75p (85p post %
free).
Practical information about woodworking, veneer-t
ing, polishing, etc., plus 22 pages on loudspeaker
cabinet design.

A.21 SERIES TWO. Fully integrated amplifier. 25 watts output
RMS. Class A output stages. Handsome teak case. Acknowledged as today's finest amplifier in the medium price range.
£65.00

AERIAL HANDBOOK ( Second Edition)
176 pages, 144 illustrations.
PRICE ( Semi- stiff cover) 75p (83p post free). Cloth
bound £ 1.13 (£ 1.23 post free).
...:
This revised edition includes explanations and
requirements relating to colour TV and Multiplex
stereo.
MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS AND AUDIO
240 pages, 212 illustrations. Cloth bound.
PRICE £ 1.63 (£ 1.76 post free).
Intended to appeal to both the concert-goer and
the audiophile.
ABOUT YOUR HEARING

A.51 POWER AMPLIFIER for the perfectionist who can
afford it. Output 25 watts per channel RMS. Primarily designed
for use with best ancillary equipment and in particular for use
with elect-ostatic loudspeakers.
£5.00

132 pages, 112 illustrations. •••..
PRICE ( semi- stiff cover) 78p (86p post free). ••••
Cloth bound £ 1.13 (£ 1.23 post free).
•
Many aspects of audiology, age and noise effects
are expertly covered, with guidance for the hard
of hearing.
AUDIO BIOGRAPHIES
344 pages, 64 contributions from pioneers and
leaders in Audio, 112 illustrations. Cloth bound.
PRICE £ 1•25 (£ 1.38 post free).
Vital information on the development of radio,
audio, hi fi, etc., from the early days up to 1961.

C.5I CONTROL UNIT. A very sophisticated pre- amplifier/
control unit for use with the A.51. Facilities include high and
low pass filters with variable operating point and slope, very
adequate input selection including independent channel switching,
quiet listening control and a ' special' input condition, allowing
the use of plug-in input compensators and variation of equalising
characteristic.
£50-00

A TO Z IN AUDIO

"OUT OF PRINT"
PIANOS, PIANISTS AND SONICS
190 pages, 102 illustrations. Cloth bound.
PRICE 92p (£ 1post free).

LATEST ADDITION. Model R2I and R5I VHF Stereo Tuners
matching the A.2I and C.5I units above. The new tuners feature
high sensitivity and selectivity, manual or pre-set tuning, unique
tuning dial and aspecially designed decoder for " birdie" rejection
which also includes aspecial switchable noise filter.
£75.02 inc. tax

"4k,

I-L.

he

ALL THE ABOVE BOOKS CONTAIN THE
USUAL TOUCHES OF HUMOUR ASSO-

J. E. Sugden audio equipment is built to the exacting standard
inherent in an assembly line which has been producing laboratory
instruments for the past ten years. We do not know how to " mass
produce" modern tinware which is why you may have to wait for
some of the above—but it will be worth it.

CIATED WITH THIS WRITER.
Please send order and enquiries to:

RANK WHARFEDALE BOOK DEPT. B.W.S.

Ask your dealer or write for free colour brochure today.

13 WELLS ROAD ILKLEY YORKS LS29 9AZ
Telephone: ILKLEY 4246

J. E. SUGDEN 8£ CO. LTD.

Published by:

BRADFORD ROAD, CLECKHEATON, YORKSHIRE
BD19 3LP
Tel.: 2501

RANK WHARFEDALE LTD. IDLE BRADFORD YORKS

lb
1544
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SLASH PRICES

UP TO 60

A VICEROY VA4
COMPLETE
STEREO SYSTEM
For ONLY £38.00

SCOOP BUY ! !
SMC-I01 MOVING
RIDGE. Price £3.25.

PICKUP ARMS
SME 3009/S2
SME 3001/52
GOLDRING Lenco L75 ..
GOLDRING Lenco L69 ..
STEREO AMPLIFIERS
H.L. SA707 with Scratch Filter ..
METROSOUND ST20
AMSTRAD 8000 ..
TELETON SAQ206
SINCLAIR 3000 ..
SINCLAIR 2000 .. .
SINCLAIR PRO 60/2 Z30.
/PZ5
QUAD 303 & 33 ..
ARMSTRONG 521 ( Teak cased)

OUR PRICE £19.00 p. & p. £ 1.00
ARMSTRONG 526
GARRARD AP76
SHURE M55E
Plinth and cover complete

WHY PAY MORE?
APOLLO 3-WAY
SPEAKER SYSTEMS

75p
£19-00
£25-00
[17-75
[19-00
£33-50
£22.50
£16-00
£80-00

P.p.

£42.50

SANSUI now in stock.
Special Prices on application.
TUNER AMPLIFIERS
TELETON 11X990 with Speakers
TELETON R8000 with Speakers
TELETON CR IOT with Speakers
TELETON TFS50
TELETON 7AT I ..
TELETON CR55 ..
TELETON IOATI
TELETON 7AT20
PHILIPS RH78I .
A.M.C. 7500 7x7 VHF
ARMSTRONG 526
ARMSTRONG 525
ARMSTRONG 118 Decoder

GOLDRING G800H
Plinth and cover complete

Send for full list

P.P. 45P
£25-00
[26-50
.. [ 10-00

p.p. LI 00
£48-50
. £37-00
• £27.75
£54.00
£80-00
£75 00
£95-00
£78-00
£53-00
£31-00
£82.00
£72.00
£7.75

PERSONAL CALLERS WELCOME- EASY TO
FIND. SO yards from ( BR.) Stoke Newington
Station. 67, 149, 247, 76, 243 Buses pass our door.
OUR OWN CAR PARK ( at rear).

APOLLO- 15 3-WAY SPEAKER SYSTEM. Impedance 8ohms. Power Handling
15 watts. RMS ( 30 watts peak). Frequency
Range: 35 to 18.000 Hz. Colour: Teak.
Size 21 x 15 X 74 in.
PRICE £ 18-50 each ( p. & p. £1-00).
THE APOLLO- 10 3-WAY SPEAKER
SYSTEM employs a specially designed
10 in. Base Unit which has a high efficiency
Anisotropic Ferrite Magnet and two 4 in.
Treble Units and LC Crossover Network.
Specification: Impedance 4-8 ohms ( 1516 ohms to order). Power Handling 10
watts RMS ( 20 watts peak). Frequency
Range: 50 Hz to 18,000 Hz. Size 21 x 11-¡
n in. Finish: Polished Teak.
OUR PRICE £ 13-47 each (
65p p. & p.).
APOLLO-83-WAY SPEAKER SYSTEM
As above but 7 watts RMS ( 14 watts peak).
FR.: 55 to 18,000 Hz. Size 20x 12 x8 in.
PRICE £ 10.12 each ( 50p p. & p.).
APOLLO-66 3-WAY SPEAKER SYSTEM. As above but 5 watts RMS ( 10 watts
peak). P.R.: 75 to 18,000 Hz. Size 144 x8x
6 in. PRICE £6.97 each (
374p p. & p.).
DEVOTED

DEMONSTRATING
SELECTED SYSTEMS.

TO

SPECIALLY

••••

TAPE RECORDERS & TAPE DECKS
FERROGRAPH 722
FERROGRAPH 742 ..
FERROGRAPH 702/W 2 track tape deck
FERROGRAPH 704/W 4 track tape deck
PHILIPS 4404 4 track Stereo Recorder..
PHILIPS 4407 4 track Stereo Recorder..
PHILIPS N4308
PHILIPS 4302 Twin track auto ..
PHILIPS 4307 4 track ..
PHILIPS N4404 4 track stereo ..
TELETON FXB 510D 4 track stereo ..
PHILIPS 4500 4 track stereo tape deck..

p.p. [ 1.00
.. £ 196.00
.. £ 196.00
.. £ 166.00
.. £ 166-00
£73.00
£89-00
[49-00
£31-00
£38110
£69-00
£47.00
£98.00

CARTRIDGES
GOLDRING G850
GOLDRING G800
GOLDRING G800E
GOLDRING G800 Super E
SONOTONE 9TAHC/D..
SHURE M3d
SHURE M44/5/7/C
SHURE 1155E
SHURE M75E
SHURE 1144E

p.p. 25p
£4.00
£7.00
El 1-00
[16.00
El 75
£5-00
E7-25
£9 25
£15-00
£8.50

TUNERS
ARMSTRONG 523
ARMSTRONG 524
ARMSTRONG 118
QUAD FM
TELETON STQ20ik
TELETON STQ204X
SINCLAIR 2000 ..
SINCLAIR PRO.60
OPEN:

Monday-Wednesday

75P
£41.50
£32-50
£7.75
£46-00
£28.00
£37-50
£19-00
£20-50

P.P.

9.30

a.m.-7

8 p.m. SATURDAY 9.30 a.m.-6.00 p.m.

Dept. HN9, 50 STAMFORD HILL,

.1,, • It

LONDON, N.16. Phone 01-806 3611/7311

NOTE: Personal callers please note that cheques are only accepted if accompanied by a bank cheque card ( NOTE: NOT BARCLAYCARDS).

1545

p.m.;

Half day Thursday until 1p.m.; Late night Friday until

All prices subject to change without notice.

Send Postal Orders, Money Orders, Cheques, etc. to

1

STE-MA 400 speakers
OUR PRICE £148.00 p. & p. £ 1.25

The Systems are housed in handsome Slimline Cabinets of Modern Design, finished in
Polished Teak with Padded Front Panel
covered in I.C.I. Vynair Grille.
The APOLLO 3-WAY SPEAKER SYSTEMS are designed and built on the Infinite
Baffle Principle and are completely Airtight
and fully padded to damp out any Panel
Resonance. Polished on all sides they can
be used either vertically or horizontally and
are ideal for Shelf or Wall Mounting.
Below are just a few from the APOLLO
comprehensive range starting with:

2 SHOWROOMS

MOVING

GARRARD SP25 Mk II

EXTRA LARGE DISCOUNTS
ON WHARFEDALE
SPEAKERS

TURNTABLES
P.P. 75P
GARRARD 40B with Sonotone 9TAHC Cartridge ..
[11.00
GARRARD 2025 TC with Sonotone 9TAHC
Diamond Cartridge ..
[8.75
GARRARD 3500 with cartridge
£12.00
GARRARD A70 MK 11 ..
£10.50
GARRARD SP25 MK Ill
..
[ 11-00
GARRARD SL65B
£13.50
GARRARD AP76
£19-00
GARRARD SL72B
£24.50
GARRARD SL75B
£25-50
GARRARD 401 ..
[27-50
GARRARD SL95B
£34-00
THORENS TD 125
£63.00
Many more makes and models in stock.

CART-

SPECIAL OFFERS f
:

VISIT OUR 3 STOREY
WAREHOUSE
PACKED
WITH HI-FI & STEREO
EQUIPMENT.
1000s OF
ITEMS ALWAYS AVAILABLE TO SELECT FROM.
OR SEND S.A.E.
FOR
FULL LIST.

Suitable for Garrard AT60, SP25, 2000, 2500, 3000, 3500,
5100, 2025, 1025, SL65B and B.S.R. McDonald range.
Superbly finished plinth, ready cut for use ( fully assembled). Complete with tinted perspex cover. This
unit is finished in Teak polish and will blend in any home.
SUPERIOR PLINTHS AND COVERS for G
d AP75,
AP76, SL7213, SL75B and SL95B, £415
60p p. & p.
(Recommended list price [ 10.00.)

STEREO

MCI-3 HIGH
FIDELITY STEREO
MAGNET CARTRIDGE. Price £6-00.

ITS PERFORMANCE CAN BE
COMPARED WITH EQUIPMENT COSTING £ 130.00. Fully
guaranteed for 12 months.

ES -25 p. & p. 50p.

MAGNET

For complete specification on the above see our March
issue, page 478.

p. & p. £ 1-25

SUPERB PLINTHS AND COVERS

0/
0

Slim lines., sweet sound, stunning
impact - that's the Mini-Acusta from
Telefunken. The Mini-Acusta is an
elegant all-in-one sound system
incorporating 4-track stereo tape
recorder, hi-fi tuner/amplifier,
transcription unit and two full-range
loudspeakers.
The Mini-Acusta looks like £300

Sprit

worth of high-fidelity equipment. In fact,
it costs alot less. But who's toknow?
See your local audio dealer for details
of the Mini-Acusta ' 205' System.
Or write to Telefunken at:
ni AL
AEG House,
TELE
FUN
Chichester Rents,
Chancery Lane,
London WC2A 1NH

411.v
EN01

inosiummitsmitimusiniumulninituutimutt 1177 --

Mini-Acusta

Midi price

Maxi sound system
1546

Introducing the first Tuner Amplifier from Rogers

The new Ravensbrook FM Tuner Amplifier
We are proud to announce the
introduction of the Ravensbrook
FM Tuner Amplifier, the first Tuner
Amplifier from Rogers. Intended to
complement the existing Ravensbrook range the new model meets
the increasing demand we have
experienced both at home and
overseas for an integral Tuner
Amplifier.

Technically the new model Is
identical to the existing separate
Ravensbrook units, but with the
addition of a manual over- ride
facility on the automatic stereo
decoder and provision for the
connection of additional speakers
for derived rear third channel.
(The ROGERS Wafer Speaker is
uniquely suited to be used as the

additional speaker(s) in a third
channel system.)
New styling features panels in
either satin silver or brushed pale
gold, with solid aluminium control
knobs. A free-standing case finished in teak is available as an
optional extra.

New - Ravensbrook
semi - professional
Stereo Headphones
Latest addition to the Ravensbrook range,
semi-professional stereo headphones, providing a standard of performance which
belies their modest price. Twin movingcoil system. Individuar volume controls
integral with each earpiece. Exceptionally
comfortable to wear. Recommended U.K.
Retail Price £ 18.50.

Recommended U.K. Retail Prices:
Ravensbrook Tuner Amplifier.
Case Model
Purchase Tax
Chassis Model
Purchase Tax

£90.00
£18.43
£82.50
£ 16:89

(A vailable from all leading
Hi-fi Specialist Dealers)

ROGERS DEVELOPMENTS ( ELECTRONICS) LTD
4-14, Barmeston Road, London, SE6 3BN
Telephone: 01-698 7424/4340

ROGERS

Please send me a copy ot your new colour leaflet describing the
new Ravensbrook Tuner Amplifier in detail.
Iam also interested in:
= Ravensbourne Equipment

Rogers Audio Test Equipment

NAME
ADDRESS
HF/9/7j
Export enquiries inviteu

The fabulous
FA 200 FA 300 FA 400 Amplifiers.
Three well styled TRUE HI- Fl amplifiers, 20, 30+ 40 Watts RMS respectively
with latest slide controls + toggle switches, all functions + filters.
Also matching MW/VHF tuner FT 150 available.

alpha
by HIGHGATE

R 150, R 500, FR 3000, FR 4000.
MW/VHF TUNER/AMPLIFIERS
Choose the output you require, 4 Tuner/Ampl. 16, 24, 30 + 40 Watts
RMS all including decoder with specification to suit the most discerning
listerner
From £59.— to £99.—

lets you hear what others

CD 500 Stereo Cassette Deck
featuring 2 VU Meters switchable noise
filter, headphone socket & pause control.
The ideal addition to your Hi Fi system.

SPECIFICATIONS

HT

HT7MK2

CAPACITY (
Sine- wave)

20

HT10MK2

HT16MK2

HT17MK2

20

12W

10

HT20MK2
20

SPEAKER UNITS

1x8"
1x 2I/2"

1x8"
2 x5" dual
cone

8.1/2"
dual cone

1x 5 x 7"
2 x 2'/2"

1 x8"
1x 1" dome

FREQUENCY
RESPONSE ( Hz)

40-18000

30-18000

50-18000

50-18000

30-20000

CROSSOVER
NETWORK ( Hz)

3500

1500/400

3500

1500/4000

8ohms

8ohms

IMPEDANCE

8ohms

8ohms

WEIGHT

15 lbs.

22.1/2 lbs.

4 or 8 ohms

HEIGHT

17.3/5"

22.7/8"

WIDTH

11.1/5"

17"

11"

10"

11.1/5"

DEPTH

6.4/5"

5.1/8"

7"

4.2/5"

9.1/5"

CABINET

Teak or
walnut

Teak or
rosewood

Teak

Teak or
walnut

Teak or
walnut

15.1/2"

7lbs.

18 lbs.

13"

17.3/5"

HI II Equipment...
The

alpha
by HIGHGATE
STEREO
F212 AMPLIFIER

lets you hear what others miss

AA Combination Unit
A complete Hi Fi System with MW/VHF radio + decoder,
SP 25 Mk.3 Turntable with mag. cartridge in compact
teak cabinet incl. 2 dualcone bookshelve speakers at
budget price of £99.

miss
R 15 FIVE STAR COMPACT
36 Watts RMS MW/VHF Tuner/Ampl. All functions
+ filters fitted with Lence GL 75 Deck mag. Cartridge
+ hinged lid. Stand optional extra. ( Use with HT 20
SPeakets.)

A engeated h, I, eveen1 t.dake the F212 amplade Aipho All Merk
adeeken

&Ph*

HICiNCLA

The F212 is an all silicon 2 x 12W R.M.S. stereo amplifier,
Extremely low distortion is achieved through the use of the
latest type of direct'-coupling transistor circuitry, incorporating pure complimentary output stages which are overload
protected by highly efficient current limiting.
Four separate DIN input sockets will accommodate any
source of audio signal and there is an output take off point
for direct tape recording, 4 speaker output sockets, and
jack headphone socket. This unit combines simplicity of
operation with sophistication making it atruly versatile High
Fidelity amplifier.
Power -Output 2 x 12W R.M.S.
Magnetic Input 5mV across 50 Kohni.
Speaker output 4 x8 ohm
Ceramic Input 50 mV across 1Mohm.
Harmonic Distortion less than 0.1% at 8W and 0.5% at 12W. .
Frequency Response 20H1-20KI-17. Dimensions 3.1/8" x 10.1/2" x 7.3 4"(1

DB5 " Dolby" Noise reducing Unit
The DB5 rerowned " DOLBY" System can be used
between any good tape recorder or cassette deck for
tape hiss reduction.

5e25 Mark III deck end Ptckenng V 15 AC? cadndee

by HIGHGATE

sets the standard in
High Fidelity and Design

For further details contact:

MONGATE ACOUSTICS

184/8 Great Portland Street, London IN1.
Telephone: 01-636 2901-4

ow calm down!

It's perfectly easy to see that all you want is to own a nice balanced Hi Fi system that won't cost you the earth.
So you have just read 101 different advertisements offering 1001 variations ; your friends have added thei r
recommendations — which differ strangely from what the Hi Fi pundits say you ought to have and it's not
surprising that your head is spinning and you are feeling utterly confused!
Now is the time to STOP — LOOK and LISTEN at Lasky's and : ike us, be cool, calm and collected.
We have specialised in high fidelity since its birth, we have nursed it through infancy and now that it's growing up
we know every one of its problems and perhaps most important of all we know 99% of the answers — that's why
we don't lose our composure so easily. In addition we stock an incomparable range of equipment which together
with expert guidance from our staff enables you, in one place at one time, to select the system best suited to your
requirements at the price you can afford. Our comprehensive after sales service and our continuing interest
ensures your lasting pleasure and satisfaction.

Be cool, calm and collected at the Home of High Fidelity.

207 EDGWARE ROAD. LONDON. W.2 Tel: 01723 3271

109 FLEET STREET. LONDON. E.C.£1 Tel: 01-353 5812

33 TOTTENHAM CT. RD., LONDON. W.1 Tel: 01-636 2605

Open nil doy f
hursday. early ( lowly 1p.m. Saturday

Open all day.9 a.m.-6 p.m. Monday to Saturday

The Home of High Fidelity

152/3 FLEET STREET, LONDON. E.C.£1 Tel: 01-353 2833

£12-£15 TOTTENHAM CT. RD., LONDON. W.1 Tel: 01-580 2573
open oll doy.9o.m.-6 pm Monday to Saturday

Open all day Thursday. early closing 1p.m. Saturday

ALL MAIL ORDERS AND CORRESPONDENCE TO: 3-15 CAVELL STREET,

LONDON, El 2BN Tel: 01-790 4821

it's new, it's light
it's KOSS K-711

costs only £ 10
The Koss K-711 is a new concept in design, providing
a standard of sound inviting comparision with headphones
costing twice the price

KOSS iteerieteá 6eiti.Váttee
KOSS T.M.D. Ltd.
11 Redvers Road
London N. 22
Tel. 01-8880152

Please send me I
free of charge ,
full details on
I
this and other
Koss models ,

Name

I Address

1551

Hear us at Audio 71—Rooni 217

METRIC
SPEAKER
SYSTEMS
L.N.B. AUDIO LTD., 25 CAMBRIDGE STREET, LOUGHBOROUGH 050-93 61229

That vital
first link...

Choose your cartridge
carefully—it's the very vital
first link in your chain of sound reproduction. Even the finest equipment
cannot offset apoor cartridge.

For the connoisseur seeking the ultimate in musical reproduction, lowest distortion and undetectable record wear,
the ADC 10/E Mk II offers the lowest tip mass ever achieved—combined with an elliptical stylus for high definition tracing.
Price £ 36.91 ( incl. p.t.)
Send for details to:

KEF Electronics Ltd
Tovil Maidstone Kent Tel : Maidstone 57258

1552

ADC

The big new name
to trust. Sharp.
We're one of the biggest names in
world electronics.
Our record is one of 50 years of
technological acftevement; from the first
ever radio and television sets
manufactured in Japan, right up to today,
when Sharp, in conjunction with the
North American Rockwell Corporation
have commercially developed the
microcircuitry that helped put Apollo
on the moon.
This technical experience is built into
all our products. Sharp aucio equipment
is some of the finest available today.
Now, British connoisseurs of fine
sound can enjoy the excellence of Sharp.
1. Whenever you buy a piece of
Sharp equipment you are buying Sharp's
high standard of design, performance
and technology.
A standard backed by Sharp's
special one-year guarantee covering not
only parts but all labour costs too.
2. To ensure that our fine equipment
gets the best service possible, Sharp's
specially equipped service centre is

manned by the same efficient team of
experts that designed and made it originally.
3. When you buy Sharp audio
equipment, you're buying the
results of the most up-to-date
technology.
Sharp sets
new standards—
depend on it.

SHARP

•

For afree Sharp catalogue showing the

Icomplete audio range write to:— Sharp

I

Electronics ( UK) Ltd., Dept R 48 Derby
Manchester M8 8HN. Tel. 061 832 6115

C

St..

I Name

IAddress

I
MM

IIMMI

MI

Walton 6 Gordon Ltd., 38a/40 Queen St, Belfast BTI 6EX. Tel: 20656. Peter Dand 8, Co. Ltd., ill Clonskeagh Rd, Dublin 6. Tel: 694433

STA 321.
Solid stale stereo tuneriarupli(ier. Circuit 42 transistor r
including 3FET,
r)
1-1c, 28 diode. Type MW/LW/FM
multiplex 3band superheterodyne stereo
tuner/amplifier. Tuning range 525—f. 605kHz,
LW 150 370kHz, FM 88 108 Mhz.
Output 80W 040W
40W mart, music power

LI3,

o

RD 712D
Solid state x3speed stereo tape deck.
Circuit 11 transistor, 5diode. Type 7" reel,
4track, 2channel, stereo/monaural,
vertical/horizontal operation
DIN jack. Output Line (- 6dB 3K ohm). £ 7230

* recommended U.K. retail price

1553

RD 423E
Solid state cassette
tape deck
(standard cassette).
Circuit 18 transistors,
11 diode.
Stereo/monaural
4track 2channel,
DIN jack, output
(-2dB 50K ohm).
£.55.42

,
9P,

H

ateNSIBLE PRICE'(
coNePER THE
FOLLOWING EXAMPLEG

AMPLIFIERS

TUNERS

ARMSTRONG
521,
£47.50,
LEAK
STEREO 30+ (cased), £50.50. LEAK 70
(cased), £60-50. METROSOUND ST20E,
£31-20.
PHILIPS
RH
580,
[MO.
ROGERS RAVENSBROOK MARK II
(cased), £42.50.

TUNER/AMPS

ARMSTRONG
523,
£43.80.
LEAK
STEREOFETIC (chassis), £53.50. LEAK
STEREOFETIC (cased), £58.80. PHILIPS
RH690,
£38.20.
ROGERS
RAVENSBROOK (cased), £42•20. ROTEL 120ST,
£43.00.

ARMSTRONG
525,
£75.50.
ARMSTRONG 526, £85-00. KORTING 400T,
£67.00. PIONEER SX440, £9510. ROTEL
130, £69.00.
SHARP STAI 10, £70-00.

RECORD DECKS

CONNOISSEUR
BDI
KIT
£10.80.
CONNOISSEUR BD2 CHASSIS £25.30.
GARRARD 2025TC+9TAHC, £11.00.
GARRARD SP25 MARK III, £12.50.
GARRARD AP76, £23.10. GARRARD
401, £32.00. GOLDRING GL75P+cover,
£43.00. THORENS TDI50 ABIl+cover,
£45.00.

SPEAKER SYSTEMS

CARTRIDGES
AUDIO TECHNICA AT66 SERIES, £5.40.
DECCA
DERAM
CERAMIC,
£4.50.
GOLDRING
G800,
£9.60.
SHURE
M44-7, £7-90. SHURE M55E, £10 00.
SHURE M75E 11, £16.60.

CELESTION
DITTON
15,
£53.00.
GOODMANS MAGNUM K2, £72.00.
LEAK SANDWICH 600, £80.00. METROSOUND
202,
£35.00.
ROGERS
RAVENSBROOK,
£50.00.
WHARFEDALE SUPER LINTONS, £39-70.

A & M 2001 SUPER DE LUXE: LEAK STEREO 30+, GOLDRING GL75P + Cover, SHURE M44-7
& 2 WHARFEDALE SUPER LINTONS, NORMAL PRICE £ 169.73. OUR PRICE £14100. A & M 2000
KIT A: SINCLAIR STEREO 60+ 2x Z3O+PZ5, GARRARD SP25 III Base & Cover G800 & UNIT 3
KITS, NORMAL PRICE £ 91.91.0UR PRICE £7100. A & M SUPER SYSTEM 1001: ARMSTRONG
526 Tuner/Amp., including decoder, THORENS TDI50 Mk II + cover, SHURE M55E & 2CELESTION
DITTON 15's: NORMAL PRICE £ 240.62. OUR PRICE £202.40.

SYSTEMS
HEADPHONES

DIAMOND STYLI

AKAI ASE 9S, £5-30. BEST SH650, £3.30. ROTEL RH600, £4.70.
AKAI ASE20, £748. ROTEL RH7I I, £8.10.

FOR AT66, £3.20. FOR G800H, £4.00. FOR G800, £4.00. FOR
G800E, £9.00. FOR SHURE M3D, £4.40. FOR SHURE M44-7,
£5.10. FOR SHURE M55E, £7.60. FOR SHURE M75E, £10.60.

SPEAKER CHASSIS
GOODMANS AXIETTE 8, £6.80. GOODMANS TWIN AXIETTE,
£7.50. WHARFEDALE SUPER 8, £7.00. WHARFEDALE KITS
UNIT 3, £10.80. UNIT 4, £15.20. UNIT 5, £22.00.

RECORD ACCESSORIES
DUSTBUG, £1-00. LENCO STYLUS BALANCE, £0.85. LENCO
CLEAN £2.70.

COMPLETE ORDER FORM BELOW:
mummanammoiumminii
•Please supply/send quotation for the undermentioned equipment and/or details
of hi-fi & records at discount
DIAMOND STYLI
80p each postage paid

AMPLIFIER

TUNER

TUNER/AMP.

RECORD DECK

CARTRIDGES

SPEAKERS

DIAMOND STYLI
80p each postage paid

ALSO

Goldring 600

Acos GP9I, 2, 3, 4 & 6

NAME

Goldring CS80

BSR Cl

ADDRESS

Acos GP59

Goldring CS90
Goldring M X I & 2

BSR TC8

Philips AG3010

BSR-F3M & H

Philips AG 3066

Collaro Studio 0
Garrard GC2
Garrard GC8

All Prices Post Paid

1 enclose remittance
of £
Cheque/MO/P.O./Cash

Ronette DC284
Sonotone 9TA
Sonotone 9TAHC

ammmiummuumumiummummomminummiummummuummummal
Reference:
HFN

9

A fic M SUPPLIES
37 Hermitage Road, Hitchin, Herts.

Telephone
0462 2468

Internationally Acclaimed. ..;,3,„
lê

THOR231

THORENS
TD125 AB
THOU

Thorens Products are stocked and demonstrated by all leading
Hi-fi dealers or write for full details
Metrosound ( Sales) Limited, Audio Works, Cartersfield Road,
Waltham Abbey, Essex. Telephone: Waltham Cross 31933

41 metrosound

Metrosound is a
registered trade mark of
Metrosound Manufacturing Co Ltd

TD125 Electronic Turntable £ 79.04 Tax Paid
TD125AB Turntable with TP25 pick-up arm and plinth
£120.20 Tax Paid.
TD150 Il Transcription Turntable £ 36.04 Tax Paid
TD150A II Turntable with TP13A arm £ 46.16 Tax Paid
TD150AB II Turntable with TP13A pick-up arm and plinth
£49.16 Tax Paid

hen Sansurs
control amplifier means
Imagine what our most
That's right, even our new 50 watt
compact AU-101 control amplifier is able
to help you achieve studio-quality sound
in your own living room. So we're sure
you can appreciate the possibilities of our
awesome top- of-the- line AU-999.
And with Sansui, there's afull range of
units in between, so you're certain to
find one ideally suited to your needs and
budget. Thanks to Sansui, no stereo
perfectionist need ever again settle for anything less than strictly professional results.
Impeccably engineered, these advanced
components feature such improvements
as direct- coupled power amplifiers,

exceptionally low- noise PNP transistors,
Triple Tone Controls, and extraordinary tape
deck and speaker system connection
capability. Even the modestly priced AU- 101,
for example, features an advanced semicomplementary Darlington ITL-OTL design.
Here's how they shape up:
AU-999. 180 watts. Perhaps the world's
finest. Direct- coupled power amplifier,
separable preamplifier, low- noise PNP
transistors, Triple Tone Controls. Connects
up to three pairs of speaker systems, permits
simultaneous recording with two tape decks,
monitoring on one. Wide 10 to 30,000Hz
power bandwidth, 0.4% or less distortion.
AU-888. 140 watts. Wide 10 to 40,000Hz
power bandwidth, 0.4% or less distortion.
Direct- coupled power amplifier, separable
4 4

AU- 555A

England: VERNITRON ( UK) LTD. Thornhill Southampton 509 5QF Tel: Southampton 44811 / Ireland: INTERNATIONAL TRADING GROUP LTD. 5Cope street. Pame
Street, Dublin 2/West Germany: COMPO HI- Fl G.M.B.H. 6 Frankfurt am Main, Reuterweg 65 / Switzerland & Liechtenstein: EGLI, FISCHER & CO., LTD. ZURICH 8022
Zurich, Gotthardstr. 6, Claridenhof / France: HENRI COTTE & CIE 77, Rue J.- R. Thorelle, 77, 92Bourg-la-Reine / Luxembourg: LUX HiFi 3, rue Glesener, Luxembourg/
Austria: THE VIENNA HIGH FIDELITY & STEREO CO. A 1070 Wien 7, Burggasse 114 / Belgium: MATELFCTRIC S.P.R.L. Boulevard Léopold II, 199, 1080 Brussels /
Netherlands: TEMPOFOON N.V. Tilburg, Kapitein Hatterasstraat 8, Postbus 540 / Greece: ELINA LTD. 59 & 59A Tritis Septemvriou Street, Athens 103 / Italy: GILBERTO

most compact
more professional results.
expensive will do.
low- noise preamplifier section with PNP
transistors, ripple filter power supply circuits,
Triple Tone Controls. Powers up to three
pairs of speaker systems.
AU- 666. 100 watts. Power bandwidth:
10 to 40,000Hz, distortion 0.5% or less.
Direct-coupled power amplifier, separable
low- noise preamplifier section, complete
transistor protection, negative feedback
amplifier stages, Triple Tone Controls.
Powers up to two pairs of speaker systems.
AU- 555A. 85 watts. Long one of Sansui's
best-sellers. SEPP-ITL-OTL circuitry,
separable pre- and power amplifier sections,
Triple Tone Controls, direct-coupled circuitry.

Power bandwidth: 20 to 40,000Hz, distortion
less than 0.5%.
AU- 222. 46 watts. Another popular unit.
Compact, but rich in advanced SEPP-ITLOTL circuitry. 20 to 20,000Hz power
bandwidth, 0.8% or less distortion. No fewer
than six inputs.
AU-101. 50 watts. An outstanding
performer despite its modest price tag.
Wide 25 to 40,000Hz power bandwidth,
distortion of 0.8% or less, all- silicon
transistors, low- noise preamplifier section.
Full range of accessory circuits.
Did you find where you fit in? If not, it
will certainly pay you to stop in at your
nearest authorized Sansui dealer soon for
afirst-hand appraisal.

Sansui_

AU- 888

GAUDI ;. as. 20121 Milano, Corso Di Porta Nuova, 48 / South Africa: GLENS ( PTY) LTD. P.O. Box 6406 Johannesburg /.Cyprus: ELECTROACOUSTIC SUPPLY CO., LTD.,
P.O. Box 625, Limassol / Portugal: CENTELEC LDA. Avenida Fontes Pereira de Melo, 47, 4.0 dto., Lisboa- 1 / Malta: R. BRIZZI 293, Kingsway, Valletta / Canary Islands: R.
HASSARAM Calle la Naval, 87, Las Palmas / SANSUI AUDIO EUROPE S.A. Diacem Bldg., Vestingstraat 53-55, 2000 Antwerp, Belgium / sANsui AUDIO EUROPE S.A.
FRANKFURT OFFICE 6 Frankfurt am Main, Reuterweg 93, West Germany / SANSUI ELECTRIC CO., LTD. 14-1, 2-chome, lzumi, Suginami-ku, Tokyo 168, Japan

Sanyotrial

(Or how to be abetter judge of audio equipment)
There are so many stereo systems on the
market today it makes your mind boggle.
The fantasticallyexpensive. The superbly
styled. The ridiculously cheap. You can hear a
convincing case for all of them.
But before you pass judgement hold
aSanyotrial.
Compare the equipment you fancy with
an equivalent Sanyo model. Then decide which
gives you the best value for money.
For instance if you're after high quality
stereo from record as well as radio can you find
any product which will stand up to the
DC-534NE?
This neat three unit system is styled in
pleasant teak finish. The speakers give 12 watts
RMS. 48w peak music power. A precision
belt turntable virtually eliminating wow and
flutter. And the magnetic cartridge has a
diamond stylus. Price £ 142.95. (Speakers extra).
Or if you don't want to go over £ 100 make
avery careful examination of the DS-93E.
Amplifier, tuner and two speakers built in
perfect balance. Output 6W Rms, 15W Peak
music power. £99.95*.
In the mid price range at £ 119.95* the
DC-91E is worth serious consideration.
Send for afree colour brochure to obtain
all the evidence. Then listen to a
Sanyotrial at your local Sanyo dealer before
reaching the final verdict.
•Recommended retail price.

SANYO •

aworld ofdifference

Write to Sanyo Marubeni ( U.K.) Ltd., Bushey Mill Lane, Watford, Herts. Telephone: Watford 30421.

SME precision pick-up arms offer astanda -cl of design and engineerirg

LTJ
The best pick-up arm in the world

which has earned them many distinctions. Throughout the wold thousands
are used daily by enthusiasts, professionals and broadcasting and
recording companies, who appreciate aspecification that is eminently
suited to the needs of rrodern high-guaLity sound reproduction.
Write to SME Limited • Steyning • Sussex • England
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THE

CITY

TAPE RECORDER
& HI-FI CENTRE

The City Tape Recorder
and Hi-Fi Centre
Our Manager Bob Hookings is a
keen tape recording and Hi -Fi
enthusiast. Bang & Olufsen's are
his speciality having used B &
equipment for many years. His
knowledge of this wonderful range
is second to none. He is able to
give personal callers ( please avoid
telephoning) the full benefit of his
expert advice not only on B &
but on any other equipment suitable to your individual requirements and pocket.

- -till'ilia. d¡
.
1.—

BEOMASTER 1000K now reduced from £95.00 to £79.75

hear and compare every model in the fabulous B &

e-

- ___..._
-,/ .
/
i
v
.
r
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range. Additionally we have one of the finest displays
to be seen in London of other leading manufacturers'
tape recorders and audio equipment all ready for inspection and demonstration.
Our Manager Bob Hookings is considered by all who have
made his acquaintance as being one of the most helpful and
knowledgeable personalities in the audio field. He maintains
a close personal contact with customers and endeavours to
in respect of his
efficient and coFor his best per12 & 2weekdays.

", ri,
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SPECIAL OFFER!
A complete secondhand BEOLAB 5000 STEREO
SYSTEM consisting of BEOLAB 5000 ( List £ 149.75),
BEOMASTER 5000 (£ 107.75), BEOGRAM 3000 ( List
£72.45), TWO BEOVOX 5000 ( List £ 136.00). Total
original price £469.95.

We are easy to get to being almost opposite Liverpool Street

Do your weekly rush shopping on Saturday with your wife and
visit us on Sunday at your leisure/

ONE ONLY, IN EXCELLENT CONDITION, £325.95

THE
BANG & OLUFSEN
SPECIALISTS

01-247 2609

HOURS OF BUSINESS: MON.-FRI. 9A.M. to 6 P.M.

When in the City—
call in at the City!

CLOSED ALL DAY SATURDAY

to

—,
';II'ITITITI'l, •

BEOLAB 5000—£149.75

Station and remember we are the only tape recorder specialists
in Great Britain open on Sunday!

10 A. M.

TI'l

WE

All B & 0 equipment sold by us is fully covered not only by the
maker's guarantee but additionally by our 12 MONTHS FREE
AFTER SALES SERVICING GUARANTEE.

SUNDAY

'ilk • ___;2±2: ' '' ' _ :i

•Ig1.1Til

attractive range of budget priced stereo systems that
show savings off the manufacturer's recommended
prices of up to 30%, plus free after- sales servicing.

OPEN

liE

BEOGRAM 1500—£87.75

Although Bang & Olufsen's are our speciality, we are able to
demonstrate a wide range of other equipment including our

228 BISHOIPSGATE
LONDON E.C.2 Tel:

_

BEOMASTER 1600—£128-50

At the City Tape Recorder & Hi -Fi Centre you can see,

give the maximum benefits to them not only
expert knowledge but in providing the most
operative after sales service available today.
sonal attention please avoid calling between

—

2 P. M.
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ALL BRAND NEW

in manufacturer's sealed cartons.
GUARANTEED 12 MONTHS.

SONY •LEAK •SINCLAIR •TELETON •ARMSTRONG •THORENS •PHILIPS •K.
E.
F. • TEAC

SPECIAL OFFER

PICK -UP ARMS

Garrard SP25 Mk. III
Goldring G800H
Teak plinth and tinted cover.
immediate use.

Ready wired for

£18-50

Please add £ 115 for post & packing.

TURNTABLES
Please add 50p for post & packing
f10 75
£8 00
£8.95
£10 25
£13.25
£18 75
£24.00
£26.00
£35•50
£27.00
£11•00
£39.00
£62.50
£98.50
£42.50
£21.50
£29.50

'Garrard SP25 Mk. III
'Garrard 2025TC with stereo cart. .
•G
d 2025TC with Sonotone 9TAHC
•G
d 3000 with Sonotone 9TAHC
'Garrard SL65B
'Garrard AP76
'Garrard 5L728
d SL758
'G
'Garrard SL95B
Garrard 401 .
"B.S.R. MP60
Pioneer PL I2AC
Thorens TO 125
Thorens TD 125AB
Thorens 150 ABII
Goldring GL69/2
Goldring GL69 P2

'Items marked con be mounted in plinth and cover, ready
aired for £4.50 extra plus 25p for post & packing.

AMPLIFIERS
Please add 50p for post & packing
£41-95
£17.70
£15 95
£21.00
£14-50
£17 75
£29.00
£20.50
£41-50
£68.00
£94-50
£36.00
£41.70
£45.00
£48.50
£21.00
£22 25
£32-50
£15 75
£18.00
£22.95
£18.00

Armstrong 521 ( cased).
Amstrad 8000 ..
Dulci 207
Dulci 207M ..
Europhon 10+10
H.L. Audio 707 ..
Metrosound ST2OE
Philips R580 .
Pioneer SA500 ..
Pioneer SA700 ..
Pioneer SA900 ..
Rogers Ravensbrook Chassis
Rogers Ravensbrook Cased ..
Rogers Ravensbourne Chassis
Rogers Ravensbourne Cased
Sinclair 2000 Mk. 1 ..
Sinclair 2000 Mk. 11 ..
Sinclair 3000 ..
Sinclair PRO 60/2 x Z30/PZ5
Sinclair PRO 60/2 x Z30/PZ6
Sinclair PRO 60/2 x Z50/PZ8/Trans.
Teleton SAQ206

TUNERS
Please add 50p for post & packing
Armstrong 523 AM/FM
Armstrong 524 FM
Dulci FMT7
Dulci FM17 Stereo
Teleton GT101 MPLX .
Rogers Ravensbourne FET 2 Chassis.
Rogers Ravensbourne FET 2 Cased ..
Rogers Ravensbrook FET 4 Chassis
Rogers Ravensbrook FET 4 Cased ..

£4000
£31 00
£1950
£2700
£3050
£45 50
£4900
£37 50
£3800

Please add 35p for post & packing
SME 3009/S2 ..
SME 3012/S2 ..
Goldring L75 ..
Goldring L69
Audio-Technica AT. 005

TUNER AMPLIFIERS
Please add 75p for post & packing
Armstrong 525 FM
Armstrong 526 AM/FM
Teleton CRIOT with speakers
Teleton F2300 ( new product)
Teleton CR55 .
Teleton TSF50
Teleton F200 .
Wharfedale 100-1
Teleton TFSSOLA
Teleton 2100 ..

,
44nee.

Coll 75
£78 75
£26 25
£38 SO
£87 00
£51.75
£31.00
£103.00
£60.00
£34.00

SPEAKERS
Please add fl 25 for post & packing
(PRICE PER PAIR)
£29.75
Wharfedale Denton
£49-90
Wharfedale Melton
£45.75
Wharfedale Triton
£40.75
Wharfedale S/Linton
£15•00
Keletron KN500
£18.00
Keletron KN700
£31.50
Keletron KNI23/3
[27-50
Keletron KN1000
£37.00
Keletron KN I
500
£41.50
Keletron KN2000
by letter
K.E.F.
£35.50
Celestion Ditton 120
£49.50
Celestion Ditton 15
£101.00
Celestion Ditton 25
[67.50
Celestion Ditton 10
£34.00
Ste- Ma 400
£48.50
Ste- Ma 300
Ste- Ma Hi -Fi 4 ..
£78.00
£17.50
Ste- Ma Hi -Fi 115
Ste- Ma Hi -Fi 3 ..
£63.50
GLOBAL CONTRACT SERIES
£16-00
Contract 8 3- way 7 watts R.M.S.
£10 75
Contract 6 3- way 5 mat's R.M.S.
SPEAKER KITS
£20 50
Wharfedale Unit 3
£27 00
Wharfedale Unit 4
£39 00
Wharfedale Unit 5

CARTRIDGES
Please add 10p for post & packing
Goldring 0850
Goldring G800H
Goldring 0800
Goldring 0800E
Goldring 08005E ..
Sonotone 9TAHC Diamond
Shure M3DM
Shure M4457/C
Shure M55
Shure M75E .
Shure VIS Type 2
Shure M44E
Shure M31 E
Shure M32E
Audio-Technica AT66
Audio-Technica AT35
SMC 101 ..
MCI5

£3 75
£5 50
£6 75
LIO 50
£15 25
£1 75
£4 75
£7 00
£9 00
£14 00
£28 00
£8 00
£8 50
£8 00
£4 95
£14 25
£2 79
£4 50

TAPE DECKS & RECORDERS
Please add 75p for post & packing
Teleton FXB 510D .
Teleton TCRI30

Afii1kœet.

£2195
£25-75
E9-50
£7.50
£14.95

£44 75
£22 90

•ROGERS •PIONEER

PERSONAL CALLERS
VERY WELCOME!
Come and browse through our multi
1,000 foot warehouse/showroom.

NO PARKING PROBLEM
PURCHASE TAX CUT!!
-we pass these reductions to you
The following branded goods are not allowed to
be advertised at Discount Rates- SONY, SANYO,
BANG & OLUFSEN, TRIO, RADFORD, SONA13.
NIKKO, CHILTON, FERROGRAPH, LUXOR,
CELESTI 0 N, AKAI, TA N N 0 Y, TA NDBERG,
TEAC, CAMBRIDGE, ARENA, ROTEL. Send a
stamped addressed envelope for a GUARANTEED
DISCOUNT PRICE.

PLINTHS SACOVERS
(as illustrated)

£3-20
plus 35p post &
packing
Finished in real teak veneer with tinted dust cover.
Ready to use ( fully assembled). Suitable for G
d
SP25: 2025TC; 3000; AT60; 2000; 2500; 3500; 5100;
1025; SL65B.
Also for
B.S.R. McDonald MP60 and others
Plinths and Covers for AP76; AP75; SL72B:
SL95B. £4.20 plus 35p post and packing.

SL7513;

Also finished in walnut cc match Japanese equipmentno extra charge.

GLOBAL
TRANSEUROPEAN
COMBO
Made by world famous Eu apean manufacturer

Complete Hi Fi
Stereo System
VHF/MEDIUM/LONG
WAVE TUNER
AMPLIFIER
4 watt per channel, separate tone and balance controls.
Two neat speakers with wooden slatted front. Single
play deck in plinth and
cover. Finished in teak.
Fully guaranteed 12 mths.
On constant demonstraplus El 25 carriage.
tion.

£37-50

LOBAL AUDIO DISCOUNT WAREHOUSES
De

HFN2

Irk I2111f1M111r1:erla 15TIT CTill¡i OM

r171 TIMM EPArti

Open Monday to Saturday 9.30 a.m. to 6 p.m. LATE NIGHT FRIDAY 7 p.m.
MAlI oRDEDe. Order with confidence. Send Postal Order, Cheque,

2minutes front KING'S CROSS, EUSTON & ST. PANCHAS
DO main road leading to the East and West Country

IVIIIIL
lb.). Money Order, Bank Draft, Giro or Cash by Registered
Mail. CALLERS: Please note that cheques can only be accepted together
with cheque cards ( not Barclay Card).
1561

THOUGHTS OF CHAIRMAN T
S.M.E. OR TRANSCRIPTOR?
The arrival of the ADC 25 and 26 cartridge has brought problems with
its high compliance and low damping.
To the age-old question of which arm to use the usual answer of an
S.M.E. is no longer satisfactory. Why? Due to the low inherent damping
of the cantilever suspension, these cartridges benefit from the application of damping in the arm, preferably kinetic ( viscous) damping, and
NOT Coulomb damping.
Of the choice between S.M.E. and Transcriptor, in our opinion the
Transcriptor 10in. is inherently the better arm by virtue of its lower
effective mass and pure viscous damping in all planes of motion.
If a 9in. S.M.E. is used, however, the damped version must be used. To
sum up, it is obvious that an arm and cartridge should be designed as
an integral unit.
SPEAKERS?
If a loudspeaker is not good on speech, it cannot be accurate on music.
AMPLIFIERS?
In the better quality amplifiers, we would like to see more than one or
two consistently meet their specifications. Too many allegedly good
amps have far too much crossover distortion. The quality of listenability is more related to types of distortion than purely with a low numerical figure.
FOR FURTHER DETAILS, PRICES ETC, CONTACT:—

AUDIO T
Dept.

9N,

DRYDEN

CHAMBERS,

119 OXFORD STREET,
LONDON, W.1.
Tel:—MON-FRI, 01-437 5338 8391
MON -SAT and after hours 01-437 1530
OPEN: TUESDAY TO SATURDAY 10-6 p.m.
PLEASE NOTE—NO DEMONSTRATIONS ON MONDAYS
(* REVOX CLINIC 6th-8th September *)
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Fl DISCOUNTS

.1Amplifiers
Armstrong 521 ..
£43•50
Cambridge P50
..
£75.00
Ferrograph 307 Mk II
£48•00
Leak 30+ C
£44.00
Leak 30+ T
£49.00
Leak 70C
..
£ 54.00
Leak 70T
£ 58•50
Metrosound ST20
£ 29•50
Nikko TRM301C
£29•00
Nikko TRM401C
£38.25
Nikko TRM50
£46-40
Nikko TRM1200
£78•00
Rogers Brook C
£37•50
Rodgers Brook T
£42.00
Rodgers Bourne C
£ 47•00
Rodgers Bourne T
£50.00
Sinclair 230
£358
Sinclair Z50
£4•37
Sinclair PZ5
£3.99
Sinclair PZ6
£6-38
Sinclair PZ8 less
..
£6.38
Sinclair A.F.U.
£4•78
Lux 707
..
£47•20
Lux 503
..
£70.40
Lux 507
..
£98.00

Tuner/Amplifiers
Armstrong 525
Armstrong 526
Nikko STA301
Nikko STA501
Nikko STA701
Nikko STA1101
Wharfedale 1001 Tuner/Amp.

£74.00
£84.00
£83.00
£97 00
£108 40
£207-00
£108.00

Tuners
Armstrong 523
•
•
£ 43•00
Armstrong 524
•
•
£34.00
Leak Fetic C
£53•00
Leak Fetic T
£58•00
Nikko FAM10
£40.00
Nikko FAM12
£56.00
Nikko FAM14
£78 25
Rodgers Brook FM C
£37 00
Rodgers Brook FM T
£42 00
Rodgers Bourne FM C
£50 00
Rodgers Bourne FM T
£ 54 00
Sinclair FM Tuner
£ 21.00
Lux 515
..
£ 91 86
Lux 717
..
£ 62 63

Turntables
Connoisseur BD1•
•
£ 11•15
Connoisseur BD2.
•
£ 33-75
Garrard 401
..•
•
£ 29•50
Garrard SL95B ..• . £ 39.00
Garrard AP76
....
£ 21.00
Garrard SP25 .. .. • • £12•80
SP25 Plinth Cover 6800 wired .. £22•50
A P76 Plinth Cover 6800 wired .. £36.00
Goldring GL69 ..• • £ 23•50
Goldring GL69/P/C• • £ 34-20
Goidring GL75 ... • £ 32.20
Goldring GL75, ,P/C•
.
£ 44.50
Thorens TD150 .. .. • . £30.00
Thorens TD150A .. .. ..
£39.00
Thorens TD150AB/TX11 .. .. £45•75
Thorens TD125 .. .. .. £65•50

Cartridges
Goldring 6850 ..
Goldring 6800
Goldring 6800E
Goldring G800SE
Shure M3D
Shure M31 E
Shure M32E
Shure M44/5
Shure M44/7
Shure M44E
Shure M55E
Shure M75/6 2 ..
Shure M75/6 2 ..
Shure M75/EJ 2 ..
Shure M75/E2
Shure M75E/95G
Shure V152 IMP ..

£4 50
£7 00
£11 00
£16 00
£5 00
£9 00
£8 37
£7 25
£7 25
£9 00
£9 25
£11 30
£12 25
£1450
£15 00
£17 15
£30 00

K.E.F. Chorale PR .... £57•Of;'
K.E.F. Cadenza PR
..
£67•00
K.E.F. Concerto PR
..
£90.00
Leak 200 PR
..
£38•00
Leak 300 PR
..
£48.00
Leak 600 .. « . • . £37 .00
Lowther Acousta PM6 .. £42.00
Lowther Acousta PM7 .. £52.00
Celestion Ditton 120 PR
£37-00
Celestion Ditton 15 PR ..
£4900
Celestion Ditton 25 ..
£secoo
Tannoy 12 Mon Gold .. £29.00
Tannoy 15 Mon Gold .. £34.50
Tannoy 3LZ
..
..
£33.00
Tannoy 12 Lancaster .. £45.50
Tannoy 15 Lancaster .. £51.00
Wharfedale Unit 3 PR .. £ 21.00
Wharfedale Lind 4 PR ..
£28.00
Wharfedale Unit 5 PR .. £41.50
Wharfedale Denton PR ..
£31.00
Wharfedale Super Lintons £ 39.50
Wharfedale Tritons Pair
£46.00
Wharfedale Melton .. £ 25.00
Wharfedale Dovedale 3
£31.75

Tape Recorders
Akai 4000D
.
£ 69 00
Ferrograph 722 724 .. £ 220-00
Ferrograph 702 704
.
£ 190.00
Tandberg 3041X .. . £92 50
Tandberg 1841X .. . £ 58 00

Headphones
Akai ASE 20
£720
Koss ESP9
£53 00
Koss ESP6
£36 00
Koss PRO4AA
£ 22 00
Koss 727B
..
£13 25
Koss KRD711
•.
£ 800

Speakers
Goodmans Maxim PR ..
Goodmans Minster PR ..
Goodmans Mezzo 3 PR ..
Goodmans Magnum K2 ..
Goodmans Module 80 ..
K.E.F. KK2 PR ..
K.E.F. KK3 PR ..
K.E.F. Cresta PR ..

£32
£39
£50
£32
£80
£39
£57
£41

00
30
00
50
00
10
00
50

Pick Up Arms
Connoisseur SAU2
S.M.E. 3009 S2 ..
S M.E. 3012 S2 ..

£12 50
£26 25
£28 50

Send for new comprehensive list now
After sales service • Cash and Carry • Safe and speedy mail order
Expert guidance • Demonstrations • Satisfaction guaranteed
Monday- Saturday 9.30-6.p.m. Thursday 9.30-12.30 p.m.

PLANET

HI-FI CENTRE
88, HIGH ST, EDGWARE, MIDDLESEX HA8 7HE. TEL:01952 3238
CLOSE TO M1 MOTORWAY. PRIVATE CAR PARK
1563

TRIO
the purest sound of the 70 S
at Audio"71

You are cordially invited to Demonstration Room 211

(2nd floor) to see and above all hear this outstanding
range of High Fidelity equipmentwe know you will find it arewarding experience
exclusive United Kingdom distributors

b.h.morris and co.Cradio3 limited
84.88 Nelson Street , London El

REMOTE
CONTROL
Provided with 5 metres of cable the Remote
Control enables the user to balance loudspeaker output from his normal listening position,
separate volume controls being provided for left and right
speakers. A headphone socket is also incorporated on the unit
allowing headphones to be used away from the amplifier and again
left and right channels are fully controllable. A three- position switch
selects speakers', headphones' or remote/off'.
A special connector box makes connection to
I
most amplifiers easy. Remote Control £6.75.

1J Ill'

Available from your Hi Fi Dealer.
One of the range of
AUDIO CONTROLS from
HOWLAND-WEST LTD.,
2 Park End,
South Hill Park,
London, N.W.3.
Tel: 01-794 6666/6033.
Sole UK and Export Distributor.
rplease send details of Audio Controls

Other Howland- West Products E

1
I Name

IAddress
I
L

1
I

HFN/9

I
I
i

J
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2DY. TEL: 01.790 5011

The AKAI X-1800SD Reel-to- Reel,
Cartridge Stereo Tape Recorder is the
world's first recorder that offers you the
two functions of open- reel and cartridge
recording/playback in one unit! It also
realized the dream of REEL-to-CARTRIDGE transfer. Thus, this novel tape
recorder has all the features in one attractive package that elsewhere would
be contained in three conventional recorders.

Reel-to-Reel
4-track stereo/monaural recording and
playback with AKAI's unique worldpatented Cross-Field Head. Tape speeds:
l-7/8, 3-3/4, 7-1/2 ips ( 15 ips with adapter). Two- lever system. Track selector.
Automatic shut-off. Instant stop control.
Four hours stereo recording at 1-7/8 ips.
Cartridges
8-track stereo recording and playback
with one-micron gap head. Transfer
from reel to cartridge. Tape speed: 3-3/4
ips. Cartridge program selector (can be

remote controlled). One hour stereo recording. Program indicator lamp. Automatic stop.

Audio & Video

AKAI

(1D

AKAI ELECTRIC CO., LTD.
Ohta-ku, Tokyo, Japan

Rank Aldis-Audio Products, Rank Audio Visual Ltd.: RO. Box 70, Great West Road, Brentford, Middlesex Tel: 01 568-9222
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Sept. 17th-19th
Majestic Hotel, Harrogate

Audio 71 is bigger and better so come to Harrogate
and keep up to date with all the latest Hi -Fi
developments. There's a full programme includingRECORDING FEATURE, FASHION SHOWS, LIVE
MUSIC CONCERTS, HI- FIDELITY IN THE HOME
FURNISHING FEATURE
This is a truly international exhibition that you can't
afford to miss.
Opening times
Trade only

6.30 pm - 9.00 pm - 16th Sept.
10.00 am - 1.00 pm - 19th Sept.

versatility
Audio-Technica have now simplified the problem of cartridge
and styli selection.
Now you can take the versatile Audio-Technica cartridge then
make your choice, to suit your stereo system, from aselection
of five styli assemblies— its simply the best way to select your
cartridge and styli.
AT66 SP 2.5mm Diamond Stylus for use with 78 rpm records.
AT66 LC Low Compliance for use with auto changers.
AT66 . 7mm Diamond Stylus for both moro and stereo records.

Public

11.00 am - 9.00pm-17/18th Sept.
(Admission Free no 1 . 00 pm - 8.00 pm - 19th Sept.
tickets required)

AT66 S . 5mm Diamond Stylus for use with stereo records.
AT66 X an elliptica stylus, top of the AT66 range.
Ask your stockist about the new Audio-Technica system now!

Trade Tickets available from the Organisers:-

O

EXHIBITION and CONFERENCE SERVICES LTD
Claremont House,
Victoria Avenue,
Harrogate

Tel. 62677

0

3

IF
IL

Manufacturers: AUDIO-TECHNICA CORPORATION — JAPAN
Obtainable from stockists throughout the country or for furthe
details write to

SHRIRO ( UK) LTD., HI-FI DIVISION
42 RUSSELL SQUARE, LONDON!, WC1
Telephone 01-580 6996
•

Tandberg's 3000x tape deck: Does it fit your needs?
EIIIME=EMOD

You're offered:
4 sound heads.
Specifications better than DIN standard 45.000.
Tandbeig's Cross- Field recording technique.
A- B test switch.
Sound- on- sound and echo.
Listenirg during fast wird, and rewind ' cueing'.
Socket for stereo headphones.
Pause button. Instant stop start.
Automatic end stop.
Use in vertical and horizortal position.
Compact design.
3speeds.

Which adds up to the best you can get in high-quality sound.
Nobody offers you more for your money.
Check that against the list.
If the 3000X is the deck for you, you'll almost certainly find at
£107 00, it gives you several valuable extras you'd never imagine
getting at that vice.

TAN DBERG
To Famell-Tandberg Ltd., Famell House, 8x Kirkstall Rd., Leeds LS3 IHR.

Please send me details of all Tandberg products including the 3000X tape deck.
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Sleek
smooth
owerful
STE MA
speakers.

Designed and built in Copenhagen by Maurits
Andersen, Ste- ma loudspeakers incorporate all that's
best in Danish design and craftsmanship. All models are
beautifully finished in teak.
TOP LEFT. Model 300. 3- way speaker system. Power
handling 18 watts RMS. Frequency range 40-20,000 Hz.
Impedance 8 ohms. Price £ 33.60.
BOTTOM LEFT. Model 400. 3- way speaker system.
Power handling 12 watts RMS. Frequency range
50-18,000 Hz. Impedance 8 ohms. Price £ 24.00.

TOP RIGHT. Hi -Fi 4. 4- way speaker system. Power
handling 35 watts RMS. Frequency range 30-20,000 Hz,
Impedance 8 ohms. Price £ 50.40.
BOTTOM RIGHT. Hi -Fi 3. 3- way speaker system.
Power handling 30 watts RMS. Frequency range
35-20,000 Hz. Impedance 8 ohms. Price £ 44.10.
Write for full literature on Ste- ma speakers to sole
U.K. Distributors: Kelgrove ( Sales) Ltd., 25/31
Roman Road, London, E.2. Telephone: 01-980 1936.

PICKERING-The" 100%
MUSIC POWER" Cartridge
100% Music Power... means total
reproduction of all the music on the record.
Pickering delivers 100% of the music
Magnetic pickups differ from one another - they are not alike — for total
reproduction choose Pickering, the 100% MUSIC POWER cartridge.
Within the groove walls of your records is all of the music recorded by
the record manufacturer. A Pickering pickup can recover and reproclurn
all ... 100%... of the recorded program.
Records are produced by magnetic recording processes — for the best
reproduction amagnetic pickup should be used. For maximum
reproduction ... 100% ... aPickering should be your choice.
Pickering, the 100% MUSIC POWER cartridge, for those who can
the difference:

PICKERING
For further information, address your inquiry to:
PICKERING Et CO, INC. Dept. GB- 1, P.O. Box 11, 1093 La Conversion, Lausanne, Switzerland
or to one of the following distributors:
Pickering's Importer/Distributors
Austria
HiFi Stereo Center, 24 Rainerstrasse — Salzburg
Belgium
Ets Blomhof, 172a rue Brogniez — Bruxelles
Denmark
R. Schmidt A/S, 66 Ny Carlsbergvej — 1760 Copenhagen
Gt.Britain Highgate Acoustics, 184-188 Gt. Portland Str. — London W.1.
Finland
Laatu-Media Sound Center, Museokatu 8 — Helsinki
France Auriema France, 148 bld Alsace Lorraine — 94 Le Perreux
Germany
Boyd Et Hass, 15 Beuelsweg — Koln
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Greece B. Et C. Panayotidis S.A., 3 Paparrigopoulou — Athens
Holland
N. V. Inelco Holland, Amstelveensweg 37 — Amsterdam- W.
Iceland
E. Farestveit Et Co., 10 Bergstadastreti — Reykjavik
Italy Auriema Italia, Via Domenichino 19 — Milano
Norway
Skandinavisk Elektronikk A/S, Ebbelsgate 1 — Oslo
Portugal
Centelec Lda., Av. Fontes Pereira de Melo 47 — Lisbon
Spain
Llorach Audio S.A., Balmes 245-247 — Barcelona
Switzerland
Spitzer Electronic, 2-6 Bachstr. — 4104 Oberwil/BL

IF YOU WANT
SOUND ADVICE
SOUND VALUE
CONTACT THE

SOUND SPECIALIST
BE SURE OF A FAIR DEAL- FROM

Sound Incorporated Ltd.

•MAIL ORDER SPECIALISTS
•TOP DISCOUNTS -

SPECIAL OFFERS

SEND FOR OUR QUOTE FIRST

SONY HFC 59W AM/FM

•FULL AFTER SALES SERVICE
•PART EXCHANGES WELCOME
•INTEREST FREE TERMS

DIGITAL CLOCK RADIO
LIST PRICE £30.00

SONY 7R.33 TRANSISTOR
RADIO, M.W. AND 3 S.W.

AT NORMAL RETAIL PRICES

•PAYMENT

LIST PRICE £27 75

BY PAYBOND,
PROVIDENT, BARCLAYCARD ETC.

•PACKAGE

OUR PRICE £24.50

OUR PRICE £21.75

CASH ONLY
INSURED P & P 50p EXTRA

DEALS.

SEE FACING PAGE
170

MIME>

SAVE MORE MONEY ON
THESE PACKAGE DEALS
TRIO KA2002 STEREO AMPLIFIER,
GARRARD SP25 MK3 TURNTABLE,
BASE AND COVER, MAGNETIC
CARTRIDGE, PAIR WHARFEDALE
DENTON SPEAKERS. LIST PRICE:
£109.80.

col

LEAK STEREO 30
CASED, GOLDRING GL69 2 TURNTABLE, TEAK
PLINTH AND COVER, SHURE M55E
CARTRIDGE, 1 PAIR LEAK 300
SPEAKERS. LIST PRICE: £180.00.

ARMSTRONG
526 TUNER AMPLIFIER, GOLDRING GL75 TURNTABLE, TEAK PLINTH & COVER,
SHURE M75E CARTRIDGE, PAIR
B & W DM1 SPEAKERS.
LIST
PRICE: £232.00.
SINCLAIR 2000 AMPLIFIER, GARRARD SP25 MK 3 TURNTABLE,
TEAK BASE AND COVER, AD76K
MAGNETIC
CARTRIDGE,
PAIR
SINCLAIR 2000 SPEAKERS. LIST
PRICE: £86.00.
QUAD 33 AND 303, GARRARD 401
MOTOR AND SME 3009, TEAK
BASE AND COVER, SHURE V15
IMPROVED
CARTRIDGE.
PAIR
TANNOY LANCASTER 15' SPEAKERS. LIST PRICE: £353.00.

£93
£149
£98
£73
£298

INCLUDES

ALL

PLUGS

AND WIRING.
CARRIAGE ETC., £1.50.

INCLUDES

ALL

PLUGS

AND WIRING
CARRIAGE ETC., £2.00.

INCLUDES

ALL

PLUGS

AND WIRING.
CARRIAGE ETC., £2.00.

INCLUDES

ALL

PLUGS

AND WIRING.
CARRIAGE ETC., £1.50.

INCLUDES

ALL

PLUGS

AND WIRING.
CARRIAGE ETC., £3.00.

AS WELL AS BEING ABLE TO SUPPLY EVERY MAKE OF HI- Fl AND AUDIO EQUIPMENT AT BIG
DISCOUNTS WE CAN ALSO SUPPLY ANY MAKE OF RADIO, RECORD-PLAYER, TELEVISION AND
ALL SPARES AND ACCESSORIES.
Vie are the sole appointed Area Agents for Sony Equipment including the superb new 13 Trinitron
Colour Television. Place your order NOW. Price £ 199.75.

SOUND INCORPORATED LTD. (
DISCOUNT AUDIO).
114 BROADWAY, LONDON, S.W.19. PHONE 01-542 7455
5 WATERLOO ROAD, EPSOM, SURREY. PHONE 39 27754
4 WINTHROP HOUSE, ST. MARKS HILL, SURBITON, SURREY. PHONE 01-399 5552.

and our SONY CENTRE at No. 124 BROADWAY, WIMBLEDON, S.W.19.
OPEN: 9to 6 p.m. Monday- Friday, 9 to 5.30 p.m. Saturday ( early closing Wednesday)
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In all
the kerfuffle
of hi-fi stereo
Armstrong
have quietly
taken over.

"The overall performance of the 521 is
impeccable and Icould find no fault" wrote
F. C. Judd in his review for Hi Fi Sound.
And who makes the 521— Quad, Leak?
The answer is Armstrong — independent,
pioneering and now impossible to beat.
For performance alone, the 521
25- watt per channel, hi-fi stereo amplifier

is afront runner in any choice.
For price, it's way out in front.
£56.
Doesn't it sound like the one for you?
(Post the coupon or write quoting the
coupon reference number, and we'll send you
full details of the 521 and Armstrong's range of
impeccable tuners and tuner amplifiers).
1572

RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICES
521 Stereo Amplifier
523 AM- FM Tuner
524 FM Tuner
525 FM Stereo Tuner amplifier
526 AM- FM Stereo Tuner amplifier
M8 Stereo Radio Decoder
Prices include purchase tax where applicable

£56.00
£51 81
£40.36
£88.55
£100.90
£9.50

SPECIFICATIONS OF THE 521
Power output: 25 watts each channel into 8 ohms R.M.S. Frequency response: 20-20.000 Hz ± 1dB. Total harmonic distortion: Less han 0.5% for all power
levels up to 25 watts output and all frequencies throughout the audio range, total harmonic distortion at 11,Hz at 15 watts output into 8 ohms is typically 0.1%,
Crosstalk: Better than — 40 dB at any frequency and at any level of output. Hum and noise: Related to 25 watts output, better than —70 dB on tape playback,
—6C dB on radio and —55 dB on pickup inputs. Other controls: Rumble filter, 2tteble titers, loudness, tape monitor.

Armstrong
REGISTERED TRADE MARK

you'll only hear good things about us

Armstrong Audio Limited, Warners Road, London, N7 ORZ.
Telephone: 01-607 3213.
Please send me the Armstrong colour catalogue, the 8 page
booklet of press reviews, aid a list of stockists.
Name
Address

9HFN 71

Set up aQUAD 33 with • 1on
the treble control, and you will
obtain aresponse precisely
defined; readily and accurately
repeatable. This response has a
shape rather different from most

numbers

run of the mill tone controls and
there are, as you may guess, good
reasons for this.
Then as the listener is not
expected to know just what a
given response curve does to the
signal off the record, we provide
abutton marked ' cancel'. This
enables him to make adirect

f

comparison with the original and
so learn just which recording
QUAD

defects need what correction.

"e

A QUAD user gets the best out of

cort

every record — every time — and
enjoys the music to the full.

QUAD
for the closest approach to
the original sound

Send postcard for illustrated leaflet to Dept. HFN
Acoustical Manufacturing Co. Ltd., Huntingdon, Tel: ( 0480) 2561. (WAD is aRegistered Trade Mark.
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COVER PICTURE

A YEAR AGO we ventured on to difficult terrain
in this column by advocating amore scientific
approach to the assessment of amplifier performance. This at a time when strong views
were being expressed on the subject of Class-A
and Class-B circuitry—views based more on
what people thought they ought to hear than
on properly controlled listening tests. Postbag
reactions included a wildly humorous letter
from Roger Ellis (page 1713, November 1970)
which neatly mocked our pontifications on
scientific method, inferential logic, etc., by
equating the editor of HFN/RR with Galileo and
Bacon, referring in passing to our imagined
incorporation of such wide-ranging journals
as Tit-Bits, Beano and Readers Digest.
Duly humbled, but still not sure whether
Mr. Ellis's Bacon was philosopher/prophet
Roger or scientist/statesman Francis, we are
changing to a slightly lower gear this month
in order to commend to readers the wisdom
of Ralph West on the subject of loudspeaker
response measurements. In his article on this
topic (page 1580) Mr. West outlines and illustrates the classically recalcitrant problems
encountered when the frequency response of
a loudspeaker is measured with pure sinewave tones and a single microphone. These
problems split into two groups: (i) which of
many possible curves is ' correct' or most
meaningful, if indeed one isolated response can
ever represent anything useful; and (ii) how
can we best discover repeatable and agreed
correlations between objective measurements
and subjective judgements?

Colin Davis is much in the news these
days, with a marathon series of
Promenade Concerts to conduct,
culminating in a grand finale on
September 18th. That culmination also
concludes his official attachment to the
BBC Symphony Orchestra, the front
corner of which is just visible in our
picture, undergoing a rehearsal in the
BBC's No. 1Studio at Maida Vale. On
September 1st Mr. Davis takes up his
appointment as Musical Director at the
Royal Opera House, Covent Garden, in
succession to Georg Soltl. We wish
him the greatest possible success In his
operatic future, and of course we look
forward to his continued collaboration
with Philips on the recording front.

Here we are again with the objective/
subjective syndrome, the stubborn barrier
between measurable physical stimuli and the
elusive world of sense impressions—the leap
from brain to mind. As Ralph explains, in the
case of loudspeakers this leap is so inclined to
take a slightly different direction within each
and every brain/mind, and each mind is so
inclined to produce its own unique sonic synthesis, that we need very much more information than is contained within asimple response
curve before we can hope to make detailed
predictions about the resulting contents of
listeners' minds. By ' contents' here we mean the

SUBSCRIPTION RATES
Annual U.K. subscription rate for HFNIRR
is £3.12 (overseas, £3.136 or $8.64). The
rate for our associated journal Studio Sound
is £3 (overseas £3.30 or $ 7.92).
All obtainable from
Link House Publications Ltd.,
Dingwall Avenue, Croydon, CR9 2TA.

CORRESPONDENCE AND ARTICLES

HiFi News d Record Review is published on
the 28th of the preceding month unless that
date falls on a Sunday, when It
appears on the Saturday.
BINDERS
Loose-leaf binders for annual volumes of HFNI
RR are availabe from: Modern Bookbinders,
Chadwick Street, Blackburn, Lancs. The years
1970 and 1971 are each covered by two binders
(Jan-June and July-December), costing 75p
each or £1.50 per year ( post paid). For earlier
years, please ask for a quotation.

HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

nature and magnitude of differences, as heard,
between reproduced sound and an original
live reference source, differences which could
be tabulated or ' objectified' to auseful extent
by concentrating on one parameter at a time
according to a technique developed some
years ago by Percy Wilson.*
On the next page in that issue of HFN/RR
carrying Mr. Ellis's cheeky comments on
Galileo, et al., we printed aletter pleading the
case for a more objective approach to loudspeaker reviewing, advocating comparative
testing in a repeatable environment, with
supporting response curves, and so on. We are
aware that many readers would like some
changes on these lines, and since then Mr.
West has been pursuing a full research programme with a view to discovering whether,
in the last resort, it really is possible to evolve
a measurement method yielding sufficient
information to bridge that objective/subjective
gap reliably and predictably. The article
published in this issue describes, in condensed
form, the first stages of this programme, which
is ' open-ended' and may eventually lead—
via pink-noise tests, reverberant field measurements, tone-bursts, multi miked plots, etc—to
a method of response measurement that can
be offered as a meaningful part of speaker
reviews. We may indeed even now be on the
verge of success, but, as we pointed out in a
footnote to that November letter, ' there are
many pitfalls and it may turn out that, short
of a prohibitively expensive research programme on every model submitted for review,
our present limited assessments are really
rather good!'
We certainly don't propose to jump in at
the deep end of ahighly contentious lake just
because other magazines have chosen to go
through the motions of being ' objective' by
publishing speaker response curves. We shall
go in gently at the shallow end and not get out
of our depth until we have learnt to swim to
some useful purpose.
•A Repeatable Technique for Listening Tests by Percy
Wilson, Journal of the Audio Engineering Society,
January 1967.

Contents List on page 1535

Letters on all topics should be sent to the address given on this page, those for publication in our
correspondence sections being addressed to the Editor, and those carrying technical or musical queries, or
asking for advice on Installation matters, marked for the attention of ' Crossover', and enclosing, please,
a stamped addressed envelope. ' Crossover' will reply by post, though some delay is often unavoidable.
Queries and answers of general Interest may be published in our Readers' Problems feature at a later date.
We cannot guarantee a reply to letters without S.A.E.s enclosed ( unless from overseas).
This advisory service cannot deal with requests for information about manufacturers' products
when these details are available from the maker, nor can we accept responsibility for the consequences
of any advice given, although every effort is made to ensure accuracy. Letters should be as clear and
concise as possible, with queries on separate subjects written on separate sheets of paper, and on
no account contain matter for the attention of other departments. Very particularly, please do not
send any money unless in response to a specific request from these offices or for purchase of advertised
Link House items such as the Audio Annual. We regret that technical and editorial queries cannot
be answered by telephone.
Articles or suggestions for features on all aspects of high quality sound and recorded music
will be received sympathetically. Manuscripts should be typed or clearly handwritten and submitted
with rough drawings where appropriate. We are happy to advise would-be authors on matters of style,
length, etc.
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More F
1
*
for ess
Don't buy Hi -Fi until you've compared UPL prices! Your
money can go much further than you'd think. You make big
savings on a 'huge choice of all the latest models, all the best
equipment. Amplifiers, tuners, turntables, arms, cartridges,
loudspeakers, tape recorders, complete systems, accessories —
everything. Leak, Armstrong, Garrard, Shure,
Goodmans, Wharfedale, Ferrograph and many other
leading makes. There are magnificent facilities to
hear and test them all at the Unilet Centre, easy
parking too. Or order by mail. Send now for the
free UPL catalogue, and see how much you can
save! Simply fill in this coupon or ring.

r-

To: UPL, Compton House, New Malden, Surrey.
Please send me yaur free Hi -Fi catalogue.
Name
Address
HFN9

L_
you pay less with 112

1••

Unilet Products Ltd., Compton House, 35 High Street,
New Malden, Surrey. Telephone: 01-942 9567
1576

audio and record news
LARGS OF HOLBORN

London's most famous shops, Largs of
Holborn closed on August 21st. Largs was
founded in 1877 and more recently established
itself as one of the country's foremost fullprice' audio retailers.
Managing director
David Larg was afounder member and President of the High Fidelity Dealer's Association
(HFDA), and his shop was practically the
only member of that association in London
which did not attempt to do business by
offering ` concealed discounts' in the form of
widely advertised special offers and ' complete
systems'. Largs also manufactured and distributed their own furniture, and this part of
the company will remain in operation for the
'time being'. After-sales service is being
handled by the company's chief engineer Mr.
A. Barrows, who is setting up an independent
service company (Telephone: 01-508 2673).
In a letter sent out to the trade and customers, Mr. Larg states that the reason for
his firm closing is that the investment and cost
of running a Rolls Royce retailing establishment are abused by the buying public. It is his
opinion that the specialist competent dealer
cannot presently continue without some kind
of assistance from the industry and he surmises that if such assistance is not forthcoming
then other shops will close.
If Mr. Larg is right, and it would be idle to
pretend that he should not know what he is
talking about, then the implications are serious
for those interested in seeing high retail
standards prevail. However, we have heard of
companies offering discounts who do give
good advice and demonstrations and who
maintain that their services are economic. We
also know of dealers who charge full prices
and offer poor service—so it is perhaps
slightly misleading to suggest that it is the
undiscerning customer who is entirely to
blame. So far as Largs is concerned we
believe that their after-sales service was
exemplary, and we have never had a complaint about it. On the other hand, we frequently heard of potential customers receiving
casual and even offhand pre-sales treatment.
The fact that some customers do ask for
demonstrations and then go to a discount
shop round the corner must prove disconcerting to most experienced salesmen; but
Largs seemed to be too aware of the possibility,
so that only the committed Largs customer
was likely to persist in his enquiries. How
much better had they convinced customers of
their potentially excellent services beforehand;
they might still have been trading.
ONE OF

RIGOLETTO AT KINGSWAY
WE LOOKED into the Kingsway Hall recently to
witness the tail-end of some Decca recording
sessions for Rigoletto. Pavaroti (the Duke) had
just departed, but Sherill Milne ( Rigoletto),
Joan Sutherland (Gilda) and asupporting team
with the LSO under Richard Bonynge were
producing some splendid Verdian drama—even
if only in short ` takes' to round off earlier
sessions.
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

It is always fascinating to see and hear
singers at opera recording sessions, in shirt
sleeves or slacks and popping back and forth
between numbered cards representing various
positions on the sound-stage. Close the eyes,
and this mundane scene can fade into fabulous
settings and dramatic movements—just as on
the eventual records. Sherrill Milne, anatural
actor, could not restrain stage gestures despite
the surroundings, and became so involved in
the drama and so concerned with fine points of
interpretation that he sat through the final
replays with, apparently, even greater concentration than the conductor and producer.
Joan Sutherland, beloved by all for her
happy company as well as her singing, calmly
embroidered between various short takes. (In
all those photographs of her embroidering,
dressed in medieval garb, etc, she had been
making aseries of chair covers for use at home!)
Finally, she extracted husband Richard
Bonynge from the duches of Milne in order to
get home to ajoint in the oven. All very human,
as indeed we expect the eventual recording to be
—though it's not scheduled for issue until
sometime next year.
CBS APPOINTMENTS

BILL NEwmax, formerly in the EMI Classical
Department, joined CBS last autumn to work
in the Classical Promotion and Publicity
Department. Now Mr. Richard Robinson,
Managing Director of CBS Records in Britain.
has announced Mr. Newman's appointment as
Manager of the Classical Department, where he
will be responsible for all the classical undertakings of CBS Great Britain. With Bill
Newman (right) in the photograph are Mr.
Paul Myers (left) and Miss Frankie Parkinson.
Mr. Myers is now Director of Masterworks for
Europe and Frankie Parkinson is Co-ordinator,
Classical Promotion and Publicity, and will
continue to work in close cooperation with
Mr. Newman.

SIR WILLIAM GLOCK

since 1959, when he
became controller of music, Sir William Glock
has been awarded the Albert Medal by the
Royal Society of Arts. Sir William, who
studied under Artur Schnabel, is amember of
the board of the Royal Opera House, Covent
Garden, and also an honorary member of the
Royal Philharmonic Society.
ASSOCIATED WITH BBC MUSIC

20p BUT STILL BEST VALUE

may have noticed our new
circulation figure on page 1535—an audited
average net sale of 57,467 copies per issue
during the period January to June 1971. This is
arise of 28-7 % over the equivalent period last
year, reflecting the popularity of our merger
with Record Review and confirming in no
uncertain terms our position as the largest
circulation British hi-fi/record journal.
Unfortunately it costs agood deal more than
the cover price to produce and distribute this
magazine, so that every extra copy sold
actually reduces the publishers profit! That
profit depends on advertising, and unless
advertising rates are kept constantly in line with
circulation we are in trouble. In fact, as our
advertisers know, there have been some changes
on that front; but other costs have risen as part
of ageneral inflation and our management have
thought it reasonable on this occasion to raise
our cover price to 20p, starting next month. We
regret any inconvenience caused, but look
forward to the continued support of alarge and
loyal readership—as of course we still offer by
far the best value for money in audio/record
instruction and entertainment. We intend to
have acloser look at the function of HIN/rut on
the first anniversary of our merger next month.
OBSERVANT READERS

KEF FIRE

a fire at their Tovil factory, KEF
regret that some delays in deliveries of all their
products are likely in the foreseeable future.
These delays will also apply to the ADC range
imported by KEF's associated company
Hisonic, since these stocks were also destroyed
by the fire.
Unit production is not affected, although
stores and packing areas were destroyed in the
blaze. No one was injured.
OWING TO
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Firemen probing the rubble following KEF's fire.
Here a Concerto cabinet is carried from a gutted
warehouse.

Forpeoplewho want
to hear the whole truth

magnetic balance and hum
rejection.
Empire cartridges give you
razor sharp stereo separation over
afrequency spectrum of 10
octaves. You receive full
separation even at 20,000 Hz.
Instruments don't waver.

America% most
advanced cartridge
You've got to be aperfectionist to
appreciate Empire cartridges.
There's everything from the
individually- calibrated
professional 1000ZE/X at £ 60-34
to the new 90EE/X magnetic,
with elliptical diamond stylus at
the remarkable price of only £ 9.56

Exclusive Induced
Magnetic Cone Armature
The armature assembly features a
tapered high permeability hollow
tube only 0.001 inch wall
thickness. This armature is
connected by asuper lightweight
aluminium cantilever to ahand
polished naked diamond stylus.

Exclusive Magnetic
Cartridge Construction
Every Empire cartridge is fully
shielded. Its exclusive construction
includes four poles, four coils, and
three magnets producing superior

-at anyprice!
Model
Frequency
Response
Output Voltage
(mv. per channel)
Channel
Se aration
Compliance
(x 10-6 cm/d ne)
T acking
Force (gram)
Sylus
Tip Size (mil.)

Terminating
Impedance
ohms
Syl us
Re lacement
List Price

999VEIX

999TE/X

1000ZE/X
+11)B from 20
to 20,000 Hz

6-36,000

6-32,000

5.0

6.0

6.0

This construction offers the lowest
dynamic mass of any armature
system offered to the public to
date.

Empire1000ZE/X:
Lowest Distortion of any cartridge
Because of the lightweight
construction and critical damping
of the stylus mounting assembly,
coupled with the three element
magnetic circuit, asquare wave is
reproduced with virtually straight
rise time, very slight overshoot,
and near perfect damping ( less
than 1cycle of ringing). These
features contribute to the
extremely low distortion of the
Empire 1000ZEIX Cartridge even
when tracking test records at
playing weights of only 0.1 gram.

99'3E/X

909E: X

909E/X

909/X

90EE/X

8-32,000

10-30,000

10-30,000

12-25,000

15-25,000

15-25,000

8.0

8.0

8.0

8.0

8.0

8.0

30

30

30

15

15

10
11
2 to 4
/

999SE/X

35

35

35

35

35

35

35

35

30

30

25

20

% to 11
2
/

% to Ph

% tolVz

% to 2

% to 2

Ito 4

Ito 4

.2 x.7
hand polished
micro elliptical

.2 x.7
hand polished
micro elliptical

.2 x.7
hand polished
elliptical

.2 x.7
hand polished
elliptical

.3 x.7
hand polished
elliptical

.7
hand polished
spherical

.4 x . 7
elliptical

.7
spherical

.4 x.7
elliptical

47,000
S1000ZE/X-ERD
Black
£60 31

47,000
S999VE/X-ERD
Pur le)
£43.01

47,000
S999TE/X-ERD
(White)
£25 .09

47,000
S999SE/X-ERD
(Blue)
£20 .31

47,000
S999E/X-ERD
(Green)
£15 89

47,000
S999/X-RD
(Brown)
£12.55

47,000
S909E/X-ERD
(Red)
£12.36

47,000
S909/X-RD
(Gra )
£9.26

47,000
S90EE/X-ERD
(Oran e)
£9 .56

% tol%

Empire Cartridges

RANK AUDIO PRODUCTS
Rank Audio Visuai Ltd., P.O. Box 70,
Gt. West Road, Brentford, Middlesex.

A product of EMPIRE SCIENTIFIC Corporation U.S.A.
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An audio musical crossword puzzle
A

by M. Taggart

£2 record token will be awarded to each of the first three correct solutions picked from those which arrive by September 5th.
1

2

ACROSS
1 First rate duo turned into a sound proposition. (5)
6 Otherwise known as The Last of the Tribunes. (6)
8 The Vatican perhaps. Seems to be of note in high places. (3-3)
9 Breakdowns of a brief nature. (6)

3

7

a

uIii
LURUU
9

10

11

10
11
12
17
19
20
21
22

Meg awaits Tom. But It is confused and a lot of energy is used up. (8)
Receivers, and groups of them perhaps. (4)
Tape replay curves found in Atomic circuits. (4)
Points in confusion to a 19th Century Italian composer. (8)
Transducer with a rather easy reputation. (4-2)
Makes out Wolf to be the composer of Martha. (6)
English composer who sounds almost feeble minded. (6)
Sounds of the woodwind family taken straight from a book. (5)

12

15

DOWN
1 Poetic piece with positive potential. (2-3)
2 Desmond seems unable to manage higher things. ( 7)
3 A prose arrangement provides musical entertainments. (6)
4 Take it easy in the Post Office, but play quickly. (6)
5 Singer in aforgotten Orpheo. (5)
7 Hertz and Iget together and arrange to accompany. (6)
11 Instruction to the editor perhaps. Continue musically without a break. (6)
13 Verse to a girl often earthy by nature? (7)
14 An east end In church is overturned. One finds a Spanish piece. (6)
15 Speaker provides the low down, on canines especially. (6)
16 The sound of peaks? From o'er the border. (5)
18 Head north before long and you'll see the lights. (5)

19

U.

20

22

UU

AUDIO & RECORD NEWS coni.

COURSES IN NOTTS

intended to instruct
beginners interested in hi-fi techniques are being
organised at Arnold and West Bridgford in
Nottinghamshire. Commencing in the middle
of September, full details of the series of twohour lectures are available from the Education
Department, County Hall, West Bridgford,
Nottingham, NG2 7QP.
LECTURE DEMONSTRATIONS

PUTTING TOP ON TOP

KLH loudspeakers in the U.S.
are being offered asupplementary tweeter unit
which is intended to stand on the loudspeakers
to supplement the HF balance and distribution.
It consists of four miniature dynamic drivers
mounted in a small cabinet and is called the
Microstatic. Presently it is available only from
the U.S.A., but interested readers are invited to
write for details and may place direct orders
with the manufacturers: Micro Acoustics
Corporation, Box 302, White Plains, New York
10602, U.S.A.
USERS OF AR and

AUDIO '71 AND AUDIO FAIR

'
71 will be held at the Majestic in
Harrogate from 17th- 19th September. Full
details and a preview are on page 1601. The
International Audio & Music Fair will be held
from 25th-30th October at Olympia. A full
preview will be published in our October issue
on sale September 28th.
AUDIO

HI FI IN STEVENAGE
at the College of Further Education
from 9th- 11th September, an audio fair
planned by the Stevenage Record Centre will
TO BE HELD

have more than twenty exhibitors if the
organisers' hopes are fulfilled. Tickets are
available from the Stevenage Record Centre,
26 Market Place, free of charge, and admission
at the door will cost 5p. Further details are
available from the organisers.

RECORD RECITALS

have told us of a recital of new
releases which they will be giving at the audio
fair organised by Stevenage Record Centre.
Details from the Record Centre, 26 Market
Place (see item headed '
HiFi in Stevenage').
EMI RECORDS

BBC STEREO FROM ROWRIDGE

page 1595 in Stereo Radio, the
BBC began technical tests of stereo broadcasts
from Rowridge with the commencement of the
Prom concerts. Although these are engineering
tests, efforts are being made to transmit all
stereo proms from Rowridge in stereo.
AS DETAILED ON

"Must write to
HFNI RR and get
a rumble filter
circuit"
RECORD NOTICE BOARD

of works by Fi§er, Klusák
and Sommer reviewed on page 1292 in the July
issue of HFN/RR was unfortunately given the
wrong number and price. These should have
been LSB4029 and £ 1.42 respectively.
RCA'S RECORDING

IO obtain the record The
Music of Tibet: The Tantric Rituals on AST4005
(produced by The Anthology and Tape Corp.,
135 West 41st Street, New York, 10036, U.S.A.)
can order it from FIFN/RR/RH, Discurio, 9
Shepherd Street, London WI. The price is
expected to be between £3•50 and £4.
READERS WISHING
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UVER since HI-FI NEWS started in 1956, no
loudspeaker response curves have been
published in this magazine. Many times the
question ' why not?' has been asked. The glib
answer has been: ' Ido not listen with one ear,
one metre away, on the axis of the tweeter, or
know anyone else who does!'
Glib, it may be, but it embodies alot of complicated issues and more than alittle real truth.
For those who press for further explanation,
one may say that even the closest examination
of the curve tells very little about what the loudspeaker actually sounds like. Every manufacturer knows this only too well; he may well
have learned to his cost, in the past, that it does
not do to rely too much on curves when deciding when to freeze the design and start production. A relatively flat curve, obtained after
much sweat and tears, may turn out to be a
shocking noise. Again, two very similar irregular curves (they usually are!) may produce
entirely different sounds in practice, so much
so that one may suspect the accuracy of the
measurements.
Now, the frequency response of an amplifier, arecording system or amicrophone, does
give meaningful information as a rule, sometimes all that is needed. Add to that distortion
and signal handling capacity, and assume
reasonable noise and transient behaviour, and
one has a pretty good picture of its sound.
But these are relatively simple devices in that
the signal has generally traversed the device,
from input to output, in afew microseconds at
most, atiny fraction of one cycle of the highest
audio frequency. As long as adevice treats all
frequencies alike, and amplifiers, etc, usually
do, within afew per cent, we are happy.
Now aloudspeaker is far more complicated.
It may take several milliseconds for the ' signal'
to reach all parts of its active area. Not only
are these different parts very likely to vibrate
independently, but they are all at different
distances from our ears and from all the reflecting surfaces that surround them in normal use.
The resulting sound then depends on just how
these many independent parcels of sound add
together or subtract. This varies with every
change of frequency and with change of listening position, i.e. it is hopelessly complicated.
On the score of transients, the starting and
stopping of signals, everything except the
speaker is reasonably trouble-free. A good
modern amplifier can start and stop in amicrosecond or so, and amicrophone in afew microseconds as its moving parts are small, light and
easily damped. A loudspeaker, on the other
hand, as it has to be so much larger and
heavier—and stronger—to produce enough
noise, has to be given so much energy to start
it moving that there is alot of stored energy to
dissipate when the electrical input signal stops.
Various patches of the cone are likely to go on
wobbling long after the input has ceased.
Moreover, none of this bad behaviour may
show on the frequency response curve, which is
a steady-state measurement.
The steady-state measurement is relatively
easy to make and consequently is often performed. but transient behaviour is very difficult to measure—requiring a long-winded and
tedious series of tests that could take days. The
ear just listens and decides in seconds!
As engineers, we mistrust subjective assessments as they are liable to prejudice, peculiar
likes and dislikes, and to variations from day
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to day. Objective measurements are far more
reliable and repeatable, but still no use if they
fail to give useful answers. In defence of the
subjective assessment, one must realise that it
involves also the services of an extremely complex computer, the brain, that can not only
'measure' dozens of independent variables
simultaneously, but also has a memory store
several orders of magnitude larger than any
man-made computer. It is therefore quite a
formidable measuring tool.
A further look into some of the reasons why
a response curve tells so little might be illustrated by the following. Place half a dozen
people in a good row of seats in one of our
large cathedrals to enjoy an organ recital and
they would probably all agree that the sound
was good, without adverse criticism. Now
give them sound-level meters and graph paper,
and get the organist to play slowly up the scale.
The resulting graphs would be like cross-sections of the Rocky Mountains, and all different!
Of course the frequency response curve does
show up some things we can hear. If the general
level over large parts of the curve varies considerably—for instance, the average level for
frequencies above 1kHz is several decibels
lower than that below 1kHz—the sound will
be dull and distant. If the level falls away
steadily above 2kHz (fig. 1) it will sound muffled, whereas falling away below 1kHz it will
sound thin and shrill, crying out for considerable bass boost. These are matters of balance
and they show up reasonably clearly.
Excessively high output over anarrow range
of frequencies will also always produce an
audible effect, possibly because output is higher
in this region, but more likely because there is
also a resonance or series of resonances close
together. A resonance means a slow build-up
of artificially exaggerated sound (not too
serious) and aslow decay (very serious and one
of the main dislikes of our ears, unless it is wideband natural decay like dying reverberation).
A large dip in a response curve is not quite
so serious, as one cannot hear what is not
there; but something will be heard, often a
`hollowness', depending whereabouts it lies
in the spectrum.
A large dip in the curve at the crossover frequency (fig. 2) usually denotes areversed phase
between woofer and tweeter. On mono it may
sound OK, but in stereo it often produces the
most odd effects. Some instruments appear to
pop over to the other side of the stage to play
some notes, or an instrument may keep on
altering its apparent width. Any sudden change
in level on the curve is viewed with suspicion
and often indicates something wrong that may
produce an audible manifestation.
Any two-unit system can produce a whole
series of different curves, depending on the
exact position of the measuring microphone.
Suppose the microphone is on the tweeter axis,
it is then alittle farther away from the woofer,
and sound from the latter arrives alittle later.
If it is half acycle later, it will subtract and the
curve shows adip. If perchance the two sounds
are of equal intensity, and they should be at
the crossover frequency, they will cancel, leaving nothing. Move the microphone slightly
and this huge dip will disappear (fig. 3).
Things like this, while they show up clearly
on the frequency curve, cannot be heard in
use. We listen with two ears, not one, the
music is constantly changing, our head is
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

RALPH WEST DISCUSSES
THE LIMITATIONS
OF PURE- TONE TESTS
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Please send me full information on the
SHURE V-15 Type II. ( Improved)
Name
Address
... even in the price
SHURE V-15 lype II
(Improved) SUPER—TRACK
with bi—radial elliptical
stylos (0.0002"x 0.0007)
— 15 tracking — unique
"flip—action" built—in stylus guard.

I-4 LJ 1=2
Shure Electronics Ltd.

L84 Blackfriars Rd., London SEl.
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continually slightly on the move, and in our
domestic surroundings there are a whole host
of reflections which complicate the pattern of
variations still further. Even asingle cone will
still do this, as all parts of its area cannot be
the same distance from the measuring microphone—and if they could be, it is unlikely that
all these bits of the total area will be in step or
in phase. (Only an electrostatic might manage.)
So, summing up thus far, the frequency
curve of aloudspeaker has lots of wiggles that
we shan't hear and afew wiggles we shall hear,
but we cannot predict which. Only the big
humps, hollows and slopes are directly meaningful to a listener. Finally, looking at two
different loudspeaker curves and trying to decide which is the better speaker of the two is
almost acomplete waste of time.
To the engineer, however, developing a new
design, these measurements are very useful.
The curve will show, for instance, whether his
design modification to increase or reduce the
sound output at a particular point in the frequency spectrum has had the desired effect.
If he is wise he will still listen to it to see if this
modification has produced any undesirable
effects that may not show on the curve. To
the production engineer, regular measurements
done under exactly the same conditions will
show if standards are being maintained or if
any changes are creeping into the product as
supplies and staff, etc, change with time.
Having seen some slight justification for a
loudspeaker response curve, how is it made?
One merely puts a microphone with a flat response in front of the loudspeaker (one metre
is the standard distance), varies the input frequency, keeping the voltage at the speaker
terminals constant, and measures the microphone output. This sounds straightforward
enough and does not take very long to do if
one has alevel recorder which plots the curve
automatically. However, where is this done?
The most obvious place is in typical listening
room conditions. Speaker X, it had better be
nameless (very non-standard), had the measuring microphone rigidly fixed to it with a light
and acoustically transparent girder structure,
to make sure we were always measuring the
same speaker the same way. Placed in the left
stereo speaker position, fig. 4 shows its measured behaviour. Placed on the right side, it
gave fig. 5. Out of sheer curiosity the speaker
was placed in the centre of the far end of the
room and the microphone removed and placed,
in turn, at ear level above two adjacent chairs
from which listening normally takes place
(figs. 6and 7). Any resemblance between fig,.
4, 5, 6, and 7is (almost) purely accidental!
Quite clearly we are measuring the room
more than the loudspeaker, especially in figs.
6 and 7. This is why this measurement must
always take place in non-reflecting surroundings. Ideally this is out of doors on a quiet
windless day, with the speaker and microphone
about 20 ft. from the ground hung from a
crane. This has been done, but is not too
convenient, even if the weather permits, so
we build at great cost anechoic chambers.
These are very large rooms, preferably soundproof, with walls, floor and ceiling completely
covered with a very thick layer of sound absorbing material. The most effective form of
absorbent seems to be amass of wedge-shaped
members, with their thin ends pointing into
the chamber. Special grades of polyurethane
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

Fig. 8. An anechoic room in use for loudspeaker testing. (Photo courtesy Shure Electronics Ltd )
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The superlative...

The MS 077 (£29.00)

smallest of the range of Mordaunt-Short quality loudspeaker systems.

...in the diminutive.
Just as stature is not of height alone, nor grandeur solely of size, so quality is
open to all who seek after it in the lights of their respective circumstances.
For those whose pursuit of excellence in sound reproduction must yet recognise
limitations of space or of means, we are happy to offer in our new MS 077 model
a loudspeaker system affording truly ' multum in parvo'. If your standards lean
towards the idealistic, insist on hearing it—any authoritative Dealer will be
proud to give you a demonstration.

Mordaunt-Short Ltd

The

Courtyard

Heath

Road

Petersfielci Hants. Tel. CS.T.D. 07303 4761

Fie7se send me details of the full range of Mordaunt-Short quality loudspeaker
..

systems and the name and address of the stockists nearest to:
I Name
Address
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1

foam or rockwool in thin cotton bags are the
most successful materials to date (fig. 8). The
length of the wedges determines the lowest
frequency down to which practically 100%
absorption takes place. To go down to 20 Hz
the wedges would need to be about 12 ft. long!
(I don't think there's even one in the world
with 6ft. wedges.) If the working space is
large, then 5ft. wedges give very small errors
above, say, 30 Hz, and anyway one can always
allow for aconstant error.
Speaker X, with its attendant microphone,
was taken to an anechoic chamber and gave
the curve in fig. 9. The little bump at 35 Hz
is where the room is no longer absorbing most
of the incident sound.
The poor man's anechoic chamber has to be
the open air, and very useful results can be
obtained quite simply. Ideally one should bury
the speaker flush with the surface of the ground
and hang the microphone directly above. Not
wishing to dig up the lawn, or spoil the cabinet
work, Speaker X was laid in the middle of the
lawn well away from walls and buildings, and
the curve of fig. 10 resulted. This curve is
better than fig. 9 at the very low frequencies,
but has anasty series of dips in the 140-220 Hz
range. This is due to some sound (from the
woofer) reflecting from the ground (not too
much as it's lawn) and arriving at the microphone half acycle late and subtracting. Raising
the speaker on to alow stool (21 cm) increases
the path difference and cancellation takes place
at a lower frequency: 100-200 Hz (
fig. 11).
The three dips are thought to correspond to
the three distances—over the side, over the
bass end, over the tweeter end. Further raising
on to a 54 cm stool and 185 cm step-ladder
gave progressive lowering of the cancellation
frequencies, and also less actual cancellation
as the reflected sound is weaker due to greater
distances travelled and more time for dispersion (
figs. 12 and 13). Fig. 13 is very close to
the anechoic room curve; a few more feet
higher and it would be acoustically superior.
(Memo: must order scaffolding!)
Fig. 14 shows ameasurement taken with the
speaker standing up normally on the same
ground, the microphone now only 18 in. or so
above the lawn. The bass end is now good,
but the cancellation has moved up to 700 Hz
and deepened. There is also evidence of reflections at higher frequencies too.
Apart from fig. 14 the correlation above
about IkHz is excellent for all the other outdoor results. This is because the higher frequencies do not spill out over the cabinet edges
like the low frequencies. With an omni-directional speaker, of course, one would have to
hoist it aloft.
There is a small flaw in the validity of
anechoic measurement, be it in agood chamber
or hoisted aloft. This is bass loading. Aloft,
at low frequencies the sound energy spreads in
all directions. At home, our speaker is never
far from floor and two walls, probably very
close to one of them. Under these conditions,
the bass is increased as the same power is now
concentrated into something less than equal
to a hemisphere. Comparing either fig. 10 or
fig. 14 with fig. 13, both show a good 3dB
higher level at 30 Hz. What should we do?
And how would one measure something like
aKlipsch corner horn? Igive up !—No, there
is more work to be done. [
See also Editorial
Comment on page /575—Ed.]
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when you buy
Celestion

Studio
Series

Loudspeakers for the Perfectionist

you enjoy
the sound
experience
of 47 years
Take alook into aCelestion Ditton 15
and you will appreciate the skill and
care which goes into the design and
manufacture of Celestion's marvellous
Ditton high fidelity loudspeakers.
Meticulous attention to detail, from
the superb furniture finish right through
to the precision engineering at the
heart, ensure the quality for which
Celestion are world renowned.
For the sheer enjoyment of your
favourite music the Celestion Sound
Experience has no equal. Just send
your name and address and full details
will be mailed at once.

Celestion

El

Please mail details of all the Dittons.
Name
Address

ROLA CELESTION LIMITED
DITTON WORKS, FOXHALL ROAD, IPSWICH, SUFFOLK IP3 8JP
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KNOW what idiophones, membranophones, aerophones and cordophones are?
Taking part recently in a quiz arranged by a
tape and audio club, Iwas the only member of
my team who knew the answer. This is always
gratifying to one's ego but it was not really
much of a feat, for a reason Iwill explain at
the end of this month's feature. Before looking
at the answer, though, try to puzzle out the
meaning of the words, always presuming you
don't know either.
DO YOU

MY CONGRATULATIONS I
D Mr. V. K. Chew, of
the Science Museum, for the rearrangement he
and his colleagues have undertaken of the
historic collection of sound recording and
reproducing equipment at the Science Museum,
South Kensington. Ascend to the upper regions
of the building and you will be rewarded—in
Galleries 61 and 64—with a fascinating panorama of recording items guaranteed to arouse
nostalgic memories among senior enthusiasts.
I was intrigued to see a record reproducer
donated by the old British Sound Recording
Association still in evidence, and—at long
last—the display of How aGramophone Record
is Made has been updated by EMI. Well
illustrated, the sequence now depicts the
recording process, manufacturing the stamper,
and the production of pressings in the factory.
The weakness of many amateur exhibitions
of equipment (of any kind) is often the poor
cards or panels describing the items. The
Science Museum does not fall into this trap,
and the descriptive material is instructive and
neatly printed. Idetected only one slip—the
reference to artist Francis Barraud— responsible for the famous fox terrier and phonograph
(later changed to a gramophone) painting,
colloquially called the ' bitch and bugle', used
by The Gramophone Company as atrade-mark
—who had an intrusive ` e' in his surname.
Talking of museums, Iam reminded of the
admirable TS Radio Museum in the premises
of Tage Schouboe A/S, a big distributor of
radio and electrical components in Copenhagen.
Formed as aprivate collection by the proprietor
Mr. Schouboe (whose wife is seen here with an

early Pathé ' two-channel' reproducer) in 1963,
it houses an astonishing array of vintage phonographs, cylinder and disc records, street organs,
music boxes, autoglockenpolyphons (the forerunner of the juke-box), early loudspeakers
from Lumière to swan-neck horns, primitive
radio and TV sets, wire and tape recorders
(including the first Bang & Olufsen wire model
released around 1946), to pickups of all types
and player-pianos.
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from an Audio logbook

by Donald Aldous

Many of these items are in working order,
restored by the company's engineers. Surely
this must be a unique collection in Europe?
Mr. Schouboe's son will receive visitors, if
some preliminary warning is given. Ihave not
visited the museum myself for a couple of
years, but am happy to send our greetings to
the Schouboe family.
From farther afield—near Eikenhof, south
of Johannesburg, South Africa—I have
received some details of another museum of
records, reproducers and recording equipment
initiated by the late John Hecht, and now
passed into the hands of one of his three sons.
Hecht, born in Berlin in 1883, left Europe in
1929 to go to South Africa and establish alocal
record making industry producing discs in
Afrikaans and Bantu. John Hecht commenced
his sound recording activities in Berlin in 1898
using Edison equipment, and over the years
acquired numerous Edison phonographs and
recordings made throughout Europe.
In August 1933, he took his wife and family
to join him in South Africa, taking as well, of
course, his collection of several thousand
Edison recordings, including 2 and 4 minute
cylinders, many Mue Amberols, and some
Diamond Disc records produced in 1912 till
Edison gave up sound recording around the
end of 1929. However, unfortunately much of
this collection was destroyed by fire in 1957.
and John Hecht himself died in 1964.
Since that time his son William Hecht has
rehoused the remains of the collection in an
old Johannesbuig tram in his grounds, and
has written countless letters to individuals and
organizations in an effort to replace the
precious items. He has achieved some success
and now has over 3,000 recordings dating back
to 1888, plus other ancient reproducers.
EARS TO THE GROUND DEPARTMENT. Mention of
the TS Radio Museum in Copenhagen reminds
me that recently some changes have been made
in the Ortofon organization. As some readers
will know, the business and financial side of this
company was taken over by aDanish Government corporation, Incentive A/S, to promote
the valuable export side of the firm. Mr.
Forrest, an old Ortofon friend of British audiophiles, some time ago became Scandinavian
area representative for Metrosound products,
and the President of the Ortofon company
Mr. K. Hagen-Olesen, has now, Iunderstand,
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severed his connections and sold apart shareholding in the organization to Mr. David
Hafler, of Dynaco Inc. USA, with aEuropean
outlet in Dynaco A/S, Humlum, Struer,
Denmark.
Again, via the subterranean channels, we
learn that Lyrec (linked with Ortofon) have
developed apowerful and sophisticated cutting
amplifier for professional disc recording which
will make atremendous impact when released.
Ortofon cartridges, and arms, are, of course,
still handled in the UK by Metrosound (Sales)
Ltd. of Waltham Abbey, Essex.
Ihad the pleasure of taking
part in the BBC's series of Sound programmes
with John Borwick and many other friends of
the audio world. Isn't it about time this type
of programme was revived on Radio 3 ? Iknow
that Radio London has its regular Sounds Good
programme, but these are rather informal and
elementary, with listener participation by phone.
During these talks I met, on one session,
Mrs. Jean Jenkins, B.A., musicologist to the
Horniman Museum at Forest Hill, S.E.23.
Her knowledge of ethnomusicology was
prodigious and she had prepared a book on
'Musical Instruments' by way of introduction
to the subject and for use by visitors to the
Horniman Museum. Ihave just been reading
the enlarged second edition of this text ( Publication No. 7168 0292-9 at 40p plus postage) and
it can only be described as awork of learning
and research worthy of the highest commendation. All for eight old shillings, too!
In this text she classifies all musical and
sound producing instruments according to
acoustical principles. Early in the 20th century
this was, in fact, done by Erich M. von
Hornbostel and Curt Sachs. They divided all
instruments into four classes: idiophones (
those
made of inherently resonant material made to
sound by percussion, by bending and release of
flexible material, or by friction); membranophones (
sound produced by movement of a
stretched membrane, divided according to the
method used—beating, friction or blowing and
humming (called mirlitons); aerophones, or
wind instruments, refers to instruments through
or around which a quantity of air is made to
vibrate; and cordophones (
which have one or
more strings, held at tension, sounded by
plucking with fingers or a plectrum, bowing,
striking, friction or occasionally by wind.)
Indexed, extensive references to original
sources, and many excellent plates from the
photographs of Bernard Brandham are included. A real bargain.
SOME YEARS AGO

Wait till you
hear the price

These two tape recorders are made by Akai. And that tells you they are both made
to the highest standards of quality, the kind of quality that has made the Akai name
so famous. But that's not all. Both these machines offer you the best value you've
heard for along time. Look at the details, look at the prices, then judge for yourself.
AKAI X- 200D One of the finest quality tape
decks around. Everything it does, it does
perfect.y. And no wonder. Look at some of the
features it offers.
3 motors — including a synchronous 3- speed
motor for capstan drive. 3tape speeds determ ined by electrical selection of motorlspeed
Automatic reverse playback Metallic sensing
tape gives immediate continuous playback on
contact with sensing pin. And it's so simple to
operate. The X- 200D also has manual reverse.
4 track stereo/monaural recording and playback
(For playback, the X- 200D needs an external
power amplifier and speakers. This, of course,
makes it ideal for ahigh fidelity system). Again,
the exclusive Akai Cross- Field head promises
maximum fidelity.
Solid state pre- amplifier with two special,
Akai-developed integrated circuits.
The price— new low recommended retail price
of only £ 145.92 l

AKAI X-1800SD Ideal for anyone who likes to
record his personal selection of cartridges for
car or home listening.

For more details of these top quality, amazingvalue Akai machines, talk to your dealer or send
off the coupon right away.

To: Akai, Rank Audio Products
pt

P.O. Box 70 Great West Road
Brentford Middlesex

Cartridge recording and playback Make your
own cartridge 8 track stereo recording. Or
record from tape to cartridge on the same
machine! This reel- cartridge transfer is a
feature exclusive to the X-1800SD. To ensure
highest quality recording, the X-1800SD
features the famous Akai one micron gap head.

LPlease send me full details of the Akai
X-1800SD

Reel-to-reel recording and playback The Akai
X-1800SD gives you 4 track stereo/monaural
recording and playback with a choice of three
speeds. The highest quality recording characteristics are guaranteed by the exclusive Akai
Cross- Field head — this allows the tape to be
recorded over the entire frequency spectrum
with maximum fidelity.

Address

The price— new low recommended retail price
is just £ 153.00 I

—

1Please send me full details of the Akai
X- 200D

Name
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an improved
version of a
popular design
by Reginald Williamson

W reminded

ITH aguilty glance at the calendar, Iam
with a twinge of embarrassment that more than two years have elapsed
since the Mk II version of my Twin 20 power
amplifier was published in March 1969. Towards the end of the article I hinted that,
should it be deemed necessary, an updated
version of the preamplifier would also be produced and published in due course. Unfortunate choice of words—alas! A large number
of helpful readers and would-be constructors
took this as an open invitation and lost no
time at all in telling me of the design's shortcomings, and suggesting desirable changes to
the original circuit. Iam enormously grateful
for the frank and friendly criticisms that arose
out of the project and hope that now, at long
last, the modified circuit will prove of interest
to new readers and the literally hundreds of
correspondents who have written to me inquiring when it would be published, and who
have been waiting ever since. Apologies are
due for the excessive delay and in particular
to the persistent reader who eventually retorted to my plea for patience with aquotation,
attributable to Matthew Arnold, Ibelieve—' Sad
Patience, too near neighbour to Despair'. But
to the revised circuit.
The main, fundamental, change is in the
printed circuit layout, since the original design
used two separate, heavyweight boards, one for
each channel—and was correspondingly expensive. My original intention was to consider the
reader who intended to produce a monoonly version but judging by my mailbag, the
number of constructors who took advantage
of this can be counted on one hand. So, the
first step was to aim at asingle board version
and cut the cost of this item in the parts schedule. As always, Iam much indebted to my
friends at Walsall Timing Developments, who
have risen bravely to the task and, ndrabile
dictu, have actually managed to produce a
compact layout on an even smaller board, of
lighter weight, thereby reducing cost of construction quite substantially. Also, the various
controls were originally mounted on the boards
themselves. This is no longer so, making alow
contour layout possible—as seen in the photograph.
If the reader has the original circuit handy,
it will be noted that actual changes to the circuit are really quite minor and in fact, my redesign philosophy was quite clear. I didn't
wish to alter the original circuit too much, in
case those who made the first version decided
it was worth bringing their Mk Iup to date.
So, the number of new components required,
for example, has been kept to aminimum and
circuit values altered only where considered
essential. On the other hand, the improvements
HI-FI NEWS 8c RECORD REVIEW

in performance are quite substantial and ‘Ne
begin with the changes in the input stage.
The original input sensitivity was tailored
specifically for the low output type of cartridge,
in the less than 1mV/cm/sec. class, such as the
ADC 10E Mk II et al., and as such was perfectly satisfactory, combining low noise with
an overload capacity of better than 40 mV
(well over + 26 dB ref. the 1.8 mV rated sensitivity). It soon became apparent that a number of enthusiasts felt the high input sensitivity,
along with the specified overload point, was
too restrictive, taking into account the large
range of cartridges that the user might wish to
choose from and so it was hardly surprising to
be asked to suggest modifications to facilitate
the use of both ceramics and the higher output
magnetics, such as the Ortofon SL15E. As
always, the answer will be acompromise, and
in the amended circuit, Ihave increased slightly
the sensitivity and the signal-to-noise ratio
but, more important, the overload capacity has
been enhanced considerably and by a factor
that allows for the use of any magnetic cartridge
on the market. At 160 mV the overload point
compares favourably with the majority of commercial designs available at the time of writing,
and provides a generous 40 dB safety factor.
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This is maintained from 30 Hz up to 5kHz,
falling off to about 30 dB at 15 KHz and is a
perfectly adequate and realistic performance.
Even so, if the user wishes to halve the sensitivity and double the overload level, the changing of just one resistor in each channel, R2, to
double the value (or near enough, 680 ohms)
is all that is required. This worthwhile improvement in performance has been made
possible, not by highly sophisticated circuitry
(which, I suspect, is the result of self-indulgence on the part of the designer in many
cases) but by the straightforward expedient of
raising the rail voltage. But before this could
be done, it was necessary to change the devices
originally used for TR2, TR4 and TR5. These
had to have a much higher V„ rating, not
less than 45 V, and fortunately there is now a
comfortable range for the constructor to choose
from. A small selection is shown in my parts
list, and there are no doubt many others, but
those listed first were actually used in the
prototype, selected on a basis of price and
performance. Advantage has also been taken
of the improved range of low noise transistors
for TRI and TR3 and the I„ has been lowered
in these two stages as well. The higher rail
voltage has required basic alterations to the

Ultimate
H1~fidellty
•

LUX CORPORATION

•

•

•,
Not all Lux amplifiers are in the most expensive category and the SQ.707 represerts an excellent combination of
economy of price with efficiency of design whilst still retaining the same frst class finish and care in manufacture
which is th E hallmark of all Lux high fidelity units. 17 watts rms per chEnnel (8ohms), distortion of less than 1%
at rated output and afrequency response of 30-30,000 Hz ( less than + 1d6) are some of the specifications that heir,
to make the Lux SQ.707 real value at or ly £59.00.
_

_
Just released the WL. 717 Tuner is a perfect match for the SQ.707 amplifier ahheugh it can of course be used with
an/ Lux and most other makes of amplifier . Premium parts are used -.
hroughiput this unit which has an FET fron.
end and high gain IC's in the intermediate frequency amplifier giving exceptionally quiet reception and unusually
low distortion. FM selsitivity is 2.2 uV and lstortion at 100% modulation on stereo is 0.6%. The WL.717 is £74.63.

Sole UK Distributors: Howland-West Ltd.,(Lux Division) 2Park-End, South Hill Park, London, N.W.3. Tel: 01-794 6666/6033.
Please send details of Lux equiDment
Name

HFN9
Address
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power supply arrangement. Whereas, in the
original design, the supply voltage was reduced by a common dropper resistor in the
power module ( R7) this function has now
been delegated to an individual resistor in
each channel (R28) on the board, in combination with a simple Zener stabilising circuit. If
converting, R7 should be removed and strapped
out when changing to the new—on the amended
power module layout it has, in fact, been
omitted, but more on that later.
One additional feature, and adirect result of
suggestions by a number of readers, is the
inclusion of a high-pass (or rumble) filter. I
feel that this should not now be needed in a
high-grade amplifier, for there are on the
market a number of excellent and reasonably
priced turntables quite free from this defect,
but some may find it of use. On the other
hand, a low-pass filter and tone-controls are
still essential, since programme sources accessible to the domestic user frequently require
correction of one form or another.
However, I have been prevailed upon to
nclude this feature and it takes the form of a
simple passive filter in the form of a bridged
'T' RC network. The graph indicates initially
a modest fall-off in response below 100 Hz,
with an increasing rate reaching a — 24 dB null
at 10 Hz and this, in turn, is augmented by a
built-in fall in response below 30 Hz in the
power amplifier; the action may be modified
further still by operation of the bass control.
This has been found to be more than effective
enough with all but the very worst turntables
and for those who wish to omit the feature
altogether the strapping of 2 and 3 on the
board and the omission of C8 and 9, RIO and
R12 is all that is required.
A number of queries received concerned
provision for atape feed, and here Imust admit
to a preference for including all tone controls
and filters in circuit before feeding a signal to
my tape recorder—contrary to general practice! So, my own tape output sockets are as
shown in the diagram, feeding the main outputs with isolating resistors in series. Others
may prefer the conventional approach, so an
alternative connection is shown, although it
should be mentioned that the source Z at this
point may be as high as 50 K and this must
be taken into account when considering the
loading effects of the tape recorder input.
Another criticism of the original circuit, and
a perfectly valid one, was the method of providing Auxiliary inputs. To do this, the first
stage was made alinear amplifier by switched
changes to the feedback network, and passive
attenuator networks were inserted. There were
two disadvantages. One was the need to manipulate the passive divider networks to the
appropriate input signal level if the risk of
input stage overload was to be avoided and
the other was the possibility of inadequate
signal-to-noise ratio. In the modified circuit,
both these points have been considered, albeit
HI-FI NEWS 8c RECORD REVIEW

COMPONENTS LIST
Resistors
R1 1M
R2 330
R3 56 K
R4 470 K
R5 10 K
R6 330
R7 15 K
R8 150 K
VR1
VR2
VR3
VR4
VR5
VR6

All 5% 1/4 W carbon
R9
R10
R11
R12
R13
R14
R15
R16

film unless stated. Values in ohms
4.7 K
R17 220 K
1M
R18 1M
47 K
R19 390
100 K
R20 10 K
56 K
R21 10 K
56 K
R22 3.3 K
18 K
R23 3.3 K
1K
R24 470 K

R25
R26
R27
R28
R29

470 K
10 K
470 K
1.8 K 1W
270

220 K linear ( or ganged log, see text) carbon
100 K log ganged carbon
10 K lin ganged carbon
100 K lin ganged carbon
47 K ganged log carbon with 2- pole switch
10 K lin preset carbon

Capacitors
Cl 22 i.‘F 3V tant.
C2 32 MF 40 V elec.
C3 22 pF poly.
C4 0.02 uF foil
C5 4,700 pF foil 5%
C6 100 uF min. elec.
C7 8pF min. elec.
C8 0.047 MF min. foil

C9
C10
C11
C12
C13
C14
C15
C16

C17
C18
C19
C20
C21
C22
C23

0.047 MF min. foil
1MF 3V tant.
22 pF poly.
32 MF 40 V min. elec.
100 gF 4V min. elec.
0033MF min. foil
0.033 gF min. foil
0.047 MF min. foil

0.047 MF min. foil
1200 pF
3,300 pF
3,300 pF
8gF 40 V elec.
8gF 40 V elec.
250 MF 64 V elec.

Transistors and diodes
TR1 BC 109C, BC 384, 2N5088/5089, ME 4003
TR2 ME 4102, 2N 5210, 2N2484
TR3 As TR1
ZD1 43 V 1W ( e.g. ZY43)
TR4} As TR2
TR5
Miscellaneous
Li Mullard pot-core FX 2238 wound with 360 turns of 36 SWG copper wire. 3-way rotary switch.

PCB

type RW 11
Printed boards from Walsall Timing Developments, Hall Lane, Walsall Wood, Staffordshire. Other corn ponants from Electrovalue, 28 St. Jude's Road, Englefield Green, Egham, Surrey. Note:— Walsall
Timing Developments can only supply printed boards.
at a reduction in input Z if high input sensitivity is still required. The first stage is now
by-passed and the auxiliary signals—tape,
radio, etc—are fed direct, via attenuator resistors, to the volume control. There is, now,
no risk of early stage overload and the improved signal-to-noise ratio is more than adequate. Whilst selection of the inputs may be by
a 2-pole, 3-way switch, the user may feel it
desirable to short circuit the unwanted programme sources, so avoiding the risk of
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TWIN TWENTY IC PREAMPLIFIER
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break-through. In this case, additional contacts must be provided to earth the unused
inputs and my diagram shows the wiring required to do this. It will also be noted, that
the values for both volume control and balance
control have been changed.
In my original article, I drew attention to
the risk of crosstalk when acarbon track component was used for the latter, and recommended a wirewound type instead. Unfortunately, the higher value of 220 K precludes a
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Direct
Radiator
Lowfrequency
Unit

II

THE

Horn
Loaded
Highfrequency
Unit

DUAL CONCENTRIC
... provides the perfect integrated source
needed for stereo. The Monitor Gold is
two separate transducers in asingle
assembly fed by asophisticated cross- over
and treble control network.

Integrated
Full-range
System

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION

Frequency Response: 30-20,000 Hz. Power Handling
Capacity: 15" 50 watts, 12" 30 watts. IIILZ 15 watts.
Impedance: 13i2 nominal, 5!..2 minimum.

...AND IT SOUNDS BEST IN
A \ TANNOY,® ENCLOSURE
"Lancaster"'
free-standing fitted
with 12" or 15" Dual
Concentric. Height
2'9i", width 1'9i".
depth l'Or

"Lancaster"
corner mounting
fitted with 12' Dual
Concentric. Height
2'9, width 2'1".
Front to rear corner
1'41'

70% OF THE

MONITOR GOLDS
PRODUCED ARE
EXPORTED TO:
U.S.A.
JAPAN
CANADA
SOUTH AFRICA
AUSTRIA
ITALY
SINGAPORE
HOLLAND
GERMANY
BELGIUM
SWITZERLAND
NORWAY
SPAIN
AUSTRALIA
NEW ZEALAND
THAILAND
ZAMBIA
KENYA
HONG KONG
MALAYSIA
FRANCE

\+\ TANNOY /$<

"Ill LZ Mk. II"
Aperiodic enclosure
with Ill LZ unit.
Height 1'3", width 1'11", depth 9f ".

NORWOOD ROAD • WEST NORWOOD
LONDON • S.E.27

The majority of Recording and T.V. Studios use Tannoy monitors.
1592

TELEPHONE 01-670 1131

WIRING GANGED BALANCE CONTROL

wirewound this time—as such animals are rare
and costly. But the crosstalk, even using a
carbon component, was rarely worse than
—35 dB. If this admittedly not very low figure
is acceptable, the cheapest expedient is to use a
ganged control and Ihave shown amethod of
wiring this also. Crosstalk is then far better
than — 60 dB over the audio band. Iwould
much prefer to have abandoned the balance
control altogether, and to have used aconcentric potentiometer for the volume control.
However the very limited range of suitable knobs
available to the home constructor soon showed
this to be an impracticable proposition, much
to my regret. The remaining alterations were
aimed at a tidying-up of the tone controls,
making them a little more symmetrical in
action and with smoother slopes.
The low-pass filter is unaltered and is still
quite effective in dealing with the occasional
LP with an unclean top end, and taming the
ancient 78s that my son insists on playing from
time to time. The mode of construction is open
to any form that the home constructor desires.
My photograph shows the method adopted
with the prototype and no special difficulties
emerged. The closed chassis was made by
H. L. Smith & Co., 287/9 Edgware Road,
London W.2, the size being 44 x2x94 in., just
a little larger than the p.c. board and the engraved panel was produced by the Dereham
Industrial Engravers, 63 Spitalfields, Norwich,
NOR 01 R, and was made in Traffolite, with
black and white figures. As a ' one-off' requirement it was, naturally, alittle costly, so readers
should ask for aquotation. Wiring should be
as direct and short as possible. A few of the
components have been omitted from the board,
to save both space and wiring, and must be
mounted externally. These are R13, R14, R15
and R29 and it will be found that suitable tie
points will present no difficulty; R13 and R14,
for example, will go naturally between the
input sockets and the appropriate tags on the
selector switch or, if an earthing configuration
is preferred, across the switch tags. R15 goes
between VR1 and VR2, whilst R29 simply
connects the slider of VR3 to the nearest earth
point. In accordance with good wiring practice, it is desirable to use an earth ' bus'
throughout.
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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STAX SR-3
EAR
SPEAKER

THE SIMPLEST HIFI
LOUDSPEAKER KIT IN
THE WORLD!

JUST ONE FULL RANGE
JORDAN-WATTS DRIVING UNIT20 Hz- 20,000 Hz 12 watts
HERE FOR ONLY £12 IS RICH FULL
BASS AND SPARKLING CLARITY

electrostatic, but lightweight

THROUGHOUT— AT

LESS

COST

THAN A TWEETER ASSEMBLY

Wrap yourself in your own luxury world
of music with the Stax SR- 3 headset, and
indulge yourself in the fullest, most
natural sound. Without paying the earth —
for this Stax instrument represents the
best value in Stereophonic headphones. The
electrostatic drive makes reproduction
virtually distortion- free, from deep bass
to supersonic treble. Coupled with the
advanced Stax SR D-5 adaptor. to keep the
weight of the headphones to acomfortable
minimum. Recommended retail price: £ 45.40.
Hear these Stax headsets at your local
dealer, or write for further details and
specifications. Trade enquiries welcome.

Send for Constructor's Brochure free from your
Hi-fi Dealer or
BOOSEY It HAWKES ( Sales) LTD

JORDAN- WATTS LTD
Benlow Works,

Deansbrook Road,

S.Iverdale Road,

Edgware, Middx.

Hayes, Middx.

JonmNirris

WILMEX LTD

LOUDSPEAKERS

Stax Division. 24 26 Ensign Street. London El
Telephone: 01-949 2545

THE VOICE
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BBC has a complex of several studios
THE
at Pebble Mills, Birmingham, and their

large Number 1 studio has recently been
commissioned for stereo. This studio, approximately 104,000 cu. ft., is normally the home of
the Midland Light Orchestra. It has been
equipped with a stereo Type D control desk
with some extra mono channels, very similar
to the new desk installed some while ago in
Maida Vale No. 1 studio. LS5/5 monitor
speakers have been installed in the control
room, and there is space for stereo taperecorders. In addition, a further recording
room equipped with several machines looks
into the control room through a glass panel.
This expansion is primarily intended for the
forthcoming commencement of stereo on
Radio 2 and follows the BBC policy of
eventually equipping almost all their music
studios for stereo. Some quite difficult acoustic
problems have been encountered and on a
number of occasions an acoustics team have
made journeys to Birmingham in order to
make sure that the reverberation time is
exactly what is required for this particular
studio, namely approximately 11 secs. A stereo
EMT echo plate is also provided, and it is
hoped to use the studio for classical, chamber
and recital type music, as well as more frequent
broadcasts of the Midland Light Orchestra.
Pebble Mills Number 2 ( pop) studio has
also been equipped for stereo, with multimiking techniques particularly in mind, and
has acapacity of 41,000 cu. ft. Iam pleased to
see that the BBC are seriously planning
considerable expansion of stereo pop and it is
quite possible, especially if commercial radio
broadcasts stereo pop when it starts, that the
BBC will have to follow and possibly introduce Radio 1 type programmes on Radio 2,
in stereo on VHF, with Radio 2 programmes
being transmitted on LW only.
There has been an unfortunate delay in the
commencement of stereo broadcasts on Radio 3
from the BBC Isle of Wight transmitter at
Rowridge, but the latest" news is that stereo
should now start some time during the Prom
season, probably by the time this is in print.
Rowridge has, for some time, been retransmitting the Wrotham signal by direct pick-up and
transverting the signal in the same band and
retransmitting it. Rowridge is aquite powerful
transmitter, and the difficulties of keeping out
a transmission from the Wrotham pick-up
receiver are immense and involve the use not
only of highly directional aerials but also of
special cavity aerial resonant circuits. The
provision of a more sensitive receiver, good
enough to receive stereo from Wrotham,
increases the difficulty, but apparently these
problems are now being overcome.
The newest low-noise version of the AKG
C24, fitted with FET amplifiers has now been
returned from Vienna with quite satisfactory
measurements. The manufacturers claim a
weighted reduction of hiss of 6dB, but I
understand that first impressions of the
microphone indicate asubjective improvement
of slighly less than this, although still marked.
It is hoped that the mic will have passed its
final tests and will be in use at the Proms, and
if it is, readers should notice adistinct improvement in hiss level in quieter passages. It should
be realised however that in some balances
other more noisy mics may be mixed in, adding
a little hiss, and this should be immediately
noticeable.
The BBC have been recording stereo for
HI-Fl NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

A MONTHLY REPORT
BY ANGUS McKENZIE

over 13 years now and their transcription
service offers excellent tapes of suitable programmes to many broadcasting organisations
all over the World. Many of the Proms were
recorded in stereo long before stereo broadcasting began, and it is such a pity that the
Musicians' Union will not allow broadcasts
in this country of these excellent tapes which
are transmitted in other countries—a rather
unfair situation. To further improve the
quality of their recordings the transcription
department has just purchased a Dolby,
a stereo noise reduction system which, I
understand, is now regularly in use. Let us
hope that some of their Dolbyed tapes may be
broadcast direct into the normal Radio 3
channels and de-Dolbyed in Broadcasting
House.
It is the job of continuity studio managers
to control the incoming programme being
broadcast and also to play through the outputs of tape recorded programmes. In Radio 3
continuity there are three stereo machines
equipped with MONO-STEREO switches.
In
addition there are two monitor speakers for
listening to stereo, and a larger speaker for
mono. The studio manager has PPMs usually
indicating peaks on the left- and right-channels
and aswitch allowing him to observe sum and
difference channels, and is supposed to check
whether tapes are mono or stereo and to switch
the tape recorders used to whichever mode is
required. He should also notice instantly by
listening if a tape is being transmitted in
stereo or mono, and also if he does not notice
any deflection of the difference-channel meter
it will be evident that he is transmitting in
mono. Nevertheless, towards the end of June
the first half of an important pre-recorded
stereo broadcast was transmitted in stereo
with the second half in mono—until the
BBC were informed. Shortly afterwards a
click was heard and the broadcast continued
in stereo. This is not the first time that this has
happened, but Iam taking this opportunity to
criticise the operator on this occasion. Ihope
he will not be likely to make this mistake
again.
Delius's great Mass of Life was broadcast in
stereo for the second time on June 28th.
The first came from Manchester, and this
recent one was from Maida Vale No. 1studio;
both were pre-recorded. The balancer tended
to give too distant a balance for this studio
which tends to sound rather boxy and Ifound
the sound rather coloured. However, the
musical balance was extremely good, taking
this into consideration, and the balance be-
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tween chorus and orchestra and soloists
rather better done than in last year's broadcast. The four soloists sounded very natural
and were not placed too far forward and the
brass and percussion came over with great
clarity. I cannot help feeling, though, that
this type of sound from Maida Vale could
become very stodgy by the time it was heard
by listeners to the Holme Moss transmitter,
with the obvious decreased signal-to-noise
ratio.
All the Rubbra symphonies have been
broadcast, but only numbers 1, 2, 6and 8were
from stereo BBC tapes. Numbers 3 and 4
were unfortunately performed by a regional
orchestra playing in a mono studio, and discs
were played of numbers 5 and 7, that of 5
having been made approximately 22 years ago!
At Broadcasting House in the last two months
the BBC have had to use almost every
conceivable kind of professional tape for their
recordings since, unfortunately, some error
caused them to run out almost completely of
the normal tape they use for stereo, and it is
of interest that various tape recordings made
on different tapes have had different types of
background noise.
Although some prerecordings have had a lower tape noise than
usual, 'mod' noise has been noticeable
occasionally, and this is perhaps surprising
when one considers all the possible points of
introduction of distortion in the chain. It is
however clear that the sooner that some form
of noise reduction technique is employed the
better for us all.
BBC STEREO FOR SEPTEMBER
Sept.

2nd: Poulenc. La Voix Humaine. Park Lane
Opera Group.
5th: Schubert.
Die Winterreise.
Pears,
Britten.
9th: Mozart. Die Zauberflote. (
Records.)
Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra, Solti.
16th: Mussorgsky. Sorochintsy Fair. BBC
Northern Symphony Orchestra.
16th: Pakistani Music.
18th: Berg. Lulu. Welsh National Opera
Production.
20th: Britten. The Turn of the Screw. Sadler's
Wells, Pears, Wilson, Fisher. English
Chamber Orchestra, Britten.
22nd: Martinu. Double Concerto. Bruckner
Symphony No. 6.
Halle Orchestra,
Loughran.
23rd Tchaikovsky. Piano Concerto No. 1.
Shostakovich
Symphony 10. London
Philharmonic Orchestra, Haitink.
25th: Wagner. Lohengrin. London Coliseum.
Mackerras.
26th: Prokofiev, Shostakovich. London Symphony Orchestra. Previn. Royal Festival
Hall.
Most Promenade Concerts will be broadcast In
stereo.

The Rotel sound has made aname for itself as
just about the best value-for-money equipment
available. The new RX200 AM/FM stereo tuneramplifier shows just how good that equipment is.
With an output of 10 watts per channel RMS,
the good-looking RX200 is powerful enough to sit
at the centre of the most expensive, high quality
system. And at arecommended retail price of just
£76 12 it's inexpensive enough to be the basis of a
budget system you can improve as you want to.
And look at some of the features it offers. A
stereo headset socket —
so you can listen in a
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perfect stereo world of your own without bothering
anyone else. A tape monitoring system so you can
hear the quality of the sound before and after it has
been recorded. A magnetic input plug for arecord
player and provision for four speakers — so you can
enjoy two-room listening. And so much more.
The best person to listen to about the Rote
sound is your selected Rotel dealer. He'll advi
you on the ideal system to bu .
'd around the R
to suit your needs. Talk ohi soon, or send
the coupon for fuller det ils o
f he RX200.
The start of the sou lid you've been waiting for.

CONSUMER
ELECTRONICS
SHOW CHICAGO
FROM GEORGE TILLETT

be adapted to any system of 4-channel broadTHIS year, the Consumer Electronics Show
casting. Power output is said to be 100 W per
I was held in the McCormick exhibition hall
channel. Mikado have been sponsoring the
in Chicago, which is by the shores of Lake
Dorren system which is a multiplex arrangeMichigan. Not that that helped to keep
ment rather similar to the Quart system detemperatures down—on two of the four days
scribed by Michael Gerzon. Tests have been
the mercury reached over 101° F! However,
made by San Francisco station K- I01 and by
inside, the air-conditioning was very efficient
all accounts they were quite successful.
and the free champagne undoubtedly helped
Turning to 2-channel stereo, it was noted
too The CES is a trade show and it covers
that several firms were showing new tape
radio, TV and audio—but this year there was
recorders. These include the SL series from
no doubt that audio (and particularly 4-channel
Teac which have provision for the increased
sound) was the main attraction. Several new
bias voltage needed by the new high density
V-channel receivers were on show including
tapes. Improvements of 3to 6dB in signal-toanother entry from Fisher and there were at
noise ratios with better frequency response plus
least three quadraphonic cassette units. Openlower saturation at the higher frequencies can
reel recorders were still very much alive and
be attained with these tapes (Scotch 203,
new quadraphonic machines were shown by
BASF LP. 35LH, Maxell UD, etc). Pioneer
Sony, Teac, Wollensak, Astracom among
announced the release of a new miniature
many others. The 4-channel situation can
4-track tape system called Hipac which is only
only be described as chaotic and almost every
quarter the size of the standard format. It is
company seems to have its own synthetic
obviously ideal for car use and Pioneer stated
matrixing system ElectroVoice were demonthat a 4-channel version would be available
strating theirs with newly released records
later this year. Stereotape car installations are
made by Dick Schory of Ovation and they
very popular here, but whether commuters will
reported that the number of FM stations
drive to quadraphonic sound is debatable.
using the EV arrangement is increasing rapidly.
There were at least two cars at the show fitted
Outside the show, CBS were demonstrating
with four loudspeakers and people were
their new quadraphonic SQ disc using 15 i/s
queueing to listen—so Icould be wrong!
master tapes as a comparison. Iwas pleased
Dolby cassette units are proving popular and
to note that one of the SQ discs had a comIcounted 8on display but Iam sure Imissed
mentary by David Frost, and very impressive
some! Outside the Show, Ray Dolby, in conit was, too In fact, the whole demonstration
junction with Chicago's ' Fine Music' station
was one of the best Ihave yet heard although
WFMT, gave a demonstration of the noise
the Ampex matrix-versus-discrete programme
reduction possibilities of the Dolby ` Et'
at the show ran it pretty close. But, of course—
system as applied to broadcasting. A number
this was on tape. The JVC multiplex disc also
of listeners in the Chicago area were provided
sounded very convincing but critics still
with Dolby decoders and a programme of
express doubts whether the 45 kHz signals
tapes played—some in the Dolby mode, some
will remain unmutilated for long. JVC say
not. Those without Dolby equalisers were
the records will play at least 1000 times
asked to turn down their treble controls to
before significant deterioration occurs, but this
restore balance. The programme was ably
still leaves the problem of broadcasting such
compered by Dolby's Bob Berkowitz (already
a bandwidth. Fisher (and several others) were
(continued on page 1667)
using the 4-channel 8-track format and RCA
announced recently that more than 60 titles
are now available with more coming soon.
(Top) Koss 4-channel headphones
A great deal of interest was attracted by the
contain two drivers per cup,
recognition of the present lack of
Koss 4-channel headphones—which work
4-eared people amongst an
surprisingly well!
otherwise well developed hl-fi
Motorola are better known for television but
consumer public In the U.S.
Idid notice atape player which had an unusual
feature.
This was one of the Quadriline
(Middle) Japanese 4-channel
equipment from Marantz and
series with a ' 4-8' deck and boasted an ' elecToshiba. The former is acomplete
tronic grid control' which consisted of a red
integrated amplifier the latter a
dot on a green ' lit' grid pattern. The dot
decoder with an impressive array
position changes with operation of the balance
of effects. Below these amplifiers
a close-up of the Motorola
controls to ' simulate the position of the
Guadriline control which shows
listener in the room'. Mikado of San Francisco
the listener where he is—the
were demonstrating a new quadraphonic
recordings presumably being
insufficiently accurate to provide
receiver which incorporated a digital readout
an aural indication.
tuning unit, pulse-counting FM detector,
crystal filter IF stages with no tuned circuits,
(Bottom) Mikado's quadraphonic
and a graphic equaliser tone control system.
tuner-amplifier with digital
Plug-in modular circuitry allows the receiver to
frequency indication.
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Good sound reproduction amazes

Start here...
So, you've decided to get new audio units. Or a
system. You've discovered an endless maze of alternatives. You turn to the reviews. And the more you get to
know, the more you appreciate the pitfalls. We know
that specifications prove £ 170 tape recorder A has a
better overall response than that of B at £98. Yet B
sounds better, is less prone to faults and behaves better
with standard amplifiers. Why?
If, like us, you have made the understanding of
audio systems your business, you know that specifications can be misleading. Method and application matter
as much as using the right components. Speakers, for
instance, are less well developed than amplifiers; which

is agood reason for giving them special attention when
choosing.
Our people spend their lives—not just spare time—
finding and evaluating promising equipment. Then we
hook them up to proven complementary units and put
them through listening tests.
You come to us and say, Ionly have this much to
spend, but Iwant the best. We tell you what we think.
Honestly. Because we have aprofessional responsibility.
And because we want you to come back, whether it's to
sort out trouble or update or add to your system. If
you're on a small budget, don't worry. We reckon
acorns will become trees in time.

People who know,trust

TELESONIC
MAIN AGENTS FOR: EiSLO•DYNACO • FERROGRAPH
KEF•KOSS•LUX•MARANTZ • NIKKO. QUAD
REVOX SANYO•SONAB•SONY•TANDBERG TANNOY

u Lie

TELESONIC LTD. 92 TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD•LONDON.W1. 01-636 8177(Accounts 01-387 7467/8)

Get yourcopy of this month's extra special offers
El

HOURS 9-6•THURS 9-7•SAT9-1. PART EXCHANGES FOR USED EQUIPMENT. CREDIT FACILITIES.

NEAR THE POST
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BY AUSTIN

hot, thundery weather associated with northwesterly and light southerly airstreams Other
workers have looked for a relationship with
sunspot activity. No single theory completely
explains any one of the variety of E.-type
reflections found in different parts of the world.
The graph plots the occurrence of FM
reception by this mode from an analysis of
ten annual ' seasons' intensive observations
in southern England. The upper (dashed)
line reveals a higher occurrence between midmorning and early evening than at other times
with two well defined peaks centred on 11.30
and 17.30 GMT. By far the most favoured
periods for E.-type VHF reception at ranges
between about 750 and 1,300 miles are found
to lie within + 1.1 hours of these times.
The individual bearing plots show the
reception of transmitters located to the south
to be two or three times as frequent as those
to the north-east, despite the many Scandinavians suitably located for one-hop reflection.
The sector 120-150° ETN is a particularly
'active' one, bringing reception of Austrian,
Yugoslav and Italian programmes, including
from the island of Sicily. At least 24 days of
Estype propagation have occurred in broadcasting Band 2 during some ' seasons', with
aerial terminal voltages exceeding 100 I.LV on
occasions leading to moderate interference with
BBC FM broadcasts.
Clearly, this propagation mechanism cannot
give us anything like the consistency and
regularity from European broadcasts as
listeners in east Kent say, obtain from the
nearer continent, and those who must have
virtually the whole of Europe on tap nightly
need AM medium-frequency tuning coverage.
But it is possible to hear and record during the
E. 'season' everything from folk music from
Yugoslavia to the experimental stereo programmes of Radiotelevisione Italiana, as
R. J. Ding of Bushey, Herts, did earlier this
year. In short, we make use of natural phenomena to receive alternative programmes of
music with the fidelity only FM can provide.
The distance factor is of but secondary interest!

faded out about an hour later. Some weeks
afterwards two much prized letters were in my
possession. One from the BBC confirmed that
their Tatsfield receiving station had heard at
least 12 Italian FM broadcasts between 88
and 96 MHz over a three-hour period on the
relevant afternoon. The other, from Radiotelevisione Italiana, acknowledged my report
was in agreement with their programme
schedules.
This ' event', I subsequently learnt, was
attributable to the VHF signals being returned
to earth in a single ' hop' reflection from
dense patches, or clouds, of ionised gases
forming at a height of about 70 miles in the
vicinity of the E' layer. Termed Sporadic-E
or E. because of its random nature, this
ionisation reflects much higher radio frequencies than the normal E-layer. Whilst the
lower VHF frequencies, up to about 70 MHz,
are more frequently propagated, hence the
severe summertime interference to BBC- 1TV
pictures, E. is effective even above those used
for FM broadcasting because several successful
two-way contacts have been made across
Europe between radio amateur operators on
their 144-146 MHz VHF band. It is my
belief they could make more! E. is deceptively
'frequency critical' and some of the clouds
drift. Often it takes but five to ten seconds for
a distant station's signal to rise from zero to
between 30 and 60 microvolts! Many interesting and subtle effects have been observed
too, not only by myself in the years since 1956
but also by readers whose reports I value
highly.
E. is possibly the outstanding mystery of the
ionosphere despite much thought and study.
Several reasons for its formation have been
proposed including meteoric and cosmic ray
bombardment, and by interactions from
charged ' thunder-head' clouds at lower levels
in the atmosphere. This latter theory has some
support here in Europe since E. occurrence,
which is concentrated in the period May to
August each year, does often coincide, though
by no means exclusively so, with periods of

7.;

tainment medium and programmes commanded vast audiences. It was a time when
people still made use of the continental station
markings on their radio dials to tune in to
Hilversum to hear organist Johan Jong or the
Metropole Orchestra under DoIf van der
Linden, or to Paris and Rome for concerts.
We listened not out of any sense of novelty in
picking up ' foreign' stations quite a distance
away, but rather because they afforded us
alternative sources to the BBC's programmes.
The expansion of television, the worsening
reception conditions on medium-frequencies,
and the introduction of FM, have all contributed in their different ways to change our
listening habits and interests since then. When
the BBC's first FM station at Wrotham
officially opened in 1955, receivers could be
bought which had separate tuning systems
enabling one to make side-by-side
comparisons between equivalent AM- and FMtransmissions at the press of a button. Those
who had this facility, on areliable receiver and
external aerial, quickly appreciated the quieter
background, improved clarity and freedom
from listening fatigue FM offers. Consequently,
once our ears had become attuned to listening
to the radio via FM with its superior signal to
noise potential, we were loath to switch back
to AM for any length of time, even for continental European programmes.
When Wrotham opened, over 100 FM
stations were already operating in Germany,
the RAI in Italy was rapidly expanding its
network, and elsewhere in western Europe,
broadcasting organisations planned to start
similar services. If only we could pick them up
here, some of us were soon yearning! But
except perhaps under fairly rare conditions,
unspecified, we were led to believe this was
unlikely. After all, the purpose of using the
system is to provide the listener with reliable
reception by day and night of his local programmes, and nothing else! VHF signals
radiated from the transmitting aerial follow
an almost straight, direct path just above the
earth's surface to the receiving aerial. So,
depending on the transmitting aerial height
and terrain, the service area of a main high
power station extends typically out to somewhere between 40 and 80 miles. The signals
continue their outwards journey moving
farther and farther away from the curved
earth to be lost forever in space. All quite
simple and straightforward!
The very first time Ihad occasion to question
and seek qualification on all this came one
July afternoon in 1956. Retuning from the
Home Service to the Light Programme, I
became aware of Italian voices coming from
the loudspeaker. Not one but several seemed
to appear out of nowhere at various points
on the dial. But, Italian stations? Italian FM
stations!? Three-metre wavelength signals
from Italy, a thousand miles away!? And
strong enough for me to hear the studio
'atmosphere'?
Well, my tuner certainly
responded to them the way it did to the
Wrotham transmissions. Substituting my main
aerial with a hand-held dipole I found the
room so saturated with Italian FM RF, it
mattered little where it was placed. Recovering
from the initial surprise, I noted down programme details and times before signals
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The System 2000 amplifier provides sufficient
output power for all but the largest domestic
installations and incorporates every feature you
are likely to require. It has sufficient sensitivity for
any available cartridge and the specifications place

it in the first rank of high fidelity amplifiers.
Output power is 16 ( 8+8) watts total R.M.S.
Load 3 to 15 ohms per channel. Recommended
retail price £ 35.

Sinclair Radionics Ltd.
London Road, St. Ives,
Huntingdonshire PE17 4HJ. Tel:(048 06) 4311

minclair

AUD1
0 ' 71 NORTHERNITNOTETRHNEAngie
EXHIBITION
year's Northern audio festival
LAST
held at the Cairn Hotel, Harrogate

was
and
created agood deal of interest among northern
and midland enthusiasts, as well as attracting
considerable praise from exhibitors and
visitors. Not even C. Peter Hainsworth and
Stan Smith of Exhibition and Conference
Services, the Harrogate company who arranged
the fair, would claim perfection, but they and
many exhibitors were sufficiently pleased with
the event to think it worth repeating. Coming
as it does, right in the middle of awhole series
of European exhibitions, and prior to the
Audio Fair at Olympia, which is still regarded
as the main event of its kind in the British
calendar by many in the trade, it is likely to
attract a number of new products—not seen
in the UK before—as well as overseas visitors,
though little publicity seems directed towards

this latter. It also presents an opportunity to
local companies, with limited means, to show
their wares to a larger buying public, and in
this respect at least, serves a purpose that the
major British exhibition cannot pretend to
fulfil.
This year's show, called Audio ' 71 logically
enough, will be staged in the rather more
spacious Majestic Hotel in Harrogate from
September 17-19. Already the organisers are
busily arranging a variety of 'also-ran' attractions for those likely to visit the hotel with
husbands and sons, who can resist the glitter
of flashy facias and parades of knobs, though
no details are available as yet. However,
thanks to Stan Smith of ECS, we are able to
offer readers a brief preview of what is likely
to be shown together with the information that
tickets will not be required.

Acos are demonstrating a new high quality
microgroove pickup, the 104, in conjunction
with very high quality ancillary equipment as
well as exhibiting a complete range of their
cheaper replacement cartridges and diamond
stylus replacements.

Bang & Olufsen are at aNorthern audio event
for the first time and with their undoubted flair
for exhibition design their rooms will prove
very interesting to many. As well as demonstrating their new range of speakers for the
first time at a British public exhibition the
company will show an all-white 1200 series
which is particularly attractive. Cartridge
enthusiasts will be able to hear an A-B test of
two of the B & 0 range using a special turntable equipped with two arms.

Alpha by Highgate promise aselection of new
items from their growing range manufactured
in Britain, Denmark and Japan. Four amplifiers, five tuner-amplifiers and two recordplayers—complete with built-in amplifiers—
will be shown and demonstrated together with
a range of Danish plinths and covers.
One interesting item—already shown but
still unusual—is the DB5 Dolby B noisereduction system which is made in England.
It will doubtless accompany the new high
quality low priced (£59) cassette machine also
promised at the exhibition.
Amstrad Electronics of London made their
debut at this year's Sonex exhibition and have
now expanded their range to include plinths
and complete systems. None of their equipment is expensive, and the company claims to
offer exceptional value for money in what they
describe as the ' competitive end' of the market.
One of those newer companies referred to
in our introduction will be exhibiting for the
first time at any exhibition and showing two
new products of considerable interest. The
first is the Aristos turntable, a belt driven
machine using a 7lb platter and PTFE bearings to carry it. The unit can be supplied
fitted with SME or Stax arms and its name is
derived, we are told, from the Greek word
'aristos' which means ' the best'. Judging by
their approach to loudspeaker cabinets the
company's own name Ariston Audio (Glasgow)
is derived from the same word, since their
venture into this field is aconcrete lined, threeunit, monitor system type SR 90. Moving-coil
drive units are employed for bass- and midranges whilst frequencies above 3kHz are
handled by aDeccaKelly DK 30 30W ribbon.
No prices are available as we go to press but the
distributors, C. W. & J. Walker, promise a
musically satisfying demonstration, in conjunction with the ARD amplifiers for which
they are also northern distributors.
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

Bush-Arena, part of the Rank Organisation,
will demonstrate their range of complete
systems offering a wide choice in price and
design to the growing public demand for complete systems. These systems are a result of
design collaboration between Bush engineers
and Alpha in Denmark, and the range is
styled by Hans Olsen.
Cambridge Audio will show their P100 and P50
amplifiers together with the R40 and 50 loudspeakers. Cambridge have changed the specification of the R40 to avoid purchase tax (now
payable on multi-unit loudspeakers—see last
month's Audio News) so this is virtually anew
loudspeaker. The change is of particular
interest since at Sonex we thought the little
R40 sounded noticeably coloured and less
smooth than the R50.
Connoisseur will be showing their very popular
BD series of compact belt-drive turntables.
Few changes are expected, though the BD 2
plinth assembly version now sports a pushbutton speed change mechanism overcoming
a minor criticism levelled at the original
version. The BD 1, including the very popular
kit, retains the manual speed change contributing, no doubt, to their very low price and
excellent performance.
P. F. & A. R. Helme, a local company and
agents for the popular Peerless range of units
available both in kit form and finished, are
hoping to show two new items for the first
time. The first they describe as a globular
speaker, which sounds like an omnidirectional
device to us—no further information at present
though—and the second is ahigh power stereo
amplifier, marking anew venture for the company. Helme say that both products offer a
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range of unusual features and will prove of
great interest.
JBL Monitors are now used in many recording
studios including EMI, Decca, Deutsche
Grammophon and RCA, and their agents,
Feldon Recording, will be demonstrating both
professional and domestic versions of these
fine examples of modern production engineering. Their exhibit will include three new
models not seen in this country hitherto, the
L200 (based on the 4250 monitor) the Lancer 55
and the L45 Flair. High quality source material
will be used and visitors are invited to judge
the professional standard produced by these
loudspeakers for themselves.
KEF, who have suffered a fire at their Tovil
factory recently (see page 1577) will nevertheless
be at Audio ' 71 with their complete product
range from BBC Monitor loudspeaker to drive
units used by other manufacturers. Full technical information together with advice will be
available and the complete range of domestic
loudspeakers will be demonstrated.
LNB Audio offer arange of loudspeakers which
are slightly unusual in that they employ the
labyrinth principle. Similar, in some respects,
to the more popular transmission-line, the
speakers cover a range of price and size combinations in an effort by the makers to meet all
requirements. The most recent addition to the
range is the largest model Para-Lab 20 athreeunit system, which like the others is an 8ohm
model suitable for all modern amplifiers.
Mordaunt-Short are showing their range of
three models which were so ably and pleasantly
demonstrated at Sonex and last year's northern
fair. This should be particularly interesting for
those interested in the merits of loudspeakers
of different sizes, since each of the M-S range
offers a similar design approach within a
different price/dimension bracket.
National Panasonic will be showing a wide
range of equipment in Rooms 134-35 including
a most interesting 3-motor cassette deck with
high performance and automatic rewind and
search facilities. Tape decks in the range now
incorporate ferrite heads offering virtually
indefinite life and a complementing range of
amplifiers, tuners and tuner-amplifiers will
also be shown.
Onkyo is the new, and possibly unfortunately
evocative, name of afirm that the distributors
claim is Japan's leading hi-fi manufacturer.
A complete range of audio systems is to be
shown including players incorporating Dolby B
noise reduction circuitry. As well as electronics
the company makes loudspeakers ( hence the
unfortunate associations) and a full range
together with various accessories will be shown.
Quadraphonic equipment with a definite
American look about it will be shown together with the well-known range of Pioneer
2-channel tuner-amplifiers and separate items.
Most impressive of the range, being demonstrated in Britain for the first time, is the
QX8000 tuner-amplifier with ' quadrilizer'.
This is a form of derived four-channel, and
tape decks and other items are promised for
use with the system and four channel using
discrete sources.
Another of the local companies mentioned in
our introduction, Richard Allan will show and
demonstrate their range, including the 3-unit
Flamenco introduced at Sonex in April.

RADFORD
FRANCHISED DEALERS

Radford products may be purchased from asmall number of selected dealers who are not only able to provide
afirst class sales and maintenance service, but also enjoy doing so. All these dealers offer you aguarantee of
free labour and parts for one year on Radford equipment and loudspeakers, and can ensure that an inherently
high performance specification is maintained indefinitely.
Radford equipment and loudspeakers incorporating military quality components and standard of build, aspecification years in advance of others, and the backing of dealers with integrity makes buying Radford an investment
for the future.

F. Benfell Limited, 17 Cheapside, Blackpool.
Camera Centre, 96 Whitgift Centre, Croydon.
Complete Audio Systems Limited, 32 Grove Road, Eastbourne,
E.M.G. Handmade Gramophones Limited, 26 Soho Square,
London, W. I.
Exon Audio, 164 Sidwell Street, Exeter.
H. C. Harridge Limited, 8 Moor Street, Cambridge Circus,
London, W.I.
Horns, 6 South Parade, Oxford.
Kingston Hi Fi Centre, 43 High Street, Kingston.
Kingsway Studios, 25 Dale Street, Ossett, Yorkshire.
Manx Audio, Ellerslie Road, Crosby, Isle of Man.
Mastersound Electronic Services Limited, 152 Fortis Green
Road, Muswell Hill, London, N.I.
Misons, Citadel Row, Carlisle.

Photographica & Hi Fi, 4 Cathedral Lane, Truro.
Stereo Centre, 309 Gloucester Road, Bristol, 7.
Studio 99 Limited, 81 Fairfax Road, Swiss Cottage, London,
N.W.6.
Surrey Sound Equipment Limited, 3 & 4 Royal Oak Centre,
Purley.
Suttons, 50 Blue Boar Row, Salisbury.
Suttons, 421 Shirley Road, Southampton.
Suttons, Hardye Arcade, Dorchester.
Swisstone Limited, 226 Worple Road, Wimbledon, London,
S.W.20.
Turners, Bishop Street, Stockton-on-Tees.
Turners, Blacken Street, Newcastle upon Tyne.
Telesonic, 92 Tottenham Court Road, London, W.I.

LOUDSPEAKERS. Radford have a range of loudspeakers from the TRISTAR which has three drive units
(including a 12 bass driver) at £42.50 to the STUDIO 360 which has ten drive units ( including two 12" bass
drivers) at £147•50. Send for leaflets and test review reprints of the range of loudspeakers, amplifiers and
tuner, or call and see one of our dealers.

PRE-AMPLIFIER CONTROL UNIT TYPE SC.24 A comprehensive stereo unit providing considerable facilities and flexibility. Output sufficient to drive any power amplifier.
Mains operated. , ze: 16¡ x 4I x 91 in. ( 414 x 114 x24 cm.).
Weight: 17 lbs. ( 7-7 kg.).
Pnce £30.00.
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POWER AMPLIFIER TYPE SPAM A dual channel power
amplifier with power output exceeding 50 watts r.m.s. continuous per channel. Size: 104 X44 X 13 in. ( 27 X 114 X 33 cm.).
Weight: 22 lbs. ( 9-9 kg.). Price: as•oo.
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by ADRIAN HOPE
TECHNICAL Ceramics Limited of Ilford,
I Essex, have anew British Patent ( 1,217,912)
for some improvements in audio frequency
transducers which include a transducer beam',
i.e. a beam which acts as a transducer when
vibrated within a frequency range. Such a
beam can be piezo-electric or piezo-resistive.
Technical Ceramics cite the type of widely
used gramophone pickup which operates with
a transducer beam supported for vibration in
Likely to be of particular interest in the Sansui
room (agents Vemitron) is QS- 1four-channel
synthesiser presently under test by HFN/RR
staff. Designed as self-contained add-on unit
it costs £83.81.
Much cheaper and very popular is the AU101
amplifier offering very good performance and
construction for £40-it will be demonstrated
together with its bigger and more affluent
brothers as well as in conjunction with the
impressively styled range of tuner-amplifiers.
Sonab are another of the companies showing
new equipment for the first time at Audio ' 71
with two additions to their range. The first
is a slightly less ambitious tuner-amplifier
costing £ 165 and guaranteed for five years,
and the second a turntable with pickup arm,
and-what do they mean ?-an elliptical
cartridge. Also on demonstration will be the
range of omni speakers together with a new
issue of the Sonab newspaper ` Sound Advice'.

ahousing with one end of the beam driven by
a stylus, tracking a disc. As we all know,
though, the beam has an uncomfortably large
amplitude at its resonant frequency and this is
worst at the peak amplitude portion of the
beam. Various attempts have been made at
damping the peak amplitude portion vibrations,
e.g. by elastomer damping bodies and viscous
fluids, but such damping can trim the overall
output, which is a bad thing. So Technical
Ceramics now suggest supporting a beam in
flowable non-creeping grease, this grease being
a fluorocarbon or halofluorocarbon polymer.
The polymer is usually located on a portion
of the beam which is spaced between 20 and
55% of the beam length from the end of the
beam hitched to the stylus.
The specification contains all manner of
details and useful references to previously
published data, but favoured materials seem
to include the halofluorocarbon polymer grease
sold by 3M under the trademark KEL-F. And
incidentally, the idea isn't confined to use on
pickups and can extend to other transducers.
Finally, and still on the subject of pickups
and gramophones, apatent from Garrard that
warms my very heart cockles. BP 1,223,691 is

to do with record steadying devices for autochangers. But read on-don't give up in
disgust. True enough, the invention is agadget
for supporting the edge of the lowermost record
of astack held on ashouldered record spindle.
But all the supporting gadgetry is on avertical
column which can be moved downwards
against some spring-loading from anormal (?)
operative position to an inoperative position.
In the operative position it does the dastardly
job of autochanging, but in the inoperative
position most of it is buried under the changer
base. So in practice the changing gear of an
autochanger can be lowered bodily down
through the base plate of the gramophone and
the turntable then used as atranscription unit.
Now this one Ilike. It will keep everyone
happy. For most of the time you have a nice
little transcription turntable, presumably of
usual Garrard standards, which will be kind
to records and ears alike. But for what the
TV commercials call ' that special occasion 'when non-stop music as an aid to seduction
takes precedence over all else-all you have to
do is press the Garrard magic button. And out
pops the wherewithal for stacking five hours of
the food of love.

part of acompletely new series of high-fidelity
equipment from Tandberg 'designed for the
international market'.
Think of alead and its likely that Tape Recorder
Spares have it. More than 400 combinations
of lead, plug, and socket are catered for in
their range which also includes belts, adaptors,
attenuators and ... well you name it!
Recent additions to the range are power units
for battery powered apparatus, and the three
supplied, together with ten connecting leads
available, cater for awide range of proprietary
equipment.
Telefunken have new products in addition to
their well known Acusta and mini-Acusta

ranges. These are the Compact 2000, a VHF
only tuner-amplifier and the Concerto HiFi 101
offering achoice of 5AM and FM wavebands
and a power output specified as 30 W music
power.

Stax products from Japan, now imported by
Wilmex Ltd, will be exhibited by northern
agents C. W. and J. Walker. The headset and
adaptor will be used in conjunction with the
UA 7 arm to demonstrate the high-quality
engineering which characterises these products.
Stereosound Productions of Brighouse supplemeni their range of stereo units with the
Sixteen, a restyled and modernised version of
the Dynamic 88 shown at other exhibitions.
Also shown will be the System 44, the Serenade
and the AM/FM tuner.
J. E Sugden are showing their full range of
products, amplifiers, tuners and test gear.
Most of what HFN/RR has to say about these
is to be found on pages 1487 et. seq. last month
which, entirely coincidentally, was something
of aJES issue! Musical demonstrations, without sales-pitch, are promised and we doubt if
the company's high standards will be let down
this year.
Complementing the Tandberg range are two
new larger size loudspeakers which will be
demonstrated, appropriately enough, in the
Mozart room. They will accompany apair of
new tuner-amplifiers the TR 200 and TR 1000.
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Two additions to the comprehensive Trio range,
the KT 5000 tuner with 3FET's front-end and
IC IF strip. This offers very high performance
for what the company describes as the ' modest
rate' price of £95. Ah well, these days...
Also shown will be the KX 7010 cassette
deck which at £72 may well prove worth
investigating by those who want a really good
cassette mechanism of which, so far, there are
precious few.

COMPANY NAME
Cosmocord Ltd.
Highgate Acoustics Ltd.
Amstrad Electronics Ltd.
Audio Research & Development
Ariston Audio, Glasgow
Shriro U.K. Ltd.
B & 0 ( UK) Ltd. Gloucester
Rank Bush Murphy Ltd.
Cambridge Audio Labs. Ltd.
Rola Celestion Ltd.
A. R. Sugden & Co. Ltd.
Highgate Acoustics Ltd.
P. F. & A. R. Helme Ltd.
Feldon Recording Ltd.
Highgate Acoustics Ltd.
K.E.F. Electronics Ltd.
L.N.B. Audio Ltd.
Highgate Acoustics Ltd.
Mordaunt-Short Ltd.
Unamec Ltd.
J. Parker & Co. Ltd.
Parry Electronic Developments Ltd.
P. F. & A. R. Helme Ltd.
Highgate Acoustics Ltd.
Highgate Acoustics Ltd.
Shriro UK Ltd.
Highgate Acoustics Ltd.
Richard Allan Radio Ltd.
Vernitron Ltd.
Sonab Ltd.
Wilmex Ltd.
Stereo Sound Productions Ltd.
J. E. Sugden & Co. Ltd.
Farnell-Tandberg Ltd.
Tape Recorder Spares Ltd.
AEG ( GB) Ltd.
B. H. Morris & Co. ( Radio) Ltd.

ROOM Nos.
137, 162
116, 117, 118
109
216, 217, 218
216, 217, 218
237, 262, 263
132, 133
220, 221
208
102, 130
247, 260
116, 117, 118
205, 224
201
116, 117, 118
203, 229
216, 217, 218
116, 117, 118
105, 123
134, 135
243, 245
Stand only
223, 224
116, 117, 118
116, 117, 118
237, 262, 263
116, 117, 118
249, 258
238, 261
234, 235
216, 217, 218
138, 161
149, 150, 158
226, 227
108
120, 121
211, 212
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High quality twin unit
enclosure to fit the bookshelf.'
Simple styling - ideally suited for,
W..' in ' Budget' systems. Frequency,
range; 40-17000Hz. Power;
handling; 10 watts. ImpeclaneW
4-8 or 15 ohms. Size; 20" x 12":„\\\\\
\\\\
'‘ x9". '51 x31 x23 cm1.,,

Designed as a three unit bookshelf system,
incorporating a specially damped low
resonance roll surround 8 bass unit, a roll
surround 5" midrange unit and a
4- treble unit.
The cabinet is available in Teak or Walnut
finish and the interchangeable front grille
panels are mailable with a choice
of various
wrir (ret zuaterLols.

1 ) itt ttne
requirements
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Fidelity enthusiast for a'
tastefully styled, free-standing,
three unit enclosure,'
Frequene range; 30-170001Iz.'
Power handling; 15 watts.\
Impedance; 4-5 or 15 ohms.
Size; 2.5 - x 154 - x 12".
'64 x34 x :10 cm.

/e

Superb three. unit I
system designed for the
enthusiast requiring a highe //
A
, standard of reproduction
I/
from a bookshelf enclosure.
; Frequeney range; 40-17000Hz.
Power handling; 15 watts.
Impedance; 8 tir 15 ohms.
Size; 20 - x 12" xS..
51 x31 x22 ern .

per Ztr raid' mule
Superb three unit
enclosure extensively
tested to give the finest
reproduction in a
variety of domestic
situations. Frequency !
range; 25-1700011z, ,
Power handling; 20
watts. Impedance
or 15 ohms.
Size; 321 - x 185 17r.
82 x46 x44 cm

istclle
Compact, elegant
design for the enthusiast
with a space problem.
Utilising as it's drive unit
the unique High Fidelity
Module the Minette gives
excellent reproduction.
Frequency range;
45-17000Hz. Power
handling; 10 watts.
Impedance; 4-8 or IS ohms.
Size; 14" x7" x13;'•
;29x 18 x 16 ent.
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Bradford Road,
Gomersal,
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Tel: Cleckheaton 2442/3
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OUR READERS WRITE ...
... about entertainment and a Thank heaven that aesthetics is not a precise
two-way traffic science, though some of us do at least prefer
From: A. R. F. Carter, 196 Park Road, Sittingbourne, Kent.
DEAR SIR, I
could scarce forbear acheer on reading

your editorial in the July number. Itry to have
a catholic taste in music. and have on my
record shelves composers from Bach to
Bartok, Wagner to Walton, and Rossini to
Prokofiev. The orchestra in which I am a
double-bassist has played music from Boyce
to Hindemith via Sullivan and Tchaikovsky.
Yet try as Imay with the atonalists and the
amusicalists, Iam forced to concur with you
that ` the art of music should have something
to do with beauty'. The one atonalist Irespect
and enjoy is Alban Berg, who freely admitted
that, for example in the Violin Concerto, his
aesthetic sense allowed (compelled?) him to
bend the 12-tone rules.
This increasingly hardened conservative and
reactionary attitude was confirmed afew weeks
back by the Music Now programme transmitted on BBC 2one Sunday night. This was
the Scottish' edition which many of my fellow
readers may have seen. Towards the close a
forum of Scottish composers faced a panel of
students at Glasgow university. The panel was
dominated (rather ill-mannerdly, it seemed, in
view of his youth, and the experience and
reputation of other, senior, scottish composers
beside him) by ayoung composer whose name
eludes me (significant?) who told us in quick
succession that audiences who couldn't be
bothered to make as much effort to understand
the music as the composer had taken when
writing it were unworthy of any composer's
attention, and that artistic merit had nothing
at all to do with consumer reaction. He further
told us that ` attractive' music was abranch of
the entertainment industry, and enjoyment had
nothing to do with art. To which statement
Alexander Gibson, the director of Scottish
Opera, also on the panel, replied that in that
case he was in the entertainment industry.
This was applauded by the audience, and at
home by myself.
I am far from maintaining that audiences
should not do their homework, especially when
treading on unfamiliar ground. I myself
always endeavour, where possible, to study a
score of any unfamiliar work whatever its
idiom. But Imaintain that great art will have
some inner compulsion that attracts even
through the most unfamiliar dialect. In my
own case Ican cite Richard Strauss's Elektra.
Ifirst heard it, from cold as it were, at Covent
Garden three years ago. Most of it was semi-,
and at times completely, incomprehensible.
Yet Iwas aware of something there that compelled me to buy the records, study the vocalscore, and now it has become one of my most
treasured operatic experiences.
I am entirely in favour of a free artistic
world. I would not for one moment deny
John Cage, Cornelius Cardew, or our Scottish
friend their liberty of expression. But at least
allow us in exchange the right to enjoy our
diatonic xylophones without condemning us
to the foothills of some artistic Olympus.
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

alittle regularity and order in art so that we in
some degree at least find common ground with
those artists who by their innate skill and
wisdom try to communicate with us, to our
pleasure and enjoyment. Art remains, I
believe, a two-way traffic.
Yours faithfully

... about misunderstanding and
incomprehension
From: Michael Gerzon, Mathematical Institute, 24-29 St. Giles, Oxford, OX1 3LB.
SIR, Your July editorial, which argues
that atonal, serial and avant-garde music have
taken the wrong path by ignoring consonant
harmonies, is surely the result of a misunderstanding of the technical aspects and an incomprehension of the expressive qualities of
much of this music.
It is unfortunate that the terms ' atonal',
'serial' and ' avant-garde' are used without
distinguishing their meanings, and that the
excesses of the followers of Cage should
discredit all such music. It should be noted
that it is often impossible for the casual listener
to tell whether a work is ' atonal' or ` tonal',
as shown by some of Debussy's technically
atonal works, or by several serial 12-note
but tonal-sounding works by Berg. In fact the
consonant diatonic intervals still play acentral
role both in the technical construction and the
audible effect of most good serial music, such
as that by Boulez, although the consonances
are introduced in the series rather than in
relation to akey note.
No, Sir, you are surely mistaken in claiming
that modern serial and atonal music is difficult
because the familiar consonant intervals do
not occur , as they still play an important role.
May Isuggest that the real difficulty with this
music for the average listener is that it has no
recognisable thematic material (i.e. tunes!)
and no repetition? Thus it is that atonal
composers such as Debussy or Berg whose
music often involves recognisable melodies are
not regarded as ' difficult'.
The fundamental revolution in the music of
this century has not been the change from
tonality to atonality, but the change from the
strictly
ordered
large-scale ' symphonic'
methods of writing music, using the repetition
and variation of thematic material, to the
'organic' continually changing sound of
serial music, with its strict small-scale structure.
To many listeners brought up on the older
tradition, the latter seems quite formless due
its ceaseless change. Debussy is regarded as
the father-figure of this development, and it is
significant that many music-lovers find his
works to be without form.
As with any highly expressive musical
language, understanding can only come from
much sympathetic listening, and those who
find all serial music meaningless or ugly
could do worse than first really getting to
know late Debussy works such as Jeux or the
Sonatas.
The July editorial further claims: ' Fortunately, few modern composers of any creative
DEAR
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standing have become permanently lodged in
the fashionable cul-de-sac of serialism'. This
ignores the spirituality of Stravinsky's late
works, the energy and subtlety of Boulez's
music, the delicate lyricism of Barraqué, as
well as the many lesser worthwhile serialists.
The absurd excesses and nihilism of the
followers of Cage and recent Stockhausen
should not blind listeners to the wealth of
expressive and craftsman-like ` atonal' music
that this century has produced, be it the
Viennese yearning and sentimentality of
Webern, the thrilling sound-worlds of Varèse,
the romantic decadence of Berg, the reflective
brilliance of early Stockhausen, the Italianate
melodies of Nono.... How can one dismiss
such arange and wealth of great and beautiful
music?
Yours faithfully

... about composition and the
expression of feeling
From: Sam Olatoye, Cwrt Mawr, Ahmstw!, th,
Wales.
DEAR SIR I write in support of the views
expressed in your July editorial. I would
certainly prefer your diatonic xylophone to
all the stuff written (written, not composed!)
by the avant-garde. Of course, whatever the
experts may say, atonality is just not music.
I do not intend to attack any particular
'composer' or ' composers '—for they all make
the same type of noise.
Perhaps the pity of it all is that almost
every graduate of a music school now sees
himself as a composer—regardless of whether
or not he has the talent. Isometimes feel that
the world of music would be better served if
some of these ` composers' took to performing
other people's works instead! Unfortunately
they have been much assisted in inflicting their
noises on listeners by the BBC and some
`with it' music critics who claim to know
what it is all about!
Wasn't music meant to express some feeling?
I shudder to think that much of what is
written nowadays represents some people's
feelings. Musical forms (fugue, sonata form,
etc) have survived mainly because they weie
used as ameans to an end; as an end in themselves they would probably have degenerated
into mere mechanical exercises. Not that I
regard the method of the avant-garde as a
form'; one cannot obtain a ' form' from an
amorphous medium.
It may well be that your views would be
regarded ` old fashioned' in some quarters,
but a view is not necessarily wrong because it
is old-fashioned
Yours faithfully

...about equal temperament and
atonality
From: B. J. R. Bailey, 1The Parkway, Bassett,
Southampton.
DEAR SIR, In your July editorial you seem to
want to put the clock back some considerable
time. In particular, your statement, ` The
simple frequency ratios ... provide aharmonic
skeleton for the major and minor scales which

The Little One
with the

big

HiFi Sound
Servo Sound

Cybernetic
The larger the loudspeaker, the better the sound, that's it ... but Servo Sound
now brings the little one with the big Hi -Fi sound.
Servo Sound have developed an entirely new system: a loudspeaker with a
sound characteristic practically independent of the size of the cabinet.
as

"Servo Sound" treats the loudspeaker, amplifier, cybernetic circuit and cabinet
one inseparable electroacoustic unit. The mechanical resonances are

suppressed by the feedback of the servo system—so much better mechanical
damping can be obtained. The result: a homogenous sound radiation and completely faithful reproduction—for small cabinets—an outstanding bass reproduction
as a result of stereo crossing.
Briefly the Servo Sound " Little One" gives uncoloured Hi -Fi Sound from a
loudspeaker cabinet of only + cu ft capacity.
You must hear the " Little One" at your local Hi -Fi specialist.

Cybernetic

Importers and Distributors: Sonosound Ltd., 5 Queen Street, London EC4
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are at the foundation of nearly all sounds
recognised as music by most people,' has not
been true for at least a century; not, in fact,
since the equal temperament method of tuning
was finally accepted as the standard for keyboard instruments. In this system, a perfect
fifth no longer has the simple frequency ratio
of 3 : 2 but something nearer 1498307 : 1
(or 27/
12 : I) and a major sixth moves from
5 : 3to approximately 1.681793 : 1 (2v. : 1).
The acceptance of equal temperament tuning
paved the way for more adventurous modulation, chromaticism and, eventually, atonality.
Unfortunately, anyone who retunes or rebuilds
his instrument to ' truer' diatonic standards as
a reaction against this progression, finds that
most of the music since Bach becomes unbearable.
Yours faithfully
Note: It was not our intention to advocate a
return to 'just' intonation, this was merely a
starting point for afew reflections on atonalism.
As Mr. Bailey points out, equal temperament
tuning has been a widely accepted (and necessary) compromise for a long time: but chromaticism existed well before Bach, and countless
composers have since then worked within a
diatonic idiom untroubled by the minor imperfections of an equally tempered scale.
We
suggest that the systematic and dogmatic
obscuration of consonance, melody and harmony
within the web of serialism is at least an order
of magnitude less musical than Bach's well
tempered clavier!—Ed.

... about art, craft and reflected
glory
From: G. Griffith, 69 Watson Close, Upavon,
Pemsey, Wilts.
Reading your editorial took me back
to the days when, as a professional musician,
I struggled with quarter-tones and other
painful experiments in the interests of modern
music, surrounded by very earnest young men
all trying to look as though they enjoyed the
unpleasant row that we created. Remembering
this, Isay: hats off to the little glockenspiel.
Surely the Victorians were responsible for
divorcing the spirit of ' Art' from the necessary
but more Earthy skills of Craftsmanship. After
all, one could not have one's gifted daughter
engaged in a craft, it savoured too much of
that odious word—work.... ' Bow down ye
low and middle-classes, etc'. Art, however,
like Inspiration, was favour bestowed by the
Gods upon people of a superior type, while
craft—like trade—carried a slight odour of
the working classes. In time, craft was pushed
so far into the background that we now have
the spectacle of the painter who paints with a
bicycle wheel, and the musician who, producing
some random noises from amachine, calls the
result of his efforts a composition.
Talking being so much easier than doing,
we have plenty of expert talkers who are only
too ready to help these performers hitch
themselves to the coat-tails of the very few
intellectual giants, whose genius would in
most cases have been far better employed in
some scientific pursuit such as the designing
of bridges, all hoping no doubt to bask a
little in the reflected glory of these great names
—aided of course by the ignorant but always
vociferous minority.
The little instrument you describe was very
likely conceived in a flash of inspiration—but
DEAR SIR,
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it was no less certainly worked on with a
craftsman's cunning and skill until the finished
product was near to perfect.
So also were conceived the Hammerklavier
...the Toccata and Fugue in D, the late
quartets and the immortal 9th Symphony;
but they also had to be shaped and polished
by craftsmen until they became the beautiful
civilised works that we know and love.
Yours faithfully

... about jazz value for money
From: John Hynam, 23 Sallows Road, Peterborough, Hunts.
DEAR SIR, Those of us who know what it costs
to produce an LP record, and who are lifelong
jazz fans, have aparticular grouse in the matter
of reissues. Leaving aside the vexed question
of ' electronically created stereo', it is a plain
fact that some companies give us very short
ration indeed.
We all know that with reissued 78s one can
put eight or nine tracks aside with no trouble
at all. A very good company does; but there
are others who dish out a measly five a side!
Surely, with the material ready to hand, they
will be doing themselves aservice if they fill a
jazz reissue LP from run-in to label edge with
good stuff?
Yours faithfully

... about generalisations and
8- track cartridges
From: S. Cohen, Metrosound Manufacturing
Co. Ltd., Audio Works, Cartersfield Road,
Waltham Abbey, Essex.
DEAR SIR, This Company has in the past always
studied the comments made by Mr. Frank
Jones with the very greatest of interest. On the
occasions he has reviewed products which we
either manufacture or distribute, we have
found specific points that have been of either
theoretical or practical interest, and although
he makes no reference to any one manufacturer,
we think it a great pity that he should so
generalise on the 8-track cartridge system in
your July issue as to render his argument
valueless. The mere fact that articles have been
appearing on the Cassette system shows that
editorially you have accepted the fact that
industry is diversifying into all branches of
home audio entertainment, and it is on this
basis that comments should be judged.
He states that the quality of the 8-track
cartridge can be marginally better than that of
the cassette! On the last occasion on which
we were able to demonstrate the 8-track
system to large sections of the public, the most
frequent question asked of the writer, when it
was seen that tape was employed, was: ' This
must be the new Dolby cassette system as the
sound is unlike that we have ever previously
heard from cassettes.' The writer had to
explain time and again that what the public
could hear was an 8-track cartridge, and in
every case it was agreed that far from being
a marginal difference as Mr. Jones contends,
the improvement in sound was striking.
He then goes on to make the sweeping
statement that he cannot recommend cartridges
for any purpose, and here we feel his range of
vision (or sound?) is far too narrow. Unlike
most audio systems, the 8-track cartridge can
be employed in the home, in the car, and—a
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point which has possibly never occurred to
Mr. Jones—in commercial premises. He may
not like background music when he is shopping,
but there is little doubt that agreat number of
members of the public do find it soothing and
the commercial applications of 8-track make
it far and away the most versatile and economical background music system ever devised.
As regards use in the car, as opposed to
Cassette, this is a matter of individual choice
and on this point we would not wish to argue,
leaving it to the consumer to decide for himself.
As a lover of classical music, the writer
would be one of the very first to agree that the
8-track system has disadvantages for serious
listening, especially to any piece where atrack
change becomes necessary; but even here a
great deal of work is being done and in many
cases the change has become far more acceptable. However, classical music has always been
aminor part of the 8-track repertoire and when
listening to pop or light music the track
change becomes of little or no consequence;
as this is the overwhelming bulk of material
issued on this configuration, we feel that this
point should not be overlooked.
It may be thought that some of the above
points are quite minor, but Mr. Jones did say
that he cannot recommend cartridges for any
purpose, so we have detailed just a few not
available with other systems. We feel that the
home audio market is continually expanding
and that there is room for all the systems in
use today and likely to come into use in years
to come, and although Mr. Jones may not like
the cartridge as a form of entertainment, this
is scarcely relevant to today's audio industry.
Ihope Imay take the liberty of quoting the
Technical Editor of one of your contemporaries
who in his review of our SS30E 8-track cartridge player said: ' avery acceptable standard
of reproduction is achieved'.
It is hoped that this letter will have shown
both from the business and personal viewpoints the danger of sweeping generalisations,
and Itrust that in future Mr. Jones will continue to write—as before this sad lapse—in a
constructive, specific and forthright manner.
Yours faithfully
Frank Jones comments: I am sorry that my
contentions seem to Mr. Cohen so generalised
that they are valueless, but Ifail to see why any
of the applications for 8-track systems mentioned
in his letter are unique to that medium—
except possibly that of background ' musak'
in public places. He is right: Idon't like the
aural mush with which we are assaulted nearly
everywhere these days, but I don't think such
systems relevant ina discussion ofmedia in HFIViRR.
Idon't really think the repertoire is of much
importance, the limited classical releases on
8-track no doubt result from recognition, by
the record companies, of the system's limitations
anyway, whilst so far as quality is concerned
Iagree with Mr. Cohen and the reviewer he
quotes: the standard of reproduction is ' very
acceptable'—but then so is that from cassettes
with Dolby. No doubt cartridges would sound
even better with Dolby as well, but it seems
unlikely they will ever get it.
I'm sorry not to appear more constructive,
but being as specific and forthright as possible
lcannot see any virtue in the cartridge system,
whatever the merits of equipment employing
the principle.

At last, Philips have come up with
the final piece of equipment you need to
make your hi-fi system complete.
The N2503 Stereo Cassette Deck.
You use it in conjunction with your
existing amplifier and speakers to record
and play back cassettes in stereo and to
play pre-recorded Musicassettes of your
favourite artists.
The N2503 is built to the same high
standard enthusiasts have come to expece
from Philips hi-fi equipment. It has an
extremely fast windirewind time, avery

impressive signal to noise ratio, asliding
recording level control and arecording
level indicator. It comes complete with a
moving coil stereo microphone, and is
also avery handsome piece of equipment,
designed to look good in any hi-fi
system, with real rosewood sides and
brushed silver finish.
The N2503 Stereo Cassette Deck.
We think,that no hi-fi system is complete
withciut it

Vdeo

otmc

some doubts and cautions
Thursday 24 June the National Film
ONTheatre
in London staged what was pro-

mised as around-table discussion and demonstration on the ' cassette revolution'—that is,
video cassettes as opposed to simple audio cassettes. In fact, it turned out to be more or less
100% discussion, with the audience joining in;
there was very little in the way of demonstration, even though the people taking part ' on
stage' included representatives from most of
the manufacturers active or potentially active
in the field. Plenty of pretty slides of nicely
styled cassette recorders being operated by
pretty Oriental ladies were shown, but the fact
that none of the systems themselves were on
view and working made one wonder whether
alot of the pretty boxes in those photographs
were still empty.
Actually it is not quite true to say that no
system was shown in operation, because the
evening opened with anice touch of ademonstration of the first cassette system of all—the
John Logie Baird Televiser, built in 1928,
which, when plugged into aradio or disc player
(using special 78 rpm discs), produced some
flickery pictures. According to Philip Strick,
who introduced this device and chaired the
discussion, the Baird Television was used mainly as atuning device for viewers waiting for the
test transmissions to start after the BBC had
gone off the air.
After this rather quaint start, Strick went
on to give abreakdown of all the systems presently available, and this was really why Ihad
gone. For months I had been confused and
ignorant on video cassettes but at the same
time fascinated by their technology and interested in their possible application to domestic
entertainment and hi-fi reproduction.
Strick presented avery clear synopsis of the
proposed systems which are either in production or due to come into production over the
next few years, and put them under three headings: disc, film, and tape.
In the field of disc, the Decca/Telefunken
Teldec system relies on a flexible disc with
three thousand grooves per inch and aplaying
time of about fifteen minutes. The playing
machine uses what looks like a parallel tracking arm and for a black-and-white player the
proposed cost is £60. For colour the player
should cost round £80 and an autochange
arrangement for £ 125 should be available in
1973. The representative present claimed that
discs for use with such a system should be in
the same price range as conventional LPs and
he also stated that although there is as yet no
stop frame ( like most of the other systems to
be referred to later) the Teldec disc does provide asort of action replay for repeated viewing of short sequences. The Teldec player, of
course, requires a black-and-white or colour
television receiver for viewing.
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

by Adrian Hope

Under tape ( quite apart from all the already
well-known reel-to-reel tape systems such as
the Sony, Philips and Ampex VTR recorders)
Strick instanced the Sony cassette system which
uses 19 mm tape and should market at around
£167 for a playback-only machine with tape
costing about £ 10 for an hour.
Also under the tape heading comes the
Philips VCR Cassette machine which should
produce black-and-white or colour for around
£275 with tape at £ 14 for 60 minutes.
Then there is the Ampex InstaVideo which
should be available in 1972 and will cost
around f.450. But with this and some other
tape systems, auser can record his own material
—either with acamera or ' off air '—which is of
course something that cannot be done with a
disc system. And as an extra, one can get an
Ampex battery operated camera so that anyone with that kind of money available can
make his own InstaVideo home movies.
Under the final heading comes film, and first
of all there is, of course, Super 8film in cassette
form. This is asystem being backed by Eumig
with their 711 cassette projector. This produces
a high definition picture with synchronised
sound for projection on to a screen ( rather
than through a TV set as per all the other
systems mentioned so far) and of course auser
can shoot his own Super 8 film very cheaply
and load it into his own projection cassettes.
And incidentally, Super 8programme film can
now be printed off for as little as £ 17 per hour
screen time.
Also under the heading of film is the EVR
system which handles black-and-white or
colour by a complicated and clever system of
picture and colour information carried in
separate chrominance and luminance tracks of
pictures, both of the tracks looking rather like
ordinary black-and-white film. The film is
8-75 mm wide and one hour of monochrome
film will cost between £30 and £40 to buy.
The EVR system is again, however, dependent
on aTV set for display of the picture.
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Clearly, everything above is doubtful and is
replete with ' shoulds'. There are also plenty
of other systems in the pipeline which were not
talked about at the NFT, but those mentioned
are enough to go on with and are probably the
best bets to date.
Out of the questioning there emerged the
following claims. That the Teldec discs, when
played with the required diamond head, should
last for at least one thousand plays. The tape
systems are likely to start giving dropout problems at around 300 or 400+ plays, but the
Super 8 film system ( using the new Eastmancolour film) should provide a thousand runs
with security—largely because the cassettes are
sealed and there is no chance of dust causing
damage.
EVR claim that their sprocketless film has
similar durability, especially because the magnetic soundtracks at the edges provide air
cushioning between the picture surfaces.
But how does all this affect someone like
myself who is asucker for new electric or electronic gadgets but bitterly resents buying the
wrong thing in the first instance or being hardsold a nine-day wonder? Well, for me this
was the real value of the NFT round-table.
After a relatively short time it became clear
that the problems inherent in the cassette
revolution (or evolution or whatever you want
to call it—they wasted half an hour on semantics
—who cares?) concern not the technology of
the systems but their compatibility, standardisation and, above all, programme material.
Clearly most of the many systems (into
double figures already) are hopelessly incompatible, but one gets the idea that Philips have
tried harder than anyone else to achieve a
degree of standardisation. One also gets the
idea that all the systems will require film as a
master medium. In other words, most of the
programme material will have to go on to
film in the first place and then be transferred
to tape, disc or some other form of film. Which
means that in theory apiece of ' software', i.e.
aprogramme, which is available on one system
can be available on any of the other systems.
But the point is that it almost certainly won't be
available on all systems and inevitably someone with a room full of expensive disc equipment will find that the one programme he
desperately needs is available only on EVR or
tape. If you think that I am exaggerating,
bear in mind the number of proposed cassette
systems—most of them completely incompatible with each other—and the problems which
have arisen simply between Standard 8 and
Super 8. Quite often a film available on one
gauge is not available on the other, and any
real collector will need a dual projector to
avoid chronic frustration.
I find it alarming that the representatives
(continued overleaf)
57*

concerned are all either convinced that their
system will not be the one that goes to the wall,
or that there will be sufficient jam available for
all the systems to work hand in hand. To a
certain degree of course this ' room for all'
argument is reasonable because there are awide
range of markets, and whereas the most expensive systems like EVR are predominantly
directed to education, so the cheaper systems
like discs may be predominantly directed towards domestic entertainment; but even with
this kind of channelling acknowledged there is
still agreat deal of uncertainty on exactly what
material is going to be available. The question
of education is a ball game that is not relevant
to a magazine like HFN/RR, (
although if
teachers get in the habit of slapping in a cassette when things get too bad, we may find our
children learning to read even later ( the EVR
man did mutter something ominous about
eventually ' replacing the written word'); but
the question of what programmes are going to
be available on the disc and other systems intended for domestic entertainment is very,
very relevant. Also, by the way, there seems
between entertainment on the one hand and
education on the other to be a sort of limbo
where it is envisaged that unspecified people
will provide us with cassettes to instruct us on
how to do unspecified tasks like putting on
make-up or drilling holes in wood. Ipersonally
would prefer to pay rather less for something
(e.g. a drill) and have it with a booklet rather
than pay over the odds and have the privilege
of receiving with it an instructional cassette
which, due to incompatibility, Iprobably can't
play anyway.

So let's forget about education and the limbo
and concentrate on entertainment. At first
sight it sounds rather nice: the idea of slipping
on a pile of discs and watching people play
musical instruments while we listen. But wait
aminute. Who exactly are we going to watch,
and with the copyright problems unsolved,
how can the disc manufacturers really be confident that they can produce a vision-plussound disc for the same price as a present
sound-only disc? Is a Tom Jones or a Placido
Domingo really going to show himself on disc
for no extra royalty? Ican't speak for T. J.
or P. D., but Iknow what the London session
musicians will say and it is unprintable. And
will the discs produce stereo? No one as yet
seems to have said so but it looks to me like
the classic retrogression of all time if we are
going to have to go back to listening to music
through piddling little TV loudspeakers—and
in mono at that. And what will the quality be
like even if it is coded as stereo and we put it
through a decent amplifier? Can the video
disc produce decent sound quality as well and
would good stereo sound spread across the end
of the listening room make any sort of sense
if the accompanying picture is on an ordinary
TV screen?
Your guess is as good as
mine.
The programmers openly and proudly eschew
'old films' but it looks very much as if this may
be just what most of them will at least start off
with. Because the programming problem is a
vicious circle, until the programmers know
where the hardware is sitting, i.e. who has
bought it, they cannot possibly judge what
software to produce. And with no software

Invest in H
For that's what it's all about. When all the discussion on
technical perfection is finished, what our customers are
really interested in is the amount of pure undiluted
pleasure they are going to get from their equipment.

available, Ifor one am not going to buy the
hardware.
Over and over again one got the impression
that the cassette revolution is being engineered
by market conscious businessmen who in many
respects have not yet been able to see the wood
for the trees. Sooner or later the wood will
emerge, but anyone with limited money to
spend should wait, wait, wait, before plumping
for any one system. With that special glint that
appears in the eyes of Trans!antic salesmen on
the trail of a new market, figures were reeled
off about £40-£ 100- million markets by the
1980s and software programmes being sold at
the rate of £50- million worth per year. Maybe
yes. Maybe no.
Maybe a few too many people like myself
will be interested in quadraphonic sound or in
taping the odd TV programme ' off air' with,
by then, acheaper VTR, and maybe the educational authorities ( with their perennial shortage
of money) will not prove to be such an easy
market as has been anticipated. Maybe people
will still want to cook from abook rather than
from a cassette television in the kitchen. Perhaps educationalists will remember that the
easiest way of sending a child to sleep is to sit
him in adarkened room and show him aboring
film. Maybe the opportunity to watch Elvis
Presley sing the same song one thousand times
(assuming the copyright problems are ironed
out and we can afford the disc) will prove less
attractive in reality than in theory.
Maybe for a long time we will all prove surprisingly content with what we already have
and enjoy in the way of domestic entertainment.

pleasure at
Surrey Sound

Of course, listening pleasure doesn't just happen. Usually,
you get just what you pay for. At Surrey Sound, however,
you get alittle more. You get the unbiased advice of
some of the best Hi -Fi specialists in the country. Men
who know the pleasure potential of all available equipment
and are able to advise you what is best for your purpose
and environment.

SURREY SOUND

Of course, we're in business to sell Hi -Fi equipment— but
in your time and at your leisure. We have adislike for
high pressure selling, so why not visit our showrooms at
Purley and compare the virtues of the best Hi -Fi equipment
side by side. No obligation—we'll be happy to entertain you.

SE

SURREY SOUND EQUIPMENT LIMITED
Members of the Hi -Fi Dealers' Association
Open 9-6 p.m. Closed all day Monday
3Er 4 ROYAL OAK CENTRE ( BRIGHTON ROAD)
PURLEY CR2 2BG • SURREY
Telephone : 01 - 668 4800
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The plain truth is that however much we may
like the sound of ' objective' truth, it is simply
not on in this business; is more than that, a
snare and a delusion. Record reviewing is
necessarily a largely subjective occupation: to
put it bluntly, its value and effectiveness depends
less upon high and mighty omnipotence than
upon mutual trust between reviewer and
reader. The reader, seeking guidance through
the flood of new issues and reissues, trusts the
reviewer's experience and specialist knowledge;
the reviewer trusts the reader to ask the right
questions, and tries to answer them.
If
differences arise, even between experts, that is
inevitable. If it wasn't we should none of us be
here at all. ' Objective truth' in this area would
kill us all off overnight.
It comes back to ears, rooms and systems.
Again, there are no absolutes, except possibly
in the performance of amplifiers. But pickups?
Loudspeakers? Least of all loudspeakers.
Measure as much as you like, but the ear is
final arbiter; and the individual ear can be
ruthless dogmatist. Who among us has not
heard some system, hugely praised—and
thought it foul ? And who of us has not suffered,
as our pet and pampered favourite has been
most loathsomely maligned, and in our own
homes at that?
Of course, there are standards. There must
be. Otherwise again, we all fall down and go
out of business. But there too is the interest;

the real wort hwh ileness. If it was only aquestion
of private whim, it would never be worth the
candle. But it is more than private whim; it is,
as in anything worth bothering with in the first
place, the subjective-objective pull that counts,
the inner tensions that release the juice.
You listen to a record, in your own room,
on your own equipment, with your own ears.
And then you try to assess how it will sound
overall, in an imagined norm of domestic
listening rather than some unimagined ideal.
You look at it two ways: that way, as akind of
norm; the other as the ' thing in itself'; the
points of view perhaps of immediacy of
response and science. But apart they mean
not much. It is when you put them together
that the real raison d'être reveals itself.
Even this is abstract theorising, to an extent.
Isuppose really it is a thoroughly pragmatic
business. It has to be. The permutations are
too great to allow much else. Put it together all
ways, and you get more answers than you can
cope with. So you choose the one that makes
most sense, and back that. Yet it is not an
irresponsible occupation. Far from it. The very
fact of its variability, of the run of often conflicting aspects involved, makes it a matter of
immense responsibility.
So, again, you bring record, system, and ears
into fresh conjunction each time. But it does
not end there. About all one can really say,
after due attention to peaks, standing waves,
humps, bumps, and all things sent to trip and
trap the unwary, is that Rule No. Iinsists upon
the dangers of too easy agreement. Ihave had
words with my colleague our Editor. No harm
in that. Ihave had words upon this subject with
many of varying shapes, sizes, and persuasions.
If Ihad not we should be getting nowhere. The
truth—subjective and objective—is that when
we all agree, we are all trading commonplaces.
Trust no man (or woman) with whom all is
perpetual smiles and cosy compliance. The
sharp edge of conflict and controversy is
required before real truth will out and some
basis of useful activity can be established.

hold names in the Record Industry. I recall
that we had Douglas Pudney, Classical
Promotion Manager of EMI and a dedicated
exponent of the English scene, to present a
programme on Ralph Vaughan Williams. We
also prevailed upon Edmund Rubbra, the
Northampton born composer, to talk on his
own compositions, whilst Harley Usill of
Argo delighted us with his own inimitably
relaxed presentation on the Spoken Word. Not
only were these all splendid recitals, but the
standard of our other speakers was extremely
high. One of the things stressed by the committee throughout the festival was that the
works of lesser known composers were not
neglected, and this seemed to be appreciated
by our audience.
It is essential that all member societies take
part, and for them to ensure that all shades of
opinion are represented; also that as many
members as possible can attend many recitals.
To achieve this, careful planning is required,
but it is surprising how with a little thought
the best results can be obtained. It is perhaps
important that the Festival programme is
arranged on the same night as the society
usually meets, for members are creatures of
habit and quite often more than one night a
week cannot be set aside even for something

as important as recorded music! On the final
night we were able to introduce a gala atmosphere, and it was fortunate that our recitalist
on that evening was Bill Newman, now Classical
Manager for CBS, who presented aprogramme
that delighted the audience for its lighter
overtones. Iwouldn't pretend that the arrangements for such a programme do not involve
the elected committee with a high degree of
organisation, but as readers will know, anything worth doing has to be done well, and
the fact that so many members visited other
societies—mostly for the first time—and even
in some cases changed from one to another,
seemed to indicate that a wind of change had
blown through the district and that a great
deal of good had transpired.
This year the North West Middlesex Group
are having a ' Slav' year and Ihave been able
to persuade Vilem Tausky, the distinguished
conductor and President of Ruislip Gramophone Society, to present a programme
entitled ' The Music of Smetana'. Ihave little
doubt that on September 28th the very lovely
medieval Library will be packed to capacity,
and 1also feel pretty sure that for the remainder
of the festival record enthusiasts of all shades
of musical opinion will hear some excellent
programmes.

CHM
BURNETT JAMES

WHO'S FOR NINEPINS?

while ago the Editor and I had a
A short
minor altercation about a record I had
reviewed and he had subsequently checked. In
short, we drew swords: I said the recorded
sound was rich, warm and resplendent (Iam
not going to say which record, because that
would only add to the general confusion), and
he said it was ( in effect) rough, scrawny, and not
at all resplendent. Which of us was (or is)
right ? A good point on the surface; underneath
apretty dubious one. Two pairs of ears, several
sets of equipment, different listening rooms,
two pairs of eyes even seeing the score differently
(it can in some cases come to that); many other
variables. It is not nearly as simple as it looks.
In fact, this is the crunch of all record
reviewing. Who is one writing for? What
standards can one set ? Where are the absolutes?
Often in the past, the Music Editor and I,
considering various records after writing and
reading reviews, have come to the firm conclusion that we and our colleagues elsewhere
cannot have been attending to the same piece of
business. Are we then to conclude that one side
is gifted with rare insight and the other full of
terrible incompetence, which side is which being
not at all in question ? No doubt that would be a
comforting, not to say a gratifying, thought.
But deep down it will not do, and we have to
admit that it will not do. And when, as now,
the division is within ourselves, so to say, it
obviously will not do.

THE
OTHER
'SI DE
GRAMOPHONE SOCIETY NOTES
BY KENNETH LLOYD

with all its connotations
has always conjured up for me some very
pleasant . occasions and it is rather surprising
that more gramophone societies don't engage
in this most pleasurable of pursuits. A few
years ago I was chairman of a group of
societies which ran—I think it is not too
immodest to say—a most successful one. The
subject chosen in this case was English music,
each society devoting a programme on its
usual meeting night to the works of an English
composer.
In addition to enthusiasts within the societies,
we were fortunate in receiving the unstinted
support of a number of outside speakers, all
experts in their own particular fields and house-

THE WORD ' FESTIVAL'
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MORE
SOUND SENSE
FROM

STUDIO 99

If you're the sort of person who bought his watch from a man in the pub,
don't bother to read this. Like awatch, High Fidelity equipment consists
of many finely engineered and assembled components. Like awatch, Ili Fi
equipment requires very little servicing— but when it does, it should only be
entrusted to the experts. Experts like us. Experts who have tested every
single piece of equipment before it ever leaves our premises. Experts who
have advised you carefully in your choice of abalanced system so that you
have not wasted your money and yet got the best possible sound that's
right for you. And, Experts like us at Studio 99 who will look after your
equipment in the unlikely event of it going wrong. And, for a whole year
(except for Styli) you won't be charged for any service required. Not for
parts. Not even for labour. No small print. No conditions.
So, why not conne and see the Experts at Studio 99? In the long run you'll
get better equipment for less money, better service and more enjoyment
for many years than from the man in the pub who gives you that 'fiver off'!
Come and see the Experts at Studio 99—THE PROFESSIONALS.

STUDIO 99 AND SPECIFICATIONS

SOUND MAKES SENSE AT STUDIO 99

We've stopped being influenced by them a long, long
time ago. Too often have we studied the glowing
manufacturer's claims only to be disappointed when
listening and testing his equipment. But that's what
it's all about. HOW DOES IT SOUND? We think
that the only way to select Strawberry Jam is to TASTE
it. The only way to choose your Hi Fi equipment is to
LISTEN to it. That's why at STUDIO 99 we will
encourage you to LISTEN. To LISTEN without sales
pressure. To LISTEN at leisure. Right till 8o'clock
any evening, except Thursday, when we don't open at
all.

Whether you are interested in a complete Stereo System at £80 or

£800, you can be sure that you will not be allowed to waste asingle
Penny (Old or New). The most expensive is not necessarily the best.
COME ALONG AND LISTEN.

STUDIO 99 AND ' SERVO SOUND'
We have very high standards. But even we are
impressed. Very impressed. Servo-Sound represents
a break-through in top quality sound reproduction.
A new concept. If we told you about it—you would
not believe it. We certainly didn't until we heard it.
Come in and listen. We promise you will be amazed.

STUDIO 99 AND LOUDSPEAKERS

It makes sense. Sound Sense

Because the loudspeaker is the most important part of
any system, we have a unique selection for you to
compare and select from. Speakers from £ 10 to £227.
Speakers from QUAD, RADFORD, KEF, B & W,
WHARFEDALE, GOODMAN, LEAK, B & 0,
J.B.L., DITTON MORDAUNT SHORT and the
BBC MONITOR LOUDSPEAKER. But, please
take your time. Listen to what is best.

STUDIO 99 & COLOUR TV RENTAL
SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT!!
WE ARE PLEASED TO ANNOUNCE
THAT WE ARE NOW RENTING THE
WORLD'S
FINEST
COLOUR
TV.
MADE BY B & 0, THESE 26 AND 22"
SETS SHOW WHAT COLOUR TV
CAN
LOOK AND SOUND LIKE.
NATURAL COLOUR, RELIABILITY
(THAT'S WHY WE RENT THEM) AND
—SURPRISE,
SURPRISE— EVEN
A
GOOD SOUND SYSTEM, MAKES THIS
SET UNIQUE. EVEN A TAPE OUTPUT IS PROVIDED. AND, OF COURSE,
THE DANISH B& 0 STYLING WILL BE
COPIED FOR MANY YEARS. EXECUTIVE RENTAL SCHEME FROM CI 67
PER WEEK ON YEARLY CONTRACT.

studio UU

HI- FIDELITY EQUIPMENT

Studio 99, 81 Fairfax Road, Swiss Cottage, London, N.W.6.
Tel.: 01-624 8855.
PLEASE NOTE: Open 10 a.m.-8 p.m. incl. Saturday.
CLOSED ALL DAY THURSDAY.
Park outside.
No meters. How to get there— nearest underground
stations: Swiss Cottage and Finchley Road. Buses: 2,
2A, 13, 113, 31.
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THOUGH but little represented in the
I current British record catalogues, Virgil
Fox ranks in America as one of his country's
most distinguished classical organists.
So
what was he doing with ' the Pablo Light
Show', which has previously provided electronic visual background for Led Zeppelin, the
late Jimi Hendrix, the Creedence Clearwater
Revival, and such?
Mr. Fox has been on circuit with a programme called Heavy Organ.
He plays
Bach—fugues, trio-sonatas, chorale preludes,
the lot. The Pablo Light Show throws changing
'psychedelic' pictures on ascreen behind. Mr.
Fox wears conventional evening dress but with
rhinestones glittering on his black shoes so
you can admire his pedalling. He introduces
the items with an evangelizing fervour which
has been lacking from Britain since Sir Walford
Davies. The audiences are thousands strong,
young as well as middle-aged, and, boy, do
they go for it.
He plays a three- manual Rodgers electronic
instrument equipped for touring, the sound
emerging on stage through a dozen loudspeakers to right and left. Denouncing ` socalled purists, mostly without ascrap of talent'
and what he calls the ' pseudo- historical'
approach, he works the volume gradually
from a whisper to an almost rock- like roar.
His technical dexterity is stunning: never
would I believe that the fugal subject of the
famous Prelude and Fugue in A minor could
be pedalled at such aspeed. Seeing Mr. Fox's
show at the Ambler Music Festival just outside
Philadelphia, I found myself hating his transcription of Bach's • Komm, süsser Tod',
dragged, rubato'd, and arpeggiated to an
extent which would have made rhythmical
nonsense even of a Chopin nocturne. But the
polyphonic pieces were exciting, and Iam not
prepared (' so-called purist' though t am) to
say we should not have Bach played this way,
provided we can also have it played Bach's
way when we want. As for the light show,
I was simply bored. Walt Disney's treatment
of the Toccata and Fugue in D minor in the
film Fantasia was more responsive to the music.
LONDON'S SOUTH BANK iS simply where three
concert-halls, an art gallery and the National
Film Theatre happen to be dumped: it is not a
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John Freestone
curiosities, and one of
the most coveted rarities among the record
collecting fraternity, is Emma Albani's 1904
recording of ' Angels ever bright and fair'
(Theodora— Handel). Albani was one of the
truly great Victorian prima donnas, but by the
time she made her first discs she was in her
fifty-seventh year and was past her best. In
addition she had developed some mannerisms,
which, according to the critic Hermann
ONE OF THE GREATEST
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ARTHUR JACOBS*

The things Ihear
the music world, live and recorded
place ‘Ahere anyone v‘ould go just to be there.
Not so Lincoln Center in New York. As well
as Philharmonic Hall, the Metropolitan Opera,
two other theatres, the Juilliard School of
Music and the ' performing arts division' of
the New York Public Library, it contains
pleasant plazas with trees, a fountain, a café
and places to sit down.
The Metropolitan being closed for vacation,
and Philharmonic Hall being taken that
evening for a celebration of Argentina's
national day, I walked into one of the open
spaces and listened to the band. Not just any
band: the Goldman Band ( conducted by
Richard Franko Goldman, and founded
sixty years ago by his father) is the most
famous of its kind in America. Its repertory
includes specially commissioned works by
composers from Respighi and Roussel to a
Swiss pupil of Boulez, Matthias Bamert,
whose piece calls for improvisations and
'a cadenza by the conductor'.
Too bad that the programme Iattended had
no such unconventional fare, and was scrappily
played ( insufficient rehearsal, no doubt, but
Icount that no excuse). But at least the fare
included Percy Grainger's Irish Tune from
County Derry and Shepherd's Hey in band
arrangements
by the composer
himself.
Grainger, it may be remembered, typically
arranged ( or, as his scores say, ' dished up')
such pieces for varying combinations, and my
own attachment to the former piece, alias the
Londonderry Air, springs from a boyhood
admiration for Grainger's orchestral version
on apre-war record conducted by Sargent.
Richard Franko Goldman proudly recalls
his own long association with Grainger, who
was as original in his approach to wind- band
scoring as to other matters musical. In 1960

Cirainger participated as pianist with the
Goldman Band in performing and recording
his Children's March: Over the hills and finaway (
available on American Decca).
The band numbers over 50 professional
musicians and is brought together for a
concentrated summer season. Through the
rest of the year Mr. Goldman is fully engaged
as director of one of America's leading schools
of music, the Peabody Conservatory in Baltimore. For the fact that he has not recorded
with the band for ten years he blames the
prohibitive cost of recording in America with
American musicians. Other American conductors circumvent this by going to Europe,
hiring European singers or instrumentalists,
and issuing the record with the name of the
original American ensemble. Ask how those
records by the Robert Shaw Chorale were made.
Mr. Goldman refuses: ' It wouldn't be honest'.

Klein, were not present during her prime. She
sings only the first part of ' Angels', and this at
a positively funereal pace, with excessive use
of portamento, but it must be said that the
brilliant quality of her voice and her unusual
ability for sostenuto in the upper register are
also in evidence. As P. G. Hurst rightly
remarked, she deliberately creates technical
obstacles, and then shows how she can surmount them! The result would probably have
delighted a singing master who was more
interested in technique than interpretation,
but it would surely have amazed Handel. The
record is G & T No. 03014, and a fine copy
would now change hands at between £40 and
£50.
The great French tenor Albert Alvarez is
amazingly neglected by collectors. It is true
that he often recorded badly, and all his discs
are of the ' Hill and Dale' variety, and so are
not easy for most people to play, but if one
has adapted a stereo pickup to deal with

recordings of this type then the best examples
of Alvarez are very well worth having. My
favourite is a rather ordinary song called
'Noël
d'amour' ( Luigini),
backed
by
Pergolesi's ' Se tu m'ami'. These titles were
made in 1903 and 1905 respectively, but the
quality of reproduction for their age is quite
amazing, and many collectors who have heard
my copies have remarked that they are hearing
the real Alvarez for the first time. The voice is
powerful and dramatic in ' Noël d'amour', and
is used with great delicacy in ' Se tu m'ami'.
Alvarez sang at the Opéra in Paris, at Covent
Garden, and at the Metropolitan Opera,
New York, round about the turn of the
century, and received very fine notices, while
he was always associated with other artists of
the greatest eminence. I am sure that if he
had made laterally cut discs, his recordings
would be in great demand. The Pathé titles
Ihave mentioned are rare, but it should still be
possible to find copies in France for £5-£6.
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NOT BERLIOZ, not Beethoven, so who is due for
commemoration this year? Why, fancy not
remembering! It is the 450th anniversary of
the death of Josquin des Prés. Icaught the
last day of a four-day festival and conference
in New York devoted to his work— mainly
organized
by
the
musicologist
Edward
Lowinsky, who apparently realized he was
unlikely to be around to celebrate the 500th
anniversary in 2021.
The capacity of such a composer to fill the
medium-sized Alice Tully Hall ( within the
Juilliard School) by night, and to attract
young music- lovers to study by day, is a rather
heartening phenomenon.

•For the second successive year, our contributor has been
spending the summer as a visiting pro/essor at Temple
University, Philadelphia, and report v here from both
Philadelphia and New York.
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THE GREAT
INTERPRETERS

GUIDO
CANTELLI
HEN Guido Cantelli stepped down from
W the
podium of the Royal Festival Hall
fifteen years ago after directing a stirring
performance of Verdi's Requiem ( in July
1956), nobody, least of all the 36-year-old
maestro himself, knew that it was to be his
last appearance in England and his last performance of that work. A few months later,
the plane taking him to America to fulfill
engagements with the New York Philharmonic
crashed and burned after a routine take-off
from Paris-Orly.
Doing something for the last time places an
onus on the doer and makes irrevocable the
deed. This is in essence what a truly great
performance of music means, whether it be
live or recorded. Myra Hess became acutely
aware of it during her war-time performances
at the National Gallery lunch-time concerts,
teaching her, as she said, a kind of total commitment she had never known before. Such
music-making was the hallmark of a Cantelli
performance: a serious, dedicated, probing
commitment of self to the music at hand, as

THE BASIC
REPERTOIRE

DE FALLA
THE BALLETS

two great Spanish ballets are in
F'ALLA'S
most ways opposite but complementary.

To put it straight down the line, El amor
brujo (
Love the Magician) is gypsy-modalarchaic, The Three Cornered Hat universalSpanish-diatonic. Something of a Tristan and
Meistersinger on a small Spanish scale maybe.
Chromaticism against diatonicism. Both were
written during Falla's productive years during
the First World War—E7 amor brujo in 1915,
the Hat in 1918. Both experienced initial
difficulties—the first because of a botched
first performance, the second because Diaghilev
became entangled in the ramifications of the
war and the Russian Revolution and the
Russian separate peace with Germany. But
both in the end prevailed, as each had to
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

though prescient that his time on stage was to
be prematurely curtailed.
Cantelli was born to music, evidenced in his
notable successes as choir-boy, pianist, organist,
composer and finally, conductor; it was a
progression in the classical European tradition.
Occasionally, he was criticized for having too
perfect astick-technique, acomment no doubt
inspired by the knowledge that Cantelli's
father was an Army bandmaster. A devastating
experience as partisan and then prisoner-ofwar also left its mark: the will to survive. It
was this calm, cool dedication of purpose,
added to a sound musical knowledge that
made him such a persuasive leader. Concert
experience renewed his confidence, and with
confidence, the true warmth of Cantelli's
nature began to infuse his music.
The meticulous way Cantelli prepared
scores for performance and recording was a
reflection of his mentor and ardent supporter,
Arturo Toscanini; but unlike the older maestro,
Cantelli left nothing to chance. This rarely,
but only rarely, led to aclinical approach, as in
his first recordings on 78s of Rossini's Siege
of Corinth, Casella's Paganiniana and Haydn's
Symphony No. 93. That he knew every detail
from memory, including rehearsal letters and
numbers in the score, was due to his desire to
be scrupulously accurate (and to save rehearsal
time!), not simply to impress the observers.
Cantelli played on an orchestra the way an
organist plays: all the stops within reach of
the hands, all the pedals within the swing of
the feet and the balance of sound guided by
ears of immaculate good taste.
There remain only afew of Guido Cantelli's
recordings in the catalogue, deletions being
due presumably to the fact that all of his output
was recorded monophonically. This brings up
the question whether, in recording an orchestra,
the objective should be to separate or to integrate sound. Competing in today's market
means stereo or stereo-processing in order to
match the superior reproductive equipment in

prevail, being two masterpieces, though the
music has fared better than the dance, and
stage productions of either are rare.
Recordings, fortunately, are less rare. It is
essential to have both ballets in complete
versions: Suites will not do, except for purely
incidental purposes. Nor will any versions
(nowadays fortunately rare) which omit the
voice parts—far-ranging and essential in
El amor brujo, essential if less dominant in The
Three Cornered Hat—pass any kind of muster.
As in several other cases, justice was hardly
done on records to either ballet until the
corning of LP—before that, suites only. The
first El amor came from Columbia, a 10 in. LP
from the late Ataulfo Argenta with Ana Maria
Iriarte singing—a very good version, earthy
and authentic, though it has been surpassed.
Ansermet did the first Hat complete, even
better but abit spoilt by the over-cool vocalising
of Suzanne Danco and some slight lack of
whip in the orchestra. Since then, several
recommendable versions of each. One or two
older ones have gone the way of all ( or most)
mono; but one should remark upon the
marvellous Columbia by the French National
Radio Orchestra under the late Eduardo
Toldra—a performance full of character and
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use, but it is sad to have to relinquish, thereby.
musical creations that are valid for a much
longer period than the process that first made
them happily available. We have lost, for
instance, one of the best vet sions ever made of
Hindemith's Mathis der Maier, Debussy's
La Mer and Le Martyre de St. Sebastien, as
well as Beethoven's Fifth, second movement,
which appeared on a sampler from Cantelli's
last recording session at Kingsway Hall.
Missing also is Wagner's Siegfried Idyll for
which he was well remembered, and Schumann's
Fourth Symphony.
In one of his elated moods, after a concert
in Carnegie Hall with the New York
Philharmonic, Cantelli remarked: If Ilive to
be conducting as long as my Maestro
{Toscaninil I will be conducting in the year
2008! It is soothing to know that some of
Cantelli's superb art is still available, and with
a bit of luck may still be available in 2008 for
yet another generation to admire.
Barbara Holmquest
Available recordings by Guido Cantelli:
BRAHMS: Symphony 1—Philharmonia—HIMV
X LP30023
BEETHOVEN:
Symphony
7—Philharmonia—
Classics for Pleasure CFP103
DEBUSSY: L'après midi d'un Faune / DUKAS:
Sorcerer's apprentice / RAVEL: Daphnis and
Chloe—Philtrarmonia—H MV mXL P30092

insight, with a bassoon player who relished
every moment of his often hilarious part.
Long gone, but Col. ‘t
33CX1551(d) (
C/B: 1).
Currently, there are three complete recordings of each ballet. It is hard to say which is
the most tricky to bring off, especially for a
non-Spaniard. The Hat probably, for the
score is full of private jokes and allusions, as
well as several public ones like the quotation
from Beethoven 5 when someone knocks at
the door; anyone not ' in' on the jokes misses
much. El amor sets different problems: it is
full of melodic, harmonic and rhythmic
searches which are typical of Falla throughout
his life; but more than that it balances on a
knife edge in respect of the gypsy elements and
the Andalusian elements. El amor is a gypsy
ballet, the Andalusian elements coming from
gypsy habitation of Andalusia and the inevitable cross-references and cross-fertilising.
By contrast (and here confusion is rife) the
early opera La Vida Breve is pure Andalusian,
the heroine Salud not a gypsy but, absolutely
insisted upon by Falla himself, a typical
Andalusian woman. In order to get this right,
it might be worth suggesting that those who go
for El amor brujo should invest in the opera
(continued on page 1623)
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Sound Supreme—

Some outstanding recent discs discussed by
JOHN CRABBE, GARETH JEFFERSON, FRANK JONES,
ANGUS McKENZIE, LEON THOMPSON and B. J. VVEBB

I T is no doubt an accident that the pressure of
discs submitted for coverage in this feature
has risen by just about three decibels in each
of the last two quarters: 15 in March, 22 in
June, and now 32.
Previously we have
attempted to integrate the contributions of
our team into some sort of continuously linked
commentary, but with over 30 pieces this has
become rather cumbersome so we are reverting
this time to a simple alphabetical sequence of
composers or instrumental anthologies, with
names picked out in bold type for easy
reference.
It is odd, perhaps, to demur in a piece
supposedly devoted to records of especially
high technical quality, but it would be idle to
pretend that even the best must please all of
the people all of the time. Most of those
selected for our ' second look' are free from
any obvious faults in recording and production,
but that is precisely why we subject them to a
second more thorough scrutiny. By these standards HMV ASD2173, second volume in the
Bach harpsichord concerto series featuring
Menuhin and Malcolm, reviewed in July, is
good without being outstanding. The stereo
lacks the convincing realness of superlative
recordings yet carries a nice sense of ambience
nevertheless. The harpsichord, perhaps, is a
little close, rather dry sounding, though instrumental tone is natural throughout—apart from
a slightly fizzy quality on violin sforzandi—
Tape noise is very low, so much so that one
can't help wondering if EMI are not using
those Dolbys they happily lend to anyone else
using their facilities.
Despite the criticisms implied, this is a very
good recording and afirst rate issue, well up to
modern standards. However, it just misses
that warm spacious and easy quality that
characterises real music and the very best tapes.
In the fine tradition of small record
companies with a crusading zeal, Lyrita continue to turn out excellent recordings of
relatively neglected English music. The second
symphony of Arnold Box is a case in point,
finely performed by the LPO under Myer
Fredman on SRCS54 ( reviewed June). The
engineering here is smoothly natural in a
manner noted before on Lyrita productions—
sonorous, full-bodied, not too close or with a
staggering dynamic range, but most impressive
when reproduced via a well balanced loudHI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

speaker ( which might seem over-bright on
many commercial recordings). In fact, very
near in character to the best BBC ' live'
orchestral broadcasts, with good spread and
depth within a convincing acoustic. The
bottom end is well represented by some really
impressive organ pedals in the great climax of
the last movement, with absolutely no sign of
intermodulation. Altogether asplendid issue.
The text of the Mass meant a great deal to
Beethoven, as it obviously does to Giulini; one
can think of no more sympathetic interpreter
of the C Major setting, of which the composer
was especially fond ( HMV ASD266I, reviewed
April). Clearly, too, Suvi Raj Grubb the
recording producer has an affection for All
Saints Church, Tooting, where this record was
made. He used it for the Barenboim/Bach
Magnificat. The choice is an excellent one, and
this recording of the Mass falls into the same
general category as the Suk/Boult Beethoven
Violin Concerto mentioned in the June Quality
Monitor, save that the solo vocalists are placed
rather further forward. It is a truly beautiful
record, without a harsh, strained or unnatural
sound anywhere.
In July Christopher Breunig was in the
unfortunate position of being required to pass
judgement on a recording of Beethoven's
settings of fifteen Irish Songs (
which he quite
likes) sung by a very obviously Irish tenor
(about whose phonetic appropriateness he had
serious doubts). Recognising his own bias,
Chris awarded an A : 1 rating, drawing particular attention to the recording's very fine
technical quality. We agree, and would perhaps
have added a star for a choice of balance and
aclean-cut quality of reproduction which place
this issue in the top rank of Philips chambermusic
presentations ( 6500 104).
Frank
Patterson, the tenor, happened to delight
rather than embarrass some of our Quality
Monitor team with his forthright and openhearted singing. The voice rings out most
pleasantly and is very happily supported by
Messrs. Parkhouse, Bean and Croxford on
piano, violin and cello, well positioned across
the sound-stage. A fairly close placing but
with a nice touch of ambience behind.
Brass Now and Then by the Philip Jones
Brass Ensemble ( Decca SDD274, reviewed
May) is another of those modern recordings
which is astonishingly real in some respects
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and impenetrably synthetic in others.
In
practice this is not a severe rebuke. No one is
likely to attempt to listen to this disc at one
sitting since it is musically tedious long before
it becomes aurally so—and especially is this
true on Side 1 which consists of six fanfares
and acanzona for brass ensemble.
The instrumental separation is well judged
throughout, without any recourse to ' stereophonic' vulgarity in the antiphonal pieces, but
the acoustic contrives to be just a little anonymous—not unpleasant but rather ill-defined.
One advantage of this is that high levels are
not necessary to make the sound come to life—
though at such levels the recording remains
impressive. Pressing quality on the review copy
was good with the mandatory hole about the
right size and pretty near the middle—mercifully, since brass doesn't take at all kindly to
wow from any cause.
Two Britten operas recorded by Decca were
reviewed in the June issue ( June being Decca's
'Britten Month'). These were the Rape of
Lucretia (
SET492-3) and the television opera
Owen Wingrave (
SET501-2). Decca's opera
recording technique is well known and the
sound they usually achieve will be familiar to
most buyers of recorded opera. However, both
these recordings have a rather close sound,
Lucretia more so than Wingrave. In Lucretia
there is a male and female ` chorus' ( Peter
Pears and Heather Harper) who are placed to
the extreme left and right of the sound-stage.
Compared with the other singers, these two
sound perhaps alittle separate and remote from
the rest of the proceedings, being set in a
slightly different ambience. Since they are
supposed to be sitting right out at the front of
the stage, however, this is perhaps acceptable;
it is a very subtle point anyway.
Purists who try to recreate the exact sound
of the opera- house in the living room could
justifiably object that the technique adopted to
obtain such clarity and definition creates a
balance unnaturally highlighting the singers.
The vocal/orchestral balance in Owen Wingrave
is a little more natural in that the singers are
set alittle farther back relative to the orchestra,
though they are surrounded by a less resonant
acoustic. The dynamic range in both recordings is wide, the treble end of the sound
spectrum is not overbright and the tone controls
can be left flat. The surfaces on our copies of
both these recordings are noisy; not inordinately so but noisier than they should have
been. There is, however, no roughness in the
recording—even in some of the louder vocal
parts which often pose problems for recording
engineers trying to accommodate high levels
without distortion. Surface noise can be reduced
to acceptable proportions when listening via
speakers by the use of a little treble filter.
The EMI version of Britten's Les Illumination
on CSD3684 ( reviewed July) is the soprano one,
given here by Heather Harper with Neville
Marriner and the Northern Sinfonia Orchestra.
Is it preferable to the classic performance given
by Peter Pears on the 1967 Decca recording
(SXL63I6)? There can certainly be few interpretational criticisms of Miss Harper's singing
which is delicate and precise to a degree. The
balance between the singer and the orchestra is
interesting: the singer is given just a little more
prominence than on the Decca disc. This comes
off because of the gentle ambience that
envelopes both orchestra and singer, unifying
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them and making the slightly close sound
unobjectionable.
Side two is devoted to a performance of the
beautiful Serenade for tenor, horn and strings.
The tenor here is Robert Tear who copes
brilliantly with the intricate vocal line. The
recording is, not surprisingly, a lot clearer
than the historic Goosens/Pears one now available in pseudo-stereo on the Eclipse label. The
engineers have excelled themselves in the
recording of the critical solo horn, which is
set in a spine-tingling resonant acoustic without getting the sound all muddied up. Robert
Tear's well nigh perfect diction, considerably
better than Pears' incidentally, is again close
and well in front of the orchestra but not
objectionalby so. The recorded level is fairly
high, so tape- hiss is not much in evidence and
the dynamic range does not seem to have
suffered too much as a result.
Five generations of the remarkable Couperin
family practised music in Paris over aperiod of
more than 200 years, ending in the middle of
the 19th century. The lives of Louis and
Francois ( le Grand) together span more than
100 years from 1622. Francois is the most
famous of the family, indeed the only one
whose music we hear nowadays, mostly in the
form of miniatures for the harpsichord. French
composers of the time liked to write long
Suites ( Ordres) and give fanciful titles to the
different pieces. Most of those by Francois
Couperin are quite delightful, and a representative selection consisting of three of the
Ordres appears, together with aSuite by Louis
Couperin, on Erato STU70604, beautifully
played by Laurence Boulay and quite superbly
recorded ( not reviewed in HFN/RR, but we hope
to pursue the Erato label in due course). The
magnificent tone of two fine old harpsichords
by Tibaut and Ruckers-Taskin is perfectly
caught. This music is ideal for reproduction
at natural level under most domestic conditions,
and the instruments can be almost materialised
between the speakers. Like the piano, the
harpsichord raises peculiar problems in recording; on this disc they have been triumphantly
solved, and no one who likes harpsichord
music, or even high quality sound for its own
sake, can afford to be without it.
Michael I3eroff playing Debussy Preludes on
HMV SLS803/2 was given a very enthusiastic
review by Barbara Holmquest in the June issue.
Making good recordings of solo pianos is
difficult for a whole host of reasons, but this
comes nearer to perfection than most. In
almost every respect the recording is exemplary.
The piano occupies about half the stereo stage
and is set back in an ambience suggestive of a
small concert salon. The piano tone is round
and full-bodied with no nasty resonances or
clattery high notes. It sounded as though the
microphone has been placed reasonably well
back so that the instrument has an integrated
sound and pleasure is not diminished by the
intrusion of unnecessary details like damper
action, creaking stool and respiration. The
recorded level is fairly high and although the
dynamic range is only moderate, it is good
enough for this music. So far, so good;
indeed, an object lesson in how to make a
piano recording. Musical pleasure is only
spoiled by dubious pressings. Surface noise
was higher than it should have been and there
was cyclic rumble ( slight) and cyclic scrunches
(moderate in places). If one really thought that
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

this was an unfortunate exception, then this
set of Debussy preludes could be unreservedly
recommended!
There must be a grave temptation for stereo
recording producers to spread any trio right
across
the sound-stage:
left-centre- right.
Depending on the reproducing set-up, this can
sound anything from pleasant to ridiculous,
so that a modest compromise is best— usually
a spread equal to about two-thirds of the full
width. Such sensible modesty is adopted by
EMI for Dvorak's Dumky Trio and Terzetto on
HQSI239 ( reviewed May). The violin/piano/
cello of the ' Dumky' are set modestly back in
that order, with the two fiddles and violas of
the Terzetto perhaps just a wee bit closer, as
suits their lighter weight. Of course, such subtle
differences in apparent distance are often simply
a matter of a few inches in a microphone
placing or the turn of apot on the mixing panel,
which perhaps underlines how difficult it can
be to get a fully acceptable balance even in
chamber music. However, both tonal and
ambient balance are delightfully ' right' on this
recording, as are the performances of Dvorak's
lovely music by Lamar Crowson and his
colleagues.
An Elgar programme including The Crown
of India Suite, on ASD2672 ( reviewed May)
reveals Elgar in the main in a flag-wagging
mood. The music is stirring, tuneful, yet it
has its gentler moments. What then are the
ingredients that make this recording one of the
outstanding issues of the year? The concert
contains music otherwise unrecorded. The
performances are superb and catch precisely
the appropriate moods. The Royal Liverpool
Philharmonic is in spanking form, and the
conductor is no less than the esteemed Charles
Groves. It is one of HMV's finest ' big sound'
recordings, indeed one of the finest ' big'
recordings available today.
A fairly close-up recording with vivid
timpani and brass, yet never is the balance
destroyed nor the sweet singing string choir
disturbed. The whole in a lively acoustic in
which the music moves completely unrestricted,
in spectacular clarity.
The Gounod Petite Symphonie, Dvorak's
Wind Serenade and a fragment of early
Schubert are all on Philips 6500 163, reviewed
in May. These are all works for a wind
chamber orchestra, particularly suitable for
home listening. The Dvorak has had a happy
gramophone history right from its first LP by
the late Karl Haas. If we say this performance
is a worthy successor, we cannot give it higher
praise—but now here it is in modern sound.
The Gounod, a piece of fragrant Victoriana,
is rarely liked by commentators. ' Proud man
that haughty lip uncurl, suppress that supercilious sneer', so that we can relax and enjoy
this period music. Basil Ashmore most aptly
summed up the performances of ' The Netherlands Wind Ensemble' under Edo De Waart
as of ravishing perfection.
From the days of Edison absolute perfection
of reproduction has been claimed, but surely
here it must have been achieved! Unspectacular
realism from silent surfaces and background.
It is fortunate that the three Haydn Piano
Trios, magnificently performed by the Beaux
Arts Trio on Philips 6500 023 ( reviewed June),
received such excellent recordings. Throughout, the sound is crystal clear without a single
masked note. Appropriately, the music appears
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to emanate from a domestic acoustic. There is
little reverberation, but the sound is always
bright. This is the sound of music in the
home.
These Trios are more familiarly known to us
by the Peters Edition numbers 1, 2 and 3.
No. 1, of course, includes the famous Gypsy
Rondo, and was made famous by a Thibaud,
Cortot, and Casals recording made around
1925, arecording which is still in the catalogue.
With this new issue we can again enjoy this
and the other two Trios in delightful performances but now in the truly magnificent sound
that Philips always seem able to conjure up for
their Chamber Music series.
Songs by Josquin des Pres and John
Dunstable, sung by the Purcell Consort of
Voices, have been exceptionally well recorded
on Argo ZRG681 ( reviewed July). The seven
singers are spaced across the full width of the
stereo stage; individual voices are clearly
defined and their positions between the
speakers are stable at all times. The singers
are set reasonably well back, though a slightly
more resonant acoustic would have been more
appropriate.
Instrumental
interludes
are
played on viols, recorders, shawm, sackbuts,
etc, which provide some interesting and
unusual sounds. The sound quality is good
with virtually inaudible tape- hiss and silent
surfaces. A wide dynamic range is not required
and it has been possible to cut the record at a
fairly high level, which no doubt accounts for
the clean and ' silent' sound.
An excellent choral record which we particularly liked is Kodaly's Psalmus Hungaricus
on SXL6497 ( reviewed
May). sung
in
Hungarian by the Brighton Festival Chorus
and Wandsworth School Choir with the LSO
conducted by Kertesz, with Lajos Kozma
singing the solo part. There is an excellent
dynamic range and Decca have achieved a
particularly well managed balance from
pianissimo to fortissimo. It is very difficult to
balance strings against brass playing loudly,
but on this occasion, unlike some other Decca
recordings where the brass sometimes tends to
overbalance strings, the latter shine through.
The timpani are recorded with considerable
impact, but do not sound too forward, and we
especially noticed the clarity in the recording
of some of the inner parts, making this a
recording of demonstration quality.
The
Peacock Variations recorded as a coupling
together with the original folksong also sound
well, and as with the choral work are recorded
with very low peak distortion. On this occasion
we must criticise Decca's surfaces, which
become all the more obvious when tape noise
is so very quiet with the use of noise reduction,
and we feel once again that an effort might be
made to improve disc finish.
David Chorzempa's astonishing, practically
overwhelming performance of Liszt's Ad nos
Fantasy and Fugue on Philips 6500 215 ( reviewed May) deserves another mention here
for the excellent recording of the fine Flentrop
organ in Rotterdam. Liszt's mighty piece of
romantic organ writing stretches this instrument to full capacity, from the powerful snarl
of thickly chorded reed tone, via startling
trumpet fanfares to the gentle, floating beauty
of simple flutes in aspacious hall. The organ's
largest ranks extend only to 16ft., so the
demand on loudspeakers in the deep bass is not
excessive. A very fine issue.
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In July 1963 ( in HFN) we commended with
great enthusiasm the EMI recording of Mahler's
'Resurrection' Symphony on two separate
Columbia discs, featuring the Philharmonia
Chorus and Orchestra under Klemperer, with
Elisabeth Schwarzkopf and Hilde RósslMajdan. At the time this seemed an extraordinary recording achievement, though at the
end of 1966 Solti's version appeared on the
Decca label and caught the imagination of the
whole hi-fi world with its vast dynamic range
and extremely silent background ( it was the
first Dolbyed classical recording). However,
EMI have now re- issued their version as a
boxed set on HMV SLS806 ( reviewed August)
and it has been most interesting to relive those
original enthusiasms and get to grips again with
Klemperer's less histrionic but, perhaps,
architecturally more convincing performance.
Undoubtedly the dynamic range is more
restricted than on the Decca/Solti set, but the
slightly irritating double-basses that jump from
the right-hand speaker on the latter are spread
out leftwards and placed farther back on the
EMI. Other differences of balance will be a
matter of taste, but the EMI can certainly be
commended for a pleasing ambience and a
very clear and clean overall sound which even
today might almost add a star to the A under
our rating scheme. All keen Mahlerians should
have both Solti and Klemperer.
There is no doubt about the improved
quality of Philips recordings during the last
year or so. We have called attention to this
before, and it may be thought that chamber
music in general and Mozart in particular
raise few problems in recording; but in fact
the nearer we get to a sound source which can
be reproduced at almost natural levels in our
own rooms, especially when the piano is
involved, the more difficult it becomes to
achieve a really convincing result. SAL6500
054/5 ( reviewed May and June) on which
Henryk Szeryng and Ingrid Haebler play five
Mozart Violin Sonatas, including perhaps the
three finest, come at least as near to this
accomplishment as any similar discs. The
microphone is close—the violinist's intake of
breath can be heard—but the acoustic is
admirably neutral yet devoid of the excessive
'dryness' which vitiates many such close miked
recordings. Consequently, given a room of
adequate size, one can ' materialise' these
players between the speakers in the most lifelike way, and if the environment does not
permit this to be done the use of the volume
control will place the artists back, behind the
speakers, without producing an artificial effect.
This is first-class engineering, allied to splendid
playing and unjustly neglected music.
Mozart's Divertimento K.63 and Cassation
K.99 will tax no listener's power of concentration, nor will it matter greatly if he misses
parts of them by attention to conversation;
but we can think of few more complete delights
than to sit with a friend over a bottle of good
wine on a summer evening in any one of a
dozen different places while this, or similar
music by the same composer is played. If your
holiday situation hasn't lent itself to the pursuit
of this particular happiness, you may readily
capture it with the aid of the record made by
the Vienna Mozart Ensemble under Boskovsky
(Decca SXL6500, reviewed July).
Alternatively, you may elect to give closer attention
and savour more fully the beautiful playing of
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

these slight, youthful works and the really excellent recorded quality, quite unforced, as befits
the music, but full, firm and sweet in tone, with
good stereo and presence without overcloseness. This disc must be a universal
recommendation, because it exemplifies every
aspect of high quality.
A toccata can be said to be a show- piece
written for a solo instrument, in particular the
Organ, and the record called Toccata with
Noel Rawsthorn playing the large organ of
Liverpool Cathedral on Columbia TWO338
(reviewed June) certainly lives up to its title.
Musically the record is excellent and the
recording is the type that one likes to play as
loud as the equipment will stand, with the
lower pedal notes really shaking the foundations! The organ is not balanced too close and
thus the Cathedral's long reverberation time
of approximately 7¡ secs is well in evidence,
giving a bloom to the sound and making the
recording even more satisfying. We might have
liked alittle more clarity in the upper pipe work,
but on the other hand the sound from the pipes
of the different manuals and swell are all well
balanced and blended. Here and there the
difficult waveform produces small traces of
distortion which may be partly due to the tape,
but this didn't detract from musical enjoyment,
which certainly at the bass end is in the demonstration class. Bach's famous Toccata in D
minor and Widor's Toccata from the 5th
Symphony are two ' musts' commercially, and
both are on the record, giving a thrilling
impression of the organ as it sounds in the
cathedral.
Werner Krenn's Schubert/Schumann recital
on SXL6506 ( reviewed June) is a captivating
recording which deserved agood A and avery
good 1—both of which it received. A tenor
and piano would just about fit into the living
room—apart from a modern flat perhaps.
However, Decca opt for alarger acoustic which
can be mentally added on to the listening room
with very satisfying results. Singer and accompaniment are placed centrally and set back
somewhat so that modest levels are called for;
the effect is akin to that enjoyed in the better
seats of asmaller hall.
Once or twice sibilants seem unnaturally
close, betraying either aclose microphone or—
equally probably—your reviewer's incredulous
(incredible?) ear. It is fatally easy to be
critical of detail on the grounds that one would
not hear it in real life, only to find similar
things occurring at the very next recital one
attends!
A few clicks, and sufficient warp to cause a
little wow, on the finished pressing. A criticism
of the pickup arm, perhaps, but then many
aren't very good in this respect.
Antiphony between spatially separated
choirs in recordings of baroque church music
has undergone a minor revival since stereo
became the norm for home reproduction. But,
as experiments with quadraphony have shown,
two channels impose severe limitations when
it comes to handling spaced performers and a
church acoustic. Argo clearly had this problem
in mind when they issued the disc of Schutz
Double Choir Motets entitled Cantate Domino
(ZRG 666, reviewed May), featuring the
Heinrich Schutz Choir and various instrumentalists directed by Roger Norrington.
A note on the sleeve states that the choirs
have been recorded with exceptional separation
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(at St. Johns Smith Square), and suggests that
the listener move his speakers wider apart than
usual and sit between them for the best effect.
Peter Branscombe mentioned this and commended the result in his original review, and
we now offer enthusiastic agreement. The
majestic music on this record reproduces
impressively even with a conventional speaker
layout, but when one follows the above plan
the effect is splendid, giving a real sense of
being in the church. Not only are the groups
of singers and instruments to one's sides, but
some ' central' wind and brass seem to come
from above one's head—as if from a high
gallery. Buy it and try it!
The extraordinary Kullervo Symphony of
Sibelius receives a magnificent first recording
by EMI ( SLS807, a two-record set reviewed
July), featuring the Bournemouth Symphony
Orchestra under Paavo Berglund, with the
Helsinki Male Voice Choir and two vocal
soloists. Musically, we must add our support
to Basil Ashmore in urging all lovers of
Sibelius ( all lovers of striking, broodingly
romantic music!) to hear this wonderful performance, while technically the only ground
we can find for doubting Basil's star- rating is
that on a really wide-range loudspeaker there
is just a little too much extreme treble—but
this is easily corrected and there is no sign of
'fizz'.
Produced by Brian Culverhouse, the recording was made in the Guildhall at Southampton,
a seemingly excellent venue for such largescale music, permitting a fine sense of space
without loss of inner clarity. The orchestral/
choral/solo balance is most convincingly
judged, and the musical drama helped by a
recording of notably wide dynamic range and
exceptionally silent recorded background.
Altogether, an outstanding achievement.
That the voice of Hermann Prey should
dominate Philips 6500 116 ( reviewed July)—a
recital of Telemann cantatas, delightfully sung
and played—seems almost inevitably right.
The words are most important in these pieces
and in this recording one needs little imagination to picture Mr. Prey, animatedly bewailing
the loss of a favourite canary or espousing the
wretchedness of the school-master's lot. Behind
him the accompaniment is discreetly and
pleasantly distributed in a fairly small but
nevertheless attractive and convincing acoustic.
The whole blends beautifully and is more than
just pleasing to the ear; it is reminiscent of the
real thing and can hardly fail to give musical
satisfaction.
Unfortunately some background noise is
present, though it is by no means obtrusive;
the demands of the material on the medium
are not immoderate anyway. LF noise at one
point in the ' Canary' cantata reminds one
once again just how good Philips pressings
generally are now. This is the first—very
minor—grouse one can raise about afair stack
of Philips records heard recently.
As far as naturalistic opera recording goes,
Philips' production of Tippett's Midsummer
Marriage (
6703027, reviewed May) is an
absolute winner, the balance between chorus,
soloists and orchestra being different from the
approach generally adopted these days. The
whole thing is set well back—very much as one
hears it in the typical opera- house seat in fact.
The singers are surrounded by a most convincing ambience that is spacious without
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swallowing up vocal articulation or blurring
orchestral detail. There is a remarkable integration of sound in which the soloists seem
just forward of the chorus and a little more
prominent; singers are never spotlighted above
the orchestra, though, and although this sometimes results in diction suffering, the overall
effect is very lifelike. Stereo is good, with singers
clearly placed without screaming 'close-miking'.
There are a few minor reservations. First,
the orchestra seems a little wide, being as wide
as the ' stage'. The impression in the operahouse is usually that the orchestra is a little
more confined than the singers, though this is
admittedly more a matter of acoustic than
width. Second, there was occasional roughness
on high notes, especially on loud, concerted
choral parts. Finally, the surfaces were alittle
noisier than is usual on Philips discs these days,
though tape- hiss and other extraneous noises
were to all intents and purposes absent. Apart
from the aforementioned occasional roughness,
both the singers and the chorus sounded utterly
convincing. The records could be played with
the tone controls flat, but a touch of filter to
take the edge off the high notes was deemed
preferable on occasion.
Vaughan Williams' Magnificat is coupled
with Riders to the Sea, a short opera, given its
first recording on ASD2699 ( reviewed July).
The Orchestra Nova of London is conducted
by Meredith Davies, and the Ambrosian
Women Singers and Soloists are balanced
particularly well against the orchestra, with a
wide dynamic range. In this type of music
words become very important, and here they
are clearly audible throughout. Although the
singers are fairly well forward, in moments of
climax they are not allowed to overshadow the
orchestra. The chorus in the opera takes very
much a backward role, but nevertheless makes
its presence felt. The flute in the Magnificat is
placed fairly well forward by the engineers, but
we do not think this inappropriate for the
music. The string tone is sweet, and in the
opera the wind and sea effects are mixed into
the sound picture to give a most appropriate
atmosphere. We must again commend EMI
for their quiet background, although on the
other hand pre-echo was noticed on several
occasions. We regard this issue as very satisfying musically as well as of excellent technical
quality.
It is rare for RCA to get a mention in this
feature, though the big American companies
do sometimes produce very good recordings—
especially when made in London. One such is
of Vaughan Williams Symphony No. 9, with
pieces from The England of Elizabeth as afiller.
Featuring the LSO under André Previn
(SB 6842, reviewed June), this recording has a
translucently clear quality, an open and delicate
texture within apleasant acoustic. Well spread
spatially and nicely balanced instrumentally.
the only significant tell-tale of multi-miking is
a slight steeliness in the extreme top—easily
filtered off to give a very smooth overall
quality. As noted by Burnett James in his
review, recorded dynamics and ambience seem
to permit a fair choice of replay levels without
impairing naturalness. Very pleasant.
Considered by many to be his finest work,
Vaughan-Williams' Job is now available in
what must surely be the definitive performance
and recording on ASD2673 (reviewed April).
EMI sometimes produce areal masterpiece that
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

takes the breath away and leaves one reeling
for want of something to say. Rather than
follow that remark with aflood of superlatives,
let it simply be said that Sir Adrian Boult's
performance with the LSO is magnificent; the
balance between the various parts of the
orchestra is correct; the instruments are not
stupidly widely-separated, nor are they picked
out and spotlighted by badly done close-miking.
The orchestra is clear, in the middle-distance
and with an appropriate amount of reverberation. The dynamic range is wide, hiss is not
obtrusive and the record has one of the quietest
backgrounds heard for a long time. Indeed,
it was so quiet that it was possible to listen to
the record over headphones, with the tone
controls of a Quad absolutely flat, and still
hear practically nothing but the music. The
production team, Christopher Bishop and
Michael Gray,' recorded this in the Kingsway
Hall. What our record companies will do when
it is demolished heaven knows. When the last
interesting and worthwhile building in London
has been pulled down, perhaps people will
listen to this record to remember some of the
things that were best in the 1970s. If all records
were this good, record critics would be out of
a job and record buyers would have nothing
to complain about.
In his review of Verdi's Don Carlo (
SLS956,
July) Cedric Wallis praised EMI's recording
for ' a brilliant resonance that never becomes
shrill and ... many complex ensembles [ that]
are finely balanced'. For asummary of recording quality confined to one sentence, that is
right on the ball, emphasising the very high
standard now achieved in EMI opera recording.
For many years Decca have set the level to
which good opera producers might aspire, and
the EMI team have obviously been doing some
hard work in rising to the challenge.
Recorded in the Walthamstow Town Hall,

MUSIC ON RECORD
as well ( HMV SAN 157/8— Los Angeles/
Burgos). The distinctions are important and
should be followed through and out.
The Hat is more ' open'; the scoring brilliant
and luminous; the dances clear cut and
specific; the harmonic and rhythmic structure
more straightforward, though each ballet
explores from its own angle Falla's lifelong
obsession with the technique of natural resonance which more than anything else distinguishes his music.
Choice in El amor resolves itself fairly
easily: Giulini with Los Angeles ( Columbia
SAX5265) [
13:1] and Raphael Fruhbeck de
Burgos with Nati Mistral ( Decca SXL6287)
[B:I]; both have the New Philharmonia and
are pretty even stevens.
The marvellous
Victoria de los Angeles is rather less earthy and
chesty than Nati Mistral; and Giulini is
Italian rather than Spanish, like Burgos—so
the Columbia is a bit smoother and sleeker
than the Decca.
But most argument is knocked down by the
Ace of Diamonds of Ansermet, not because it
is better for El amor (
in fact it is a little less
pointed sometimes and less well recorded,
being older). But it has for coupling El
Retablo de Maese Pedro, and if you are
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this production (featuring a brilliant team of
soloists with the Covent Garden orchestra and
Ambrosian Opera Chorus under Giulini) makes
use of space most effectively, with fine perspectives for distant brass and gunfire, and
solo voices which move fore and aft in a
flexible manner to suit the drama rather than
with a constantly close balance of the sort at
one time common from EMI. The choruses
are perhaps a little weakly and unclearly
balanced in some of the great ensembles, but
this is the only criticism we can make of a
generally splendid sound to accompany
Giulini's intense and sweeping interpretation
of this great opera. Congratulations to EMI
and to Producer Christopher Bishop.
Walton conducting Walton with the LSO in
an appropriately buoyant and virtuoso mood
can't be bad if the recording isn't. And
Lyrita's recent offering (SRCS49, reviewed
June) of four of the composer's shorter pieces—
one for orchestra with piano played by Peter
Kat in—isn't.
Presumably the tape wasn't a coincident
mike effort, but it does have the pleasantly
open and effortlessly real quality one associates
with that technique, together with an unanomalous and very satisfying sense of the ambience
in the fairly large, and surely empty, hall used
for the recording (and not named on the sleeve,
a pity).
The impression of a single microphone
position is heightened during the concertante
where the piano is sensibly narrow, sitting in
the usual place and playing with the orchestra
and not on top of it; no change in the orchestral balance itself is apparent. This is a concerto foi piano and orchestra, so Phase Four
would be more than usually inappropriate—
though some might prefer a little more of the
solo instrument. The review pressing was good
and the cutting first class.

interested in Falla, or Spanish music at all, you
must have El Retablo. Thus SDDI34 is essential
and no arguing [B/C: 1/2] even if rating does
not say so unequivocally.
Columbia and
Decca have good but not directly relevant
couplings.
The Hat position is different if only because
the complete ballet takes two whole sides, or
nearly two. The old Anserment is now on
Ace of Clubs ( mACL182) with a bit of
fillup. It sounds a bit thin now [C: 1/2],
and the later Anserment is to be preferred, if
only because of its sound, though in fact not
only because of sound but also because of
Teresa Berganza (SXL2296) [
B: 1/2], also with
a small fillup (from La Vida Breve). Fruhbeck
de Burgos and Los Angeles are probably best
recommendation here ( HMV ASD608) [
B: 1].
Maybe neither work has an absolutely ideal
recording; but what we have is good for the
cause—and the cause of Falla is entirely worth
supporting. These are two fascinating and
original works: they do not couple together
on LP. But they lie side by side in Falla's
catalogue and they lie side by side in any
intelligent record collection.
Burnett James
El amor brujo
1. Ansermet— Ace of Diamonds SDD134
Retablo) [B/C: 1/2] (
overall)
The Three Cornered Hat
1. Fruhbeck de Burgos— HMV ASD608 I
B: 1¡

(
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THIS MONTH COLIN DAVIS TAKES UP HIS
APPOINTMENT AS MUSICAL DIRECTOR AT
THE ROYAL OPERA HOUSE, COVENT GARDEN
TO MARK THIS EXCITING OCCASION
PHILIPS RELEASE...
PURCELL • DIDO AND AENEAS
JOSEPHINE VEASEY, ELIZABETH BAINBRIDGE, HELEN DONATH, FRANK PATTERSON, JOHN SHIRLEY-QUIRK
THE JOHN ALLDIS CHOIR
THE ACADEMY OF ST. MARTIN- IN-THE- FIELDS
6500131 (text included) Release date September 10th
In this notable recording, Colin Davis brings to Purcell's masterpiece the sensitivity,
insight and musicality that contributed to the amazing triumph of his epoch-making
recordings of " The Trojans" and " The Midsummer Marriage".

OTHER OUTSTANDING OPERA RECORDINGS CONDUCTED BY COLIN DAVIS

MOZART • IDOMENEO
.MARGHERITA RINALDI, PAULINE TINSLEY, GEORGE SHIRLEY, RYLAND DAVIES
BBC CHORUS AND SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
6703024 (3 . record box set)

BERLIOZ • THE TROJANS
JOSEPHINE VEASEY, BERIT LINDHOLM, JON VICKERS, PETER GLOSSOP
CHORUS AND ORCHESTRA OF THE ROYAL OPERA HOUSE, COVENT GARDEN
6709002 (5-record box set)

TIPPETT • THE MIDSUMMER MARRIAGE
JOAN CARLYLE, ELIZABETH HARWOOD, ALBERTO REMEDIOS, STUART BURROWS, RAIMUND HERINCZ
CHORUS AND ORCHESTRA OF THE ROYAL OPERA HOUSE, COVENT GARDEN
6703027 (3-record box set)

ALSO NEW THIS MONTH

COLIN DAVIS conducts BEETHOVEN
SYMPHONY No. 3IN EFLAT, Op. 35, "EROICA"
CORIOLAN - OVERTURE, Op. 62
BBC SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
6500141 Release date September 10th

PHILIPS

PHILIPS
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PHILIPS RECORDS LIMITED, STANHOPE HOUSE, STANHOPE PLACE, LONDON W2.
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looking back
by Peter Gammond
A column of second thoughts, new discoveries and old favorites
N common with everyone for whom jazz
I
has been a vital and exciting part of their
musical experience and enjoyment, I could
hardly imagine a time when Louis Armstrong
would no longer be with us. He was for so
long the germinal voice of jazz; it was the
urgent yet relaxed, vibrant yet mellow sound
of his cornet and trumpet that seemed to lead
the way for me like a beacon as Idiscovered
this new and intriguing music for myself. Some
jazz disappoints on a first hearing, but each
discovery of an Armstrong masterpiece was
always exciting, a clear step forward in jazz
appreciation.
There was that vital cornet buried in the
acoustic chirpings of the 1923 King Oliver
Creole Jazz Band recordings like Canal
Street blues; the telling comments behind
Bessie Smith on sides like Cold in hand blues;
the surging voice that brought so many
Fletcher Henderson recordings to sudden life.
Then there was the crude excitement of
Drop that sack in 1926; the rough vitality of
the 1927 Hot Seven recordings like Willie the
weeper; the moving simplicity of Savoy
blues; and the incredible perfection of the
1928 West End blues and the 1929 Knockin' a
jug with Jack Teagarden. There were those
swinging big band sounds of the 1930s; those
delightful recordings with the Mills Brothers in
1938 and the masterpieces of 1940—Perdido
Street, 2: 19 blues and the sublime Coal cart
blues.
One of the most exciting experiences in my
life was when I first heard and met him in
person in the 1950s. Ihad gone with Sinclair
Traill, Gerald Ia.scelles and Ed Kirkeby
(erstwhile manager of Fats Waller and then
with the Deep River Boys) to Paris especially
to hear him. We met up with Mezz Mezzrow
and Hugues Panassié and were taken backstage
at the Olympia Music Hall and, as we came in,
we heard Louis's trumpet in full flight on
stage. It was like, Iimagine, hearing Gabriel
for the first time. One suddenly knew that it
was real magic; the probing yet poised
trumpet sounded even bettei than it had on all
those treasured records. Later we had dinner
with Louis and Trummy Young, Edmond
Hall, Bill Coleman, Mezz and others and
greatly enjoyed his overwhelming companionship. I met him several times later on his
various visits to London and always felt like a
disciple at the foot of the Messiah; and yet
there was a sadness about this ebullient giant
in captivity, aweariness as he sat in his dressingroom amid his bottles of patent medicine and
his over-eager worshippers, which the great
spirit and good-nature always overcame when
he regained his poise. To have known, met
and heard Louis Armstrong will lend us a
little glory for the rest of our days, for he was
a legend right from the start and will remain
one for ever.
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

At the moment, a lot of the Armstrong
masterpieces that ought to be available are
not currently around on LP in this country
and you would have to avail yourself of imports
through the jazz specialist dealers to acquire
even amodest collection. The Oliver sides are
on
Riverside .‘t
RLP8805 ;
the
Fletcher
Henderson items on CBS ®BPG62001; the
Bessie Smith tracks on CBS * BPG62377; and
there are interesting Armstrong items on
'Jazz Sounds of the Thirties', Vol. 4— Parlophone :%iPMC1177 and the • Sidney Bechet
Memorial '— Fontana
etTFL5087.
From
French CBS there are a mammoth eight
volumes of Armstrong material under the
collective heading of ' Louis Armstrong
V.S.O.P.'— S62.470-76 and 750. On the
British Ace of Hearts series ' Jazz Classics'—
vAH7 and ' New Orleans . Nights' VAH18
should not be missed; the ' Town Hall' concert is on RCA
RD7659 and the fine
'Louis Armstrong plays W. C. Handy' was
on Realm 8RM52067 when last heard of.

The fascinating ' Satchmo: A Musical Autobiography' has some splendid things in it and
will provide an apt momento of the great
man—Brunswick SLAT8211/4.
this month features Colin Davis
who, we might say now, has richly fulfilled all
the hopes that were pinned on him and has
become our leading British conductor; a
worthy successor, in style and achievement,
to such as Henry Wood, Thomas Beecham
and Adrian Boult (still very active, we are
happy to say). As Philips have suggested,
September is very much Colin Davis month
OUR COVER
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for three very good reasons. On September 1st
he officially takes up residence as the musical
director of Covent Garden in succession to
Georg Solti; during the first part of September
he will be doing his final duty by the BBC
Symphony Orchestra and the Proms, playing
a prominent role, including the world-famous
'last night' on September 18th; thirdly,
this month sees the issue of his new recording
of Dido and Aeneas and a new Eroica.
We shall obviously expect the Davis operatic
repertoire to build quickly after avery careful
and predominantly successful start with
Idomeneo, Tippett's Midsummer Marriage
and, of course, the mighty Trojans and now
Dido; there could hardly be amore contrasted
group of ventures than those—each one an
acclaimed success. There is already a Figaro
on tape which, from what we heard of it at
Brent Town Hall recently, will also be a
splendid achievement.
The notable feature of Colin Davis's recording career has been its catholicity of taste. The
composers notably include Berlioz and Mozart
of course, Bartók, Beethoven, Dvofák, Haydn,
Handel, J. C. Bach, Stravinsky, as well as
many miscellaneous items.
Having been
present at a number of Davis recording
sessions (Iremember the Mozart Requiem and
the Haydn Seasons with special pleasure)
we have always been impressed with the quiet
authority and good-humour with which this
gentlest of men always gets his way and his
friendly rapport with the orchestra.
To
mention a few specific records, Ihave always
considered his record of the Berlioz overtures
a specially delightful eye-opener (SAL3573)
and his recording of the Symphonie Fantastique
(SAL3441) the best there is. His Mozart,
especially the concertos with Haebler, is the
result of a complete understanding of this
most demanding of composers.
We wish Colin Davis strength and inspiration
in his new post and look forward to the many
years of rich maturity to come.
Two RECORDS that have given me special
enjoyment recently—firstly the Previn recording
of Mendelssohn's Italian symphony coupled
with Ruy Blas and Prokofiev's Classical
(RCA SB6847). I had begun to feel that I
should never come across aClassical symphony
that was just right for my personal tastes, but
now I have it. This is a positively glowing
performance, delicate yet intensely alive, rhythmically poised, full of fun and affection.
And, incidentally, a wonderfully well-packed
record that suffers in no way soundwise because of it.
The second I mention because, although
our reviewer gave it an A : 1rating very fairly,
he frankly admitted that he did not enjoy it—
having no predilection for the Irish brogue,
I gather. Comparing notes with the Editor,
we both found we had gained immense enjoyment from it—I refer to the recording of
Beethoven's Irish songs (Philips 6500 104)
by Irish tenor Frank Patterson. The last time
Ireviewed this singer he was singing Neapolitan
songs and Iwas not too taken with that. But
here Ithought him just right, even if such a
performance makes them sound less like
Beethoven than you would expect. Try No
more, my Mary and The pulse of an Irishman
as sample delights. A thoroughly entertaining
record—if you like Irish tenors, of course.
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American.
Continental
and
British stereo tape recordings.

PRICE 4Sp Post Free
W.S.L. BLANK DISC shows how
well your pickup is performing. Detects side thrusting immeciately and
the mirror like surface of the vinyl
disc reflects the under side of your
cartridge and stylus making it possible
to align your pickup accurately.
PRICE 70p Post Free

TTHE WILSON STEREO LIBRARY LTD.
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To, The Wilson Stereo Library Ltd.,
104-106 Norwood High Street, London, S.E.27.
(Tick items required)
Please send

me free

booklet giving

full

details of the W.S.L. Stereo Disc and Tape
Library and W.S.L. " Records and Cassettes
at Cost" Service.

Ienclose Sp postage.

Li Please send me a copy of the W.S.L. Specialist Stereo Catalogue. Ienclose 40p and
understand that this will be credited to me
in full should Idecide to become a Library
Member.

Please send W.S.L. Blank Disc at 70p
Please send W.S.L. Side Thrust Corrector
at 4Sp.

Total enclosed L
Name
Address

Please send me The W.S.L. Stereo loden.
Ienclose £1-25 plus P & P 20p.

HFN
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RECORDS REVIEWED
(GENERAL CONTENTS LIST INSIDE FRONT COVER)

CLASSICAL:
ADAM, MEYERBEER, ROSSINI
(More Favourite Ballets:
Drmandy)
ALBINONI, MARCELLO,
VIVALDI, etc
(Four Italian oboe concertos)

CAVALIERI
Representation of the Soul
and the Body
1629

1629

ALBRECHTSBERGER,
HOFFMEISTER
Partita, Concerto ( Sándor)

1629

ALKAN
Pi ino music ( R. Smith)

1629

A VISON
Cc ncertos Op. 6 ( Hurwitz)
C. F. E. BACH
Odes,
Psalms, &
(Fischer-Dieskau)

CHABRIER, RAVEL, RIMSKYKORSAKOV
España, Rapsodie espagnole,
etc

1636

1636

CHOPIN, LISZT
Piano sonatas ( Anievas)

1636

COUPERIN, LECLAIR
Instrumental works

1636

1630

DE BREVILLE, DEBUSSY,
DUPARC, etc
(French Songs: Croiza)

1636
1637
1637

1638

1630

DVORAK
Symphonies 1-9 ( Kertesz)
Piano trios in & g

J. C BACH, HANDEL, DANDRIEU, etc
(Ars Antigua: 1st Recital)

1630

ELGAR
Symphony
( Elgar)

J. C. BACH, J. S. BACH
Concerto, Symphony ( Stephani)

FAURE, HANDEL, SCHUBERT,
etc
1630 ( Stuart Burrows Recital)
1638

J. S BACH
SLites 1-4 ( Marriner)
SLites 1-4 ( Klemperer)
Concertos ( Egel)
Gamba sonatas ( Wenzinger)
Organ concertos ( Alain)
Organ works ( Lehotka)
Organ works ( Otto)

1630
1630
1631
1631
1631
1631
1631

Lieder

J. S. BACH, BYRD, GIBBON,
etc
(Tie Claviorganum: Thomas)

1631

2 /

Rehearsal

HANDEL
'Israel in Egypt' ( Mackerras)
'Messiah' ( Boult)

1638
1638

HAYDN
Symphonies 73-81
String quartets in D & E,

1638
1639

HAYDN, L. MOZART, MOZART
Violin sonatas
1639

JANACEK
Sinfonietta / Taras Bulba

J. S BACH, VIVALDI
Concertos ( de Waart)

1632

LALO, RAVEL
Symphonie espagnole,
Tzigane

1639

1632
1632

LECOCQ, WALTON
Mam'zelle Angot, Façade

1639

1632

LISZT
Piano music ( Ashkenazv)

1642

1633

BELLINI
'Il Pirata' ( Gavazzeni)

1628

BELLINI, ROSSINI, VERDI
(Ciristina Deutekom Sings)

1633

BER_IOZ
Symphonie fantastique
lOtterloo)

1633

BERLIOZ, DEBUSSY, RAVEL
Damnation of Faust, La Mer,
Daphnis et Chloe ( Stokowski)

1633

BIZET, CHARPENTIER,
GOUNOD, etc
(Montserrat Caballé)

1633

BOCCHERINI, VERDI
St -ing quartets ( Italian Qt)

1635

1639

MAHLER
Lieder emes fahrenden Gesellen Kindertotenlieder ( Prey) 1642
MESSIAEN, SCHOENBERG
7 Haikai, Chamber symphony

1642

MILHAUD
Carnaval d'Aix / Concertos

1642

MONTEVERDI
'II Ritorno d'Ulisse in Patria'

1642

MORLEY, SUSATO
Dances

1643

PURCELL
'Dido and Aeneas' ( Davis)

1643

RAVEL
Rapsodie
espagnole,
(Martinon)

1643

etc

BON ONCINI, GROSSI,
IAC21-11NI, etc
(Baroque Trumpet concertos)

1635

BOYCE
Si: overtures ( Lewis)

1635

BRA HMS
Piano concerto 2 ( RichterHaaser)

1635

4 Last Songs, etc ( FischerDieskau)

SCARLATTI
Harpsichord sonatas

1643

1635

SCHOENBERG
Pierrot Lunaire / Serenade

1644

SCHUBERT
Piano music ( Kempff)
Lieder ( Price)
Lieder ( Baker)

1644
1644
1628

BRUCKNER
Symphony 3 ( Schuricht)

1635

BUXTEHUDE,
STEFANI
Cantatas, Stabat Mater

1635
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RIMSKY-KORSAKOV
(Orchestral Concert: Ansermet)

1643

ROSSINI
'The
Barber
(Leinsdorf)

1643
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1644

SHOSTAKOVITCH
Symphony 2 / The Bolt
Violin sonata / Piano trio

1644
1645

SIBELIUS
Symphony 1 ( Sargent)

1645

R. STRAUSS
'Rosenkavalier'—highlights
(Solti)
STRAVINSKY
The Firebird ( Ansermet)

1645
1645

SULLIVAN
'The Mikado' ( Faris)

1645

TCHAIKOVSKY
Piano trio ( Menuhin)

1645

VAUGHAN WILLIAMS
Symphony 5 / Tallis fantasia
(Barbirolli)

1645

VIVALDI
Concertos ( Kara)an)

1647

BRITTEN, etc
(Coventry Cathedral
Choir)

Boys
1636

GUITAR SPECIAL:
DODGSON, PONCE, STRAUBE
(Guitar & Harpsichord:
Williams)
1647
THEODORAKIS
(Guitar works: Farandouri)

1647

ALBENIZ, FALLA, GRANADOS,
etc
1639 ( Spanish Music, etc: Williams) 1647

HENZE
El Cimarrón

J. S. BACH, HANDEL, PURCELL
Trio sonatas
1632

BEETHOVEN
Symphony 3 Eroica' ( Davis)
Symphony 7 ( Giulini)
Piano concerto 3 / 32 variations ( Lupu)
He mmerklavier sonata
Eschenbach)

SCHUMANN
Lieder ( E. Schumann)

CUTTING, BATCHELAR,
ROBINSON, etc
(English Guitar Music:
Behrend)
TAPE RECORDS:

1647
1648-9

Mahler: Das Lied von der Erde
Mozart: Piano concertos 8 & 9
The World of Tchaikovsky
Verdi: ' La Traviata'—highlights
The World of Brass Bands
An Evening with Benny Goodman
Henry Mancini: Film Themes
A to Z
The Kinks: Percy
Manuel and Music of the Mountains
Roger Whittaker: New Day in
the Morning
Original Score: Love Story
Cleo Laine: Portrait
Mantovani: Film Encores
Liza Minelli: New Feelin'
Velvet Underground: Loaded
Frank Sinatra: Greatest Hits,
Vol. 2
The Roaring Twenties

POPULAR ALBUMS:
Manuel & his Music of the
Mountains
Louis Armstrong: Disney Songs
Eartha
Kitt: Just an
OldFashioned Girl
Best of Bob Newhart
Songs of Scotland and Ireland
—Roundup

1654

Miles Davis: Jack Johnson
Miles Davis at Fillmore
Ben Webster: Atmosphere for
Lovers and Thieves
Jimmy Smith: The Other Side
of Jimmy Smith
Bobby Hackett & Vic Dickenson:
This Is My Bag
Harry Roy: The King of Hot Cha
POETRY & DRAMA:
1654-7
Theatre
John Skelton and Early Lyric
Visions from Piers Plowman
As You Like It
Rudyard Kipling
Rights of Passage ( Braithwaite)
E. M. Forster reads
MISCELLANY:

1657

Nature's Amazing Voices
Wildlife of Wales
Traction Engines

1650

Festivalia ' 71
Cory Band: Trumpets Wild
Fodens Band: Brass Supreme

1627

1651-3

JAZZ:

LIGHT:

Seville'

CURRENT POP:

Jeff Sturgess & Universe
Bobbie Gentry: Patchwork
Bread, Love & Dreams: Amaryllis
Strawbs: From the Witchwood
Marie Little: Factory Girl
John Entwhistle: Smash Your
Head Against a Wall
Jackie McAuley
Blood, Sweat & Tears: BS & T4
Bronco: Ace of Sunlight
The McCoys: Hang on Sloopy
The Rascals: Peaceful World
Chilliwack
West Indies Soul
The Coasters: Hungry
East of Eden: The World of
James Taylor: Mud Slide Slim
Chet Atkins & Jerry Reed: Me
and Jerry
Bobby Jameson: Too Many
Mornings
Rufus Thomas: Live at P.J.'s
Wilbert Harrison & Baby
Washington
Vince Hill: The Singer and the
Songs
Dave & Ansel Collins: Double
Barrel
Tighten Up, Vol. 4
Tim Hart & Maddy Prior: Summer
Solstice
Paul Korda: Passing Stranger
Gordon Lightfoot: If you could
Read My Mind
Rick Jones: Twixt You and Me

1650

STEREO, MONO and PROCESSED MONO. Any record reviewed
in this magazine may be assumed to
be stereophonic unless its number is
preceded by m ( monophonic) or I')
(processed mono).
Every effort is
made to ensure accuracy, but manufacturers' labelling is sometimes misleading on this point.

Owing to the recent reduction of
purchase- tax, many record prices
have altered slightly. We were
able to correct most of these
before going to press, but some
may be inaccurate.
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FEATURE

REV1[Ews

Belliniss
II Pirata
BY CEDRIC WALLIS

The libretto which Felice Romani provided
for Bellini's II Pirata is founded on the play
Bertram by an Irish clergyman called Charles
Maturin, who enjoyed the commendations of
Sir Walter Scott and Lord Byron, as well as
the practical interest of Edmund Kean who
successfully produced the play at Drury Lane
in 1816, with himself as the eponymous hero.
It concerns the violent goings-on in 13th
century Sicily of two bellicose noblemen
(Ernesto and Gualtiero in the opera) who are
not only at war in the full sense of the term,
but are also conducting a private feud over
the lovely Imogene, who has been forced into
marriage with Ernesto though she is in love
with Gualtiero. At the beginning of the opera,
Gualtiero has been defeated by his rival, and
has become the pirate of the title. His ship
has been cast ashore near Ernesto's castle of
Caldora and the kindly Imogene sets about
rescuing the shipwrecked mariners, not knowing that they are pirates and that their captain
is her lover Gualtiero. The plot from there

A
Schubert
Evening
BY BRYAN CORRIE
From the onset one has the impression of
two great artists working at something they
love. Within a few notes Gerald Moore
manages to suggest both the motion of the
spinning wheel ( exactly the right tempo) and
also the heartache of the singer; then Janet
Baker enters with an immediate and complete
identification with the tragic Gretchen and
one is totally involved. My pressings arrived
too late for me to carry out any comparative
listening, but there is no doubt that this
Gretchen is in a different class from that of
Margaret Price reviewed elsewhere herein.
The recital ends with aglorious Junge Nonne
of which the final pages, where the bell tolls
in the piano, are ineffably moving— but should
Gerald Moore have been quite so loud in the
introduction? Between these two dramatic
pieces there are songs of every type, all superbly done, including two humorous ones in

will be predictable by most seasoned operagoers!
Bellini has clothed this crude tale in music
that has the lyrical charm on which his fame
is founded. Imogene has duets with both
Gualtiero and Ernesto and the opera ends
with the splendid Mad Scene, which Maria
Callas was the first to make famous in our
time. Montserrat Caballé is not only impressive in these, as one would expect, but she
gives eloquent utterance to the heightened
recitative in which much of the opera's story
is told. There are times when her articulation
might be clearer, but at least she gives the
vowels the right colour, even when the consonants dissolve in the ecstasy of beautiful
tone- spinning. Her husband, Bernabé Marti,
puts over the Pirate's music very forcefully,
but his vocal tone is inclined to lack colour.
He is the possessor of a convincing high C,
but leaves alone the Ds which Bellini provided for the great Rubini, who sang Gualtiero
at the opera's première in 1827.
Piero Cappuccilli is equally forthright, as
the unsympathetic Ernesto (akind of Bellinian
Conte di Luna); he is sometimes in trouble
with the rapid roulades in which this score
abounds, but sings very acceptably in his
duet with Caballé. The rest of the cast do
well enough with their limited opportunities,
but Imust give a special word of praise to
the chorus who sing robustly or sensitively
as the score requires, providing an excellent
backing to the opera's many fine ensembles,
such as the storm that opens the work ( recalling Verdi's Otello) and the sextet that forms
the finale to Act I. Gianandrea Gavazzeni
conducts with the authority of a man who
knows exactly where he is going and how to
get there; Iwould only criticise an occasional
tendency to approximate crescendo with
accelerando.
The recording is on the bright and brilliant
side; very good on the whole, but occasionally tending to be harsh. The balance is good,

Gianandrea Gavazzeni

'photo: EMI

BELLINI: ' II Pirata'
Piero Cappuccilli (bar) I Montserrat Caballé
(sop) IBernabé Marti (ten) rGiuseppe &rate
(ten) I Ruggeri, Raimondi ( bass) I Flora
Rafanelli ( m-sop) IChorus and Orchestra of
Radiotelevisione Italiana, Rome I Gianandrea
Gavazzeni
HMV SLS953 (
3 records) (£7.17)

though Ifound ( surprisingly) that the chorus
line was sometimes overwhelmed in the
ensembles.
In sum, this recording is a very valuable
addition to the fist of ' bel canto' operas, for
which we may be grateful. Ifound it extremely
enjoyable. [
A/B: 1]

A SCHUBERT EVENING
SCHUBERT: Gretchen am Spinnrade,
D118
Suleika I, D720
Suleika II,
O717
Schwestergruss, D762
Schlummerlied, D527
An die untergehende
Sonne, 0457
Three Mignon Songs,
O877 Nos. 2, 3 & 4
Kennst du das
Land ? D321
Berthas Lied in der Nacht,
D653
Epistel, D749
Ellen's Songs
from The Lady of the Lake, 0837, 838,
839
Two Songs from Claudine von
Villa Bella, 0239
An die Nachtigall,
0497
Des Madchens Klage, 06
Delphine, D857
Wiegenlied, D867
Die Manner sind mechant, 13866 No. 3
Wiegenlied, 0498
1phigenia, 0573
Das Madchen, 0652
Die junge Nonne,
0828
Janet Baker ( m-sop) IGerald Moore (pno)
HMV SLS812—two record set (£3•90)

which both performers find a lot of fun; the
parodic Epistel, in particular is done with
lashings of tongue in the cheek and amarvellous high Bo. Ellen's first two songs are
second-rate Schubert, yet Miss Baker almost
persuades one otherwise. Ave Maria she
doesn't vocalise well, and indeed Ihave heard
her more radiant of voice in Gretchen— maybe
a spot of tiredness crept in, but this impression may also have been due to the recording
of which more anon. Although this programme includes by no means all the Schubert songs that are purely female preserve
(thus not pretending to complement FischerDieskau's virtually complete male song recording), it does include the best of them,
and about half are not otherwise in the current
catalogue. Personally Iregret that instead of
1628

Janet Bake? and Gerald Moore

photo: EMI

the overlong An die untergehende Sonne, available in two other versions, we were not given
one or two of the earlier Kosegarten settings
plus Blanka, a beautiful out neglected song.
On my pressings the sound is unworthy; the
piano tone is woolly, there is too much background noise, and some pre- echo. To end
on a happier note, the accompanying booklet
contains the texts with literal translations, a
short essay by Kinloch Anderson, and informative notes on each song. In this respect
nothing has been left undone which ought
to have been done. [B/C:
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CLASSICAL RECORD REVIEW

Basil Ashmore, Peter Aston, Peter Branscombe, Christopher Breunig, Bryan Corne, John Crabbe,
Kenneth Dommett, Colin Evans, John Freestone, Peter Gammond, Christopher Grier, A. K. Holland,
Barbara Holmquest, Peter Le Huray, Arthur Jacobs, Burnett James, Gareth Jefferson,
Robert Sherlaw Johnson, Victor McAloon, Wilfrid Metiers, Charles Osborne, Malcolm Rayment,
Madeau Stewart, Isla Tait, Cedric Wallis, Stephen Walsh
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RECORD RATINGS ::
RR
Record Ratings are designed to summarise
i)ur critics' findings, but should preferabk
Ile noted in conjunction with the full
reports—and taken as a guide only.
RECORDING
PERFORMANCE
A
Very Good .1
Good
2
Moderate
3
D
Poor
4
Historical
H (or 1, 2,
H
(pre- LP)
3, 4as
appropriate)
Occasionally a record may be worthy of
special mention, taking it beyond the ' very
good' bracket. In such superlative cases a
star is added to the letter or figure as
appropriate: e.g. B: 1*, A*: 2 or (exceptionally) A*: 1*.
-ZR ::
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MORE FAVOURITE BALLETS
ADAM: ' Giselle'—suite
MEYERBEER: '
Les
Patineurs' — suite / ROSSINI-RESPIGHI: ' La
Boutique Fantasque'— suite
The Philadelphia Orchestra IEugene Ormandy
CBS 61242 (£1.45)

Of these three ballet suites, Giselle is the
least successful, for Adam's music scarcely
stands on its own and a selection does scant
justice to its real merits as a dramatic score.
Intrinsically it is second-rate music, but it is
marvellously apt to its purpose and what is
haunting in the theatre seems only commonplace in the concert- room. Ormandy's treatment of the music of all three works is very
much ' concertised', brilliantly executed to the
point of shrillness at times. Les Patineurs is
Meyerbeer's skating ballet which the late
Constant Lambert dressed up. But the wit
and sparkle of the actual ballet are missing.
The gem of this collection is naturally the
Rossini -Respighi Boutique which has the
added advantage that it is given complete
and in the correct order. This enchanting
score comes off perfectly. Rossini's witty
and frivolous tunes can stand on their own
feet and the element of satire can be appreciated irrespective of the toy- shop subject.
The only flaw in the presentation is a slight
edginess in the sound but all three works
have character. [
B: 1]
A. K. Holland
FOUR ITALIAN OBOE CONCERTOS
ALBINONI: Concerto in d, Op. 9: 2 ; MARCELLO: Concerto in c ' A. SCARLATTI:
Concerto in F / VIVALDI: Concerto in C, Op.
8: 12
Pierre Pierlot (ob) ! L'Ensemble Orchestral de L'Oiseau Lyre ILouis de Froment
L'Oiseau -Lyre
OLS108 (
99p). Reissue: formerly
L'Oiseau -Lyre ‘tOL50143 ( Sep ' 58)

Pierre Pierlot is a competent exponent of the
modern oboe and an accomplished interpreter
of 18th century music. Of the four works here
presented, Albinoni's Op. 9, No. 2 in d is the
best known ( L'Ensemble Orchestral de
L'Oiseau -Lyre give the adagio with muted
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

strings, or is this an audio- illusion created
by the recording having been electronically
re- processed for stereo?), indeed M. Pierlot
has also recorded it for the H.M.V. ' Baroque
Library' series. An excellent example of
baroque embellishment may be found in the
adagio of Marcello's C- minor concerto; unfortunately this movement does not call for
repeats, consequently the listener is not
afforded the opportunity of a comparison
with the unadorned text. Vivaldi's concerto
in C, Op. 8, No. 12 was first published in 1725
and forms part of // Cimento dell'Armonia e
dell'Inventione, a collection of 12 concerti
which includes the Four Seasons.
The literature of the high- baroque abounds
with oboe concerti and in this context Ifeel
that little justification can be argued in favour
of the Scarlatti concerto- arrangement which
completes this otherwise perceptive choice
of programme material. Tempi are generally
well chosen; however, L'Ensemble Orchestral de L'Oiseau -Lyre is not one of the best;
Ifound the string tone to be a trifle muddy if
not slightly bottom- heavy at times. Although
the harpsichord continuo realisation is
stylistic, it is far too distantly recorded; Ialso
found the audible clatter of the oboe mechanism in solo passages to be somewhat disconcerting, to say the least.
The recording, which is thirteen years old
and sounds its age, does little to enhance the
performance of these concerti. This is an
historically interesting record that must have
been ahead of its time when first published
in 1958 but which has long been superseded,
not least by M. Pierlot himself. Anyone wishing to invest in a recording of four Italian
Oboe concerti would find M. Pierlot's Albinoni album on H.M.V. Baroque Library HQS
1036 to be a more worth- while purchase.
[C: 3]
Victor McAloon
ALBRECHTSBERGER: Partita for harp and
orchestra in F HOFFMEISTER: Concerto for
flute and orchestra in D
Anos Szebenyi (
fie)/ Anna Lelkes (hp) IPhilharmonic
Orchestra of Györ IAnos Sàndor
Hungaroton LPX11454 (£1.63)

Franz Anton Hoffmeister, composer and
music publisher, was one of the most prolific
and busy of the minor masters in Mozart's
Vienna; he published some of Mozart's as
well as Beethoven's works, and he responded
to one of Mozart's sad little begging letters
with the miserly sum of two ducats. There is
nothing miserly about this flute concerto—
indeed, it is in danger during the opening
Allegro of outstaying its welcome. The
danger passes, and the work is a pleasing
addition to the recorded repertoire of orchestral works by those largely forgotten figures
of the dying 18th century. Janos Szebenyi,
who edited and introduces the work, is a
persuasive advocate with his nimble and fulltoned playing. There are some 24 flute concertos from the same composer from which
to choose a sequel to this welcome work.
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Albrechtsberger is better known and several
of his works are on record. This Partita dating
from his mid-thirties ( 1772) is easy on ear and
mind, an acceptable four- movement piece in
the pattern of the emergent symphony,
though obviously closer to the concerto in
its sometimes quite elaborate solo part. Unfortunately the MS page reproduced on the
cover is ablurred mirror image of the original.
Otherwise the presentation is of a piece with
music and performance: thoroughly acceptable. There are occasional minor blemishes,
and the recording falls short of the best from
Hungaroton, but this is an interesting issue.
[C: 2]
Peter Branscombe

ALKAN: Sonatine, Op. 61 - Prière, Op. 64: 8
48 Esquisses, Op. 63-1. La vision; 45. Les diablotins
Minuetto alla tedesca, Op. 46
Marche
funèbre, Op. 28a L Marche triomphale, Op. 26b
Ronald Smith (pno)
HMV HQS1247 (£1.52*)
It was claimed by no less an authority than
Busoni that Charles- Valentin Alkan was one
of the five greatest writers for the piano after
Beethoven. But this most enigmatic of composers did little to push the claims of his
own music, became a recluse and his music
has remained more or less unknown and un played since the mid- 19th century. Is this a
case of justified neglect? In spite of the fact
that he only gave one public recital ( which
was highly praised) should we have discovered his music and given it its proper
place in history? There is no simple answer.
Our recent chances to sample a small part
of his art on this and other LPs has aroused
the usual cries of ' neglected genius' from the
scholarly precincts; but, to many, his music
must inevitably appear inward- looking, aloof,
and there is no public masterpiece amongst
it, music likely to endear itself to the ordinary
music- lover, music such as Chopin and Liszt
wrote amongst their more private pieces. It
is music for the dedicated pianist, the searcher
after the facts that motivate music and composing and the admirer of craftsmanship.
Alkan's admirers, such as Ronald Smith who
writes for himself a sleeve- note that does its
very best to convince us of Alkan's genius
and ' unsensuous lyricism', well, he certainly
manages to convince us, both by his words
and his playing, that Alkan has been unduly
neglected but it is a different matter to make
us actually like his work. The qualities that
endear are not to be described in words. One
can admire this music but Idon't feel that I
shall ever grow to love it. There was a brief
Barcarolle on the Lewenthal disc ( RCA SB6660)
which had some charm; and the Minuetto alla
tedesca on this disc has a certain vitality. My
purely personal reactions, my feeling that
Alkan is not going to become one of my
musical friends, is not offered as a criticism.
This disc and the previous ones by Lewenthal
and Smith ( Oryx 1803 and HMV HQS1204)
give anyone at all interested in 19th century

piano music achance to assess a largely unknown master for themselves, and they should
not miss the opportunity to do so. Somehow,
Iexpected Alkan to be heavily virtuoso, but
Ronald Smith plays him with light-fingered
dexterity and clarity and Ifeel that the composer could hardly be better served than he
is here. The piano tone is pleasant, the playing is skilful and compelling. At least we
know of Alkan; now it remains to be seen if
he can be charmed back into general circulation. [
A: 1]
Peter Gammond
AVISON: Concertos, op. 6: 1 in g
2 in B.,)II
6in D
8in e
9in D
12 in A
Hurwitz Chamber Ensemble IEmanuel Hurwitz

L'Oiseau Lyre SOL318 ( Mel)

Mea culpa. We have all done it, one time or
another—fallen into the old trap of saying
there is no decent English music between
Purcell and Elgar. It is probably true of most
of the 19th century, but the eighteenth we have
come to see was rather a different matter.
Arne, Boyce, Croft, Greene, and of course
Charles Avison. No giants perhaps, but these
and others hardly add up to the Dark Ages of
popular supposition. Avison, born in Newcastle around 1710, studied with Geminiani.
He loved the Italians and Rameau when English taste in music was German biased.
Avison wrote some of the earliest English
musical criticism; but more to the point here,
he wrote some extremely effective and accomplished music, much of it certainly good
enough to stand with virtually all foreign
music but the very greatest.
The concerti of op. 6 are from Avison's
middle years—or would be if some of them
were not re- workings of earlier material. These
here presented contain some infectious music.
No. 1 is a splendid piece; No. 6 has a fine
Fuga con spirito and a bouncy Vivace; No.
8's slow movement proper, Amoroso, is
something Bach or Handel or anyone else
would have been happy to leave behind when
the bell tolled. The performances under
Emanuel Hurwitz are exemplary—full of life,
style, affection and technical aptitude. The
sound is to match; aclear, refined string tone,
natural and alive, the continuo and solo passages judiciously integrated. A record of
much delight. [
A: 1]
Burnett James
C. P. E. BACH: ODES, PSALMS AND LIEDER
Uber die Finsternis kurz vor dem Tode Jesu
Der Frühling
Prüfung am Abend
Morgengesang
Bitten
Trost der Erlósung
Passionslied
Die Güte Gottes
Abendlied
Wider den Ubermut
Demut
Psalm 19
Psalm 130
Weihnachtslied
Jesus in
Gethsemane
Der Tag des Weltgerichts
Psalm 148

Dietrich Fischer-Dieskau (bar) IJórg Demus ( Tangentenflügel)
Archly 2533 058 (£2.35)

DGG's Archive series continues to remind
us that it is the finest possible attempt to
present the music of the past in authentic
performances—here is yet another exemplary
issue. C. P. E. Bach's vocal chamber music
is virtually unknown, though three of the
songs Fischer-Dieskau sings on this disc
are also available sung by Duncan Robertson
on Oryx's Colt Clavier Collection No. 6 ( July
1970). Fischer-Dieskau's choice of seventeen
songs is taken from the 1921 Peters selection
of thirty, rather than from the original sources.
If there is acertain sameness about the texts
(you have to search for them in the middle of
the folder, but they are there all right, in three
languages!), all of them being of an Improving nature, there is splendid variety in the
actual settings themselves—the version of
Psalm 148, for instance, hardly sounds religious at all! The Tangentenflügel of 1793, well
but modestly played by Demus, is an inter-

esting late example of the emergent Hammerclavier, still incorporating clavichord features.
Fischer-Dieskau sings the songs with the
conviction and sensitivity one has long since
learnt to expect, though some of the ornaments find him obliged to pinch his ample
tone uncomfortably. Arch diction is just
occasionally a fault, likewise jocularity of
approach (
Morgengesang). He is at his finest
in the lovely Christmas song and the controlled delicacy of Jesus in Gethsemane. This
record will leave you in no doubt as to C. P. E's
importance in the development of the Lied,
and despite the small faults Ihave mentioned,
Ithink it will give great and lasting pleasure.
The recorded quality is all we have come to
expect of DGG—though obviously, music of
this kind would be disfigured by wide separation of keyboard and voice. [
A: 2]
Peter Branscombe
ARS ANTIQUA: FIRST RECITAL
J. C. BACH: Rondo in BIJ. S. BACH: Fugue
in a / HANDEL: Rigaudon, bourée and march /
DA NDRIEU: The
Fifers / ORLANDO DI
LASSO: Fantasia / RAMEAU: Gavotte with six
doubles SCARLATTI: Sonata L465
Sonata
in C, L104'
Sonata in c, L352'
Sonata in e,
L325 Sonata in d, L413*
Sonata in d, L366*
Sonata in a, L93*
Sonata in D, L424* /
SENAILLE: Allegro Spirituoso
Phoenix Woodwind Quintet of New York I "Hugo Noth
(accordion)
Kaibala 201301 (available from Kaibala Records,
P.O. Box 512, Oreland, PA, 19075)

If anyone had told me that Ishould one day
enjoy a record half of which was devoted to
accordion transcriptions of Domenico Scarlatti sonatas, Ithink Iwould have laughed in
his face. The laugh is on me—this is a very
engaging record, not for the musical pedant
but for anyone's unexacting pleasure after a
hard day's work, or for the young person
interested in good music but whose powers
of concentration are limited. There is plenty
of lovely playing here, affection and style
being equally brought to bear on Senaillé's
catchy little tune and the Lassus fantasia
(gravely, beautifully realised for bassoon and
horn). These young wind players are excellent— Ilook forward to hearing them one day
in a programme of full-length works. As for
Hugo Noth's accordion playing—it is very
fine indeed. On this evidence it will not be
long before the list of composers who have
written works specially for him will include
other distinguished names besides Mauricio
Kagel. Mr Noth has made his own transcriptions, and very skilful they are. All the same,
I prefer Scarlatti on the harpsichord. Still,
this is a fresh and stimulating issue, and I
have enjoyed it very much. Excellent recorded
quality adds to the delight; good balance,
clear definition and anatural chamber acoustic.
[A: 1]
Peter Branscombe
J. S. BACH: Double concerto in d, BWV1060
J. C. BACH: Symphony in E, Op. 18:5*
The German Bach Soloists I The Frankfurt Bach
Orchestra IHelmut Winschermann I * Martin Stephani
Oryx 3C 308 (99p)

J. C. Bach's most attractive Sinfonie in E
dates from 1775 or thereabouts, and is scored
for double orchestra: one of strings, oboes,
bassoon and horns, the other for strings and
flutes. It is a remarkably mature composition
both in the elegance of its instrumentation
and in its formal construction, the first movement being a full- developed first movement
structure. The third and last movement is
the least ' classical', being a very substantial
ternary minuet with a middle section in the
tonic minor. The J. S. Bach concerto is
better known as the concerto in c for two
harpsichords and strings, which is thought
to be a Bach adaptation of an original ( now
1630

lost) for solo violin, solo oboe and strings.
This modern reconstruction of the postulated original is most successful and entirely
convincing.
The polished performances
leave little scope for comment. The recording is not quite as clear and round as it might
be, and the lower frequencies are overprominent. This last characteristic can, however,
be corrected by judicious manipulation of the
tone controls. The record is warmly recommended, especially for the J. C. Bach, which
is a dynamic piece and full of delightful
touches. [B: 1]
Peter le Huray
J. S. BACH: Suites 1-4 for orchestra (BWV10669)
Academy of St. Martin-in-the-Fields INeville Marriner
William Bennett (fte) IR. Thurston Dart ( hpd cont)
Argo ZRG687/8 (£4.54)
We had tidings of this when we talked with
Neville Marriner on the occasion of the 1970
Audio Award. The late Thurston Dart, whose
early death was an irreplaceable loss to contemporary music making, had strong ideas
on the Suites, as he had earlier on the Brandenburgs. Chamber music ideas, naturally.
The result isn't perhaps quite as revolutionary
as you might expect; nothing to spatch ears
like the high F trumpets in Brandenburg 1.
The lithe, light lines and bright textures are
very much in confirmation of modern tendencies in baroque performances in England.
Forces are not just small but genuinely chamber in several respects. There is tremendous
rhythmic élan, some marvellously crisp double
dotting, and effective pointing of phrase and
motive. The phrasing in the quick music is
on the short side, giving the music acrispness
and bite and not going for the grand manner
or grand gesture. The slow movements tend
also to be kept moving, everything light and
airy, far removed from the ponderous ways of
old. An intensely exciting and worthwhile
set, then, with a splendid sound quality to
match—great clarity and sharp focus, some
lightness in the bass being part of the performance rather than the engineering, for it
sounds not backward or insufficient, just
light and deft. [
A: 1]
Burnett James
J. S. BACH: Suites 1-4 for orchestra (BWV10669)
New Philharmonia Orchestra IOtto Klemperer IGareth
Morris (fte)
HMV ' Angel' SLS808/2 (
2 records) (£3•90)
No greater contrast, you would think and on
the face of it than this with the above: Marriner/Dart and Otto Klemperer. To be convinced by two such various editions of the
suites as these is neither to indulge fruitless
banter nor to turn the face of obstinacy upon
either, but simply to affirm Bach's incomparable force and potency. Not that Klemperer is in any perjorative sense ' heavy' or
ponderous. In some cases his rhythm is
even more infectious than Marriner's, his
humour more responsive. Points of direct
variance are: first of all, slower speeds ( but
not dragging or spoiling speeds); secondly,
some less incisive double dotting; also a
more reticent (also unnamed) continuo
player. Between Gareth Morris and William
Bennett there is little to choose. Klemperer's
bass moves deeper, more momentously; his
dances are more stately; his gestures predictably grander. Yet he too uses a small
orchestra ( not quite as small as Marriner's,
but small and malleable none the less); and
the textures, though less irridescent, are
never thick or clumsy.
For absolute authenticity, of instruments as
well as style, go to Harnoncourt ( Das alte
Werk), nearest to Marriner in size of forces
but quite different because of the timbre of
historic instruments, especially the trumpets,
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which are much softer. I still have deep
affection for Menuhin, and Richter pleases in
a plain straightforward way. Otherwise, no
older version really troubles us, unless you
have a yen for Casals. But for a modern version, one of these two will surely please. I
think Bach served more ways than one entirely
justified. In matter of quality there is nothing
to choose either. [
A: 1].
Burnett James
J. S. BACH: Concerto in D for flute, oboe,
violin & strings, BWV10134**
Oboe d'amore
concerto in A, BWV1055
Violin concerto in g,
BWV1058 .
Helmut Winschermann (ob) IHans-Jürgen Meihring
(fie) IGeorg Friedrich Hendel ( yin) ISaschko Gawriloff
(yin)* IDeutsche Bach Soloists IHelmut Winschermann * IFrankfurt Bach Orchestra Theo Egel
Oryx 3C 307 (
99p). Reissue

The most interesting of these Bach concertotranscriptions is BWV1064, which brings into
collaboration three eminently distinguished
instrumental soloists, all of whom are well
versed in the performance practice of 18th
century music, namely: Helmut Winschermann, Hans-Jürgen Mühring, and Georg
Friedrich Hendel. In this rendition there have,
out of necessity, been one or two minor
modifications to the score; for example, this
concerto in its 3- harpsichord form contains
passages in which the three soloists perform
entirely unaccompanied, the original 3- violin
version must have been orchestrally supported in these solo episodes, therefore the
bass line of the solo harpsichord passages
has been transferred to the continuo. Whilst
this work in its present form must essentially
lose some of its harmonic grandeur, it can,
nevertheless, scarcely fail to gain considerably in clarity and enhanced instrumental
tone- colour. I have sometimes heard this
concerto trundled out on three vulgar sounding large modern harpsichords which blurred
the counterpoint into so much meaningless
cacophony ( Ishudder to think how it must
have sounded on three grand pianos as performed during the Romantic- era) thus 1
accord a warm welcome to the performance
of this concerto in its present arrangement.
Some Bach scholars believe that BWV1056
should be performed as a flute concerto
(transcription) and although Ipersonally find
it more interesting when performed on this
instrument I am bound to confess that it
does sound more convincing in its present
version for violin and orchestra. The Oboe
d'amore concerto BWV1055 receives an
excellent performance; I assume that the
soloist is again Helmut Winschermann, although the sleeve does not make this point
clear. The tempo of the first movement might
well have been marginally quicker. The
orchestral playing is quite acceptable and
the recording, save for a little pre- echo, is
adequately clear and balanced. [B: 2]
Victor McAloon
J. S. BACH: Sonatas for viola da gamba and
harpsichord obl igato
August Wenzinger ( via da g) IEduard Müller (hpd)
Archly 2533 055 (£2.35)

These are meticulously prepared performances in which every effort has been made to
secure authenticity. They are at the same
time most musical performances, particularly in the slow movements where the phrases
are shaped with a fine sense of timing and
where the beautiful Stainer gamba really
sings. A pity that some of this singing quality
is lost in the faster movements, where August
Wenzinger plays down to such an extent that
in places the gamba is hardly audible against
the harpsichord. Ifind the balance, in this
respect, least satisfactory in the third sonata.
While not ideal, these are as good as 1have
yet heard. [A: 2]
Peter le Huray
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J. S. BACH: Organ concerto in a, BWV593
Organ concerto in d, BWV596
Organ concerto
in G, BWV592
Organ concerto in C, BWV594
Marie-Claire Alain ( org)
World Record Club ST1093 (£1.41)

There is another wave of Bach this month
from three sources, but such is the volume
of the master's production that not one of
the works played is duplicated; there is in
fact something of especial interest in each
of the three Bach records.
On this first record Marie-Claire Alain
carries us on towards her ' complete Bach
organ works'. She has for this occasion
abandoned the Marcussen organs she has
so far used in this series and plays a Frobenius three- manual and pedal, twenty-eight
speaking stop instrument in the far south of
Denmark. She has also moved from the
usual run of the organ works to play four of
the six Weimar transcriptions for organ, the
three of the Vivaldi concertos and the one
written by Johann Ernst, nephew of the Duke
of Weimer and Bach's tragic friend. Between
this record and the Martin Neary Bach 1040,
also on a Frobenius organ, we now have all
of them recorded.
There are those organists who cannot
abide transcriptions; there are others who
revel in them. For those who do these two
records between them will give the six organ
works not usually included in ' complete
works'.
As we have come to expect in this series,
the recording is excellent except for asudden,
unexpected bass loudness in the first movement of the A minor concerto. For the rest
the instrument, the acoustics and the precise
and at times almost witty performance of
Marie-Claire Alain make up amost intriguing
record—for those who like transcriptions.
[A/B: 1]
Isla Tait
J. S. BACH: Prelude and fugue in El, BWV552
Fantasy and fugue in a, BWV581 - Fantasy
and fugue in g, BWV542
Five choral preludes
Fugue in g, BWV578
Gabor Lehotka (org)
Hungaroton LPX11448 (£1.63)

On this record we have another- 1was tempted
to write yet another— performer who seems
on the way to giving us a complete organ
works of Bach. Iam not sure that it isn't a
question of prestige, that every recording
company, every country at least must have
its own complete recording of the Bach organ
works; from the absence from the sleeve of
any mention of the specification of the organ
which appeared on all the earlier issues, I
take it that this is now a continuing established series.
This record too explores a byway. On it
is played the Fantasy and fugue in a,
which, although it retains its BWV number
561, Ihad thought expunged from the canon
of true Bach works and now attributed to one
of his pupils.
The two- manual and pedal, eighteen stop
organ in St. George's Church, Sopron, is
used once again. It may be the oldest organ
in Hungary—in fact it is nearer Vienna than
it is to Budapest, being in a salient of the
western frontier that juts into Austria— but
its specification is such that it does not provide adequate registration for the works
played, despite the best efforts of Gábor
Lehotke who is without doubt atalented performer and the careful work of the sound
engineers. [
B: 2]
Isla Tait
J. S. BACH: Prelude and fugue in G, BWV541 '
Prelude and fugue in A, BWV536
Choral
prelude, BWV645
Choral prelude, BWV668
Prelude and fugue in f, BWV534
Trio sonata
in c, BWV526
Hans Otto ( org)
Fontana 6540 010 ( 83p)
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The Gottfried Silbermann organ at Fraureuth
seems never to have been recorded before.
How this can be despite the searches taking
place in recent years for historic organs with
near original specifications and the fact that
it is fully described in Peter Williams' The
European Organ, the Baedeker of recording
organists, I just cannot understand. The
two- manual and pedal instrument has aspecification that is typical of the smaller Silbermann organs, ten stops on the Hauptwerk,
eight on the Oberwerk and but two on the
pedal. This specification is ideal for Bach's
trios, toccatas, preludes and fugues; it is
much less suitable than a Schnitger instrument for the sonorities of the chorale preludes. Wisely Hans Otto has chosen a programme in which all but two of the works fall
in the first category. Hans Otto Ihave not
heard before either recorded or at a recital.
He may be young, he may be old; the sleeve
gives us no particulars, but he is certainly a
fine Bach interpreter and further, has selected
a programme both suited to the instrument
and one which avoids the more usual, obvious
choices for a first record. Price, Isuppose,
should not play any great part in the evaluation of a record but at 83p this record with its
most excellent sound is really remarkable
value. [
A: 1]
Isla Tait
The sleeve for the RCA record VICS1624,
Melville Cook playing the organ at Leeds
Parish Church, turned up too late for the
review last month.
Now Ihave seen it Iam more than ever
sorry that it did not accompany the record
to help in its appreciation as it gives a very
complete description of the instrument's
history, a photograph of the console and a
full specification. Never, I think has an
organ had so many reconstructions and
changes. In addition to a number of local
names Haxby, Byfield, Schulze, Hill and
Harrison feature as having had a hand in it
at some time.
Ithought that from the stereo effect the
organ must have been divided north and
south. It is still in the one same location.
Good for the sound engineer. /. T.

HISTORIC
ORGANS
OF
EUROPE:
THE
CLA V IORGA NU M
J. S. BACH: Fantasia and fugue in a, BWV904,
BYRD: ' The Whislinge Carman'
GIBBONS:
Galliard in d / HANDEL: Chaconne in F /
NIUFFAT: Suite No. 6 in G
Michael Thomas (org)
Oryx 1757 (
99p). Reissue

This reissue by Oryx has been a bugbear to
me and its review unduly delayed and all
because Iwanted to inspect and if possible
play one of these concoctions. Have you
ever tried to find a playable Claviorganum?
The nearest Igot was to see the 1582 one in
the Victoria and Albert Museum; it has a
splendid case but inside next to nothing,
only a few bits which have enabled wiser
people than me to deduce how once it must
have worked. Iwrite therefore from the sound
of the record and the helpful sleeve notes and
little else. To me the Claviorganum, a combination of the two- manual harpsichord with
the bottom manual capable also of playing a
small pipe organ tucked away under the
strings is and must always have been a bit
of an oddity: still, they were produced, not
in any quantity, over more than two hundred
years.
Michael Thomas is of course a well-known
collector of recherché keyboard instruments
and he plays here a Claviorganum in his own
collection, in both senses of the word as the
instrument used is a composite of formerly
independent string and pipe instruments,
with feeling, skill and I imagine a deal of

ingenuity. A weird instrument played with
musical feeling and splendidly recorded,
warts and all. [
A: 1]
Isla Tait
J. S. BACH: Trio sonata in C, BWV1037 /
HANDEL: Trio sonata in D, op. 5: 2 PUR.
CELL: Trio sonata in c, set 1: 9
Trio sonata in
F, set 1: 4
Trio sonata in g, set 2: 6
Emanuel Hurwitz ( yin) INona Liddel ( yin) j Terence
Weil ( vie) ICharles Spinks (hpd)
L'Oiseau-Lyre SOL319 (£1.61)

The odd thing about the so-called trio.
sonata is that it does involve four instruments
as a rule: namely, two violins, gamba-bass
and keyboard continuo. There is no doubt
about this in the case of the Purcell sonatas,
whether they are described as being of three
or four parts: 'two violins and bass, to the
organ or harpsichord', as the original title
ran. Now all four instruments are named
here but Ifind it difficult to detect the harpsichord in the Purcell sonatas, three examples
of which include the famous Chaconnesonata. In point of fact they never do quite
succeed with the harpsichord even when it
is more audible than it is here. Better balance
is secured by the use of a chamber- organ
which binds the whole tone together whereas
the harpsichord is easily swamped by the
three stringed instruments. Handel's sonata,
it is true, is supposed to have been written
for a trio of instruments, viz: two violins or
flutes and harpsichord or cello. The Bach
trio, if genuine at all, which the sleeve- note
doubts, would probably leave this to the discretion of the players. On the whole, therefore, this recording is slightly disappointing,
though the actual playing is lively and expressive enough. It is certainly the Purcell pieces
which make it valuable and it is afield which
deserves to be cultivated. [B: 1] A. K. Holland
J. S. BACH: Concerto in d, BWV1043
Concerto in d, BWV1060 VIVALDI: Concerto in a,
Op. 3:6, P. 1
Arthur Grumiaux ( On) I Koji Toyoda ( vin) l Heinz
Ho/tiger (obe) IPhilip Ledger ( hpd) INew Philharmonia
Orchestra IEdo de Waart
Philips 6500 119 (£2.30)

Perhaps the most successful performance
on this record is of the magnificent concerto
for oboe, violin and strings BWV1060. It is
full of joie de vivre and throughout the work
the players seem to capture just the right
mood of the music. The beautiful meandering slow movement is exquisitely played, and
one of the most striking aspects of the performance is Heinz Holliger's warm sensuous
tone quality which blends particularly well
with the rich string sound. I have always
admired the playing of M. Grumiaux; his precise articulation, his clean bowing and his
impeccable taste. He is in top form in this
work, but he really shows his individuality in
the Vivaldi concerto, a short but rather captivating work with a beautifully lyrical slow
movement. The Bach double concerto is a
much less happy affair, largely on account of
the tempi which seem on the fast side. Tempi
are always very much a matter of personal
taste and while the finale sounds rather
exciting, the rhapsodic slow movement comes
out sounding very pedestrian indeed.
Although the recording quality is generally
good, and the soloists are well separated, the
instrumental balance is not altogether successful in BWV1043. The second violin really
does sound like asecond violin as the balance
tends to favour M. Grumiaux, and the thorny
problem of harpsichord balance rears its ugly
head again. In the concerto for oboe and
violin the balance is excellent, but in the
double concerto it sounds as though the
harpsichord has retired to somewhere among
the back desks of the second violins. The

overall sound improves with amarginal treble
lift.
The record is certainly worth getting for
the Vivaldi and for the concerto for oboe and
violin. But it's a pity about the Bach double.
[BWV1043 B: 3/BW V1060 A*: 1/Vivaldi A : 1]
Colin Evans
BEETHOVEN: Symphony 3 in E, Op.
'Eroica"Coriolan'—overture, Op. 62
BBC Symphony Orchestra IColin Davis
Philips 6500 141 (£2.30)

55

Colin Davis's various admirers will welcome
from him an Eroica with his present orchestra. By chance the last modern stereo version
of any note was by the BBC Symphony too—
with Barbirolli the unexpected conductor.
The offered comparisons are surprising.
Who would have expected that Sir John, in
1968, would provide the much faster scherzo
(a true vivace), or, on the whole, more carefully
finished orchestral playing? ( The oboe in the
funeral march is a notable example.) Bernstein's speeds for the outer movements are
very fast, but in spite of a glaring recording
quality, inferior to the Szell/CBS Classics (a
strong recommendation, Ifeel), his version
should be heard, not least for a Funeral
March which has stronger emotional pulls
than any on record: real inspiration in the
studios. Klemperer's March starts rather
plainly, but from the major- key section catches
fire and retains it largely. The Klemperer layout of second violins on the right tells enormously in this work by the way. His recording
—although Imarginally preferred the earlier
Philharmonia one— probably offers the greatest
total experience, although in many ways it is
handled oddly, severely. In the present HMV
transfer the Fidelio overture concludes side 2;
the second movement is now complete on the
first side. Stereo placements and balances
are very pronounced but the overall quality
tends to opacity by present standards.
The new Davis version is free from idiosyncrasies or unconventional tempi but, although
it is hard to put a finger on a definite fault, I
did not find it very interesting. Each time I
went back to Barbirolli there was extra warmth
in the detail and general sound, more character
—a fetching degree of rusticity in the Trio,
and a much more convincing tempo for the
scherzo proper. Somehow the finale is too
relaxed with Davis, entries not shaped adequately . . . things of this kind. ( Karajan/
DGG offers one of the better finales, and
though resonant, his Berlin recording produces a very vivid sound still.)
With a rather routing Coriolan, nowhere
near as musical as Boult's, this Philips disc
seems to me to offer less value than Szell's
at medium price. The engineering is good:
after Klemperer one regrets the massing of
violins together though. [
A: 2]

with neither coupling nor price concession
—and, although mine was a minority voice of
disappointment, the last version, SchmidtIsserstedt's, seemed to have satisfied everyone as the clear first choice for a modern
recording.
Giulini's, however, is an alternative definitely to be heard by those who, like myself, find
Schmidt-lsserstedt's unexciting and often too
slow. Imust add that his coupling, Leonora 3,
still impresses me very much, and Ithink his
allegretto is more satisfying than Giulini's.
He ignores the first- movement repeat but
takes the finale's; a procedure reversed by
Giulini, who takes the usual line with the
scherzo and trio. Decca's recording, produced not by the conductor's son but by
Christopher Raeburn, has more refinement
than EMI's. Like the sister- issue, Mahler's
first symphony, it was produced by Christopher Bishop in the Medinah Temple, Chicago,
and shares many of its qualities. Spatially
these are both convincing recordings; little
gained by a ' difference' channel incidentally.
Violins remain marginally screamy, which
could be attributed to this difficult hall.
Now back to performance. As with Giulini's NPO Pastoral, one is most conscious
of his careful woodwind balancing. The
woodwind voices in the Chicago Orchestra
are absolutely beautiful, and the lead from the
introduction to the first- movement allegro is
wonderfully unanimous. The precise chording and rhythmic clarity (tympani, for example)
are the principal qualities of an essentially
traditional reading: fast in the scherzo and
finale, moderate in the allegretto although
dark in colouring and accentuation. Iespecially like the Trio which, in Giulini's direction,
is like an amiable distant observation of
peasants' merrymaking. Ienjoy three of the
movements very much, but find the second
rather efficient and not involving my feelings.
On the whole, Ithink Giulini's care, sincerity,
and musicianship make for afine record with
little to be said against it although it does not
quite seem to be a great performance. But
when will he record the Missa Solemnis?
It's such an obvious move. [
A: 1]
Christopher Breunig

Coriolan overture (with Violin Concerto) NPO/
Boult—HMV ASD2667 (£2.24) [ A:1]
Eroica—Philharmonia/Klemperer—HMV
ASD2562
(£2.24) [ B:
BBC SO/Barbirolli—HMV ASD2348 (£2.2•1)
[A:1]
HYPO/Bernstein—CBS 72426 (£2.30: free
bonus 7 ) [B/C:1]
Berlin Phil/Karajan—DGG 138802 (£2.35)
[A:1]
Cleveland
Orchestra/Szell—CBS
61151
(£1.45) [ 6:1]

Christopher Breunig
BEETHOVEN: Symphony 7 in A, Op. 92
Chicago Symphony Orchestra I Carlo Maria Giulini
HMV ASD2737 (£2.24)

Rad;

Since the early days of mono LPs ( since the
original Klemperer/Philharmonia) at least, it
has not been difficult to choose a Beethoven
seventh. Any new contender would have to
have remarkable qualities to find a placing

BEETHOVEN: Piano concerto 3 in c, Op. 37
32 Variations in c, G.191
Radu Lupu (pno) I London Symphony Orchestra I
Lawrence Foster
Decca SXL6503 (£2.27)

1632
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In principal it can be argued that an idiosyncratic performer—one whose interpretations
illuminate—has the strongest claims for perpetuation on records. Icertainly think aspontaneous- sounding recording is far preferable
to one that is efficient, flawless, but apparently unmotivated. In either case the results
quickly imprint themselves on the memory
much as a photographic image does: once
the newness is over, the sensation is one of
recognition.
A warning preamble to what is Ithink the
most exciting version of the third concerto
we have had, and one where the conductor
has secured exceptional results. ( I gather
Foster and Ashkenazy gave astriking account
of this same work a couple of months ago,
but with the latter also contracted to Decca,
the present issue dashes any hopes of a
recording there.) Radu Lupu is technically a
stunning pianist (as the Variations confirm
at the end of the disc: the turnover comes
for the concerto rondo). Stormy, strong,
quick. Keen though to anticipate a climax.
This tendency to hurry on is felt mostly in
the first movement, although in general my
keenness was checked time and time again
by Lupu's preconceived twists and turns.
Paradoxically a mature artist like Kempff,
who is in general reticent, staider, lighter in
touch can create more shock by a sudden
inflection.
How well this will wear is difficult to say.
The recording seemed bass accentuated
until Ichanged to Decca's own SC4E, when
all was well. I suspect the balances are
varied and levels brought up to heighten the
excitement, and the top seems to have been
levelled off. The stereo though is ' dynamic'
in effect, benefiting from awider than normal
speaker positioning and/or a derived rear
channel. It would be over- reacting to place
this, musically or technically, in a secondary
category. [
A: 1]
Wilhelm Kempff I Berlin Philharmonic
Leitner—DGG 138776 (£2.35) [ 8:1]

I

Ferdinand

Christopher Breunig
BEETHOVEN: Piano sonata 29 in B ,,op. 106
'Hammerklavier'
Christoph Eschenbach (pno)
Deutsche Grammophon 2530 080 (£2.35)

My impressions of Eschenbach are that he is
an intelligent, technically very gifted player,
whose work is nevertheless streaked with
self-indulgence, the inclination to prettify or
accentuate because he can thereby produce
sensuous effects. Not really the qualifications for tackling the B flat sonata.
However, I find his playing always has
attractive qualities. It seems that in this recording he is taking the sonata and exploiting
every type of sonority from his modern instrument. There is something suggestive about
the record cover too: ayoung man in trendilycut wear, steering his great piano like aracing
machine, with a coldly modern white fluted
backdrop to the stage. Technically the Hammerklavier involves no problems for Eschenbach, but his declamatory handling of much
of the material of the opening allegro is slick
and disturbing, and the fast final fugue has
no real architectural control but is a spattering of notes. The scherzo is again very fast,
but works that way: it should, though, lead
straight into the long adagio given this weightlessness. But since DGG have managed a
thirty-five minute side with slow movement
and finale on side 2 it would be too much to
expect the scherzo there too.
With the adagio sostenuto one feels that
Eschenbach is genuinely aware of the interpretative problems; he takes twenty-four
minutes, and his playing is far more responHI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

sible than elsewhere. This is not a recommendable reading—it is Chopinesque—I
would say since the sonata was not conceived in the same terms as Eschenbach
wishes: i.e. in extremes of tone colour and
dynamics.
The engineers though have
realised the performance in a vivid and
assured way, with the generally elusive timbres of the instrument focused exactly. An
even more striking effort than the Decca/
Ashkenazy ( and much simpler to track!).
Until Brendel's new recording with op. 78 is
released I suggest Rosen's, at mid- price.
[A: 2]
Charles Rosen
(£1.45) [ B:

(
with

Op. 90 on

e)—CBS

61173

Christopher Breunig
CRISTINA DEUTEKOM SINGS
BELLINI: ' IPuritani'—excerpts VERDI: ' Attila'
—excerpts
I Lombardi—excerpts
La Battaglia di Legano—excerpts ii La Traviata—
excerpts
ROSSINI: Armida—excerpts
Cristina Deutekom (sop) I Sona Ardontz (sop) I
Guido Fabbris (ten) I William McKinney (ten) I
Alessandro Maddalena (b-bar) IMonte Carlo Opera
Chorus and Orchestra lCarlo Franci
Philips 6500 096 (
Eno)

Cristina Deutekom seems to me to be a
singer with the right ideas who pursues them
too vigorously. If only she would stop doing
her nut for five minutes; one feels that something lovely might emerge. As it is, there is
too much rasp and rattle for one to derive
much pleasure from the singer's performances as a whole, though there are many
moments that suggest potentialities beyond
her present level of achievement. The voice
is bright and ranges easily up to the high E
flat. Sometimes—in the Polacca from Bellini's Puritani, for example—her rapid legato
scales are brilliant; elsewhere she employs
acurious semi- staccato effect—this happens
in the scene from La Traviata—that is no
more than a vocal mannerism. The disc is
interesting chiefly for the three unusual Verdi
scenes that fill the first side, and for the one
from Rossini's Armida. Iget the impression
that all these recordings were made at actual
performances but there is no information to
that effect—the solo singers are variably
balanced—Miss Deutekom seems too far
from the mike during the whole of the first
side. The orchestra and chorus give a
vigorous account of themselves under Carlo
Franci's direction; some climaxes are rushed
and there is an air of improvisation about the
whole performance, but it is nevertheless
enjoyable in a rather slap- happy way. Iwish,
however, that Miss Deutekom would take
more care. [
C: 3]
Cedric Wallis
BERLIOZ: Symphonie fantastique, Op. 14
Hague Philharmonic Orchestra IWillem van Otterloo
Fontana 6540 014 (83p). Reissue: formerly Philips
ABL3019 ( Jan ' 55); GBL5547 ( May '60)

Iam assured by the record company that this
version of the Symphonie fantastique with
Otterloo conducting the Hague Philharmonic
was issued in this country some eight years
ago but Ihave not actually been able to pinpoint a number. The same conductor's version with the Berlin Philharmonic on ABL3019
and later GB1_5547 ( in mono only) is listed in
various places and was reviewed. The Hague
Philharmonic on this record sounds a very
smooth, accomplished and full orchestra of
a Berlin Philharmonic quality and in most
ways this is an immaculate performance. But
decidedly cool. There is little of the ' fantastique' about it and Iwould not give it first
recommendation even at this very attractive
price; but Iam sure it will provide a serviceable introduction without eccentricities. The
recording is clear but under- nourished. [6:2]
Peter Gammond
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BERLIOZ: '
Damnation of Faust'—Dance of the
Sylphs DEBUSSY: ' La Mer'/ RAVEL: ' Daphnis
et Chloe'— suite 2.
London Symphony Chorus and Orchestra l Leopold
Stokowski
Decca ' Phase 4' PFS 4220 (£2.09)

Stokowski's feeling for colour, though undoubtedly strong, is perhaps not of that subtly
suggestive type best suited to French music.
His touch in both the Ravel and Debussy
works on this record is heavy, tempi on the
slow side, and the deftest orchestral effects
underlined in bright- coloured inks—a tendency which, it's true, Phase-4 sometimes
shares ( its zoom- in techniques are particularly disturbing in La Mer, though there is
also astriking example at the start of Daphnis,
where the basses surge in with their big,
rising melody). Curiously enough, some of
the most genuinely splendid moments in La
Mer— the end of the first movement, for
instance, pack only atrivial punch in Stokowski's performance, perhaps thanks to the law
of diminishing returns.
The good thing about this record is the
superlative playing of the LSO. Again the
start of the Ravel is a good instance: the
woodwind articulation, the full string tone—
and how well Phase-4 allows these qualities
their head. Stokowski doesn't ask for the
brilliant, flickering type of orchestral playing
we should expect under Ansermet or Boulez.
But orchestra and chorus do flawlessly everything required of them. Students of La Mer
will be glad, incidentally, that Stokowski joins
the quite small club of conductors who restore the original trumpet parts in the last
movement. Even so, Imust say that these are
very turgid performances. If you do think of
buying the record, hear the second Debussy
movement or the Berlioz fill- up—if you can
take Stokowski's tempi here, the rest may
suit you better than it does me. [
A: 3]
Stephen Walsh

MONTSERRAT CABALLE
BIZET: ' Carmen'—excerpts
CHARPENTIER:
'Louise'—excerpts GOUNOD: Faust'—excerpts
'Mireille'— excerpts ' Romeo and Juliet'—
excerpts / MASSENET : ' Thaïs'— excerpts /
MEYERBEER: ' Les Hugenots'—excerpts
Montserrat Caballé (sop) INew Philharmonia Orchestra IReynald Giovaninetta
Deutsche Grammophon 2530 073 (£2.35)

Homer nodded occasionally and one must
expect even the most admired of singers to
fall below the usual standard of excellence
now and then. This record presents Montserrat Caballé in aseries of roles which seem
to me unsuited to her musical personality—
nearly all these French ladies need atouch of
the gamine which does not seem to me within
the gamut of Mme Caballé's emotional range
as a singer, greatly gifted though she is.
There is also the obstacle of the French language which is not very successfully overcome here. Having said so much, one must
add that there is on this disc some extremely
beautiful singing, as well as moments of unaccustomed shrillness on loud high notes.
The famous air from Charpentier's Louise
seemed to me the most successful band of all,
but it was more a display of beautiful tonespinning than a declaration of love. The
orchestral accompaniments are rather insensitively played by the New Philharmonia
Orchestra under Reynald Giovaninetta, who
seemed at times too concerned with the
singer and not enough with the music. The
recording quality is satisfactory—the engineer's tendency to allow the orchestra to
submerge some of the singer's less sympathetic high notes may well have been deliberate. [
B: 3]
Cedric Wallis
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BOCCHERINI: String quartet in D, Op. 6: r ¡
VERDI: String quartet in e**
ltahan Quartet: Paolo Borciani, Elise Pegreffi ( vins)
Piet) Farulli ( via) IFranco Rossi ( v/c)
Decca ' Eclipse'
PECS624 (
95p).
Reissues:
forrnerly • LXT2680 ( Jun ' 52) ( recorded 1948); ** LXT
259 (Jan '52) ( recorded 1950)

By coincidence, Iwas mentioning this Italian
Quartet recording of the Verdi quartet a few
issues ago in connection with a new one and
suggesting that it had not been surpassed
and, from a further listening, Iwould again
support this opinion. Both in the Verdi and
the Boccherini the Italian Quartet find exactly
the right nationalist flavour, as might be expected, and put a great deal of heart and soul
into making two lesser- known chamber works
as endearing as can be. From the playing
point of view we are well served, but Icannot
think that the electronic reprocessing that
has gone on has added anything at all to the
recording quality except to make it sound
rather cavernous and bluebottle-ish. The old
mono pressing, although admittedly thin, is
still capable of better sounds with a little help
from a modern amplifier. [ D: 1]
Peter Gammond
BAROQUE TRUMPET ANTHOLOGY
BONONCINI: Sinfonia 10 in D / GROSSI:
Sonata a cinque 11 in D / IACCHINI: Tratenimento per camera in D / PURCELL: Trumpet
overture in D from ' The Indian Queen'
Sinfonia in D from ' The Yorkshire Feast Song' /
SCHMELZER: Sonata a cinque in C
TELE MANN : Concerto a quattro in D ' Di Melante'
TORELLI: Sonata a cinque 7in D / VEJVANOVSK : lntrada in C
Don Smithers & Michael Laird (tots) I Academy of
St. Martin- in-the- Fields I Neville Marriner
Philips 6500 110 (£2.30)

Clarino playing, despite the severe technical
limitations imposed upon the artists, reached
an unsurpassed pinnacle of virtuosity during
the baroque era. Only in the fourth octave
can these valveless trumpets play scale- wise;
therefore, if these instruments are to play
melodic passages this high register, or clarino
regrster as it is called, must be utilised.
Natural brass instruments are also confined
to the harmonics of the scale in which they
are pitched, i.e. C, D, E, or F; and this accounts for the fact that all the pieces in this
anthology are cast in the keys of C or D
Major. In the present recording Don Smithers
and Michael Laird use narrow- bore valve
instruments in an effort to reproduce as
closely as possible the splendid piercing
tone of the original clarino trumpets.
The programme material has been chosen
with considerable foresight and encompasses,
within its confines, a wide range of styles and
nationalities, giving to the listener a balanced
and comprehensive account of baroque trumpet literature. The performances are exemplary and it is at once apparent that much
trouble has been taken with the presentation.
Jacchini's Sonata Quinta Con Tromba, published by Silvani in 1703, contains in its slow
movements some superlative examples of
18th century ornamentation impeccably executed by the Academy of St. Martin- in- theFields. The Sonata à cinque in C by Johann
Heinrich Schmelzer ( 1623-1680) is an interesting work in which Don Smithers gives a
brilliant display of trumpet technique; here,
too, is a splendid bassoon obligato beautifully performed by David Munrow ( see also
Oryx EXP46—The Mediaeval Sound). Simon
Preston offers an excellently stylistic continuo realisation on alternatively the Harpsichord and Organ, a Chitarrone is employed
to reinforce the bass line in the works where
organ continuo replaces the harpsichord.
Throughout the entire recording the two
trumpeters display fine tone-technique which
avoids being over- brassy.
HI- II NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

The recording is marvellously clear and
resonant with perfect balance between soloists
and orchestra. This disc is excellent in all
respects but Ifear its price may be somewhat
prohibitive since a similar production in the
HMV Baroque Library series retails at approximately half this amount. [
A: 1]
Victor McAloon
BOYCE: Six overtures from Musica Britannia
Volume XIII
Orchestre des Concerts Lamoureux IAnthony Lewis
L'Oiseau -Lyre OLS110 (
99p). Reissue: formerly
L'Oiseau Lyre mOL50210, sSOL60041 ( Jan ' 62)

In the absence of any information Ican only
assume that this is a reissue of Anthony
Lewis's recording of the same six Boyce
overtures with the same orchestra; it first
appeared in 1962. The works are very good,
with abundant variety as between French and
Italian style pieces, and also as between the
layout and instrumental disposition of the
movements.
The performances, however,
are not quite so good—there are signs of insufficient rehearsal or of hurried sessions in
tempi that are not quite steady, phrasing that
is not entirely unanimous, balance that does
not come up to expectation. This is a pity,
since none of the works ( edited by Gerald
Finzi in Musica Britannica, vol. 13) is otherwise available. The faults are not so grave
as to deny a great deal of pleasure to the
specialist listener, though the record cannot
be warmly recommended to the ordinary
music- lover: the recorded quality is rather
thick and over- resonant, and there is only
about 20 minutes of music per side. [
C: 3]
Peter Branscombe
BRAHMS: Piano concerto 2 in
Op. 83
Hans Richter-Haaser (
pno)
Berlin Philharmonic
Orchestra IHerbert von Karajan
World Record Club ST1090 (£ 1.41).
Reissue:
formerly Columbia SAX2328 ( Apr '60)

A performance of great individuality, especially from the conductor who, as is his custom
in Brahms ( more so a few years ago than
now perhaps) resorts to very considerable
rubato. Some nowadays prefer what they
would call a more ' straightforward' account
of Brahms; but rubato is necessary to good
Brahms playing and the only question is whether it is overdone here. Richter-Haaser is in
any case a Brahms player of depth and insight: if he does not go all the way in rhythmic
flexibility with von Karajan, that is his right
and his privilege. The idea that soloist and
conductor must agree upon all things and
never deviate is corny and overlooks the
origin of the word concerto which comes
from the Latin concertare, meaning ' to compete'. Here the tension of true competition
can be felt. It is still possible to feel the pull
as too great, the rubato exaggerated. But this
remains a performance of stature. Not the
first choice, maybe, but an extremely commendable one, revealing many felicities of
Johannes Brahms. The sound is not new,
but not too dated to give pleasure and illuminate the playing. [B: 2]
Burnett James
BRAHMS: Vier ernste Gesünge, Op. 121*
Auf dem Kirchhofe, Op. 105: 4
Frühlingslied,
Op. 85: 5
Regenlied, Op. 59: 3
Kein Haus,
keine Heimat, Op. 94: 5
Steig' auf, geliebter
Schatten, Op. 94: 2
Alte Liebe, Op. 72: 1
Mit vierzig Jahren, Op. 94: 1
Feldeinsamkeit,
Op. 86: 2
Verzagen, Op. 72: 4
Dietrich Fischer-Dieskau ( bar) , JOrg Demus (pno)
Deutsche Grammophon 135 161 (
E1•45). Reissues:
formerly SLPM138011 ( May ' 59); " SLPA4138644 ( Oct
'61)

Death, despair, regret and nostalgia—these
are the predominant themes on this latest
Fischer-Dieskau reissue, and Iwish record
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companies wouldn't couple Brahms' Op. 121
with other late period songs, for it gives the
listener avery one-sided and incomplete view
of a composer who could write music as
genial as may be when in the mood. Nevertheless one doesn't have to play through the
whole record at one sitting, and the performances are really fine. Not having before heard
him sing the Four Serious Songs Iwondered
whether Fischer-Dieskau would have the
weight of tone for them, but my fears were
groundless.
Vocally he is in fine form
throughout his range and the words are most
beautifully and tellingly sung; none of his
overdramatic blasting here. He proves equally
good in the miscellaneous songs, for which
JOrg Demus is an excellent partner, although
in Op. 121 1found his playing on the lightweight side, at times not clear enough (the
star is omitted from my rating on this account
only). As to recording, Op. 121 still sounds
well, but the remainder show their age
through a clangy piano tone, ' Auf dem Kirchhofe' being worse in this respect than the
others. [ Op. 121 A: 1. Remainder B/C: 1*]
Bryan Corne
BRUCKNER: Symphony 3 in d (
1889 version)
Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra I Car/ Schuricht
World Record Club ST1089 (£1•41)

The Bruckner- lover for whom beautiful playing and a fine recording are more important
than the version used and vagaries of tempo,
can be recommended to buy this reissue
(originally on HMV, November 1966). The
Vienna Philharmonic provide glorious sound,
whether one sets more store by lovely solo
oboe phrasing or full-throated Brucknerian
climaxes, and Schuricht is at his best in much
of the slow movement. His trio, too, is finely
expressive, though at the cost of an unwarranted drop in tempo as compared with the
scherzo. In the outer movements Ihave more
to quarrel with— little of the Misterioso quality
that Bruckner specifies in I ( incidentally, the
sleeve makes nonsense of the movement's
basic tempo, which should be Mehr, not Sehr
langsam), and in IV an excessive slowingdown for the otherwise beautifully judged
polka and chorale, and a grandiloquent holding- back at the end where Bruckner specifies
a quick tempo. The version used, nominally
that of 1889 ( Nowak), actually incorporates
readings from the fifth and final version ( ed.
Redlich), for example the flute figure in
1/125 ff. My recommendation for Bruckner's
Third is Haitink, who uses the grand 1878
version ( Oeser). [
A: 3]
Peter Branscombe

BUXTEHUDE: Cantatas: '
Alles, was ¡ hr tut mit
Worten oder mit Werken'• ' Mit Fried und Freud
ich fahr dahin'" ' Befiehl dem Engel, dass er
komm'• / STEFFANI: Stabat Mater
Greifswald Cathedra/ Choir lBerlin Bach Orchestra I
`Hans Pflugbeil Concentus Musicus, Vienna INikolaus
Harnoncourt
Vienna Boys' Choir
Oryx 3C 303 (
99p). Reissue: formerly Cantate 642210
(Oct ' 59)

Agostino Steffani ( 1654-1728) is primarily remembered for his outstanding contribution
to mid- baroque opera; he was the principal
opera composer at Munich and is noted for
having combined the German polyphonic/
instrumental style with Italian lyricism. It is
also interesting to note that Handel was
considerably influenced by Steffani and borrowed extensively from him in his later oratorios. This is the first recording of Steffani's
magnificent Stabat Mater, which was composed on the occasion of his election to the
'Life Presidency of the Academy of Ancient
Music in London' as an acknowledgement of
that honour. The Concentus Musicus, under
their director Nikolaus Harnoncourt, offer

beautiful string tone on their period instruments, the performance has a luminous
quality which is further enhanced by the
excellence of the vocal soloists ( named and
unnamed) and the polished choral contribution of the Vienna Boys' Choir. Phrasing,
too, is excellent.
Buxtehude has gained enormous popularity
during the last few years, and the three cantatas presented here will be a most welcome
addition to the baroque record library. The
first cantata, for bass, 4- part choir, strings
and continuo, features Johannes Kunzel, a
fine bass whose timbre is admirably suited
to this type of vocal medium; the remaining
cantatas are slighter compositions and entirely choral in construction.
The Greifswald Cathedral Choir compares
well with the professionalism of the Vienna
Boys' Choir in the Steffani but the use of
modern instruments by the Berlin Bach Orchestra is at once apparent; however, this
will afford to the listener an excellent opportunity to compare the tonal timbre of period
instruments with that of their modern counterparts. Highly recommended! [ Buxtehude
—A: 1/Steffani—A :1*]
Victor McAloon
CAVALIERI: ' The Representation of the Soul
and the Body'—oratorio
Tatiana Troyanos (m-sop) I Hermann Prey ( bar) /
Kurt Equiluz (ten) IHerbert Lackner (bass) / Theo
Adam (bass) Ietc lVienna Chamber Choir (
CM: Hans
Gillesberger) ICapella Academica IEduard Melkus I
Ensemble Wolfgang von Karajan ICharles Mackerras
Archiv 2708 016 (2 records) (£4.76)

The historical importance of Cavalieri's Rappresentatione scarcely needs to be emphasised in a review of this nature. Suffice it to
say that it is the earliest music drama in the
stile nuovo to have survived complete, that it
was the first work of its kind to be printed,
and that it was the first printed score to contain afigured basso continuo. The music itself,
however, is a curious mixture of the old and
the new: alongside the speech- like recitative
are solo airs in more traditional dance- style,
choruses modelled on the popular style of
the canzonet, and instrumental sinfonie and
ritornelli which could have been written at
any time during the last forty years of the
16th century. Despite all this, the work has
a positive identity: and if the recitative lacks
the affective intensity of Peri or the graceful
charm of Caccini, it nevertheless admirably
realises the dramatic possibilities of the
text.
Though not without its faults, the present
recording is to be warmly welcomed. The
instrumental ensemble is arranged in three
groups. In the centre are string instruments
(viols, lute, theorbo and harp) representing
the different components of Man; to one side
are the elements bound to the earth, represented by plucked metal string instruments,
such as guitar and harpsichord, and doublereed wind instruments; to the other are instruments such as organ and recorders which
represent the elements of heaven. This
attempt at characterisation through instrumental colour was, of course, standard practice during the late renaissance, and the effect
is particularly dramatic in this work. It does,
however, present serious technical problems
which the sound engineers have not been
able to overcome, and the balance between
voices and instruments and between different
instrumental groups often leaves agreat deal
to be desired. This said, the recording is in
all other respects very good indeed. So too
is the performance. The instrumental playing
is superb, the principal singers ( Hermann
Prey as the Body and Tatiana Troyanos as the
Soul) show a fine sense of drama and of
style, and the whole thing hangs together with

great conviction. This is an important recording which will do much to promote a
greater understanding of Cavalieri's contribution to the development of baroque music
drama. [
B/C: 1]
Peter Ashton
CHABRIER:
España
RAVEL:
Rapsodie
Espagnole / RIMSKY-KORSAKOV: Capriccio
Espagnol
London Philharmonic Orchestra IJohn Pritchard
Classics for Pleasure CFP169 (
89p)
The three works on this disc are enormously

popular and are adequately represented in
the catalogue already. However, the market
for this type of programme is well-nigh insatiable, so this very sensible coupling, at
only 89p, is sure to sell well. The performances are workaday ones, such as one might
hear at a prom concert, lively and spirited for
the most part, though rather lacking in the
sparkle and passion that can elevate lightweight works such as these. The strings
must have been having an off day, for they
manage a distinctly school orchestra sound
in a few places, especially in the RimskyKorsakov. The sound quality is quite good,
being clean and close. Ishould have liked to
hear more of the recording venue's ambience,
though, as the sound is a little dry for those
used to the concert hall. Quite agood record
on the whole, if a little unexciting, and good
value for money. [B: 2]
Gareth Jefferson
CHOPIN: Sonata 3 in b / LISZT: Sonata in b
Agustin Anievas ( pno)
HMV HQS1246 (£1.52#)

EMI deserve support for promoting promising
talent, but this choice of programme seems
debatable. No one would dream of offering
a highly promising young actor the chance to
play Othello at the National, and to ask a
relatively high price for ' promising' performances of two firmly established sonatas seems
seems equally quixotic. Anievas has outstanding gifts.
His cantabile playing is
smooth and velvety and he can throw off
cascades of notes in scale passages with
infinite ease and charm. Above all, he has
incredible reserves of strength to offer when
occasion requires. What he lacks, at this
stage, is the intellectual grasp required to
challenge previous, magisterial, performances. Much of the opening movement of
the Chopin sonata sounds perfunctory,
though the second subject emerges with a
true pianistic bel canto. The Scherzo provides some fine filigree work, but sounds
half- improvised. The beauty of the slow
movement is accentuated by an attention to
every lovely phrase . . . and lacks all feeling
for structure, which reduces this section to
the structure of a free fantasia. To understand how integrated the b Minor can sound
one has only to turn to the recording by
Lipatti. Anievas might do well to study that
himself!
Liszt's sonata fares better since its inherently flamboyant nature is less demanding,
intellectually, than the Chopin. We get plenty
of ravishingly lovely playing here, plus a
leonine strength which is mightily impressive.
Once again, however, one is more aware of
the beauty of episodes than of the structure
as a whole. To observe its splendid architecture one has only to turn to the old recording by Horowitz. It seems a pity that one has
to think of doing so, since this pianist is far
too promising to be dismissed lightly. One
can only hope he is now allowed to record
such works as Balakirev's fine sonata, or the
exciting piano works of D'Indy and Magnard,
so that his gifts can be enjoyed without nagging memories of more assured interpretations calling for comparison. The recording
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itself is asheer joy. Rarely can one hear such
lifelike piano tone, with such such sympathetic acoustics. It clearly earns itself a star!
[Chopin—A :1*/Liszt—A: 2] Basil Ashmore
COUPERIN: Apothéose de Lulli
Apotheose
de Corelli LECLAIR: Le Tombeau
Eduard Melkus ( vin)
Spiros Ranto ( vin) IFriederike
Stradner (fit) IBernhard Klebel (obe) IJohannes Koch
(via da g) lLeo Cermak (bsn IHuguette Dreyfus (hpd)
(original instruments)
Archiv 2533 067 (£2•35)

Two well- filled and finely recorded sides give
us the extended series of movements forming Couperin's tribute to Lulli, and the Apotheosis of Corelli plus Leclair's Tombeau.
The grandiose Apotheosis of Lulli is interpreted freely, but as Melkus points out in his
valuable note, the instrumentation he and his
fellow- artists have chosen is entirely in keeping with what is known of Couperin's own
practice and intentions. The result is convincing and absolutely delightful. So too,
though with fewer surprises, are the trio
sonata and single violin sonata on the second
side. The timbre of the old instruments ( later
actually than the music played) adds to the
pleasure of a fine and extremely welcome
record—another happy example of DGG's
combination of historical research and uninhibited musicianship. Stereo separation and
balance give admirable presence. [
A: 1]
Peter Branscombe
COVENTRY CATHEDRAL BOYS' CHOIR
SING
Praise my soul the King of Heaven E Brother
James's Air D Lord of the dance
There is a
green hill far away D Steal Away , Agnus Dei
(Britten: Missa Brevis) E Jerusalem G Jesu, Joy
of man's desiring D Lord of all hopefulness
Hear my prayer (
Mendelssohn) El Coventry
Carol D Gloria in Excelsis (Britten: Missa Brevis)
Chapter One CMS1006 ( 161)

That the technical accomplishment of our
young musicians is far greater than would
have been thought possible a generation or
two ago is again shown by this excellent
recording. The Coventry Cathedral Boys'
Choir, of whom 22 take part here, sings with
fine attack, and rhythmic accuracy, and their
words are crystal clear. The general style is
robust, the tonal quality full with no hint of
precociousness. The performances are perhaps of no great subtlety and some of the
phrasing could be more pliable, but the programme is one that demands good honest
singing rather than too much refinement.
One point the choir should watch is its vowel
sounds—every time the word ' hide' came
round in the Mendelssohn it sounded ' hieed'.
The two Britten excerpts could hardly be
bettered for absolute precision, and the
soloists in the Gloria are very assured. The
recording, made in the cathedral, impresses
by its clarity, yet there is still sufficient resonance and the sibilants don't obtrude. Fully
deserves a high rating on all counts. [
A*: 1]
Bryan Corne
A RECITAL OF FRENCH SONGS
DE BREVILLE: Une jeune-fille parle / DEBUSSY: II pleure dans mon coeur ,
Le jet
d'eau' [7 Lettre de Geneviève (Pelleas et
Melisande)•/ DE SEVERAC: Ma poupée chérie' /
DUPARC: Chanson triste'
Lamento' E,
L'Invitation au voyage' / FAURE: Sole [ 1
Après un rêve' / HONEGGER: Chanson des
Sirenes—Berceuse de la Sirène' / POULENC:
Le Bestiaire' / ROUSSEL: Light' r, Sarabande'
Invocation' D Jazz dans la nuit'
Amoureux
Séparés'
Claire Croiza (msop) I George Reeves (pno). I
Francis Poulenc (
pno)' / Pierre de Bréville (pno)' I
Albert Roussel (pno)' I Arthur Honegger (pno). I
Orch (con. Georges True).
HMV ,>tALP2115 (£2•24)
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Arcane musical quiz question: Born 1882,
died 1946. Father an Irishman named ConeIly,
mother Italian. Studied with Jean de Reszke.
Début in Paris as ( of all things) the Angel in
Gerontius. Creator of Fauré's Penélope. Became in 1920s and 1930s friend and inimitable
interpreter of French song composers. Who
is it?
Answer: Claire Croiza, a name probably
unfamiliar to most readers. Inimitable? Yes.
Her voice was a useful run-of-the-mill mezzo,
of no special power, beauty or length of breath
She created her effect through adeep insight
into French poetry and scrupulous attention
to details of rhythm and nuance—in the concert hall she would often recite the poem
before singing the song. She made many
valuable recordings late in her career, some
with the composer at the piano. If all the
songs on this disc are not well known, they
ought to be. French song by no means
begins and ends with Fauré, Duparc, Debussy,
Ravel and Poulenc. The song by de Bréville,
a pupil of Franck who survived until after the
Second World War, contains some exquisitely
tender vocal writing, and those who contend
that this composer's songs are due for revival
are surely right. The same might be said of
the genial Languedoc, Déodat de Séverac;
though his charming songs may not probe
very deep, they would be useful recital items.
Unlike his other countrymen, Roussel was
not a natural writer of songs any more than
of piano music. Yet his 40- odd melodies
have a distinct, somewhat dry character that
grows on one with increased familiarity. By
the time these recordings were made Mme
Croiza had become a musical pointilliste to
whom by both temperament and vocal equipment the grand gestures were as foreign as
emotional or dynamic extremes. However,
within these limits her singing was movingly
eloquent. Chanson triste, for instance, is done
with marvellous control of rhythm, accent
and musical phrase, investing the song with
a tender sentiment that never degenerates
into sentimentality. Did space permit one
could find words of praise for nearly every
song on the disc. Only Après un rêve and
L'invitation are comparative failures, both
straining the singer's vocal resources to a
point where the failings outweigh the virtues.
Of her pianists, George Reeves is another
Moore, Poulenc his usual witty self in his own
little cycle but right off form in L'invitation,
and Roussel plays accurately but with little
subtlety of touch. Ihope the texts will be
provided; having no sleeve Icannot say. If
so, this will be one of the most absorbing
historical reissues for many a day. The
sound, by the way, is variable but never distractingly bad. [H: 1*]
Bryan Corne
DVORAK: The nine symphonies
The London Symphony Orchestra IIstvan Kertesz
Decca SXLD6516/21 (
59.94) (515.89 after February
'72) Reissues

Having observed Philips nearing the end of
a complete cycle of the Symphonies one is
startled to find them being pipped by Decca.
Which can possibly be regarded as 'the
best'? Both utilise the services of an outstanding Dvorák interpreter and the LSO—
and that, certainly, helps one to assess the
individual interpretations more easily. The
differences of approach are made evident at
the start. Kertesz brings out the ripe Wagnerian undertones of the First Symphony in
his highly dramatic account of the splendid
first movement. Rowicki offsets the other's
use of colour- contrast by observing an overall view of the symphonic structure, making
his reading more impressive. The same may
be said of the slow movement, with its languishing oboe solos. Kertesz crops every
HI-F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

flower by the wayside, Rowicki steers firmly
throughout. In the Scherzo, however, Kertesz is more satisfying. By ignoring the
folksy elements ( which always seems to
delight Rowicki) he observes Dvoràk's structure and adds to the work's stature.
With the even more Wagnerian 2nd the
conductors change roles. In the first and
second movements Rowicki asserts the
dramatic elements, while Kertesz adds to the
work's strength by relative austerity. In the
slow movement ( surely the most voluptuous
sounds outside Tristan) Rowicki tries to dilute
the Wagnerian atmosphere by accentuating
Slavonic
colouring
whenever
possible.
Kertesz dilutes it by a touch of astringency
which makes the Wagnerisms seem, in their
turn, influenced by Berlioz. Rowicki's exuberant
account of the Scherzo does little to dilute
a Tannhauserish pomposity. Kertesz gives
the movement an overall span which is,
finally, far more satisfying. In the finale the
honours go to Rowicki, since his deft pace
helps to skate over the work's diffuseness,
more apparent in Decca's version.
In the 3rd ( not yet available by Rowicki) the
Wagnerian flood- gates are opened wide. The
noble sweep of the first movement, however,
is Wagner transformed. The first subject is
an almost exact replica of the first half of the
phrase which dominates the Rienzi Overture.
But Wagner's constipated tune is here transformed and made to soar aloft with glorious
propulsion. In the slow movement he strikes
back with a vengeance. Dvoràk's sombrely
impressive opening soon degenerates into a
Mastersingerish kind of Pomp and Circumstance March. A sad let- down. Nevertheless
the scoring is fascinating and Kertesz manages
to suggest, once again, stray affinities with
Berlioz. In the finale the Bayreuth Wizard is
not only thrust back into wings, he is turned
topsy-turvy, given a great dose of adrenalin
and booted into the stratosphere. Full of
gorgeous melodies and dancing rhythms,
this section has all the delicious irreverence
of a Chabrier Wagnerian satire.
With the splendid 4th, Dvoràk not only tried
to turn his back deliberately on Wagnerian
influences, he very nearly succeeded—a fact
which Rowicki makes apparent throughout.
The fact that the Nationalist side of the composer has now taken the upper hand is hardly
apparent in Kertesz's fiery reading, which
makes the Meyerbeerian side of Wagner
seem to be still dominating the young Czech.
The finale, in Rowicki's ebullient reading, provides a grand—and essentially Slavonic—
climax to a most original work. On Kertesz's
version the movement's apparent grandiloquence seems a fitting climax to a generally
grandiose view of what should have been an
escape from Wagner—which Kertesz seems
unable to accept!
Dvoràk's 5th represents not a rejection of
Wagner but astate of complete freedom from
the old enthralment. Here is the sweet enchanter we have known and loved from later
works. The 5th, apart from its finale, could
be termed a Czech Pastoral Symphony—the
first movement is a song of pure joy, while
the sweetly- sad tones of the slow movement
move, without a break, into the exuberant
high spirits of the Scherzo. Here, surely, is
the first example of a Dvorák Dumka! The
finale is extremely impressive, one of the
most perfectly logical pieces of symphonic
thought to be found in 19th century music
and the 5th's comparative absence from concert halls is probably based on nothing but
ignorance.
The 6th shows Dvoràk's increasing selfassurance throughout. Modelled closely on
Brahms— his newly-found friend and mentor
—the new influence is less oppressive than
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that of the days of Wagnerian hypnosis.
Brahms clearly helped to shape his thoughts,
but the thoughts are always those of a Czech
musician. In many ways it is the most integrated music that he ever wrote in symphonic
form, and has been highly praised by Tovey
(never one to praise unduly). Ihaven't Rowicki to hand, but Kertesz is unlikely to be
bettered. He never puts a foot wrong when
interpreting this unequivocal work.
The fact that Dvoràk's genius glows even
more brightly in the superb 7th is apparently
diminished, in this recording, by an appalling
deterioration in Kertesz's interpretation of
the work. He seems to have observed the
Brahmsian influences in the 7th and wants
to make damn- sure we all observe them, as
well! The result is an over- weighted example
of heavily accentuated, Teutonic introspection at its worst. The magic, unbelievable as
it may seem, disappears in stodgy gloom.
Turn to Monteux's magical reading and find
an ethereal Ariel to supplant this pedantic
Caliban. Even the recording is inferior to
Monteux's (as well as to the rest of this set)
and does its worst to make the music sound
even gloomier than Kertesz probably intended.
Since the 8th, like the 6th, is completely free
of foreign influences, Kertesz is able, once
more, to give a spontaneous and unaffected
reading of this evergreen music. His tendency
to highlight dramatic elements more than
Rowicki does is again in evidence. Where
Rowicki treats us to an elegant retelling of
some sunlit fairy-tale of infinite grace and
charm, Kertesz handles it in afar more serious
mood. His use of chiaroscuro darkens the
music and suggests that it is depicting a
rather tragic saga. I happen to prefer Rowicki's view but many may find greater pleasure in the more romantic reading.
Kertesz's 9th is certainly the traditionalromantic type of reading at its best. Warmly
poetic, and not too over- dramatised, it should
suit anyone who does not long for the more
objective, symphonic approach which Toscanini once provided. Rowicki handles it with
equal disregard for form, though his reading
is remarkably original ( with some amazing
results in the famous melody of the slow
movement). The honours, otherwise, are
fairly even.
It is hardly possible to speak of relative
values until Philips have completed their
cycle, but their recording is clearly more
satisfactory and Decca's underground zinctank acoustics are very much in evidence.
Since this cycle is being offered at a bargain
price it should attract the attention of anyone
prepared to follow with interest the remarkable progressions of Dvoràk's symphonic
Odyssey. [B: 2]
Basil Ashmore

DVORAK: Piano trio in B ,,op. 21
in g, Op. 26
The Beaux Arts Trio
Philips LY802 916 (
52.30)

Piano trio

Dvoràk's trios fall into two categories. There
are the spacious kind, such as his Op. 65,
which demand concert- hall performance.
There are also trios such as these, which
might be termed ' Music for Friends' and were
obviously intended only for private musicmaking in one's home. Actually, to play them
with friends would be an undiluted pleasure,
since the instrumental writing is gracious and
rewarding. Whether they would bear constant gramophone repetition, even in such
splendid performances as they receive here,
is open to doubt. Opus 21 is simple to the
point of ingenuousness, though the first two
movements have a lyrical charm which disarms criticism. Opus 26 offers an interesting

insight into the composer's personality. It
was written, like Smetana's superb trio, to
express grief at the loss of a beloved child.
But where Smetana's reaction to loss is a
(highly musical) scream of agony which rivals
the most passionate utterances of Hugo Wolf,
Dvofák's sorrow infects his music with tender
grace and charming resignation. As with
Ophelia, ' thought and affliction' are all ' turned
to favour and to prettiness'. Apart from the
finale, which is one of Dvoiák's least successful pieces of writing, the work does have
sufficient lyrical appeal to warrant the attention of music- lovers in general. Certainly it
can hardly hope to receive a more satisfying
performance or a more natural- sounding recording. If—as appears likely— Philips and
the Beaux Arts intend to bring out acomplete
cycle of Dvofák's trios, this excellent issue
(following their recent equally fine offering
of the masterly Opus 65) bodes well for the
final edition. [ A: 1]
Basil Ashmore

ELGAR: Symphony 2in EY, Op. 63
Rehearsal
—part of 3rd movement*
London Symphony Orchestra ISir Edward Elgar
World Record Club 3tS14163 (£119). Reissue:
from 78$ ( rec. 1927) * not previously issued

Like Symphony 1 recently put out in this
series, Idon't think No. 2 has appeared on
LP before. In fact this was the second time
Elgar committed No. 2to disc, the first being
three years earlier ( an acoustic recording).
The performance is a typical Elgar one—
more volatile and flexible than some, though
not going as far in indulgence as Barbarolli's
second HMV. But the fascination naturally
lies in the tag on the end— Elgar at rehearsal
in part of the rondo. Jerrold N. Moore tells
on the sleeve how it came about; how Fred
Gaisberg had the idea when this part had to
be re- made three months after the first sessions of catching Elgar at his work of preparation, the plot kept secret to avoid artificiality
and self-consciousness. It worked. Unfortunately, the techniques of the day did not allow
the picking up of all the remarks, asides, and
general injunctions. But you can hear enough
to understand how Edward Elgar went about
his business. It gets lost when he turns to
some member of the orchestra or lowers his
head to the score. But, as Isay, it comes
through enough to bring a voice out of the
past for the first time, and perhaps the only
one of its kind extant. We are told that in
order to lose nothing, all the original surface
noises and scratchings have been left in also:
Iam not sure if it helps or not. It does sound
a bit as though Elgar was rehearsing in a
violent hail storm. No matter. And the voice
itself? Lighter and higher than you might
expect; nothing pompous or heavy about it;
a quick, humorous, alert manner and sound
of speech. The symphony sounds its age,
and the ghosts are active. Yet listening to
the rehearsal extract, one realises what Tony
Griffith has achieved. [H: 11 Burnett James

STUART BURROWS RECITAL
FAURE: Sylvia, Op. 6: 3
Nell, Op. 18: 1 Li
Lydia, Op. 4:2
Prison, Op. 83: 1 [] Toujours,
Op. 21: 2 / HANDEL: '
Jephtha'—Deeper and
deeper still ill Waft her, angels / SCARLATTI:
Sento nel core n Le violette - Son tutta duolo /
SCHUBERT: Du bist die Ruh', D776 r Heidenroslein, D257 ' Die schtine Müllerin'—Der
Neugierige / QUILTER: To Julia, Op. 8
Stuart Burrows (ten) IJohn Constable (pno)
L'Oiseau -Lyre SOL323 (£1.61)

A recital of mixed quality, amusical sandwich
in which the bread tastes better than the
filling. In the first and last items of the programme, the English ones, Stuart Burrows

sounds very much at home. The famous
recit and aria from Jephtha he sings with
dramatic ardour and fine vocal control, the
Quilter cycle with charm and polish. Working
inwards, neitherthe Scarlatti nor Fauré groups
altogether convince, although in fairness to
Burrows there are not many British tenors
who could better him in either. The first and
last Scarlatti arias are altogether too pennyplain, partly due to the fact that John Constable, for all his skill, cannot make the piano
sound other than anachronistic and musically dull, partly also due to the singer's refusal
to ornament and lack of a true legato line.
The Fauré songs are nearly very good, but
marred by too hasty speeds and some not
quite authentic vowel sounds. The Schubert
group in the middle is least satisfactory. Both
Du bist die Ruh' and Der Neugierige need a
smoother line; there is too much air between
the notes and the phrasing is bumpy. Throughout, the pianist makes his points clearly and
effectively. The recording is first-rate with a
good balance and full piano tone, and a
leaflet of texts comes with the record. Only
a qualified success, I'm afraid. [
A: 2]
Bryan Corne

HANDEL: ' Israel in Egypt'
Heather Harper (sop) I Patricia Clark (sop)
Paul
Esswood (c-ten) IAlexander Young (ten) IMichael
Rippon (bass) I Christopher Keyte (basse) I Leeds
Festival Chorus IEnglish Chamber Orchestra ICharles
Mackerras
Archly 2708 020 (£4.70)

Israel in Egypt is unusual among Handel's
oratorios in that it is largely a succession of
choruses—choral frescoes, they have been
aptly called—with very few interspersing solo
arias; and also because of the amount of
'borrowed' music it contains. As to the
latter, no one worried much about that in
Handel's day, whatever brows may be furrowed in horror in this our puritanical and
purist present. The work contains some
magnificent choral writing, much of it extremely graphic. The frogs in No. 5 are, as
Tovey long ago observed, given a highly
humorous evocation; the darkness in No. 8
is musically tangible; and the smiting of the
first-born ( No. 9) is vivid. And so forth. But
more than that of course is the rich power
and majestic counterpoint of much of the
choral writing.
There have been several shots at recording
Israel, but none currently survives and none
quite filled the bill. To see the name of
Charles Mackerras on the cover of the new
Archiv issue must raise all hopes. In many
respects they are fulfilled. One or two things
do not quite convince: The duet in Part II
(No. 15), The Lord is my strength and my song,
does not sound happy to my ears; but then
duetting between sopranos seldom does, on
records at least. And some of the singing,
here especially, does sound a bit prim. The
choral singing is generally fine—strong, firm,
with clarity of parts. And the orchestra work
under Mackerras is exceptional. Israel in
Egypt was originally published with no overture. For the first performance Handel raided
his own Solomon, and maintaining that tradition, Archiv led off with the Solomon Overture.
It sets the tone for the orchestral standard
throughout. Idon't think this is quite on the
level of Mackerras's superb Messiah (
my own
favourite of all); but then the work itself is
much less various. The sound is very successful generally, avoiding most dangers of
muddle and conveying the sense of Handelian
grandeur without pomposity, a combination
of performance and recording of course. A
few passages of roughness may be noted
and assigned as you please, varying no doubt
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with individual copies and equipment. A
success, then, if not a triumph. [
B: 1121
Burnett James
HANDEL: ' Messiah'
Jennifer Vyvyan (sop) INorma Procter (con) IGeorge
Maran (ten) I Owen Brannigan (bass) i George
Malcolm (hpd) IRalph Downes (org) ILondon Philharmonic Choir and Orchestra (CM: Frederick Jackson)
ISir Adrian Boult
Decca ' Eclipse' pECS613-5 (£2.97). Reissue:
formerly mACL118-20

There are surely very few recordings dating
from the mid-' 50s that one can unreservedly
welcome in a reissue today. Decca's justly
famous Messiah of 1954 ( originally four LPs,
then brought out on three with improved
mono sound in 1961) is most certainly one
of them. Here it is, well refurbished with very
acceptable pseudo- stereo effect. There is
some surface noise but nothing serious, and
the sound is otherwise extremely good. As
for the performance, Boult and his fine solo
team are strongly and sensitively supported
by the LPO and its choir, and Julian Herbage's
version of the score is very satisfying in almost every respect ( ornamentation is really
a matter for performers rather than editor,
anyway). This is a rather old-fashioned performance by comparison with those of Mackerras, Davis and Bonynge. Its virtues, however, are strong and unfailingly musical, and
it is almost the cheapest of the eleven available versions. Definitely to be considered.
[B: 2]
Peter Branscombe

Antal Dorati

photo: Decca

HAYDN: Symphonies 73-81
Philharmonia Hungarica IAntal Dorati
Decca HDNG31/4 (£4.20) (£5.60 after Feb ' 72)

This fourth volume of Haydn symphonies is
the most generous so far: it includes nine,
nos. 77-79 being comfortably accommodated
on the third record with no sign of a loss of
quality— more than 30 minutes' music per
side, without loss of the useful scrolls between movements. This set will fill gaps in
every Haydn collection, Ifeel sure—at present
73, 75, 80 and 81 appear in the catalogue. Of
the remainder, many will have a fairly recent
Leslie Jones of 77. The other four works will
be especially welcome. To take them in
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order (for once, the traditional numbering
which Decca and Dorati adhere to is largely
correct in this sequence of symphonies):
no. 74 in E opens with a very fine Vivace
assai and has a delightful minuet and trio.
Here alone on my pressings the quality was
disappointing—serious clicks and scratchy
sounds in the first two movements, and the
opening Vivace assai seemed anyway ashade
hard- driven ( one of Dorati's very few miscalculations in all these symphonies). No. 76,
again in Ep, is an excellent work, with a splendid minor key outburst and lovely wind writing
in the Adagio, and an exceptionally fine finale
(beautifully paced and played). No. 77, in 13b,
uses high horns—not often melodically, but
as awell calculated and imaginative injection
of lightness into the textures. Its slow movement has a gem of a melody. 78, in C minor,
has bold, stabbing chromaticisms in its
powerful first movement, and the standard is
well sustained. 79, in F, isn't a marvellous
work—but in view of its pleasing thematic
material, bold Un poco allegro closing section
to the Adagio and unexpected touches in
trio and finale, Ishall be surprised if Robbins
Landon ( whose notes have not yet reached
me) has not revised his earlier judgement of a
'dreary' and uninspired' work.
Space allows no comment on the felicities
of the better-known works. Suffice to say
that musically and from the point of view of
performance and recording, these latest additions to Dorati's Haydn series are up to the
highest standards of their predecessors.
Quirks are almost non-existent, the playing
of the Philharmonia Hungarica is clean,
strong and musicianly, repeats are generous
but sensible. Balance is excellent—wind solos
stand out with complete naturalness, and the
bass line is vibrantly clear but unexaggerated.
Riches indeed! [A: 1]
Peter Branscombe

HAYDN: String quartet in D, Op. 76:5 E String
quartet in E, Op. 76:6
Amadeus Quartet
Deutsche Grammophon 2530 072 (
U.35)

With only the two quartets of op. 77 to follow,
the six comprising Op. 76 represent practically
the final flowering of Haydn's genius in the
genre. The supremacy of that genius in
hammering out—with profusive and joyful
creativity—the very foundations of classical
music for string quartet has, as with the
symphonies, left its mark forever on our heritage. Even Verdi, it is said, kept miniature
scores of the complete Haydn quartets to
hand for quiet study.
The two here are the only ones in Op. 76
without nicknames (' Farmyard', ' Fifths', ' Emperor' and ' Sunrise' are the others), suggesting a marginally less appealing quality, which
is indeed the case. They are nevertheless
fine works and very enjoyable when well
played. But a ' well played' Haydn quartet has
more than correct notes and good ensemble,
so that while the Amadeus Quartet are outstanding in precision I have some doubts
here about their buoyancy, that mixture of
simple beauty of line and sheer pointed fun
which is the essence of ' Papa' Haydn. It is
difficult to put one's finger on the matter—
perhaps it is that the Amadeus are sometimes just a little too correct to be true:
slightly lacking in those minor inspirations
of nicely poised rubato which add humanity
to music. Good, yes, though after listening
to similar music played by five other quartets
Icould not say ' very good'; but do listen for
yourself as my samples of Haydn played by
others may be exceptional. Recording is
comparable: good, straightforward, but without the open freshness of quartet sound at
its best. [
B: 2]
John Crabbe
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CHAMBER MUSIC FROM SALZBURG
HAYDN: Violin sonata in G / L. MOZART:
Suite of the year 1762 / MOZART: Violin
sonata 2in D, K7
Violin sonata 21 in e, K304
Salzburg Mozarteum Duo: Karlheinz Franke ( yin) I
Paul v. Schilhawsky (pno)
Oryx ' Exploring the World of Music' EXP55
(79p). Reissue: formerly Oryx MUS55 ( Oct ' 68)

The music on this record is mainly of an engaging simplicity, the early uncomplicated
sonata in G by Mozart, his first printed work
is afair rival, however, to the Suite of the year
1762 by father Leopold, who harks back in style
and form to the baroque and pre- classical.
Good, clean music in all respects. Likewise
the open-handed, outgoing, friendly Sonata
by Haydn which puts no strain whatever on the
listener. Only the later E minor Mozart really
strikes a deeper, more melancholy note. I
feel that this suggests a cumulative shallowness and this could be afair description; but
the music is so engagingly entertaining that
Ican only compare its delights with those of
a Boskovskian set of Mozart dances. A great
deal of the credit for making whatI could have
been a dull programme in some hands so
attractive goes to the players, Franke and
Schilhawsky, who play with a most engaging,
lively directness. A great deal of the pleasure
also comes from the beautifully mellow tone
of the Giovanni Grancino violin of 1689 which
Franke uses and which is perfectly recorded
and balanced with the Steinway piano. It is
arecord,that makes one realise how much the
recorded quality of chamber- music can affect
the listener. [
A: 1]
Peter Gammond
HENZE: El Cimarrón
William Pearson (bar) I Karlheinz Mier ( fit) I Leo
Brouwer (gtr) IStomu Yamash'ta (percussion) IHanz
Werner Henze
Deutsche Grammophon 2707 050 (£4.70)

Listening to El Cimarrón is a profoundly
moving experience. An old Cuban runaway
slave (a cimarrón) was interviewed by the
ethnologist Miguel Barnet in 1963. Barnet
recorded the 104 year old man's pathetic
story and this was eventually published as
Biography of a Runaway Slave. Parts of this
book were translated into German and it is
this version that Henze has used. The
American ( negro) baritone, William Pearson,
declaims, shouts and sings this text to the
accompaniment of a guitar, flute and battery
of percussion. The music is almost totally
atonal and in some ways forms little more
than sound- effects to add weight and atmosphere to the cimarrón's narrative. Deutsche
Grammophon have done a splendid job of
recording this work and they have made very
effective use of the stereo in the antiphonal
percussive effects. Stomu Yamash'ta gives a
dazzling display of his virtuoso abilities
with a large range of percussion instruments,
and the other two instrumentalists play their
difficult music well if less startingly. There is
rather poor measure in terms of recorded
time on the four sides but the records are
presented in a beautifully produced, annotated and illustrated album. [
A*: 1]
Gareth Jefferson
JANACEK: Sinfonietta E Taras Bulba
The Bavarian Radio Symphony Orchestra I Rafael
Kubelik
Deutsche Grammophon 2530 075 (
E2•35)

In this performance of Sinfonietta, Rafael
Kubelik makes a brave attempt at mastering
this difficult virtuoso work. If he has not
quite succeeded in bringing it off it is not
through lack of attention to detail. He pays
particular attention to the sometimes tricky
phrasing and he follows the tempi carefully.
His efforts are marred by a few bits of less
than virtuoso playing by the Bavarian Radio
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Orchestra, in particular by some scruffy
playing in the string section. The feel of the
piece, however, is vivacious as it should be,
and it is well recorded with a reverberant
acoustic that well suits the nature of the
music and its orchestration. Taras Bulba is a
less well known orchestral rhapsody depicting three scenes from Gogol's novel. It is
programmatic music, sad, majestic and
moving. Much the same criticisms of the
orchestra's efforts apply as in the Sinfonietta,
though inasmuch as the music is less demanding, so their indiscretions are fewer and
less telling. In spite of these minor carpings
about the orchestra, it is a worthwhile and
enjoyable record. The same coupling is,
however, available on Supraphon in a marginally better performance by the Czech
Philharmonic orchestra under Karel Anéerl.
It looks as if these are going to be marketed
on a more satisfactory basis in the near
future, so it might be worth waiting for that,
though the Czech recording is not as good
as the German one. [
A: 2] Gareth Jefferson
LALO: Symphonie espagnole, op. 21 / RAVEL:
Tzigane
Henryk Szeryng (yin) IMonte Carlo Opera Orchestra l
Eduard van Remoortel
Philips 6500 195 (£2.30)

Henryk Szeryng plays the virtuoso, gracious
but sensuous Symphonie espagnole with
complete instrumental mastery and a clear
sympathy and enjoyment of the music. He
lingers and soars, throbs and sparkles in a
good old-fashioned manner and, in total,
does everything that could be done to make
this music (which, dare I say, I generally
regard as music to be half- listened-to) a
compelling attraction. Likewise with Ravel's
more muscular Tzigane. The Monte Carlo
orchestra under Remoortel prove to be
ideal accompanists and bend and sway in
sympathy with the violinist's will. There are
moments when the combination is positively
inspired. All this said, it is alittle disappointing to find aslightly less than ideal recording.
The solo violin is pleasantly and not too
prominently recorded, the strings often
sound very rich and full, but the overall
sound is lacking in impact and does not have
acompletely natural orchestral quality. [B: 1]
Peter Gammond
LECOCQ: ' Mam'zelle Angot'—suite (
arr. Gordon
Jacob) / WALTON: ' Façade'—suites
Royal Opera House Orchestra IAnatole Fistoulari
Decca ' Eclipse' ECS586 (
95p). Reissue: formerly
RCA SB2039 (Jul ' 59)

This is a re- issue record about which one
need have no reservations at all. Provided
that you are not purist enough to demand the
voices with Façade and can enjoy it in the
purely orchestral ballet suite form, as I
imagine most of us can, then it could not
possibly be better played than by the excellent Royal Opera House Orchestra under
Fistoulari. A great rhythmic exuberance is
maintained throughout so that you almost
have to dance, and there is some excellent
solo work from the various instrumentalists
called upon. There are ten items included,
all the most popular ones of course, not
played in the usual order, but well contrasted
and arranged. Likewise with the sprightly
arrangements that the skilled Gordon Jacob
made of Lecocq's charming melodies from
Mam'zelle Angot which had such a success
as a ballet in 1947 at Covent Garden. The
instrumental sound is so warm, the separation so clear that, even though it is fairly
obvious that this recording is not of the very
latest vintage ( but first-rate in its day), I
haven't the heart to give it anything but
[A: 1].
Peter Gammond

TIE ONLY COMPREHENSIVE RANGE OF
RECORD MAINTENANCE EQUIPMENT

WATTS " DUST BUG"
Automatic Record Cleaner. Easily ftted to
any transcription type turntable. Provioes
a simple and effective method of removing static and dust while the record is

being p ayec. Surface noise and
record and stylus wear is reduced,
resulting in cleaner reproduction.

WATTS " HI-FI PARASTAT"

WATTS " DISC PREENER"

Gramophone Record Maintenance and Stylus
Cleaning Kit.
Designed for use on NEW records or records in
new condition which are to be played with pickups requiring very low tracking pressures. Provides
the high degree of record cleanliness necessary
when using ultra lightweight pick-ups. An integral
part of the kit is the Watts Stylus Cleaner which
provides a safe and efficient method of cleaning
the stylus. Supplied complete with instructions,
1 oz. New Formula dispenser, Distilled Water
dispenser, spare pad cover aid ribbons.
Price £ 2.20, plus 5pP.T.
e
Replacements: 1oz. New
Formula
cispenser 25p.
.
Distilled Water
dispenser 20p.
Pad Cover and
Ribbons 10p.
STYLUS CLEANER
available separately
complete with instructions.
Price 25p plus 5p P.T.

Keeps new records like new. Expressly designed
for use with records which have not had previous
antistatic treatment.
Complete with instructions.

A GUIDE TO THE BETTER
CARE OF LP. AND STEREO
RECORDS
Completely
revised. 48 pages,
fully illustrated,
providing all
necessary
information on
Record Care.
15p Post Free.

Price 35p
Replacemeits: Packet of 4 wicks 10p

All obtainable from
your local specialist
or if in desperation
send coupon direct.

Complete with oz. New Formula
dispenser and ins:ructions.
Price £ 1 plus 20p
P.T.
Replacements:
Nylon Bristle and Plush Pad 10p
oz. New Formula dispenser 15p

WATTS " MANUAL PARASTAT"
WITH HUMID MOP
A dual purpose record maintenance device. Keeps
new records in perfect condition. Restores fidelity
to older discs. The Humid Mop cleans and conditions the bristles and velvet pads. Ensures correct
degree of humidity at the time of use. Complete
with 1oz. New Formula dispenser and instructions.
Price: £ 2.65
Replacements: Pad Covers 20p pair. Brush 65p.
Sponge Cover Pad 5p. 1 oz New Formula dispenser 25p. Humid Mop Sponge and 4 wicks
15p. Manual Parastat
available separately
Price £2.40
Humid Mop
availabfe
separately
Price 25p.

To CECIL E. WATTS LTD. DARBY HOUSE, SUNBURY ON THAMES, MIDDLESEX.
Please send (orders under £2 p & p 10p; over £2 post free).
Disc Preeners "if 35p

_—.... Dust Bugs i@ £ 1 plt.s 20p P.T

Manual Parastat & Humid Mop ® £2.65

Hi -Fi Parastats £ 2.20 plus 5p P.T

Manual Parastat only ® £ 2.40

Stylus Cleaners @ 25p plus 5p P.T

Humid Mop only ® 25p

__—_48 page Booklets ® 15p

Spares and Replacements...
Ienclose cheque/T.0. value £
Name —
Address.
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ASHKENAZY PLAYS LISZT:
LISZT : Twelve transcendental etudes—Prelude,
in C; Molto vivace, in a; Paysage, in F; Feux follets,
In B17; Wilde Jafd, in c; Allegro agitato molto, in f;
Harmonies du soir, in Dt,
Gortschakoffimpromptu I:. Mephisto waltz
Vladimir Ashkenazy (pno)
Decca SXL6508 (£2.27)

This disc arouses mixed reactions.
No
composer requires (judicious) pruning more
than Liszt and one wishes it had been done
here. Etudes 1, 2 and 3 are reasonably
interesting, without approaching the stature
of Chopin's examples. 7 and 10 show the
composer at his barnstorming worst and are
far inferior to the large-scale etudes of Alkan.
5 represents the highest flight of middleperiod Liszt and the Mephisto Waltz is one of
his finest achievements (though how one
wishes pianists would glance at the other
three; or even play the alternative, and
superior, quiet ending to this one!) The
Impromptu is a neglected little masterpiece
and worthy of far wider attention. There is
plenty of space at the end of each side, and
more Liszt of this quality might have been
added to enhance the disc's appeal! The
performance is transcendental, and reminds
me strongly of those splendid Liszt performances given by Egon Petri in pre-war
days. No better praise could be offered. The
sleeve- notes provide some intelligent comments on the composer, but make no mention
of the pieces concerned, which is a pity.
There is also a portrait of Liszt on the cover
which anyone would be proud to stand at the
front of their shelves. The recording, like
the composer's output, is curate's-eggish.
The piano-tone is rich and full and does
justice to the wide range of tone- colours
Liszt demands. The studio, unfortunately,
sounds like a small underground tank, with a
reverberation in an enclosed space which is
unbearable in louder passages, especially
on side 1. If anyone seeks an almost complete
account of the Twelve Etudes he is certain
to be pleased with Ashkenasy's account of
them. Others would do well to hear the
whole disc before deciding whether or not
the gold . . . and it is pure gold . . . outweighs the dross. [
6:1]
Basil Ashmore

MAHLER: Lieder aines fahrenden Gesellen
Kindertotenlieder
Hermann Prey (bar) I Concertgebouw Orchestra I
Bernard Haitink
Philips 6500 100 (£2.30)

Prey's is the first stereo coupling of these
two song- cycles we have had—although I
can imagine no-one who would seriously
reject such idiomatic versions as Janet
Baker's or Christa Ludwig's ( Flagstad's is
unsatisfactory
altogether)
because
he
thought neither text suitable for a woman!
It is five years since EMI recoupled their even
earlier mono recordings by Fischer-Dieskau:
his DGG remake of Kindertotenlieder was
coupled with Rückert songs.
Speaking of texts, Inote that in the new
Philips sleeve there is a passage on the
fahrenden Gesellen suggesting that these
were taken by Mahler from the Wunderhorn
poems, and were not his own. Idraw readers'
attentions to Donald Mitchell's interesting
researches on this cycle, and the probable
dates for the orchestrations etc, in the foreword to the 1968 edition of Alma Mahler's
'Memories and
Letters' ( John
Murray).
Philips include an insert with texts and
translations with the record.
Now at last is the time to put away the
Fischer-Dieskau reissue: praise indeed for
Hermann Prey, but he gives lovely, clear,
unsentimental performances of both works,
and is finely accompanied. In fact, a more

Mahlerian sound altogether ( Haitink was
recently awarded the Gold Medal of the
International Mahler Society of Vienna; he's
recording the eighth symphony too this
month). Excellent though the Kindertotenlieder playing is, in the Wayfarer the Concertgebouw players are even more alert,
fresh, and expressive. The recording is alive
and precise, with the voice clear in focus (a
passing thought, was Prey just recovered
from a cold, Iwonder?).
Obviously there are those who are still
fighting shy of Mahler the noisy symphonist,
maybe they will find an opening by this vocal
issue ( as indeed Ionce did with the Kindertotenlieder). Janet Baker's version is deeply
moving, but Barbirolli's slow exaggerated
accompaniment and the Hallé intonation—
the Storm is lamentably bad—wear badly.
The Philips Storm and ensuing calm, looking
forward so obviously to Das Lied von der
Erde make superb demonstration material for
a really uncoloured system—although it does
seem spiritually philistine to proffer such an
observation. [A : 11
Christopher Breunig

MESSIAEN: Seven Haikai
SCHOENBERG:
Chamber Symphony, Op. 9
3 pieces for
orchestra
Yvonne Loriod (pno) I Strasbourg Percussion Ensembles IDomaine Musicale Orchestra IPierre Boulez
Everest SDBR3192 (£1.404)

Seven Haikai, though melodically simple, is
harmonically very complex. Although explicit
instructions are given to the players in the
score a lot falls to the conductor to ensure
that some semblance of the composer's
conception is achieved. In this case the
conductor is Pierre Boulez, and as one would
expect he manages to create a convincing
and integrated sound. A haikai is a short
Japanese poem with a specific number of
syllables and the description applied to these
pieces is not to be taken too literally. As is
usual with Messiaen, thematic, structural and
melodic ideas have their origins in nature
but are translated by him into valid artistic
statements. The pianist takes the brunt of
the difficult score and one of a high calibre is
called for. In this case it is Yvonne Loriod,
an experienced Messiaen pianist, and she
plays with considerable dexterity.
Schoen berg's Chamber Symphony dates
from 1906 and is from his post- romantic
period of composition. It is a compact and
intense work, rather lacking in emotion.
Together with the Three pieces for orchestra,
it provides an apt coupling for the Messiaen.
The recording is quite good, with a wide
dynamic range and quiet surfaces. The
sound is alittle close and dry and an irritating
buzz has been recorded on the disc which
intrudes during quiet passages. [6:1]
Gareth Jefferson

MILHAUD: Le carnaval d'Aix—suite" ' Concerto for viola and orchestra of soloists** D
Concerto for percussion and small orchestra***
*Carl Seemann (pno) I ** Ulrich Koch ( via) I***Faure
Daniel (Percussion) IOrchestra of Radio Luxembourg I
Darius Milhaud
Vox STGBY640 (£1.61)

In view of his output, and the great capabilities therein exhibited, Darius Milhaud has
been but skimpily served by the recording
companies. Perhaps his particular vein of
writing has now grown unfashionable and,
anyway, never did find a very affectionate
audience in this country, but he deserves a
better treatment. Having said this, Igo on to
say that Iwas not particularly entranced by
the Viola concerto here recorded which dates
back to 1929 and is a hard-hearted little work
1642

with nothing much to offer beyond a certain
skill in the writing. The Percussion concerto,
of the same date, offers more because, by its
very nature, it is more novel and amusing and
the unusual combination keeps us interested
without recourse to any very lasting melodic
ideas. Still performed in the academies, we
are told, by many percussionists understandably short of material.
But with Le carnaval d'Aix I capitulate
completely to Milhaud's best confection of
sly charm, tongue-in-cheek humour and melodic memorability. Ihave almost played the
previous recording of this work out of service
—that was on HMV CLP1149 conducted by
Tzipine and
backed
with
Saint-Saëns'
delicious 4th Piano concerto—one of my
favourite LPs. The corny tango Souvenir de
Rio appeals to my lowbrow instincts enormously, likewise the zestful polka. In the
manner of most composers, Milhaud tends to
conduct straight, but he certainly manages
to give the music great punch. Tzipine, with
Johannesen as soloist, was far more delicate
than Milhaud and Seeman had more French
delicacy and wit, but this new record makes
an interesting ( and authentic) contrast. The
recording is not very good, rather crude
sounding and ill- balanced, with the piano
very much on top of us and the strings thinly
competing some way off in the background—
but Istill hope that it will be bought for a
piece of musical fun not otherwise available.
[C: 2]
Peter Gammond
MONTEVERDI: ' II Ritorno d'Ulisse in Patria'
Bernhard Michaelis—Glove / Eduard Woilitz—Nettuno
I Antonia Fahberg— Minerva I Polyna Savridi—
Giunone / Gerald English—Ulisse /Maureen Lehane
—Penelope / William Whitesides—Telemaco / etc I
Martin Galling (hpd) I Santini Chamber Orchestra I
Rudolf Ewerhart
Vox ' Turnabout' TV37016/7/8 (£2.85)

Il Ritorno d'Ulisse is one of the last two
Monteverdi operas of which a score remains
extant to- day; the other being L'Incoronazione
di Poppea, which was performed at Glyndebourne afew seasons ago. Ulisse, which is a
setting of the classical story arranged by
Giacomo Badoaro, was first heard at the
Teatro San Cassiano, Venice, in 1641. Only
afew years after his death in 1643, Monteverdi
suffered a long period of complete oblivion,
and it was not until the early 1860s that a
manuscript score of Ulisse came to light. Its
charm seems to us very formal and stylised,
and it is interesting to note that in its day this
opera marked a big step forward, with its
da capo arias and recitativo secco, the reduction of the orchestra to anucleus of string and
continuo instruments, and the abolition of the
chorus.
This recording, which Ithink dates back
about seven years, presents the work in a
convincing pastiche of the old style, and the
sound quality is attractively robust. All the
singers sound at home in the antique idiom,
and they perform the often intricate music
with poise and style. For the most part their
articulation is admirably clear, which is
important, since no libretto reached me with
the records for review, and Iam not certain
that one will be included with the discs.
Without it there is difficulty in ascertaining
which characters are singing—there are, for
example, no less than five tenors in the cast.
Besides Ulysses and Penelope, well sung by
Gerald English and Maureen Lehane, the cast
includes their son Telemachus, Eumaeus,
Ulysses' old steward, a gaggle of Penelope's
suitors and aquartet of gods and goddesses
who exert their influence from time to time
on the hapless mortals.
Eduard Wollitz
displays an exceptionally imposing bass
voice, as Neptune and later as one of the
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suitors, and Antonia Fahberg is an impressive Minerva. The orchestral players, under
the direction of Rudolf Ewerhart, perform
with grace and precision, and the score
provides them with many intriguing sonorities.
The recording is consistently good to listen
to, end 1have no hesitation in recommending
this issue to those who like an occasional
ramole along the early byways of opera— it
may also please admirers of later and noisier
works. The price is right too—a real bargain.
[A: 1]
Cedric Wallis

MORLEY: Dances for broken consort from ' The
First Booke of Consort Lessons' / SUSATO:
Twelve dances from ' The Danserye'
The Early Music Consort of London I The Morley
Con.tort IDavid Munrow
HMV HQS1249 (£ 1.52¡)
I think I should preface my enthusiastic
reception for this issue with the cautionary
reminder that it is ' not my period'. It is a
delightful record, full of lovely sounds and
rhythms, and Icannot imagine it not pleasing
a far wider section of the public than usually
profess interest in renaissance music. The
con1rasts are pronounced, both within the
two sides and more obviously between the
German/Dutch Susato, whose Danserye was
published in 1551, and our own Thomas
Morey— most of the pieces on side 2 come
from his First Boo/ce of Consort Lessons of
1599. The Susato dances are done by a
"big band' of some eighteen musicians, the
broken consort pieces by a total of six
musicians.
David Munrow, who provides
helpful notes as well as directing the performances and offering himself as soloist on
four instruments, has sensibly varied the
instrumentation to a considerable extent.
This makes for good listening. Just occasionally ( the Susato Basse danse) the players'
enthusiasm nearly runs away with them, but
in general liveliness and clean attack are
balanced by an easy assurance that does not
preclude depth of feeling. Balance is also
good from the technical viewpoint—the
interweaving lines have been captured without loss of naturalness, and the decision to
play the recorder parts an octave above
written pitch seems entirely justified, both by
historical precedent and by musical results.
The surfaces on my ( apparently unchecked)
copy contain a few swishes between the
musical numbers. Ihave enjoyed this record
very much. [ A: 1]
Peter Branscombe

Colin Davis in action

photo: Philips

PURCELL: ' Dido and Aeneas'
Joseohine Veasey ( sop) IHelen Donath (sop) IDelia
Wallis ( sop) IElizabeth Bainbridge ( m-sop) IGillian
Knight ( sop) I Thomas Allen ( bar) IJohn ShirleyQuirk (bar) IFrank Petterson ( ten) IThe John Alldis
Choir IKenneth Heath ( v/c) IRobin McGee (d-bass) I
John Constable ( org & hpd) I The Academy of St.
Martin-in-the-Fields IColin Davis
Philips 6500 131 (52.30)
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

A new Dido and Aeneas arouses lively anticipations and on the whole we are not disappointed in this version by Colin Davis and
the Academy of St Martin- in- the- Fields
team.
It is certainly the most brilliantly
theatrical performance one can recall and it
need hardly be said that the usual ' concertversion' Purcell leaves out most of what is
valuable in this little masterpiece which goes
comfortably on two sides and has no dull
moment. We are not told whose version is
used ( 1suspect however that Thurston Dart's
has been at least consulted, judging from
internal evidence such as the treatment of
ornaments, appoggiaturas etc). But the chief
merit is that the music is tackled with bravura
and in a ' stagey' spirit and in consequence
comes off, as it should, in the light of a
dramatic work. Those Restoration witches
with their Ho-ho-ings and lack of grammar
are immensely successful, even if the pace of
some of the choruses is more than rapid.
But Davis has a splendid sense of rhythm and
throughout his use of varied tempo achieves
its dramatic object. Above all there is asense
of ensemble; chorus and orchestra are one
and the soloists do not stick out of the
picture but are part and parcel of the whole
design.
No attempt has been made to
supply the missing music at the end of Act II
but for the rest it is all here and the little
tragedy is complete down to the great Lament
and the haunting final chorus. The principals
are all adequate and the chief roles are
finely taken by Josephine Veasey, Helen
Donath, Elizabeth Bainbridge and John
Shirley- Quirk. Excellent too is the continuo
playing of John Constable. [ A: 1]
A. K. Holland
THE SOUND OF RAVEL
RAVEL: Rapsodie espagnole
Alborada del
gracioso ' Mother Goose'—suite
Introduction and allegro*
*Donald Peck ( fte) I * Clark Brody ( clt) IChicago Symphony Orchestra IJean Martinon
RCA ' Victrola' VICS1619 (
99P)
Ravel has not exactly been having a bad
Press recently but current opinion seems
content to cast him as a ' petit maitre'. All
the better reason therefore to praise this new
Victrola issue of his music ( previously
released in America) for the conductor,
Jean Martinon, is a self-confessed critical
admirer. Critical in the appreciative sense,
that is, because Martinon not only delights
in the various scores but worked closely
with the composer, recalls the way he conducted, took note of his ' curiously rigorous'
interpretations. He is probably right to suggest that many of today's performances are
marred by romantic exaggeration. His own,
on this disc, seem to me quite outstanding;
they are effective, colourful, exciting ( listen
to the Alborado del gracioso) but they are also
marked by a rare fastidiousness. There are
moments when the Rapsodie espagnole, for
example, can and does turn into Iberian
kitsch under clumsy hands, but here it
remains on the side of the Ravelian angels,
exquisitely timed, balanced and pointed.
Martinon sounds as if he were using more
instrumentalists than are really necessary
in the Mother Goose suite, but there is no
lack of clarity and the playing is superb.
The playing is indeed one of the outstanding
features of the issue but so too is the actual
recording which deserves a top rating.
[A: 1]
Christopher Grier
RIMSKY-KORSAKOV: The flight of the
bumble- bee
Dubinushka, Op. 62
Sadko,
Op. 5 Russian Easter festival overture, Op. 36
'May Night' overture
Christmas Eve
—suite
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L'Orchestre de /aSuisse Romande IErnest Ansermet
Decca ' Ace of Diamonds' SDD281 (
51.61). Reissue: formerly Decca SXL2113 & SXL2221 ( Aug. '60)
Alienated by his perverse transcriptions of
Moussorgsky's creations, and enervated by
Stokowskian-type revellings in the Bengal
Lights of such ubiquitous works as Scheherazade, it is fatally easy to dismiss Rimsky as a
mere purveyor of flashy pyrotechnics. That
there is more to him than that is amply proved
by Ansermet in this delightful collection of
almost entirely unhackneyed orchestral ' pictures'.
Even the well-worn Bumble Bee
sounds . . . for the first time in my experience
. . . like insect- music, rather than a Russian
emulation of The Ride of The Valkyries. (
It
sounds, in fact, very much akin to Berlioz
Queen Mab Scherzo in Ansermet's sensitive
interpretation!) The Easter Festival Overture
is vastly improved by similar musicianship
(as opposed to showmanship) while the rest
of the disc offers unalloyed delight. Here, in
May Night, Sadko and The Christmas Eve
Suite is a perfect example of that fantastic
fairy- world, half- real, half- madly supernatural,
as delicious as the fantasies of Lewis Carrol,
which no-one . . . apart from Liadov in
certain moods . . . was ever to inhabit so
magically as Rimsky-Korsakov at his best.
These three works are, mercifully, rarely
played by virtuoso stick-waggers. In Ansermet's hands they are as enchanting as the
tales by Gogol and Pushkin from which they
were derived. Decca have made a splendid
offering in every way. The recording may
sound a tiny bit boxey at climaxes, but every
minute detail of the splendid orchestration
is as clear as crystal. They also provide
some excellent sleeve- notes and a quartet of
imaginative pictures on the cover which suit
this music to perfection. A real bargain for
all who retain their childhood's delight in
magical enchantment. [ 13: 11
Basil Ashmore

ROSSINI: ' The Barber of Seville'
Cesare Valletti—Almaviva / Roberta Peters—Rosina /
Giorgio Tozzi—Basilio / Margaret Roggero—Berta I
Fernando Corena—Bartolo / Robert Merrill— Figaro I
etc IMetropolitan Opera Chorus & Orchestra Erich
Leinsdorf
RCA ' Victrola' VICS6102 (3 records in box with
libretto) (53.75). Reissue: formerly RCA SER4512/3/
4/5 ( Dec ' 60)
This
eleven- year- old
performance
of I/
Barbiere is well worth having at Victrola
prices.
Leinsdorf's tempi are sometimes
unidiomatically rigid, but his singers are
first-rate. Merrill is a lively Figaro, Corena an
excellently characterized Bartolo. If you want
a soprano Rosina, Roberta Peters is certainly
a competent one, and that admirable stylist
Cesare Valletti, now prematurely retired, a
fine Almaviva. The best reason for acquiring
this set is that it is really complete, even
down to Almaviva's Act II aria which one
never hears in the theatre, and part of which
became Cenerentola's ' Non piu mesta' a
year after its appearance in II barbiere. The
recording is remarkably good. [ A: 1]
Charles Osborne

SCARLATTI : Harpsichord sonatas: 1(347, 1(348,
K213, K214, 1(318, 1(319, 1(380, 1(381, K356, K357,
K526, K527, 1(478, K479, 1(524, K525, 1(454, K455
(Kirkpatrick catalogue)
Ralph Kirkpatrick ( hpd)
Archiv 2433 072 (
52.35)
1am sorry the specification for the Rainer
Schutze harpsichord, used by Ralph Kirkpatrick for this recording, is not given in the
sleeve notes. Rightly, I believe, a listener
would expect a rich palette of tone colour
in the performance of Scarlatti Sonatas so

that all the references to environmental
sounds could be joyfully identified. But
while Kirkpatrick's performance throughout
is impeccable and characterised by an
effective
nervous
stringency, he
never
once appreciably alters the registration.
Besides, the registration he does use
which seems to consist of one 8', a 4'
and a 16', interferes with the clarity of a
number of passages causing a cumulative
sensation of monotony. If there is some
scholarly reason for this presumably selfimposed restraint, then it is not explained in
the otherwise admirable sleeve notes. The
history of the Sonatas makes fascinating
reading, but when Kirkpatrick refers to 'the
click of the castanets, the strumming of
guitars, the thud of muffled drums . . . the
overwhelming gaiety of the village band', how
ever much Ibend my ear Icannot distinguish
these exciting sounds in the music. However,
this is an opportunity to hear more of some
of the lesser known Sonatas properly paired
and addicts of Scarlatti will undoubtedly
wish to enjoy, once again, the inexhaustible
richness of his imagination. [ A: 2]
Madeau Stewart
SCHOENBERG: Pierrot Lunaire O Serenade,
op. 24
Helga Pilarczyk ( speaker) ILouis-Jacques Ronde/eux
(bass) IDomaine Musical Ensemble IPierre Boulez
Everest SDBR(D)3171 (£2.81) (2 records)

This is an important record for those interested in Schoenberg's music, firstly because
there are very few recordings of either of
these works and secondly because they are
conducted by Pierre Boulez, whose authoritative interpretations of Schoenberg and other
atonalists are justly famous. Both are interesting works in that they are atonal without
being strictly twelve-tone. Pierrot Lunaire is
Schoenberg's op. 21. It is atonal and extremely dissonant with a sprechstimme vocal
setting of poems by Albert Giraud. The
sprechstimme ( pitched voice) is ' sung' by
Helga
Pilarczyk
very
effectively.
The
ensemble's playing is precise and accurate
as one would expect with Boulez in command.
The second record is devoted to a performance of Schoenberg's Serenade Op. 24.
This work represents a distinct step forward
in terms of Schoenberg's musical development in that it is not only atonal but it also
utilises true twelve-tone techniques. It is a
long and involved piece of music and is as
compelling as any work is likely to be to
anyone who is not wholly committed to this
type of musical development. The work is
pervaded with a sense of elation engendered
by Schoenberg's new-found freedom of
expression. In form the work is almost
neo-classical and there are several distinct
references to more familiar musical idioms.
The fourth movement is a setting of a sonnet
by Petrarch sung by the bass Louis- Jacques
Rondeleux. The recording is good but a
little flat and lifeless; there is very little
tape- hiss and the surfaces are silent. The
records are packed in a peculiar and very
inconvenient double plastic inner sleeve
which is attached to the outer sleeve. The
money that would have been saved by putting
the records in conventional inners could very
well have been spent on providing the text
and translation of the Pierrot Lunaire poems.
Interesting biographical and historic sleevenotes are provided, however. [ A: 1]
Gareth Jefferson
SCHUBERT: 3 Klavierstücke ( Impromptus),
D946: 1in etr
2in E,
3in C
Klavierstücke in
A, D604 n Allegretto in c, D900
13 variations
on atheme by Anselm Hüttenbrenner in a, D576
Wilhelm Kempff (pno)
Deutsche Grammophon 2530 090 (£2.35)

The Schubert collector will either welcome
this record with immoderate joy or with
qualified delight.
Much will depend on
whether he has recently bought the impromptus ( or Klavierstücke as the Germans prefer
to label them), D946, in recent compilations
by Brendel ( reissue TV341410), Demus
(reissue DGG 139310) or two of them by Kars
(new SXL6502). If he has not he will doubly
welcome a record, the rest of whose repertoire is currently unobtainable and which has
not all that frequently been on record in the
past.
The Klavierstücke, which are often listed
as three extra impromptus and are certainly
of that nature, do not equal the better-known
D899 or D935 sets of four, amongst which lie
many Schubert favourites and some of his
most memorable writings. They are sterner
pieces altogether, written in 1828, the year of
the composer's death, when he was moving
toward the romantic, passionate heartsearchings, handing the torch on to Chopin
and Schumann. The 3rd is the most typically
Schubertian, a comparatively straightforward lyrical piece in C. The A major
Klavierstücke is an earlier piece dating from
1816, a flowing, song- like piece in a familiar
earlier vein; the Allegretto again a later,
questing piece in c minor.
Schubert's
variations seem most endearing when he
does not label them as such; the present set,
based more on a harmonic sequence taken
from a string quartet by Hüttenbrenner, a
fellow- pupil of Schubert's, than a melody, are
pianistic exercises of technical interest but
variable appeal. This useful record is certainly more of agap filler than acompendium
of popular Schubert.
Wilhelm Kempff's playing is predictably
warm, flowing and spontaneous. He sounds
as if he might be the composer improvising
with enjoyment and affection for the sounds
he produces, carried away by his own invention. We eavesdrop on a private pleasure
rather than being played at in concert style.
The piano is the usual soft tone, even plummy
instrument that Kempff favours and DGG
have given it a much more forward recording
than usual. I think it is the piano's fault
rather than the engineers that the quality is a
bit woolly, though not objectionably so. [ B: 1]
Peter Gammond

MARGARET
PRICE
SINGS
SCHUBERT
LIEDER
SCHUBERT: Geheimnis, D491
Die Forelle,
D550 J Der Kanig in Thule, D367
Gretchen am
Spinnrade, D118 [[ j Der Hirt auf dem Felsen,
D965 EJ Auf der Riesenkoppe, D611 El Du bist
die Ruh', 0776 ILa Pastorella, D528 D Heidenriislein, D257 D Schvvanengesang, D744 El Die
Wehmut, D772 D Der Blinde Knabe, 0833
Margaret Price (sop) IJames Lockhart (pno) I *Jack
Brymer (clt)
Classics for Pleasure CFP166 (89p)

What immediately strikes one about Margaret
Price is the rich beauty and absolute security
of the voice itself. But Miss Price is much
more than just a pretty voice, as concert and
opera goers have known for some time and
as record collectors are now beginning to
appreciate. To an astutely chosen programme of delectable Schubert songs, some
well-known, others not so familiar, she
brings considerable interpretative gifts and
a happy freshness of approach that pays
handsome dividends in a really delightful
'Hirt auf dem Felsen'. It is good, too, to
hear a singer hitting all the notes bang in the
middle all the time. There are miscalculations
of tempo; Margaret Price, like most sopranos,
takes ' Gretchen am Spinnrade' just too fast
for the music and words to make their full
emotional
impact— Elisabeth Schumann's
1644

tempo was exactly right; ' Der Kiinig in Thule',
not one of Schubert's great songs, is hardly
improved by being dragged; and ' Der blinde
Knabe' becomes oversentimental unless
pushed along more than this. Of Miss Price's
two colleagues Jack Brymer is admirably
suave, but James Lockhart a little too much
so. Some of his playing sounds undercharacterised and rhythmically too foursquare. Ido not mark down the rating for
this because, when all's said and done, Miss
Price gives so much pleasure in these lovely
songs. Her voice is perhaps not easy to
record. At times she sounds too close to
the microphone relative to the piano; voice
and piano are not well integrated. No texts
were supplied with my review copy; Itrust
they will be with the finished product. [ B: 1]
Bryan Corne
SCHUMANN : Frauenliebe und Leben, Op. 42
Mondnacht, Op. 39: 5
Schneeglückchen, Op.
79 : 26
Der Nussbaum, Op. 25 : 3 0 ihr Herren,
Op. 37: 3 E.
Riiselein, Op. 89: 6
Er
ist's, Op. 79: 23
Auftrage, Op. 77: 5
Lorelei,
Op. 53: 2 O Standchen, Op. 36: 2
Elisabeth Schumann (sop) IGeorge Reeves (pno) IKarl
Alwyn (pno)
World Record Club
SH157 (£1.19). Reissues
from 78s

Yet another invaluable WRC reissue! So far
as can be ascertained none of this material
has been on LP before, at any rate not in
this country. Elisabeth Schumann was 61
when in 1946 she recorded the song cycle
with Gerald Moore. By then her range had
contracted at both ends and the power had
gone, but the purity of her voice remained
together with nearly all its pristine security,
and her interpretative powers were never
higher. With the hushed excitement of the
first phrases of the cycle she makes one sit up
and listen, and one can only agree with
Gerald Moore who has written that no-one in
his experience could sustain the cycle more
movingly. Lotte Lehmann alone might have
bettered her on occasion. The key sequence
is not what Schumann intended, but Ithink
EMI have done the transfers at the right
pitch; the fact is that at that stage in her
career Mme Schumann made her pianist
transpose up or down at will to fit her range.
The other songs on side 2 are an equal
delight, all well suited to the singer's temperament, all from pre-war recordings. They are
beautifully accompanied by George Reeves,
save ' Mondnacht' which Mme Schumann
recorded with Karl Alwyn in 1932 the same
day as she made her famous recording of
'Du bist die Ruh'. [ H: 1*]
Bryan Corne
SHOSTAKOVITCH: Symphony 2, Op. 14 D
'The Bolt'—ballet suite O Op. 27a*
Knipakaya Institute Chorus I Leningrad Symphony
Orchestra I *Bolshoi Theatre Orchestra *Znukovsky
Military Air Academy Band IIgor Blazhkov I *Maxim
Shostakovitch
HMV ' Melodyia' ASD2747 (£2.24)

Shostakovitch's profound and deeply felt
second symphony is given a very fine performance by the Leningrad Philharmonic
Symphony Orchestra under the baton of Igor
Blazhkov. It is a short work which gives
several pointers to the way in which Shostakovitch's symphonic writing is to develop.
The Chorus of the Knipakaya Institute
enters towards the end with a beautiful
setting of some patriotic verses. The remainder of the record is taken up with the
ballet suite The Bolt. As far as Iknow, this
is the first recording of this work to be available in the west and as it was not possible
to obtain the score and there were no sleevenotes with the test- pressings, there is not
much to be said about it. The music in it is
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similar to that of The Age of Gold and it
would have been written about the same
time ( in the early 1930s). It is a jolly and
cheerful piece of music, and like its predecessor, rather lightweight. It does not
seem to have anything with the obvious
impact of the famous Polka in The Age of
Gold that would endear it to a wide public.
The recording is very good, though the
ambience is a little too reverberant to allow
for complete clarity and this alone prevents
it from receiving the highest possible award
for sound quality. The orchestral playing is
impeccable. [ A: 1]
Gareth Jefferson

Sargent's is a good solid performance,
rather pedestrian, perhaps, in the always
testing finale, but with ample muscle in the
other movements. Ilike his restrained tempo
for the scherzo and his steady, ongoing
pulse in the slow movement. Not a great
or in any sense grand interpretation, but
quite strong and unidiosyncratic. [ C: 2]
Stephen Walsh

SHO:STAKOVITCH: Violin sonata, Op. 134 /
Piano trio, Op. 67*
David Oistrakh ( On) ISviatoslav Richter (pno) I * Pavel
Serebryakov (pno) *Mikhail Vaiman ( kiln) I *Mstislav
Rostropovitch
HMV ASD2718 (£2-24)

Ireviewed the complete set from which these
excerpts are taken, and thought it absolutely
first-rate though I had slight reservations
about individual performances. The heroes
of the enterprise really were Solti and the
Vienna Philharmonic. In a disc of excerpts,
attention is focussed more on individuals
than the shape and general effect of the
whole, so Itrust Ishall not be thought too
seriously inconsistent if Isay Ienjoyed this
disc less than Idid the complete set. Crespin
and Yvonne Minton are excellent in the
opening and closing scenes of Act I, though
unfairly Ifound myself wishing to hear bigger
voices. Pavarotti is disappointing in the
Italian aria. All this is on Side 1. Side 2
contains the Presentation of the Rose, beautifully sung by Minton and Helen Donath, the
irresistible finale to Act II with Jungwirth's
superb Ochs and Anne Howells' delightful
Annina, and the last pages of the opera,
beginning with the trio. No complaints about
the trio, stunningly sung and sumptuously
conducted. [ A: 2]
Charles Osborne

To deal with the earlier work first, the piano
trio, op. 67 is a moving and extremely clever
composition. The piano trio is avery difficult
medium and it is an art-form that has not
flourished in the twentieth century. In such
a stark medium, the composer must rely on
more than mere attractive melodies; he must
create an inner tension and resort to ambiguities and paradox. Thus it is that Shostakovitch is able to write a piece of music so
apparently flippant and gay yet manage to
create such profound emotion and sadness.
Two distinct parallels are discernible in
this work—one is with Mahler and the other
is with Ravel. The affinity with Ravel is
stylistic particularly noticeable in the last
movement which is reminiscent of Ravel's
Trio in a. The Mahlerian similarity is Shostakovitch's abilityto transform the common place
into music filled with significance and
tension. As Robert Layton says in his
perspicacious sleeve notes '. . . the moments
of gaiety and triviality have the air of a mask
assumed to disguise feeling'. The soloists
are all superb artists, though Mikhail Vaiman's
playing occasionally lacks the assurance of
Serebryakov and Rostropovitch. The violin
sonata, like the piano trio, is available here
on record for the first time. It enables David
Oistrakh to demonstrate once again what a
very fine player he is whilst Richter accompanies unobtrusively on the piano.
The violin sonata was recorded at aconcert
performance in the Grand Hall of the Moscow
Conservatory and consequently the sound
quality is not as good as it might be. The
violin has a rather hard and strident edge and
the piano sometimes sounds clangorous.
The recording in the Trio is very good,
though perhaps a little too reverberant for
chamber music. Iwould like to hear Philips
recording this work as their closer more
intimate recordings of chamber music seem
more appropriate. Apart from this minor
quibble, Ithink it is a splendid recording.
[Trio A: 1/Vln son B: 1]
Gareth Jefferson

R. STRAUSS: ' Der Rosenkavalier'—highlights
Repine Crespin (sop) I Manfred Jungwirth (bass) I
Yvonne Minton (m-sop) lHelen Donath (sop) IVienna
State Opera Chorus IVienna Philharmonic Orchestra I
Georg Solti
Decca SET487 (£2.37)

STRAVINSKY: 'The Firebird'—complete
L'Orchestre de la Suisse Romande ! Ernest Ansermet
Decca ' Ace of Diamonds' SDD246 (£1.61)

Another in the series of Decca reissues of
Ansermet recordings of Stravinsky, this
recording is in many ways better than many
of the others.
Ansermet obviously has
considerable sympathy for the score which
he conducts with feeling. Inevertheless find
it unsatisfactory; a rather limp and flaccid
performance. The music flows smoothly and
mysteriously, as it should, but it also lacks
the bite which it must have. Even so, it is a
lot nearer to what Stravinsky wanted than,
say, his version of The Rite of Spring, The
sound quality is good, though at times it has
a rather hard edge. It is also both a little
close and over- reverberant. Nevertheless,
both artistically and technically it represents
a reasonable bargain on a mid- price label.
[B: 2]
Gareth Jefferson

SIBELIUS: Symphony 1 in e, Op. 39
BBC Symphony Orchestra ISir Malcolm Sargent
Classics for Pleasure CFP132 (89p). Reissue:
formerly Music for Pleasure MFP2018 (from HMV
ASD260)

SULLIVAN: ' The Mikado'
John Wakefield—Nanki-Poo I Marion Studholme—
Yum-Yum / John Holmes—Mikado / Clive Revill—
Ko-Ko / Dennis Dowling—Pooh- Bah / John Heddle
Nash—Pish Tush / Patricia Kern— Pitti Sing /
Dorothy Nash—Peep- Bo / Jean Allister—Katisha I
Sadler's Wells Chorus (
CM: David Tod-Boyd) &
Orchestra IAlexander Faris
World Record Club SOC244/5 (£.2.38). Reissue:
formerly HMV CSD 1458/9 ( Oct '62)

This is afirst stereo reissue of aperformance
which has already been available for some
years on the mono Music for Pleasure label.
Well worth it, Ithink. The sound is inevitably
somewhat cramped in the glossy string
passages of the second and fourth movements; but definition is generally excellent,
and the ear soon accustoms itself to the
slightly boxed feeling of the upper frequencies.

Although The Mikado is one of the most
rewarding musically of all the G & S output,
it did not receive acompletely recommendable
performance in either of the regular D'Oyly
Carte recordings on Decca and EMI. Consequently we have always recommended this
very fine recording of the Sadler's Wells
production of about nine years ago which
has a very promising cast living up to all
expectations. When the company went into
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the G & S world, we rather expected that they
would strain themselves to make a break
with tradition but, perhaps to our relief, they
did nothing of the sort and retained many of
the traditional tricks, nuances and the general
approach of the D'Oyly Carte company. In
fact, all the singers sound thoroughly versed
in the arts of Lytton & Co.—which they probably were. What they have to offer is avery
high standard of singing, some excellent
characterisation, the humour being particularly well- handled, and they are provided
with an impeccable rhythmical backing from
the orchestra under Alexander Fads. The
recording is very rich and well spread stereophonically and in no way impairs the enjoyment of this entertaining production, but, by
present highest standards, one must admit
to a lack of clarity in the ensembles, the
chorus suffering most in this respect, so I
must rate it [ B:1].
Peter Gammond
TCHAIKOVSKY: ' Piano Trio' in a, Op. 50
Yehudi Menuhin ( yin) I Maurice Gendron ( vIc) I
Hephzibah Menuhin (pno)
HMV ASO 2594 (£2•24)

Tchaikovsky's trio is the Cinderella of all his
chamber works, none of which is exactly
well-known or often played. And one can
well see why it has so seldom been taken up.
Its great length is obviously against it, as is
the heavyweight nature of the piano part,
written not for ( as one might suppose), but in
memory of, Nicola Rubinstein. Why Tchaikovsky should have related his sadness at
Rubinstein's death in 1881 to the idea of a
piano trio (as suggested to him by Nadezhda
von Meck the previous year) is a little hard to
fathom. The idea certainly got the better of
him technically speaking. The piano part is
in fact badly overwritten, while the cello is
often not much more than asleeping partner,
either doubling the other parts or putting in
elaborate decoration which can't really be
heard. Then, rather disappointingly, the
invention is not first-rate Tchaikovsky. The
enormous variation second movement is
neither coherent nor characteristic ( one
mazurka variation for piano solo is almost
pure Chopin). And something of Tchaikovsky's difficulty in writing freely for this instrument can be gauged from the unusually
diatonic character of whole sections of the
score. Harmonically the work is amazingly
repetitive and unvaried for a composer of his
stature.
So: a relatively unremarkable work. The
performance is strong and committed,
though Hephzibah Menuhin, for all her fluency
and sensitivity, is no Rubinstein, and her
playing inevitably misses the hectic, mercurial quality which is vital, at least, to the
first
movement.
Gendron
and
Yehudi
Menuhin both play very beautifully. The
recording is excellent. Quite rightly, the piano
has not been under- balanced ( Idon't think
the music would gain much from any attempt
to re- deploy its forces). And a generous
acoustic allows the violin and cello to sing
out with their big octave unisons. [ A: 2]
Stephen Walsh
VAUGHAN-WILLIAMS: Symphony 5 in D /
Fantasia on a theme by Thomas Tallis'
Philharmonia Orchestra I Sin lonja of London I Sir
John Barbirolli
HMV ASD2698 (£2•24). Reissues: formerly ASD508
(Mar '63); * from ASD521 ( May '63)

This is clearly are- arrangement to do honour
to John Barbirolli's association with Vaughan
Williams's music in the EMI catalogue.
Formerly, the symphony took a disc to
itself, and the Tallis Fantasia was linked with
Greensleeves on one side of a composite LP

HMV-for the world's great artists

Janet Baker. A
with Geral
26 songs including Gretchen am Spinnrade
3Mignon Songs • 3Ellens Gesang
An die Nachtigall • Wiegenlied • Das Mâdchen
Die ¡ tinge Nonne
HMV SLS 812 ( 2record set)
£3.90—special recommended retail price

Also new this nionth
JANET BAKER
songs and arias including:
Berlioz: Villanelle ( from ' Les Nuits d'Été')
Elgar: Where corals lie ( from ' Sea
Pictures')
Fauré: Clair de Lune
Mahler: Ich bin der Welt abhanden
gekommen
Mendelssohn: 0 rest in the Lord ( from ' Elijah')
R. Strauss: Morgen
and music by J. S. Bach, Campian, Handel
and Purcell
HMV SEOM 8

Wonderful value at only iltp
—special recommended retail price

Janet Baker on HMV
ELGAR: SEA PICTURES
MAHLER: FIVE RÜCKERT SONGS
London Symphony Orchestra
New Philliarmoniá Orchestra
SIR JOHN BARBIROLLI
HMV ASD 2721
JANET BAKER and
DIETRICH FISCHER-DIESKAU
sing DUETS from the
ROYAL FESTIVAL HALL
by Handel • Lam, es • Lilius
Schein • Schütz
George Malcolm ( harpsichord
and organ)
Kenneth Heath (cello)
HMV ASD 2710

EMI

HMV-Supreme in Artistry& Sound

with the other side devoted to Elgar. Thus
the coupling as here offers much better
value, although still in the upper price range.
Sir John's performances have all his familiar
warmth and sympathy, a ripe glow of personal identification.
Compared with Sir
Adrian, and one makes the comparison not
to diminish either but to enrich both, Sir
John seems to move in a trifle closer, so to
say, to make the response as immediate as
possible. Sir Adrian's latter HMV of the
symphony is probably the inevitable outright
recommendation, one of his great achievements; but admirers of Sir John in V. W. ( and
who will confess to not so being?) must have
this rewarding reissue. The differences are
often subtle, but sometimes lie nearer the
surface, as in the scherzo where Sir John is
more mercurila, and in the Romanza where
passion climaxes more openly. The sound
is good, in both works, if not up to today's
certain best; again the differences are
suble rather than obvious. [B: 1]
Burnett James
VIVALDI: Concerto for violin, strings and continuo in E Sinfonia in b Concerto for violin,
strings and continuo in D Concerto for strings
and continuo in G
Concerto for strings and
continuo in d
Concerto for 2violins, strings
and continuo in a
Thomas Brandis ( On) IEmil Mass ( On) IWaldemar
ling ( hpd) lWolfgang Meyer ( hpd) IOf tomar Borwitzky ( chi) I Berlin Philharmonic I Herbert von
Karaian
Deutsche Grammophon 2530 094 (£2.35)
Only one of the six works here recorded
seems to be otherwise available at present1 say ' seems' since many of the concertos
recorded are not precisely identified in the
catalogue.
Vivaldi's stature is now well
recognized, and Ishould have thought there
was no need for DGG to publicise this issue
by means of a cover photograph and the
statement ' Contains theme featured in Elvira
Madigan'. The music is unfailingly inventive,
melodious, affecting. The works have been
carefully chosen and ordered. The performances are rather what Karajan's Handel
Concerti grossi recordings have led us to
expect: a large body of strings, playing with
great warmth and tonal beauty, yet with little
attempt to penetrate the world of Italian
baroque. Two harpsichordists and acontinuo
cellist are named; their contributions are
kept very much in the background, even in the
concertino passages. In general, balance and
tone- quality favour euphony rather than
linear definition; the overall effect is undeniably pleasing, yet by no means what
Vivaldi must have intended. Ithink he would
have admired the control and sustained tension Karajan brings to the Adagio of the
Good Friday symphony, but on the whole he
would have wanted lighter, more lively and
pointed playing. The recorded quality, apart
from reservations inseparable from the type of
performance chosen, is spacious, clean and
warm with reasonable stereo separation.
[B : 2]
Peter Branscombe
GUITAR

MUSIC

MUSIC FOR GUITAR AND HARPSICHORD
DODGSON: Duo Concertante / PONCE: Preludio STRAUBE: Sonatas 1, 2and 3
Johl Williams ( gtr) Rafael Puyana ( hpd) IJordi Savali
(vla da gamba)
CBS 72948 (£2.30)
This is a bit of a bumper month for guitar
fanciers; and a bumper month for John
Williams enthusiasts too—three LPs, all
different. This one is memorable for both
performances and for programme. Stephen
Dodgson's Duo Concertante is the sort of
work the modern guitar badly needs. Ihave
asked before for music to make the guitar and
HI- F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

its player sweat, a layoff from the pretty
tinklings and pallid Spanishries mixed with a
few meaty transcriptions ( not always apt).
The Duo Concertante makes every one
sweat— and if you can disturb or ruffle the
Williams composure, that is something in
itself. We know from the sessions that for
once John Williams did not find the going
easy, his superb technique being pulled out
long and hard. But it was, and is worth it: a
rewarding piece, and after some struggle,
exceptionally played.
An overtly virtuoso
exercise, played that way. Rudolf Straube
appears to have been a pupil of Bach in
Leipzig. He is not well known, his music, as
Sir Neville Cardus might say, probably
predeceasing him. But it is attractive music
in the lighter baroque idiom; not at all adventurous but often deft and melodically pleasing. The Ponce Preludio was once recorded
by Segovia and Puyana, in the ' Jubilee'
albums on Brunswick. There could hardly
be a greater contrast with that than John
Williams, each a wholly typical product of
its master—and master is the word. Williams
has certainly set new standards for the classical guitar: not the only ones of course, but
as Ihave remarked before rather as Heifetz
did for the violin and Horowitz for the piano
in the 1920s. Recording guitar and harpsichord is not easy; but this time it has been
most admirably achieved, the subtler distinctions of tone and touch kept alive and meaningful. For the Straube sonatas Payana uses
a double- manual harpsichord by Jacob and
Abraham Kirckman of 1785 owned by Mr.
Norman Wright; for the Ponce and Dodgson
work he uses a modern instrument by Robert
Goble of Oxford. [
A: 1]
Burnett James
THEODORAKIS: Seven Songs of Lorca
Four Epitafios for solo guitar
Three Songs—
To Yelasto Ped (
Theme from ' Z'); Silva; Irthan I
Anthropoi
Maria Farandouri ( voc) ' John Williams ( gtr)
CBS 72947 (£2.30)
Greece seems an even more passionately
political country than Spain, nowadays anyway. In Spain things simmer down from time
to time; hardly ever in Greece. Mikis Theodorakis and Maria Farandouri are both politically committed, as most Greeks are and no
doubt have to be today. John Williams is also
committed, if not to specific politics to
potent ideals of freedom and justice, concerned with the real problems of the world at
various levels. Inevitably, at a sight this
looks like a politically motivated record. The
themes of songs are often driven by political
pressures, over quite a span of years. In
fact that is only accidental. The Lorca songs
are less obviously so; yet here where Spain
and Greece meet is deep and beautiful
release.
Iam sure John Williams is on to his real
thing here, rather than toying with jazz and
pop, at which he is, frankly, not all that good.
He is one who seeks always to extend the
scope of his instrument and its application
and to close false and artificial cultural gaps.
The songs are vivid, meaningful, and sung
with absolute conviction. They have all been
arranged for guitar and voice by Stephen
Dodgson. The Epitafios for solo guitar are
arranged by Stanley Myers— so in asense the
disc is from the familiar firm. The strong
fierce voice of Miss Farandouri and the incisive guitar of John Williams blend perfectly.
An unusual and unusually excellent record.
The technical quality is also exemplary, Bob
Auger's many skills and cunning ploys
producing just the right results in context; a
clear, bright, vivid quality of sound, forward
but not boorishly so. [A: 1*]
Burnett James
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MORE SPANISH MUSIC AND OTHER
FAVOURITES
ALBENIZ: Sevilia (
trans: Segovia)
FALLA:
Homenaje
GRANADOS: Spanish Dance 5
(trans: Williams)
MUDARRA: Fantasia (
trans:
Pinol) SOR: Variations on atheme by Mozart
TARREGA: Recuerdos de la Alhambra TOR ROBA: Aires de la Mancha TURINA: Fandanguillo VILLA- LOBOS: Prelude 2in e Prelude
4in E
John Williams ( gtr)
CBS 72950 (£2.30). Reissues: from 72339 ( Jul ' 65);
72526 ( Mar ' 67); 72348 ( Sep ' 65); 72728 ( May ' 69)
This is obviously a regrouping of John
Williams recordings to catch a more popular
market. It is mildly misbegotten, in that it
seems to me not ' more' of anything, and I
could think the thing better included in the
lower CBS price range.
Williams
has
appeared thereon in the past; so why not
now? Not my business, in one sense, of
course; but seems to warrant comment.
Otherwise the familiar Williams technical
aplomb and musicianship produce the familiar
guitar magic, in pieces which are at least
rightly called ' favourites' ( unless you are
tired of them by now). The sound is a trace
variable; over- hard and close sometimes,
but apart from that pretty good. [
A/B: *]
Burnett James

ENGLISH GUITAR MUSIC
CUTTING: Greensleeves
Galliard / BATCHELAR: Monsiers Almaine / ROBINSON: Merry
Melancholie
Galliard
Almane / DOWLAND: Lachrimae antiquae
The King of
Denmark's Galliard
Melancholie Galliard
Captaine Digori Piper's Galliard
Queen
Elizabeth her Galliard CAMIDGE: Sonatina in
G for 2 guitars • , DUARTE: English Suite
McCABE: Canto for Guitar I MUSGRAVE:
Soliloquy for Guitar and Tape
Siegfried Behrend ( gtr) I • Takashi Ochi ( gtr)
DGG 2530 079 (£2.35)
Siegfried Behrend is one of the most enterprising of modern guitarists, probing forward
into avant-garde territory with regular curiosity.
Julian Bream forges ahead too, of course;
but even he does not usually go as far as
Behrend. Behrend's backwards glances take
him along way also. Here, in a recital English
guitar music ( in fact mostly old English lute
music and modern English guitar music)
Behrend spreads his arms, so to say.
Behrend's style is inclined to be rather
obviously German at times, a trace jackbooted even ( or is it simply association?).
Certainly in John Duarte's English Suite the
accent is pretty hefty, especialy in the Prelude. John McCabe's Canto is a highly
inventive and rewarding piece, which Behrend
plays with great insight, as it sounds from
this first hearing. The Musgrave uses a prerecorded tape in combination with guitar in a
piece written for Siegried Behrend in 1969.
Again it is the sort of thing Behrend does
best, and that means very well indeed; a real
contribution to modern guitar literature. In
older music Behrend's tone is not always too
pleasing, and one does not always have that
inevitable feeling of musical response as
with Segovia, Bream, Williams, or Diaz. This
is true also of the middle- modern and straight
romantic types of composition. Yet he has
great technical resources and frequent
insights. One feels now and then, though, a
kind of inbuilt insensitivity, of which the rather
unyielding tone is a symptom. But a fine
player in an intriguing recital for all that. The
two guitar sonatina by Michael Camidge
(1758-1844) is a diverting period piece, well
worth unearthing; and here Behrend is ably
partnered by Takashi Ochi. The sound is as
usual from this source refined and mellifluous, most pleasing to the ear in tine and
perspective. [
A: 1/2]
Burnett James

to the fore (
Scull); Whispering brass (
Haysom);
Spanish harlequin (
Haysom); '
Merrie England'—
selection (
German)
Bands of Fodens, Fa/rey Aviation & Morris Motors I
Harry Mortimer
Decca ' Dolby' CSP20 (£1.66). Disc: SPA20

A very entertaining, superbly engineered,
wonderfully played concert of brass band
music played by three of our best bands combined under the lively conductorship of Harry
Mortimer. For ' Phase 4' they have contrived
a very glossy approach and sound that may
not please all brass band purists, but it will
impress and please the general listener
greatly. The Heyken's Serenade is a brass
band classic or top pop whichever way you
look at it, most effectively arranged and sensitively played. There are plenty of brassy
sparks in items like Perpetuum mobile and the
Coronation march. Taking this as pure entertainment performed and presented in ahighly
professional manner it deserves. [
A*: 1*]
Peter Gammond

tape re)
CASSETTE RELEASES REVIEWED
MAHLER: Das Lied von der Erde
Dietrich Fischer-Dieskau (bar) IJames King (ten) I
Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra ILeonard Bernstein
Decca ' Dolby' CET331 (£2•47). Disc: SET331
(Jan '67)

other couplings. The recording is of top
quality without being outstanding. [
A: 1]
Peter Gammond

AN EVENING WITH BENNY GOODMAN
Recorded live in Stockholm.
Decca ' Dolby' PFC2/8004 (
2 LP album) (£3.42).
Disc: ' An Evening with Benny Goodman' DS3

THE WORLD OF TCHAIKOVSKY
Themes from ' The Music Lovers'
Various orchestra & conductors
Decca '
Dolby' CSP142 (£1.66). Disc: SPA142
(Jun ' 71)

If at any time you have been a disciple of the
'King of Swing' then you should not miss this
exciting and satisfying album. The band and
Goodman were in compelling form at this
concert and the audience were with them in
spirit. From the gloriously driving Let's dance
that opens the proceedings, through the
beautifully poised but driving Sweet Georgia
Brown that follows ( and brought tears of
nostalgia to my eyes) right through to Sing,
sing, sing and the final Goodbye, Iwas swept
off my feet. Thank goodness the old Goodman formula and style still hold good, with
sheer uninhibited ' swing' the master ingredient. A superbly ' live' recording has been
achieved that brings the concert- hall right
into your home. [
A: 1]
Peter Gammond

With such participants and such an orchestra
one would expect an unusual and interesting
reading of Das Lied and there is no question
that we get it. The orchestra with Bernstein's
heartfelt persuasion, play superbly and the
Decca engineers have caught the sweet
quality of the Vienna Philharmonic very well.
But, somehow it never becomes acompletely
natural performance, the innuendos seem
forced, the conductor seems to be overcomposer's markings—which he follows to
the point of exaggeration. Fischer-Dieskau
rises to superb heights at times, as in the final
Abschied but is variable, at other times, even
to the point of sounding uncommitted. James
King is sound but not penetrating. In short
this is an extremely accomplished, extremely
interesting recording, but it just fails to be a
great one; that quality of relaxed inspiration
was never obtained and the effects had to be
contrived. The recording is just right, but the
finest performance remains the Klemperer
with Wunderlich and Ludwig. [
A: 2]
Peter Gammond

This cassette contains six substantial chunks
of Tchaikovsky's music by various interpreters so perhaps we may, most usefully give
the previous ratings and what the chunks are
so that you can decide on whether to buy or
not. Symphony 6 (4th Movt)—RPO/Lewis [
A:
2]; Piano concerto 1 (2nd Movt)—Davis/RPO/
Lewis [
A: 2]; Eugene Onegin (
Act 1: Sc. 2)—
Heybalova/Belgrade/Danon [
C:3]; 1812 Overture—LSO/Alwyn [
A: 2]; Romeo and Juliet
overture—Suisse Romande/Stokowski [
A : 2];
Swan Lake—Act 3; Pas de deux— Suisse
Romande/Ansermet [
A: 1]. As can be seen
it amounts to a hastily complied anthology of
recordings of various ages put together for
Tchaikovsky's film-fans and it averages out
around [
A: 2] with one below and one above
par. If you are an ardent, sex- starved Tchaikovsky addict then it will probably satisfy
your needs.
Peter Gammond

MOZART: Piano concerto 8in C, K246 T Piano
concerto 9 in E,,K271
Rondo in A, K386
Vladimir Ashkenazy ( pno) , London Symphony Orchestra IIstvan Kertesz
Decca ' Dolby' SXC6259 (£2.47). Disc: SXL6259
(Jan '67)

VERDI: ' La Traviata'—highlights
Pilar Lorengar—Violetta / Giacomo Aragall—Alfredo I
Dietrich Fischer-Dieskau—Giorgio Ietc IChorus (CM:
Walter Hagen-Groll)& Orchestra of the Deutsche Oper,
Berlin ILorin Maazel
Decca ' Dolby' CET483 (52.47). Disc: SET483
(Mar ' 71); form complete opera on SET401/2 (Jul '69)

When this was originally reviewed as a disc it
was the only stereo version of these works
available and we had no hesitation in recommending it, not only for this reason, but for
its own sake. Ashkenazy, as ever, is both
athletic and sensitive in his playing both in
the concertos and the Rondo, perhaps inclined to take slow movements a little faster
than some pianists but this rarely does harm
to a Mozart andante; while the K271 slow
movement is actually marked andantino and
holds together well at this present pace.
Ashkenazy is an understanding Mozartian,
but Kertesz misses a few chances to make
the most of Mozart's witty phrases and comments; but, mainly follows his soloist faithfully and well. Since the original record there
have been two more stereo recordings of
K246 and no less than six of K271 which complicates the issue. This is still the only recording that makes this useful, sensible and
interesting coupling of consecutive concertos.
And, it has not been appreciably surpassed
although there are good recordings of K712
by Brendel and Haebler to be considered with

A not very exciting sample of the glories of
Traviata. Maazel does not get the required
Italian warmth and full-bloodedness, giving
us a somewhat cool performance. The Prelude to Act 1promises well, but some of the
jolly music that follows does not swing along
as might be expected. Pilar Lorengar is good
at times, but weak at others; Aragall is more
consistently full of dramatic sparks. FischerDieskau is intelligent and flexible as usual
but seems to be singing out of his comfortable range for some of the time. His ' Di
Provenza' is, however, the highspot of the
proceedings. The recording balance is not
all that could be desired and often the voices
are too much on top of a distantly recorded
orchestra. On the whole, not a recommendable way to come to grips with Verdi's masterpiece. [
B: 3]
Peter Gammond
THE WORLD OF BRASS BANDS
'William Tell'—overture (
Rossini); Three of a kind
(Heyier); '
Le Prophete'—Coronation march (
Meyerbeer); The donkey serenade (
Friml); Perpetuum
mobile (
Strauss); Finlandia (
Sibelius); Trumpet
voluntary (
Clarke); Serenade (
Heykens); Trombones
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Henry Mancini
HENRY MANCINI: ' FILM THEMES ' A' TO ' Z'
Theme from ' Z'; The Molly Maguires; Jean; Airport
love theme; As time goes by; Raindrops keep falling
on my head; The hills of yesterday; A man, a horse
and a gun; Love theme from ' The Adventurers';
'Patton' theme
RCA PK1583 (
52.36)

Don't write this one off as just another pleasant of background music with a film-themes
linking device, Mancini is too fine an arranger
to let the music dominate him to the extent
that artistry becomes forgotten in the attempt
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to create a late- night and soft lights atmosphere. Take As time goes by for instance.
The sound of a night-club prevails, cutlery
and conversation forming a disinterested
background for a bored, probably underpaid,
pianist to tinkle idly and reflectively. Suddenly, a Bogart inspired voice instructs the pianist
(acted by Mancini in most able fashion) to
Play it again Sam' and the theme unfolds.
It's Casablanca recreated of course, simply,
amusingly—and quite musically too. Raindrops also is beautifully done. Some guitar
chords that might have been strummed by
Eddie Lang or Carl Kress open the way for
another instrument to state the theme. And
Mancini chooses a recorder to do so! Once
again, the effect is smile- provoking and heartwarming.
Add Dick Nash's warm-toned
trombone solo on the Airport theme and
you'll have enough reasons to hear this m/c.
Once you've heard it you'll probably find some
good reasons of your own! [A: 1]
Fred Dellar
THE KINKS: PERCY'
God's children; Lola; Helga; Willesden Green;
Running round; Moments; Animals in the zoo; Just
friends; Whip lady; Dreams; The way Iused to be;
Completely; God's children—end
Pye ZCP18365 (£2.50)
Very Kinky indeed! Music from a film named
after a vital part of a fella's anatomy. Also
included is Lola, a hit song regarding a transvestite. Actually, it isn't all as ' X' certificate
as the cinema would have us believe and Ray
Davies' music is often as innocuous as a
seaside postcard.
As an ex- resident of
N.W.10 Iappreciated Willesden Green a codcountry addition to Davies' collection of semidetached inspired songs. [C: 2] Fred De/lar
MANUEL AND HIS MUSIC OF THE MOUNTAINS
A banda; A song of joy; Proud matador; Theme
from ' Love Story'; Say hello to yesterday; Spider of
the night; Cascade; Dancing in the sun; Indian
summer; Stranger on the shore; Eso beso; Nobody
knows
Columbia TC-TWO336 (£2.37#)
Geoff Love ( alias Manuel) has been hiding in
those mountains for many a year now occasionally leading his band of string players
and percussionists down to Abbey Road for
a brief fiesta. Perhaps it's about time that he
stayed around on the plain for a little while
longer and found out just what is happening
in his particular sphere of music.
This
mexican magic is wearing a little thin around
the sombrero. [B: 3]
Fred Dellar
ROGER WHITTAKER: NEW DAY IN THE
MORNING
Candy cloud; No blade of grass; Paradise; Morning
please don't come; My kind; From both sides now;
Moonshine; Streets of London; He starts below; A
special kind of man; The last farewell; New world in
the morning
Columbia TC-SCX6456 (£2.374)
A most affable production, with Whittaker
ambling casually through eight of his own
songs, plus a few from Tom Springfield,
Ralph McTell and Joni Mitchell. Zack Lawrence, Leon Young and Roland Shaw have
designed fairly sumptuous cushions behind
Roger's tales to bring them within the sights
of the Palladium-folk brigade although Rog's
character-filled voice ensures that this particular m/c rises to a somewhat higher level.
The recording quality is fairly warm, with the
string section sounding natural and revealing
no tizzyness. [A: 2]
Fred Dellar
ORIGINAL SCORE: LOVE STORY
Theme; Bozo Barrett; The long walk home; Snow
frolic; Ilove you Phil; Concerto No. 3 in D Major
(Bach, J. S.); Sonata No. 12 in F Major ( Mozart):
The Christmas trees; Search for Jenny; Skating in
Central Park; Theme—finale
Paramount TC-SPFL 267 (£2.37+)
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

An interesting score from Frances Lai, with
Georges Pludermacher very much in evidence
on piano and harpsichord. The device of
employing a female voice to donate wordless
vocals is also gainfully used. If this isn't
another Man and a Woman from Lai, Love
Story does demonstrate the composer's
undoubted ability to create a score that is
musically valid in its own right. [A: 2]
Fred Dellar
CLEO LAINE: ' PORTRAIT'
Night owl; Bossa palma nova; That certain feeling;
Feeling good; Icould write a book; Model cities
programme; Ridin' high; The look of love; On a
clear day; Never let me go; It will soon be spring;
Aquarius
Philips 7108028 (£2.40)
It will surely be a long, long time before a
better vocal album from the female species.
Even the great Sarah Vaughan would have to
be at her formidable best to equal this one,
let alone to better it. The technique, musicality and vocal range of this most talented
lady is little short of incredible. And if that
wasn't enough, she manages to sing with a
warmth and involvement that puts most of
her rivals completely in the shade. Accordingly, then, her LPs are invariably gems—she
doesn't enter the recording studios half as
often as her kind of talent should. But when
she does record, there's always something
memorable. At the same time, she manages
to make her LPs sound completely original
and never clichéd. For ' Portrait', Cleo has
been given, or has chosen, a marvellously
varied bunch of top- rate material, old and new.
Though it might seem hard to manage to say
something completely new and fresh to
numbers like Ridin' high, Certain feeling and
the Livington/Evans film tune, Never let me
go, she does. Her range on the Cole Porter
number is phenomenal—the last note is as
high, or even higher, than even Miss Laine
has reached ... and superbly sustained. She
also sings the verse, which wins this one for
me. That fantastic range, the swoops, the
glisses— up and down—are well in evidence
on what is the ultimate version of Clear day.
Of the newer material, the fine Mike GibbsJohn Scott song, Model cities—issued previously as a single—shows how well she
can handle a contemporary song with a
nicely- understated message. Only on Aquarius does she slip from the sky-high standard
of the rest: here she tries for something
different; but, for once, falls flat on her shapely
bottom. ( Ah! to be human!) Husband John
Dankworth's arrangements are completely
without blemish.
The recording sound's
good ... what are you waiting for... ? Go out
and buy this one at once ... you, too, might
well consider than an [A: 1*] rating is almost
a foregone conclusion.
Stan Britt
MANTOVANI: FILM ENCORES
My foolish heart; Unchained melody; Over the rainbow; Summertime in Venice; Intermezzo; Three
coins in the fountain; Love is a many splendoured
thing; Laura; High noon; Hi-Lili hi-lo; September
song; Theme from ' Limelight'
Decca SKC4002 (£2.36)
Exquisite music from the era when Mantovani
was, undoubtedly, the King of Strings. Most
of the melodies receive the Charmaine treatment which, amazingly, remains attractive and
undated after all these years. Decca's recording technique was also well in advance
of its time back in 1958, when this particular
set was first conceived, so, happily, this m/c
still sounds sweet and smooth. [A: 2]
Fred Dellar
LIZA MINELLI: ' NEW FEELIN'
Love for sale; Stormy weather; Lazybones; God
bless the child; Maybe this time; Easy Rider's gone;
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The man Ilove; How long has this been going on?;
Come rain or come shine; Can't help loving dat man
of mine
A & M ZCAM4272 (£2.50)
Supposing Judy Garland could have walked
into astudio in order to record some standards
and found Leon Russell readying his musicians and arrangements for the session. Supposing too that Judy agreed to go on with the
recording after such a shock—what would the
result sound like? Something very much like
New fee/in' Iwould guess. Not that Russell's
in evidence here, Rex Kramer is listed as
arranger for this set. The feeling's there
though, all funk and churchy keyboard sounds.
Maybe this time is one of those all- stops- out
emotional ballads that Liza's mother used to
parade rather too often. Most of the time
however, Liza sings with taste and awareness,
making this a rewarding purchase. [B: 2]
Fred Dellar
VELVET UNDERGROUND: ' LOADED'
Head held high; Lonesome Cowboy Bill; Ifound a
reason; Train round the bend; Oh! sweet nuthin';
Who loves the sun; Sweet Jane; Rock and roll; Cool
it down; New age
Atlantic 3190 034 (
E2.4o)
Born out of Warholism, the Underground's
comparison to the famous can of soup is a
valid one. Is it art? Is it satire? Is it the alltime con trick? Certainly the songs sound
nearly the real thing. Nearly— but not quite.
Heavy bands, blues bands, teenybopper
sounds—all receive a mention from the
Underground as they present their panoramic
view of the contemporary pop scene. Vocals
that nearly make it, abound, songs that are
slightly uncertain of their place, furnish the
battleground. I'm certain that there's something very deep and disturbing about Underground's intentions. The trouble is that I
can't really see what it's all about. Inever did
care for that can of soup anyway! [B: 3]
Fred De/lar
FRANK SINATRA: ' GREATEST HITS VOL. 2'
The shadow of your smile; Yesterday; Blue lace;
For once in my life; Gentle on my mind; My way;
Little green apples; Both sides now; Mrs Robinson;
Call me irresponsible; Born free; Love's been good
to me
Reprise ZCR1032 (£2•60)
All right, Sinatra is a fine singer and a marvellous interpreter of lyrics. Greatest Hits is a
misnomer however. Apart from My way and
Love's been good tome, none of the other songs
on this tape can really be credited as Sinatra
hits. Certainly Joni Mitchell, Tony Bennett,
Paul McCartney, Dean Martin and Simon and
Garfunkel will be surprised at the claim implied in the title. Nice though. [A: 1]
Fred Dear
VARIOUS ARTISTS: 'THE ROARING TWENTIES'
Charleston; Waitin' for the Robert E. Lee; Whispering; Panama; Wait till the sun shines Nellie; Sweet
Sue-just you; Everybody loves my baby; Chinatown,
my Chinatown; Moonlight bay; Toot toot Tootsie;
Who's sorry now; 0 Donna Clara; Tiger rag; I
wonder who's kissing her now; Somebody stole my
gal?; Honeysuckle rose; So tired; Dardenella; Iwish
Icould shimmy like my Sister Kate; The sheik of
Araby; By the light of the silvery moon; Wabash
Cannonball; Stars fell on Alabama; Shine on harvest
moon
Mercury 7560 004 (
double cassette £3.60)
Razz ma tazz aplenty. The Riverboat Five
offer some of the best moments on this set
with their neat line in very commercial Dixieland and Dave Van Ronk's Jug Stompers
have the spirit if not the ability. Otherwise,
nothing happens musically, just power- mad
banjoists and pub pianists doing their thing
with a zest that this lethargic being finds
thoroughly depressing. Marvellous for mum's
knees- ups! [A: 3]
Fred De/lar

TRUMPETS WILD
The
spacemen
(
Powell);
Escapada
(
Phillips);
Menuett (
Boccherini); CaIon Lan (
arr. Kenney); Bombastic bombardon (
Siebert); Land of song (
Parrott);
St. Julian (
Kenney); Spanish serenade (
Zutano);
Trumpets wild (
Walter); Sinfonietta for brass band
(Leidzen)
Cory Band Major H. A. Kenney
Polydor ' 99' 2485 014 (
99p)

Peter Gam mond
BRASS BOUND
FESTIVALIA ' 71
'Lohengrin'— Prelude Act 3 (
Wagner); Hark, low the
drums are rolling* (
Donizetti); '
Rienzi'—overture
(Wagner); Mancini magic (
Mancini, arr. Sired); The
Dambusters—march' (
Coates); 0, peaceful night•
(German); Largo • (
Handel); The best of The Seekers
—medley (
Springfield, arr. Duro); '
Aida'—grand
march (
Verdi); When yonder bugle calls* (
Bellini);
'Cavalleria Rusticana'—intermezzo (
Mascagni); '
New
Moon'— Stout-hearted men* (
Romberg); El cumbanchero (
Hernandez); Roses from the South (
J. Strauss
Il); '
Tannhauser'—Pilgrims' chorus* (
Wagner); Love
divine all loves excelling (Rowlands); Pomp and
circumstance march 1• (
Elgar)
*Massed Male Voice Choir IMassed Bands of Carlton
Main Friceey Colliery, Grimethorpe Colliery Institute
le Markham Main Colliery IRae Jenkins
Polydor ' 99' 2661 004 (
2 records) (£1.99)

BRASS SUPREME
The gay hussar (
Powell); The cavalier (
Sutton);
Marche symphonique (
Hughes); '
A Life for the Czar'
—selection
(
Glinka,
arr. Rimmer);
Bombardier
(Powell); '
Die Fledermaus'—Du and du (
Strauss,
arr. Rimmer); Little Lisa (
Warr); Jamie's patrol
(Dacre); Automation (Yorke); The cossack (
Rimmer)
Fodens Motor Works Band! Rex Mortimer
Polydor ' 99' 2485 015 (
99p)

In a month conspicuously light on ' light' fare,
Ihave been entirely sustained by these three
brass band records in Polydor's excellent
'Fanfare' series—and it has been athoroughly
enjoyable session with the men of brass.
Producer Tom Beckingham and engineer Vic
Maile are to be congratulated on the sustained
excellence of their ' live' recordings made all
over the country; these three are well up to
previous standards. In a sense all are ' live'
recordings, not done in a regular studio; the
Fodens band in Foden's Recreation Club at
Sandbach, Cheshire and the Cory band at
Llwynypia Boys Club, but the ' Festivalia'
record is ' live' in the truest sense being recorded at the Yorkshire Welfare Committee's
22nd Annual Yorkshire Festival in the City
Hall, Sheffield. The atmosphere of this popular event has been exceptionally well caught
from the point of view of the sense of rapport

with album folder which the original didn't
have. A: 2, because this isn't really Louis's
scene.
EARTHA KITT: ' JUST AN OLD-FASHIONED
GIRL'
Fascinating man; Mme Kitt; Oggere; Lisbon Antigua; Just an old-fashioned girl; Lazy afternoon;
Johnny; If Ican't take it with me; Thursday's child;
Lullaby of Birdland
Formerly RCA RD27099 as " Thursday's Child"
RCA Camden CDS1083 (
790

I've got my own views on ' the world's most
exciting woman' and since these aren't shared
by a large segment of the public I won't
attempt to rate this. Imerely announce its
existence.

MANUEL & HIS MUSIC OF THE MOUNTAINS:
'THIS IS MANUEL'
Honeymoon song; Intermezzo; Man & a woman;
Shadow of your smile; Serenade for strings; Wedding song; Iwill wait for you; Proud matador; La
Golondrina; I talk to the trees; Spanish Harlem;
Somewhere my love; Autumn leaves; Jealousy
Columbia STWO5 (
81p)

A sampler of fourteen tracks from various
Manuel albums over the past decade, with
full marks to the engineers for levelling up
the sound throughout. Splendid, colourful
arrangements with impelling Latin rhythms
backing up that lush bank of strings. [
A: 1]
LOUIS ARMSTRONG: ' DISNEY SONGS THE
SATCHMO WAY'
Bibbid-bobbidi-boo; ' bout time; Davy Crockett;
Bare necessities; Zip-a-dee-doo-da; When you
wish upon a star; Whistle while you work; Heigh-ho;
Chim chim cherree
Formerly Buena Vista BVS4044
Buena Vista BVS2001 (
9517)

Not so long since this was issued at full price.
Now at an attractive bargain price complete

BEST OF BOB NEWHART
Introducing tobacco to civilisation; Edison's most
famous invention; Bus drivers school; Kruschev
landing rehearsal; Driving instructor; Defusing a
bomb; Nudist camp exposure; An infinite number
of monkeys
Warner WS1134 (
5215)

Humour doesn't always wear well on record
—how many times can you laugh at the same
joke?— but not having heard them for a few
years I found Newhart's marvellously conceived conversations as hilarious as ever.
The Driving instructor and Tobacco pieces in
particular are still gems of humour, masterpieces of timing, and object lessons in the
art of comic delivery.
Songs of Scotland and Ireland
National music in a form at once musically
literate and internationally acceptable comes
from performers like Val Doonican and
Kenneth McKellar. Vals ' IRELAND' ( Philips 6326008—£2.15) is every bit as affable
and polished as anything he's ever done, and
includes such perennial favourites as Danny
Boy, Isle of Innisfree, She moved through the
fair and Spinning wheel. McKellar's '
DREAM
O' HAME' (
Decca SKL5079—£2.19) has that
1650

and enjoyment in the hall, of the hall's acoustics, and musically.
The audience were
plainly there to enjoy themselves and their
enthusiasm inspired the bands and the
singers-300 voices drawn from thirteen
Northern choirs. So there is not only a great
sense of occasion which will reward those
present who want a memento, but some
immediate sounding music- making for those
who listen at secondhand. A very varied
programme with some unexpected items like
the Seekers anthology played in a very lively
manner under Rae Jenkins. [ A: 11
The Foden Motor Works band, on their
disc, which is perfectly recorded and balanced
play with their usual immaculate musicianship inspired by their excellent conductor,
Rex Mortimer. The grand selection from ' A
Life for the Czar' is first-rate, Little Lisa is a
highly enjoyable item and Peter Yorke's
Automation is a rewarding piece and not so
harshly modern as you might expect. The
very clear sound allows us to enjoy this disc
to the full. [
A : 1]
Igive the Cory Band disc alower recording
rating only because the resonances of this
particular hall do not seem to have been controlled as well as on the other discs; there is
a slight confusion of sounds which is not
worrying enough to spoil the enjoyment of
the music but just fails to make it top grade.
Even this varies and on the very amusing and
well- played bass solo Bombastic bombardon,
for example, all sounds first-rate. Again
there is some very fine brass playing. Ifully
recommend all these LPs to the enthusiast.
[A/B: 1]

splendid
but never too- academic
voice
lavished on These are my mountains, Dream
Angus, Waggle o' the kilt and others, while
his earlier recordings of Ae fond kiss, The
auld hoose, Corn rigs, etc, are revived on
'SCOTLAND'S PRIDE' (
Music For Pleasure
(m) MFP5188-79p). The album is shared by
the late Robert Wilson, whose famous A
Gordon for nie is part of his contribution.
'IRELAND'S HERITAGE' ( Talisman STAL
6025—£1.15) is a fine production by the Irish
National Orchestra & Chorus, far above
the usual type of ' national airs' programme;
it was previously available on HMV CLP3520.
The Ormonde Folk's '
TRULY IRISH' ( Music
For Pleasure MFP1425-79p) on the other
hand is the usual sort of amateur music
making, and can be ignored by all but the
hard core of folk followers.
Many of the former Beltona full- price issues
are now reissued in the 99p ' Sword' series.
These are presumably those of the best
previous sales, and should therefore gain
new life in the bargain basement.
Lady
soloists first, with Moira Kerr's '
FOLK
WARM & GENTLE' ( SBE102, ex-LBA65) and
Rhona McLeod's '
BONNIE ISLE OF SKYE'
(SBE105, ex-LBA58), the gentlemen singers
responding with Davy Speirs"MAN OF
CONSTANT SORROW' ( SBE106, ex-LBA61)
and Calum Kennedy's '
SONGS OF SCOTLAND & IRELAND' (
SBE112, ex-LBA30).
The ethnic folk groups are represented by
The Crofters (
SBE103, ex-LBA63) and The
Freemen with ' THESE ARE MY MOUNTAINS' ( SBE104, ex-LBA54). There's a massive collection of pipe airs from the Edinburgh City Police Pipe Band on SBE108
(ex-LBA12), and the familiar sets of Scottish
dances in medley form by Jimmy Shand
(SBE110, ex-LBA52), Bobby MacLeod in
'A SCOTSMAN'S SONGS' ( SBE107, exLBA50) and Alasdair Downie in ' SCOTTISH DANCES' ( SBE109, ex-LBA45). The
entire set of reissues is delightfully packaged
in sleeves with magnificent views.
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STRAWBS: ' FROM THE WITCHWOOD'

CUrtnur:EREI

ren 1/AZ VIII

Fred Dellar
JEFF STURGESS AND UNIVERSE
Junior saw it happen; Sin's a good man's brother;
Never in my life; Clown; Rice pudding; Mississippi
Queen; Acid West; Keep on burnin'
MAM AS1002 (£2.09)

Universe is ahefty, punching,twenty-five piece
big band that swings in contemporary Herman
manner. This set, produced by Johnny
Spence and recorded live at Ceasar's Palace,
Las Vegas, is probably the best thing in the
genre since Woody's memorable Light my fire
compilation. Dean Parks emulates the feats
of the giant Leslie West on guitar and, indeed,
there are times when augmented Mountain
seems an apt description of Sturgess's orchestral circus. The illusion is heightened by the
use of such Mountain material as Mississippi
Queen and Never in my life. Acid West is the
most ambitious project. It features a full
French horn section providing a basic tonal
colour then moving on as the band erratically
plunges and rises through avariety of moods,
demonstrating every aspect of what is really
a most satisfying aggregation. Move over
C.C.S.— here comes Universe with the real
thing! [B: 1]
BOBBIE GENTRY:

PATCHWORK'

Benjamin; Marigolds and tangerines; Billy the Kid;
Beverly; Miss Clara-Azusa Sue; But Ican't get back;
Jeremiah; Belinda; Mean stepmama blues; Your
number one fan; Somebody like me; Lookin' in
Capitol E-ST 494 (£2.05)

Although Bobbie Gentry has produced
several fine LPs in recent years the charge is
often made that they are samey and much of a
kind. In Ode to Billie Joe Bobbie had one of
the great all-time singles and, in an effort to
keep her public, she has never really strayed
too far away from her down-home, sexy kind
of swamp music. On ' Patchwork' she kicks
over all the traces and explores the sounds of
the twenties (
Miss Clara), the early-thirties
(Number one fan), the blues (
Mean stepmama)
and even Tamla-Motown (
Somebody like me).
Everything is beautifully linked by Larry
Muhoberac arranged interludes so that the
needlework that binds the patches helps to
create akind of tapestry that Carol King would
be proud to put her name to. [
A: 1]
BREAD, LOVE AND DREAMS: ' AMARYLLIS'

Out of the darkness into the night; Zoroaster's
prophecy; Light; Time's the thief; My stair-cupboard
at 3a.m.; Brother John; Circle of night
Dacca SKL 5081 (£2.09)

Folk duo Davie McNiven and Angie Rew never
really impress on record. Some interesting
sounds emerge from time to time and there's
good support from people like Alan Trajan,
Danny Thompson, Dave Richmond and Terry
Cox but Amaryllis, which consists of the first
three titles listed, lacks something without
the visual aids it had when performed at the
Edinbrugh Festival. [
A: 3]
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A glimpse of heaven; Witchwood; Thirty days;
Flight; The hangman and the papist; Sheep; Canon
Dale; The shepherd's song; In amongst the roses;
I'll carry on beside you

A & M AMLH64304 (£2.30

There was a time when Dave Cousins was
the Strawbs. He sang his sometimes pretty,
sometimes anguished songs and that was the
end of it. Now, drummer, Richard Hudson is
contributing to the repertoire—he offers
Flight and Canon Dale here—while the addition of Rick Wakeman on organ and piano
has altered the direction of the Strawbs original course. Wakeman sometimes swamps
the band at concerts. His technique is quite
staggering and when he embarks on one of
his crowd pleasing rampagesthen the Strawbs
as a collective unit become non-existent. On
Witchwood, however, there is no self-indulgent track hogging. Everyone plays for each
other and consequently for the good of their
audience. Lovers of Cousins' lyrics will revel
in the vitriolic Hangman and the Papist and
Sheep while Thirty days reveals bassist John
Ford as being asongwriter of note. All- in- all,
a faultless set endowed by equally good
sound recording. [
A: 1]
MARIE LITTLE: ' FACTORY GIRL'

The twa corbies; The white cockade; Friendless
Mary; Baron of Brackley; Story of Cotton; The foggy
dew; Morning of my life: A song for all seasons;
Galleries; Tom Thumb blues; Last train and ride;
Factory girl
Argo ZFB 19 (£1.45)

The traditional melodies that adorn the first
side of this album are presented reasonably
enough but Miss Little's attempt to translate
the excellent contemporary material selected
to complete Factory girl is inept. She sounds
totally unsure of her footing and the result is
lacklustre.
3]

IA:

JOHN ENTWHISTLE: ' SMASH YOUR HEAD
AGAINST THE WALL'
My size; Pick me up; What are we doing here?;
What kind of people are they?; Heaven and hell;
Ted end; You're mine; No. 29; Ibelieve in everything
Track Super 2406 005 (£2.15)

To those who think of Entwistle as merely the
Who's bassist, this album will be something
of a revelation. The sounds are generally
heavy, ranging from Cream type riffs to some
solid brass- rock. The surprising thing, though,
is that virtually every instrument on the set is
played by Entwistle! He parades his talent on
bass, various keyboard instruments, flugel
horn, trumpet and trombone, throwing in a
few vocals as a make- weight. Jerry Shirley
drums throughout, Cyrano deals with all
guitar problems and an unlikely Latin percussion section consisting of Neil Innes, Viv
Stanshall and Keith Moon appear on No. 29.
Apart from these intruders it's all Entwistle
and exceedingly good, especially the fiendish
You're mine and the more humorous Ibelieve
in everything. The recording is gimmicky.
[B: 1]
JACKIE McAULEY
Turning green; Boy on the Bayou; Country Joe;
Cameramen, Wilson and Holmes; Spanish room;
It's alright; Poor Howard; Away; Bangerine; Ruby
farm
Dawn NDLS 3023 (£2•40)

If you're thinking of McAuley in terms of his
Trader Horne tracks with Judy Dyble, then
forget it. There's very little serenity about
this one; take Turning green for instance. It
commences with a plaintive vocal framed
against
Sunday
school
piano— Troubled
Water again, one might thihk. Then, as the
second verse begins, the scene changes and
a rhythm section moves McAuley on and up.
Getting bored? Throw in strings, keep it
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interesting, double track the lead voice, now
the brass, bring it in now, ready with the
chorus—keep it building! One can almost
see the arranger's mind ticking over as each
move is made, sometimes imperceptibly,
sometimes with the impact of a ricocheting
cannonball. It's Piccadilly folk—always something happening— Cousins or Bunjies on a
revolving stage. Away melts into a Henry
Lowther jazz chorus, Wilson and Holmes
switches tempos with alacrity, Poor Howard
brings Leadbelly into line with Mungo Jerry
and Bangerine and Room spotlight McAuley
the guitarist. Quite frankly, it's acase of t'aint
what you do, it's the way that you do it—and
McAuley, with the aid of arranger- pianist
Mike McNaught, does it very well. [
A: 2]
BLOOD, SWEAT AND TEARS:

B.S. & T.4'
Go down gamblin'; Cowboys and Indians; John the
Baptist; Redemption; Lisa, listen to me; A look to
my heart; High on a mountain; Valentine's day;
Take me in your arms; For my lady; Mama gets high;
A look to my heart
CBS 64355 (£2•08)

It seems to be the vogue nowadays to denigrate B.S.&T. and David Clayton- Thomas.
I'm not in fashion, never was and probably
never will be. Ilike B.S.&T.; their musicianship
is superb, they never lay back and stagnate
and they haven't fallen prey of C.B.S.' penchant for double- albums. Here they parade
Mama gets high, a Katz meets Condon piece
of Dixieland- rock that works, two sensitive
vocals by Steve Katz that also justify their
inclusion and an attempt at the Isley's Take
me in your arms that is probably the worst
thing the band has ever done. Generally this
set is up to the standard of B.S.&T.3 though
a little below that of the aggregation's memorable second album. Nevertheless, it should
be bought. [
A: 1]
BRONCO: ' ACE OF SUNLIGHT'
Amber moon; Time slips away; Some uncertainty;
Woman; New day avenue; Discernible; Sudden
Street . Joys and fears
Island ILPS 9161 (£2.192)

Ace of Sunlight follows on where Bronco's
Country home left off. Jess Roden again
sings with authority and the band know how
to use subtlety and dynamics. Yet another
excellent record. [
A:
THE McCOYS: '
HANG ON SLOOPY'
Hang on Sloopy; Fever; Sorrow; If you tell a lie;
Idon't mind; Stubborn king of fellow; Can't help
falling in love; All Ireally want to do; Papa's got a
brand new bag; Ican't explain it; High heel sneekers;
Stormy Monday blues
Joy JOYS196 (£1.30)

Remember 1965? The Beatles were making
sides like Help, the Who were stuttering My
Generation and Bert Berns formed Bang
Records. His first international hit for Bang
was the McCoys' Hang on Sloopy a choppy,
jumpy little song with an inane lyric. It
stormed into the charts everywhere and then
disappeared, taking the McCoys with it. In
retrospect, the McCoys seem a tight, happy,
quite musical little band, mixing such diverse
influences as the Beatles and the M.G.s and
diluting the result with atinge of high-school
They made enjoyable music while they were
around and Hang On Sloopy, therefore, is the
best of Joy's recent reissues. [
B: 1]
THE RASCALS: ' PEACEFUL WORLD'

Sky Trane; In and out of love; Bit of heaven; Love
me; Peaceful world; Mother Nature land; Icy water;
Happy Song; Love Letter; Little dove; Visit to
Mother Nature land; Getting nearer
CBS 66292 (£2.85) (Double-album)

CBS have certainly done the Rascals proud
since the group terminated their long-standing contract with Atlantic. Here they have a
double-album to themselves—and a group of
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talented jazzmen brought in for added support. Thus such illuminaries as Chuck Raney,
Pepper Adams, Joe Newman, Ralph McDonald, Hubert Laws, Ron Carter, and Ernie
Royal are around to gladden the hearts of
jazzmen everywhere. Whether the music
will have the same effect is more debatable.
Basically, there's an awful lot of chick-chickchicka-chicka-boom-chick going on, wah wah
guitar work and vocal sounds that could have
come from any Family Stone session. Overall, it's happy music with plenty of spirit and
easily assimilated. [
B: 2]
CHILLIWACK
Sundown; Everyday; Seventeenth summer; Ballad;
Igot you fixed; Rain-0; Chain train
London SHU8418 (£2.09)

This one hails from New York's Parrot label
and features aworkmanlike quartet commendably recorded. The reedman's name is Claire
Lawrence, which, if one didn't know, could
cause all kinds of errors regarding his sex.
On the other hand, the fact that the bassist is
Glenn Miller and the guitarist is Bill Henderson will probably have a few swing fans
scratching their heads! Only Ross Turney,
the drummer, refrains from playing the name
game and thus makes life a little easier for
reviewers today and the discographers of
the future. [B: 2]
WEST INDIES SOUL
Madam Dracula; Blue sea cha cha; Coconut woman;
Merengue; El Pachanguero; Belmount; Mambo;
Land of the sea and sun; Jamaican rhumba; Alone;
Tom cat mambo; Mambo Espana
Joy JOYS183 (£1.30)

No artists are listed on this strange album. A
couple of tracks could be West Indian but
most of the tracks are by a goodish Mambo
big- band recorded, Iwould say, in the heyday of Prado. One for the Trade Descriptions
Act to deal with! [H ?: 3]
THE COASTERS: ' HUNGRY'
Hungry; Oh, rocking my soul; Humdinger; T.V.
fanatic; The prophet; The deodorant song; It don't
take much; It ain't sanitary; The prison break; Here
Iam; As quiet as it's kept; Whip it on me, baby
Joy JOYS189 (£1.30)

Happy, humorous R & B by a vocal
that's been around since the inception
Big Beat. There's no Lieber and Stoller
around on this set however, so mark
collectors only'. [
C: 2]

group
of the
songs
it ' for

EAST OF EDEN: ' THE WORLD OF EAST OF
EDEN'
Nymphenberger; Leaping beauties for Rudy-Marcus
Junior; Ramadhan; In the snow for a blow, part 1;
Better glt It in your soul, part 3; Northern hemisphere
Gum arabic-Confucius; Isadora; Jig ajig
Decca SPA157 (
95p)

Excellent value. The cream of Eden's Snafu
album has been reissued here, together with
a couple of tracks from their earlier Mercator
Projected set and their rocking Jig single.
Dave Arbus provides some magnificent
violin at times and Ron Caines is similarly impressive on avariety of reed instruments, despite sounding just a little like the Clangers
on the intro to Rudy! [
A: 2]
JAMES TAYLOR: ' MUD SLIDE SLIM'
Love has brought me around; You've got a friend;
Places in my past; Riding on a railroad; Soldiers;
Mud Slide Slim; Hey mister, that's me on the jukebox;
You can close your eyes; Machine Gun Kelly; Long
ago and far away; Let me ride; Highway song; Isn't
it nice to be home again?
Warner Bros. WS2561 (£2.15)

Dear Warner Bros. Please could you send
me another copy of Mud Slide Slim, because
Ihave almost worn out the Long ago and far
away track already. It's not the fault of my
pickup, which
measures up to HFN/RR
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

specifications. It's just that it's such a marvellous track that I constantly replay it. I
mean, James Taylor with Joni Mitchell—that's
apretty imposing coupling isn't it? The song
sounds a little like that one from M.A.S.H.
and far removed from the Kern composition
of the same name. Very beautiful though1think I'll play it again. The rest of the album?
Well, everything is typical Taylor, which
means that it's well worth hearing. Carol
King, John Hartford, Richard Greene ( the
marvellous violinist with Seatrain), Peter
Asher, Kate Taylor, and many others on
hand to ensure that quantity and quality will
be compatible. Ihad to like the album, didn't
I? Even the sound quality is beautifully
natural—except that Long ago item. That's
gone a peculiar grey colour and refuses to
co-operate any more. So please may Ihave
another copy? [
A: 1]
CHET ATKINS AND JERRY REED: ' ME AND
JERRY'
Tennessee stud; Bridge over troubled water; MacArthur Park; Cl' Man River; Nut sundae; Cannonball
rag; Wreck of the John B; Stump water; The January-February march; Something
RCA Victor LSA3033 (£1 .49)

Very pleasant though uneventful duets from
Nashville's top session guitarmen. A lightly
swinging OP Man River makes the most impact. [
A: 2]
BOBBY JAMESON : ' TOO MANY MORNINGS'
That's the way this world has got to be, Pts. 1á 2; I
remember them; Girl from Vernon Mountain; Igot
the blues; Saline; Just one of those days; You came,
you saw, but you didn't conquer me; Girl from the
East; Don't come looking.
Joy JOYS193 (£1.30)

Take an unknown singer, throw his work out
in an album with no sleeve notes, and take
no care whatsoever with the recording quality.
That's Joy's formula for non-success as
applied to Bobby Jameson. It's a shame
really, for there are moments on this LP that
are well worth hearing. [
C: 2]
RUFUS THOMAS: ' LIVE AT P.J.'s'
Monologue; 0oh poo pah doo; Old McDonald had
afarm; Walking the dog; The preacher and the bear;
The night time is the right time; Do the push and
pull; Do the funky chicken
Stax Select 2362 010 (£1.99)

Veteran Thomas still imparts more personality to rhythm and blues than most. Unfortunately, his comedy routines are a little
tedious and Iwould refer readers back to
Thomas's previously issued Funky Chicken
album, aset which includes most of the songs
offered here but omits the vaudeville trappings. [ B: 2]
WILBERT HARRISON AND BABY WASHINGTON: ' BATTLE OF THE GIANTS'
Off to work again; Pledging; After graduation; You
don't know; Jeanie; Confused; Too late; Move on;
Deep down love; Your mama knows what's right;
Nobody knows; The time
Joy JOYS191 (£1.30)

Every hi-fi enthusiast should have a copy of
this record—it'll make them appreciate the
rest of their collection all the more! All kinds
of hilarious things happen here. Reprocessed
stereo becomes decidedly mono in mid- song
and there are times when voices almost disappear altogether! The music? Early rock
era stuff that is banal beyond belief. Our
rating system wasn't meant to deal with this
kind of product.
VINCE HILL: ' THE SINGER . . AND THE
SONGS'
Daydream; The green field; Out of the darkness;
Home to your loving arms; The lights along the highway; Waterloo sunset; Inever did as Iwas told;
Little pleasure acre; Now is the time; Danny boy;
All my love's laughter; Spinning wheel
Columbia SCX6460 (£2.15)
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A very professional offering from a vocalist
who, given good material, ranks with the very
best. His three tracks with Ray Davies (the
funky trumpet one!) make the most impact
on this occasion. [
A: 2]
DAVE AND ANSEL COLLINS: ' DOUBLE
BARREL'
Double barrel; Wild bunch; Elfrego Bacca; Monkey
spannerversion; My best girl; Secret weapon; Ithe
third; That girl; Impossible mission; Ten to one; I
can count the days; Two four one
Trojan TBL162 (
95p)
VARIOUS
ARTISTS: ' TIGHTEN
UP VOLUME FOUR'
Grooving out on life (
Hopeton Lewis); Starvation
(The Pioneers); Bush doctor (The Music Doctors);
Good ambition (The Ethiopians); IGot it (The Lowbites); Stand by your man (
Marlene Webber) and six
other titles
Trojan TBL163 (
95p)

Run of the mill reggae from producers who
know their market well ( Clancey Eccles,
Leslie Kong, Byron Lee, etc). Apart from the
young lady, covered only by a few dolly- mixtures, who decorates the sleeve, nothing here
really appeals to me. [
C: 3]
TIM HART AND MADDY PRIOR: ' SUMMER
SOLSTICE'
False knight on the road; Bring us in good ale; Of
all the birds; Ilive not where Ilove; The ploughboy
and the cockney; Westron wynde; Sorry the day I
was married; Dancing at Whitsun; Fly up my cock;
Cannily, cannily; Adam catched Eve; Three drunken
maidens; Serving girl's holiday
B & C CAS1035 (£2.15)

Beautiful music, flavoured with strong cheese
and apint of rough cider. A perfect follow-up
to the recent Steeleye Span set, with strong,
clear, rural vocals—often unaccompanied—
from Hart and Prior. The recorded sound is
equally clean and fresh. [
A: 1]
PAUL KORDA: ' PASSING STRANGER'
Between the road; Morning wakes the sun; Dover
ferry; To love a woman; Ode to the ministry; Into
your station; Pass me winter; Rubble my cauldrons;
We are each other; A passing stranger; Sunny in
the dawn; Mud mother.
MAM MAM-AS1002 (£2.19)

Korda is a contemporary singer- composerpianist- guitarist who provides attractive songs
and delivers them in light- weight fashion. On
Cauldrons he adopts a more acid approach
and, with the aid of Maddy Bell, Doris Troy
and Nannette, produces a romping track that
could make a commendable single. [
B: 2]
GORDON LIGHTFOOT: ' IF
READ MY MIND'

YOU

COULD

Minstrel of the dawn; Me and Bobby McGee; Approaching lavender; Saturday clothes; Cobwebs
and dust; Poor little Allison; Sit down young
stranger; If you could read my mind; Baby it's all
right; Your love's return; The pony man
Reprise RSLP6392 (£2.15)
RICK JONES: ' TWIXT YOU AND ME'
The loser; Blackbird; Saskatchewan sunrise; When
winter turns to spring; I'll be home; The child from
the future; Mornin'; Travellin' man; Thin red line;
Where is she?; A kiss is for loving; Twist you and
me
Argo ZFB27 (£1.61)

Although Lightfoot is highly regarded, and
rightly so, as a singer who dispenses excellent self- written material, it's fellow- Canadian, Rick Jones who surprises with the
quality of his album. If you regard him merely
as the man who wears funny hats on the
children's TV shows then you're due for a
pleasant surprise. Ex- Audio Record Review
cohort, Fred Woods is probably responsible
for producing this album but even if his
name had not appeared on the list of credits,
I would have not hesitated to recommend
this issue. Incidentally, the equally delicious
Lightfoot album originally appeared as Sit
down young stranger. [
A: 1 both]
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MILES DAVIS: JACK JOHNSON'
Right oft / Yesternow
Miles Davis (tpt) with unnamed musicians playing
music composed by Davis for the film Jack Johnson'.
Recorded USA presumably late 1970
CBS 70089 (£2.40)

He's black and he's proud and he plays pretty
loud. And of course Miles Davis must have
been uncommonly pleased to have composed and played the music for a film about
'Jack Johnson', the Joe Louis of an earlier
day and even more of ablack hero figure than
Louis was. But the music is mostly Miles'
recent heavy rock, devoid of thematic development, with the trumpeter himself playing
short, disembodied phrases while the wahwah guitars open and close and the drummer
or drummers lay down rock rhythms. It's
still Miles Davis, though, and even if he
doesn't give us the sort of jazz he was once
famous for, he does other things that no one
else could do. I'm thinking in particular of
the desolate atmosphere he sets up, blurting
out little desolate phrases over the dark
bubbling of bass guitar during the first few
minutes of side 2. In fact this side is most
impressive, provided you forget about jazz
and try to guess what the needs of the film
must have required. Electronic effects create
their own transistorized jungle, and as Davis
stutters his sharp statements in the background, the effect becomes strangely edgy.
[B: 1]
MILES DAVIS AT FILLMORE
Wednesday Miles / Thursday Miles + Friday Miles /
Saturday Miles
Davis (tpt), Steve Grossman ( sop), Keith Jarrett (org),
uncredited guitarist (John McLaughlin?), Dave Holland
(bass). Jack de Johnette (drs), Airto Mor/era (perc).
New York, 1970
CBS 86257 (
2 records) (£4.75)

Both the Fillmores, those rock temples on the
east and west coast respectively of America,
have now closed.
Whether that means
another shift in musical taste, or that one
more promoter couldn't cope with the problems any longer, Idon't know. What is certain is that Davis' move into rock music may
well have been the logical artistic step for
him, but it happened also to be commercially
the right thing to do at a time when such
places as the Fillmores were flourishing.
Here are the results of four nights at Fillmore
East in New York last year, four immensely
long sides ( how does CBS cram it in?) of
Davis' hypnotic, partly electronic, almost
themeless music which lovers of conventional
jazz are going to find hard to take. The
customers on Wednesday got a heavy, fairly
deeply underground Miles, with perhaps the
nearest thing to solo jazz coming from Grossman on soprano saxophone, though there
was a contemplative interlude about twothirds of the way through. Ibecame bored,
especially by the ugly guitar distortions.
Thursday was rather like the night before,
though a dreamy, lyrical passage occurred
comparatively early with Miles dancing above
shimmering chords from his electricians. On
Friday night, although the basic atmosphere
of dark, hypnotic rock was the same, Davis

himself was playing much more real jazz
trumpet over the heaving, thrashing and
snorting of the accompanying civil engineers.
And once again, the soprano of Steve Grossman ran like flaming brandy over a stodgy
pudding. Saturday night, on the record at
least, started as random noise night, led to a
characteristically thoughtful solo from Davis
in his fragmented manner, then to a fine
climatic passage with Davis blowing his
piercing best before fashionable disintegration set in again. Order in the form of superlative Davis and Grossman returned, however,
and from then on it built to an exciting end.
Electronics apart, any jazz customers who
squeezed into the Fillmore on the Saturday
probably felt they'd had their money's worth.
[A: 2]
BEN WEBSTER : ATMOSPHERE FOR LOVERS
AND THIEVES
Blue light ( b); Stardust ( a); What's new ( a); Autumn
leaves (a) / Easy to love ( a); My romance ( e);
Yesterdays ( a); Days of wine and roses ( b)
(a) Webster (ten), Kenny Drew (pno), Niels-Henning
Orsted Pederson (bass), Alex Riel (drs) (
b) Webster
(ten), Am ved Meyer (tpt), John Darville (tbn), Ole
Kongsted ( ten), Niels Jorgen Steen (pno), Henrik
Hartmann or "Hugo Rasmussen (bass), Hans Nymand
(drs). All Copenhagen, Sept. 1965
Polydor ' Black Lion' BLP30105 (£2.35)

If Jack Smith was the whispering baritone,
Ben's the whispering tenor, and this LP
recorded by Alan Bates not long after Ben
took up permanent residence in Europe,
offers us Webster at his draughtiest and
most romantic. Any more of those tuned
puffs he plays and I'd have said he'd started
to caricature himself; but he's too great an
artist for that. Another side of his artistry is
his inbuilt editing mechanism; doubtless all
these tracks could have gone on longer, but
Ben's method of taking achorus fairly straight,
the launching off into variations which cross
and recross the original line at fairly regular
points—using an alternative route to the same
destination, so to speak—requires knowing
exactly when to stop. These performances,
mostly running for well under five minutes,
seem to me to be almost perfect in form. If
there's anything wrong here at all, it's a
scarcity of the other Ben, with a surface like
a cat's tongue, rasping away at amelody, licking it into the shape he wants. Still, you can't
have everything, and if you want to remind
yourself what jazz used to be like before the
hatred and the polemics set in, get this and
dab it gently on the affected places. The
recording, you'll gather, is very close. [ A : 1]
JIMMY SMITH: THE OTHER SIDE OF JIMMY
SMITH
My romance; Why don't you try?; Bewitched; You
don't know what love is; Yesterday / Nobody knows;
Bridge over troubled waters; What are you doing
the rest of your life?; My way
Jimmy Smith (org), with drums recorded Hollywood;
and other instrumental combinations recorded separately in New York
Verve 2304 021 (£2.15)

If one side of Jimmy Smith is fast and boring,
the other side is slow and boring. This
album, concocted on tape from sessions
held a continent apart, gives subdued mood
music from a kind of black Reginald Dixon.
It's the longest interval spot Iever remember,
and Idon't think even the most ardent of
Jimmy Smith's admirers will find much room
in their hearts for it. [ A : 2]
BOBBY HACKETT & VIC DICKENSON: THIS
IS MY BAG
St Louis blues; Blue turning grey over you; You've
changed; Sister Kate; In asentimental mood; Jitterbug waltz / Sweet Georgia Brown; Oh, by jingo;
Yellow days; You're my thrill; Ida; Baby, won't you
please come home
Bobby Hackett (cornet), Vic Dickenson ( tbn), Lou
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Forest/en i(pno), Tito Russo (bass), Joe Brancato (drs).
No recording information, but presumably New York,
late 60s
World Record Club ST1080 (£1.41)

If the older forms of jazz really are played out
then they're an unconscionable time dying.
The label of this bears a publishing date of
1969, but the music is unpretentious smallgroup jazz such as men of the calibre of
Hackett and Dickenson have been playing
for 30 years and more. The clean, crisp
recording, and the experienced efficiency of
the two principals admittedly give the record
at first hearing an air of clinical precision,
but after a couple of times you realise it is
only because here are men simply doing the
thing they're supremely good at. And they're
neatly contrasted, Hackett with his clean-cut,
new- minted sound and Vic Dickenson seeming to be playing sometimes from behind the
coalhole door, or growling and slurring like a
benign drunk. If you know the work of these
two men, you could say that the record's
predictable in the best sense. There are,
however, two little surprises. One is Dickenson's vocal on Sister Kate, where he sings
only a couple of words per line, and the
strangely affecting way he plays the verse to
the very old number Oh, by jingo. It's all
right to call this happy jazz, as long as you
don't assume from that it's silly jazz. One
number's a bit of a mystery by the way. The
sleevenote leads you to expect a trombone
solo on Yellow days, but it's Hackett and
pianist all the way, and one wonders if
Dickenson got edited out for some reason.
[A:1]
HARRY ROY: THE KING OF HOTCHA
New tiger rag; Sarawaki; Roy Club rag; Somebody
stole my gal; Salome; She had to go and lose it at
the Astor; Victory roll rag / Leicester Square rag;
Sonny boy; When aSt. Louis woman comes to New
Orleans; Clarinet marmalade; My kid's a crooner;
Dill pickles; A Mayfair suite
Harry Roy (leader, clt, roc) with band recorded between
1933 and 1941, plus one track from 1949
Starline yMRS5068 (£1.15)

I'm not suggesting that this has much to do
with jazz. I've taken it on myself to mention
it because this band, and others like it, lies
in the background of perhaps athird of today's
British jazz enthusiasts. Ialso want to come
out and say that until now I'd somehow
thought the Roy band was better than this
record suggests. If it really was as duff as
this, Iwonder how any of us managed to
graduate to real music. But it's interesting
to note such things as the almost nil progress
the band made in a decade when popular
music generally underwent a revolution, and
to realize that this is what Society liked as
Music to Live it Up To. [
H: H]
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Mary Postgate

THEATRE— Noel Coward, Albert Finney, Pete
Hall, Sean Kenny, Siobahn McKenna, Harold Pinter,
Sybil Thorndike, Kenneth Tynan and Peter Ustinov
talking about the Theatre. Produced by Richard
Francis. Interviews by Walter Harris. Edited by
Harley J. Usill.
Argo mPLP1138 (£1.61)

This is an extremely entertaining disc,
consisting of excerpts from a series of
interviews carried out by Walter Harris,
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which have been edited and mounted, without
intervention from the interviewer, to sound like
adiscussion between these nine distinguished
people of the theatre. The montage is so
clever that really only the speakers' immense
civility under provocation gives away the fact
that there was never more than one of them
in the room at the same time. Isuspect that
when the record was first issued, in 1962,
the comments and opinions expressed here
were valued as much for the identity of the
speakers as for the intrinsic interest of their
remarks: in their own spheres, they were all
stars. Well, they are all happily still with us,
and still stars, and it is for their personalities
that we listen still, but they still make you
think. Just one or two remarks give away the
date. For example, they are still talking about
the kitchen sink ( where did that old thing
get to, anyway?), and no-one had as yet
thought to ask their opinions on full-frontal
or any other nudity on stage. But on the
whole the interviews, like the speakers, have
worn wonderfully well: an instructive and
amusing disc. As for the way in which the
confection was composed, it is immensely
clever. Iwas terrifically impressed. [
B: 1]
THE ENGLISH POETS from Chaucer to Yeats:
JOHN SKELTON AND EARLY LYRIC
James I; William Cornish; William Stevenson;
Anonymous Lyrics / John
Skelton;
Richard
Edwardes; Anonymous Lyrics
Read by Yvonne Bonnamy, David King, Duncan
Macintyre and John Stride
Argo ZPL 1008 (£1.61)

John Skelton and Early Lyric is not avery informative title, but one sees the difficulty:
though much of the content is late mediaeval,
one can hardly consign to the Middle Ages
the star of the anthology, John Skelton
(1460?-1529), who was tutor to the future
Henry VIII and eventually disgraced himself
by writing satires on Cardinal Wolsey. These
poems, many of them anonymous, are
clearly offered as akind of bridge between the
poets of the fourteenth century, particularly
Chaucer and Langland, with whom we are
more or less familiar and the extraordinary
flowering of English lyric poetry in the second
half of the sixteenth century, by which Argo
have already done so well. The selection is a
needed reminder of the wide variety of theme,
approach and technique to be found also in
the English ( and Scottish) lyric of the fifteenth
and early sixteenth centuries. When we read
these poets, named or unknown, their metrical
skill is usually masked by our own uncertainty
about late mediaeval pronunciation, but the
present readers go a long way towards
restoring the smoothness of rhythm which
must have characterised the greater part of
these lyrics in their original state. To achieve
this, Argo have made a series of compromises. First, in the text which accompanies
the disc, several of the poems are printed in
modernised spelling and several are halfmodernised. Short glossaries are also given.
Then, when the poems are read aloud, most
of the words which have been left in old
spelling are spoken in their modern form,
except that where the metre calls for -ed' or
'-es' to be given the weight of a syllable,
this is generally though not quite universally
observed. ( For example,
God were on my sone to thinke, and ye
wolde
is read as:
Good were on my son to think, an ye would.)
Thus we have a printed text which does not
look too outlandish and a spoken text which
is quite smoothly rhythmical to the ear and
also highly comprehensible: a very commendable achievement. Purists might grumble at the mixed presentation of the printed
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

text, but in the context of spoken poetry for
twentieth-century readers it is really not very
important.
This selection illustrates well the wide
variety in the verse of the late mediaeval and
early Tudor period. For instance, amongst
the religious poems, The Welts of Jesus
Wounds and I Sing of a Maiden, in both of
which the bodies of Jesus and Mary have
purely mystical and supernatural presence
(the Nativity is described thus: ' He cam also
stifle / To his moderes bowr / As dew in
Aprille / That falleth on the flowr.'), are
placed one on either side of the strongly
naturalistic Mary complains to other Mothers.
All three poems have a powerfully lyrical
quality, each in its individual way; indeed, the
literary quality of almost everything included
in this recording is extremely high, whether
religious or secular. In the lament of the boy
beaten for coming late to school, roundly
delivered by John Stride, or the song of a
lover faithful in his lady's absence, or the tale
of the baron's haughty daughter brought
down by the ' juggelere', there is great verve
and confidence, and our response is immediate.
The poems Ihave mentioned have all come
down to us without their authors' names,
but some names have survived. There is an
excerpt from The Kingis Quair, by James Iof
Scotland, the first attempt to use the
Chaucerian style North of the Border. This
has always held an important place in the
history of English and Scottish poetry, and
the late C. S. Lewis called it 'the first modern
book of love', since it recounts an actual,
legitimate relationship rather than some
fabled story of adulterous passion. One has
been inclined, perhaps, to take its value for
granted, but in fact it is worth listening to,
not adusty historical text but alove story full
of freshness and charm. There is also agood
drinking song by William Stevenson ( 1530?1575) and a somewhat pedestrian piece,
below the general level of interest here, by
Richard Edwardes ( 1532-1566) on the theme
'The falling out of faithful friends renewing
is of love'.
Much the strongest personality in this
collection is John Skelton himself.
He
stands out from his period, at any rate to our
twentieth-century eyes, as an oddity. He
was of high intelligence and a satirical and
captious turn of mind; though in holy orders,
he was arrogant, sensual and tenderly
amorous, and not so much indelicate and
indecorous as totally unconcerned with
either delicacy or decorum. The late E. M.
Forster, quoted in the sleeve note, asked an
interesting question about him and gave a
thought- provoking answer: ' Was Skelton
typical of the educated parish priest of his
age? My own impression is that he was,
and that the men of Henry VIII's reign,
parsons and others, were much more unlike
ourselves than we suppose, or if you prefer
it, much odder ... His coarseness and
irreverence will pain some people and must
puzzle everyone. It may help if we remember
that religion is older than decorum.'
The poems and excerpts here have clearly
been chosen to show as many facets as
possible of this prolific writer and the variety
in his lyrical technique. There are poems
with fairly complex rime schemes, My darling
dear, my daisy flower (
a thoroughly immoral
moral tale) and the satirical The Manner of the
World Nowadays, but far more verses in what
has been called his ' headlong voluble breathless doggerel . . . rattling and clashing on
through quick recurring rhymes'. ( Humbert
Wolfe, writing in Notes on English Verse
Satire (
1929), took a different view of this
quick-fire style, saw in it ' a quite startling
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mastery of prosody' and referred to Philip
Sparrow, of which a good portion appears
here, as '. . . not writing about the sparrow.
It is the sparrow in a verse that jerks it as
neat as his two strutting feet.') Altogether a
fascinating and puzzling character, Skelton,
both as man and as poet, and here the
central figure in a very rewarding disc. Read
very beautifully, as we have come to expect;
only an occasional excessive slowness from
John Stride fails to please. [
A: 1]
WILLIAM LANGLAND: Visions from Piers
Plowman. Selected and translated by Nevill Coghill
Read by Richard Pascoe, David King and Yvonne
Bonammy; Freda Dowe, Ann Morrish, Frank Duncan,
Peter Orr and George Rylands.
Recorded in association with the British Council
and Oxford University Press. Directed by George
Rylands
Argo ZPL1005/6 (£3.22) two record set

This selection, under the title of Visions
from Piers Plowman, consists of some of the
more entertaining passages from the long
fourteenth- century allegorical work usually
known as The Vision concerning Piers Plowman. This was written partly or entirely by
a poet whom we call William Langland and
who called himself Long Will, whose life was
almost exactly conterminous with Chaucer's.
Long Will composed a short version of the
poem in 1362, partly while wandering in the
Malvern hills in the month of May. An
expanded version was written about 15 years
later— perhaps in response to popular interest
—and afurther one about 10 or 15 years later
still, but some modern scholars find it
difficult to attribute either of the later texts
to the original poet. No such textual puzzles
need concern the listener to this excellent
recording.
The selected
passages are
presented in Nevill Coghill's translation
which preserves sufficient of the strong
alliteration of the original to give the listener
a sense of continuity with earlier Middle and
Old English verse and an inkling of the vast
literary differences between this work and the
poetry of Chaucer. It is comparable with
The Canterbury Tales in its acute observation
of contemporary life and is far remote from
the poetry of earlier centuries in content,
imagery and turn of thought; yet the poet
(whether singular or plural) clearly felt his
work a part of the old, familiar tradition of
non- rhyming alliterative verse: contemporary
with Chaucer and Petrarch, he is stylistically
aeons away from them. This sense of continuity with the verse of an earlier era, despite
intellectual innovation, comes out well in
Coghill's translation.
The poet is ' the Dreamer' and in his vision
the world is afield full of folk, all busy about
their own affairs—spend-thrifts and ploughmen, hermits and merchants, jesters, beggers,
pilgrims, friars,
brewers,
butchers and
weavers of linen, men with hot pies to sell or
white wine from Alsace. This scene provides
the introduction, both to the poem and to this
recording. From this we go on to his vision of
Holy Church as abeautiful woman, and Meed
(material reward, chiefly in the bad sense of
bribery or lack of disinterestedness) as a
fine-looking woman in glorious apparel: she
is to be married to Falsehood the next day.
From here the recording turns to the
Dreamer's vision of the Seven Deadly Sins,
expressed in the most colourful terms, and
Record Iends with the coming of Piers the
Plowman, who declares that he is able to
lead men to Saint Truth, though no-one else
knows the way. ( The various levels on which
Piers exists in the poem and the layers of
meaning to be found are touched on in the
sleeve note in ahelpful excerpt from Coghill's
own appendix to the translation, which bears
the same title as this recording.)

Record II contains some fascinating fragments, including autobiographical details
which bring the fourteenth century instantly
to life, some delightful observations on the
Order of Nature (the animal and plant world),
a most beautiful vision of Christ ( or Piers)
entering Jerusalem on Palm Sunday as a
knight to the jousting, and finally the supreme
mediaeval vision of Christ's Harrowing of
Hell.
Who ever he was, Long Will was a man of
the people, with some education and astrong
sense of social justice, but also atotally nontwentieth- century feeling for the sanctity of
hard work: his satire lashes not only decadent
friars and priests, worldly lawyers and
imposter beggers, but also working men who
don't work and provide for themselves.
Hardly any of the political content of the work
survives in this selection, yet even so it is not
difficult to understand how genuinely revolutionary elements in English society of the
time could sieze on Piers Plowman and
pervert its outspoken satire into a gospel of
insurgency. What the election does extremely
well is to demonstrate the poem's extraordinary diversity: exhilarating, unexpected,
amusing, poignant (wonderfully moving words
about how we ought to treat lunatics),
it is an excellent epitome of this fantastic
compendium of fourteenth- century thought.
The reading is right up to Argo's highest
standards. [ A:1]
SHAKESPEARE: As You Like It. The Marlowe
Dramatic Society and Professional Players, directed
by George Rylands under the auspices of the British
Council. Complete and uncut in the text of The New
Shakespeare edited by John Dover Wilson.
A banished Duke
David King
Frederick
Clifford Rose
Amiens
Ian Partridge
Jaques
Roy Dotrice
Le Beau
Frank Duncan
Charles
Peter Orr
Oliver de Boys
John Shrapnell
Jaques de Boys
Gordon Gardner
Orlando de Boys
John Stride
Adam
Carleton Hobbs
Dennis
George Rylands
Touchstone
Max Adrian
Corin
Tony Church
Silvius
Richard Marquand
William
Norman Mitchell
Rosalind
Janet Suzman
Celia
Ann Morrish
Audrey
Yvonne Bonammy
Phoebe
Freda Dowie
Musical arrangements—lute: Robert Spencer; recorders: David Munrow, David Pugsley, Richard Lee,
Philips Pickett; trebles: Peter Moneur, Francis
Corke (St. Paul's Cathedral Choir); baritone:
Geoffrey Shaw
Argo ZPR181 (£4.83) three record set

Perhaps because there is so much prose in
it, As You Like It can become rather slow.
The effect of blank verse on experienced
Shakespearean actors is to set them off at a
canter; with prose, they can amble. This is
an ambling production. Sunny and leisurely,
it has time for every sigh and every silence, a
flirtation with a comma or a lingering over a
question mark. I found this lack of pace
irritating, but certainly it has led to total
clarity and has given scope for the utmost
delicacy in interpretation, notably in the reading of Rosalind. Janet Suzman has an
attractive voice and, in the theatre, her rather
coy way of stretching out asentence now and
then would certainly go unnoticed or be
positively charming. Iam not sure it is what
is wanted in a recording. However, her
performance is otherwise delightful, as are
those of the other women. Indeed the whole
of the distinguished cast has ambled very
creditably through this summer charade. No
really sombre note is allowed to impinge;
discords sound for a time, but harmony is

never far away. Even the melancholy Jaques
(whose name on one occasion is wrongly
pronounced, in the French manner) cannot
shadow the proceedings with his ill humour,
and there is a surprisingly good-natured
Touchstone, despite opportunities for venom
in the role and a certain propensity for it in
the actor. His ' degrees of the lie' is the most
enjoyable Ihave heard, Ithink. Looking back
over much listening, Idon't believe I have
ever felt disappointment in a performance
from Max Adrian. In the present production,
he does not put afoot wrong.
The details are first-rate: a thundering
good wrestling match, and lively music which
gives the right feeling of spontaneity. Bystanders always sound as if they really are
watching something—the wrestling or the
hunting. It is a production full of sunshine;
perhaps the ambling walk is the correct pace
for this play after all. [ A:2]
THE ENGLISH POETS from Chaucer to Yeats:
RUDYARD KIPLING. Read by Michael Bates,
Richard Johnson and Patrick Wymark. Recorded in
association with the British Council and Oxford
University Press. Directed by George Rylands
The River's Tale; Romulus and Remus; The Roman
Centurion's Song; Puck's Song; Pirates in England;
James I; The Dutch in the Medway; Dane-Geld; The
Holy War; The Disciple; A Servant When He Reigneth;
The Stranger; A St. Helena Lullaby; A Smuggler's
Song; A Charm; Recessional I ' Brown Bess'; The
Hyaenas; Mine Sweepers; ' When ' Omer Smote 'Is
Bloomin' Lyre'; Danny Deever; The ' Eathen; Cells;
The Secret of the Machines; ' Cities and Thrones and
Powers'; The Way Through The Woods; The Dawn
Wind; The Storm Cone; 'Non Nobis Dominer; The
Appeal
Argo ‘iPLP1055 (£1.61)

When Kipling died in January 1936, Iwas a
small girl at school, accustomed to sing his
hymn, Recessional (' Lest we forget . .
every year on Armistice Day, 11th November.
Ican remember feeling puzzled at the ambivalent reactions of the grown-ups to the
great man's death: yes, he was the bestknown writer of his day; no, they didn't
actually think all that much of him themselves.
Was it, Iwondered, because he made jokes in
hymns, and was perhaps in other ways
unexpected? For it was always very strange
to me that on Armistice Day the headmistress
and the king and queen and all the rest of
them should sing that verse about ' Such
boastings as the Gentiles use/Or lesser
breeds without the law', all with proud and
mournful faces, when Kipling had obviously
meant to be funny. Iknow now that they had
other and better reasons: they were already
ashamed of him. But he was unexpected;
still is. The great British imperialist bourgeoisie had made him their own, and indeed
for many years he was constantly able to
put into words their emotions and aspirations
and their particular sentimentality, but never
exactly as they would have done it themselves.
He had reservations, or doubts, or would see
something comical in solemn things; in
short, he remained his own man. Are we
now far enough away from the great days of
the British Raj to be able to read Kipling with
an open mind, seeing him both as the product
of his own unique era and as an intensely
individual writer? There can be nothing but
gain if we are. He was so marvellously alive.
It is not uncommon to hear people say of a
prolific writer (and Kipling was certainly
prolific) that he or she ' has a great gift for
words', as if they were able to string together
a collection of sentences about next to
nothing. Kipling was emphatically not one
of those. There was a constant, energetic
flow of thought to be expressed; in the jogtrot rhythms he liked to use, he always had
something interesting to say, something
worth listening to; he had opinions on all
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sorts of things, his mind and his senses were
engaged all the time. As a result, his works
show a breadth and depth of interest by
comparison with which some modern literary
output seems almost aetiolated. He was the
poet of British India, of ' Tommy Atkins', his
trials and triumphs, his officers, his girls, his
wife and children; of the feats of science and
engineering of the brilliant national era he
lived through; of the long history of Britain,
her peoples, her invaders, her rivers, her soil.
He had an almost uncanny sense of the past.
A selection made for one LP cannot do
more than sketch in the boundaries of
Kipling's interests and give a notion of his
command of rhyme and metre and of words in
general. Nevertheless, the present disc does
that very acceptably, and the sleeve has some
interesting excerpts from appraisals by
Charles Eliot Norton ( in 1897), T. S. Eliot ( in
1941) and Charles Carrington ( in 1955).
The reading of the poems is quite exceptionally good. The voice of the late and muchmissed Patrick Wymark betrays him as already
ill and tired, but what warmth and tenderness
he brought to Puck's Song, what venom to
The Hyaenas, what sly humour to A Smuggler's Song, what grace to Recessional. His
was one of the most personal and most
endearing voices of the many Ihave listened
to, reading poetry, over the past years. Much
missed indeed.
Richard Johnson is also at his best here,
and his reading of The River's Tale and The
Roman Centurion's Song (
about the man
unwillingly posted ' home' after 40 years'
service in Britain) has a magnetic quality.
Michael Bates does well with the excerpts
from Barrack- Room Ballads, especially the
ghoulish tale of the hanging of Danny Deever.
He also gives a splendidly clipped version of
Dane- Geld. Richard Johnson ends the disc
with Kipling's own Appeal, full of a pathetic
foresight:
And for the little, little span
The dead are borne in mind,
Seek not to question other than
The books Ileave behind.
[A:1]
EDWARD BRATHWAITE:
read by the author. Issued in
British Council and the Poetry
Library of Harvard University.
Argo NI PLP1110/1 (£3.22) two

Rights of Passage
association with the
Room in the Lamont
Edited by Peter Orr.
record set

When these discs were first produced two
years ago, Igreeted them as an outstanding
piece of work. Hearing them again as a reissue, Ihave been impressed anew by the
immense distinction of the poem and by the
poet's magnificent reading. Dr. Brathwaite
is a West Indian who read History at Cambridge, did a D.Phil. at Sussex and has
worked in Ghana and Jamaica. The theme of
this long poem (the first in atrilogy, of which
Masks and Islands are the others) is the
Negro's eternal migration, crossing and recrossing the Atlantic, cheated, exploited,
rejected. As an observer of his people's
wrongs he is appalled but cool-headed; is it
possible to sense acautious optimism underlying his summary of the black man's contemporary experience in England? ' Our colour
beats a restless drum / But only the bitter
come.' His poetic technique is dazzling, his
powers of observation superb; equally important for the success of these records, his
presentation is absolutely right: these words
need this voice. This set is an enthralling
experience, not to be missed. [ A:1]
E. M. FORSTER reads What I Believe and The
Road from Co/onus
Argo mPLP1152 (£1.61)
This is areissue of a recording made in 1958,
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a few months before the late novelist's
eightieth birthday. My pleasure in listening
to it was marred by my irritation at seeing
that, as usual, the sleeve- note for the original
issue had been economically pressed into
service for the reissue. The recording was
made in 1958, and the note on Forster, excellent of its kind, was reprinted from an Observer
Profile originally published in 1951, so it is
now a cool 20 years out of date. The Decca
Record Company is, 1suggest, too big and
too distinguished a concern to stick to this
penny-pinching policy.
The disc itself is a pleasure to listen to.
The writer's voice was vigorous and expressive, despite his age, and his choice of works
was sound: What I believe', in which he
gave his famous ' two cheers for democracy',
written in 1939 and full of his own quirky but
profound good sense, and ' The Road to
Colonus', one of his short stories, written
when he was still a young man, a good
epitome of his particular blend of sympathetic
observation and steely moral judgement,
a judgement of the Fates as well as of men.
For a quiet man, he showed a very god- like
arrogance. Highly recommended. [6: 1]

‘gilZU
Birds, Wild- Life and
Traction Engines

Our initial survey of Jean-Claude Roché's
recordings of birdsong aroused such interest
that, with the help of the producer's own
notes, we are now able to offer amore detailed
account of the series designed for the enthusiastic,
attentive,
non- specialist
listener.
Thus far THE BIRD AS MUSICIAN' consists
of fifteen extended-play records ( price £ 1.00
per disc) emphasizing the amazing powers
of musical invention found amongst birds.
Not only the great singing families of larks,
thrushes and warblers but individuals of
many species have their own personal songs
characterised by distinct musical and rhythmic patterns, as these records illustrate
clearly. There are wide variations, too, from
one individual to another within the same
species, so that each record may either
represent the work of one ' soloist' or that of a
number of singers in the same species.
Record 1. P.033
(a) BLACKBIRD- Some give us short and simple
song phrases whilst others have a much longer and
varied song. Recorded in Burgundy ( France), in
Marc 1963.
(b) SKYLARK-The differences in song are clearly
heard as the birds follow one another, rising and
falling in the air. Recorded in the Camargue ( France)
in April 1961.
Record 2. P.034
(a) SONG- THRUSH- Recorded in a forest in Burgundy ( March 1963).
(b) ROBIN-This robin was recorded in the forests
on Mount Parnassus ( Greece) as he was singing in
competition with another male a short distance
away ( May 1963).
RECORD 3. P.035
(a) NIGHTINGALE- Recorded in the Dombes
region, near Lyons ( France), in June 1965.
(b) WOODLARK- From the Middle Atlas Mountains
(Morocco), in April 1966.
HI- 1'1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

Record 4. P.036
(a) CURLEW- Recorded near Oulu ( Finland), June
1964.
(b) The GOLDEN PLOVER utters its cry with remarkable purity of tone over the immense Lapland tundra.
The short cries come from the ground. Recorded:
Karigasniemi ( Finland) June 1968.
Record 5. P.037
(a) BLUE THROAT-The supreme songster of
Lapland and a great imitator. Recorded: Karigasniemi in June 1964.
(b) The strength of the notes, contrasting motifs,
slow rhythm and pure tone are the essential characteristics of this THRUSH- NIGHTINGALE, recorded near Lohja ( Finland), in June 1964.
Record 6. P.038
(a) MARSH WARBLER- An extraordinary virtuoso
with a considerable repertoire and tenacity in its
song.
This bird, recorded near Lappeenranta
(Finland), June 1968, sang for an hour without a
single break. In this extract he imitates many other
species.
(b) PIED FLYCATCHER- More modest in his vocal
prowess, though his short phrases charm the
listener by their varying rhythm and slightly broken
tone. Recorded in Finnish Lapland near Lake Inari
in June 1964.
Record 7. P.039
(a) From the northern regions of Europe we migrate
to the French West Indies, to the high forests of
Pitons du Carbet on the island of Martinique where
the RUFOUS-THROATED SOLITAIRE produces a
flute- like song of tunes constructed from a short
theme with repeats and variations. ( Recorded:
February 1969).
(b) The loud song of the BARE EYED THRUSH ( Reccorded: Grenada Island in February 1969) may be
heard morning and evening while during the day
keeping to its three- note call.
Record 8. P.040
(a) BUSH SHRIKE- Lives in flocks in scrubland or
forests in the south of Morocco. When one of the
flock beings to sing the others take up the song and
for several minutes there is a deafening concert.
During this " duets" are heard, i.e. one bird will utter
the opening of a phrase, then stop and another
concludes it so perfectly that the listener does not
realise there are two performers.
(b) The GREY- HEADED WHEATEAR lives in the
near- desert where it sings morning and evening
perched on some dry bush. Its song- phrases are
short but have a particular charm because of their
melodic and rhythmic variations. This bird also
makes a sort of " gear- changing" noise, very surprising!
Record 9. P.041
(a) The BIFASCIATED LARK lives in the heart of
the Sahara Desert and sings even at midday.
(b) The DESERT WARBLER was also recorded in
the Desert.
Record 10. P.042
(a) The CHORISTER ROBIN lives in the damp, green
forests on the south-east coast of Africa. Its voice
carries for long distances and is recognised by its
"rolled" notes. Recorded at Wilderness, Cape
Province ( South Africa) in 1969.
(b) The NATAL ROBIN has great powers of mimicry
(oriole, bulbul, shrike). Recorded at Charters Creek
(Natal), in 1969.
Record 11. P.043
(a) The WHITE- THROATED ROBIN inhabits southeast Africa. Its song consists of long, equal phrases.
Recorded at the Ndumu Game Reserve ( Natal), 1969.
(b) The CAPE ROBIN lives only in south-east Africa.
Its voice is at once quiet and shrill. Recorded:
Alexandria ( Cape Province), 1969.
Record 12. P.044
(a) The BOKMAKIERE sings in duet so well that the
song seems to come from one performer! Though
poor in melodic quality, the song is rich in tone and
rhythmic variation. Recorded South Africa, 1969.
(b) The WHITE-BROWED ROBIN starts his song
with a short motif, then develops it in strength. On
this record he is joined by the female which has a
sharper, shriller song.
Record 13. P.045
(a) The ORPHAN WARBLER and ( b) BLUE ROCK
THRUSH were recorded near Delphi ( Greece). On
side ( a) we can also hear the bells of a herd of goats.
Record 14. P.046
(a) The SHORT- TOED LARK lives in arid stretches
of land where it is sometimes present in large
numbers. We therefore hear several songsters in
the sky at once, each bird tracing a wide circle in a
looping flight. Every song- phrase corresponds to
the brief beating of wings which forces the bird upward, whereas the planing flight that follows the rise
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is made in silence. Recorded: Seville region ( Spain).
(b) The THEKLA LARK is distinguished from other
larks by its purity of tone. Recorded: Seville region
(Spain).
Record 15. P.047
(b) BLACKCAP; ( b) ICTERINE WARBLER- For his
final record in this present series, Jean-Claude
Roché returns to Burgundy.

Ralph Harvey
THE BIRD AS MUSICIAN records are
available from Discourses Ltd., 34 High Street,
Tunbridge Wells, Kent, and specialist import
dealers.

WILDLIFE OF WALES
BBC Records RED.96M (
99p)
TRACTION ENGINES
BBC Records REB.107M (£ 1.99)
BBC, London W1A

William Condry's introduction to this wildlife
material, on the first band, points out that
large parts of Wales have managed to keep
something of their original wildness as well
as some of the shyest and rarest of Britain's
wild creatures. He goes on to say that ' this
is the land of the red kite, and the chough, the
pine marten and the pole cat, the Snowdon
lily and the Skomer vole, the gwyniad and the
Atlantic grey seal.'
All these sounds can be heard on this disc,
which is divided into the following sections:
Mountains and
Moorland,
Broad- Leaved
Hillside Woods, Estuary and Marsh, the
Coasts and Islands of Wales, the new
Cambrian Forests, Growing and Mature
Plantations, ending with Lowland Woods and
Farms. Obviously, no single record can
embrace all the animal species that occur in
Wales, and many of the common sounds
can be heard on other discs in the BBC's
Wildlife Series, but many of the natural
noises that reflect the character of the area
are enshrined on this LP, nearly 90 sounds
in all, in fact. The renowned naturalist
recordists Ludwig Koch, Eric Simms, John
Burton, Tony Soper, Roger Perry, Michael
Kendall, the BBC regions, and Sveriges
Radio, all contribute to this admirable compilation. The sleeve, on the Wildlife Series
11, is a superb colour photograph of a
Buzzard, by H. M. Barnfather. Recording
quality varies somewhat according to age of
original, but all the sounds are highly acceptable.
On the record, REB.107M, John Priest, who
compiled, edited and produced the material
from BBC radio and television broadcasts,
has created a sound picture that will delight
the heart of traction engine devotees. Band
1- with the sound of a 1902 Marshall 7n.h.p.
engine ' Old Timer' introduces Arthur Napper
(President of the National Traction Engine
Club) who relates how traction engine
rallies started from a 1950 contest between
his 1902 model and a farmer's 1918 Aveling
Porter ' Lady Grove'. Twenty years later,
some 2000 engines have been preserved, with
members of the parent organisation in the
UK and in some 30 affiliated clubs.
Agricultural engines, steam tractors, steam
rollers, showmen's road locomotives, portable engines, steam wagons and heavy
haulage engines many of these distinctive
sounds can be found on the fine record. An
evocative disc, with ' chug- chug' noises so
realistic at times that the listener can almost
smell the hot oil and steam. Excellent quality
and an exceptionally quiet pressing. An
attractive colour painting of a ' Goliath' 1902
tractor is on the cover.
Donald Aldous
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Cash Price
AMPLIFIERS
*Armstrong 521 Teak Cased . £45 75
Bang & Olufsen Beolab 5000 • £ 149 75
*Cambridge P50 ......£79 00
Ferrograph F307 ......£5000
*Leak Stereo 30+ Chassis • £45.00
Leak Stereo 30+ Teak Cased . £50.00
Leak Stereo 70 Chassis .. . £55-75
*Leak Stereo 70 Teak Cased . £60.00
Leak Twin Case (Teak) .. £ 10-25
*Metrosound ST20
£28-00
*Rogers Ravensbrook Mk II Cased £42.00
Rogers Ravensbrook Mk 11 Chass. £ 37 50
Rogers Ravensbourne Cased .. £50.50
Rogers Ravensbourne Chassis .. £47-50
*Sony TAI010 . • £49-75
Sony TA 1144 .. . £94 75
"Sugden A2I Cased (Class A) . £55 50
TUNERS
*Armstrong M8 Decoder .. £7.70
*Armstrong 524 FM .. .. £33.60
*Armstrong 523 AM/FM .. .. £43-20
B & 0 Beomaster 5000/11 .. £ 103.50
*Leak Stereofetic FM Teak Case .. £58.50
Leak Stereofetic Chassis £54.75
•Rogers Ravensbrook Cased £41.25
Rogers Ravensbrook Chassis £ 37.16
Rogers Ravensbourne Cased £53.76
Rogers Ravensbourne Chassis £49.00
Sony ST8OF
..
£47-50
*Sony ST5600
..
£61.20
Sony ST5100
..
£95-75
Sugden R.2I FM
..
£67.75
TUNER/AMPLIFIERS
*Armstrong 525 FM
..
£74 40
Armstrong 526 AM/FM .. .. £83.55
*Armstrong M8 Decoder ( required
for stereo) .. .. £7.70
'Bang & Olufsen Beomaster 1061 £76-55
"Bang & Olufsen Beomaster 1200 £ 105.35
*Bang & Olufsen Beomaster 1600 £ 121.50
*Bang & Olufsen Beomaster 3000 £ 137.75
Sony STR 122 .. .. £50.40
`Sony STR 222L .. .. £84.25
*Sony STR 6040 .. . • £88 80
Rogers Ravensbrook Cased £91-70
Rogers Ravensbrook Chassis £84.50
Wharfedale 100.1 ..
El 15-00
Tandberg Hi -Fi FM
£76.35
TURNTABLES
•Bang & Olufsen Beogram 1000 .. £45•00
*Bang & Olufsen Beogram 1200 . (56-55

Merrow
Cash Price
'Bang & Olufsen Beogram 1500 .. (84-25
*BSR McDonald MP60 Plinth and
Lid
..
£21.00
BSR McDonald MP60 Chassis . £ 13.00
BSR McDonald 610 Plinth and Lid £25.00
BSR McConald 610 Chassis .. £ 16-80
Connoisseur BD2 with plinth and
cover .. . . £33.25
Connoisseur 11(32 Chassis £26.00
Dual 1219
£57-25
Dual 1219 with Shure M9I
£65-30
G
d401
£28.80
•G
dAP76
£23.50
Garrard 51..9513
£40.25
*Goldring GL75 with Plinth and
Cover
£46.00
Gold ring GL75 Chassis .. £34-35
Goldring GL69 with Plinth ard
Cover
..
.
£ 34.80
Goldring GL69 Chassis .. £23-75
Philips GA202111 Electronic .. £52.80
Sonab
£65• 25
*Thorens TD150AB Plinth and
Cover
Thorens TD I
50A Mark
M II Motor
£44•65
and Arm
.. • • • • 08-00
Thorens TD173
£65.00
Thorens TD ISO ( Motor only) .. £32.64
MAGNETIC CARTRIDGES
•Goldring 0850
£4.80
*Goldring 0800
0.20
Goldring 0800E
El 150
*Goldring G800 Super E .. £ 19.00
*Ortofon SLIM with Transformers £27-60
*Ortofon MISE . •• • £ 20 75
*Ortofon MF.15 • •• . £ 17 30
Shure M44.7•
•
£ 865
*Shure M55/E • .• . £ 985
*Shure M75E1/11 • .• • £ 15 85
*Shure M75E/II • •• . £ 15.85
Shure M75/6
..
£ 12 50
*Shure VIS/II Improved £28.80
REPLACEMENT STYLI
Goldring 0850 ..
Goldring 0800 ..
Goldring G800E .
Goldring G800SE
Shure N7SEJ/II
Shure N75E/II
Shure N75/6Il
Shure N55/E
Shure VNI5/11

£3 50
£3 50
£8-15
£12 25
£10 10
£10-10
£6.50
£7.45
£13 00

PICK-UP ARMS
"Goldring Lenco L75
Goldring L69 ..
*SHE 3009 and S2 Shell
SHE 3012 and Si Shell

Merrow
Cash Price
.. £ 10.10
.. £7.20
.. £27.35
.. £29-75

CABINET SPEAKERS
"Bowers & Wilkins DMI .
*Bowers & Wilkins DM3
*Celestion Ditton 15 .
Good mans Maxim
*Goodmans Minister ( Pair)
Goodmans Magnum Kill
•Goodmans Mezzo Ill ..
•KEF Chorale ..
*KEF Cadenza ..
*KEE Concerto ..
KEF Cresta ( Pair)
*Leak Sandwich 200 ( Pair)
Leak Sandwich 300 ( Pair)
Leak Sandwich 600 (each)
Lowther Acousta Cabinet
Lowther Acousta with PM6
•Sonab 0A4 (
while stocks last) ..
*Tannoy III LZ
Tannoy Lancaster Gold 15" Teak
*Wharfedale Triton ( Pair)
'Wharfedale Denton ( Pair) ..
'Wharfedale Super Linton ( Pair)
*Wharfedale Melton •
Wharfedale Dovedale Ill
•Spendor BC1 Studio Monitor 5..
*Mordaunt Short MS077 .. • .

£33.25
£53.00
£31-80
£16.30
£40-75
£35.00
£26.25
£29.25
£34-00
£47-00
£43 20
£52-70
£64.50
£39.00
£23-28
£43-68
£45-00
£34-50
£57-00
£48•00
£31.75
£41•25
£27-00
£32 75
£69.50
£32-75

SPEAKER UNIT AND KITS
Lowther PM6 Dnve Unit .. £20-00
Lowther PM6 Drive Unit Mark I £22.00
Tannoy 15" Monitor Gold Chass. £37.50
Tannoy
LZ Monitor Gold Chas. £27.00
*Wharfedale Unit 3Kit .. £ 10.30
"Wharfedale Unit 4Kit .• .. £ 13-95
Wharfedale Unit 5Kit .. . £20.40
Wharfedale Super 8 RS/DD Chas. £6.75
Wharfedale Super 10 RS/DD Chas. £10-80
TAPE RECORDERS
Akai 4000
..
£98-00
'Akai 4000D Stereo Deck .. £68-00
•Tandberg 184IX
£57.00
*Tandberg 304IX . .. £89.25
Ferrograph 704 Stereo Deck .. £ 197.75
Sony TC108 ( Mono)
£61.20
*Sony TC366
..
£ 105.60
Sony TC 252D (Stereo Deck) .. £70-00
Sony TC 252 ( Stereo) (also TC
252W)
..
£95.75

MAIN AGENTS FOR BANG & OLUFSEN, KEF, QUAD, SONY, and TANDBERG
ITEMS MARKED* are always on demonstration with comparator facilities. (Subject only to availability.)

Sony TC 266 ( Stereo Deck)
'Sony TC 127
Renos 1102

Merrow
Cash Price
. £82.35
£67.00
£190.00

HEADPHONES
*Beyer DT 100
*Beyer DT 485
•Beyer DT 480
*Beyer DT 900
•Koss PRO 4A
*Koss K6 ..
*Koss KO 727B ..
"Koss PRO 4AA
*Koss ESP6 ( Electrostatic)
*Koss ESP9 ( Electrostatic)
'Howland West CIS 300

£11.75
E30-00
£26.00
E9-50
£18-50
£11-25
£13-50
£22.50
£36.00
£53.00
£8-00

MAGNETIC TAPE
B.A.S.F. L/H or Dynarange 5" ..
7'
White Box 5" Three Boxes
5}" Three Boxes
7" Three Boxes

D/P
..
..
..

£1-25
£1.57
£2.25
£3.50
£2-25
£2.75
£3.75

CASSETTE RECORDERS
*Sony TC12
C19-00
*Sony TCI27 . .. • . £67-00
*Metrosound Satellite (Cartridge
£35.50
Player) .. • • •
*ITT/KB SL55
£29-75
*Wharfedale DC9
£95.00
"Bell & Howell Dolby .. • £90.25
Kellar Dolby " B" Noise Reduction Unit ..
£42-50

PORTABLE RADIOS
B & O Beolit 1000
B & O Beolit 600
B & O Beolit 400
Roberts R600
Roberts R707
Full range of Sony portable radios
and radio cassettes.
We shall be pleased to quote
our prices for any of the above
units on request.
All prices are correct at time of going
to press, but are subject to alteration
without notice.

ALL ITEMS NEW AND GUARANTEED
We regret that our telephones are switched off on
Saturday.

PERSONAL SHOPPERS

SERVICE

EASY TERMS

Merchandise is offered at the above prices for cash and carry pu -chases.
Barclay Card facilities are available. Cheques can be accepted if backed by
Bank cheque card. We are equipped with quiet, comfortable demonstration
rooms, simulating a home environment, first class facilities for switched
comparisons between different makes of equipment, and our sales staff are
fully qualified service engineers who know their subject. We are open
10 a.m. to 1p.m. and 2 to 5.30 p.m. Weekdays. 9.30 a.m. to 1p.m. and
2 to 5.30 p.m. on Saturday. Close at 1p.m. Wednesday.
LATE NIGHT FRIDAY OPENING
LARGE CAR PARK
7.30-9.30 p.m. ( from SEPTEMBER 17th)
IN REAR

We
hay,
a
fully equipped
Service
Denartment and
top flignt engineers.
All
-epairs are
carried out on
the premises.

For personal shoppers at above
prices. Credit Sale facilities are
readily available. Payments can
be exceeded up to 2 years and a
deposit of one-third is required.
Prior arrangement is necessary.
Barclay Card facilities are also
available. Full details on request.

MAIL ORDER
All stocks offered are available on
prompt despatch mail order. Cash
with order or Barclay Card
facilities (details on request).
PRICES QUOTED CARRIAGE
PAID ( U.K. only).

NIERR01111 SOUND of Guildford

Dept. NMERROW SOUND LTD., 205 EPSOM ROAD, MERROW, GUILDFORD, SURREY. Tel.: 0483 64171
Just 2miles out of Guildford on the A246

MANUFACTURER'S SPECIFICATION.
AM/FM stereo multiplex receiver. FM TUNER.
Aerial impedance: 300 ohms balanced and
75 ohms unbalanced. Usable sensitivity: 1.8 uV
(IHF). Harmonic distortion: less than 0.5%
mono and less than 0.8% stereo, both at 400 Hz
and 100% modulation. Signal-to-noise ratio:
Better than 65 dB. Capture ratio: 2.5 dB. Alternate channel selectivity: Better than 55 dB.
Image rejection: Better than 70 dB. IF rejection:
Better than 100 dB. AM suppression: Better
than 50 dB. Stereo separation: Better than 35 dB.
at 1kHz and 25 dB at 10 kHz. Subcarrier suppression: Better than 40 dB. AM TUNER: Aerial:
Built-in ferrite rod; external aerial terminals.
Usable sensitivity: 15 uV ( IHF). Selectivity:
Better than 25 dB. IF rejection: Better than 70 dB.
Image rejection: Better than 70 dB. AMPLIFIER:
Power output: 21 W at 4 ohms and 18 W at 8
ohms. Mono output: 1 V at rated input. Harmonic distortion: Less than 0.8% at rated output
and less than 0.1% at half rated output. Intermodulation distortion: Less than 0.5% at rated
output and less than 0.2% at half rated output.
Frequency response: 15 Hz-50 kHz ± 1.5 dB.
Half- power bandwidth: 18 Hz-30 kHz. Inputs
and sensitivities: Pickup 1 and 2 (2.5 mV, 50 K);
Mic (1.8 mV 100 K); Aux (150 mV, 100 K); main
amplifier (100 mV, at 100 K). Recording output:
150 mV or 30 mV ( DIN) socket. Hum and noise
below rated output: Pickup 1 and 2 65 dB; Mic
58 dB; Others 75 dB. Damping factor: 50 at
8ohms. Bass control: ± 10 dB at 100 Hz. Treble
control: ± 10 dB at 10 kHz. High-pass filter:
—7 dB at 100Hz. Low-pass filter: —10 dB at
10 kHz. Loudness control: ± 10 dB at 100 Hz and
+5 dB at 10 kHz with volume control - 30 dB.
Price: £139.
Manufacturer: Trio Electronics
Inc. Tokyo. Dimensions: % Kin x16¡ in. Distributors: B. H. Morris & Co. ( Radio) Ltd.,
84-88 Nelson Street, Tower Hamlets, London,
El 2DY.

equipment
reviews

THIS tuner-amplifier is another item from
1 the new range of Trio hi-fi equipment. At
£139 it is reasonably priced and in a range
where competition would appear to be the
keenest. It has the characteristic Trio looks
and solid construction and offers 18 W per
channel, both driven.
The radio section tunes over the medium
waves from 540-1600 kHz as well as covering
the FM band from 88-108 MHz. It is equipped
with an auto-switching stereo decoder, FM
muting circuit, field-effect transistors and
integrated circuits, while the FM IF channel
employs a ceramic filter which significantly
improves the selectivity.
Aerial terminals are provided for both
300-ohm balanced feeder and 75-ohm coaxial
cable. At the rear is a ferrite rod aerial for
AM reception and a terminal for an external
aerial if required, which works in conjunction
with the ferrite rod aerial.
Two field-effect transistors are used in the
FM front-end, one for the RF amplifier and
the other for the mixer, with a bipolar local
oscillator transistor. A plus point is the employment of a dual-tuned band-pass coupling
between the RF amplifier and mixer input.
Tuning is by a 4 section capacitor-gang one
tuning the input to the RF amplifier, two tuning the band-pass coupling and the fourth
tuning the local oscillator. There is no automatic frequency correction, but this was
found to be totally unnecessary, anyway, since
both short- and long-term oscillator drift
were barely recordable. There is much to be
said for a design based on inherently high
frequency stability than one which adopts
AFC to combat drift problems.
The three tuned circuits in front of the
mixer give extremely good front-end selectivity, which is necessary for high spurious
signal rejection ratios and the least thirdorder intermodulation.
1-1I-Ft NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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TRIO KR 4140

TRIO KR-4140 TUNER-AMPLIFIER
CAMBRIDGE R 50 LOUDSPEAKER
BIB ' MODEL 32' AND SHURE SFG-2' STYLUS
PRESSURE GAUGES
Equipment reviews printed in HFN/RR are copyrighted and may not be reproduced in whole or
in part without the Editor's permission.
Comments on reviews may also appear in
'Positive Feedback' from time to time.
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BEDFORDSHIRE [ continued]

LONDON AREA [ continued]

LONDON AREA

allèl0

Deah,r

CROYDON'S

GRIFFIN BROS.

TAPE RECORDER 8c HI-FI CENTRE
All leading makes in stock, HiFi equipment,

LEIGHTON BUZZARD

SPALDING ELECTRICAL LTD.,

invite you to visit their new
SOUND STUDIO

OF

cabinets, etc.

352 .
354, Lower Addiscombe Road,
CROYDON. CRO 7AF
Phone: 01-654. 1231 & 2040

tel. 01-455 4618/9

LEAK, QUAD, ARMSTRONG, SANYO, NATIONAL,
TANDBERG, WHARFEDALE, etc.

II HIGH ST., LEIGHTON BUZZARD
Phone: 2305-34°9

BERKSHIRE

AVEN
196-198 South Ealing Rd.
London
W5. 01-560 0194

TAPE RECORDER HI-FI CENTRE
(SHEEN) LTD. SPECIALISTS IN TAPE RECORDERS,
ACCESSORIES, HI-FI EQUIPMENT
YOUR CENTRE FOR FRIENDLY HELP—
SALES éle SERVICE

a

wn()

HI-FI 13 TAPE RECORDING SPECIALIST
SONY • BANG 13 OLUFSEN

1)
k

lj
egYstos

RM
V
O
S
XT.11A1)KNGA LEAK . "SS
PIONEER LIUALITRit)

Hire purchase and credit facilities
also part exchange

Open 9a.m.-6 p.m.—Closed Wednesdays
Plenty of Car Parking Space

49 KING STREET, MAIDENHEAD

3 & 4 STATION PARADE,
Telephone: 01-876 0985
SHEEN LANE,
LONDON, S.W.14.
Opposite Mortlake Station ( S.R.1

Tel Maidenhead 32796

AND
BUCKINGHAMSHIRE

8Sunbury Cross Centre
Sunbury-on-Thames
Middlesex.
Sunbury 88963

•F
Ltd.
I- ¡

la•Cingsons
of Catford
Appointed
Main Agents
for

B(S«

.1' Band &

Olufsen

SONY:

o

KINGSONS
2 Brownhill Road S.E.6
01-698 4842
BEDFORDSHIRE

HI-FI & TAPE AT REW's

NEW WEST END CENTRE
122

CHARING

CROSS

ROAD, W.I

Phone: 01 836 3365

Head Office and Mail Order:266 -8Upper Tooting Road,

S.W.I7.
01-672 8267 or BAL 9175

7 HIGH STREET

Tel: 30138-9

Specialising in
BANG & OLUFSEN, PERROGRAPIC, ROGERS,
ARMSTRONG,
GOODMANS, TANDBERG,
QUAD, LEAK, SONY.
Photographic Equipment accepted in Part Exchange
for HiFi

Tape Recorders
HiFi Equipment
All leading makes
PAUL'S ROW
HIGH WYCOMBE

phone
25691

CAMBRIDGESHIRE

LONDON
The pick of the world's

HiFi a
snd Photographic

M. W. KEEN LTD.

Barclaycard Er Personal loan Facilities
Wiuslcraf It 63 High Street
Hounslow Middlesex
HOUnslow 4640

HIGH WYCOMBE, BUCKS.

HUGHES

LUTON

COVENTRY RADIO LTD.
ESTABLISHED 46 YEARS ( 1925)

See and hear the best and latest in HiFi
equipment at our Luton showrooms and
demonstration room.
Send for information on your requirements

1OoffiggFee JUNO
FOR ALL YOUR HI-FI
REQUIREMENTS

I.

2 PEAS HILL
CAMBRIDGE

Tel: 54237

Also at
CHELTENHAM & SOUTHAMPTON

189/191 Dunstable Road, Luton
Telephone: LUTON 28201

CHESHIRE

LONDON AREA

Established 1910

H. L. SMITH
tit CO. LTD.
Comprehensive stock of equipment
by all leading makers.
287-9 EDGWARE ROAD
LONDON W.2
Tel: 01-723 5891

BEDS.

LUTON

D. P. HOBBS Ltd.
11, KING STREET
Tel: LUTON 20907
All leading makes of HI-FI equipment stocked
including Armstrong, Leak, Quad, Teleton,
Rogers, Ferrograph, Trio, etc. We specialise
in the repair of all makes of HI-FI equipment.

1660

the hi-fi centre... \hill
MAIN BANG & OLUFSEN-SONY CENTRE
Also every other better make.
eExtensive Displays eEvening Dems. by appointment eBest outside London eNew Hi-Fi Studio and
Workshop
eExpert Staff
eComparator Dems.
111fPart Exchange.
the hi-fi centre—the complete hi-fl service
Green Lane, Wilmslow, Cheshire SK9 ILVV.
For personal attention, ring Wilmslo re 24766 or 22111
and ask for Mr. Bird. Closed Wednesday 1p.m.

The tuning scale has an effective length of
about 15 cm, and is essentially ' blacked out'
by a front dark-tinted filter until it is lit from
the rear, indicating that the equipment is
under power. Switching to radio also illuminates the tuning cursor and tuning meter.
The tuning meter is a large maximumindicating pointer type, calibrated 1to 5, and
maximum limiting occurred when the deflection was about ' 3'. Ichecked tuning accuracy
by measuring the THD, and found that the
least distortion corresponded to maximum
deflection, which is as it should be. The tuning
is free and easy, devoid of back-lash and
assisted by a large flywheel.
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About 40 dB of negative feedback is applied
and the output impedance remains essentially
constant over the audio spectrum; but the
damping factor failed to match the specification.
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The low and high filters had their — 3dB
points too close to the middle frequencies
(about 250 Hz and 3kHz respectively), and
agreater ultimate rate of roll-off was necessary
for any real utility.
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

SQUARE- WAVE

r un

On the opposite side of the tuning scale is a
stereo indicator, this lighting when an encoded
transmission is tuned. The switch-on level
was around 81,LV, and so was the muting
level.
There are two integrated circuits, one in the
main IF channel (this being dual-tuned to
10.7 MHz FM and 455 kHz AM) and one in
the AM IF channel. The FM demodulator is a
balanced ratio detector, the filtered output of
which feeds the stereo decoder, via a preset
level control.
On AM the ferrite-rod tuned signal is fed
direct to the mixer, with a separate bipolar
transistor as the local oscillator. The front-end
is thus fairly conventional, with selectivity
provided by the tuned ferrite rod aerial. The
IF selectivity, though, is much superior than
this since it incorporates several IF transformer couplings.
The stereo decoder employs an input
amplifier, followed by a diode pair for pilottone doubling (to yield the subcarrier or
switching signal) a 38 kHz amplifier and four
diodes in ' bridge' synchronous demodulator
mode. There are also several other transistors
for switching and for operating the stereo
indicator light.
The audio power amplifier employs a
complementary pair driving a pair of n-p-n
devices—conventional
quasi-complementary
in fact. The power transistors are adequately
protected against overdrive, by a quick-acting
electronic circuit and the preamplifier is
powered by a simple series regulator at 14 V,
via a bridge rectifier and isolated winding on
the mains transformer.
Primary taps are
provided for the whole range of mains voltages,
50/60 Hz.

/
20

/
/
/
/
/
/

25

-30

SIGNAL - TO -NOISE uno (REF R.11 SCALE)

0d8

The tone controls have 2dB ' click' positions,
and although these were found to be reasonably
accurate, the best 1kHz squarewave was
produced with the treble control at the + 4
setting. The curves show that the controls have
useful responses, with just about the right
degrees of lift and cut. The curves collapse
symmetrically as the controls are adjusted,
but when listening critically one sometimes
felt that 2dB was a greater change than
required.

KR4140
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CHESHIRE [ continued]

lour

EXON
¿[ —J

HI— Fl CENTRES
112 FOREGATE STREET • CHESTER • TEL. 25075

For all leading makes of Audio equipment.
*Spacious demonstration studio. * Easy Parking.

Dealer

ESSEX [ continued]

DEVONSHIRE [ continued]

Charlesworths

AND 28 HIGHTOWN • CREWE • TEL. 56342

Your

Dealer

164 Sidwell Street,Exeiter 75048
o.er ,
e&ooeU & Row
CONCERNED EXCLUSIVELY WITH STEREO HIGH FIDELITY
EQUIPMENT FOR DISCRIMINATING MUSIC LOVERS

For all your Hi Fi Requirements
consult

ROMFORD
SOUND & VISION SERVICES LTD.
78, Brentwood Rd., Romford, Essex
Romford 41644
HiFi Specialists—All leading makes stocked
Sales & Service — Cash or Terms

ESSEX

HI-FI STEREO
47 WASHWAY ROAD, SALE, CHESHIRE
(Tel.: 061-973 5577) ( opposite Sale Locarno)
Complete specialists in Hi -Fi equipment. All reputable
Hi -Fi equipment at the right prices—with atwo year
free service guarantee.
Probably the best selection of classical gramophone
records in Cheshire.
Free Hi -Fi brochure sent on request to residents within
30 mile radius of Sale.

SOUND SUPPLIES

ESSEX HiFi CENTRE

(Loughton) CO. LTD.

2(0 LONDON ROAD, HADLEIGH
Phone Southend 558339

Telephone: 01-508 2715

HI-FI

MEMBERS OF THE HIGH FIDELITY
DEALERS ASSOCIATION

BROOKLYN PARADE,
309 HIGH ROAD,
LOUGHTON, ESSEX

SHOWROOM

Main Dealers: B & 0,
TANDBERG, QUAD etc.

SPARES and

12 SMART'S LANE,
LOUGHTON,
ESSEX

REPAIRS

AM)
THE COMPLETE RANGE OF

ESSEX

>).

SWIFT
OF
WILMSLOW
-F

ND UNIT AUDIO

Quad, Grundig, Leak, Rogers, Korting, Dual, Goodmans,
Wharfedale, Thorens, Goldring, G
d, Philips, Shure,
Trio, Dynatron, Toshiba, SME etc.
SSwan Street, Wilmslow, Cheshire
Wilmslow 26213

STUART BARKER invites you to see his stock at

UNIQUE RADIO
\6 THE FACADE

TRIO

HIGH ROAD
GOODMAYES

SPECIAL NO DEPOSIT LOANS
£I50 UPWARDS

HI-FI AND PUBLIC ADDRESS ENGINEERS
INCORPORATING ESSEX SOUND SERVICES

01-590-8277

CLOSED ALL DAY WEDNESDAY

GLAMORGAN

DEVONSHIRE

Eer-rb

HI-FI IN PLYMOUTH

e

ALBERT E. FORD LTD.
84 CORNWALL ST.

Tel: 63319

Offer more than a selection —A SERVICE

WALES
Leading Hi -Fi Specialists

Est. 1930

I. GOUGH & CO LTD, CARDIFF
Designers of the " Gough Loudspeaker Cabinet"

Chew & Osborne Ltd
148 High Street
Epping, Essex

Tel: 4242

1

Stockists of Quad, Leak, Armstrong, 8 & 0, Record
Housing, etc., etc.

* Demonstration rooms available *

148-154 NORTH ROAD

Telephone 28473

r

GLOUCESTERSHIRE

THE SOUTH WEST

Tom Molland Ltd.

Invite you to visit their well-equipped
Demonstration Theatre and compare all
the leading makes of HiFi and Tape
Equipment at
110 CORNWALL STREET, PLYMOUTH
Telephone 69285

Irlifi Centre
NEW TWO FLOOR SHOWROOM
Now open for the best in Hi Fidelity sound
equipment with generous discounts.
Comparator operated studio.
H.F.D.A. Members.
6 Cornhill, Chelmsford, ( opp. multistorey car park).Tel: Chef msford 57593

SOLE BRISTOL AGENTS FOR

*

RADFORD

MAIN APPOINTED AGENTS FOR

e BANG & OLUFSEN
e TANDBERG

Immediate delivery to ALL Areas

PLYMOUTH

BRISTOL!

THE STEREO CENTRE ARE THE
SPECIALISTS

ILFORD AUDIO CENTRE

UNBEATABLE PERSONAL SERVICE
UNIQUE ' STEREO CENTRE GUARANTEE'
OPENING HOURS
MONDAY and SATURDAY 9a.m.-6 p.m.
TUESDAY to FRIDAY 9.15 a.m. -7.30 p.m.

Listen at leisure to the best, mostly
British names in hi- fl equipment, with
special concern for the record listener.
Full demonstration facilities.

You are cordially invited to visit our demonstration
showroom—where you can sit, listen and compare
equipment at leisure without any obligation.

PETER RUSSELL'S HOT RECORD
STORE LTD,

335 Green Lane, Seven Kings,
Ilford.

309 Gloucester Road, Bristol Bb7 8PE

hi- fl attic: 58 new george street ( 69511)

Tel: 01-599 1826. No parking restrictions.

(Watch for the DANISH flag opposite QUALITY MOTORS)

Evening showroom demonstrations arranged.
Credit facilities—after sales service.

1662

THE STEREO CENTRE LTD,
Tel. 421395

PERFORMANCE
Power handling capacity at IkHz both channels driven
8ohms ..

COMMENT
18 W

Power handling capacity at HF and LF into 8ohms
At 40 Hz
At 20 kHz ..

12.1 W
16.5 W

Half- power bandwidth half- power output for constant input
8ohm load ..

.. 16 Hz-50 kHz

Out put impedance at 40 Hz
8ohm load at 21- W

0.5 ohm

'•
Input sensitivities for full power output and maximum input
Phono 1
Phono 2
Aux ..
Tape ..
Main amplifier
Overload margin on Aux level inputs is effectively infinite.

..
..

Signal-to-noise ratios ref. full power output unweighted
Phono 1
Phono 2
Aux ..
Tape ..
Main amplifier

1.8, 105 mV
1.8, 105 mV
140 mV
140 mV
95 mV

63
57
78
78
90

dB
dB
dB
dB
dB

Total Harmonic Distortion
At 18 W and 1kHz, 0.17%. At 10 W and 40 Hz, 0.16%. At 10 W and 1kHz, 0.13%. At 10 W
and 10 kHz, 0.38%. At 1W and 40 Hz, 0.13%. At 1W and 1kHz, 0-08%. At 1W and 10 kHz,
0.26%. At 01 W and 40 Hz, 0.24%. At 0.1 W and 1kHz, 0.17%. At 01 W and 10 kHz, 0.15%.
Measurements at 40 Hz include hum. All unweighted.
Total harmonic distortion on FM with full deviation
At 1kHz

-35 dB

Frequency response, deviation from RIAA
and the accuracy of the 5011S FM de-emphasis
were all well within specification.
Handy for those requiring to run kitchen
speaker pairs is the two-circuit speaker
system, connected to two sets of rear terminals. The control switch selects either pair
or both together, and there is also an ' off'
position, allowing private listening, via a
headphone set from a facia jack socket.
Matching this on the opposite side of the facia
are two jack sockets for left and right microphone inputs.
The other signal terminations are at the
rear, mostly via RCA ' phono' type sockets,
with a DIN socket for tape recorder connection, duplicated at higher recording signal
level by ' phono' sockets. The selector switch
activates AM and FM radio and provides
circuits for two magnetic pickups, the microphones and an auxiliary source. The terminals
for the speakers, aerials and earth are conveniently large and plated.
Two power
outlets, one switched and one directly across
the mains input, are present at the rear for
energising auxiliary equipment and a ' locked'
slider switch at the rear makes it possible to
disconnect the control section from the power
amplifiers, RCA phono' sockets then making

it possible to employ the sections separately.
The mono output socket, delivering about
IV across 56 ohms, could be useful for certain
applications, like driving a separate mono
power amplifier from left- and right-stereo
signals; but the power is restricted by the need
for ' channel isolating resistors', which are
1K for each channel in this model.
The volume control is not ' stepped', but
is calibrated from zero to 10. A mode switch
gives left, right, stereo, stereo reverse and mix,
while a row of five push-buttons activate the
low and high filters, and loudness, FM muting
and tape monitoring. Below these is a slidertype balance control, also clearly calibrated,
with the ' zero' or balanced setting identified
by a ' click' position.
Finish is in ' brushed aluminium' and
black, with off-white press-buttons and plated
edging. The sample was metal encased, but a
wooden case is available as an optional extra.
A complete range of objective tests accompany this review, with appropriate comment.
In addition, Iran the sample for several weeks
under various domestic conditions with very
pleasing results. It accepted all the programme signals fed in with no trouble at all,
and worked adequately into a variety of
The reproduction was
speaker systems.

CAMBRIDGE AUDIO R 50 LOUDSPEAKER
MANUFACTURER'S SPECIFICATION.
Monitor loudspeaker employing transmission-line
loading.
Frequency
range:
25 Hz-25 kHz.
Impedance: 8ohms nominal. Power handling
capacity: 50 W
musical signal.
Cr
frequencies: 400 Hz, 3 and 10 kHz. Drivers:
KEF B139 bass, KEF B110 mid, KEF T27 upper mid
STC 4001-G HF. Price: £98. Manufacturers:
Cambridge Audio Laboratories Ltd., The
River Mill, St. Ives, Huntingdonshire.

THIS is one of the heavy brigade, the ' good
I big ones', and is incidentally the first true
labyrinth type handled to date. As the sounds
from the two sides of a loudspeaker cone are
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

of opposite phase, steps have to be taken to
keep them apart or they will cancel; this is
particularly so at low frequencies. Many ways
have been adopted and all are capable of satisfactory results, though some are more convenient than others.
The flat baffle and the closely related openbacked cabinet were about the earliest used.
They operate by placing an obstacle between
the front and back of the cone. By the time
sound from one side reaches the other side, it
is too late, i.e. out-of- phase, to cancel. To

SEPTEMBER 1971
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Fair, though not for the two speakers provided for.
Good.
Good.
Fair, but not as good as specified.

Good. Phono overload performance is excellent.

Good. Phono 2 noise is not as satisfactory as the
other figures though, and does not meet specification.

Fair, though a little ingenuity on the designer's
part could effect an improvement.

0.4%

FM Stereo crosstalk
At 1kHz

As specified. Sufficient for many types of speaker.

Good, meets specification.
Satisfactory.

'clean' and open with no subjective trace of
crossover distortion effects, though later
testing revealed very minor crossover effect,
with the residual being mostly second and
third harmonic in origin, acommon result.
FM performance was outstanding, well up
to expectations. Under suitable conditions I
was able to receive stereo programmes over
150 miles or so, and also some of the local',
low power stations approaching the same
distance. During the time of testing, however,
Iwas unable to receive Sutton Coldfield clearly
which, at my location is some 140 miles distant,
with fairly powerful signals 200 kHz either side!
This is one of the most severe subjective tests
for tuner selectivity that Ihave been able to
devise, and only one, rather expensive, tuneramplifier has so far handled it adequately.
The electronic protection worked well, and
the power amplifier remained stable working
into any of my test reactive loads (see oscillograms).
Apart from the minor reservations about
the filter characteristics, the 2dB tone control
steps and the AM front-end selectivity I
found the KR 4140 aworthy contender in the
tuner-amplifier stakes in the £ 100+ bracket.
Gordon J. King

operate down to say 30 Hz, this distance must
be over seven feet, preferably nearer fifteen
feet, which is inconveniently large as arule. One
can of course mount the bass speaker in a
dividing wall of a room or the floor.
The most popular modern method is to
dispose of the rear radiation entirely by mounting in aclosed box, and put in enough damping
to kill all the possible resonances. This method
has the main disadvantage of raising the
speaker's resonant frequency; the trapped air
acts as an added stiffness and effectively makes
the cone suspension more rigid. The resonant
frequency is about the lowest the speaker
can reproduce without suffering considerable
attenuation.

Your

Dealer

Your

Dealer

LANCASHIRE

KENT [ continued]

HAMPSHIRE

[ continued]

KENT

High Fidelity
Specialists

Armstrong, Leak, Quad, Fisher,
Rogers, Ampex, Tandberg,

fiamitron flectietics

GODLEYS
SHUDEHILL, MANCHESTER 4
Telephone: 061-834 9432

Revox, etc.

caD

GOULDEN AND CURRY LTD.
59-61 High Street, Tunbridge Wells
Telephone: 301 51 ' 2

Hamilton Electronics ( Southampton, Ltd
35 London Road, Southampton Phone 28622 3Lines

Agents for Ampex, Akai, Ferrograph, Tandberg, Breach,
B & 0, Vortexion, Truvox, Sony, Leak, Quad, Armstrong, Clarke & Smith, Lowther, Fisher. Goodmans,
Wharfedale, Garrard, Goldring, Dual, Decca. Record
Housing, Fitrobe, G.K.D., etc.
Any combination of leading amplifiers and speakers
demonstrated without the slightest obligation.

—KENT & S.E. LONDON —

FORRESTER'S

NATIONAL RADIO
SUPPLIES LTD.

B&O—SONY—ROGERS—ARENA—etc.

HERMLYN Hi Fi

70-72 HOLDENHURST ROAD
BOURNEMOUTH
HANTS
Largest hi-fi and radio component
store in the south
Tel: 25232

Ltd.

230 HIGH STREET
ELTHAM S.E.9
Tel: 01-850 9548

64 HIGH STREET
ORPINGTON
Tel: MM33101

TAPE RECORDERS— RECORDS

The Sound Studio Ltd.

FOR ALL YOUR HI-FI
REQUIREMENTS

leollgzaolley AUDIO
12 BARGATE STREET
SOUTHAMPTON Tel: 28547

ii

Dealer

roi,,'

Also at
CAMBRIDGE & CHELTENHAM

Late closing Monday & Friday 8 p.m

Ar

irmi, Arena, Trio, Tandberg, Armstrong, B & W. Revus,
ulua' Akai,

Lowther. Leak, Cluad, Rogers. Nikko etc.

Hi Fi Stereo for
Tunbridge Wells and miles around.
Specialists in

•

Comparator demonstrations of most leading makes

•

Open Thursdays and Fridays until 8 pm

•

Easy parking

•

Approved agents for: Arena, Armstrong, Cambridge,
Dynatron, KEF, Nikko, Quad, Sonab, Sony, Trio

Hampshire Audio Ltd
Tel: 2827

8 Hursley Road Chandlers Ford

33-35 Camden Road.
Tunbridge Wells, Kent.
Tel' Tunbridge Wells 321 53.

SPECIALISTS IN ALL ASPECTS
OF SOUND
All leading makes supplied

WOODS & PORTER Ltd
23 West Hill, I
DARTFORD
Tel:
Dartford 20001

349 High St.,
CHATHAM

COMPARATOR

DEMONSTRATIONS

Tel:
Medway 42688

HOLDINGS
MINCING LANE / DARWEN STREET
7MILES FROM ^. 16 CLOSED TF1URS

eelVe‘
BLACKBURN
TEL: 59595

HARKER & HOWARTH
(Music) Ltd. of BOLTON
For all leading makes of
HiFi Equipment
Goodwin St., Folds Bd., Bolton
also 7 The Arcade.

Tel: 26623/4

THE STEREO CENTRE
HI-FI OF OUTSTANDING EXCELLENCE
Special Agents for: Armstrong, B & 0, B & W,
Chilton, Dynatron,
Ferrograph, Hacker, PWB,
Sony, Stan, Tandberg.
HFDA Member

Car Park at Rear

Closed Tuesday

J. SMITH & SON

184 THE ROCK, BURY

061-764 1242

LANCASHIRE

Etp

KEN RIME At_ori
283 FLEET RD., FLEET.

Tel. 5053

LIVERPOOL'S LEADING

HiFi

SPECIALISTS

Beaver Radio

Specialists in
Sound

OF WHITECHAPEL

051-709 9898

KENT
KENT

PRESTON

GRAVESEND HI-FI CENTRE

ELECTRA CENTRE

BENNETT

&

BROWN

2 MILTON ROAD, GRAVESEND.

(Members High Fidelity Dealers Association)
Est

1925

3245-3060

Visit our Hi -Fi Showroom ard Demonstration Room.
All leading makes stocked, including Tandberg, Armstrong,
Leak, Quad,
B &
0,
Rogers, Truvox,
Ferrograph,
GKD,
Record
Housing,
Goldring,
Thorens, KEF, Goodmans, Hacker, Grundig, etc.

Comparator Demonstrations of
most leading makes
B. & O., Sony, Leak, Quad, etc.
8 Victoria Buildings, Fishergate
Preston
Telephone 55603

1664

BOLTON
H.IJ,HIRH

Specialists in
High Fidelity Sound

t&e:feeceda
-1-

203 St. George's Road
Phone 23093

BOLTON

MANCHESTER
STEREO EQUIPMENT and RECORDS
Tape Recorders

LANCASHIRE HI-FI
The Specialists

248 WILMSLOW ROAD

MANCHESTER 14

Coming back into popularity is the reflex
or phase-invertor. Here the rear of the cone
actuates a plug of air in a tunnel or a ' passenger' diaphragm which vibrates in step or
in phase with its motion. This ploy leads to
lower distortion and higher electroacoustic
efficiency ( over a limited band) as there is no
need to use such a heavy bass cone. The
Voigt quarter-wave loading is similar in action
and provides even higher efficiencies.
Horn loading does it quite differently. Here
the output from one side of the cone is increased so much by virtue of the greatly raised
efficiency of horn loading, that the low level,
mismatched radiation from the other side can
no longer cancel it. The obstacle effect of the
'baffle' is also present and helps further.
The labyrinth falls somewhere between the
true infinite baffle ( very large wall) and the
closed- box 1B, and avoids the major snags of
both—the dimensions of one and the ' conetightening' effect of the other. This it does by
presenting the back of the cone with a long,
wide, open pipe—ideally leading away to
infinity and simply losing the energy! This is
called a transmission- line.
On the face of it, this sounds even more
impracticable, but a satisfactory working
compromise turns out to be no larger than an
IB of comparable performance and less complicated than a folded bass horn.
Theoretically one can terminate a transmission line at any length with a suitable
resistance. Electrically this is very easy and
well understood, but acoustically not so easy,
in fact impossible with our present knowledge.
The only thing we know that absorbs 100%
of all sound frequencies is unlimited open
air! We therefore use another trick—also
used in the electrical field. This is to employ
an attenuator, not all in one lump but in the
form of a series of gentle steps, one after the
other. Electrically this would be known as
ladder attenuation, and it has the advantage
that, if there are enough stages and enough
overall loss, it doesn't matter much what is
connected at the far end, as it cannot upset the
driving end.
Acoustically this will consist of damping
material in the duct—not too much—many
little steps. A bit farther down the duct, when
a fair amount of energy has been absorbed,
one can make the absorbant denser and the
duct can be narrowed somewhat without
upsetting the speaker end. The lowest frequencies are the hardest to absorb and this
decides the duct length.
The R 50 makes a good job of it with 83 in.
of tapered duct and damps with long-fibre
wool, which Dr. A. Bailey first drew attention
to as having unusually high absorption for
this type of work. The final duct opening is
right at the top in this design, above the
tweeters, and precious little ever comes from
it, possibly a very slight rumble when the ear
is pressed up against it.
The overall result is a bass resonance at
about 40 Hz, well damped of course, with bass
output maintained down to 40 Hz, and only
6dB down at 30 Hz. One would therefore
not expect ever to need bass boost, with the
attendant risk of overloading if indulging in
high sound levels.
The rest of the R 50 design is equally
generous—mid-range,
tweeter and
supertweeter arranged one above the other. This
HI -FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

puts the tweeter and super-tweeter at ear level,
which is highly desirable. The KEF bass unit,
B 139, crosses over to a KEF B110 mid- range
at 400 Hz. This, too, has alabyrinth, asmaller.
shorter duct, easier to arrange as higher frequencies are more easily absorbed.
This
crosses over at 3kHz to a KEF T27, a flushmounted dome-type tweeter, and this in turn
to the STC 4001G super-tweeter at 10 kHz.
One may wonder whether the super-tweeter
is really worth the trouble, as the T27 output
will not have fallen all that much in the last
octave; but even if one's hearing cuts off
sharply at 10 kHz as measured by sine waves,
the ear can usually detect differences in musical
material in the response above 10 kHz. It may
not hear apure tone of 15 kHz, but it will hear
the variation in wavefront shape when the
15 kHz component is missing. When the
system frequency response dies beyond the
limit of audibility, the sound is cleaner,
smoother, delicate and altogether more
natural. A steep cut-off within the audible
range produces a hard, steely effect, as though
the tweeter had a bad resonance just before
cut-off. Experience to date with systems fitted
with super-tweeters has always been of a
sweeter, less tiring sound, despite their excellent
output at the extreme top end. Subtle ambience
too sounds less like tin- foil being rubbed.
The last design point of interest here is the
frontal treatment. No fabric has been used—
in order to avoid all possible troubles, and
upsets of the frequency response. Instead,
everything ( except the super-tweeter dome)
has been sprayed matt black and a moulded
plastic grille is fitted. This gives excellent
mechanical protection and hides the ' works'
fairly effectively. In some lights the units can
be seen— but then so can the pipes of an organ.
It is interesting that HMV used to use a grille
of woven bronze strip back in the late '40s,
with no cloth behind it if Iremember correctly.
Altogether, the R 50 is a most ambitious design, uses first-class components, and is
finished off impecably.
The first impression, on test, was of startled
disappointment: both specimens positively
shrieked! Having known the designer, Bert
Webb, for many years, and having heard, six
or seven years ago, what was obviously avery
early prototype of the R 50 ( only the shape of
the box and the principle are the same) Iknew
they must be faulty. A second pair were rushed
over as replacements and were exactly the
same. Investigation showed the T 27 tweeter
to be giving an output of some 12 dB more than
the other three units ( in their own frequencies
ranges)! Eventually a third pair arrived—
actually the first pair, with the correct crossover
components. Third time lucky, and hearing
for the first time what had been designed in the
first place. Not a very good start.
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CAMBRIDGE R50 LOUDSPEAKER

Cambridge
R 50

The transformation was incredible and the
R 50 without doubt is a very good speaker
indeed. The very elaborate design is not
merely a complex technical exercise to admire
and show off with, it really does do what it
sets out to try and do.
Bass is excellent, in a subtle way. On many
programmes one may feel it lacks bass, until
some deep notes come along and then.... !
Rather like the Quad ELS bass, no trace of
boxy resonance, but it goes down at least
another octave, equally free from resonances.
As a show- piece, the old Audio Fidelity disc
of ( US) Railroad Sounds was played. This
has an amazing collection of hissing, clanking,
grinding, rumbling sounds that are most
amusing to play at realistic levels. The R 50
was one of the very few speakers that did not
make the engines run over a wooden bridge!
Although the four drive units are spread over
a 'vertical length of nearly three feet, there is
no trace of a feeling of detached sound—
even two feet away. This is probably due to a
combination of causes.
Firstly, the main
tweeter, the T27, is at about ear level and
handles the upper part of the range where the
ear is most sensitive. Secondly, the two units
that take over below and above its operating
range are adjacent and logically arranged.
Thirdly, all the units have very smooth characteristics over their working ranges, and
therefore never stand out and attract attention.
Lastly, by splitting four ways, and choosing
the units carefully, all have a wide dispersion
(in both planes) so one can never be noticeably
on or off an axis. In the horizontal plane
dispersion is even more important. Without
it the balance of treble to bass varies with the
seating position and so does the stereo image.
The R 50 has an unusually wide dispersion and
so can be enjoyed equally well from a large
area of the room.
(continued on page 1671)
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LANCASHIRE [ continued]
WIGAN
SHOWROOM and COMPARATOR
DEMONSTRATION THEATRE
Sony, B & 0, Tannoy, Quad, Leak, Trio, Goodmans, Rogers, Wharfedale, Tandberg, SME,
Shure, Thorens, Armstrong, Garrard, B & W,
Mordaunt-Short, Sansui, Richard Allan, Goldring, ADC, Audio-Technica, Ortolan.
Closed Wednesday

Your

Dealer

LEICESTERSHIRE

NOTTINGHAM
\ke:49\ IIIFI CENTRE
A large selection of the
best Hi Fi equipment
always in stock
156 Alfreton Rd.

WIGAN 44442

MANCHESTER'S

Comparator Demonstrations of
Leading Makes
Home Demonstrations - Day or
Evenings by Appointment

'SYSTEMS' TESTED, WIRED AND
ASSEMBLED
20% OFF MOST LEADING MAKES

H.F.D.A. members

25% CASH & CARRY ON
SELECTED ITEMS

Ralli Building, Stanley Street,
off Bridge St. Salford, M3 5FH
Tel: 061-834 4510

Warrington
Electric
ESTABLISHED 1919

AUDIO UNITS
AND NI- Fl
EQUIPMENT
WITH
COMPARATOR
DEMONSTRATIONS

LEAK • WHARF DALE • RADFORD
QUAD • GOODMANS • B & 0, ETC

57/59, BRIDGE ST, WARRINGTON 30444

Tel: 26315

SYD. BOOTH, QUEEN sr.

STUDIO

ROYO PATON-MeG[YNN LTD.,

LINCOLN III-FI CENTRE
A large selection of the best
HiFi equipment always in stock.
271a High Street, Tel.: 20265 Lincoln

musÉnEns
AMERA I
HORPE
enl

7PELHAM STREET

NOTTINGHAM 45955

38 Waterloo Street Leicester
Telephone 26319

D
ESIGN
LEICESTER
S
TEREO
150, NARBOROUGH ROAD Tel. 59322

Mil

MIDDLESEX
THE RECORDERIE
10 Buckingham Parade, Stanmore, Middlesex.
Phone: 01-954 2940
3 Rowland Place, Green Lane, Northwood,
Middlesex. Phone: Northwood 24882
THELMA and ALAN HILL established THE RE CORDERIE in 1961. They continue to offer in both
their shops: A COMPREHENSIVE range of CLASSICAL and POPULAR RECORDS. AN EXTENSIVE
selection of QUALITY HI- F1 EQUIPMENT always
on demonstration in the HI- F1 SHOWROOM. Fully
qualified staff offer friendly and courteous service.

Telephone. 73862 & 77920

NICK 1)n o/
DAKIN LU /0
ALL HI-FI EQUIPMENT AND

45 Radford Road, Nottingham

FOR QUALITY HI-FI EQUIPMENT AND RECORDS
vislt
HANSPAL'S

AUDIONICS

&

ELECTRONICS

SUPPLIES
488 Lady Margaret Road, Southall
PIONEER, SANSUI, AKA!, NIKKO, LUX,
TELETON, HITACHI, METROSOUND,
GOODMAN'S, TELEFUNKEN, GARRARD,
GOLDRING, etc., etc.
Late evening every Thursday till 8 p.m.
Free demo and car parking facilities. Tel.: 01-578 2258

NORTHAMPTONSHIRE
PETERBOROUGH

Tel.: 5644

CAMPKINS
All modern hi-fi equipment in stock

15, LONG CAUSEWAY

I666

S

NOTTINGHAM'S LEADING HI-FI SOUND DEALER
Amplifiers by Arena, Armstrong. B & 0, Goodmans,

Irf

Revox, Rogers, Rote', Sony,
Tandberg, Wharfedale.
Korting, Leak. Quad, Radford,
Turntables etc by B & 0.
Goldring, Sanyo, Shure. SME,
/N.
Sony, Thorens.
Speakers by B & 0, Bowers
.
& Wilkins: Celestion, Sony,
.
•
Wharfedale.
Tape Recorders by B & 0,
Revox, Sanyo, Sony, Tandberg
Hitachi. Toshiba.
Portable TVs by Sanyo,
idik

Manager- Doug Lane

LARGEST LOCAL STOCKISTS

OFF

DEMONSTRATIONS WITH PLEASURE

LEICESTERSHIRE

for sound advice

Service Always

LINCOLNSHIRE

Both shops open Tuesday- Saturday, 9ann-Apm.

audio
sound

Tel. 76919 Nottingham

Mansfield

FINEST HI-FI DEMONSTRATION

CREDIT TERMS AVAILABLE

Dealer

NOTTINGHAMSHIRE

[continued]

H. PLUMB • SON
DICCONSON ST

Your

Sony, Hitachi, Toshiba— All
work from car battery.
Personal Service Assured— Part Exchanges
Nottingham Scientific Exchange, Peveril Street. Tel.: 75756.

BIB MODEL 32 AND
SHURE SFG-2 STYLUS
PRESSURE GAUGES
MANUFACTURERS' SPECIFICATIONS.
BIB Model 32. Stylus scale, calibrated in fgm.
intervals. Calibration: 0-5 gm in f gm intervals
Type: Beam resting on low friction pivots.
Price: £1.72. Manufacturer: Multicore Solders
Ltd. ( Bib Division), Hemel Hempstead, Herts.
SHURE SFG-2. Precision stylus force gauge.
Calibration: *-3gm in 1/20 gm intervals. Type:
Beam resting in low friction pivots. Dimensions:
3} x1xf in. Price: £4.29. Manufacturer: Shure
Bros. Inc., Illinois, USA. Distributor: Shure
Electronics Ltd., 84 Blackfriars Road, London
SE 1.

these two devices have agood
ALTHOUGH
deal in common—both are intended for

the same purpose, and operate on the same
principle—comparisons of detail are irrelevant
since one, the Shure, costs a good deal more
than the other, though neither is cheap. However, their common purpose does raise common
points of interest so that dealing with them
together is not out of place. Ihasten to point
out, though, that this is not a comparative
review: HEN/RR does not employ the comparative
review method for avariety of reasons, and in
this case there is no comparison.
The Bib Model 32 stylus balance is made in
two parts which are supplied packed in aneat,
functional and reasonably durable plastic box.
It consists of a beam, carrying a rider weight
on a calibrated scale at one end, and asmall
soft pad mounted in a platform at the other.
Between these points are two recesses to
receive the simple needle bearings, mounted, on
abase plate which is otherwise plain apart from
a pillar affixed at the far end, away from the
needles, and an adhesive label identifying the
maker. The assembly is more than substantial,
for the purpose in hand it is massive and
certainly should never wear out. The only weak
part is the graduated part of the beam which
could easily be deformed. None of the components is magnetic.
The scale is graduated 0-5 gms in quarter
gram intervals. To measure stylus pressure the
stylus is rested in the soft pad, the weight
moved to a position which secures balance—
judged by aligning the beam with the pillar
mounted on the base plate—and the pressure
read off from calibrations on the right-hand
side of the sliding member holding the weight
on the beam. The instructions describe the
setting-up and measuring process clearly,
ending with awarning that the stylus assembly
on some cartridges is delicate and urging care.
They do not, though, point out that the unit
must be about level to secure accurate results—
though it is unlikely to be significantly inclined during use.
The Shure SFG-2 is considerably less massive
than the Bib, though, as the price might lead one
to expect, it is rather more carefully finished
with better attention to detail. It consists of a
moulded plastic base, one end of which is
relieved to permit alignment against the
turntable spindle. The base carries a projection to which a small mirror is attached,
and in front of this is amoulded edge protruding before the mirror. At the other end of
the base two further projections are slotted
to receive the needles attached to the beam
which forms the other part of the balance.
Beneath the base are three moulded ' feet'.
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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The beam is made of alloy. On one end
there are two grooves, into which the stylus
is fitted, whilst the other carries a metal scale,
separately attached, asmall metal rider and an
extension designed to mate with the moulded
edge on the base so that balance may be judged
using the reflected image in the mirror. The
middle of the beam carries another plastic
moulding from which protrude two pins.
The scale is graduated 0.54.5 gm in -26 gm
intervals, but the maximum reatling can be
extended to 3gms by using the second of the
stylus positioning grooves marked SCALE
TIMES 2. Readings below 4 gm are not practicable, which suggests Shure have no spectacular
tricks up their sleeves at the moment!
The three main requirements of a stylus
balance are that it should be simple to use,
that it should be fairly accurate and that it
should, as far as possible, measure the pressure
with the arm in the playing position—arider,
Isuppose, to the need for accuracy. Taking
the Shure first, the centre of gravity is well
below the pivots so that it is not unduly sensitive, but friction in the bearings is very low
and there is no difficulty at all in measuring
to within :ji
b
-gm and estimating alittle better
than this. Of course these limits are far and
away above the standards of accuracy required
for checking stylus pressure, indeed they
approach those demanded of simple test
equipment.
The balanced beam is â in. above the base,
so that measurements made with the balance
standing on the turntable mat will be slightly
affected; removing the mat, which is not
always possible, and not suggested in the
Shure literature, would probably ensure
almost complete accuracy. Although lateral
movement of the beam in its bearings is
possible, the design of the unit ensures that the
effective lever dimensions remain constant, and
slight movements or changes of attitude have
a negligible effect on accuracy. The stylus is
safely and accurately located by the grooves,
and the entire assembly is non-magnetic. Allin-all the Shure SFG-2 is one of the most
thoughtfully designed and carefully made
stylus gauges we have examined, and is
eminently fit for its purpose. It is very accurate
(each appears to be individually calibrated)
and very convenient in use. Supplied in astout

cardboard box, the only possible reservation
is one of price, which is rather high, not so
much for what is offered but in comparison
with simpler devices—for example the Metrosound stylus balance (44p) which has many of
the Shure's good points, though it is considerably less versatile and by no means as sensitive.
Bib's Model 32 is rather less convenient than
the Shure and partly because of this is considerably less accurate, though it will measure
a wider range of playing weights. Unfortunately, due to the size of the rubber stylus pad
(116 in. diameter) and the fore and aft motion
in the bearing system, an error of up to + 10%,
is possible without in any way misusing the
stylus balance. In addition, used as directed
on top of a record (
an absolutely pointless
instruction) the stylus is raised 4 in. from the
normal playing position and this will introduce
further errors in practically all arms. By
removing the record, mat and foam—firmly
attached to the base of the gauge—it is possible
to reduce this, perhaps considerably.
The sliding weight is fairly free but neither
the calibrations nor the pillar used to judge
the condition of balance is always easy to see,
and particularly in a confined cabinet space.
The estimation of positions between the calibrations is further hindered by the thickness of
the plastic moulding which could, with
advantage, be made exactly half the distance
between the marked intervals, making
gm
measurements possible. In view of its other
deficiencies, though, there would be no point
in making such a modification to the present
design. Despite its robust construction ant
reasonably careful presentation, we do not
think the Bib Model 32 very suitable for the
purpose for which it is intended, and cannot
recommend it. If more money is available we
think the Shure SFG-2 a radically better
design based on the same principle, whilst the
Metrosound device already mentioned is better
than the Bib in practically all respects and
costs considerably less.
Frank Jones

A

C.E.S. SHOW

continued

becoming Anglicised) and as might be expected,
listeners in fringe areas reported a dramatic
increase in signal-to-noise ratio but the surprising thing was that most people without
Dolby units actually preferred the extra
brightness and only two or three complained!
Next morning at the Show various seminars
were in progress and one of the most interesting
dealt with the proposed amplifier power
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(Left) SFG-2, not to he
used as shown here.
(
Above) BIB Model 32.

ratings. One speaker, representing amaker of
record players, radiogramophones etc. said
A wattage rating would make the package
merchandisers look bad and it would be
difficult to explain to the consumer why the
largest segment of the industry is downgrading
its ratings. No doubt there is some deception,
but it is necessary to keep up the growth rate of
the industry.' So now you know ... Ishould
add that this point of view was hotly contested
by the president of the IHF Walter Goodman,
and other members of the panel.
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Dealer

Your
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PETER ANSON
OF NOTTINGHAM
FULL COMPARATOR FACILITIES
Appointed agents for: Bang & Olufsem Revox. Sony.
Hacker, Roberts, Tandberg, Calrec, Koss, Leak, Quad.
Stockists of most high quality makes.
HFDA members
Telephone: 89374
ARKWR1GHT STREET, NOTTINGHAM

\tirds\
---

a

r lis

Highly qualified service & advice.
12Months' Guarantee on all goods.
Call and see us Today!

HIGH FIDELITY
LONG PLAY RECORDS

NOMPLETE A UDIODYSTEMS

LTD

EASTBOURNE

6 MOUNT PLEASANT BILSTON.
Est 1922

32 GROVE ROAD TEL 27362

Tele 42761

WARWICKSHIRE

OXFORDSHIRE

MILL WARDS

HORNS

SALOP STREET, WOLVERHAMPTON
S. Bowdler,

Coventry CV1 3HX

SALES— SERVICE DEPOT for:
Ampex, B. & O., Brenell, Ferrograph,
Grundig, Sony, Truvox, Philips, Leak,
Quad, etc.

PARADE

OXFORD

Telephone

33 City Arcade

Grad., I.T.E.R.

A minimum of 30 of the finest
Grams always in stock.

SOUTH

ELECTRONIC SERVICES

Specialist ljj.Fj dealers under the direction of
Mr.

SIX

Dealer
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Dealer

Your central HiFi supplier
Phone Coventry 24632

55360
SURREY

HENLEY-ON-THAMES AND READING DISTRICT

FARNHAM

HIGH FIDELITY SPECIALIST
190 READING ROAD, HENLEY.
Appointed Agent for

Tel. 4163

Tandberg - Fisher - Revox - Radford
Bang & Olufsen - Sony
Armstrong, Ferrograph, Leak, Quad,
Rogers, Goodman, K.E.F., Wharfedale etc.
Cabinets and

complete

installations to order

SURREY

* Stockists of all good Hi Fi apparatus.
* Comparative demonstrations.
* We offer a real after sales service.
* Easiest of terms.
* No parking problems.

G. O. MOORHEN

Lloyd 8c Keyworth Ltd.
THE RECORD SHOP
26-27 DOWNING STREET, FARNHAM
SURREY
Telephone: Farnham 5534
SURREY AND HAMPSHIRE'S HI-FI SPECIALISTS

SHROPSHIRE

HEAR THEM IN OUR DEMONSTRATION STUDIO

Hi Fi Ltd.
13, WYLE COP.
(facing the famous Lion Hotel)

Tel. 55166

*

the sound service to
—
South East England!

3 & 4 ROYAL OAK CENTRE, PURLEY,
Tel: 01-668 4800

CARRY HI-FI
37-39 York Rd.,
Kings Heath,

Surrey
Sound Equipment Ltd.
Purley

SHREWSBURY'S
NEW SOUND CENTRE
Ferrograph-Leak-Akai-Rogers-Good mans etc

CASH AND

Birmingham, 14.

P‘
CR2

021-444 4182

28G

SOMERSET

AKAI

GRAYS
AMERA
SHOP

SALES
SERVICE
REPAIRS

TAUNTON 2986
HUSBANDS OF BRISTOL 24068

Also

MALCOLM

Leading stockist of
SONY — SANYO
FERROGRAPH
REVOX — NIVICO
TELEFUNKEN
NATIONAL — LEAK

WARD

SOUND

STUDIO

Transcription service disc to + in.,
+ in. to + in., disc to cassette.
H.P. terms—Demonstration Studio,
Tel.: 37 66436

96 High Street, Esher.

STAFFORDSHIRE

SUSSEX

UP TO 15% DISCOUNT
All Best Makes

AUNIQUE HI-FI SERVICE

CENTRE
31 Pall

Hanley, Stoke-on-Trent
Plume 2519•I.
Superb

I)

Studio

(

BOWERS

e

WILKINS )

Becket Buildings, Littlehampton Rd.
WORTHING Tel. 64141
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HI- F1
Stereo Systems and Tape Recorders, Stereo
Radio. Quality Equipment for the connoisseur by
Bang and Olufsen, Sony, Tandberg, Ferrograph,
Quad, Trio, etc.
Demonstrations any time. Personal Service.
Part
Exchanges. Full Service and Repair facilities with
90- day guarantee.
COVENTRY TAPE RECORDER SERVICES
172 Spon Street, Coventry
Telephone: Coventry 29668
and C.T.S. HIGH FIDELITY
3 Regent Grove, Leamington Spa
Telephone: 29265/6

GRIFFIN RADIO LTD
(the

high

fidelity

people)

Fully comprehensive stocks and
advisory service for
Monaural and Stereophonic High Fidelity,
Radio, Tape and Disc equipment.
94 BRISTOL STREET
BIRMINGHAM 5

021-643 0867
021-692 1359

DISC

ECCENTRICITY

AND

PRODUCTION

STANDARDS
DERIVING

A

DIFFERENCE

SIGNAL

FROM

'DUMMY' MID- POINT AMPLIFIERS
Letters on technical matters, preferably concise,
are welcomed. If not for publication, they should
be clearly marked.

Disc Eccentricity and Production
Standards.
YOUR FEATURE in the July issue, on disc
records and groove modulation, fourth in the
Basic Audio Data Series, afforded me a
measure of surprise with regard to the statement that, and t quote, ' The permissible
eccentricity on a disc record requires that the
centre of the centre hole shall not be more than
0.005 in. from the centre of the groove spiral'.
If the centre of the centre hole is 0.005 in.
from the centre of the groove spiral then the
pick-up stylus, when tracking the disc, will
presumably be subjected to a lateral swing of
0.01 in. or 0.25 mm.
Consider my copies of three recent releases
on full priced labels, including two major
companies:

(1) Lyrita SRCS54 (
Bax—Symphony No. 2).
Side 1exhibits alateral displacement of about
mm. whilst side 2 is much worse at almost
1mm.
(2) EMI/Melodiya ASD2720 ( Kalinkov—
Symphony No. I). Side 1at less than 4 mm.
runs almost true but side 2 offends to the
extent of /- mm.
(3) Decca SXL6496 (
Handel—Overtures).
Side 1reasonably true, side 2approaches 1mm
swing.
(4) EMI/Studio 2 TWO321 ( Eric Coates
selection). Not quite so recently released but
a recent purchase and included for good
measure. Side I true, side 2 almost 1mm
lateral swing.
In the case of the Handel and the Coates,
pitch waver on sustained notes is objectionable

Surround-sound—with a
'dummy' mid-point amplifier
IN HIS very comprehensive Practical Hailer
paper (January, 1971) I. J. Kampel gave some
salutary warnings about the precise mode of
connecting rear speakers between the left- and
right-LS signal outputs of stereo amplifiers
of the dummy mid-point type—of which the
Dinsdale is one. Kampel's fig. 7 shows the

risk of damage to a single isolating capacitor
through continual reversal of relative polarity
of the two outputs under signal conditions.
His suggested insertion of an additional
amplifier for the rear signals, however, seems
to me an unnecessarily complicated remedy
for, if the two rear speakers are series-connected
and isolated from both sides by large electrolytics, and their common- point connected

READERS
PROBLEMS

played all went well, but suddenly the righthand
speaker went dead. Following textbook advice
Ireversed the LS plugs at the amplifiers, and
then the RH loudspeaker functioned perfectly,
and the LH one was dead, but for a faint
background hum. Ithen reversed the leads at
the cartridge and this had no effect on the
speakers.
To me, anovice, this indicates that the righthand channel of the amplifier is faulty. Please
advise me.
Yours faithfully, R. E. F., Minehead, Somerset.

EXAMINED BY ' CROSSOVER'
For details of how to write to ' Crossover' please
refer to page 1575.

Since hum can be heard from the affected
loudspeaker I think a transistor has failed.
'DEAD' CHANNEL CAUSE
Check your connecting plugs and leads, just in
case. There is a possibility that the right
Dear Sir, I have recently acquired a hi-fi
channel speaker fuse has blown, but when this
system comprising GL.75 turntable, G.800E
happens the speaker is generally dead silent.
cartridge, Rogers Ravensbrook amplifier and
Have amplifier checked by dealer or the manuWharfedale Unit 3loudspeakers.
During the first band of the first record I facturer.
HI- Fl NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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enough to warrant recourse to the timehonoured dodge of filing out the centre hole to
permit setting the disc to run true.
I am puzzled by the wide variation in
eccentricity between the two sides of these
discs. It must, surely, be coincidence, albeit a
considerable one, that side 2 is usually the
principal offender. However it is obvious
that there is much more to this than minor
misplacement of the centre hole. The indications are that the groove spirals of the two
stampers were not concentric at the time of
pressing. If such is the case, setting standards
for eccentricity arising out of displacement
of the centre hole, can only be meaningful
when the two groove spirals are pressed concentrically in the first place, and Ithink Ihave
demonstrated that discs having, on one side
at least, three times the permitted eccentricity
due to displacement of the centre hole are by
no means uncommon—unless I am very
unlucky!
I would welcome expert comment in your
columns from your contributors, or the record
companies, on what is a very disturbing
feature of contemporary disc production.
R. A. HARTLEY,

3 West End Drive, Leeds LS185JR
as here via a resistor T- network to the two
DC power lines, t
he elect rolytics are permanently
subjected to a DC bias far exceeding any
difference signal voltage likely to occur
between the two amplifier outputs. The
need for the three resistors may not be at
once apparent. RI and R2 are high enough to
prevent any possibility that the commoning
of the two power lines should produce an
(AC) earth loop (of which, incidentally, there
are two in Kampel's fig. 7) and R3 prevents the
common point of the two rear speakers
becoming an (AC) earth point, which would
defeat the whole object of the exercise. Further, if CI or C2 should break down to adead
short, all three resistors ensure that no more
than about half a milliamp DC will pass
through the speech coils. Similar analysis of
the results of breakdown of any of the other
four capacitors shows that in no case will any
damage result (provided the usual fuses are
included in the main amplifier circuits).
W. B. BROUGHTON,

Sir John Cass School of Science and
Technology, E.C.3.
SUPPRESSING IGNITION INTERFERENCE

Dear Sir, I have just bought a Quad FM
tuner to complement aQuad 33/303 system. I
am very pleased with its performance but am
beset with one annoying trouble. Ilive near a
rather busy road and Iseem to be picking up all
the interference from unsuppressed traffic. It
comes in the form of crackling over the
loudspeakers and is quite violent sometimes,
especially during stereo broadcasts. Iam using
an old Antiference Super Vantenna dipole as
the aerial, and have turned it in all directions.
Can you suggest any way to reduce this
interference from my end?
Yours faithfully, J. A., Chelsea, London, S.W.3.
Rather than use a V-type set top aerial, you
would do much better to have an outdoor aerial
at chimney level where the signal available may
be very much greater than you are probably
receiving at the moment. This will drive the noise

Your

Dealer

Your

Dealer

WARWICKSHIRE [ continued]

YORKSHIRE [ continued)

Hi- Fi STUDIO

FIELDS

W. J. TAYLOR ( DOMESTIC SUPPLIES) LTD.
128 Hawthorn Road, Kingstanding,
Birmingham 22C. 021-373 2645/6.
STEREO AUDIO SYSTEMS FROM £40.95
STEREO HI-FI SYSTEMS FROM £ 100.00
Always in stock: Quad, Leak, Bang & Olufsen, Jordan
Watts, Tandberg, Remo, Ferrograph, Sanyo and other
leading makes.
H. F. D. A.
Members of the High Fidelity Dealers Association.

THE MUSIC CENTRE
Open weekdays 9-6.
Thursdays 9-12.30.
Fridays 9-8 ( October to March).
Comparator Demonstrations
Large Selection of Leading Makes

52, Hallgate, Doncaster
(opposite ODEON CINEMA)

Tel: 3160 & 3161

roar

Dealer

YORKSHIRE [ continued]

DOMESTIC HARMONY
Your room may help a Hi- Fr speaker to emit
sounds that are net as they should be: an acoustically shrill room coupled with the same problem
in many speakers can upset your Harmony ( even
domestic). We can demonstrate speakers in our
'dem' rooms, we know however that speakers
sound different in other rooms—so we offer with
every Hi -Fi equipment order, a Free speaker test
and installation in your room and we don't mind
travelling 60 miles to give you the best sound we
can.
The Hi-Fi Specialist of the North-West

J. W. GARNETT
Settle, Yorkshire

Telephone: 3558

SCOTLAND

Geoffrey Barnard

Birmingham's
HiFi Centre

Specialist in
HIGH-FIDELITY SOUND EQUIPMENT
G. B. STUDIO,
PITT STREET,

No sealed boxes. About 25% of all equipment received by us from makers is found
to be faulty, below standard or damaged
when boxes opened. THIS BACKED BY
"WHICH" STEREO REPORT, APRIl.
1970, PAGE 124. All units are therefore
checked by us before being offered for sale.
Good discounts.
12 months' free credit ( ask for details).
Full guarantees and after-sales service.

SHEFFIELD'S
MAIN

DEALERS FOR

SIDINTY
Plus all the latest hi-fi video equipment

Ken Whittle Limited
788 Stratford Road, Sparkhill,
Birmingham. 021-777 5964.

Hodgwns

WORCESTERSHIRE

MALVERN LINK

MALVERN 4433

Dealers for: QUAD, KEF, SUDDEN,
LEAK, ROGERS, TANDBERG, ROTEL,
ARENA, LOVVTHER, PHILIPS, GOODMANS.
SINCLAIR,
WHARFEDALE,
GARRARD, PICKERING, ETC.

DEMONSTRATION LOUNGE,
TERMS, CASH DISCOUNTS
172 BASLOW ROAD, TOTLEY,
SHEFFIELD SI7 4DR

Demonstrations and
Advice gladly given.

1 Haddington Place,
EDINBURGH
Phone: 031-556 7901

W. G. Graham,
Assoc. I.E.R.E.

GORDON HOUSE
FOR THE BEST IN HI- F1
We are stockists of leading British. European and
Japanese Hi-Fi and Stereo equipment. Exchanges,
H.P. and No Deposit terms, and cash discounts, free
installation in our area, personal service and
definitely the best value in Scotland.
CALL AND SEE US NOW AT
9 Candleriggs, Glasgow CI
041-552 4508

AKAI • A.K.G. ' ARMSTRONG
BD W • DECCA • EKCO
GARRARD • GOLDRING
GOODMANS • K.E.F. • KOSS
LEAK' L.N.B.•LOWTHER
MARCONI • ORTOFON
PEERLESS • PHILIPS
PYE • QUAD RESLO
RE VOX 'ROGERS
SHURE ' S.M.E. • SUGDEN
srAx • TANNOY • THORENS
WATTS' WHARFEDALE

Represented in

YORKSHIRE

SHEFFIELD
SOUND CENTRE

TEL.
23365

YORKSHIRE'S LEADING VIDEO
and HI-FI SPECIALISTS

J. S. RAMSBOTTOM
& Co. Ltd.
Large Stockists of all leading makes
VISIT OUR DEMONSTRATION
THEATRE EQUIPPED WITH
COMPARATOR
Regular lectures by leading makers

Main Dealers for:
TANNOY, QUAD, SONY, FISHER,
TRIO,
SANSUI,
FERROGRAPH,
REVOX, AKAI, KEF, ETC.
BANG & OLUFSEN HI- F1 AND
COLOUR T.V.
COMPETITIVE PRICES
PART EXCHANGES

Amplifiers, F.M.
Tuners, P/Ups,
Speakers, etc.

SHEFFIELD

RALPH HALES HI-FI CENTRE

Specialist advice and demonstration facilities

33 Et 35 Charles St.
Tel. 2921 8/9

OMICRON ELECTRONICS Tel.: 360295.
HIGH FIDELITY SPECIALISTS

QUAD, LEAK, ROGERS, ARMSTRONG,
ARENA, HACKER, etc.

154 Worcester Road,

BARNSLEY.

Telephone No. 4572

EDINBURGH'S
HI-FI Hi- Fi Corner
SPECIALIST

TERMS

Personal attention by Mr. R. G. Bishop

101 ECCLESALL ROAD

CONEY LANE,
KEIGHLEY

Tel: 544.4-8
Est. over 45 years

Large Car Park

HUDDERSFIELD
NEW

HiFi LOUNGE

Hear and see all the leading makes of Hi Fi
and Unit Audio equipment. Open to 7p.m. Fridays.

evr]

SWIRES
1670

IMPERIAL ARCADE
HUDDERSFIELD
TELEPHONE 25912

Scotland by the most
professional Hi Fi
dealer.
•Extremely competitive prices
•Guarantees • Comparator
facilities • Prompt dispatch
•Personal service • Installations
• Free technical advice.

96 LANGSIDE AVE., GLASGOW S.1. TEL:041-6321529

VICTOR
MORRIS
We buy, sell and
exchange cameras,
projectors, hi-fi
and recorders

All leading makes including
Trio,Leak,Akai,Garrard,Philips,
Hacker, Sony, Tandberg, B.Lt0.,
Teleton, Wharf dale etc.
340 ARGYLE STREET,
041- 221 8958
88 St.VINCENT STREET,
041-248 7974
GLASGOW C2.

limiting circuitry within the tuner much harder
and help reduce—if not fully eliminate—the
ignition noise. Remember to tune carefully;
slight off tuning can bring noise up quickly if the
signal is not very strong.
If it is quite impossible to have an outdoor
chimney aerial, then Isuggest you try constructing the dipole aerial shown in the right-hand
illustration on page 1091 of the June HFN/RR.
This itself will collect abetter signal and provide
a closer matching to the tuner input, but again
experiment with the direction, aiming at right
angles to Wrotham with the aerial fixed
horizontal.

A GOOD INDOOR AERIAL?

Dear Sir, Recognizing the advantages of
buying the best possible equipment including
the installing of a roof aerial for stereo FM
radio, etc., I wish to purchase a good FM
stereo tuner and would value your comments.
The Sinclair Project 60 tuner interests me for
its small size and the fact that a simple indoor
aerial should produce good results—see maker's
advertisements which mention ' a few inches of
wire'. This tuner operates at 25-30 volts DC,
so 1think it would be difficult to use in conjunction with my Jason J2 10 Mk. Ill stereo
valve amplifier. The price of this model is £25
and the Sinclair System 2000 stereo tuner is
£35, larger in size, and seems to have the same
specification, except for the operating voltage
of 200-250 volts AC.
I have not seen any test reports on these
Sinclair tuners and would like to know if
either one of them would match my Jason
amplifier.
Yours fitithfully, J. H., London, W3 7HF.

crackling noise, why does the programme jump
in and out as though a steam train is passing
through the living room?
It is because your tuner has got a signal, but
not enough of it! The broadcaster has done his
bit. He's spent months planning the siting of the
transmitting station so as to provide the listener
or viewer with a ' service', lie can specify a
service area pretty accurately and draw up amap
to show the coverage zones and what the signal
(or field-strength) will be fur x number of
locations within it and for what time percentage.
But all his work is based on the idea that (a) an
aerial of the correct dimensions and facing the
right way and ( b) sited at 30-33 ft. above local
ground level is used. If the aerial is lower in
height than this and indoors, then the signal
strength is going to be less, perhaps no more than
aquarter of what it is at chimney level. Now in
an area where the signal is very high the
listener/viewer can often get away with it—and
does! But if signals are poor—well!
Experimenting with the position by moving the
aerial afoot or two is important here, though.
Loft aerials satisfy the height condition nearly as
well as the chimney location, but sometimes the
roofing materials, or a water tank, can lead to
localised attenuation and reflection difficulties
and are not suitable. The next best site will be an
upstairs bedroom position preferably on the side
liming the transmitting station.
We have not so far tested the Sinclair tuners,
but some of our technical contributors have been
playing with samples. In your case, the best
advice we can offer is to try and get one for
checking with your equipment and at your site
without outright purchase—probably a difficult
suggestion!

Your IiiFi Dealer
SCOTLAND

[ continued]

GLASGOW
Scotland's Leading

Tape Recorder, Hi-Fi and Cassette
Recording Experts.

G. H. STEELE LTD.
YOUR MAIN BANG & OLUFSEN DEALER
Separate demonstration room containing the complete
8 & O ronge of HiFi and recording equipment.
Agents for: Armstrong, Leak, Quad, B & O. Goldring.
G
d, Thorens. Goodmans, Wharfedale, Sansui,
Sonab Dual. Sanyo, Philips, Sony, Revox, Tandberg,
Ferrograph, Akai, Uher.
CREDIT TERMS — PART EXCHANGES
Repairs and Servicing
Tel. 041-332 7124

141 St Georges Road, Glasgow C3

JAMES

For Hi Fi in
SCOTLAND

KERR
&CO. LTD.

The best Hi-Fi and Stereo equipment. A comprehensive range of Gramophone Records, Public
Address and Background music systems installed.
Come in and see the range in our spacious new
showroom at:
98-110 Woodlands Road, Glasgow C.3.
Tel.: 041-332 0988

GLASGOW

Tel: 041-221 3562

M & MELECTRONICS LTD.
551 SAUCH1EHALL ST.
AUDIO & ELECTRONIC CONSULTANTS

The best in High Fidelity Equipment
Cabinet Manufacturers and Designers
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED - CREDIT FACILITIES

'COMPROMISE PIPE LOUDSPEAKER'

I think your're labouring under some misunderstandings about aerials for FM reception.
I could bring to your address a commercial
version of the dipole aerial illustrated on page
1091 in the June number and a multi-element
design costing £13-50 and could so position
those aerials that neither gave you good reception! In fact, Icould even position them so that
you got badly distorted sound! So let's be clear
there is no such thing as a ' good indoor aerial' in
the sense you and many other people imagine it.
It is the environment in which the aerial is sited
which matters.
Today's tuners and many
portable radios do respond to minute radio
signal voltages, that is to say for afew microvolts
of input signal aprogramme will come out at the
other end. Even afinger on the aerial terminal
may produce some response, but you won't be
listening for long before realising something is
amiss. Why is there some hiss, what is that

Dear Sir, With reference to the article
'A Compromise Pipe Loudspeaker' (June
1971 issue), Iwould be grateful for some additional information. Firstly, is it practicable
to use other materials, e.g., thick cardboard,
and, secondly, what units should be fitted, e.g.,
Wharfedale Unit 3s? I have little money to
spend in this construction and want to keep the
total, if possible, below £ 30.
Yours faithfully, J. H. F., Birmingham B13 9DS.
Iknow it was called a ' compromise', but cardboard has not been tried as an alternative material,
and lthink it would be disastrous trying to make
an enclosure out of this material. In any
case, the spun concrete pipes are very cheap—
probably even today less than £1each. Simple
double-cone Wharfedale units were used, with
cheap Eagle tweeters, so the final cost is likely to
be nearer £ 15 than £30.

£5.00 per month for a series

CAMBRIDGE R 50 REVIEW

Long-term listening failed to produce any
tiring effect; on the other hand, the frequency
response is wide and flat enough to show up
any distortion. Yet again, it is smooth enough
in detail not to exaggerate background noise.
To re- use an old expression, the R 50 behaves
like a wide unobstructed window looking on
to the sound-stage.
The R 50 has most certainly achieved the
intended performance. But its not cheap, and
therefore it should be good. There's hardly
need to add ' watch those tolerances, its too
good (and expensive) to spoil'.
Ralph West

Contact: Robin Wells,

Mention has been made of operating the
speaker at very high levels and producing a
remarkably lifelike sound. Now a speaker
with a drooping treble response, or one with
a very large dip in the response, will only
sound reasonable at high levels. Not so the
R 50; even at low levels all is well, only a
sensation of listening from a greater distance!
The usual wide range of programme material
was tried and was completely satisfactory.
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

SEPTEMBER 1971
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DEALER PANEL
ADVERTISEMENT SPACE
costs as little as

of 12 or £5.60 per month
for 6 insertions.
For further details of full
display advertising rates

Advertisement

Manager,

Hi-fi News & Record
Review, Link House,
Dingwall Ave., Croydon
CR9 2TA

tel: 01-686 2599
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HI-FI DISCOUNT
WAREHOUSES
Rec. Retail
Price

Comet
Price

COMET for

STEREO AMPLIFIERS

ALBA UA 700
£ 34.50 £26-00
ANSTRAD Stereo 8000 £25.95 £ 16.95
ARMSTRONG 521 .. £56.00 £42•50
DULCI 207M
£ 32.00 £21•95
FERROGRAPH F307 £62.00 £44.00
GOODMANS Maxamp £ 54.00 £38.00
LEAK Stereo 30 Plus £56.50 £43-00
LEAK Stereo 30 Plus,
in teak case .. £62.50 £47•95
LEAK Stereo 70 Chass. £69.00 £52.00
LEAK Stereo 70 Cased £75.00 £56.95
METROSOUND ST2OE £ 39.50 £29•50
PHILIPS RH 591 .. £79-00 £61•50
PHILIPS RH 590 .. £ 52•00 £39•50
PHILIPS RH 580 .. £ 9.00 £23.00
PIONEER SA500 .. £62.10 £41-95
PIONEER SA700 .. £98.00 £68-95
PIONEER SA900 .. £ 134-10 £95-95
PIONEER Reverberation £45.50 £31.95
RANK Rotel 310 .. £4500 £32-95
RANK Rotel 610 .. £69.00 £49-95
ROGERS Ravensbourne £59•50 £45.95
Ravensbourne ( cased) £6+00 £49.50
Ravensbrook Mk. II £47.50 £36.50
Ravensbrook (cased)
Mk. II
£52.50 £41.50
SINCLAIR 20k .. £ 35.00 £23.95
SINCLAIR PROJECT
60/2 x Z30/PZ5 .. £23-90 £ 16.50
SINCLAIR PROJECT
60/2 x Z50/PZ8/trans £ 4-86 £23.25
SINCLAIR AFU
£5.95 £4.95
SINCLAIR Neoteric £61•95 £4500
SINCLAIR 3000 .. £45.00 £32.50
TELETON SAO 206 .. £ 9-00 £ 18.50
TELETON GA 101 .. £37.50 £28.50
VOLTEX 100w. Stereo Discotheque, 8
electronically mixed in- puts
£185.00 £ 139.00
All the above take both ceramic and
magnetic cartridges.

TUNERS
*ARMSTRONG 523
AM/FM .. £53.76 £42.00
*ARMSTRONG 524 FM £41.89 £3300
M8 Decoder .. £9.50 £8.00
*DULCI FMT.7 FM .. £2600 £22•00
DULCI FMT.7S Stereo £35.00 £29•25
GOODMANS Stereomax £82•52 £49.95
LEAK Stereofetic Chassis £66.50 £52.00
Stereofetic in teak case £72.50 £59.00
PHILIPS RH 690 .. £47.00 £38•00
PHILIPS RH 691 .. £89-00 £75•50
PIONEER TX500 AM/FM £77.94 £63.50
PIONEER TX900 AM/FM £ 153.69 £ 123.00
RANK Rotel 320 .. £54•57 £42.95
ROGERS Ravensbourne
Chassis
£61.89 £47.95
Ravensbrook £45.01
arkoro
Ravensbrook ( cased) £51-26 £41.00
TELETON GT 101 .. £45-50 £31.95
All above Tuners are complete with MPX
Stereo Decoder except where starred.

TUNER/AMPLIFIERS

AKAI AA 8500 .. £ 29.00 £ 181.00
AKAI 6600 .. £ 142.53 £ 11200
ARENA R500 .. £82.00 £67.00
ARENA 2400
£90.30 £72.00
ARENA 2700
£105•00
£85.00
ARENA T9000 .. £ 303.45 £258.00
ARMSTRONG M8 Decoder .. £9.50 £8•00
ARMSTRONG 525 .. £91.89 £74.50
ARMSTRONG 526 .. £ 10+71 £84.50
GOODMANS Module
80, 35w. RMS
£95.00 £72.00
MIDLAND 19/542 .. £49-56 £37•50
PHILIPS RH 790 . £ 139.00 £ 112.00
PIONEER SX770 AM/FM £ 160.43 £ 126.00
PIONEER SX990 AM/FM £ 194.74 £ 150.00
PIONEER 440 .. £ 1110 £89-00
AKAI 6300 .. £ 128.85 £99.95
TANDBERG 1171
comp. with decoder £ I10.00
£94-00
•TELETON F2000 .. £51.50
£30-50
TELETON 7AT20 £ 105-00
£77-95
TELETON IOATI I
50w.
RMS
£ 160-00 £ 103.00
TELETON TFS50 .. £82.50 £59.00
TELETON TFS50 LA
MVV/LVV ,VHF
£87.50 £63.50

after- sales service
THROUGHOUT THE

U.K.

Pictured, Service Dept. at
Clough Rd, Hull also at
Stockton. Leeds, Wakefield,
Doncaster, Goole Bridlington,
and Birmingham.
Rec. Retail Comet
Price
Price
*TELETON R.8000 with
Speakers .. £63•25 £37-50
TELETON CR55 .. £ 120.00 £8700
WHARFEDALE 100.1 £ 149.00 £ 119-00
Starred items above take ceramic cartridges only. All others take both ceramic
and magnetic cartridges.
All the above Tuners and Tuner/Amplifiers
include MPX Stereo Decoder with the
exception of Armstrong where decoder
is extra as listed.

PICKUP ARMS
GOLDRING Lenco L75
COLORING Lenco L69
SME 3009 with S2 Shell
SME 3012 with S2 Shell

[12-33
£.29
£34.47
£36.71

£10•50
£7-00
£27.00
£30•50

CARTRIDGES

GOLDRING 800 .. £ 13-00
£6-95
£18.86
£10.95
£19.50
800 Super E
£26.01
*GOLDRING CS90
Stereo .. £5•20 £4.25
*GOLDRING CS91/E £ 7.81 £6•25
COLORING G850 .. £6.50 £5.25
EMPIRE 1000ZE/X £63.00 £52.50
EMPIRE 999VE/X £44•50 £3600
EMPIRE 999TE/X £27.60 £2150
EMPIRE 999SE/X .. £21.00 £ 17-50
EMPIRE 999E/2( .. £ 16.50 £ 13.00
EMPIRE 999/X .. £ 11-50
£
9-25
EMPIRE 909E/2( .. £ 12-85 £ 10.25
EMPIRE 909X
£7.50
EMPIRE 90EE/X £9.75 £8•00
ORBIT Magnetic NM22 Special Price £2-90
PICKERING VI5 AC2 £8.40 £700
ORTOFON SL 15E .. £29.65 £23•75
ORTONFON 2X I
5K
Transformer £. 00 £5.25
SHURE M3DM
£741 £5•50
SHURE M3I E . • £ 12 05 £8-95
SHURE M32E •. £ 11.10 £8.25
SHURE M32-3 •. £ 10-20 £8.00
SrfURE M44-5. • £ 1I • I0 £7.95
SHURE M44-7• • £ 10•20 £8•00
SHURE M- 44C •.
110-20 £8•00
SHURE M44E.. £ 12.05 £8•25
SHURE M55E• . £ 12•95 £9.50
• • £ 17.60 £ 1+00
SHURE M75G
SHURE M75-6. • £ 16-70 £ 13-00
SHURE M75E1
t19.45
£16.00
SHURE M75E-95G £23.15 £ 18.00
SHURE M75E .. £ 21-30 £ 14.50
SHURE VIS- Il
£ 40•76 £28•95
SHURE VIS-11-7 £ 8•90 £2900
Starred cartridges above are ceramic. All
others are magnetic.
00

TURNTABLES
DUAL 1219 transcription £60•40 £50•00
DUAL 1209 transcription £. 42.62 £35.00
GARRARD SP25 Mk Ill £ 16-45 £ 11.90
..
01.2i £ 15-50
GARRARD SL75B .. £ 39.20 £26.50
GARRARD SL95B £50.01 £35•50
GARRARD 401 .. £39.67 £32•50
GARRARD SL72B £ 33.1, £25-50
GARRARD 3500, with
GKS Cartridge .. £ 17.23 £ 12.90
Base and Cover to fit
GARRARD SP25, SL
55, SL65B and 3500 Specisl Price £4.00
GARRARD 40B .. £ 13.84 £ 10-97
GARRARD AP76 . £28.88 £21•50
GOLDRING GL69 Mk 11 £26.63 £21.25

1672

GL69P Mk II

.

Rec. Retail
Price
£35•14

Cornet
Price
08-50

The following Turntables are complete I
with base, plinth, perspex cover and
cartridge. Fully wired and ready for
use. All at special prices.
Garrard SP25 Mk III with Goldring G800
£21.98
SP25 Mk
with Shure
M4+7 ..
£22-95
SP25 Mk III with Shure
£23.95
AP76 with Goldring
£30-95
AP76 with Shure M55E £32-95
AP76 with Shure M75E £36-95
2025 with Sonotone
9TAHC
.
£15.50
Goldring 705-1:' with G850 ..
£15.95
Goodmans 3025 with G800 ..
£26.90
6.41
G L75P
£46•94
£38.50
Covers fo 69P and 75P £4.21
£3.50
C99-plinth and cover
for G99 .. £ 11-45 £9-90
G99
..
£26.00 £22.90
GOODMANS 3025 . £37•74 £26•90
McDONALD MP60 . £ 15.75 £ 11-75
McDONALD 610 . £20.00 £ 15.75
Base and Cover for
MP60 and 610 Specia ,Price £4-50
PHILIPS 228 .. £20.00 £ 1700
PHILIPS GAI46 . £31.50 £25.00
PHILIPS 202 Electronic £69-00 £5+00
PHILIPS 308 transcription unit complete
with base and cover £ 39-00 £32.95
PIONEER PL I
2A with
base and cover . £49.91 £37•95
THORENS TX25 cover £8-85 £7•00
TDI25
£79.04 £61-95
TDI25AB
£1
2020 £98.00
TDI50A Mk 11
£46-16 £ 35.95
TD150AB Mk. II
£49.96 £42.95
TXII Cover .. £4•43 £3-95

SPEAKERS
B & W Mode• 70
£159.50
B & W DM3 .
£63-00
B & W DMI .
£32.00
CELESTION Ditton 120 £24-00
CELESTION Ditton 15
£3200
CELESTION Ditton 25
£65.00
GOODMANS Minister
£25-00
Magister
£62.50
Maxim.. .
£20-39
Mezzo 3 .
£34.00
Magnum K2 .
£44•00
& SModel SXMT ( pc)
£26.95
KEF Cresta .. .
£22•17
KELETRON KN500
speaker system ( pair) £23.00
KELETRON KN700 4
speaker system ( pair) £27•50
KELETRON KNI000 4
speaker system ..
£19•25
KELETRON KNI500 4
speaker system ..
£4-75
KELETRON KN2000 4
speaker system ..
£28-75
LEAK 200 ..
£2+95
LEAK 300 ..
£32.50
LEAK 600 ..
£49.50
LOWTHER Acousta
(with P116)
£45.50

£121.95
£49.95
£25•50
£18.00
£25•50
£50.95
£20-50
£47.95
£16.50
£25-95
£33.00

£14-95

£18 00
£15-50
£18.25
£13.95
£18-95
£20•95
118-90
£23 95
£36 90
£38 50

Rec. Retail Comet
Price
Price
Acousta ( with PM7)
£53.00
£46.01
LOVVTHER ideal Baffle
£35.50
£30.01
METROSOUND HFS
103 (pair)
05.00 £ 17.9!
202
01.50 £ 15 9!
HFS 20 ( pair) .. £ 39.00 £27.9!
HFS 10 ( pair) .. £ 7-44 £22.9!
PHILIPS RI-E48 I
LI 1.00 £8.9!
PHILIPS RI-1482 £ 18.00 £ 14•9!
SINC..AIR QI6
£8-98 £6.9!
STE MA 275 3speaker
system .. £23•10 £ 15.9!
TANDBERG
Tan 7
£28-80 £24-51
Tan 11
£ 19.30 £ 16.5f
Tan 15
.
£45.00 £35.9!
WHARFEDALE Speakers
Airedale .. £69-50 [54-9!
Denton ..
£19.95 £ 16.7!
Super Linton
£24•95 £20.5(
Melton ..
£32.50 £24•9!
Dovedale 3
£42•50 £31.9!
Rosedale ..
£65.00 £50.9!
Triton ( pair)
£59.90 £45-95
Unit 3Speaker Kit
£13.00 £ 10-5C
Unit 4Speaker Kit £ 18-00
£13-95
Unit 5Speaker Kit £26.00
£19.9.5

CHASSIS SPEAKERS

GOODMANS Axiette 8 £8•10 £6.5C
Twin • axiette 8
£9-17 £7-5C
Axiom ,0
£9.16 £7.75
Axiom 80
£28•31 £23•75
Axiom 201
£ 14•45 £ 10.95
Axiom 401 • • £ 17.86 £ 14•95
Audiom 8P • . £5.55 £4.25
Aucfiom OP
£6.05 £3.58
Audio, 51 .. £ 13.05 £9.75
Audiom 61 .. £ 18-95 £ 14.00
I
2P .. . • [ 12.37 £ 10•00
I5P .. • . £20.00 £ 16.97
Audiom I
8P .. • • £3400 £26.97
Twin Axiom 10 • • £ 10-23 £8.25
ARO 172
..
£4•50 £3.50
Trebax 100 .. £8.60 £6.00
Trebax SK12OXL £9-70 £7•50
Midan
C12.95
£9.00
Attenuator £ 3.55 £2.50
Crossover Networks
X0/950/5000 £9•75 £7.25
Crossover Networks
X0/950
£7.40
15.75
Crossover Networks
X0/5000
0.65 £2.00
WHARFEDALE 8in.
BronzeiRSfDD £5.00 £4.00
Super 8/RS/DD .. £8.50 £7.00
Super 10/RS/DD .. £ 14.00 £ 11.50
WM III *latching Transfor mer
£0-84
10-75

HI -FI STEREO SYSTEMS
(complete)
ARENA MR, 5
0 £ 145-00 £ 109•95
ALBA I...A552 .. £45.86 £35•50
ALBA UAits62 £60.32 £46.95
DECCA Sound 6013 £69•89
L57.95
DECCA Sound 6014 £70.86 £68.95
DECCA Sound 1204 £95•30 £75.95
DECCALIAN 5 complete "•cith stand .. £65.50 £51.95
DECCA Compact 3 .. £ 130.14 £ 109-95
EKCO SRG 609 .. £85.44 £66.95
EKCO ZUS .. • £ 159•29 £ 129.00
FERGUSON 3422 .. £84•80 £67.95
FERGUSON 3423 .. £ 114.15 £89.95

(OVER 1,520 sq. yds.)

OVER 1000 ITEMS
ALWAYS IN STOCK
ALL FULLY GUARANTEED WITH AFTER- SALES SERVICE
All items offered are brand new, latest models in manufacturers' sealed cartons
Rec. Retail Comet
Price
Price
LII
9.00 £94.95
ERGJSON 3‘.24
ERGUSON 3425 .. £140.10 £ 108.00
ERGUSON 3450 with
£72.40 £ 59-95
radio
IDELITY UÀ2 Music
£44.41 £ 31.95
Master .
IDELITY UAI Music
£103.30
£82.95
Master .
£129.70 £99-95
4MV 2416 .
£19800 £159.95
-IMV 204/5/6
4MV 2452 .
£65.65 £53.95
141V 2450 with stereo
£109.00
£134.20
radio
;B KA I
250 complete
£58-50
with two 653 speakers £ 71-55
KAI250 complete
£64.95
with two 651 speakers £80.25
;B 2010 with stereo
£60.95
radio
£ 3.40
.EAK 30/Goldring/
£142.95
Wharfedale .. £ 182.65
.EAK 70/Thorens/
£175.00
Wharfedale .. £ 226.87
£67.95
lARCONI Unit 3 .. £ 84.79
£63 .95
lARCONI Unit 4 .. £74.77
lETROSOUND Stereo
£65.95
.
£82.30
1010
£55.95
'HILIPS 580/481/105 £ 71.00
£38.95
'HILIPS GF 823 .. £ 47.79
£54.95
'HILIPS GF 824 .. £ 67.09
£54.95
'HILIPS GF 833 .. £ 65.16
£69.95
'HILIPS GF 834 .. £ 84.95
£73.95
'HILIPS GF 417 .. £ 96.06
£76.95
'HILIPS 882 less L/S £ 96.50
"ELETON 2560F with
radio
£ 72.40 £ 53.95
"ELE TON 8TK Stereo
System .. £ 54.75 £48.00
-0SHIBA SP8507 .. £ 248.00 £ 175.00
JLTRA 6405 .. £77.00 £64.95

rAPE RECORDERS AND TAPE DECKS
1
,KA1

1710L 4- track
stereo .. £ 89.85 £65•95
OtA 1 172DL
£ 93.67 £69.95
)
,KAI 4000D 4- track
stereo deck
£ 86.68 £67.50
1
.KAi CR8OD 8- track
stereo tape deck .. £91.56 £ 76.95
‘KAI
CR80 8- track
stereo recorder .. £ 110-83 £96.95
%KAI X200D .. £ 183.07 £ 129.95
b,KAI 18005D .. £ 192.16 £ 129.00
MC.A• 2000SD £ 300-00 £ 239-00
1USH Discassette DC70 £ 21.19 £ 16.95
1USH 7P60 Cassette £28.38 £23-95
1USH TP70 Cassette battery/
mains tape recorder £28.91 £23-50
'ERGUSON 3245 Twin
track .. £ 6.70 £28.95
.ERCUSON 3.
246 4- track £ 42.55 £ 33.95
'ERGUSON 3247 4- track £ 47.93 £ 38.95
'ERGUSON 3248 4- track £ 52.75 £42.95
'ERGUSON 3:324-track£100.70 £81.95
'ERROGRAPI-1 702 2track tape deck - £220.22 £ 189.00
'ERROGRAPH 704/W
4- track tape deck .. £220.22 £ 189.00
'ERROGRAPH 722 .. £ 257-52 £215-00

Open daily to
the public from
9-0 A.M. until5- 30 P.M. MON.
1-0
p.m. TUES.
8-0
8-0

P.M. WED.
P.M. THUR.

8-0

P.N. FRI.

5-30 P.M. SAT.
Customers are
welcome to call Ample ca rparking
facilities

Rec. Retail Comet
Price
Price
FERROGRAPH 724 . £ 257.52 £215.00
GRUNDIG C200 De
Luxe Cassette .. £ 38.46 £28.95
GRUNDIG
TK
12 ,
twin track ..
L55.30 £42.95
GRUNDIG TK 149 4- track £ 57.63 £47.95
GRUNDIG TKI41 4- track £ 61.62 £49.50
GRUNDIG TK 146 4track Auto .. £ 67.30 £ 52-95
GRUNDIG 222 stereo
cassette .. £ 57.70 £47.95
GRUNDIG TK 147 4track auto .. £ 93.36 £77.95
MIDLAND TC I44 cassetteL18.00 £ 11-95
PHILIPS 2202 cassette £ 26.89 £ 19-95
PHILIPS 2204 cassette
battery/mains .. £ 32.30 £25-50
PHILIPS 2205 cassette
tape recorder .. £ 41.59 £ 33.95
PHILIPS 3302 cassette £ 23.04 £ 17.95
PHILIPS 4303 new releai,e £ 40.55 £ 33.95
PHILIPS 4307 4- track £ 47.78 £ 37.95
PHILIPS 4308 De Luxe
4 track .. £ 58.40 £43.95
PHILIPS 4404 2- track
stereo recorder .. £ 91.71 £ 71.95
PHILIPS 4407 4-tracs
stereo recorder .. £106.19
£87.95
PHILIPS 4500 4- track
stereo tape deck .. £121.64
£96.95
PHILIPS 4408 4- track
stereo .. £ 134.18 £ 106.00
PHILIPS Cassette Stereo
N2503 tape deck .. £ 52.05 £44-95
PHILIPS 2400 stereo
cassette less L/S .. £ 65.55 £57.95
PYE Cassette Recorder radio
9000 battery/mains £ 43.86 £ 35.95
TANDBERG 1841 4track stereo tape deck £ 69-75 £ 59.95
TANDBERG 302IX
twin track stereo .. £ 109.90 £ 93.00
TANDBERG 3041X 4track stereo .. £109.90
£93.00
TANDBERG 4021X
twin track stereo .. £180.00 £150.00
TANDBERG 4041X 4track stereo
£180.00 £150-00
TANDBERG 6041X 4track stereo .. £ 188.00 £ 158.00
TANDBERG 602IX
twin track stereo ..
£181100 £158.00
TELETON 8110 cassette £ 22.00 £ 14-95
TELETON TC 110 cassette battery/mains £ 26.79 £ 19.50
TELETON TRCI30 cassette
VHF/AM Radio Batt../Mains
twin motors .. £ 40-31 £ 31.50
TELETON 511 battery/
mains cassette .. £ 29.50 £ 17.50
TELETON FXB 510D 4.
track stereo .. £ 65.16 £50.95
TOSHIBA
CT 60IV
twin track
£ 43.95 £ 25.95
TOSHIBA 850 SA 4track
stereo tape
deck
£ 91.50 £49.95
TOSHIBA CT 840S 4track stereo tape deck £ 105.20 £55-95

Rec. Retail
Price
WHARFEDALE Dolby
DC9 cassette stereo
tape deck ..

£110.40

Rec. Retail
Price

Comet
Price

Base and Cover for TO
125 ......
SME Plinth System 2000
MOTORBOARDS only

£94-50

£15.18
£39.20
£4.95

Comet
Price
£12.50
£31-25
£3.00

HEADPHONES

BASES & COVERS

AKAI
£ 6.50 £5.25
AKG K60
£ 13.50 £ 10.75
KOSS ESP- 9 Electrostatic . £ 69.00 £53-50
KOSS ESP- 6Electrostatic £45.00 £ 36.00
KOSS PRO-4AA £28-00 £22.50
KOSS PRO- 4A
£23-00 £ 18.50
KOSS KO- 727B
£ 16.50 £ 13.50
KOSS K-711 .. • .
£10.00
£7.45
KOSS K6/LC ( with
volume control) .. £ 14.00 £ 11.45
MIDLAND SH700
Special Price £ 3.95
SHRIRO
Special Price £4.00
TOSHIBA HR 80
£6.82
£
4-82

GARRARD WBI Base £ 3-86 £ 3.25
GARRARD WB4 Base £ 5-69
£1•75
GARRARD SPC ICover £ 3.74 £ 3.00
GARRARD SPC 4Cover £ 4.44 £ 3.75
Special Offer of Base and Cover to fit.
GARRARD SP25, SL55,
SL65B and 3500 .. Special Price £4.00
GOLDRING Plinth 75 £8.52 £7.00
GOLDRING Plinth 69 £8.52 £7.00
GOLDRING Covers for
£3.50
69P and 75P
£ 4.21
THORENS TX25 ( for
£6.50
TDI25AB)
£ 8.22
£3.75
THORENS TXII Cover £ 4.11

COMPLETE HI-FI SYSTEMS
COMPLETELY WIRED, MOUNTED AND READY FOR USE
GOODMANS AUDIO SUITE,
Goodman. Maxamp stereo
amplifier. Goodmans stereomax
AM FM Tuner with decoder. Pair
of Goodman. Magnum K2 speakers,
Garrard AP76 turntable in base,
complete with cover and Goldring
G800 Cartridge. Beautifully
finished in walnut. Rec. Retail price
£257.13. COMET PRICE £ 169.95.
METROSOUND 448 8- track stereo
play-back unit complete with 2 HFS
10 Speakers. Rec. Retail price £ 83.56.
COMET PRICE £70-95.
TELETON STP801 Stereo 8- track tape
Audio system complete with speakers.
Rec. Retail price £ 54-75. COMET
PRICE £48.00.
GARRARD SP25 Mk. Ill mounted in
base, plinth and cover with GOLDRING
G800 Cartridge. Teleton 206
Stereo Amplifier 12 watts RMS, and 2
KELETRON KN500 Speakers, each
speaker is a 4 speaker system. Rec.
Retail price L88.33. COMET PRICE
£58.95.
PIONEER PL 12 turntable, Goodmans
Maxamp, Shure M55E Cartridge,
2 Keletron KN700 speakers ( each
speaker cabinet contains 4 speakers).
Rec. Retail price £ 144.38. COMET
PRICE £105.00.
GARRARD AP76 turntable complete
with Goldring G800 Cartridge, base and
cover. Rogers Ravensbrook Amplifier
in teak case and 2 Goodmans Minister
Speakers. Rec. Retail price £ 142.51
COMET PRICE £108.50.

GOLDRING GL75° mounted in teak
base with hinged perspex cover complete
with GOLDRING G800E Cartridge.
Leak Stereo 30 Plus Amplifier in Teak
case. 2 GOODMANS Mezzo 3 Speakers.
Rec. Retail price £200.50. COMET
PRICE £ 154.20.
THORENS TD 150AB Mk 11 with TX II
dust cover, SHURE M55E Cartridge.
LEAK Stereo 70 Amplifier in Teak case.
2 Wharfedale Dovedale 3 Speakers
Rec. Retail price £ 226.87. COMET
PRICE £175-00.
THORENS TO 125AB Electronic Turntable complete with cover. SHURE V15-11
Cartridge, GOODMANS Maxamp,
GOODMANS Stereomax AM/FM Tuner.
2 GOODMANS Magister Speakers.
Rec. Retail price £ 422.48. COMET
PRICE £309-00.
GOLDRING 705P turntable complete
with G850 Cartridge, Midland
Tuner/Amp., pair of Metrosound 103
Speakers. Rec. Retail price £99-56.
COMET PRICE £69-95.
GOLDRING 705P turntable, complete
with G850 Cartridge, Teleton 206
Amplifier, pair of Keletron KN500
Speakers. Rec. Retail price £77.00.
COMET PRICE £49.95.
GOODMANS Module 80 Tuner/
Amplifier, Garrard AP76 Turntable
with Goldring G800 Cartridge and
2 Goodmans Minister Speakers.
Rec. Retail price £ 199-00. COMET
PRICE £139-00.
LEAK 30/Thorens/Wharfedale. Rec. Retail
price £ 182.65. COMET PRICE £142-95.

FREE Technical Advisory
Service
IF IN DOUBT ASK UV

Complete Price List
on request.

e"..
ffr HIGH FIDELITY
DISCOUNT WAREHOUSES
Teesway. Porllack Lone, Teesside TS18 2RH Tel.,)66132 (5 lines)
(Deli Reservoir Rd., Clough Rd., Hull HU6 100
HEN) 1
68A Armley Rd. (Artist S1.), Leeds LS12 2Ef T5e1e
LHeeley Road, Selly Oak, Birmingham
Telephone
021-472 6181

Comet guarantees that all prices quoted are genuine. All items offered
available at these prices at the time this issue closed for press.
Add 75p for postage, packing and insurance on all orders ( Cartridges 20p)

or, if Securicor delivery required, add £ 1.75 only
Make cheques, Money Orders payable to " COMET".

All in- stock items delivered by

SECURICOR
WITHIN 72 HOURS
(Add £ 1.75 only for Securicor delivery)
ALL GOODS FULL INSURED AGAINST
LOSS OR DAMAGE WHILST IN TRANSIT

DISCOUNTS on HI-FI at or
GOODMANS AUDIO SUITE
£257.13
Comet Price £ 169.95

in/

.r

GOOD MANS MODULE 80 SYSTEM

Retail Price

Retail Price

£199.00
Comet Price

£139.00

MAXAMP 30 STEREO AMPLIFIER. Power output: 30 Watts r.m.s. ( 15
watts per channel) into 8 ohms.
STEREOMAX AM/FM TUNER WITH DECODER.
GARRARD AP76 DIECAST TURNTABLE with base and perspex cover.
Fitted with Goldring G800 cartridge.
PAIR OF MAGNUM K2 Speakers 8 ohms impedance. Power handling: 40 watts
r.m.s. 12" bass unit, 4" Mid- range unit, 3f" high frequency tweeter with 1" dome.
Dimensions: 15" x 24" x 11f" deep.

AKAI X-1800SD 4- track reel to reel
and 8 track stereo cartridge STEREO
TAPE RECORDER, record and playback.

GOODMANS MODULE 80 High Fidelity Stereo FM Tuner/Amplifier 70
Watt ries.
GARRARD AP76 DIECAST TURNTABLE with base and perspex cover.
Fitted with Goldring G800 cartridge.
Pair of GOODMANS MINISTER speakers 19" x I03" x 10".

AKAI 1720L
4track stereo Recorder
Retail Price

£97.21

Retail
Price

Comet Price

£65.95

Retail
Price

AKAI X-200D 4 track stereo
TAPE DECK

£190

£199.42
Comet
Price

Comet
Price

£125

£129.00
Your dream of Cartridge Recording and Playback and
Reel- to- Reel. Recording and Playback with the same
recorder has come true.
AKAI has combined in one tape recorder all the features
that could be attained by using three, conventional
inter- connected recorders.
Cartridge: 8 track Stereo Recording and Playback with a
ONE- MICRON GAP HEAD.
Reel- to- Reel: 4 crack Stereo/Monaural Recording and
Playback with the Incomparable CROSS- FIELD HEAD.
Transfer from reel to cartridge is a unique and exclusive
feature of this model

Open daily to
the public.
Customers are
welcome to call.
Ample
car parking
facilities

MODEL X- 200D: THIS SMARTLY DESIGNED
THREE MOTORS, AUTO REVERSE CUSTOM
DECK OFFERS YOU . . . SUPERB STEREO
HI-FI TAPE RECORDING AND AUTOMATIC
REVERSE PLAYBACK.
• CROSS- FIELD HEAD

• AUTO
• SOLID

REVERSE

STATE PRE- AMPLIFIER WITH TWO
INTEGRATED CIRCUITS

3 speed track selector featu-e, automatic shutoff, pause control, tape cleaner, fully transistorised.

e 3- SPEED

CAPSTAN DRIVE MOTOR TAPE
SENSING CONTINUOUS REVERSE ( AUTO
REVERSE) MANUAL REVERSE

COMM' HIGH FIDELITY
DISCOUNT WAREHOUSES
Dept. HFN HULL, Reservoir Road, Clough Road. HU6 7Q0.

Tel.: 407906/407877

Dept. HFN LEEDS, 68A Armley Road, ( Artist Street), LSI 2 2EF.

Tel.: 32055 ( 5 lines)

Dept. HFN STOCKTON-ON-TEES, Teesway, Portrack Lane. T518 2RH. Tel.: 66132/65215
(5 lines)
Dept. HFN BIRMINGHAM, Heeley Road, Selly Oak. Tel.: 021-472 6181

Add £1.75 for Securicor Delivery

Make cheques, Money Orders payable to " COMET".

1674

DISCOUNT

HiFi
finance.
We make
it soun
simple.

STEREO AMPLIFIERS
PLEASE ADD 50p for P&P

TUNER AMPLIFIERS
Cash
£70.50
£80-50
£8.00

TUNERS
PLEASE ADD 50p for P&P
Cash
£41-50
£32.00
£52.00
£59.00

Armstrong 523 mono ..
Armstrong 524 mono ..
Leak Stereofetic chassis..
Leak Stereofetic teak ..

THE OLDEST HI- Fl
DEALERS IN SURREY

TURNTABLES
P&P from 50p

Garrard SP25 Mk 3
Garrard SL65B
Garrard AP76
Garrard SL72B
Garrard 5-100 with cartridge
Garrard SL75B
Garrard SL95B
Garrard 401 ..
Goldring GL69/2
Goldring GL69/2/P
Gold ring GL69/2/P/C
Goldring GL75
Gcldring GL75/P
Goldring GL75/P/C
Thorens TDI50AB Mk 2
Thorens TD 150AB Mk 2/C
BSR MP60 chassis

Cash
£11.75
£16.50
£22-00
£25.50
£9-00
£30.00
£38.50
£29.50
£22.00
£29-00
£32.75
£32.00
£39.00
£42.75
£42-00
£46.00
£21.00

WE OPERATE A ' HOOK
UP' SERVICE IN YOUR
HOME WITHIN 5 MILES

PICK-UP ARMS

HiFi

Goldring L69
Goldring L75
SME 3009/S2

Cash
£8.00
£11.00
£26.50

TAPE RECORDERS
P&P from 50p

Philips EL3302
Tandberg 3041X
Tandberg cover ..

Cash
£19.00
£89.00
£3.00

MONEY REFUNDED ON
REQUEST IF ITEM
ORDERED NOT
AVAILABLE FROM
STOCK

glE/)

Cash
£48.00
£96.00
£19-25
£33.25
£112.00
£66-00
£104-00
£32.00
£40.00
£50.00

LARGE RANGE OF
PLUGS, SOCKETS AND
ACCESSORIES IN OUR
COMPONENTS SHOP

SPEAKER CHASSIS
& KITS
P&P from 40p
Cash
£4.00
£6.50
£1125
f7.50
£8.25
£12.00
£21.00
£28. 00
£40.00

Wharfedale 8" Bronze ..
Wharfedale S/8 RS/DD
Wharfedale SIO/RS/DD
Goodmans Twinaxiette 8
Goodmans Twinaxiette 10
Goodmans 201 12" ..
Wharfedale Unit 3 ( pair)
Wharfedale Unit 4 ( pair)
Wharfedale Unit 5 ( pair)

BASES & COVERS

P&P from 35p

Cash
£3.25
£4.75
£3.25
£3.75
£7.00
£3.75
£4.00

Garrard WBI plinth ..
Garrard WB4 Mk 2 plinth
Garrard SPC Icover ..
Garrard SPC4 cover ..
Goldring Plinth 69 or 75
Goldring Lid 69 or 75 ..
Thorens TXII for TDI50

HEADPHONES
PLEASE ADD 30p for P&P
Cash
£2.75
£6.00
£7.25
£10.00
£13.50
£21.25
£35.00

Eagle SE 5
Eagle SE 30
Koss K7I I
Koss K6 ..
Koss K0727B
Koss PRO4AA
Koss ESP6

CARTRIDGES

PLEASE ADD 35p for P&P

money

PLEASE ADD 10p for P&P
Cash
£4.00
£7.25
£16.50
£8.00
£9.50
£9.50
£10.00
£13. 00
£14.00
£29.00

Goldring G850 ..
Goldring G800 ..
Goldring Super E
Shure M44-7
Shure M31- E
Shure M44- E
Shure M55- E
Shure M75-6 ..
Shure M75- G
Shure V15 improved

ALL ITEMS

NEW

AND COVERED BY
MAKER'S GUARANTEE

SHORN PARK RADIO [ ID.

.411.41rotatellevesei

The Hyde, London, N.W.9 Tel: 01-205 6591

B & W DM Iteak
B & W DM 3 teak
Metrosound HFS103
Metrosound FIFS202
Quad ELS
Tannoy IIILZ
Tannoy 15" Lancasters
Wharfedale Dentons
Wharfedale Super Lintons
Wharfedale Meltons

PLEASE ADD 60p for P&P
Armstrong 525 ..
Armstrong 526 ..
Armstrong M8 decoder

And simple it is from Brook House
Finance. We offer specialised credit
facilities for HiFi enthusiasts through
dealers throughout the country.
Prompt, efficient service, with the
minimum of formalities.
A particular advantage of Brook
House Finance is that we provide
acomplete service for balances from
£40 upwards.
Monthly repayments can be made
over one or two
years whichever
is most convenient
to you.
Look for the
blue Brook House
sign, or ask your
Credit facilities for
Fi enthusiasts
Hiusual supplier to
ecosivanabiejbe*
contact us for
more information.

Brook House Finance Ltd

Cash
£43.00
£44-25
£49-00
£54.00
£S8 - 50
£31.50
£14.50
£82.00

Armstrong 521
Leak Stereo 30 Plus chassis
Leak Stereo 30 Plus teak
Leak Stereo 70 chassis ..
Leak Stereo 70 teak
Metrosound ST2OE
Mullard Unilex complete
Quad 33-303

LOUDSPEAKER ( pairs)

P&P from 75p

48-50 Surbiton Road,
Kingston-upon-Thames, Surrey.
Telephone: 01-546 5549
Open Mon.-Sat. 9.30 to 6 p.m. LATE NIGHT FRIDAY 7 p.m.
Early closing Wednesday Ip.m.
1675

Mires down !

THE TAPE
SPECIALISTS
BASF LH
Spool
Dia.

Tape
Length

Rec,
Price

3" DP
400"
4" DP
600'
5" SP
600'
5" LP
900'
5" DP
1,200'
5" TP
1,800'
51" SP
900'
51" LP
1,200'
51" DP
1,800'
sr TP
2,400'
7" SP
1,200'
7" LP
1,800'
7" DP
2,400'
7" TP
3,600'
81" LP
2,400'
101" LP
3,600'
I01" LP
4,200'
C60
C90
Cl 20
Blank 8- Track
Cartridges40 mins.
80 mins.

Hi -Fi

El - 23
£1 - 43
£2.00

£2-17
£3-10
£3-82

£1 - 44
£2.03
£2.45

C3- II
C3-83
£4-76

£2.00
£2.45
£3.08

£6-95
£O-88
LI - 26
I - 68

£4.49
£0.54
£0.71
El 03

BASF
Spool
Din,

Tape
Length

Rec.
Price

3" LP
3" DP
3" TP
4" SP
4" LP
4" DP
4" TP
5" SP
5" LP
5" DP
5" TP
51" SP
51" LP
51" DP
TP
7" SP
7" LP
7" DP
7" TP

210'
300'
450'
300'
450'
600'
900'
600'
900'
1,200'
1,800'
900'
1,200'
1,800'
2,400'
1,200'
1,800'
2,400'
3,600'

LO- 57
£0.72
LI.04

sr

LI-13
LI-31
LI-70
El - 31
LI-71
LI-96
£2.81
LI-72
LI.97
£ 2-82
£ 3-47
CI- 98
£2-83
£ 3-48
L4-33

SUPPLIES

SCOTCH
DYNARANGE

Cash
Price

LI - 98
£2-I6
L3-09

BEDFORD AUDIO

Rec.
Price

Cash
Price

£0-96
LI - 46
L1 - 28
LI - 69
£2-39

£0.63
£0.95
£0.86
£1 - 11
£1 - 55

LI-72
£2-28
£3-I6

£1 - 1I
£1.40
£2.06

L2- I5
£3-00
£4-45

£1.44
£1.97
£2.90

£4-22

£2.79
£4.10

£O-88
LI-26
LI.68

£0-51
£0.68
£0.88

L1-41
LI-68

LI-00
LI 20

II

Tel.: Gt. Barford 610 (023-07 610)

£0.36
£0.50
£0.71
£0.78
£0.83
E1-10
£0.85
£1.10
£1.28
£1.83
£1.13
£1.28
El 83
£2.25
E1-28
El 85
£2.28
£2.83

Rec,
Price

Cash
Price

LO- 55
C0.73

£0.36
£0.50

••
.•

.•

TUNERS Carriage 75p
Leak Stereofetic Teak ..
Pioneer TX500
Pioneer TX700
Rogers Ravensbrook FM Teak

£0.88
£0.98
LI - 30

LI-71
L1.82
LI.84

EI-13
El - 23
El 84

LI-98
L2-58
£3-98

LI-33
LI .70
£2.58

EDUCATION

AUTHORITIES

UPON

P & P CHARGES:- CASSETTES & TAPES UP TO 4" DIA. - 15p ALL QUANTITIES.
TAPES OF 5" DIA. & OVER-I5p FOR ONE, 25p TWO TO THREE, 30p FOUR
AND OVER.
Please supply rne with.

CARTRIDGES Post free
Goldring G850
£4.50
Goldring G800H
£6.95
Goldring G800
£7.25
Goldring G800E £ 11.75
Goldring G800SE .. £ 16-50
Audio Technica AT66 £ 5.25

1enclose Cheque/P.O. for
P&P
NAME
ADDRESS

FOR OUR

£55 80

£49.61

Shure
Shure
Shure
Shure
Shure
Shure

£40 18

£77.44 £ 49.78
£63.00 £48.5 I
£319.00 £246.00
£58.00
136-96
£77.44 £ 49 10
£38.00 £29.26
On application
£21.50
116-55
£38.59 £31-24
£48.30
139-40
£42.50 £32.75
£25.16 £ 20 37
£36.00 £27-50
£52.00 £ 39.50
£24-69
£28.78
£30.74
£22.41
£27.85
£43.66
£9.20
£36.70
£27.74
£40.86
£40.32
£53.46
£48.61

£ 19 20
122-37
£23 91
£ 15 82
121-26
133-92
£7-23
128-55
£22 00
£ 32 50
£ 32 00
£42 50
£ 36 28

M44/5 or 7
17.87
M44E .. £9.45
M55E .. £ 10.25
M91 E
..
£ 16.25
M93E ..
114-00
VIS II .. £ 31.96

FREE ADVISORY SERVICE OR OUR
PLEASE SEND 2fp STAMP

FULL

LISTS,

1

A9

El

£69.80

£149-71
£66.47
111.39 £ 83 25

TURNTABLES Carriage 75p
BSR McDonald MP60, base & cover, wired
BSR McDonald M P6 I
0, base & cover, wired
BSR McDonald HT70, & base cover, wired
Garrard SP25/3, base & cover, wired ..
Garrard AP76 chassis ..
Garrard SL95B chassis ..
Garrard WB4 and SPC4
Garrard 401 chassis
Goldring GL69/2 chassis ..
Goldring GL69/2/P with cover
Goldring GL75 chassis ..
Goldring GL75/P with cover ..
Pioneer PLI2AC, plinth & cover

ALL TAPES SUPPLIED IN MAKERS LIBRARY CASES & FULLY GUARANTEED,
SCHOOLS:- WE CAN SUPPLY
RECEIPT OF AN OFFICIAL ORDER.

.

LOUDSPEAKERS Carriage 75p
B & W DM I ( Pair)*
B & W DM3
B & W Model 70 ( Carriage £ 3.00)
(B & W orders in rotation)
Celestion Ditton 120 ( Pair)*
Celestion Ditton 15 ( Pair)*
Decca Deram ( Pair)
IMF Monitor
Metrosound HFS202 Teak
Wharfedale Denton ( Pair)
Wharfedale S. Linton ( Pair)
Wharfedale Dovedale 3 ..
Wharfedale Unit 3 ( Pair) ..
Wharfedale Unit 4 ( Pair) ..
Wharfedale Unit 5 ( Pair) ..

LO- 75 £- 53
£O-95
£0.66
£ 1-30 £0.85
LI 30
£ 145
LI - 95

Rec. price
Our price
£34.50 £25•50
£62.00 £ 48.67
£62.50 £50-50
£75.00 £ 61.25
£39.50 £ 30.40
£16.70
114-00
£35.50 £ 30-17
£53.62 £ 37.50
£97-97 £68.75
£52.50 £43.00

AMPLIFIERS Carriage 75p
Alba UA700
Ferrograph F307/2 ..
Leak 30 Plus Teak ..
Leak 70 Teak
Metrosound ST20 Mk 11
Mullard Unilex kit ..
Nikko TRM 30 -Pioneer SA500 ..
Pioneer SA700
Rogers Ravensbrook 11 Teak

PHILIPS

Cash
Price

HIGH STREET, GT. BARFORD, BEDS.

All items listed are brand new, boxed and guaranteed.
Prices are subject to tax and manufacturers' increases. All
goods insured in transit free of charge. Systems wired to
order free of charge. * Whilst stocks last.

111 Lex-1
Ill I
IC.

Also available: TUNER AMPLIFIERS, UNIT SYSTEMS, VHF AERIALS
HEADPHONES, ARMS, TAPE RECORDERS, STYLI, ETC.

PHONE US DAY OR NIGHT FOR
A QUOTE

MILL HOUSE- BROMHAM - BEDFORD
Tel. OAKLEY 3389

CALLERS WELCOME BY ARRANGEMENT

1676

ataCASSETTE
elf TAPE RECORDERS
LATEST MODELS LARGEST STOCKS
BY?AND NEW GUARANTEED

414.40

PLUS FREE.
MAINS UNIT

OFF!

Worth

LIST £23.90 OUR PRICE

£19.50

ALL LEADING MAKES & MODELS

Pi Os F

ellifONSITIEfFIMPIN6,4fdeZ

MAINS

VVorth

Please add 50p to cover postage & packing.

GRUNDIG
C200S L

NATIONAL RQ223S
CROWN CTR8750
BUSH TP70
KB SL55
NATIONAL RQ203S
PHILIPS N2205 .
NIVICO 1605 .
TOSHIBA KT2OP .
TOSHIBA KT2I0P
PYE 9115
TELETON TC 110 ..
SANYO MR4I0 .
CROWN 350 ..
HITACHI TRQ28 1E .
HITACHI TRQ220
KB SL5I
HITACHI TRQ260
PYE 9001 ..
SANYO 4040 .. .
STANDARD TI 19 ..

£31-00
£32-55
L29-95
L34-50
£35.29
£43-10
L26.25
£36-95
£29-95
£43-15
£27.75
£29-95
£36-75
£32-95
£28-00
£29-95
L39-95
L39-90
L36-95
£30-00

£26.25
£ 24 15
£24.75
£28 95
£ 29-40
£ 34-95
£ 21-95
£30.95
£24 65
£ 36 75
£20 95
£25 95
£29.95
£28.35
£24-15
£24-75
£ 33.75
£ 33-95
£28-95
£25.50

STOP PRESS!

STEREO TAPE DECKS
SANYO MR439G
NIVICO CCR660U
NATIONAL RS256US
TOSHIBA 40ID
WITACHI TRQ282

£54.75
£71.70
£65.00
£68-25
£49 ,95

£ 48.30
£ 60.95
£55-50
£57-95
£42.95

ee'r"%te«s•'W'PA PWir -Ir"
`t,
çy

SPECIAL BUY
PHILIPS N2503 L54.00

£45.50

RADIO/RECORDERS

STEREO TUNER AMP.
WITH CASSETTE RECORD
& PLAYBACK FACILITIES
PHILIPS RR882
NATIONAL RS 259

.

ALL prices shown in this advertisement are
those
prevailing
prices to purchase tax reductions
announced on July 19th. At time
of going to press revised list prices
were not available but you may
DEDUCT 3p in £ OFF ALL OUR
DISCOUNT PRICES QUOTED
with the exception of cassette tapes,
which are not subject to purchase tax.

L105.00
LI15-00

£89.00
£99.95

'DOLBY'
CASSETTE SYSTEMS
RANK-VVHARFEDALE DC9
L115.00
.. £ 106.00

BELL & HOWELL

£99.95
£92.00

SAVE ON CASSETTES
Low noise Philips B.A.S.F. Agra
C60 ..
50p
50p
50p
C90 ..
70p
70p
70p
CI20 .. £ 1.00
El 00
90p
P & P 3p each; 6 or more, post free.

BATTERY/MAINS
NIVICO RC9420 M/L/S/FM £ 63.22
NIVICO RC200 AM'2SW £ 53-25
PHILIPS RR392 .. .. £ 57-50
SANYO MR4I IF .. .. £ 43-95
PYE AM/FM 9000 .. £ 45-90
TELETON CRT530 .. £ 47-50
TELETON TCR 130 AM/FM £ 39.50
HITACHI TRT270 £ 32.95
CROWN CRC 410
£ 54.60
HITACHI SCT 1150 £ 48.50
HITACHI KCT 1210E £ 49.50
SANYO MR 411W
L43.95
STANDARD 11831 £ 45.50
TOSHIBA CT 412
L57-75
BATTERY ONLY
PHILIPS RR290 M/VV L/W £ 34-00
STANDARD I82FL M/L/FM £ 42-75

Cavendish
40p
55p
65p

Maxel
45p
65p
85p

.
nplete with•
.2cf,iisi,e)f,irn?e. etc
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UNIT

50
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£
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OUR PRICE £27.95
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MAINS OPERATED
FULL STEREO
CASSETTE RECORDERS
PHILIPS N2400 with spkrs. £ 90.00 £ 76.50
PHILIPS N2400 w/out spkrs. £68.00 £58-50
PHILIPS N240I with spkrs. £ 103.00 £87-95
PHILIPS N240I w/out skrs. £ 81.00
£69.95
SANYO MR416 Batt./mains
with radio .. £ 84.95 £ 72.50
SANYO MR408 Batt./mains £ 64.25 £54.95
SANYO
MR4400
mains
with speakers ..
L79-75 £ 69-95
SANYO 414 with Radio .. £ 113-95 £95-95
HITACHI TRQ202 ..
L79-95 £67-95
HITACHI KST3400 £ 126-00 £108.00
HITACHI TRQ232S £ 66.50 £56-50
PYE 9116
..
£68.00 £58-50
SANYO STD 100
£ 99.95
£84.95

PHILIPS N2400

PHILIPS N2401

CAR CASSETTE RECORDERS
£54-50
£45-50
£48-95
£ 36.50
£ 37-95
£ 3615
£29.S0
£28.35
£43.95
£40.95
£41.95
£36-50
£ 36-50
£48 .30
£28-75
£ 36-50

LOW
NOISE

Scotch E.M.I.
50p
55p
65p
75p
90p £ 1OS

PHILI PS MODEL
aDbeleillXceofbatteryN2202
Port-

-t21.90 1' &

OFF!

BATTERY/MAINS
£ 20-95
£28.95
£ 32-55
£22-35
£ 15.50
£21.95
£ 14-95
£ 18.50
£24.15
£24.15
£ 14-95
£ 19.50
£22-95

PHILIPS

50P

£5.55

List prices in light type, our prices in bold type!

BATTERY MODELS

1 & P,

a OFF!

BIGGEST DISCOUNTS!
FERGUSON 3240
£ 26.50
GRUNDIG C200
£ 37-95
GRUNDIG C200SL £ 39-95
NATIONAL R02045 .. £ 26.25
SANYO M48M .. £ 18-95
SANYO M88
..
£ 26-95
SENCOR
Special offer
STANDARD 1115 .. £21.75
EYE 9109
£ 28-35
EUSH TP60
..
£29-40
MIDLAND 12112
Special offer
F.HILCO FORD 6026 ..
L24- I5
NATIONAL 224 .. £27.00

f4 -50 <

PHILIPS MODEL EL 3302 Ailo stpopi
battery portable. Complete with case,
e tc
Bra ndnew with Philips ti'leenuke.

Hanimex
C60 32p
C90 50p

ti

1

PHILIPS N2602 ( above)

PHILIPS N2600
STEREO PLAY-BACK & RECORD
MODELS: Toshiba CT4 1
2, list £ 65, our
price £56.75, inc. speakers: Teleton MC
7200, list £ 66, our price £51.50, inc. spkrs
STEREO
PLAY-BACK
MODELS:
Philips N2602 plus 1 Musicasette worth
over £ 2, free. List £48, our price £38-50,
incl. speakers; Sony TC20, list £74-75,
our price £64.95, inc. speakers: Hitachi
CS204, list £47.95, our price £40.95
(speakers not included).
MONO PLAY-BACK MODEL ( use
through car radio):
Philips 2600, list £ 26-85, our price £22-10.
STEREO
PLAY-BACK
MODELS
WITH RADIO: Hitachi CST 213, list
£54.95, our price £43.75.
MONO PLAY-BACK MODEL WITH
RADIO: Philips RN582, list £ 47, our
price £ 36.50. (Carr. 50p on all models.)

SAVE ON ACCESSORIES
Cassette Head Cleaners 50p p&p 3p.
Cassette caddy, stores 10 cassettes
£1.30 p&p 8p
CARRYING CASES
GRUNDIG C200
L5- I8 £4.50
KB SL 55
£ 3.25 £2-95
PHILIPS 2205 .. £ 3-25 £2.95
PYE 9115
L3-25 £2.95
MAINS UNITS
BUSH TP 60 PU 60 £ 515 £4-50
FERGUSON 3240
£ 5.25 £4-50
GRUNDIG TNI2A £6-75 £S.75
NATIONAL RO 204S .. £4-50
PHILIPS 3302 2202 6502 £ 5.25 £4-50
SONY IC 12 AC603 .. £2-25
SONY AC90 .. £ 4-00 £ 3.50
(Postage and Packing, 18p)

CAVENDISH SALES Cdregg
Dept. HN9,

281-3 WHITECHAPEL ROAD, LONDON, E.1 Tel: 01-247 3032.
1677

CALLERS WELCOME. NEXT TO
WHITECHAPEL UNDERGROUND.

17
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DISCOUNT HIGH FIDELITY CENTRE
Due to the space available we are arable to list every item that we are handling. Here are some of the more popular bargains we are offering this month. Our prices were good
last month, remember! This month we are having a sale and we think you will find the prices truly amazing. We have bargains from all the better known manufacturers
such as LEAK, KEF, WHARFEDALE, BSR, GARRARD, AKAI, PHILIPS, DUAL, SANSUI, METROSOUND, TELETON, SHORE. etc.
Come along today, see and hear t‘lese bargains for yourself, don't just take our word for it. It is impossible to list our hundreds of outstaPdmg bargains. A visit will be worthwhile
and will save you CUs. We are open 51 days aweek 9 aie. -6 p.m. Monday- Saturday. Half.day: Wednesday 9 am.- Ip.m.

HUGE PURCHASE
FABULOUS SPEAKER
BARGAINS

AKAI SPECIALS

AMPLIFIER
SPECIAL OFFERS

Akai 4000D

Metrosound ST2OE Latest Model

I.
Wharfedale
Dentons
SAVE £ 12.90 on pair
Available in Teak. Walnut or White List Price £ 39.90.
WIRECOMP PRICE .. £27.00, Carr. £ 1.00

10 watts per Channel
List Price £39.50
WIRECOMP PRICE ..

£29 50

Leak Stereo 30 Chassis. List Price
WIRECOMP PRICE ..
Leak Stereo 70 Chassis. List Price
WIRECOMP PRICE ..
Sansui AU I01. List Price ..
WIRECOMP PRICE ..
Teleton SAQ206. List Price
WIRECOMP PRICE ..
Amstrad 8000. List Price ..
WIRECOMP PRICE ..

£56.50
£45.00
£69.00
£52.00
£40-00
£37.00
£32.50
£20-00
£25-95
£19.95

SPECIAL
OFFER
Goodmans
Stereomax AM/FM
tuner.
List Price f82.52.
Wharfedale
Tritons
SAVE £23.90 on pair
Aavilable in Teak, Walnut or White. List Price £59-00.
WIRECOMP PRICE
£ 6.00, Carr. £160

Akai 4000D. List Price
..
£89.95
WIRECOMP PRICE
f69.00
Complete with Akai ADM 10 Mic.
£74.50
List
WIRECOMP
Model
Price
PRICE
Akai 1720L
£97.21 £75.00
CR8OD 8 track deck
£95.02 £85.00
CR80 8 track recorder £ 115.02 £ 100.00
C85013 Cassette deck
£110.97
£95.00
CS60 Cassette recorder £ 130.84
£110.00

RECORD DECKS
McDonald MP60

WIRECOMP
PRICE

£50•00

BIG SPEAKER BARGAINS
All prices per pair
Model
List Price Wi recomp Price
Wharfedale
£50.00
Melton
..
£65.00
Dovedale
£85.00
£69.00
£100.00
Rosedale
£ 130.00
Super Linton
£49.90
£42.00
Goodmans
Minister
£50.00 £41-00
Magister
£ 17.5-00 £96.00
£35.00
Maxim ..
....
£4079
Mezzo Ill
£68-00 £SS- 00
Magnum K2
£88.00 £66-00
KEF
£38.90
Cresta
..
£50.00
£45-00
Celeste
£
6o-co
£53.25
Chorale
£68-38
£63.75
Cadenza
£85-00
£67.50
Concord
co.co
£87.75
Concerto
£ 117.00
Sonics
£119 00
£82 00
A5330 ..
AS57 ..
£15 00
£ 13 00
Celestian
£38-00
Ditton 120
£48 .00
£105.00
Dicton 25
£ 130.00
£52.00
Dicton 15
£6400
Dual
CL3I/3
£57.88 £28.00
CL40/3
£46.00 £40.00
CL60/3
£79.82 £49.00
CL70
£ 111•22 £60.00
Leak
£40-00
£49.90
200
£53.50
£65.00
300
£82.00
(99.50
600

Goodmans Loudspeaker
Bargains
Axiom 12". 15 watts. List £ 14.45 ..
Axiom 301. 12" 20 watts. List £ 0.70
Audiom 81. 12" 25 watts. List £ 1.90

Our Price £ 10.85
Our Price £ 15.50
Our Price £23.95

Linear Amp. Bargains

L50 Ultra Linear 50 watt Amplifier. List £ 0.00. Our
Price £20.00. Designed for supplying high quality, high
output in schools, theatres and large halls.
PTA 30. 30 watt PP\ Amplifier. List £24-00. Our Price
£16-00.
PTA15. 15 watt Amplifier. List £ 18.00. Our Price El 4 00.

McDonald MP60 with AD76K Magnetic cartridge and
Wirecomp plinth and cover .. .. .. £ 18.50
Garrard SP25 Mk Ill with Magnetic cartridge and Wirecomp plinth and cover .. .. .. .. £ 18 75
SL4013 less Cartridge
..
£995
2025TC with 9TA cartridge
£985
3000 with 9TA cartridge .. £ 10.50

ALL PRICES SHOWN ARE
DIS-

ALSO VISIT 48 TOTTENHAM WIRECOMPS
TOP
COURT
ROAD,
LONDON'S COUNT PRICES
UNIQUE TRADE-IN CENTRE.
Bargains especially in secondhand radio,
tape recorders, etc. Large range of
components. TRADE- INS-We specialise in trade-ins on Hi Fi equipment,
radios, TV, cameras, etc. ABSOLUTE
TOP PRICES PAID-Come along and
see.

EXCEPT where stated otherwise all equipment is
guaranteed brand new. Full demonstration and service
facilities available. FOR SPEEDY MAIL ORDER SERVICE
ADD 18p for post on Cartridges. Pick-up arms, Headphones, etc. 50p on Amps., Tuners. Rec. Players. Small
Speakers. 75p on. Receivers, Rec. Players with Base and
Cover. £2.00 on Large Speakers.

ALL PRICES ARE SUBJECT TO
ALTERATION WITHOUT PRIOR
NOTICE

118 EDGWARE ROAD, LONDON,W.2 Te1.01-723 9789
FIVE MINUTES FROM MARBLE ARCH UIGROUND BUSES 6,7,8,15,16,36,616.

"%Tames
to
look
for

If you're in the market for speakers, or a cartridge, or an amplifier, be sure that your Hi -Fi
dealer demonstrates the equipment on this page.
It iepresents the finest value for money obtainab'e today.

A HiFi
Shopper's Guide
b.v kelgrove Sales

Keletron

Loudspeakers ranging from bookshelf to floor standing. All
Keletron models are multi- speaker systems of 8-16 ohms
impedance, fully padded to demo out any panel resonances. Finished in tea.t or American walnut.

Sole U.K. Distributors for Keletron, Rota
and Grosvenor Hi -Fi equipment: Kelgrove
(Sales) Ltd., 25/31 Roman Road, London, E.2.
Tel.: 01-9807494/1936. Free literature on request.

LEFT TO RIGHT.
Model K N400: Power
Model KN600: Power
Model KN800: Power
Model KN1100: Power
Model KN1600: Power
Model KN2100: Power

handliog: 4watts R.M.S.
handling: 6 watts R.M.S.
handling: 8 watts R.M.S.
handling: 10 watts R.M.S.
handling: 15 watts R.M.S.
handling: 20 watts R.M.S.

Frequency
Frequency
Frequency
Frequency
Frequency
Frequency

range: 80
range: 60
range: 40
range: 40
range: 40
range: 30

Hz
Hz
Hz
Hz
Hz
Hz

to
to
to
to
to
to

14,000 Hz.
19,000 Hz.
19,000 Hz.
19,500 Hz.
19,5E10 Hz.
19,500 Hz.

Price £8.05.
Price £13.43.
Price £14-95.
Price £19.95.
Price £24.90.
Price £29.50.

ABOVE: MCI-5Stereo Cartridge. Frequency
response 15-20,000 Hz. Output voltage 5mV at
1,000 Hz 5cms Channel balance 1dB at 1,000
Hz. Channel separation better than 25 dB at
1,000 Hz. Impedance 2,200 ohms at 1,000 Hz.
D.C. resistance 580 ohms. Load resistance 50100 Kohms. Compliance 8x10-6 cm/dyne. Tracking pressure 3-5 grams. Tracking angle 5'.
Stylus 0.7 mil diamond. Cartridge weight 6.5
grams. Mounting f" or 12.7 mm. Price £6.20.
BELOW: SMC-101 Stereo Cartridge.
Frequency response 20-20,000 Hz. Output voltage
5mV at 1,000 Hz 5 cms. Channel balance 1dB
at 1,000 Hz. Channel separation better than 25 dB
at 1,000 Hz. Impedance 2,500 ohms at 1,000 Hz.
D.C. resistance 600 ohms. Load resistance 50100 Kohms. CompHance 8x10-6 cm/dyae. Tracking pressure 3-5 grams. Stylus 0.7 mil diamond.
Cartridge weight 9grams. Mounting r or 12.7
mm. Price £4.95.

Ía

wi ABOVE.
Rota OTL-1500: A fully integrated all-transistor Stereo Amplifier
h power output 5 watts R.M.S. per channel Frequency response 20-20,000
Hi ± 1dB. Inputs for Crystal, Ceramic and Magnetic Cartridges and Aux. for Tape and Tuner. Also
headphone socket. Price £25.00.
BELOW. Rota OTL-2200: A fully integrated all-transistor Stereo Amplifier with power output 10
watts R.M.S. per channel. Frequency response 20-20,000 Hz ± 1dB. Inputs for Crystal, Ceramic and
Magnetic Cartridges, Tuner, Tape in Tape out and Mic. Also headphone socket. Price £34-75.

1679

fouthern Audio kruicei
/

AMPLIFIERS ( P & P 50p)
E p
Acoustic- Research .. .. 140.00
Armstrong 521 . . .. 45•50
Cambridge Audio P40 1 See Special
Cambridge Audio P50
Offers on
Cambridge Audio P100 opposite page
Dual CV80
..
.. 72.00
Ferrograph F307 • k 2 .. .. 48.00
Goldring ST3000 .. .. 42-00
Grundig SVI40 .. .. .. 165.00
J.B.L. SA660 .. .. .. 180-00
Leak Stereo 70 Chassis .. .. 5150
Leak Stereo 70 Teak .. .. éseoo
Leak Stereo 30+ Chassis .. 44.50
Leak Stereo 30+ Teak .. .. 51.00
Lux SQ707 . ..
On request
Metrosound ST20 Teak ..
29.00
Nikko TRM30IC ..
30.00
Nikko TRM40IC ..
40.00
Nikko TRM 50 ..
48.00
Nikko TRM1220 ..
78.00
Philips RH590
40.00
Philips RH591
.. 57-00
Pioneer SA500
.. 42.00
Pioneer SA700
.. 67.00
Pioneer SC700
On request
Pioneer SF700
On request
Pioneer SM700
On request
Pioneer SA900 .. .. .. 95-00
Pioneer SR202 Reverb. Amp. .. 32.00
Quad 33/303 .. ..
From stock
Radford SC24/SP50 ..
From stock
Rogers Ravensbrook Chassis II.. 38.50
Rogers Ravensbrook Teak II .. 43.00
Rogers Ravensbourne Chassis .
48.00
Rogers Ravensbourne Teak .. 52.50
Sacom A500
.. 23.00
Sansui AU101
.. 34.00
Sansui AU222
.. 44,00
Sansui RA500
.. 38.00
Sansui AU555A
.. 65-00
Sansui AU666
.. 75.00
Sansui AU777
.. 85.00
Sansui AU999 . . .. .. 115.00
Sinclair 2000 metal . .. 22.50
Sinclair Project 60 with filter .. 26.00
Sinclair 3000 black .. .. 36.00
Sugden A21/ II .. .. .. 54.00
Sugden A51/C51 .. .. .. 96.00
Tripletone 8+8 Mk 2 .. .. 30.00

•.
.•
••
•.

••
••
••
.•
••
••

••
•.
••
.•
•.

HEADPHONES ( P & P 25p)
Akai ASE- 95 .. .. ..
Akai ASE-20 .. .. ..
AKG K60 . . .. .. ..
Beyer DTI', .. .. ..
Beyer DT109 .. .. ..
Beyer 01485 .. .. ..
D. Clark . . . . ..
From
Howland-West HW4ST ..
Howland-West HW85 ..
Nivico STHIOE .. ..
Pioneer SE20A .. ..
Pioneer SE30 .. ..
Pioneer 5E50 .. ..
Sansui SS2
..
..
Sansui SS20 .. ..
Koss PRO 4AA .. ..
Koss ESP6
..
Koss ESP9 .. .. .•

5.75
7.50
11.00
12.00
20-00
28.00
stock
7.00
9-50
10.00
7.00
10.00
15.00
6.50
13.50
22.00
36.00
55-50

LOUDSPEAKERS (
P & P7 Sp)
Acoustic- Research AR4X .. 33.00
Acoustic- Research AR5 pine .. 93.00
Acoustic- Research AR3A pine .. 132.00
B. & W. DM ITeak or Walnut
25.50
B. & W. DM IRosewood .. 26.50
B. & W. DM3 Teak or Walnut.. 50.00
B. & W. DM3 Rosewood white.. 55-00
B. & W. Model 70 .. .. 120-00

Cambridge R40 1See Special Offers E p
Cambridge R50 f on opposite page
Celestion Ditton 120 .. .. 20.00
Celestion Ditton 15 .. .. 25-50
Celestion Ditton 25 .. .. 50-00
Decca Deram .. .. 14-50
Dynaco A25 Mk 2 .. .. 25.50
Goodmans Maxim .. .. 17.50
Goodmans Marimba .. • . 18.50
Goodmans Minister ( pair) .. 37.50
Goodmans Mezzo Ill .. • • 24.50
Goodmans Magnum K2 .. • • 32.00
Goodmans Magister .. .. 48-00
IMF Transmission Line Studio From stock
IMF Transmission Line Monitor .. .,
J.B.L. Century L100 .. .. 120.00
J.B.L. Aquarius 1 .. .. 126.00
J.B.L. Aquarius 4
.
.. 72.00
KEF Cresta Mk 2 ( pair) 1 See Special
KEF Chorale ..
Offers on
KEF Cadenza ..
opposite
KEF Concerto ..
page
Lowther PM6 in enclosure .. 43-00
Lowther PM7 in enclosure .. 53.00
Lowther PM6 unit .. .. 20.00
Lowther PM7 .. .. 27-00
Leak 600 .. .. .. 37.00
Leak 300 .. .. .. 26.00
Leak 200 .. .. .. 21-50
Metrosound HFSIO .. .. 12.00
Metrosound HFS20 .. .. 16-50
Mordaunt-Short M5077 ..
From stock
Mordaunt-Short MS400 ..
From stock
Mordaunt-Short MS700 ..
From stock
Peerless 4-30/12 Kit ..
20.50
Peerless 50-2 Kit ..
8-00
Peerless 120-4 Kit • •
29.00
Philips RH48I • •
9-50
Philips RH482 ..
15.00
Philips RH49I ..
18.50
Philips RH497
33.00
Pioneer CSS3
30.00
Pioneer CS66 ..
36.00
Pioneer CS- E500 ..
49.00
Pioneer CS- E700 ..
57.00
Pioneer CS63DX .. .. 80.00
Quad Electrostatic ..
From stock
Sansui SL5 Teak or White .. 26.00
Sansui SL7 Teak or White .. 30-00
Sansui SP30 .. .. .. 26.00
Sansui SP50 .. .. .. 35.00
Sansui SP300 .. .. 67.00
Sonab V- I•
•
.
From stock
Sonab 0A-5 :. ..
From stock
Sonab 0A-6 .. ..
From stock
Tannoy ir in Lancaster enclosure 46-00
Tannoy IS in Lancaster enclosure 52.513
Tannoy III LZ in Teak enclosure 34.00
Tannoy 1r Monitor Gold Unit .. 30.00
Tannoy 15" Monitor Gold Speaker
Unit .. .. .. .. 34-00
Wharfedale Dentoos (pair) .. 33.00
Wharfedale Super Lintons ( pair) 39.50
Wharfedale Astons ( pair) in White 43.00
Wharfedale Tritons (pair) .. 46-00
Wharfedale Melton .. .. 25-00
Wharfedale Dovedale 3 .. 32-00
Wharfedale Rosedale .. .. 50-00
Wharfedale Unit 3 .. .. 11-00
Wharfedale Unit 4 .. .. 15.00
Wharfedale Unit 5 .. .. 20.50
Heco Range .. ..
From stock
PICK-UP ARMS ( P á P 23p)
Audio Technica AT1005/11 .. 16.50
Decca Internationa .. .. 22-00
Goldring L75 .. .. .. 11-00
Goldring L69 .. .. ..
7.00
Neat G30 .. . • .. .. 11.50
Ortofon RS212 .. .. .. 24.00

p
27 50
SME 300952
2900
SME 3012/S2 ..
1800
Transcriptor Fluid
TAPE RECORDERS
Akai 40000
70-00
Akai 4000 ..
98.00
Dual CT G28 ..
90 00
Ferrograph 702/704
182.50
Ferrograph 722/724 ..
220 00
Ferrograph 702H/704H ..
194.00
Philips N2202
24 SO
Philips EL2400
58.00
Philips EL240I
66.00
Philips N4-408
108.00
Philips N4407
88.00
Philips N4308
48.00
Philips N4500
I05•00
Philips PROI2
200.00
Pioneer 16600
150-00
Revox 1102/1104 Series 2
On request
Revox 1122/1124 Series 2 On request
Revox 1108
On request
Sanyo MRI20
On request
Uher 714
..
.. 46.00
Uher 4000L
.. 118.00
Uher 4400
.. 160.00
TUNERS (
P & P 45p)
Armstrong 524 FM ..
36-00
Armstrong 523 AM/FM .. 45-00
Armstrong M8 Decoder ..
8.00
Grundig RT100 ..
From stock
Korting 1600
42.00
Leak Stereofetic Chassis .. 55.00
Leak Stereofetic Teak ..
61-50
Lux VL7OT
.. 66-00
Lux WLI3
.. 125-00
Nikko range ..
On request
Philips RH690
36-00
Philips RH69I
.. 67.00
Pioneer TX500
seoo
Pioneer TX900
114.00
Radford FMT4
On request
Rogers Ravensbrook FET
39.50
Rogers Ravensbourne FET
49-00
Sansui TU555
67.00
Sansui TU666 ..
78.00
Sansui TU777
82-00
TUNER AMPLIFIERS ( P & P 63p)
.. 350.00
Acoustic- Research
.. 120-00
Akai AA-6600 ..
.. 87.00
Armstrong 526 ..
.. 77.00
Armstrong 525 ..
.. 90-00
Dual CTI6
.. 80-00
Goodmans Module 80
.. 200-00
Grundig RTV650
.. 67-00
Korting 4001 ..
On request
Nikko range
.. 60.00
Philips RH78I
.. 108.00
Philips RH790
.. 68.00
Pioneer KX330
.. 85.00
Pioneer 5)(440 ..
.. 93.00
Pioneer LX440
.. 114.00
Pioneer SX770
.. 140.00
Pioneer SX990
.. 170.00
Pioneer SX1500
.. 240.00
Pioneer SX9000
.. 71.50
Sansui 200
.. 87.00
Sansui 300
.. 110.00
Sansui 350
.. 118-00
Sansui 800
.. 128-00
Sansui 2000
.. 170-00
Sansui 5000X ..
.. 250-00
Sansui Model 8 ..
On request
Sanyo DC60E
From stock
Sonab R7000 ..
.. 36-00
Teleton F2100 ..
Toshiba SA- 2600M
.. 118-00
Wharfedale 100

EXPORT ORDERS TAKEN ( PERSONAL) FREE OF UK TAX
EXPORT SHIPMENTS BY: GONRAND FRERES, 31/38 LEMAN STREET, LONDON El.

All equipment guaranteed new and in makers' own boxes.
Finest after sales services. First year, parts and labour free.
Money credited within 7days if not satisfied. Majority ot
orders by return of post.
Under the personal Direction of MR. JOSEPH PAO, BRIT.I. RE,
POST GRAD. DIPLOMA IN ELECTRONICS (SOUTHAMPTON)
1680

E p
TURNTABLES
BSR Macdonald MP60
12.50
8SR Macdonald MP60 base & cover 19.00
Dual 1219 with Shure M9I
63.00
Dual 1219 Deck .. .. 52.00
Dual 1209 Deck .. .. 38-00
G
d SP25/3 .. 13.50
G
d AP76
.. 23.00
G
d SL7213
26.00
Garrard SL75B
30.00
G
d SL95B
38-00
Goldring GL69/2 Deck
21.50
Goldring GL59/2/P + lid .. 32-00
Goldring GL75 Deck ..
31.50
Goldring GL75/P + lid ..
42.50
Philips GA202
54-00
Pioneer PLI I
AC Base & cover .. 38-00
Pioneer PLI2AC Base & cover
38.00
Pioneer PL3I
85.00
Pioneer PL4IC
100.00
Sansui SRI050C
60.00
Sansui SR2050C
77.00
Sanyo TP-785 ..
From stock
SME 2000 plinth system .. 34-00
Sonab MS75S ..
From stock
Thorens TD150A/2 . 39.00
Thorens TD I
SOAB/2 .. 42.50
Thorens TXI ICover ..
4-00
Thorens TDI25 Deck ..
64.00
Transcriptor complete with arm 80.00
Transcriptor Saturn ..
50-00
CARTRIDGES ( Post Free)
32-00
ABC 10E Mk 3 ..
12-00
Audio Techniza AT2I X ..
5-00
Audio Technica AT66
7-00
B & O SPC6
6-00
B & O SPI
8-50
B & O SPIO
8-00
B & 0 SPI4
4.50
B & O SP6 stylus
13-00
Decca 4RC
18-00
Decca H4E
18.00
Decca C4E
25-00
Decca SH4E
5-00
Goldring G850 cartridge
8-00
Gold ring G800 cartridge
12-50
Goldring G800E cartridge
16-00
Goldring G800SE cartridge
7-50
Goldring G800H cartridge
Goldring 850 stylus ..
3-50
3-50
Goldring 800 stylus ..
7-50
Goldring 800E stylus ..
11-50
Goldring Super E stylus
23-50
Ortofon SLISE
5-50
Ortofon 2 + 15 K module
23-50
Ortofon MISE
19-00
Ortofon MFISE Elliptical
6-00
Shure M3DM
8.00
Shure M44-5
8.00
Shure M44-7
10-50
Shure M44E
11.00
Shure MSSE
12-50
Shure M75-6 ..
15-00
Shure M75E1/2 ..
16.00
Shure M75E/2 ..
14-50
Shure M9 IE
30-00
Shure V15/2 improved ..
4-50
Shure N3D
6-00
Shure N44-5 ..
5-50
Shure N44-7 ..
6-50
Shure N44E
7-00
Shure N55E
5-00
Shure N75-6
13-50
Shure NVI5/2

•.
••
•.
.•
••

11'

Top Di/count/ + Ea/I/Term/

ot*

onte
•

KEF Cresta £36-50 Pair

KEF Chorale £27.00 Each

IKEF Caderza £32-50 Eaci

KEF Kit II £20.00 Each

KEF Celeste II £22.00 Each

KEF Concord £32.00 Each

IKEF Concerto £44.50 Each

KEF Kit Ill £30-00 Each

Plus 75p each, postage, packing and insurance.

BIG SAVINGS ON CAMBRIDGE AUDIO!!!
FOR MONTH OF SEPTEMBER ONLY
R40 Loudspeaker
SAVE £ 12-00

CI. •
P40 Amplifier

List

SAVE £ 13.50

P50 Amplifier SAVE £ 15.50

P100 Amplifier SAVE £25-00

Power output 2x 20 watts RMS.
Frequency response 25-25,000
Hz. Total harmonic distortion
less than 0.1% at IkHz. List
price £81.00.

Power output 2x 25 watts RMS.
Frequency response 25-25,000
Hz. Total harmonic distortion
less than 0.05% at IkHz. List
price £88.00.

Power output 2x 50 watts RMS.
Frequency response 25-25,000
Hz. Total harmonic distortion
less than 0.05% at IkHz. List
price £ 145.00.

OUR PRICE £67.50

OUR PRICE £72.50

OUR PRICE £ 120.00

NEW H.P. DEPOSITS!
25 -,, DOWN, up to 36 months to pay on any item
on these two pages.
SPECIAL FAST DELIVERY by private carrier co Surrey.
Middlesex, Sussex and parts of Hertfordshire, Rampshire,
Essex and Kent. Normal P. & P. charge.

price £65.00.

OUR PRICE £53.00
R50 Monitor Loudspeaker
SAVE £ 18.00
List Price £ 98.00.

OUR PRICE £80.00
Add 50p Amplifiers. 75p Speakers, postage, packing & insurance

BARCLAY
CARD customers simply
quote your number ay phone or
letter.
Goods
are
despatched
prompt.y. Please
add Sp in the C
to prices.

Buy it with your
BARCLAYCARD

+Demonitrationf
SOUTHERN AUDIO SERVICES

43, High Street, Kingston•on•Thames, Surrey. Tel: 01549 3194 (3lines)
1681

HERTS HiFi

166 St. ALBANS ROAD
WATFORD WD2 4AS TEL. WATFORD 34644
•

TUNERS ( P/P 75p)
Armstrong 523 ..
£
4eoo
Armstrong 524
aloo
Armstrong M8 decoder ..
cat»
Leak Stereofetic cased .. £58-20
Leak Stereofetic chassis
£e2o
Nikko FAM 10
£38 20
Nikko FAM 14 .. .. £56-60
Quad FM3 . ..
On quotation
Revox A76
..
£ 148-50
Rogers Ravensbrook cased .. £41-10
Rogers Ravensbrook chassis .. £36 00
Rogers Ravensbourne cased .. £54.00
Rogers Ravensbourne chassis .. £50.00
Rotel RT 320 ( Special offer .. £40.00
Sinclair Project 60
£21.0
Teleton GT 101
..
£34.50

Open 8.30-1. 2-5.30 Mon. to Sat. Shut
1Wed. PAYBONDS Credit Scheme.
Cheques with £ 30 cheque cards only
accepted for counter sales.

Buy it with your
BARCLAYCARD

• TAPE

RECORDERS ( P/P £ 1.25)
Revox 1102/4, 1122/4, 1222/4 from stock
on
demonstration
with substantial
discount (from £ 183).
Ferrograph 702/4 • • .. £ 195.00
Ferrograph 722/4 • • .. £224-00
Akai 1800SD Special offer .. £ 113 00
£66.00
Akai 4000D
Akai 4000 Special offer .. £87•50
Akai 1720 • •
aeoo
Akai X200
On request
Akai X5000L/W .. £ 125-00
Akai GX365
..
£290.00
Akai 2000SD
..
£255.00
Ferguson-Marconi
£29.90
3245-4245
£34-90
3246-4246
£39•90
3247-4247
£43•90
Pye 9106
..
£31.00
Pye 9123
.
£48 00
Pye 9137
..
£83 00
Philips 4303
£33 20
Philips 4307
£42 00
Philips 4308
..
£50.50
Philips 4404
..
£80.00
Philips 4408
.
.
£ 117-00
Philips 4500
.
.
£ 110-00
Philips N4407
£93 00
Tand berg 304IX/3021 X .. £89 75
4041X/4021X . £ 145-00
602IX/6041 X
.
£162.00
1841 .. . £57 50
Teleton FXBSIOD
£47-95
Uher 714
..
£46.50
Uher A121.'Mixer
.
£34 00
Uher 4000L
..
£ 110-00
Uher 4200PHOO
£ 140 00
Wharfedale DC9 Dolby B
£93-50

e KIT

SYSTEMS, LOUDSPEAKER
KITS ( P/P on request)
Wharfedale Unit 3
..
£ 10-40
Wharfedale Unit 4
£ 13.75
Wharfedale Unit 5
£ 19 90
KEF KK2
£20 25
KEF KK3
£30-00
KEF KK4
.
.
£ 15-25
Peak Sound BaxandallES10-15 new £5.75
KEF T27
..
..
£4-25
KEF T15
25
..
£5
KEF 8110
..
£750
KEF B200
8-00
..
£
KEF 8139
.•
£ 10 50
Tannoy Monitor Gold 12"
£30-50
Tannoy Monitor Gold IS"
£36.75
Peerless 3-25
..
£ 15 00
Peerless 20-2
..
£ 11-00
Peerless 20-3
..
£ 15.75
Peerless 3-15
..
£ 10.75
Wharfedale Super 10 RS/DD £ 11-95
Wharfedale Super 8 TS/DD £750
Wharfedale 8" Bronze RS/DD .. £4-50
Baxandall-type
cabinet (teak/
walnut, 18"x 1r x10") .. £9-50
, £2
EMI 150 ( P/P 309)
• • 30
•
EMI 350 ( Pe 30p) .. • . £720
EMI 450 ( P/P 30p) • • • . £3.40
EMI I4A/770C ( P/P 75p) .. £ 14-50
EMI I4A/770C, KEF T27, & DN9
(P/P 85p) .. • • • £ 18 75
Fi News May71 "£60 for £25"
Hispeaker kit.

e

STEREO AMPLIFIERS ( P/P 75p)
Amstrad 8000 ..
81715
Armstrong 521
£44.50
Cambridge Audio P100
£ 120-00
Cambridge P40 (Special offer) .. £65-00
Cambridge P50
aeoo
Ferrograph F307 Mk 2 ( Special
offer) ..
845.00
Goodmans Maxamp . £44.00
Philips, BASF and EMI Cassettes.
C60, 55p; C90, 75p; C120, Reel
£1.05.
Feet
BASF
BASF round pack
BASF low noise ..
EMI
PHILIPS ..
SCOTCH ..

SINCLAIR PROJECT 60
£18.50 (P/P 50p)
(I xPZ5, 2X Z30, Stereo 60 pre- amp)
Z30
ZSO
PZ5
PZ6
PZ8
I
CIO
IC12

£3.65
£4.45
£3.98
£645
£495
£2.50
£2 50

44p
48p

TUNER-AMPLIFIERS (P/P El - 00)
Akai AA 6300 ( Special offer) .. £105.00
Armstrong 525
£72.20
Armstong 526
£83.00
Goodmans Module 80 .. £79-95
Nikko STA 301
..
£83.50
Rotel FAX 330A ( Special offer) £70.00
Rotel RX 200 ( Special offer) .. £59.00
Teleton GR 24
..
£26-95
Teleton CR IOT
£26-50
Teleton F2000
..
£33.50
Teleton F2100 .. .. £35.00
Teleton F2300 .. .. £40-50
Teleton R4200 .. .. [36-50
Teleton R4300 LW
..
£43-50
Teleton TFS 50
Teleton CR 55 ( Special offer .. £76-50
Teleton TFS 50AL
£62.00
Wharfedale 100.1 ( Special offer £ 110.00

MOLLARD UNILEX KIT
£11.50 ( P/P 50p)
(
iX EP9002, IX EP9000 I , 2x EP9000)
Booklet 35p post free
Recommended loudspeakers ( P/P 50p)
Celestion P58-9470 8", IS ohm,
£4•98 per pair
Celestion PSI 2-TCI789, 12"
81100 per pair
Spear control panel £3.25 ( P/P ISp)

e LOUDSPEAKER SYSTEMS

SPECIAL
SUMMER
OFFER 2f%
EXTRA DISCOUNT FOR ORDERS
OVER £ 150 ( not for Barclaycard or
Special Offers)

B & W DM I ( untaxed stock only) £25.50
B & W DM3
£53.00
Cambridge Audio R40 Mk 1 & 2
Special offer
..
£52-00
Cambridge Audio R50
£84.50
Celestion 120 ( untaxed stock
only)
..
£ 19.35
Celestion Dicton 15 ( untaxed
stock only)
..
£25•50
Celestion Ditton 25
£50.90
Decca Deram
£ 14.95
Goodmans Maxim
£ 15•90
Goodmans Marimba .. £ 19.25
Goodmans Mambo
£ 18.50
Goodmans Mezzo 3
..
£25.95
Goodmans Magnum K2 .. £32-50
Goodmans Minister ( Special offer £ 18.00
Goodmans Magister
£48.75
KEF Cresta 2
£20-00
KEF Chorale
£27.50
KEF Cadenza
£33.50
KEF Concerto
£45•50
KEF Celeste
..
£23.00
Leak 200 ( untaxed stock only .. £ 19.50
Leak 300 ( untaxed stock only) .. £25-50
Leak 600 .. . • • • • £38.40
Metrosound HFS 20
..
£ 14-95
Minorca (4
34" in 14" x9" x
8r)
£ 10.50
Peak Sound Baxandall £ 16.50
Quad Electrostatic .. £54.50
Rogers Wafer
..
£ 17.00
Tannoy 12" Lancaster .. £49-00
Tannoy 111 LZ
£33.50
Wharfedale Denton .. £ 15-95
Wharfedale Aston .. £21.12
Wharfedale Melton .. £25•20
Wharfedale Super Linton .. £ 19-80
Wharfedale
Triton ( untaxed)
(Special offer) .. £20-00
Wharfedale Dovedale 3 .. £31.75
Wharfedale Rosedale .. £51.00

£45.00
Leak Stereo 30 plus chassis ..
£49 75
Leak Stereo 30 plus cased ..
£55•00
Leak Stereo 70 chassis ..
£60-25
Leak Stereo 70 cased
£50.00
Lux 707 ..
£27.00
Metrosound ST20 ( Special offer)
£29.75
Metrosound ST2OE
£28.50
Nikko TRM 30 ..
£39.50
Nikko TRM 40IC
£47.00
Nikko TRM 50 ..
£79-00
Nikko TRM 1200
£32.50
Peak 840A
£23.50
Philips RH 580 ..
£85-00
Quad 33 & 303 ..
£105•00
Revox ASO
£51.50
Rogers Ravensbourne cased ..
Rogers Ravensbourne chassis ..
£47.50
Rogers Ravensbrook Series 2
£38.50
chassis ..
Rogers Ravensbrook Series 2
£43.75
Teak
£32-00
Rotel 100 ..
£29.00
Rotel RA 310 ( Special offer) ..
Rotel RA 610 ( Special offer) ..
£49.00
£23.50
Sinclair 2000 ..
£25•50
Sinclair 2000 Mk 2
£34-50
Sinclair 3000 ..
£25-50
Teleton GA 101 ..
£20-00
Teleton A105 ..
£20-00
Teleton SAQ 206

6- &

•

COMPLETE STEREO SYSTEMS
(P/P £2•00)
Decca 603/4 & 613/4
£59 00
Decca 1203/4
..
£79 00
Decca Compact 3
£ 109.00
Ekco ZUS..
£ 130 00
Ekco ZU6..
£60 00
Fidelity UAI
..
£80-00
Fidelity UA2
,
.
£35 00
GEC 2805 .. .. .. £62.50
GEC 2807 .. .. ..£95
00
HMV HiFi System 2404/5/6 .. £ 160.00
Hacker GAR 1000SRD/L1000 .. £ 185.00
Marconi Unit 3 .. .. .. £69-50
Metrosound 10-10 ( Special offer) £59 50
Nocturne 73 (Special offer) .. £45 00
Philips GF 417
..
£82-00
Philips GF 823
..
£ 39-95
Philips GF 824 ..
Philips RF 833
..
£55•90
£55 90
Philips RF 834
..
£72 00
Teleton CMS 300
£62 00
Ultra 6405
£69 50

STANDARD PLAY
300

•

P/P
P/P
I2p
PZ8 transformer
12p
£4•95
12p
12p
Stereo 60
129
£775 22p
12p
Q16 £775 35p
12p
AFU ES 00
12p
129

600
El .00
£0.76
_
£0-90
£0-92
£0-80

900

1200

210

£ 130 £ 155
£ 1.01 £ 1.18
_
£ 1.23 £ 1.50
£ 1.23 £ 1.40
LI.05 £ 1.33

44p
34p
43p
409
35p

•

8 TRACK STEREO ( P/P £ 1•25)
Teleton STP 800 .. .. ..
839.50
Akai CR80
Akai CR8OD .. .. .. £71S0
Metrosound SS30 ( Special offer)
&woo

e

STEREO HEADPHONES ( P/P 30p)
AKG K60
..
£ 11 50
AKG KI80
..
£25 00
Akai ASE20
..
E7 25
Akai ASE9S
..
£5.50
Midland SH700 ..
E3 15
Rotel RH600
..
£4.50
Rotel RH7Il
..
£7 50
Teleton SH30IP & 307P
£420

LONG PLAY
4"
5"
5,"
1200
450
900
88p £ 1.25
68p £ 1.01
£ 1.45
63p £ 1.23
68p £ 1.03
55p £ 1.05

£ 1-43
£ 1-12
£ 1•65
£ 1-53
£ 1.30
£ 1.33

1682

1800

300

£2.05
54p
£ 1.74
43p
£2•35 _
£2.10
63p
£ 1-83
53p
£ 1.90
64p

DOUBLE PLAY
4"
5"
Si"
600
1200
1800
£ 1.00 £ 1AO
£0.76 £ 1.18
- £ 1.65
£ 1-08 £ 1-80
£0.95 £ 1.48
£0.95 £ 1-58

£2.02
£ 1-74
£2-30
£2.40
£2.13
£2-10

e

TURNTABLES AND ARMS
(P/P 75p)
£15.50
Audio Technica AT 1005 Mk 2 ..
£2-50
Audio Technica L2 lift ..
£11.95
BSR MP60 chassis
£19-50
BSR MP60 plinth and cover ..
£11.30
BSR 310 ..
£13.50
BSR 510 ..
£16-00
BSR 610 ..
£11.50
dSP25 Mk 3 ( Special offer)
£19.50
G
d AP75
£20.00
G
d AP76 ( Special offer) ..
£16.50
G
d SL6513
£7-00
G
d 5100 and GCM3I
£28.20
G
Goldring 705 complete ( Special
£21.00
offer) ..
£21.00
Goldring G99 chassis
£22.25
Goldring GL 69/2 chassis ..
£32.25
Goldring GL 69/2 p & c
£32.50
Goldring GL 75 chassis ..
£43.25
Goldring GL 75 P and C
£25.00
HT70 TPD3
£44.00
JP T601 with P & C
£7.75
Lenco L69
£10.75
Lenco L75
£14.95
Neat G30B & lift
£54-90
Philips GA 202 type 2 ..
£37.95
Pioneer PLI 2AC
£33.30
SME 2000 plinth system ..
£24.75
SME 3009 and S2 ( Special offer)
£26.50
SME 3009 HE/S2
£27.50
SME 3012 and 52 ( Special offer)
£28.75
SME 3012 HE/S2
£12.15
Sugden SAU2
£1 I - SO
Sugden BD I, kit ..
£33.30
Sugden BD2, SAU2, P & C
£29-50
Thorens TO ISO Mk 2 chassis ..
£39-75
Thorens TO 150A Mk 2
Thorens TO ISOAB Mk 2 ( Special
£41 00
offer) ..
£65.00
Thorens TO 125
£99 90
Thorens TO 125AB

• CARTRIDGES

( P/P 25p)
Audio Technica AT66.7
Audio Technica AT2I S
Audio Technica AT21 X ..
Audio Technica VM 3.5
Audio Technica VM 8.7 ..
Audio Technica AT 33S ..
Audio Technica AT 355 .. • •
Audio Technica AT 35X
ADC 10E ..
B & 0 SPI4
Decca Deram .. • •
Decca Deram Eliptical
Decca C4E
Decca SC4E
Empire 1000ZEX
Empire 999VEX
Empire 999TEX
Empire 999SEX
Empire 999EX
Empire 90EE/X
Empire 999/X ..
Empire 808E ..
Empire 909X
Goldring G800 and G800H
Goldring G800E
Goldring G800 super E ..
Goldring G850 ..
Goldring CS90
Goldring CS9IE
Neat V70 ..
Ortofon MISE ..
Ortofon 5L 15E . . .
Ortofon 2x 15k transf.
Orbit NM22
Shure M3DM
Shure M31 E . .
Shure M32E
Shure M44.7 and . 5
Shure M44E
Shure M5SE
Shure M7SEJT2
Shure M75.6T2
Shure M8OES
Shure M75GT2
Shure M91 E .
Shure M92E
Shure M93E
Shure V15/2 imp.
Shure M75E Type 1 ..
Sonotone 9TAHC also G
Sugden SCU I
Teleton NM 33 ..

£5•12
£7.25
£12.75
£11-50
£7.95
£8.90
£16.25
£20.75
£30.00
£6.90
£4.95
£5.30
£18.00
£25•95
£49.95
£34-50
£21-50
£16.80
£12-70
£7.70
£9.85
£9.95
£7-10
£7-50
£12.99
£19.25
£4.50
£4-25
£6.50
£3.75
£23.00
£23-00
£5.35
£3.75
£5.75
£9.90
£9.00
£8.15
£9.90
£10.90
£15.60
£13.00
£17-50
£14.00
£16.25
£14.50
£14.25
£28.75
£17.00
£2.12
£5•35
£3.75

TRIPLE PLAY
2400

450
8Sp

900
£1.20

£2-45
£2.18
£2•85
£3-30
£2.98
£2.83

1800
£2.00

989
65p
939

£1.63
£1.53
£1.50

£2.80
£2.50

2400
£2.45

3600
£3.05

FERROGRAPH DOLBY
We are proud to announce that
R.EW.AudioVisual Co. have been
appointed distributors.
FIRST AGAIN
R.E.W. are pleased to announce that the first reel to
reel tape recorder with built-in Dolby noise reduction
system is now available to the public.
The Ferrograph—Dolby is the first machine to offer
true high fidelity on 4 track recordings at 31- i.p.s.
Also for the professional user, the Ferrograph—Dolby
gives studio quality at a reasonable cost.
The range of Ferrograph—Dolby Tape Recorders,
which carry the incomparable Ferrograph 3 year
guarantee, can be seen at either R.E.W. Showroom.
FERROGRAPH SERIES 7
This famous range brings professional quality to the
Hi -Fi enthusiast. Series 7 machines are always in
stock at R.E.W.

Dolby 713. Mono 2track Tape Recorder. £226.27
Dolby 713H. Mono 2 track high speed Tape Recorder. £235.95
Dolby 702/4. Stereo 2 or 4track tape Unit. £272.25
Dolby 702H. Stereo 2track high speed Tape Unit. £281.93
Dolby 722/4. Stereo 2 or 4 track Tape Recorder. £308.55
Dolby 722H. Stereo 2 track high speed Tape Recorder £318.23
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R.E.W. AUDIO VISUAL CO., West End Showrooms:
146 Charing Cross Road, WC2. Tel: 01-836 3365
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Headquarters, Showrooms and Mail Order:
266-8 Upper Tooting Road, Lon don SW17.
Tel: 01-672 4471/2 and 9175
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SPECIAL
OFFERS!
ROTEL FAX 330A STEREO SYSTEM
•
ti 00 II 111 NS
•
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-, MAXAMP 30 high fidelity 15+15 SAVE
GOODMANS
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STEREOMAX
TUNER.

AM/FM

'

SYSTEMS

Excellent opportunity to

tremely large savings.
price £ 136.52.

MAXIMS
£140 pr. Carr. 50p.

Price

ry 4'

f

4...,.

MARIMBA
£35.00 pr. Carr. 50p.

£ 17.50 the pair plus LI cam

3000 STEREO FM TUNER
AMP. Normal price £77-73.
Our price Walnut E49.97;
Teak £55.97, carr. 50p.

.0-ecèe:fo:

oouuu
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SUGGESTED SYSTEM
GOODMANS 3000 TUNER AMPLIFIER. GARRARD SP25 III
in plinth and cover fitted with Goldring G800 Cartridge. Pair
of Wharfedale Denton Speakers. Necessary leads. All in
matching walnut. Total Rec. Price £ 154.68.
Our Price
£6.45. Carr. £ 1.50.

-

-

TELETON HIT-PARADE R-8
AM- FM STEREO TUNER
AMPLIFIER

=

Check these features. 5+5 watt r.m.s. output. Full medium
wave and FM radio coverage with bu It in stereo decoder.
Controls: Treble, Bass, Balance, Volume, Selector, Tuning.
Front Panel stereo headphone sockets. Input for Gram ( Crystal/
Ceramic) and Tape. 8ohm Speaker output. Latest Slimline size
16r x9" X r. Luxurious Oiled Walnut veneered finish. 230v
A.C. operation.
CASH PRICE £27.50.

•

MAGNUM K-2
a I .00 ea. Carr. 50p.
MAGISTER
£39-95 each. Carr. LI

BARGAI NS
Unrepeatable

Carr. [ I.

Offers!

TELETON SAQ-206 STEREO AMPLIFIER

i • cj p

4000D STEREO
TAPE DECK
4 track stereo/mono
record/playback.
2 speeds. 3 heads.
Today's leading tape
deck for use with existing hi fi system
List Price £89.95. Our Price £66.90
Carr. 50p.
OTHER AKAI PRODUCTS IN STOCK
1710L Stereo Recorder .. £59.95
X18005D Reel/8-track S/Rec. .. £ 119.25
X- 200D
£ 114.50
4000 Stereo Recorder ..
E84 20
CS50 Cassette Stereo Recorder £ 105 75
CSSOD Cassette Stereo Deck .. £91 45
CR80 8- track Stereo Recorder £88 50
CR8OD 8-track Stereo Deck . £73.00
ADM Microphone ( pair) £8.95
Carriage 50p extra
TUNER AMPLIFIERS
AA620040
£79
AA6300
(98 70
AA6600
£ 107.80
AA8500 ........£17400
Carriage 50p extra.

Output 4 watts per channel. Excellent
reception, AFC, built-in MPX.
Cer/
XTAL Input. Total List £50.25. Our
Price £ 9.95. Carr. 524p. Also available
with G
d 2025T/C Record Changer,
Plinth, cover and stereo cartridge. Ready
wired. £42-50. £ 1.

e

e

TELETON CRIOT AM/FM STEREO
TUNER AMPLIFIER with matching
SAI003 Speaker Systems

TELETON F.2000 AM/FM STEREO
TUI, ER A.+PLIFIER

Rank Rotel FAX 330A AM/FM Stereo
Tuner Amplifier incorporating all
the latest facilities and giving 17+17
watts r.m.s. output. Garrard AP76
Turntable fitted with Goldring 0800
Magnetic Cartridge and housed
in teak veneer plinth with cover.
Pair of Wharfedale Triton Loudspeakers.
Complete
with
all
necessary leads.

n

Total Rec. Price
£206.90.
Our
£
Price

129.35
Carr. & Ins.
£I.50.

n

=We**
All other Sinclair products in stock.
2000 Amplifier, £241.50. Carr. 374p.
3000 Amplifier, £ 1.50. Carr. 374p.
Neoteric Amplifier, E45-974. Carr. 374p.

ALL MODELS BRAND NEW IN FACTORY
SEALED CARTONS AND FULLY GUARANTEED

*The list price of these models will be considerably more after
August 2nd due to Purchase Tax Levy.

j_c_j 0_

Latelt exciting release. Brand new model,
beautifully styled with walnut case. 6+6
watts r.m.s. Switched inputs for Mag.,
Xtal, aux. tape. Incorporates volume,
bass, treble and sliding balance control,
scratch filter and loudness control. Rec.
list £29. Our Price E18- SO. Carr. 37p.
SUGGESTED SYSTEM
SAQ-206 amplifier, SP25 Ill, plinth and
cover. G800 cartridge, pair Di 3 way
speakers. Total rec. list £81. Our Price
£55•95 Carr. £ 1.50.

-

(Carr 50p Pair Extra)
List Price Our Price
Wharfedale Tritons *Teak .. £59.90 pr £35.95 pair
Wharfedale Dentons Walnut £ 39.90 pr £ 6.95 pair
Leak 200 * Teak
(49-90 pr£1 - 95 pair
Leak 300 "Teak
C65-00 pr £40.95 pair

RECORD DECKS

1720L STEREO
RECORDER
Latest model, just released!
All
transistor. 3 speeds. 4
track
stereo/mono
record/playback.
3+3 watts output. L
List
Price £97.21.
Our Price £62.50. Carr. 50p.
XS000 STEREO
RECORDER
Silicon transistors/IC 4i>"..
/
amplifier 3 speeds.
4 track stereo/mono
record/playback.
Cross Field head recording system. 6+6
watts output.
X5000L
Leather
cloth finish.
X5000W Walnut finish cabinet .List Price
£177-97. Our Price £ 112.50. Carr. SOp.

£75
A REALLY
FIRST CLASS
SYSTEM
OFFERED AT
A FANTASTIC SAVING!

SINCLAIR PROJECT 60
2x Z30 amplifier, stereo 60 pre- amp. PZ5
power supply £ 16.75. Carr. 374p. Or
with PZ6 power supply, £ 18•85. Carr.
374p. 2x Z50 amplifier, stereo 60 preamp. PZ8 power supply, £20.25. Carr.
374p. Transformer for PZ8, L'2.974 extra.
Add to any of the above £1.1374 for active
filter unit and £16 for a pair of QI6
speakers. Project 60 FM Tuner, £20.974
Carr. 374p

SPEAKER

Carr. 50p.

AKAI

MEZZO Ill
£23•95 ea. Carr. 50p.

FANTASTIC

COMPLETE STEREO SYSTEM R-8 AM/FM TUNER AMP. with
Garrard 2025 T/C Record Changer, Plinth, Cover and Sonotone
9TAHCD Stereo Cartridge and apair of G.W.S. 3-way Speakers.
CASH PRICE £53.40.

MINISTERS
£8-50 pr. Carr. 50p.

SUGGESTED SYSTEM
Goodrnans Maxamp 33 and
Stereomax Tuner, Garrard
AP76 with plinth and cover
and G800 Cartridge, pair of
Goodmans
Magnum
K.2
speakers, all in matching teak.
List £257. I
3.
Our Price
£167.50. Carriage Free.

SPECIAL PURCHASE EXCLUSIVE TO US! COMPARES
WITH OTHER UNITS AT TWICE THE PRICE

•
•

MAMBO
£2.50 pr. Carr. 50p.

Total rec.
Our

SAVE

SPEAKER

STEREO

purchase these two items at ex- • :
list

•
•

£89

watt r.m.s. amplifier and matching

BSR
Mini Mono:
£4.97
C129* .. £6.70
MP60
£ 11.30
610
£ 15•15
510
£ 12 47
310
£ 10 55
MP TPD I
£ 18 75
MP60 TPD2
£ 17 55
610 TPD1
£22.12
510 TPDI
£20 19
210 Packa,e. £ 11.30
HT 70
.
£ 16 60
HT 70 Package .. £24 00
GARRA RD
A413 II* .. £840
2025 TiC•
£8.50
3500* .. £9.75
SP25 Ill .. £ 11-30
A70 11 .. £ 11.97
SL65B
£ 14.40
SP76
£20.20
SL7213
£25.00
SL75B
£27 50
SL9513
£37.00
401
£28.40
PIONEER
PL I2AC .. £36.50
;Mono Cartridge. • Stereo
Cartridge.
All
others
less Cartridge.
carriage
50p extra, any model.

u

SPEAKER ' SECONDS'
Slight cabinet differ
entes
only-otherwise
perfect. Brand New and
Guaranteed.
Teak or
walnut as available.
LEAK 200 £26 00 pair
LEAK 300 £32 50 pair
TRITONS £ 800 pair
Carriage 50p pair extra
RECORD DECK
PACKAGES

Decks supplied ready wired
in teak veneered plinth and
cover with cartridge.
G
d
2025TC
with
Sonotone 9TAHCD, £ 13.95
Garrard SP25 Ill with Goldring G800, £1845. (
The
above two models also
available with new metal
plinth.)
Garrard AP76 with Goldring G800, £ 015.
BSR
MP60 with Audio Technica
AT.55, £ 1•00.
Goldring
GL69/2 with Goldring G800
07.50. Goldring GL75 with
Gold ring
G800,
£45.50.
Goldring GL75 with Goldring G800E, 1.50-00. Carriage 50p extra any model.

PLINTHS & COVERS

TEAK BASE AND
PERSPEX COVER
I. For SP25, SL65, SL55,
3000, 2025TC/, 2025, 1000,
£-75. (
Model Ialso available with new metal case.)
2. For AP76, SL75. £
4-95.
3. For SP25, etc. to operate
with lid in place, ells.
4. For BSR McDonald range
£15.
Carriage 37p extra, each
type
F.M. TUNER

Transistor High Quality.
6X4x24. 3 I.F. stages.
Double- tuned discriminator.
Ample output to feed most
amps.
Operates on 9V
battery. 88-108 Mc/s.
Ready built. £ S•374. P & P
124p.
Adnotor. £4.97;

TELETON TFS.50 AM/FM STEREO
TUNER AMPLIFIER
Probably the most popular budget Tuner/
Amp. and now offered at a ridiculous low
price. 5 watts r.m.s. per channel. Tape/
Cer. phono inputs. AFC/Built-in MPX.
List £ 51. Our Price oeso. Carr. 50p.
SUGGESTED SYSTEM
F.2000, Garrard 2025T/C Changer fitted
stereo cartridge, with plinth and cover
and pair of G.W.S. 3- way speakers. Total
Rec. Price £ 7.734. Our Price £S6-40.
Carr. LI.

e

e

15 watts r.m.s, per channel. Widely reviewed and a recommended purchase
Our Price cseoo. Carr. 50p.
SUGGESTED SYSTEM
TES.50, SP25 III, 0800, plinth and cover,
pair of Wharfedale Super Linton speakers.
Total rec. list, £ 160.40.
Our Price
£114•45. Carr. LI.50.

e

e

G. W. SMITH
&Co. ( Radio) Ltd.
ALSO SEE OPPOSITE PAGE
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CASH DISCOUNT HI-FIDELITY SALES!
SAVE UP TO 33*% AND MORE!
Al! items brand new in makers cartons and fully guaranteed. Shop personally at any of our three Central West End Shops or order•by mail.
Carriage & Packing SOp extra. Arms only 25p Cartridges onlyl 2-1p
STEREO AMPLIFIERS
Amstrad 8000
..
£ 17 .50
Armstrong 521 ..• •
E42.50
Arena F2I2
.
•
[28.00
Cambridge P.40.•
£ 65-00
Cambridge P.50.•
£ 72.50
Dulci 207.•
£ 17.00
Dulci 207M•
.
£ 20.95
Ferrcgraph F.307, Mk. II
£44.00
Goocmans Maxamp
£ 38.00
Leak 30+ Chassis .. £ 43.00
Leak 30+ Case
..
£47-95
Leak 70 Chassis
£ 52.00
Leak 70 Case
..
£ 56.95
Linear LT 66
..
£ 16.80
HL Nova 7-.-7 .. .. £ 18.95
Metrosound ST20 ( ST2OE £29.50) £ 24.95
Nikko TRM30
..
£29.97
Nikko TRM40
..
£ 39.50
Nikko TRM50
..
[49.50
Nikko TRM1200 .. £ 85.00
Peak Sound 840A
£ 30.00
Philips RH580
£ 23.00
Philips RH590
..
£ 39.50
Philips RH59I
..
£ 61.50
Pioneer SA500
..
£ 41.95
Pioneer SA700 .. .. £ 68.95
Pioneer SA900 .. .. £ 95.95
Pioneer Reverb
£ 32.50
Rogers Ravensbrook II Chassis £ 36.50
Rogers Ravensbrook II Case .. £ 41-50
Rogers Ravensbourne Chassis £ 45.95
Rogers Ravensbourne Case .. £ 49.50
Rote 100 Amp.
£ 35 .50
Rote RA3I0
£ 32.50
Sacom SA.500
..
£24.00
Sansiii AU.
I01
£ 32.97
Sinclair 2000
..
£ 24.50
Sinclair 3000 .. .. £ 31.50
Sinclair Neoteric .. £45.97
Sugden A5I/C21 .. £ 102.50
Sugden A2I Mk 11
..
£ 52.50
Teleton GAI01
..
£24.97
Tripretone 800 Mk 11 . .. £29.97
Sansui & Trio- Full range in stock.
TUNERS
Arera F2I Iwith Decoder
Arm..trong 523 AM/FM
Arm..trong 524 FM ..
Arm..trong ma Decoder
Dulc. FMT7
Dulc FMT7S Stereo ..
Goodmans Stereo Max
Leak Stereofetic Chassis
Leak Stereofetic Case
Nikko FAMIO
Nikko FAMI2
Nikko FAMI4
Pioneer TX500
Pioneer TX700
Pion.ser TX900
Revue A75 .. .
Rogers Ravensbrook Chassis
Rogers Ravensbrook Case ..
Rogers Ravensbourne Chassis
Rogers Ravensbourne Case ..
Rotel 120ST ..
Teleion GT101 ..

£38.00
£40.50
£31.75
£7.97
£21.25
£28.20
£49.95
£50.00
£56-80
£42.00
£55.80
£79.50
£61.00
£86.60
£118.50
£142.00
£36.60
£39.50
£46.15
£51.95
£38.50
£31.95

PICK-UP ARMS
AD3)9K with AD76K Mag Cart
Audio Technica AT- I005
Decca Mk 1Super Arm
Decca International
Gold ring 175
Golcring L69
Neat G30
Neat G30B
Ortcfon RS2I2
SME 3009 II with Shell
SME 3012 II with Shell

£7.67
£15.65
£6.85
£20.33
£9.97
£6.75
£11.52
£13.45
£24.90
£25.00
£28.00

STEREO HEADPHONES
Akai ASE 95
..
£5.50
Koss K6
..
..
£9.95
Koss PRO4AA
..
£22.50
Pioneer 5E30 .. • • £9.45
Pioneer 5E50 .. .. £ 14.97
Rotel RH7 I1
..
£ 7 47

COMPACT SYSTEMS
Deccasound 603
£57 75
Marconi Unit 4
£64.47
£67 35
Marconi Unit 3
Metrosound 10-10
£62.50
Teleton 2S6OF
£56-00
VVyndsor System
£43.30

Send S.A.E. for full discount price list and
Dackage deals list. Please send enquiries
for any item not listed. Quotations given.
All prices correct at time of press.
SPEAKER SYSTEMS
Arena HT.I9 .
£6.97
Arena HT.I7 Mk 11
£10.50
Arena HT.7 Mk 11
£14.75
Arena HT.I0
£18.50
£21.00
Arena HT.20 Mk 11
£65.00
Arena HT.26
Arena HT.25
£130.00
Arena HT.27
£14.25
Arena HT.28
£13-25
BW. DM I
£25.50
BW. DM3
£49.95
BW. 70 Monitor
£115.00
Cambridge R40
£53.00
Cambridge R50
£87.50
Celestion Ditton 120 ( Pair)
£34.65
Celestion Ditton 15
£25.00
Celestion Ditton 25
£50.95
Decca Derarn pair
£27-98
Dulci AS3
£7.25
£11.50
Dulci ASS
Elan E65
£8-45
Goodmans Maxim ..
£15•70
£32.50
Goodmans Mambo ( pr.)
Goodmans Mezzo Ill ..
£23.95
Goodmans Magnum K2
£31.00
Goodmans Minister pair
£38.50
Goodmans Magister
£39.95
Jordan- Watts Jumbo ..
£17.25
KEF-prices on request.
Keletron KN500 ( pr.) ..
£16.95
Keletron KN700 ( pr.) ..
£19.95
Keletron KNI000/4
£13.95
Keletron KNI500/4
£18.95
£20.95
Keletron KN2000/4
Keletron KNI2313
£16.80
Leak Mini- Sandwich ( pr.)
£40.90
Leak 200 ( pr.) ..
£31.95
Leak 300 ( pr.) ..
£40 95
Leak 600
£36.90
Metrosound HSF103 Pair
£17.95
Metrosound HSF202 pair
£15.95
Richard Allan Chacone
£18-50
Richard Allan Pavane ..
£29.00
£20.62
Richard Allan Flamenco
£39.00
Rogers Ravensbrook ( pr.)
£26.50
Rogers Ravensbourne
£17.95
Ste- Ma 400 ..
£47.50
Tannoy Ir Lancaster ..
£52.00
Tannoy IF Lancaster ..
£34-00
Tannoy III LZ
£12-87
Tripletone Concerto ..
Wharfedale Denton ( pr) Walnut
£26.95
Wharfedale Super Linton ( pr.)
£39.50
Wharfedale Dovedale Ill ..
£31.75
Wharfedale Melton ..
£24.25
Wharfedale Rosedale ..
£48.50
£40.40
Wharfedale Aston Pair
Wharfedale Triton Pair
£44.75

TUNER AMPLIFIERS
Akai-All models in stock- See opposite
Alpha Arena RI50
£48.10
Alpha Arena R500
£64.50
Arena T1500F Magnetic MPX
£62.50
Armstrong 525 FM ..
[71.70
Armstrong 526 AM/FM
£81.30
Goodmans 3000 Walnut
£49-97
Goodmans Module 80 ..
£76.95
Nikko STA301
£86-60
Nikko STA501
£103-50
Nikko STA701
£115.00
Philips RH78I
£56.80
Philips RH790
£107.80
Philips RH882
£86.60
Pioneer KX330
£64.50
Pioneer SX440
£87.60
Pioneer LX440
£91.40
Pioneer SX770
£121.25
Pioneer SX990
£149.00
Pioneer SX ISOO
£171.30
Pioneer SX2500
£24000
Pioneer SX9000
£211.75
Rogers Raversbrook Chassis ..
£82.50
Rogers Raversbrook Case ..
£89.97
..
£64.95
Rotel RX200
Rotel No. 130
£65.00
Rotel FAX 330A
£67.35
Rotel FAX 550A
£79.50
Rotel FAX 660A
£86.60
Teleton CR IOT
£25.97
Teleton TFS50
..
£56.00
Wharfedale 100.1 .. £114.50
Sansui and Trio- Full range in stock
MAGNETIC CARTRIDGES
All stereo with diamond
Teleton NM33
£382
Orbit NM22
£3.60
Eagle LCO5
£4.20
Eagle LCO7
£5•90
Audio Development AD76K
£3.85
Audio Development AD96K
£4.95
B and 0 SPI
£5.30
Band 0 SPI4
£6.70
Neat V60 MH
£6.95
Neat V60 MHE
£9.45
£3.82
Neat V70
Neat V70E
£6.55
Goldring G-850
£4.25
Goldring G-800
£6.55
Goldring G- 800H
£6.55
Goldring G- 800E
£10-55
Goldring G-800 Super E
£14.92
Audio TechnIca AT55
£3.82
£4.95
Audio Technica AT66 L/C
£4.95
Audio Technica AT66 5
£4.95
Audio Technica AT66 7
£9.60
Audio Technica AT21
£9.60
Audio Technica AT2IS
Audio Technica AT33
£9.02
Audio Technica AT2I X
£14.92
£15•88
Audio Technica AT35
£19.25
Audio Technica AT35X
£22.87
Ortofon SL I5E
Ortofon 2x15K Trans
£5.25
Shure M3DM
£4 77
Shure M-3 1 - E
£8.70
Shure M- 32-E
£8.04
£7.90
Shure M-44-5
£7.45
Shure M-44-7
£7.45
Shure M- 44-C
£8.70
Shure M- 44-E
£9.40
Shure M- 55-E
Shure M- 75-E Type 2 ..
£15-40
Shure M- 75-E1 Type 2 ..
£14.20
£12.85
Shure M- 75-G Type 2
£12-27
Shure M75(6) Type 2
Shure V- I5- Type 11 ..
£28.88
Shure M75E-95G Type 2
£16.90
Empire- Full range stocked
Full range of styli in stock.

SPEAKER KITS

Richard Allan Twin Assembly..
Richard Allan Triple Assembly
Richard Allan Super Triple ..
Wharfedale Unit 3 ..
Wharfedale Unit 4 ..
Wharfedale Unit 5

£15.97
£31.87
£9.05
£16-80
£19-80
£10.10
[13.50
£19.50

TAPE DECKS AND RECORDERS
Ferrograph 702/704
£180.50
Ferrograph 722/724
£204-50
Philips N2202
£21-65
Philips 4303
£ 33.65
Philips 2205
£ 33-65
Philips 4307
£ 37.50
Philips 4308
£ 48.45
Philips 4407
£ 86.60
Philips 4404
..
£ 71-20
Teleton TCRI30
£ 31.90
Teleton FXB510D
£ 47.50
Wharfedale DC9
£ 93.35

Or.W.SMITH lc CO.( MM,O) LTD
27 TOTTENHAM CT. RD. LONDON, W.1
3 LISLE STREET, LONDON, W.C.2
34 LISLE STREET, LONDON, W.C.2
311 EDGWARE ROAD. LONDON. W.2

eel"

OPEN 9-6 MONDAY TO SATURDAY

Tel:
Tel:
Tel:
Tel:

01-636
01-437
01-437
01-262

3715
8204
9155
0387

1685

All Mail Orders to11- 12. Paddington Green.
London. W.2
Tel 01-262 6562

RECORD DECKS
BSR McDonald MP60
£11-30
BSR McDonald 610 ..
£15-15
BSR McDonald 510 ..
£12.47
BSR McDonald 310 .. .
£10.55
Connoisseur- Full range stocked
Decca de Luxe
.
£15-75
Decca Studio Turntable ..
£33.15
Garrard- see separate section
Goldring GL69/2
£ 21.25
Goldring GL69P/2
£2850
Goldring Plinth 69
£. 00
Goldring Lid 69
£3•40
Goldring G99 ..
£21.97
Goldring GL75
£29.97
Goldring GL75P
£38.50
Goldring Plinth 75
£7.00
Goldring Lid 75
£3.40
Pioneer PL I2AC
£36.50
Pioneer PLA25
£67.35
Thorens TD150A
£34.60
Thorens TD150AB Mk II
£41.35
Thorens TX1 ICover ..
£3.77
Thorens TDI25
£59-65
Thorens TDI25AB
£94.25
Thorens TX25 Cover ..
£6.70
CHASSIS SPEAKERS
Goodmans 8P ..
Goodmans 10P ..
Goodmans UP
Goodmans 15P .
Goodmans I8P ( 91/100)
Goodmans Axiom 10 ..
Goodmans Twin Axiom 10
Goodmans Axiom 201 ..
Goodmans Axiom 301 ..
Goodmans Axiom 401..
Goodmans Audiom 51
Goodmans Audiom 61
Goodmans Audiom 81
Goodmans Unilex 8 ..
Goodmans Trebax 100
Goodmans Trebax 5K/20XL • •
Goodmans Midan 650 .. • •
Goodmans X05000 . •
Goodmans X0950 ..
Goodmans X0950/5000
Goodmans Attenuator
Goodmans ARU 172 ..
Tannoy Monitor Gold IT
Tannoy Monitor Gold 15" • •
WB. HF8I2
WB. HF8I6
WB. HFI012
WB. HFI016
•
•
WB. HF1214
WB. T8I2/67
WB. T359
Wharfedale 8" Bronze RS/DD
Wharfedale Super 8 RS/DD
Wharfedale Super 10 RS/DD

£4.39
£4.78
£9.60
£15•00
£24.95
£7.50
£7 95
£10.50
£14.75
£12.50
L9.50
£13-50
£22.95
£2.47
£6.05
£7.27
£9.25
£1 97
£5.25
£6.95
£2.50
£3.25
£30.00
£36.00
£5.35
£8 75
£6.42
£10.25
£13.95
£6.62
£2.26
£3.85
£6.75
£11.10

SLOT STEREO
Akai CR80
Akai CR8OD
Metrosound 448
Metrosound SS30
Pioneer TP83 ( Car) ..
Pioneer HR82 ( Horne) ..
Teleton STP800

£88.50
£73.00
£45.35
£65.50
£31.30
£72.20
£42.97

•
••

LATEST CATALOGUE
New 6th edition giving full details of a
comprehensive range of HI-FI EQUIPMENT, COMPONENTS, TEST EQUIPMENT and COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT.
FREE DISCOUNT COUPONS
VALUE 50p. 272 pages, fully illustrated
and detailing thousands of items at
bargain prices.

Ni Fidelity,
Eleitresa
tompeneorts
ativripateet
tutelage,'

11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

SEND •
•
NOW! •
STILL 11
11
ONLY 11
11
37+p 11
11
p&p 10p 11
11

•
•••••••••••••••••••••••••

Wequipmentdributed
th oughout
th world

SONICu

EC 111110 and
1
)1111T01;1111 )1111,

All
Equipment
Unused
and tested

IYEAR GUARANTEE

before
despatch

Mail Order Specialists
Free Technical Advice

I1 \ 11011 1101 SE. Ii11111 \ 1111,11
\ \.‘1 .6. ( No ral l(.r-)

AMPLIFIERS P & P 70p.

••
•.
.•
••
••
••
••

Leak Stereo 30+ (Chassis) ..
Leak Stereo in teak case
Leak Stereo 70 ( Chassis) ..
Leak Stereo 70 in teak case ..
Rogers Ravensbourne (Teak) ..
Rogers Ravensbrook Mk II (Teak)
Metrosound ST20
Sansui 101

Rec.
Price

£56.52

Our
Price

£62.50
£69.00
£75-00
£64.00
£52.50
£36.00

£40.00

£1675
£51.75
£S6.95
£61.75
£52.95
£44.75
£28.75
£31.75

£66.50
£72.50
£44.50
£68.16
£77.46

£5575
£59.75
£3795
£59.75
£67 50

TUNERS P & P 70p.

WESTERN AUSTRALIA

HONG KONG

Leroya Industries Pty, Ltd
266 Hay Street,
Subiaco

The Radio People Ltd,
25 Chatham Road,
Kowloon.

BELGIUM

JAMAICA

Ets. Van Der Heyden,
Moorselbaan 149,
Aalst

P. Kalidas Ltd,
82-84 Knutsford Boulevard,
Kingston

CANADA

JAPAN
Lux Corporation,
2-22 Nagabashi-Dori,
Nishinari-ku,
Osaka.

Trans Atlantic
Electronics Ltd,
1789 Cardinal Avenue,
Dorval,
Quebec.
DENMARK
A S SO & HOyem,
Trommesalen 2, 3. sal,
1614 KObenhavn V.

Atlas Sound Co,
118 & 126 Market Street,
Multi-Storey
Car Park Building.

EIRE

SOUTH AFRICA
Impectron Pty, Ltd,
yogas House,
123 Pritchard Street,
Johannesburg.

FRANCE
SPAIN
Vieta Audio Electronica SA,
Diputacion 317.
Barcelona 9.

GERMANY
Transientone
Electronic GMBH,
4920 Lemgo,
Englebert Kampfer Str. 27,
Postfach 226.
GREECE
Chr. Masselos,
7Sikinou Street,
Athens 804
HOLLAND
Audioscript.
Nteuw Loosdrechtsedijk 92,
Loosdrecht.

TUNER AMPS P & P 70p.
Wharfedale 100.1
Good mans module 80
Pioneer LX 440
Sansui 200 ..
Sansui 300 ..
Sansui 800.
Nivico S.E.A.5016

£149.00 £ 119 00
£95.00 £83.00
£I17.00 £99.50
£90.00 £74 75
£I05-00
£89.75
£161.00 £ 139 75
£135.00 £ 114.75

'

TURNTABLES/DECKS P & P 70p.
B.S.R. MP60
Thorens TD150 AB ..
Goldring GL7SP
Goldring GL69P Mk 11 ..
Pioneer PL 12 ..
G
d SP25 Mk Ill ..
G
d AP76
401 Motor

£26-00 £20.95
£55-25 £47.75
£52.00 £42.75
£40.00
£33•75
£50.00 £41•75
£16.00 £ 12 75
£26•25 £21.95
£38.00
Ell 75

PICK-UP ARMS P & P 40p.

SINGAPORE

Centriesound Ltd,
2 Lincoln Place,
Dublin 2.

Reditec,
27 ter, Rue Du Progres,
93 Montreuil.

Leak Stereofetic ( Chassis) ..
Leak Stereofetic in teak case
Philips RH 690 ..
Pioneer TX 500
Sansui TU 555 ..

Goldring L75 ..
S.M.E. 3009 ..
S.M.E. 3oI2
Audio Technica A
.T1005 Mk 11

Shure M55E
Shure M7SE
Shure M31 E .
Shure VI5 E. Mk .
11 imp.
Audio Technica AT66.7
Goldring 850

£13•00
£21.31
£12-05

£10
£16
£10
£30
£6
£5

£4100
£7.00
£6-50

95
75
31
95
12
45

AUDIO OUTFITS P & P 90p.
Fidelity U.A.I
Fidelity Music roaster .
Standard STM IL

.. £ 107.00 £85 95
.. £46-00 £ 36 95
.. £70.98 £S8 95

CASSETTE RECORDERS P & P 40p.
Dansette DCT 105
Philips 2205 ..
Philips 2202 ..
Standard T 119
Standard 183 ( Inc. Radio)
Philips RR 392 ( Inc. Radio)
PORTABLE RADIOS P & P 40p.

Svensk Audioprodunon ab,
Fack,
221 01 Lund.

Dansette Cambridge ..
Dansette Tempo
Fidelity Rad 15 MW/LW/FM
Marconiphone 4168 MW/LW/FM
Marconiphone 4170 MW/LW/FM/SW

USA
Linear Devices Inc.,
148 French Street,
New Brunswick,
New Jersey 08901.

£11.25
£25.75
£29•95
£1575

CARTRIDGES P & P 20p.

SWEDEN

SWITZERLAND
Hi Fi Electronics,
ldastrasse 3,
8003 Zurich.

£14.00
£34.50
£37.00
£19.75

•

•

£22-95
£43•50
£29.90
£3 I .00
£45.50
£57.00

£1795
£3675
£2375
£2575
£3775
£4495

cieso

£12•75
£12-75
£17.95
£17.45
£26.95

£15.50
£23-00
£22•05
£34.00

PORTABLE TV P & P 90p.
Standard TWU 65 12" Mains/Car ..

£78.00 £62.75

N.B. Goods found to be faulty wilt be replaced immediately

SONICUS,

Lynwood House, Kilburn High Rd

London, N.W.6.

Please send the following goods.
Item

C

( Inc. P & P)

Name
Address

and leading
kir-Fi dealers in
thé United Kingdom

(HFN)

ers

the pleasur

(V)
PIONEER
This is the real sound of music —
devastating, true high fidelity in
depth stereo sound. Stereo recordings come alive with sound
so pure from top treble to deep

4
4
-

bass. It's an incredible new
achievement in the world of
sound.
1 PL•12AC TURNTABLE Aprecision built turntable for perfection in stereo reproduction.
2 SX-9000 TUNER / AMPLIFIER. A 240W AM/
FM/MPX stereo receiver with built-in reverberation unit.
3 SE- 50 STEREO HEADPHONES Enjoy " youare- there" realism at the volume you want,
anywhere and anytime.
4 H- R82 8- TRACK RECORD & PLAYBACK UNIT
A compact, versatile performer using 8- track
stereo cartridges.
5T-600 TAPE DECK With 0.5 second auto
reverse. Now capture even the longest
symphony or jazz festival.
6 CS- 66 LOUDSPEAKERS Just one of a
range — all producing
arich, new dimension
to stereo sound.

For illustrated literature and address of your
nearest stockist. Write to: Dept. HEN 2
SHRIRO (
UK) LTD HI-FI DIVISION
RUSSELL SQUARE, LONDON, W.C.1

WORLD LEADERS IN HI- FIDELITY

AUDIO SERVICES CRASH ...
INTO THE CASH DISCOUNT BUSINESS WITH LOWEST POSSIBLE PRICES!
(We just love the competition!)
No connection with any other " Audio services" Eastern, Western, Northern or SOUTHERN!

Buy your equipment from an old established Specialist Hi Fi Shop of the highest possible reputation.
MAIL ORDER OR CASH & CARRY
OUR PRICE
£42 95
£47-00
£43 15
£47 95
£51.95
£56.95
£29-50
£36.50
£41 70
£46 80
£49 25
£23 90
£45.90
£53.45

Rogers Ravensbrook cased
..
£38 90
Rogers Ravensbourne cased
£51 45
Sugden R51
.. Price on application

..
£ 70 95
..
£ 79 95
..
£72 00
Prices on application
£122.50

CARTRIDGES
Goldring 800
..
£ 695
Goldring 800E
..
£10 95
Shure V15
£ 29 00
Shure 75E Type 2
£ 15 00
Shure 91E
£ 14 30
Shure 55E
£920

AMPLIFIERS
Armstrong 521
Ferrograph F307 Mk II ..
Leak 30+ chassis ..
Leak 30+ cased
Leak 70 chassis ..
Leak 70 cased ..
Metrosound ST20
Rogers Ravensbrook chassis
Rogers Ravensbrook cased ..
Rogers Ravensbourne chassis
Rogers Ravensbourne cased
Sinclair 2000
Sinclair Neoteric
Sugden A21
TUNER AMPLIFIERS
Armstrong 525
Armstrong 526
Goodmans Module 80
Tandberg ..
Wharfedale 100.1
TUNERS
Armstrong 523 ..
Armstrong 524 ..
Leak Stereofetic chassis
Leak Stereofetic cased

.•
.•
.•
••

£41-45
£32.45
£51.70
£57.95

TURNTABLES
B.S.R. MacDonald MP60 chassis .. £ 11 65
B.S.R. MacDonald MP60 with base and cover £ 18.85
Garrard 401
..
£28 90
Garrard Zero 100
.. Price on application
Goldring GL69
£23 00
Goldnng GL69P and cover
..
£34 20
Goldring GL75
£ 34 35
Goldring GL75P and cover
..
£ 44 70
Thorens TD150AB and cover
£ 45 45
Thorens TD125
£ 62 50
Thorens TD125AB
£98 00

PICKUP ARMS
Goldring L75 .
SME 3009/S2 . .

..

.. £10.50
£24.90

LOUDSPEAKERS
B
W DM3
Goodman Mezzo 3 ..
Goodmans Magnum K2 ..
Leak 600 ..
Shackman Dynasonic 2T ..
Shackman Dynasonic Monitor
Shackman Dynasonic AS3 ..
Shackman Dynastatic AS100
Wharfedale Super Linton, pair
Wharfedale Triton, pair ..
Wharfedale Dovedale

.. £48.45
.. £24 50
.. £33 00
.. £37.00
.. £27 00
From £52.70
.. £67.50
.. £119.00
.. £39.90
.. £ 45 45
.. £31-95

LOUDSPEAKER ASSEMBLIES
Richard Allan Twin AssernDly, pair
Richard Allan Triple Assembly, pair ..
Richard Allan Super Triple Assembly, pair
Wharfedale Unit 3, pair
Wharfedale Unit 4, pair
Wharfedale Unit 5, pair

£15.95
£28 00
£33.95
£20 90
£27 50
£38 95

TAPE RECORDERS
Tandberg, Revox, Ferrograph. Prices on application

Other equipment too numerous to mention. Credit facilities available at 15% off list prices.
We demonstrate speakers by Bowers & Wilkins, Celestion, Goodmans, KEF, Leak and Wharfedale. Listen and compare with the world famous
Shackman designs.

AUDIO SERVICES LTD., 82 EAST BARNET ROAD, NEW BARNET, HERTS.
1688

Tel..: 01-449 6605.

28watts,r.m.s. 40Hz to 40kHz -t3dB

Viscount Ill Audio
Suite complete

49

There are two stereo amplifiers—the R100 for ceramic cartridges,
the R101 for magnetic. Both incorporate FETs ( FIELD EFFECT
TRANSISTORS), just like top- priced units. FETs give you more of
the signal you want, and almost none of the background hiss you don't.
Both units have ajack socket to plug in headphones and there's a
separate output for tape recorder. Filters ( an unusual feature in
this price range) and tone controls give a wide range of bass and
treble adjustment which compensate for input deficiencies and
domestic acoustic conditions.
PRICES SYSTEM 1
Viscount Ill R101 amplifier £22.00+90p p&p
2x Duo Type II speakers .. £ 14.00+£2 p&p
Garrard SP25 Mk Ill with
MAG. cartridge, plinth and
cover
...
£23.00+£1.50
P&P
Total £59.00
Available complete for only £52.00+£3.50
p&p.

SYSTEM 2
As System 1, but with 2x Duo Type Ill speakers
at pair £32.00+£3 p&p.
Available complete for £69+£4 p&p.

SYSTEM 3
Viscount Ill Amplifier R100 £ 17.00+90p p&p
2x Duo Type II speakers, pr. £ 14.00+£2 p&p
Garrard SP25 Mk Ill with
CER. diamond cartridge,
plinth and cover .. £21.00+£1.50
P&P
Total £52.00
Available complete for only £49.00 +£3•50
p&p.

R-FTV

SPEAKERS Duo Type Il
Size: 17" x 10,1x 6r. Drive unit: 13"x 8"
with parasitic tweeter. Max. power
10 watts, 3ohms. Teak veneer cabinet.
£14 pair ± £2 p&p.
Duo Type Ill. Size: 231- x 11f x9r.
Drive unit: 134"x 8+" with H.F. speaker.
Max. power, 20 watts at 3ohms. Freq.
range: 20 Hz to 20 kHz. Teak veneer
cabinet. £32 pair + £3 p&p.
SPECIFICATION R100/R101
14 watts per channel into 3-4 ohms. Total
distortion at 10 W, at 1kHz, 0.1%. P.U.1
(for ceramic cartridges): 150 mV into
3Meg. P.U.2 (for magnetic cartridges):
4mV at 1kHz into 47 K. equalised within
±1 dB R.I.A.A. Radio: 150 mV into 220 K.
(Sensitivities given at full power.) Tape out
facilities; headphone socket, power out
250 mW per channel. Tone controls and
filter characteristics. Bass: + 12 dB to
— 17 dB at 60 Hz. Bass filter: 6dB per
octave cut. Treble control: treble + 12 dB
to — 12 dB at 15 kHz. Treble filter: 12 dB
per octave. Signal to noise ratio: ( all
controls at max) R101—P.U.1 and radio
—65 dB. P.U.2: — 58 dB. R100 same as
R101 but P.U.2 (for crystal cartridges)
450 mV into 3 meg. Crosstalk better than
—35 dB on all inputs. Overload
characteristics better than 26 dB on all
inputs.

Radio and TV Components ( Acton) Ltd. 21H High Street, Acton, London, W3 6NG
323 Edgware Road, London, W.2. Mail orders to Acton. Terms C.W.O. All enquiries S.A.E.
Goods not despatched outside U.K.
1689

R. HATHAWAY CRESSWELL
BIRMINGHAM'S HI- FIDELITY CENTRE

167-169 BROMSGROVE STREET, BIRMINGHAM BS 6NX. Tel.: 021-692 1487
Offer the following at cash discount prices
AMPLIFIERS
Armstrong 521 ..
Leak 30 plus chassis
Leak 30 plus case
Leak 70 chassis ..
Leak 70 case
Rotel RA310
Rotel RA610 .
Sassai AU 101 ..
Teleton SAQ 206
TUNERS
Armstrong 523 ..
Armstrong 524 ..
Armstrong M8 MPX
Leak Stereofetic Chassis
Leak Stereofetic case ..
Rotel RT320
TUNER AMPLIFIERS
Armstrong 525 FM only
Armstrong 526 AM/FM ..
Teleton F2I00
Wharfedale 100-1

Rec. Price
p
56 00
56 50
62 50
69 00
75 00
45 00
69 00
40 00
32 50
53 76
41 88
9 50
66 50
72 50
54 50

44
43
48
54
58
36
55
32
22

95
95
95
50
95
00
00
00
50

45 00
35 00
8 00
51 50
58 50
46 00

91
104
55
149

89
71
00
00

76
86
34
118

95
95
50
95

15
25
17
..
20
Connoisseur BD2 Chassis ..
31
Connoisseur BD2 complete on plinth 40
Garrard 401 unit
38
14
Garrard 2025TC/9TAHé .
21
Garrard SL 65 B
16
Garrard SP 25 Mk Ill ..
28
Garrard AP 76 ..
39
Goldring GL75
47
Goldring GL75 P
49
Pioneer PL 12 AC
46
Thorens TD 150A

75
60
00
00
31
02
06
50
20
45
89
00
67
93
16

12
20
14
16
28
36
31
II
17
13
23
32
40
39
40

50
00
50
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
95
00

TURNTABLES
BSR MP 60
BSR MP 60 Package
BSR 510

Rec. Price
£ p

RHC
Cash Price
p

Goldring

Thorens TO 150AB
Thorens TX 11 cover

49 96
4 43

42 75
4 00

800/E

SPEAKERS
KEF Cresta ( each)
KEF Chorale (each)
KEF Celeste (each)
KEF Cadenza (each)
KEF Concerto (each)
KEF KK2 (each) ..
KEF BI39 ( each) ..
KEF TIS (each)
Wharfedale Dentons ( pair) ..
Wharfedale Super Lintons ( pair)
Wharfedale Tritons ( pair)
Wharfedale Melton ( each)
Wharfedale Dovedale ( each)
Wharfedale Unit 3 ( each)
Wharfedale Unit 4 (each)
Wharfedale Unit S (each)
Leak 200 ( pair) ..
Leak 300 ( pair) ..
Leak 600 ( each) ..

25 93
35 45
30 00
42 50
58 50
25 00
12 50
600
39 90
49 90
59 90
32 50
42 50
13 00
18 00
26 00
49 90
65 00
49 50

21 95
29 95
24 SO
33 95
46 45
20 00
10 00
500
33 00
42 00
45 95
24 00
32 00
II 00
14 50
21 00
37 00
47 00
36 90

CARTRIDGES
Shure
M3D
M3IE
1132E
M445
M447
M44E
M55E
M75E
V15-11

741
2 041
1 114
1 III
0 19
2 044
297
21 31
40 76

5 45
10 00
900
850
850
10 20
II 00
17 00
30 00

Empire
90 EE/X
999 E/X

975
16 50

8 50
14 00

RHC
Cash Price

BUDGET 11141

' •
800 Super E
G 850
•
PICKUP ARMS
S.M.E. 3009 Mk 11 c/w shell
S.M.E. 3012 Mk 11 c/ve shell
Connoisseur SAU 2 ..

Rec. Price
p
13 00
18 82
26 00
650

RHC
Cosh Price
E p
900
II 95
16 95
550

34 47
36 71
14 82

27 95
31 00
13 00

TAPE RECORDERS
Akai 1720L
Akai CR80 OT
Akai 4000 D
Ferrograph 722P
Uher 4000
Uher 714 ..

97
115
89
242
145
55

ACCESSORIES
Headphones
A.K.G. K60
A.K.G. K120 ..
A.K.G. KI80
Hosiden DHO2KS
Pioneer SE 30 ..
Pioneer SE 20 A

15 00
10 00
32 00
Special
12 60
775

10 75
600
25 00
2 98
10 00
600

750
20 50
Special
11 00

600
16 00
8 00
8 SO

Microphones
A.K.G. D9D
A.K.G. D190C
A.K.G. DIOL
A.K.G. DI ID ..

21
021
954
54
29
50

79
94
73
189
115
47

95
00
00
00
00
00

MAIL ORDER SERVICE AVAILABLE
Send cash or PO/Cheques crossed made payable to R.
Hathaway Cresswell. Please add to cover packing and
carriage charges:— 75p for Amplifiers, Tuners, Tuner/
Amplifiers, Turntables, Speakers. 40p for P.U. Arms,
Cartridges, Headphones, Microphones. EI•75 for Tape
Recorders.

TER100 SYSTEMS

PREMIER STEREO SYSTEM
ONE. Consists of an all- transistor stereo
amplifier. Garrard 2025T/C auto manual record player unit fitted stereo/mono
ceramic cartridge with diamond stylus and mounted in teak finish plinth with
perspex cover and two matching teak finish loudspeaker systems. Absolutely
complete and supplied ready to plug in and play. 2500 amplifier has an output of
5watts per channel with inputs for pick-up, tape and tuner, also tape output socket.
Controls: Base, Treble, Volume, Balance, Selector. Power on/off. Solid teak cabinet
with aluminium front panel. Size 124" x44" X 34" high. ( Amplifier available separately if required £14.95. Carr. 40p.)
PREMIER STEREO SYSTEM " TWO"
as above but with Garrard SP25 Mk Ill—
ONLY £47. Carr. £ 1.75.
PREMIER STEREO
SYSTEM
"THREE".
This consists of Klinger
KC903 stereo amplifier giving 6 watts rms
per channel with Base, Treble, Volume and
Balance Controls. Inputs for magnetic and ceramic pickup, tuner, tape in and
out. Stereo headphone socket. Garrard SP25 Mk Ill in teak finish plinth with
cover and fitted Sonotone 9TAHC diamond stereo cartridge. A pair of HFM
Speakers size 161 - x 101 - X9" fitted EMI units complete the matching system
ALL SYSTEMS SUPPLIED WITH FREE LEADS AND PLUGS

SPECIAL BARGAINS!
Garrard
SP25
Ill
fitted
Goldring
G850 or AT66 magnetic stereo cartridge
(as available) ready
wired in teak plinth
with cover. £19•90.
G
d 2025 T/C
with
Sonotone
9TAHC
Diamond
Cartridge
ready
wired in teak plinth
with cover. £14 -00.
Carriage and Insurance 50p e tra any item.

PREMIER HI-FI OFFERS!

Rogers Ravensbrook II Stereo
Amplifier in teak case ( List
i52-50). £40.
Rogers Ravensbourne Stereo Amplifier in teak
case ( List £64), £50. Metrosound
ST20 Stereo Amplifier in teak
case ( List £36), E27.50. Garrard
SP25 Ill, less cartridge, £ 11.90.
G
d SLES B, less cartridge.
E15.90 Garrard 2025 T/C with
Sonotone 9TAHC Diamond
Cartridge, £8.97.

PREMIER RADIO F-,
--AEzr;-cs-—>_En_
MM0INI71
Ii

lo

&

23, TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD, LONDON, W.1 TEL: 01-636 3451/2639

HEAD OFFICE & MAIL ORDER DEPT. 23,TOTTENHAM CT. RD.
1690

TEL:01-636 3451

TINIIAM COURT RD

The greatest
shop window
of them all....
-IEADPHONES
SPECIAL
A. TTC GIIII
Stereo headset. Freq. response: 25'5,000 Hz. Max. power input: 0.5 W.
Imp.: 812. PRICE £2.95
TTC 02222 ( not illustrated)
Mono/stereo headset. Freq. response:
25-18,000 Hz. Power Handling: 0.5W
Imp.: 4-1652. PRICE £6.35
B. TTC 03333
Mono/stereo headset. Freq. response:
20-20.000 Hz. Imp.: 4-32 ohms.
PRICE £6.50
D. TTC 05555
Mono/stereo headset. Power handling: 34 W.
Freq. response: 2020,000 Hz. Imp.: 8E2. PRICE £9.50.
C. AKAI ASE-20S
Stereo headset. Freq. response: 2.518,000 Hz. Power handling: 0.5 W.
Imp.: 852 ( matching 4-321.3)•
I.ist Price £9.00. LASKY'S PRICE
5850.

I
"'

st—
ASE-9S (
not
illustrated)
Stereo headset. Freq. response: 2515,000 Hz. Power handling: 0-5 W.
Imp.: 851.
List Price £ v50. LASKY'S PRICE
£5-50.
E. TRIO HS- I
Stereo headset. Imp.: 8E3. Power
handling: 0.5 watts. Freq. response:
20-19,000 Hz.
List Price £
3-40. LASKY'S PRICE
£5.20
HS-2 (
not illustrated)
Freq. Response: 20-19,000 Hz. Imp.:
8(2. Power handling: 0.5 watts.
List Price £6•75. LASKY'S PRICE
£4.15.
POST FREE THIS MONTH

MAIL ORDERS TO: 3-15 CAVELL ST. LONDON El 2BN

01-7917 4811

rhen.e,

337 EDGWARE ROAD. LONDON. W.2 Tel 0E723 3271
92-95 TOTTENHAM CT. RD.. LONDON. VE1 Tel: 01680 2573
33 TOTTENHAM CT. RD.. LONDON. Wile 01.636 2605
axe, . e... p 1111enclay . 54:Away
NEW CITY BRANCH NOW OPEN
I2/3 FLEET STREET. LONDON. E.CA Tel: 01-353 2833
109 FLEET STREET. LONDON. ECA Tel: 0,353 5812.
day %undo.. a.% clounq 1p
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Who says you can't buy DISCOUNT audio successfully at home?
The KJ HOME AUDIO SHOPPING PLAN' offers not only a
catalogue containing over 2,000 wonderful products, but aservice
and technical know-how that is unique in the audio field.
Consider for amoment the following facts and the value for
money that KJ offer.

FERA DI MILANO
PIAZZA 6 FEMORA»
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Maybe some of our products are apercentage higher pricewise
than others, but in the long run, is it not wise economy buying
under these conditions rather than chancing arisk buy that you
may live to regret. We will leave you to draw your awn conclusions, but there's nothing lost by sending for our latest big book.
Write or phone Penny Gordon for your catalogue at
KJ LEISURESOUND, 33 BRIDLE PATH, WATFORD WD2 4BZ
Telephone 34365 or simply fill in the coupon below.

l

5° SALONE INTF-RNAZIONALE
DELLA MUSICA

VISIT OUR SHOWROOM: 101 ST. ALBANS ROAD, WATFORD, HERTS.

I

IMI iiiii MM. 1111ffli
iMiiii IBM
Mi. MI
Please send me FREE ' The colourful shop window' of IiiFi the KJ catalogue, with
obligation & by return of post please. 1.

A specialized exhibition of high fidelity and amplification will be held at the 5th International Music Exhibition: Hi -Fi apparatus and components, magnetic tapes,
professional equipments, technical- specialized editions,
records, music and musical instruments, both traditional
and electronic.

NAME
ADDRESS
TOWN
COUNTY

For Information please apply to:
Salone internazionale della Musica
Segreteria Generale
Corso Buenos Ayres, 1 -Tel. 20.21.13
20124 MILANO
60

A 128 page colour catalogue sent FREE on request.
7day refund guarantee on items purchased from catalogue.
Discount prices that are as competitive as most.
A twelve month special KJ Free Service Guarantee.
No deposit instalment credit.
Free Technical Advisory Service.
Britain's fastest Mail Order service.

1.2 KJ
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The new Bib GROOV-KLEEN

Your hi-fi retailer will be proud to show you
the precision made Bib GROOV-KLEEN, the
Modern Automatic Record Cleaner.
It looks like a miniature high quality pick-up
cartridge arm and is finished in chrome, bright
aluminium and gleaming black. A self-adhesive
base enables it to be fitted easily and permanently.
The aluminium arm has its own armrest and the
adjustable counterweight ensures that the brush
which removes the dust silently from the record
grooves and the "velvet" roller which collects the
dust, do not slow down the record speed appreciably.

This process reduces record and stylus wear and
improves reproduction without the application of
aliquid.
Enhance the appearance and efficiency of your
equipment with this most handsome, practical
and efficient audio accessory.

Bib GROOVKLEEN
modern automatic record cleaner

BIB DIVISION, Multicore Solders Limited, Hemel Hempstead, Herts.
Telephone: Hemel Hempstead 3636 ( Ext. 100).

SPEAKER SELECTION
(The Speaker Specialists)

68 SHAFTESBURY AVENUE, LONDON WI.
Tel.: 01-437 3066. Mon.-Sat. 10.30-5.30.

AVGARDE Gallery Ltd

MAIL ORDER ONLY
All prices per pair including delivery charges ( UK only).

RECORDS AND FINE SOUND EQUIPMENT

SPEAKER SYSTEMS

CONSULT THE EXPERTS
HI-FI STEREO

Alpha - B8/ W - Cambr.dge - Connoisseur - Empire - Goldring Goodmans - Hitachi - Koss - Leak - M- S - Nikko - Pioneer - Quad
-Shure - Sugden - Tandberg - Trio - Wharfedale. Dolby cassette
equipment a speciality. First class guaranteed service: our engineering is unequalled in the Manchester area. Equipment dept.
closed all day Monday.

TANDBERG COLOUR TELEVISION
Home demonstrations

NEW AND SECONDHAND RECORDS

Manchester's principal specialists in Classical Music, Speech and
Drama, Musical Shows, Folk Music, Humour, Historical, etc.

STEREO RECORD LIBRARY

AR
4X ..

£66-00

B&W
DM I
DM3

..
£50-00
.. £ 100.00

CELESTION
DITTON 120
DITTON 15
DITTON 25

£38.00
£50.00
£92.00

GOODMANS
MAXIM ..
MINISTER
MEZZO 3
MAGNUM K2 ..
MAGISTER

£33.00
£37.50
£49.00
£64.50
£90-00

KEF
CRESTA
CHORAL . .
CADENZA
CONCERTO

£40.00
£60-00
£67.50
£90.00

Reasonable Charges. Personal Callers only.

ACCESSORIES

Brazennose Street

PEERLESS
2.0-2
20-3
430-12

Telephone: 061-834 2178

Albert Square

.. £26.00
.. £35.00
.. £47.50

LEAK
200
300
600

.. £37.00
£46.00
.. £72.00

TANNOY
III LZ .
12" LANCASTER
15' LANCASTER

.. £70.00
.. £95-00
.. £ 100-00

WHARFEDALE
DENTON .
SUPER LINTON
ASTON . _
TRITON
MELTON .
DOVEDALE 3 ..
ROSEDALE

£31.50
£39.50
£40.00
£40.00
£48.00
£61.00
£95.00

KITS

for Record Care and Storage
Equipment Maintenance

9.30 a.m. to 5.30 p.m. daily.

LNB
PARA TRAN 6 ..
PARA LAB 35 ..
PARA LAB SUPER

£22.00
£32.50
£40.00

WHARFEDALE
UNIT 3 ..
UNIT 4 ..
UNIT 5

All Chassis & Crossovers, on application. ( E. & 0.E.)

Manchester 2
1692

£20.50
£26.00
£38.00

•
•
•
•
•
•

Over 700 alternative combinations of equipment on tap for demonstration.
Package deal offers for your own selection of equipment.
Recommended package deals for top value in each price bracket.
All package deals supplied ready to plug in and operate, with one year free
service and reductions on recommended prices.
Hear our exclusive CLEEN stereo headphones.
HOURS: Mon, Tues, Thurs, Fri: 9.00 a.m.-6.00 p.m.
Sat: 9.00 a.m.-5.30 p.m.
A pre-arranged appointment will ensure personal service.

KIRKMAN

OF

CRAWLEY

40 THE BROADWAY, CRAWLEY, SUSSEX (next to Mac Fisheries) Telephone: 26670

1693

CLAS

Manufacturers of the largest range of
prepacked audio connectors in Gt. Britain

Din Type Plugs and couplers Li Ilb

1

Phono Type Plugs and Couplers Cln=
Co Axial Plugs Ur]

the world of
television
sound
at the
touch of a
button

Jack Plugs EI]=1:0
Din Type Connecting Leads EILL1111=em
Din Type Loudspeaker Leads

ri 1111D--)
1mui
Din to Phono Connecting Leads

The quality of television sound equals and in many cases surpasses

1=Frjull=3

that from the V.H.F. F.M. broadcasts on Radios 2,3 and 4. This situation has
existed since television commenced in this and other countries. Due entirely
to the economics of receiver design, the sound section in television sets has
been sadly neglected.

Phono to Phono Connecting Leads

With the introduction of the Television Sound Monitor an exciting era
of high quality sound is available for home and professional use. The Sound
Monitor is an independent tuner requiring an aerial input plus mans supply.
The sound outputs can be fed directly into any High Fidelity amplifie ,
and/ot jape recorder.

elistant press button
station selection.

eVa ri -cap diode tuning.
eCompletely transistorised.
*Low impedance outputs.
eTuning meter.
eAvailable in attractive
veneered Teak cabinet or
chassis only.

Jack Plug Connecting Leads .14- 11111=7
cul:411r1 =:41IFT3zi

eManufactured in three

Jack Plug to Phono Connecting Leads

models— VHF/UHF— UHF
only — VHF only.

eCapable of reproducing high

4=1:11711

quality sound from any
television system in the
world ... A.M. or F.M.

Imint____411

1

Jack Plug to Din Connecting Leads

eSpecial 300 ohm aerial input

Co Axial Connecting Leads

(with Balun transformers)
for export models.

car]

Full range of products
attractively packed for easy
handling and display, bearing full
description of contents. Point of sale
display aids available. For catalogue
and price list illustrating full range of
products, together with order forms,
contact

MOTION ELECTRONICS
Motion Electronics Limited
Addlestead Farm, Tonbridge Road
East Peckham, Kent.

=MID>

Telephone East Peckham 354

Apostage stamp for your reply would be gratefully received
Please send details of the Television Sound Monitor to
NAME
ADDRESS

Quality Audio Supplies
Wollaton Road, Beeston, Nottingham.
NG9 2PB Telephone 0602 252222

Telephone number

A division of Ariel Pressings Ltd.
1694

Gramophone tests
the Mighty Mini
HECO P.4000. SPECIFICATION:
Type: Completely sealed 3unit system.

Drive Unit diameters: 8- bass unit,
1#" mid range, 1" tweeter.
Crossover frequencies: 800 and
3000 Hz.
Frequency response: 30-25,000 Hz.
Power handling capacity: 40 watts
R.M.S.
Impedance:
4-8 ohms.
Dimensions:
18ix 10 x8 ins.
Recommended
Retail Price
£411.00

The curves for the HECO P4000 indicate
the excellent performance of the system, and
the frequency response curve is one of the
flattest we have measured ...
... Considering their small dimensions, they
give an excellent performance ...
.
Articulation of speech is particularly good,
with complete freedom of chestiness ...
... On large scale symphonic music the over- 5
all balance is most satisfying.

y

These are just some of the things Mr. J. Borwick of
"Gramophone" said about the Heco P.4000.
Write for the full Report and colour literature.
Please send me full colour literature and test reports on Heco Speakers
Sole U.K. Distributors:
Acoustico Enterprises
Ltd., 6-8 Union Street,
Kingston-uponThames, Surrey.
Tel.: 01-549 3471/3
(3 lines)

NAME
ADDRPS

H.F.N.

1695

"The author here succeeds better than any others who have attempted the task."—EMG Monthly Letter
"Everything within the book is designed to assist the music lover to understand what equipment he
needs ... how to choose it, and how best to install it."— Musical Opinion
"The two chapters dealing with choosing equipment and on installing a hi-fi system will alone save
the cost of the book for the new hi-fi owner."— BBC Record Review programme
"This book is recommended to all for its musical, technical and literary merits."— Practical Electronics
"An endlessly rewarding and fascinating book."— Hi -Fi News
"By far the most successful book of its kind that Ihave read ... his treatment can only be described as
masterly."—Tape Recorder
"Should find its way onto the shelves of all hi-fi enthusiasts."—World of Sound - South Africa
"The most up-to-date and comprehensive treatment on domestic hi-fi yet in print."— Audio Record
Review
"The author keeps to his theme while keeping his standards high ... some good advice on choosing
equipment and a really sizeable section on installation."— Hi -Fi Sound

praise from all roun

REVISED
SECOND
EDITION NOW
AVAILABLE
£2.00 from booksellers or direct from the
Publishers ( post 10p)
BLANDFORD PRESS
167 HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON W.C.1.

"Mr. Crabbe manages to include more useful detail for the beginner and the advanced hobbyist than
we have found in any other book. Highly recommended."—The Stereophile - U.S.A.
"An excellent book ... truly a handbook that will always prove a fruitful source of reference."— Do it
Yourself
"The reader has confidence in him; the author is not merely a theorist, he genuinely knows what he is
talking about."— Revue du Son - France
"A practical and helpful book."—The Times
"A well- written and comprehensive book ... can be confidently recommended to the music lover who
seeks a greater understanding of modern high fidelity equipment."—The Radio Constructor
"There is much common sense here, combined with scientific accuracy, that will help readers spend
their money wisely, and get value for it."—Times Educational Supplement
"I can advise you to read this volume for both instruction and entertainment of the highest quality."—
Records and Recording
"Every facet of record reproduction has gone into this excellently written and illustrated book."— Record
Retailer
"Chapters 7 and 8 are really valuable guides to choosing and installing hi-fi equipment and will repay
close study by anyone about to venture on these notoriously hazardous operations."—The Gramophone
"A valuable, thorough and welcomely readable handbook."—The Scotsman
"Gives copious advice on practically any aspect of the topic you can imagine ... should be avery useful
guide to anyone on the threshold of heavy expenditure."—The Musical Times
"One of the big helps ... covers every aspect for beginners and experts."— Evening News

Geoffrey Goodwin High Fidelity Ltd.

EVERYTHING
IN STOCK

DISCOUNT PRICES THAT
WILL ASTOUND YOU!

* DEMONSTRATION FACILITIES
* OUR BONUS DISCOUNTS
* AFTER SALES SERVICE
* HI-FI CLINIC
Equipment serviced at reasonable prices.
* NO PROBLEM PARKING
* HIRE PURCHASE FACILITIES
No deposit. Up to three years to pay.

137 HALE LANE • EDGWARE • MIDDLESEX" Telephone: 01-959 2988
1696

Milt ORDER SPECIRLISIS

SA

LONDON'S

emksoi -"111111s

SEND 10% DEPOSiT
CASH
DEPOSIT
PRICE
£33 00
£3.00
£44 00
£4-00
£66 00
£6.00
£88 00
£8.00
£110.00 £ 10.00
£132-00 £ 12•00
£16600
£16.00

P
E
C
R
RSEVe;LLK

EvERYw elt
-Rt

WORLDWIDE
EXPORTERS

GOODS DESPATCHED BY RETURN
Carriage, Packing and Insurance ( U. K.) FREE!!
NORTH

ExPoRT

v4t.

FELY

HI-FI
UP TO

AND

QUICKC

CENTRE •

3 YEARS

TO PAY

MONTHLY PAYMENTS
12
18

CASH
DEPOSIT
MONTHLY PAYMENTS
9
24
PRICE
18
24
30
36
£4.00
£220.00 £20-00 £ 12•78 £ 10.00 £8.40 £7.41
£4.00
£5.11
£244.00 £24.00 £ 14•06 £ 11.00 £9.24 £8.15
£5.67 £4.00
£3.15 £275.00 £25•00 £ 15•97 £ 12.50 £ 10.50 £9.26
£7 33
£5•11
£4 00 £300 00
ao 00
£ 17 25
£ 13 50
£ 11 34
£ 10 00
£9.15 £6.39
£5•00 £ 350.00 £35 00
£20.13 £ 15-75 £ 13.23 £ 11.66
£10.97 £7.67
£6.00 £400.00 £40.00 £23.00 £ 18.00 £ 15.12 £ 13.33
£13.72 £9.55
£7.50 £440.00 £40 00
£25.56 £20.00 £ 16.80 £ 14•81
Alternative quotes for specific equipment supplied on application-please send S.A.E., increased deposits reduce monthly payments. Hi Fi Equipment token in Part Exchange.
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1

DIAMOND STYLI
Shurt N44- E
£8 34
Shure. N44-7 £6 49
Shure N55- E .. £926
Shure N75-6 .. £8.34
Shure VN I5E .. £ 16.67
Sonotone 9TAHC £ 180

STEREO
Eagle SE60
Koss K7I 1
Koss K6 ..
Koss K0727B
Koss PRO4A

.•
•.
••

Goldring CS90
Goldring CS9 IE
Decca Deram
Deram Elliptical
B & O SPI/51,2
B & O SP6/SP7

.. £ 1.78
.. £4.64
.. £ 1-55
£2-53

£4.50

.. £4-75

HEADPHONES

£8.50
£10-00
£12-50
£16.50
£23.00

TAPE RECORDERS & DECKS

616iLiall

B. & J. SPI Stereo Cartridge .. ..
£690 $ 16.56
B. & O. SPIO Stereo Cartridge ..
£10 90
$26.16
Connoisseur SCU-1 Stereo Cartridge
£
6.18 $12.00
Connoisseur SAU-2 P.U. arm .. .. £ 14-82 $28.80
Decca Mk. 4 C4E Stereo Cartridge .. £22-50 $ 43.70
Decca Deram New Type Cartridge .. £5-25 $ 10.08
Decca International Pick-up Arm .. £ 26-50 $ 51.48
Deccalift inc. Transformer .. .. £ 9.10 $ 21.85
Goldring 850 Stereo Cartridge .. £6 50 $ 12.60
Goldring 800 Super E Stereo Cartridge £26.00 $43.20
Goldring C590 Stereo Cartridge .. £S20 $ 9.96
Goldring CS9 IE Elliptical Stereo Cart. £7.80 $ 15.00
Goldring L.75 P.U. Arm .. .. £ 13.62 $26.40
Ortofon MISE Stereo Cartridge .. £29.65 $ 57.60
S.M.E. 3009/11 Arm with shell .. .. £34.50 $66.53
S.M.E. 3009/11 HE Arm with shell .. £35•96 $69.34
S.M.E. 3012/11 Arm with shell .. £36-74 $70.85
S.M.E. 3012/11 HE Arm with shell .. £38-20 $73.66
Shure. M55- EStereo Cart. ( Elliptical) .. £ 12.97 $25.20
Shure 1'144-5 Stereo Cartridge .. £ 11-11 $21.60
Shure 1144-E Stereo Cart. ( Elliptical) .. £ 12.05 $23.40
Shure VIS/Il Stereo Cart. ( Elliptical) .. £40-76 $79.20
Shure 1175E/II Stereo Cart. ( Elliptical) £21-31 $41.40
Shure M75-6 Type II Stereo Cartridge £ 16-68 $ 32.40
Shure M44-7 Stereo Cartridge .. £ 10-19 $ 19.80
Shure M32E Stereo Cart. ( Elliptical) .. £ 11-12 $21.60
Transcriptors Fluid Pick-up Arm .. £22-30 $ 43.20
Transcriptors Stylus Scales .. .. £3-70 $8.88
Watts Manual Parastat .. .. [2-40 $5.80
Watts Hi -Fi Parastat Mk. IV
..
£2.26 $ 5.45
Watts Dust Bug
£1.24 $ 3.00

Eagle SE 100
Koss PRO4AA
Koss ESP6
Koss ESPA
Koss ESP9

£16.00
£28.00
£45.00
£39.00
£69-00

B. & 0. 2400 Stereo Tape Recorder ..
Ferrograph 704 Stereo Recorder ..
Ferrograph 724 Stereo Recorder ..
Philips 4404 Stereo Recorde- ..
Revox A77/1104 Mk. II Stereo Recorder
Revox A77,' I124 11 k. 11 Stereo Recorder
Revox A77/1224 Mk. Il Stereo Recorder
Revox A77(1104 Mk. II High Speed ..
Tandberg 3041X Stereo Tape Unit ..
Tandberg 4041 Stereo Recorder ..
Tandberg 1841 Stereo Tape Unit ..
Tandberg 6041 Stereo Tape Unit ..

Armstrong 521 Stereo Transistor Arr p. £ 56-00
Cambridge Audio P50 Transistor .. £88 00
Cambridge P100 Stereo Amplifier .. £ 145.00
Leak " Stereo 30 plus" Amp. Chassis .. £56.50
Leak " Stereo 30 plus" Amp. in Case .. £62.50
Leak " Stereo 70" Trans. Amp. Chassis £69-00
Leak " Stereo 70" Trans. Amp. in Case £75-00
Metrosound ST2OE Stereo Amplifier .. £39.50
Quad 33 Stereo Control Unit .. £43.00
Quad 303 Stereo Power Amplifier .. £55-00
Radford SC24/SPA50 Control/Amp .. £ 165.00
Revox ASO Stereo Amplifier
c124-oo
Rogers Ravensbrook Mk. II Amp. Chassis £47.50
Rogers Ravensbrook Mk. II Amp. in Case £52-50
Rogers Ravensbourne Amp. Chassis .. £59.50
Rogers Ravensbourne Amp. in Case .. £64.00
Shure Steeeo Pick-up/Tape/Amp ( Mains) £ 19.20
Sugden A21/C51 Control/Amplifier .. £125.00

£53-76
£41 88
£82.52
£66.50
£72.50
£73 95
£48.45
£48.45
£174 00
£51-26
£66.89

New Type Beolit 600 Mk. II L/MiVHF
Beolit 1000 L/M/S/VHF
Grundig Music Boy 210E L/M/S/VHF
Hacker Herald FM only ..
Hacker Hunter L/M/VHF
Hacker Helmsman LW/MW/35W..
Hacker Sovereign LW/MW/VHF
Roberts 600 LW/MW/VHF
Roberts 707 L/M/S/VHF
Sanyo 10T120 UE Mains/Batt. TV ..
Tandberg TP4-I W L/M/S/VHF

$306.65
$98.40
$128.40

$134.40
$211.20
$348.00
$135.50
$150.00
$165.60
$180.00
$94.80

£37 90
£69 90
£31.96
£33.50
£38.00
£38 00
£48.00
£27.50
£36.50
£70.90
£41-00

$300.00

173.13
$134.85
$62.10
$65.10
$73-85
$73.85
$93.29
$53.45
579.n
$136.92
$79.95

EXPORT
INFORMATION
Shipping quotes supplied free on request or send $ 1 Bill
to include specified leaflets.
equipment is carefully pocked, insured and shipped
promptly at minimum cost
70 ALL PARTS OF THE WORLD

All

Export prices listed are in U.S. Dollars but payment may
be made in any currency, calculated at the official rate of
exchange, by bank transfer, certified check or money order.

PERSONAL

EXPORT FACILITIES

C.C.Goodwin(saleoltd
7, THE BROADWAY, HIGH ROAD
WOOD GREEN, LONDON N22 6DU
Tel: 01-888 0077

SPEAKER SYSTEMS
Bowers & Wilkins Model 70 ..
Bowers & Wilkins DM3 Monitor ..
Bowers & Wilkins DM I
Cambridge R50 Speaker System ..
Celestion Dicton 25
Goodmans Magnum- K2 System
Goodmans Minister Speaker System ..
Goodmans Mezzo III Speaker System ..
K.E.F. Chorale Speaker System
K.E.F. Cadenza Speaker System
K.E.F. Concerto Speaker System • .
Leak 200 Speaker System ( Pair) • •
Leak 300 Speaker System ( Pair) • •
Leak 600 Speaker System
Lowther P116 in Acousta Enclosure • •
Quad Electrostatic Speaker System
Tannoy Lancaster Enclosure 15 D/C
Wharfedale Triton System ( Pair) ..
Wharfedale Melton System ..
Wharfedale Denton System ( Pair) ..
Wharfedale Dovedale Ill System ..
Wharfedale Super Linton System ( Pair)

£159.50
£63.00
£32.00
£98.00
£59.85
£44.00
£25.00
£34-00
£35.45
£42.50
£58.50
£49.90
£65 00
£49.50
£52.50
£66.00
£63.25
£59.90
£32.50
£39.90
£42.50
£49.90

$382.80
$151.20
$76.80
$235.20
5143.64
$105.60
$48.12
$81.60
$69.40
$102.00
$117.20
$118.00
$156.00
SI 17.60
$126.00
$143.75
$78.00
$76.61
$102.00
$95.81

SPEAKER CHASSIS
$396.00
$275.65
$105.60
$117.60
$142.80
$153.60

STOP PRESS NEWS!
MINI- BUDGET- Purchase Tax refunds will be
made on all taxable goods advertised at prebudget prices!

$176.40
$202.00
$152.61
$192.69
$243.60
$175.20

$103.20
$79.20
$156.60
$127.92
$139.20

S354.00

PORTABLE RADIOS & T.V.

TUNERS
Armstrong 523 AM/FM Tuner ..
Armstrong 524 Transistor FM Tuner ..
Good mans Stereo AM/FM MPX Tuner
Leak Stereofetic FM Tuner Chassis ..
Leak Stereofetic FM Tuner Case ..
Quad F113 Stereo Tuner ..
Quad AM3 ( L/M/S) Tuner ..
Quad AM3 ( S/S/M) Tuner ..
Revox A76 Multiplex Tuner ..
Rogers Ravensbrook Tuner Case ..
Rogers Ravensbourne FM/MPX Case ..

$421.35
$436.80
$508.80
$184.80
$390.00
$444.60
$467.05
$468.75
$196.80
$327.60
$124.80

STEREO AMPLIFIERS

TUNER AMPLIFIERS
Armstrong 52$ FM Tuner/Amp. .. £91.89
Armstrong 526 AM/FM Tuner/Amp. .. £ 104-71
B. & 0. 900K Mk. 11
£79.90
B. & 0. I
200 AM/FM Stereo Tuner/Amp. £ 109.75
B. & 0.1600 AM/FM Stereo Tuner/Amp. £ 126 50
Tand'erg 1171 AM/FM Stereo T/Amp. £89.50

£219-50
£228.7I
£266.41
£95.00
£219 00
£253 00
£265 00
£266 00
£99 90
£180.00
£69.75
£193.50

VISIT

Jordan- Watts Module ..
£12 00
K.E.F. T.I 5Tweeter ..
£6.00
K.E.F. T.27 Tweeter ..
£5.00
K.E.F. BI 10 LF/MID
£8.09
K.E.F. B220
£9.33
K.E.F. B139 Drive Unit ..
£12.50
Kefkit 2 Concord
£25.00
Kefkit 3 Concerto ..
£36.00
Lowther P116 Drive Unit
£22.50
Lowther PM7 Drive Unit
£35.00
Tannoy Monitor IT' D/C Gold Chassis £36.50
Tannoy Monitor 15" D/C Gold Chassis £43.25
Tannoy Ill LZ Monitor D/C Gold Chassis £31-00
Wharfedale Unit 3 Speaker Kit .. £ 13.00
Wharfedale Unit 4 Speaker Kit .. £ 18.00
Wharfedale Unit 5 Speaker Kit . ( 26.00

$ 31.20
$ 14.40
$ 12.00
$ 15.60
$ 21.40
$ 30.00
$ 59.40
$ 84.40
$54.00
$ 84.00

$ 24.96
$43.20
s62.40

11111MINIEMME:131131111111111•11

Garrard SP25 Mk. Ill (
less cart.) ..
£12 50 $ 31.70
135R McDonald MP60 Single Play ..
£15 68 $ 30.50
BSR McDonald 610 Auto Play ..
£19 88 $ 38.64
Dual 1219 Auto Transcription Unit ..
£65 41 $ 117.60
Dual 1218 Auto Transcription Unit ..
£53 77 $ 96.00
Dual 1215 Auto Transcription Unit ..
£38.50 $ 69.60
Dual 1214 Auto Transcription Unit ..
£34•90 $ 64.20
G
d SL72B Auto ( less cart.) ..
£33.11 $ 59.00
Garrard AP76 Transcription Unit ..
£28.88 $45.70
G
d 401 Transcription Motor ..
£38 06 $79.20
G
d SL95B Auto Transcription ..
£50 01 $84.00
G
d SL75B Auto Transcription ..
£38.90 $ 69.60
Goldring 705 with 850 cartridge ..
£19.81 $ 38.40
Goldring Lenco GL69/2 Trans. Motor ..
£26.62
S5I.60
Goldring Lenco GL75 Trans. Unit ..
£39.00 $ 65.60
Goldring Lenco GL75P Trans. on plinth
£47 67 $ 92.40
S.M.E. 2000 Plinth & Cover .. £42 90
$82.73
Thorens TDI50A Mk. 11 Motor/Arm .. £46.16
$87.6C
Thorens TDISOAB/Il Motor/arm/plinth £49 96
$94.80
Thorens TDI25 Trans. Turntable .. £ 79.04 $150.00
Transcriptors Hydraulic Ref. T/T w. arm £98 10 $190.08
Transcriptors Saturn T/T with arm ..
£57 60 $ 111.60
PLINTHS AVAILABLE FOR MOST OF ABOVE UNITS

CABINETS E. ui ment and Records
Full " RECORD HOUSING" range available

OUR

SHOWROOMS

THE BROADWAY
4--- 100 V 05.--,1
NORTH
LONDON'S
11[ -I• ICENTRE

WOOD GREEN
WOOD GREEN.,,,
, m,
"MBE STATION I I

HOURS C t BUSINESS: Monday to Saturday 94 p.m. Thursday 9-1p.m.

The DYNASTATIC is the only
really successful electrostatic
dynamic speaker ever produced.

stittlekt
Ble telt_v),(ato,\10,d,oaw,,(3,
c\e
ultutste slelees

SOOndie

SHACKMAN speakers are distributed by
AUDIO SERVICES LIMITED
82 EAST BARNET ROAD,
NEW BARNET, HERTS. ( TEL. 01-449 6605)
DEMONSTRATIONS WITH PLEASURE,

R.‘PID RECORDING SERVICE

We offer

Ll''s from your own tapes. Master discs and pressings. Recording Studio.
Multi-channel facilities for transfer to 8 or 16 mm. film tracks. Sound effects
library on discs.
Associated Company

HIGHEST DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE

EDUCATIONÁL RECORDINGS LTD.
Have you a Positive or Negative Personality?
Are you at ease in company?
Can you take command in a difficult situation?
Your future will be what you make it- make it what you want
it to be.
Send for particulars on this and 20 other tapes on self-improvement.
Distributors of the Cassette battery/mains Sleep-o-matic Unit.
Pillow speakers. Time clocks.

ESPECIALLY if you offer us your worthwhile Audio Equipment in part exchange
- WRITE FOR QUOTATION

H. C. HARRIDGE LTD.
8 MOOR STREET
LONDON WIV 5LJ
Telephone: 01-437 7108

Publications:- " Sleep- learning, Its Theory Application and Technique. "Memal Power through Sleep-suggestion."
¡inc hures /rim,:

PLEASE NOTE: WE ARE SECONDHAND SPECIALISTS. ASK FOR OUR
CURRENT PRICE LIST. ( S.A.E. PLEASE). 6 MONTHS OTEES.

RAPID RECORDING SERVICE
21 Bishops Close. London, E.I7

TAKE ALOOK AT OUR PRICES
AMPLIFIERS
Armstrong 521
Cambridge Audio P.40
Cambridge Audio P.50
Korting A.500 ..
HL 707 ..
Leak 30 Chassis
Leak 30 Cased
Leak 70 Chassis
Leak 70 Cased
Lux 707 .. .. • .
Metrosound ST20
Metrosound ST2OE
Mullard Unilex ( complete) ..
Nikko TRM 30 1C
Nikko TRM 40 1C
Rogers Ravensbrook Chass.
Rogers Ravensbrook Cased
Rogers Ravensbourne Chass.
Rogers Ravensbourne Cased
Sinclair Project 60 ..
Sinclair Neoteric 60 ..
Sinclair 2000 ..
Sinclair 3000 ..
Tripletone 8+8/11 Chassis ..
Tripletone 8+8/11 Cased ..

£43 00
£65 00
£75.00
£31 75
£19 00
£44.00
£50.00
£53 00
£59.00
£45.00
£27.00
£29.00
£13.50
£29 00
£39.00
£37.00
£41 00
£46 00
£50 00
£19 00
£46 00
£25 00
£35 00
£28.50
£30.00

SPEAKER SYSTEMS
AR 4X
On
Celestion Ditton 15 ( pr.) Application

Celestion Ditton 120 ( pr.)
On
Dynaco A25/II ..
Application
Goodmans Magister..
emu,
Goodmans Magnum K2 .. £33.50
Goodmans Maxim .. £17.00
Goodmans Mezzo Ill .. £25.50
Goodmans Minister ( pr.) .. £40.00
IMF Studio ..
On Appl.
Jordan Watts Module .. £10.15
KEF Cadenza ..
On Appl.
KEF Celeste II
..
£2100
KEF Chorale .. £29.00
KEF Concerto .. £46.00
KEF Cresta II ( pr.)
Leak 200
Leak 300

.. £41.00
On Appl.
On Appl.

TUNERS
Armstrong 523
Armstrong 524
Korting T.500
Leak Stereofetic Chassis
Leak Stereofetic Case
Sinclair P.60
ARMS
S.M.E. 3009/S.2 ..
Goldring Lenco L.75
Transcriptors 9" & 10"

Denton ( pr.) £ 32.25
Dovedale Ill £33.00
Super Linton £40-50
Melton .. £25.50
Rosedale £48.85
Triton ( pr.)
On Appl.

TURNTABLES
Connoisseur BD2
Connoisseur BD2 P/C
Garrard SP25/III
Garrard AP76
Garrard 401 ..
Garrard SL95B
Transcriptors Saturn
Goldring GL69/II
Goldring GL69/II P/C

Peerless 20/2 ..
mom
Rogers Ravensbrook ( pr.)
On Appl.
Tannoy 3LZ
£35.00
Wharfedale Aston ( pr.) £39.85
Wharfedale
Wharfedale
Wharefdale
Wharfedale
Wharfedale
Wharfedale

TUNERS TUNER AMPLIFIERS
AR ..
On Appl.
£72.50
Armstrong 525
£82.00
Armstrong 526
£75.00
Goodman Module 80
£60.00
Teleton TFS 50 ..
£115 00
Wharfedale 100.1 ..

£37.00
On Appl.

Leak 600
..
LNB Paralab Super ..

OUR PRICES ARE GOOD- WE TRY TO
GIVE HELPFUL, UNBIASED ADVICEbut the final choice is yours. You Buy
the Equipment-We don't SELL it.

••
••
••
.•
.•
••

£43.00
£33.00
£38.00
£51.00
£57.00
£20.00
£27 00

EA 200
£17 50

£28 00
£36 50
£11 00
£20 00
£29 00
£38.50
£49 00
£23 00
£34 00

Goldring GL75,Il
Goldring GL75/II P/C
Thorens TD.125
Thorens TD.150 AB
Thorens TX.11
McDonald MP.60
McDonald Base á Cover ..
ATL base/cover for MP60
„ SP25/III

£34.00
£44 50
£63.50
£42.50
£4.00
£11.00
£7.00
£4.25
£5.50

PLEASE NOTE
ALL PRICES ARE NOW
SUBJECT TO TAX
REVISION. PRICES ARE
CORRECT AT TIME OF
GOING TO PRESSWITH AVAILABLE
INFORMATION, AND
UNFORTUNATELY

ARE

LIABLE TO
ALTERATION.

CARRIAGE AND INSURANCE ON ALL ITEMS 75p. EXCEPT ARMS 35p. CARTS. 13p.
All discounts are genuine and based on prices prevailing at time the advertisement was compiled

A. T. LABS

and all items listed are in stock at that time.

191 CHASE SIDE, ENFIELD, MIDDLESEX.
Easy access from Al, Ml, A10.

I69S

Direct trains from London

Telephone: 01-363 7981
10 am-6 pm
Monday to Saturday

These systems, which are the result of intensive research by R.E.W. technicians, are matched to give perfect results.
SANSUI

101 SYSTEM
SAVE C21
lansui AU101 Amplifier ..
G
d SP25 Mk Ill Turntable,
Teak Plinth & Cover, ready
wired .. . • • • • •
Goldring GROOM Hag. Cartridge
2Goodmans Marimba Speakers

£40 00

E35 00
£48 00

'rota' Recommended Price £ 123 00
R.E.W. Price £ 102 00
L21.00 DOWN and 12 monthly payments
<if £ 6.75 ( INTEREST FREE).

!
RCECWO

PHILIPS 200 SYSTEM
SAVE L.5 I
Philips RH790 AM/FM Stereo
Tuner Amplifier ..
Garrard AP76 Turntable
Plinth & Cover, Wiring of Leads
Goldring 0800 Magnetic Cart.
2 Philips RH496 3 way Speakers

£139.00
£26-13
£9-00
£13.00
£60.00

Total Recommended Price £255 13
R.E.W. Price £204.00
£42 00 DOWN and 12 monthly payments
of £ I3 50 ( INTEREST FREE)

AUDIO
VISUAL°

WE ARE NOT A DISCOUNT HOUSE . .
savings offered to the public by R.E.W. are the result of bulk purchasing and in
ro way impair the excellent service which we have offered our customers for 23
years. At R.E.W. you get sound technical advice and full after sales service in
.addition to saving money

LEAK STEREO 30+ SYSTEM
SAVE £ 26
Leak
Stereo
30+
Amplifier
(Teak Case) ..
Garrard AP76 Turntable
Plinth & Cover, Wiring of Leads
Goldring 01300 Magnetic Cart.
2 Wharfedale Triton Speakers ..

£62.50
£28.00
£9-00
£13.00
£59.00

Total Recommended Price £ 171.50
R.E.W. Price £ 145.50
L31.50 DOWN and 12 monthly payments
of £ 9.50 ( INTEREST FREE).
LEAK STEREO 70 SYSTEM
SAVE £36
Leak Stereo 70 Amp ( Teak Case)
Goldring GL75 Turntable ..
Plinth & Cover .. • .
Shure M75E Type II Magnetic
Cartridge ..
2 Philips RH496 Speakers ..

GOODMANS 0.50 SYSTEM
SAVE £ 37
Goodmans Maxamp 30 Amplifier
Garrard AP76 Turntable
Plinth & Cover, Wiring of Leads
Goldring G/300 Magnetic Cart.
2 Philips RH496 3 Way Speakers

£54.00
£26-13
£9-00
£13-00
£68.00

Total Recommended Price £ 170 13
R.E.W. Price £ 132.50
£27.50 DOWN and 12 monthly payments
of £ 8 75 ( INTEREST FREE).

£21.32
£68.00

METROSOU ND PACKAGE
SYSTEM
SAVE £ I3
Metrosound ST20 Amplifier ..
£36.00
Garrard SP25 Mk Ill Turntable ..
Plinth and Cover
Audio Technica AT66 Cartridge £ 32.00
2Goodmans 3005 Bookshelf Spkrs £25•00

Total Recommended Price £219.50
R.E.W. Price £ 183 50
£39 50 DOWN and 12 monthly payments
of £ 12 00 ( INTEREST FREE)

Total Recommended Price £93.00
R.E.W. Price £79.50
£I6 50 DOWN and 12 monthly payments
of £ 525 ( INTEREST FREE).

£75-00
£41.61
£13.57

JUST SOME OF OUR OUTSTANDING CASH OFFERS

SAVE £ 22 -

I-errograph

DOKORDER KS 201-X
Complete Stereo System

FERAOGRAPH 704
4 track semi-professional stereo
tape deck. Can be matched to
any Hi -Fi system.

R.E.W.

The Dokorder offers a complete ( record reproducer and
twin external speakers) compact system with enthralling

Cash Price

£175-00
07-00 DOWN and 12 monthly
payn-ents of £ 12.50 ( total £187 00)

z.

FERAOGRAPH 724
Similar to 704 but with 10+10
watt, RMS stereo amplifier and
2built-in monitor speakers.

£209.00

R.E.W. Cash Price

reproduction of records and
AM/FM radio.
High-powered
silicon transistor and OTL circuitry. Built-in multiplex decoder. A highly sensitive cartridge is provided.
List Price £ 71.90.

R.E.W. Cash Price

£49.50

LI1.00 DOWN and 12 monthly payments of £ 3-75 ( total £ 5600)

£46C0 DOWN and 12 monthly payments of £ 14.75 ( total £ 223(00)

Save £ 39
on the superb

PHILIPS RH 790

TUNER
AMPLIFIER

This amazing R.E.W. offer features the Philips RH 790-one of the
finest quality Tuner Amplifiers available today! Power output is
2x 20 watts RMS into 8 ohms and frequency response is 10-50,000 Hz
±3 dB. Harmonic distortion -- 0.15% for 2x 15 W. Signal to noise
ratio better than 90 dB below 20 W ( each channel). Inputs for Magnetic P.U. and Tape Recorder, and connections for 4 Speakers as well
as Stereo Headphone,. The Tuner section has Long, Medium, Short
and VHF/FM wavebands, selected by pushbuttons. There's a built-in
Ferrite aerial for MW and LW. A new ' touch- tuning' device gives
instant selection of ary three pre-set FM stations- no need to push
a button, just lightly brush the appropriate station selector with
your finger. The Tuner also has an automatic Stereo Decoder and a
'noise- filter' ( scratch) switch.

TOT CT.
ROAD TUBE
OXRIRO ST.

RIDE.W11@;
NEW OXFORD ST

AUDIO
VISUAL°

WEST END SHOWROOMS

146 Charing Cross Rd., WC2 Tel.: 01-836 3365

146

HEADQUARTERS, SHOWROOMS AND MAIL ORDER

rotneesi

i26618

266-8 Upper Tooting Rd., London SWI7
Tel.: 01-672 447112 and 9175
Please send me details of your
services without obligation

Imimlimimmin •

LIST PRICE £ 139.00.

R.E.W. cash price
£99•95
£20.15 DOWN and 12 monthly payments of £ 7.30 ( total £ 107.75)

PHILIPS AUDIO PLAN PACKAGE SYSTEM

NAME..

Save £11

ADDRESS
,>

Philips RH580 Stereo Amplifier ..
Philips GAI05 Turntable ..
2 Philips RH48I Speakers ..
Total Recommended Price

..

£29.00
£20.00
£22.00
£ 71 00

R.E.W. CASH PRICE £59.95

MOW
=RES

£I2-95 DOWN and 12 monthly payments of £ 4-25 ( total £ 6395).
TOOTING BROADWAY TUBE

HFN
immommum

mum um

im an

The prices showy in this advertisement sJpersede all previous offers. Prices are correct
at time of going to press but are subject to alteration. E. & 0.E.

CAMBRIDGE DISCOUNT

Brought to you for your

listening enjoyment from the

Open until 9 p.m. on Fridays.

(0
. 111101:ne
ela .
AMPLIFIERS
Armstrong 521
Sugden A2I
Nikko TRM 30
Nikko TRM 40
Nikko TRM 50
Metrosound ST20,'E
Cambridge Audio P50
Cambridge Audio P100
Sinclair IC 12 ..
Sinclair 3000 ..
Leak Stereo 70
Leak Stereo 70 ( Cased)
Leak Stereo 30
Leak Stereo 30 (Cased)

£43.00
£50.00
£28.00
£38.00
£48.00
£27.00
£74.00
£124.00
£2.40
£33.00
£53.00
£58.00
£44.00
£50-00

TUNER- AMPLIFIERS
Goodmans Module 80
£75.00
Armstrong 525
£72.00
Armstrong 526 ..
£82.00
Wharfedale 100.1 .. £ 110.00
CASSETTE/TAPE UNITS
Philips 2503 ..
Akai 4000D ..
Tandberg 3000X
Wharfedale DC9

•.
••
•.
••

£44.00
£67.50
£93.00
£90.00

TUNERS
£39.00
£52.00

Nikko FAM 10
Leak Stereofetic
Leak Stereofetic
(Cased) ..
Armstrong 523
Armstrong 524

£57.00
£43.00
£35.00

PICK-UP ARMS
Transcriptors Fluid arm
Lenco L75
Connoisseur SAU2
SME 3009/2-52
Audio Technica 1005/2

£17.00
£11.00
£12.50
£27.00
£15.00

TURNTABLES
Garrard SP25 Mk. 3 ..
Garrard AP76 ..
Garrard 401 ..
McDonald MP60 ..
MP60 P/C Ready wired
Transcriptors Reference
turntable complete
Connoisseur BDI Kit

El 1.00
£22.00
£30.50
£11.50
£19.50
£80.00
£12.00

Connoisseur BD2
(Chassis) ..
BD2 P/C Ready wired

COL

£ 6.00
£36-00

ee
LECTION

CARTRIDGES
Goldring G850
Goldring G800
Goldring G800E
Goldring G800SE
Shure M3D • •
Shure 31E
Shure M55E • •
Shure M44E . •
Shure M75/6 • •
Shure M75E
Shure VI5 Improved
ADC 220X ..
ADC 220XE ..
ADC 990XE
ADC 660XE
ADC 550XE
ADC 10E
AT 66 .. .
Orbit NM 22 ..
Sonotone 9TA/HC

£4.50
£7.50
£12.00
£16.00
£5.50
£9.25
£10.00
£10.00
£9.50
£14.00
£31.00
£6.00
£8.50
£12.00
£14.00
£15.00
£27.00
£3.00
£2.75
£2.00

4" .
1.
71,e;e4-40,-- •
We are Exhibiting at Audio ' 71,
Hotel Majestic, Harrogate.
14th- 19th September.

SPEAKERS ( Pairs only)
Wharfedale Dovedale
£65.00
Wharfedale Triton ..
£43.00
£40.00
Wharfedale Aston
£48.00
Wharfedale Melton
£29.00
Wharfedale Denton
Wharfedale Super
£39.00
Linton .. • •
Wharfedale Unit 3 • •
£20.00
Wharfedale Unit 4 . •
£26.00
Wharfedale Unit 5 . •
£38-00
£48.00
LNB Paralab Super ..
LNB Transmission Line
£80.00
£53.00
Goodmans Mezzo 3 ..
£69.00
Goodmans Magnum K2
£37.00
Goodmans Maxim ..
£39.00
Goodmans Minister ..
£38.00
Leak 200 ..
£50.00
Leak 300 ..
£77.00
Leak 600 ..
£165.00
Cambridge Audio R50
£105.00
Cambridge Audio R40
KEF Cresta ..
£40.00
£57.00
KEF Chorale ..
£67-50
KEF Cadenza ..
KEF Concerto.. ..
£94.00
£39.00
Celestion Ditton 120..
£49.00
Celestion Ditton 15 ..
£95.00
Celestion Ditton 25 ..
£100-00
B & W DM3

A kit of the world-famous B.D.I two speed unit in which
construction is simplicity itself. The only tools required
are asmall screwdriver and apair of pliers (special spanner
included) and no soldering is required. Now it is so easy
to own the best!

Recognised as one of to- day's most advanced pick-up arms
it features:
*Auto- bias Compensator * Hydraulic Lowering Device
* Precision balance * New Adjustable Head Shell

D=On Demonstration.

S.C.U. I STEREO
CARTRIDGE

Callers welcome from 10 a.m.-5 p.m. Mon.-Sat.

A quality cartridge designed specifically for the
person
who appreciates
his equipment.

CAMBRIDGE DISCOUNT
71-73 Fitzroy Street, CAMBRIDGE.

Price list and illustrated literature on request to:

Telephone: (0223) 52415/51852/50832

A. R. SUGDEN & CO. (ENGINEERS)
Market Street, Brighouse H D6 IDX, Yorkshire.
1700

LTD.
Tel: 2142

Fantavox
bud et hi-fi
exclusive
to Lasky's

The exciting FANTAVOX range of stereo multiplex receivers are exclusive to Lasky's. They offer
excellent performance combined with elegant styling and high
quality finish and feature many up-to-the-minute design features such as integrated circuits, smoked dial panels, stereo
beacon indicators, front panel headphone jack socket and in
the model SR- 544 a digital clock. Although in the " budget"
class—you will find their performance considerably superior
to other units normally associated with this price range—listen
and compare for yourself, we are sure you will agree.

FANTAVOX SR542

FANTAVOX SR544

22 transistors, 12 diodes and one integrated circuit, AM/FM stereo mukiplex
receiver, input facilities for magnetic and ceramic pits plus AUX switched
AFC on FM. Cabinet finished in oiled walnut, champagne aluminium control
surfaces and knobs. Smoked dial appears black when not illuminated. Controls include bass, treble and balance.
Technical Specifications:— Tuner section: Frequency range: FM 88 MHz108 MHz; AM: 535 kHz- I605 kHz; FM stereo separation 30 dB. Amplifier
section: Max. output power 5 watts per channel RMS. Frequency response:
50 Hz- 15,000 Hz. Input sensitivity: Magnetic 5 mV; Ceramic 40 mV; Aux.
200 mV. Speaker imp. 8ohms. Power supply: 230-250 V, AC 50 Hz. Dimensions: 16* (W) X 3 ( H) X 8/ ( D) in. ( Models SR542, SR544).

SPECIAL OFFER PRICE £ 32-00

gailw. 3r '

This model has all the excellent features found in the S4542 plus afully automatic digital clock and warm.

SPECIAL OFFER PRICE £37.50

FANTAVOX SR640

SPECIAL OFFER PRICE f44.00
The complete range of Fantavox units are on demonstration in all our West End and City Branches.

3E11 EL cll. I cs

207 EDGWARE ROAD. LONDON, W.2 Tel: 01-723 3271
152/3 FLEET STREET LONDON. E.C9 Tel: 01-353 2833
33 TOTTENHAM CT. RD.. LONDON. W.1 Tel: 01-636 2605
109 FLEET STREET. LONDON. E.C.9 Tel: 01-353 5812
92-95 TOTTENHAM CT. RD.. LONDON. W.1 Tel. 01-580 2573 Open ° Ii k̀'Y Th '° 9. "` 19 °°'''9 1P
op« oil doy.90 m
Mondo9l.S.l.'d 09

m..

(Microphone extra)
Akai 8 Tr. Cartridge CR.800
Akai 40000 Stereo
Brenell Mk. 6 Stereo
Ferrograph 702/4
Philips N.4500 3 sp. 4 Tr. Stereo
Revox 1102/4 2 sp. stereo
Sharp RD 7I2D 3 sp. 4 Tr. Stereo
Sony 3660 3 sp. 4 Tr. Stereo
Sony 630D 3 sp. 4 Tr. Stereo
Sony 2660 3 sp. 4 Tr. Stereo
Sony 2550 Stereo
Tandberg 1800 4 Tr. Stereo
Tandberg 3000X 3 sp. 2/4 Tr. Stereo
Tandberg 6000X 3 sp. 2/4 Tr. Stereo
Telefunken 205 3 sp. 4 Tr. Stereo
Telefunken 203 Studio

MAINS SPOOL RECORDERS
'Akai 17 IOL 2 sp. 4 Tr. Stereo
'Akai 4000 3 sp. 4 Tr. Stereo
•Brenell Mk. 6
•Ferrograph 713
•Ferrograph 722/4
Grundig 141 4 Tr. Mono
Grundig TK.I21 2 Tr. Mono
"Grundig TK.248 2 sp. 4 Tr. Stereo
Grundig 146 4 Tr. Mono Auto.
Philips 4303 2 Tr. Mono
Philips 4307 4 Tr. Single Speed Mono
Philips 4308 3 sp. 4 Tr. Mono
Philips Stereo 4404 2 sp. 4 Tr.
Philips Stereo Cassette 2401 Auto.
Philips Stereo Cassette 2400
Philips 4407 3 sp. 4 Tr. Stereo
"Philips 4408 Prof. 3 sp. 3 Tr. Stereo
"Revox 1222/4 Stereo
Sharp 706 3 sp. 4 Tr. Mono
Sharp 708 3 sp. 4 Tr. Stereo
Sharp 711 3sp. 4 Tr. Stereo
Sony 630 3 sp. 2/4 Tr.
Sony 540 3 sp. 4 Tr.
Sony 252 3 sp. 4 Tr. Stereo
'Tandberg 15 2 or 4 Tr./3 sp./Mono
Tandberg 4000X 3 sp. 2/4 Tr. Stereo

"Telefunken M207 2 sp. 4 Tr. Stereo
Telefunken 203 Stereo/Mono 2sp. 4Tr.
Telefunken 201 Mono 4 Tr.
"Uher 714 4 Tr. Mono
'Uher 724 4 Tr. 2 sp Stereo
Uher Royal de luxe 4Tr. 4sp. Stereo
'Uher Varicord 263 Stereo

X JI
cIL
ALL MAIL ORDERS TO: 3-15 CAVE LL ST.,
TOWER HAMLETS,
LONDON, E.1 Tel.: 01-790 4821

FOR A FAIR AND DEPENDABLE DEAL IN

FRANCIS OF STREATHAM
DECKS WITH PRE-AMPS

Carr.
50p

Compact.
The receiver unit used in this compact space saver is the SR542. The custom-designed cabinet accommodates a 4-speed automatic minichanger specially made by BSR fitted with ceramic stereo cartridge.
The player is protected by asmoked styrene cover. Overall size: 17 ( W) X 9.1 (
H) x l0} ( D) in. Complete with 2 AS- 57 Bookshelf Speaker Systems as Wu:crated above.

TAPE and
* NO INTEREST OR SERVICE CHARGES ON H.P.
up to 18 months * Free Service during Guarantee period
* Fair Part Exchange Allowance on your old Recorder
* Reconditioned Recorders available to personal shoppers only

AMPEX TAPE OFFERS

'Sony TC127 Deck and Pre-amp.
'Sony TC122 Deck/PA
'Philips 2503 Deck/Pre-amp.

1P— Polyester: M—Mylar .
etate)
Compact Cassettes C.60-53p; C 9075p; C.120-0'05 ( p/p 3p each).
7- D.P. 2400 ft. ( P)
1-50
7" L.P. 1800 ft. ( P)
£1-05
5/" L.P. 1105 ft. ( M)
..
88p
5I" L.P. 1150 ft. ( A) ..
75p
5r Standard 850 ft. ( A)
63p
5" D.P. 1200 ft. ( P)
88p
5 L.P. 900 ft. ( P)
..
63p
5- Standard 600 ft. ( P)
.
50p
3' reel polyester tape, 600' ( P)
25p

BATTERY MAINS CASSETTE

Postage on orders under
add 10p,
orders over a sent post paid U.K.

MAINS CASSETTE MODELS
'Philips RH882 St. Tun/AM/Cass.
'Sony HST399 St. Tun/AM/Cass.
'Sony TC330 Stereo Cass/Spool
'Keller Dolby Stereo
'Rank Wharfedale Dolby Stereo
Philips 2400 Stereo
Philips 2401 Auto with ski-slope

Philips 2204
Philips 2205
Sony TC60
Sony TC80
Sony TC100
Philips TT392 with AM/FM
Philips RR290 with AM
Sony CF100 with AM/FM
Sony CF200 with AM/FM

BATTERY CASSETTES
Philips EL3302
Philips N2202
Sony TCI2
Sony TC40
Sharp 418
Grundig C200

BATTERY SPOOL MODELS

"Tandberg Series 11-2
Sharp 514 2 Tr. 2 sp. ( BM)
Sony TC800B 2 Tr. 4sp. ( BM)
Telefunken 302 4 Tr. 2 sp.
'Uher 4000L 4 sp. 2 Tr.
"Uher 4200/4400 4 sp Stereo
• Microphones extra

Splicers, Defluxers, Bulk
Accessories of all kinds.

e MIXERS

E

by

Uher, Eagle, Sony, Grundig, etc.

•MICROPHONES

by

AKG, Grampian, Reslo, Acos, Beyer,
Senhuiser, Telefunken, etc.

eHEADPHONES

by AKG, Nikko,
Philips, Koss, Eagle, TTC, Beyer, Akai

• MUSICASSETTES.
All
leading
makes. Pre-recorded 8 track cartridges and tapes. Recording tapes and
cassettes—All leading makes.

ElFI DEPT.
•

AMPLIFIERS
Quad, Rogers, Arena, Philips,
Goodman, Nikko, Armstrong,
Leak, Tripletone, Tandberg,
Teleton.

•

TUNERS
Quad, Rogers, Leak, Armstrong,
Tripletone,
Arena,
Nikko, Goodman, Huldra.

•

LOUDSPEAKERS
Quad, Rogers, Kef, Wharfedale,
Goodman,
Tannoy,
Lowther,
Leak,
Tandberg,
Arena, Celestion, Kelestron.

e

MOTORS, PICKUPS
GARRARD inc. S.P.25 Mk. Ill
Goldring
BSR
Connoisseur
Thorens
Audiotec
Shure
Neat
Sonotone
Aces
SME
Dual
Pickering
Diamond styli, Microbfts, Pressure
Gauges,
Cleaning,
Accessories,
Cabinets, etc.

169-173 STREATHAM HIGH ROAD, LONDON, S.W.16
01-769 0466: 01-769 0192

Between St. Leonard's Church
and Streatham Station

Please note this is our only address. Free parking Prentis Road, 2 min. away
OPEN ALL DAY SATURDAY— CLOSED ALL DAY WEDNESDAY

JAPAN'S LEADING
Hi-Fi
EQUIPEMENT
COMPLETE STEREO SYSTEMS
SM— I
0Modular 20 Watts Total Output.
Dynamic Four Componant Series.
28 Watts Total Output.
Multiac 50D Special 4-AMP System.
Multiac 60D Special 4-AMP System.
INTEGRA SERIES
725.
723.
225.
423.

lntergrated Stereo Amplifier 22/22 W.
Intergrated Stereo Amplifier 33/33 W.
Stereo Receiver 22/22 W.
Stereo Tuner.

A section from the range of accessories and equipment
to provide complete audio installations including
loudspeakers—cassette and cartridge tape decks—
headphones etc.

PHOTOGRAPH:

f
preir

D.F. 700 Complete Component Stereo System-28
Watts Total Output.
Suggested retail price £ 152.91 Inclusive of
Purchase Tax.
Trade enquiries are invited at the Showrooms of the sole U.K. distributors:

J. PARKAR 8/ Co. ( London) Ltd
Parkar House, IPaul Street, London, E.C.2. Telephone 01-628 4577.

SOLENT MK. III SPEAKER SYSTEMS

EXPERT PICK-UPS LTD.
Sole agents for the manufacture and servicing of the Leak
Mk. I & Mk. 2 dynamic pickup heads.
Details of prices from: P.O. Box 3, Ashtead, Surrey. Tel. Ashtead 73704

DIAMOND STYLUS
INDIVIDUAL

REPLACEMENT
SERVICE

For detachable cantilever systems using clients own stylus assemblies, thereby
much reducing costs. Ask for special quotations and prospectus. Radius to
choice: 0.0005in. ( stereo) to 0.004in. ( 78 oversize). Elliptical where suitable.
Radius and form shadowgraph—checked using x 500 magnification.
Grade A: Finest quality, highly polished, giving minimum background, greater
clarity and analysis. Grade B: Commercial standard, 0.0005in. to 0.0025 only.
Oversize sapphires and diamonds (" A" only) for Pathé and Edison reproducers
formed and fitted. Our diamonds are manufactured only to customers' specifications and are distributed solely through us.
EXPERT PICK-UPS LTD., P.O. BOX 3, ASHTEAD, SURREY.

A
•D• &

This famous
Loudspeaker needs no
Introduction. Fitted with
Goodman's Speakers as used in original
Sonotone Model, and ncw re- styled with removable Black Vynalr Grille
and fitted with additional Tweeter.
Technical Specification:
e Small Attractive Size, 14 x9x84 in.
e Goodman's 64 in. Bass, plus two 31 in. Tweeters
e Choke/Condenser, Crossover System
e Acoustically Lined with Dr. Bailey's Long-haired fibre wool
e Impedance, 4to 8ohms, 10 W handling
e Teak Finish with Black removable Vynair Grille
e Response, 40 c/s to 20,000 c/s

LOUDSPEAKER
ENCLOSURES
CABINETS

STOCK MODELS OR MADE
TO YOUR SPECIFICATION
FINEST VENEERS & FINISHES
PLEASE
NOTE

£23

SPECIAL OFFER
apair. plus £1p. & p. ON DEMONSTRATION
Also available in singes at £11.50, pus 50p p. & p.

LEE ELECTRONICS

Tel.: ASHTEAD 73704

OUR NEW

400 EDGWARE RD., W.2
Tel.: 01-723 5521 ( Closed Thurs.)

Closed for Annual Holidays— re- open Tuesday 7th Sept. Mail order goods are not affected and
will be despatched as usual.
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ADDRESS

A. DAVIES & CO.
(Cabinet Makers)
56 WELLESLEY ROAD
LONDON, N.W.5
01-485 5775

Open till 5.30 Saturday

HIGH

FIDELITY

MAIL. ORDER (
P&P Please).

AFTER SALES SERVICE.
Rec.
Retail
Cp

Cash
Ep

*CARTRIDGES ( P&P 15p)
AUDIO
AUDIO
AUDIO
AUDIO

TECHNICA
TECHNICA
TECHNICA
TECHNICA

Rec.
Retail
Lp

STYLI

6-47
8.71
17-47
17.79

5.38
7-30
14-55
11.00

3.80
7.42
13.61
12-77

3.20
6-19
11-32
10-60

G800 .. • •
G800H .. • •
G850
G800E .. • .
G800SE..

12.55
10.29
6.29
18-16
25.10

8-55
8-60
5-03
14-35
19-10

4-48
4-48
3.29
10-16
15.53

3-34
3-34
2-75
8-13
12.43

PICKERING V15/AME 3 . •
PICKERING P/ATE
PICK ERING P/AC

20.34
12.35
7.75

17-00
10-25
6.45

16-55
10.66
6-29

13.95
8-85
5-21

SHURE
SHURE
SHURE
SHURE
SHURE
SHURE
SHURE
SHURE
SHURE
SHURE
SHURE

M3D
M3IE
M44/5
M44C/7
M55E
M44E
M75/6
M75G
M75E/2
M75E1/2 ..
V15 Improved

7.16
1I.64
10-74
9.84
12-52
I1-64
16.09
16-90
20-57
19-07
39.35

5-50
9-60
8-12
7.15
10-55
9-80
II -09
II - 90
16-26
16.60
28-59

5.37
8-05
7-16
6-26
8-94
8-05
8.05
8-95
12-52
10-74
16-09

Rec. Retail
Lp

EXPORT (
including personal).

Rec. Retail
L p

9.00
6-50

7-25
5-50

KOSS K6
KOSS KO 727
KOSS PRO 4AA

12-50
16.50
28-00

10-50
14-50
24-00

12.60
19.19

10-50
15-25

•ROGERS Ravensbrook

18.50

15.00

*SANSUI SS 2 ..
•SANSUI SS 20

7-72
17.75

6-25
14-20

STAX SR 3 ..

45.00

37-00

•PIONEER SE 30
'PIONEER SE 50

..
..

19-28

16.03

CONNOISSEUR SAU2

14-32

12-25

GOLDRING L75
GOLDRING L69

12.07
8-94

10-03
7-40

AUDIO TECHNICA

1005

NEAT G30/Lifter

16.66

14-42

SME 30091S2
SME 3012/52 ..

33-26
35-40

27-05
29-20

TRANSCR1PTOR 9" ..

21-53

18-00

79-33
56-74
72-58

65-58
47-14
61-33

51-81
40-36
88-55
100-90
9.00

43-20
33-66
73-90
83-75
8-00

GOODMANS Module 80

91-42

76-17

KORTING T600

*ALPHA R500 ( MPX)
ALPHA RI50
ALPHA R200
'ARMSTRONG
ARMSTRONG
ARMSTRONG
ARMSTRONG
ARMSTRONG

523 ..
524 ..
525 ..
526
M8 Decoder..

*TAPE RECORDERS (
P&P 90p)
29-25

AKAI 4000D ..

89.95

75-00

44-75

FERROGRAPH 724

256.52

214- 1I

*CAMBRIDGE Audio P40

81-00

70-00

*FERROGRAPH F307 Mk II

62-00

50-00

REVOX 1104 ..
REVOX 1124 --

215-00
249-00

From stock
From stock

56-50
62-50
69-00
75-00

45.00
49-50
55-00
60-00

TANDBERG
TANDBERG
TANDBERG
TANDBERG

107-00
174.00
188-00
68-00

89-00
145-00
156-72
56-68

SANYO MR 805
SANYO MR 801

96-40
67.45

80-45
53-50

SHARP RD 712

75.00

56-50

St.
St.
St.
St.

30
30
70
70

Plus chassis
Plus cased
chassis ..
cased ..

39-00

31-50

NIKKO TRM 30 IC ..
•NIKKO TRM 40 IC --

35-50
48.00

29-50
38.50

PEAK SOUND 840A ..

45-00

36.00

124-00

From stock

47.50
52-50
64-00
59.50

38-00
42-00
51.00
47-00

40-00
62-88
86-43

From stock
From stock
From stock

35-00
45-00
61.95
23-90

28.00
36-00
48-50
19-00

65-00

54-00

REVOX A50
ROGERS
*ROGERS
'ROGERS
ROGERS

Ravensbrook Mk II
Ravensbrook Mk II cased
Ravensbourne cased
Ravensbourne chassis

"SANSUI AU 101
SANSUI AU 222
SANSUI AU 555A ..
SINCLAIR
SINCLAIR
SINCLAIR
SINCLAIR

2000 Mk 11 ..
3000
Neoteric 60
Project 60 ( PZ5)

SUGDEN A2I

BSR MP6OP/C wired ..

24-64

20-84

CONNOISSEUR 8D2 chassis
CONNOISSEUR BD2 P&C

30-25
38.65

25-80
32-98

DUAL 1219 chassis ..
DUAL 1219/M91 chassis
DUAL 1215 chassis ..

63.50
74-70
37.17

52-60
61-83
30-92

GOLDRING
GOLDRING
GOLDRING
GOLDRING

27.63
40-71
40-17
53-27

23.00
33-90
33-45
44-36

15-85
23.24
27-85
36.71
37-80
48.22

13-16
18.00
23-22
30-54
31-50
40-21

PHILIPS GA 202 Mk II

66.52

54-52

PIONEER PL I2AC

48.34

38-43

THORENS
THORENS
THORENS
THORENS

TDI50A/2
TD150A13/2/TX11
TD125
TO 150 motor ..

44-40
53-26
76-03
34.67

37-14
43-68
63-50
28.83

TRANSCRIPTORS Saturn ..

55-61

47-50

GARRARD
GARRARD
GARRARD
GARRARD
GARRARD
GARRARD

GL69/2
GL69P/C/2
GL 75 ..
GL75P/C
SP25 Mk III
SP25P/C wired
AP76
401
SL 758 ..
SL 95B ..

e CLEARANCE

BARGAINS

47.96

40-21

LUX 77T Amplifier ..

*LEAK Stereofetic cased
LEAK Stereofetic chassis

69-80
64.03

57-80
54-03

LEAK Walnut case for Stereofetic
ORTOFON S157E/Shell

13-50

NIKKO FAM 10 • .

46-78

40-79

PEAK SOUND 12-15 Amp ( new/built) ..

35-00

PIONEER AS305A Speaker Kit ( new) pair ..

40-00

PEAK SOUND 840T ..
PEAK SOUND 840T/A
REVOX A76
•ROGERS
ROGERS
*ROGERS
ROGERS
ROGERS
ROGERS

Ravensbourne FET cased ..
Ravensbourne FET chassis ..
Ravensbrook FET cased ..
Ravensbrook FET chassis ..
Ravensbrook T/A cased ..
Ravensbrook T/A chassis ..

SANSUI 200 .
SANSUI TU 555 ..
WHARFEDALE 100.1

..

..

43-42
91-60

36-17
76-35

167-52

From stock

64-48
59-66
49-41
43-38
108-43
99.39

53-59
49-77
41-40
35-63
90-43
82-90

87-80
81.34

From stock
From stock

143.57

119-56

M. O'BRIEN
HIGH

FIDELITY

SPECIALISTS

PIONEER SX300T Amplifier (ex. dem.)
PIONEER SXI000 T/Amp. ( S/H)

304IX
404IX
6041X
184IX

*SPEAKERS and KITS (
P&P 75p)
•ALPHA HT 20 Mk II ( pair)

54-00

42.50

*B & W DM I ( pair) ..
*8 & W DM3 .

64-00
63-00

5I - 00
50-00

98.00
65.00

85-00
55-50

CAMBRIDGE Audio R50
CAMBRIDGE Audio R40
»DYNACO A25 Mk II ..
"DYNACO A50

38-38
66-00

31-95
50-00

*CELESTION Ditton 15
*CELESTION Ditton 25
*CELESTION Ditton 120 ( pair)

32-00
65-00
48-00

25-50
52-00
39-00

34-00
44.00
62-50

27-25
35-25
50-00

79.75
7975

From stock

GOODMANS Mezzo III•
*GOODMANS Magnum K2•
GOODMANS Magister• •

("TURNTABLES (
P&P 75p)

("TUNERS/TUNER-AMPS (
70p)

Cash
L p

56-00

METROSOUND St 20 Mk 11

OPICK-UP ARMS (
P&P 35p)

Rec. Retail
L p

36-75

LEAK
*LEAK
LEAK
"LEAK

*HEADPHONES ( P&P 30p)

BARCLAYCARD.

'ARMSTRONG 521 ..

ALPHA F2I2

Cash
p

PAYBONDS CREDIT SCHEME.

Cash
p

* AMPLIFIERS ( P&P 70p)

4-06
6-71
6-00
5-27
7-43
6.71
6-71
7.43
10-45
8-87
13-16

*AKA1 ASE 20 ..
*AKA' ASE 95 ..

DISCOUNTS

.ON DEMONSTRATION.

Cash
p

AT66 ..
AT21S
AT2I X
AT355

GOLDRING
GOLDRING
GOLDRING
GOLDRING
GOLDRING

CASH

48.00
5-00

69-00
110-00

R/ALLAN Chaconne ( ex. dem.) pair

3100

QUAD 22 and 2 Il's ( S/H)

3540

ROGERS Stereo decoder (-FP/Supply)

12.50

SANSUI 200 T/Amp ( new)

67-00

SANYO DC60 T/Amp AM/FM ( new)

69-90

SONY STR6040 T/Amp. (ex. dem.) ..

90-00

SONY TC200 Tape/Rec. ( S/H)

39-50

•
.

IMF Studio ( export) .

12-00

10-25

.•

25-00
36-00
18.70
34-20
58-50

20-00
30-00
15-50
28-50
47-00

"LEAK Sandwich 200 ( pair) ..
LEAK Sandwich 300 ( pair) ..
'LEAK Sandwich 600 ..

49.50
65-00
49.50

39-75
51-00
39-25

MORDAUNT-SHORT MS700

78.00

From stock

PEAK SOUND Baxendall Kit
PEAK SOUND Baxendall

13.90
19-42

12-00
17-00

PEERLESS
PEERLESS
PEERLESS
PEERLESS
PEERLESS
PEERLESS
PEERLESS

6.51
10-00
17.74
12-57
18-28
12-31
26-85

5-40
8-25
14-40
10-10
15-05
10-20
22-00

JORDAN WATTS Module.
KEF
*KEF
KEF
*KEF
KEF

Kit 2 .• • •
Kit 3 ( Concerto)
Kit 4( Cresta)
Chorale ..
Concerto ..

RICHARD
RICHARD
15 W)
RICHARD
RICHARD
"RICHARD
*RICHARD
RICHARD
RICHARD

•

2-8 Kit
.
•
10-2 Kit • •• •
3-25 Kit • . • •
20-2 Kit • . . •
20-3 Kit • • . •
3-15 Kit .. ..
430/12 Kit ..

ALLAN Twin Assy ( Chaconne)10-6I
ALLAN Triple Assy ( Pavane

8.85

24.00
16-50
20.45
35.25
16.90
25.00

16-30
19-25
13-70
17-05
28-25
14-07
20-00

•TANNOY III LZ

41-00
49.50
31-26

34-00
39-50
26.25

•TANNOY
•TANNOY
TANNOY
TANNOY
TANNOY

63.00
69-00
31-00
36.50
43.25

50.40
55-20
25-50
30-00
36-00

38-47
48-11
59-90
32-50
42-50
12-53
18.00
26.00

32-07
39-70
47-50
25-50
34-00
10-43
14-40
20-80

ALLAN S/Triple Assy (20W)
ALLAN Module ( Minette)
ALLAN Chaconne• .
ALLAN Pavane .. • .
ALLAN Minette .. • •
ALLAN Flamenco• .

.. • •
••
ROGERS Ravensbrooke pair
ROGERS Ravensbourne .. • •
lr Lancaster ..
15 - Lancaster ..
III LZ Monitor Gold
12 Monitor Gold
15" Monitor Gold..

*WHARFEDALE
'WHARFEDALE
WHARFEDALE
+WHARFEDALE
*WHARFEDALE
WHARFEDALE
WHARFEDALE
WHARFEDALE

226 WORPLE ROAD, RAYNES PARK,
WIMBLEDON, LONDON, S.W.20
131, 57 Buses, 5 mins Raynes Pk. Stn. ( Waterloo Line)
OPEN MONDAY TO SATURDAY 10 a.m.-6 p.m.
Prices correct at time of going to press and subject to variation.

Denton! ( pair) ..
Super Lintons ( pair)
Tritons ( pair) ..
Melton ..
Dovedale Ill ..
Unit 3 ( Denton/Linton)
Unit 4 ( Melton) ..
Unit 5 ( Dovedale)

01-948 1528

ON THE 16- WATT
TRANSISTOR STEREO
AMPLIFIER R.138
Separate bass and treble controls,
switched main and remote speaker
outputs.Inputs for turntable
(ceramic cartridge),tuner and tape.
Outputs for tape and headphones.
Separate AC outlet.Stereo/mono
switch ( splits mono signal).
Frequency response:30-20,000
Hz • 3dB.Walnut cabinet with
brushed aluminium front.
Output:8 watts per
channel r 8ohms.
lnputs:Phono
200mV,tuner 200m V.

TOP VALUE

Normal retail
price : £24.20

750,

SONT READ THIS!:
10-WATT TRANSISTOR STEREO AMPLIFIER R.136

Ganged volume,balance and tone controls.Inputs
or turntable ( ceramic cartridge),tuner ( see R.134)
or tape.Oiled walnut case with satin finish
aluminium front panel.Frequency response
50-10,000 Hz±3dB.Output:5 watts
ner channel u 8 ohms.Inputs:
Phono 100mV,tunerfaux 100mV.

40- WATT TRANSISTOR STEREO AMPLIFIER R.131
Separate bass and treble controls,separate left and right volume controls.
Separate loudness control.Switches main and remote speaker outputs.
Inputs for turntable ( switched for magnetic or ceramic),tuner ( see R.132)
and tape.Outputs for tape and headphones.Frequency response
20-20,000 Hz 3dB.Output:20 watts per channel
8ohms.Inputs:Phono
magnetic 3.0mV RIAA,crysta1100mV,tape 160mV,tu ner 160mV.

Normal retail price: £39.60

AM/FM/MPX
Stereo Tuner R.132

Normal retail
price: £20.40

Matching unit to the R.131 amplifier.
full AM and FM bands.
Separate signal meter.FM frequency
range:87-108 M Hz ; AM frequency
range 525-1605kHz.FM:Sensitivity
3uV,stereo separation 30dB a 1kHz,
image rejection 60dB.AM:Sensitivity •
2501iV.

•Covers

AM/FM/MPX
Stereo Tuner R.134
Matching unit to the R.136 amplifier.Covers
AM and FM tuning bands with automatic
stereo signal light.FM frequency range:
88-108mHz;AM frequency range: S35-1605kHz.
FM: Sensitivity 5µV,stereo separation 25dB a
IkHz.image rejection 50dB.AM:SensitIvIty
250u V.

Normal retail
price: £ 28.60

We don't want you to
Every piece of electronic or audio- equipment we sell is built to
our specifications.lt comes complete with aGuarantee.And
it's tested before it leaves us.
We bend over backwards in our advertising to make sure
everything we say is factually accurate.
But,buying mail-order,even though you're buying from us,we
accept you could still end up with apiece of equipment that's
not exactly what you wanted.And we think that's unfair.
Return of post mail-order service; orders over £ 10 post free, ( U.K.
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8- Track Stereo Cartridge Tape Recorder R.148
Full recording and ! rayback facilities for 8- track ca'tridges.Autornatic traci‘ crande with
manual override.Inpsts for microphonctuner or turntable.Dual recording level meters
and volume controls.Headphone socket for monitoring Wow and
flutter better than 0.25%;frequency response 30- IC ,nn
Hz±3dB.Tape Speed:3.75 IPS.9 5CMS.

60-watt Transistor Stereo Amplifier R.158
Separate slider bass and treble controls.Separate loudness control.
Push-button input controls for turntable ( magnetic,high orlow,tuner,
tape and headphones.Switched main and remote speaker outputs.
Noise filtering and tape monitoring facility.Two AC outlets for
auxiliaries.Frequency response : 20-20,000 Hz 3dB.Output:30 watts
per channel
8ohms.Inputs:Phono 2.5mV and 5mV RIAA,tuner/aux
250m V.

Normal
retail
price:
£92.00

Normal retail price: £52.00

ROC
PRICE

£6

0111811118m,
....... iiiiiIII111111111111111111111111111.Plinnedu .....

8-track blank tape cartridges R.154
Special low ', ruse tage.Cartridge prelubricated for long life.Recordiplayback tune
1hour ( 4 r15 minute stereo tracks).

ROC price: £ 1.40

(
For the connoisseur
30- watt 3- way Crysler
Speaker System R.155

NgWOOACAP71

Heavy oiled walnut cabinets each with
two separate speakers:8-inch woofer,
5- inch mid- range with 2- Inch
concentric tweeter, and 3- position
frequency character stic switch.
Supplied with separate clip- on front.
Overall frequency response: 35-20, 000
Hz.Power handling:30 watts,. 8ohms.
Cabinet sice:10-1 aflo 81 inches.

36-watt Stereo Tuner/Amplifier/Speaker System R.139

Solid state system with full controls for
turntable ( magnetic cartridge) and tape,
and AMIFM radio with built-in antennae.
Slider volume controls, elegant matching
cabinets:with illuminated dial ( including
stereo broadcast indicator light) behind
black glass front.Two speakers each with

6.5 rich bass and 5inch trebir. Frequency
response:30-20,000 Hz.Output.18 watts per
channel
8ohms.Inputs:Phono magnetic
5m1/,ausltape 200mV.FM:Frequency range
80-108MHz.Sensitivity 2.5µV:stereo
separation 30dB:image rejeCtion 40dB.
AM:Frequency range 530-1605 KHz.
Sensitivity 180pV.

Normal retail price
per speaker: £37.80

Ask for details of other speakers in
the Crysler range

Normal retail price:
£112-00

ROC PRIC
£2430

é89. 00
pay for your mistakes
So we've got aproposition for you.
If you buy apiece of Roc equipment,and it's not quite what you
expected, send it back within seven days,and as long as it's as
good as new we'll give you your money back.

Matched Stereo Speakers
R.446
Heavily lagged teak finish cabinets each
with large dual cone base unit and
separate tweeter.Power handling:10 watts
peak;frequency range:40-18.000 FD.
impedance:8 ohms.Size:14 x81 sSt.

ROC ELECTRONICS LIMITED
1)3 Edgware Road,London W2 1ET . Phone : 01-723 6211.
Callers at Shop welcome 9-6 Mon to Sat ( Thurs 1
pm)

Normal retail price: £ 19.60

only) add 25p for pá pto orders under £10.HP ternis available.
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IT MAKES SOUND SENSE ~CAVES HI FI
SAVE BIG
MONEY ON
TAPE

TANDBERG SERIES 3000

BASF MAGNETIC TAPE

sr 900
sr 1200'
7" 1800'
sr 1800'
7" 2400'
sr 2400'
r 1200'

7" 3600'

Cosh Price
£ 1.25
£ 1.45
£ 1 -45
£2.05
£2.05
£2.55
£2.55
£3.20

Take aclose look at the outstanding features and facilities
incorporated in this new model.
1.4 Heads. 2. Tandberg Cross- Field recording Technique.
3. Mixing in mono. 4. AB- test switch. 5. Sound- on- Sound
and echo 2 recording controls and . ndicators. 6. 3speeds.
7. Listening during fast wind and re- wind. 8. Pause button.
Instant start/stop. 9. Automatic end stop.
Features like these and Tandberg -s usually high quality
and attention to detail continue through the range of Hi-Fi
equipment. Ask for details and special discount prices.
Prices on application.

7" 3600'.

8 TRACK STEREO
CARTRIDGE
PLAYERS AND
RECORDERS
are now in stock at Caves and
available for demonstration. The
equivalent of 2 LP records' playing time in full stereo is now
possible even in your car. Find
out more about these fascinating
units. Ask for details and Cave's
bargain prices.

EMI AFONIC TAPE
88 SP
900'
£ 1.11
7" 1200'
£ 1.39
99 LP
1200'
.
£ 1-39
7" 1800'
•
£ 1.96
100 DP
1800'
•
£2.17
.
•
£3.02
7" 2400'
300 TP
5" 1800'
£2.56

sr

sr

TAN NOY LOUDSPEAKERS

sr

TOP VALUE AT CAVE'S PRICES

SCOTCH DYNARANGE
202

sr
sr

900
..
7" 1200
..
203
1200
..
7" 1800'
..
81" 2400'
..
204 5¡" 1800'
..
7" 2400'
..

£1.20
£1.52
£ 1.50
£2.00
£2.95
£2.20
£3.10

Tannoy loudspeakers are world famous. and widely used
in recording studios everywhere. All use the tried and
tested dual concentric Monitor Gold unit which combines
deep true bass with cistortion free high frequercies.
Tannoy 15" Monitor Gold in Lancaster enclosure.
List price £63.25. Cash price £51.95
Tannoy III
LZ Monitor Gold in Mk 2 enclosure.
List price £ 41.00. Cash price £ 33-95.

sr

£0.45
£0.50
£0.70
£1.00

.. £ 1-25
£1-45
£1.35
£1.90
£2.15
£3.00

TREMENDOUS CASSETTE RECORDER
BARGAINS
Philips EL3302. Superb reproduction from this top value unit. Enjoy the pleasure
of high quality sound in this compact portable unit. Complete with carrying case.
List Price £23.90. Cash price £ 19.85

Teleton H8100. Highly attractive cassette recorder/player with a really complete
accessory kit: BATTERIES, EARPIECE, MICROPHONE, LINE RECORDING LEAD.
Fantastic bargain from Caves.
List price £21.50. Cash price £ 1515

GREAT TAPE RECORDER VALUE FROM
AKAI AT CAVES BIG DISCOUNT PRICES

PHILIPS MAGNETIC TAPE

SP
7" SP
Sr LP
7" LP
Sr DP
7" DP

Superb three head Stereo Tape Recorder with
High Fidelity recordiag and playback. It has a
three head system with micron gap. The
sturdy mechanism provides excellent durability.
Fine oil- finished wooden cabinet
matching furniture zed/or stereo set. It is a
4 track stereo/mono with 2 speeds, a shield
type head for high S:N ratio, a tape lifter in
fast forward and rewind operation, a 3 digit
index counter and 2 VU meters.
List price £124.90. Cash price £87.50

••
•

SCOTCH MAGNETIC TAPE
51" 900
1200"

sr

r 1200'

7" 1800'
1800'
7" 2400'

sr

£0.95
El.15
£1-25
£1.75
£1.95
£2.75

CELESTION-LOUDSPEAKERS
FOR THE PERFECTIONIST
The Ditton Series of High
Fidelity loudspeakers have
been developed for the
highest standard of sound
reproduction with particular emphasis for use in the
hone.
Celestion Dicton 25,
£6.5.-00. Cash £58.50.

List

Celestion Dicton 120, List
£28.75. Cash £24.00.

WATTS RECORD
CARE EQUIPMENT

Celestion Dicton IS, List
£32-00. Cash £28.95.
ILLUSTRATED
Dicton 25.

Celestion

FOR THE CARE, PROTECTION AND MAINTENANCE
YOUR RECORDS DESERVE
Watts " Dust Bug - Auto Record
Cleaner
..
£ 1-24
Watts Parastatik Disc Preener
Manual Disc Cleaner .. .. £0.35
Watts Parastat Mk 2A Manual Disc
Cleaner ..
£2.65
Watts Parastat Mk 4 Manual Disc/
Stylus Kit Cleaner
£2.20
Watts Humid Mop for use with
£0-25
above .. • • • •

PERSONAL EXPORT

AKAI CR80

Philips N2202. Take it anywhere, record or playback what you like, when you like.
Wide frequency range for good reproduction. Rapid wind and re- wind. Complete
with carrying case.
List price £27-90. Cash price £21.95

ILLUSTRATED Tar.noy Ill LZ enclosure.

BASF, SCOTCH DYNARANGE & PHILIPS LOW
NOISE CASSETTES
C30..
C60.
C90
CI20

Hundreds more quality Hi -Fi bargains in stock.
START SAVING REAL MONEY!

£1.50
£ 2.10
£ 2.10
£ 2.65
£ 2.65
£ 330

•
•
•
•
•

£42•95 Pair
£34 50 Pair
£44•95 Pair

Wharfedale Triton .
Leak Sandwich 200 ..
Leak Sandwich 300 ..

Compare our prices before you buy and

BASF LOW NOISE HIGH
OUTPUT

sr 1200
7' 1800'•
sr 1800'•
7" 2400'.
sr 2400'•

ENORMOUS SPEAKER
REDUCTIONS

QUAD- FOR THE CLOSEST
APPROACH TO TF-E ORIGINAL
SOUND

If only the best is good enough, then it must be the Quad
range of Hi -Fi units including the 303/33 Amplifier, Electrostatic speakers and selection of Tuners. Quad : s for the
enthusiast who appreciates genuine sound reproduction.

EASY CREDIT TERMS

LUX SQI220 & 77T UNIQUE HIGH QUALITY
AMPLIFIERS, HIGH POWERED WITH A HOST
OF CONTROLS AND LOOK AT THE PRICE
Behind every LUX amplifier is the
knowledge, experience and advanced
technology of a manufacturer who supplies equipment to the Japanese Radio
Corporation. All LUX equipment is
built to the highest standards, and
attention to detail at every point in
construction ensures that you get top
quality sound and the highest reliability.
Model 77T amplifier 60 watts RMS.
List price £66.37. Cash price £54.00
Model 1220 amplifier. The zenith of
LUX technology in solid state circuitry;
all Silicon transistors, enormous range
of inputs/outputs and control facilities.
100 watts RMS output. A really top

REPAIRS

ampl ifier.
class

Also ideal as a discotheque

List pc
f
i r£124.50.
e
Cash price £84-00

FULL MAKERS GUARANTEES

BIG MONEY SAVING CATALOGUE SEND 5p
AMPLIFIERS
Cash Price
Amstrad 8000 .. £16.95
ARD 2000 .. £37.95
Armstrong 521
£42.50
Cambridge P40
£68.65
Cambridge P50
£72.50
Decca A3000 .. £58.95
Ferrograph F307 Mk 2 £43.95
Grundig SV85 .. £115.95
Grundig SV140 £163.50
Leak 30 Plus ( Ch) .. £44.50
Leak 30 Plus ( C)
£49.50
Leak 70 ( Ch) .. £53.95
Leak 70 ( C)
£59.25
Lux SQ1220 £84.00
Lux SQ505
£72.50
Lux SQ77T
£54.00
Lux SQ606 .. £62.50
Metrosound ST2OE £32.50
Metrosound ST20 .. £ 27
Philips RH580
Philips RH590
Philips RH591
Philips GH9
Pioneer
Pio
r
lone
Quad 3
adon 40
vox A50
ers Raven
sbrook
Ro
(C
Rotel
Rotel
Rotel R
Sansui A
Sansui A
Sansui AU
Sansui AU6
£13
Sansui AU999
£43
Sansui RA500
£71 2
Sansui QS-1
£21.50
Sinclair 2000 Mk 1
£26.25
Sinclair 2000 Mk 2
Sinclair 3000
£30.95
Sinclair Neoteric 60
£46.50
Sugden A21 Class A £53.00
£18.50
Teleton SAQ206
£24.05
Teleton GA101 ..

TUNERS
Cash Price
Armstrong 523 AM/
FM
..
£43.95
Armstrong 524 .. £33.95
Armstrong M8 .. £7.95
Decca T1000 .. £28.15
Decca T2000 .. £51.90
Grundig RT100 £157.75
Leak Stereofetic ( Ch) £
54.00
Leak Stereofetic ( C) £61 -00
Lux WL515 .. • • £7945
Philips RH690 • • £41.35
Philips RH691 • .
£7840
Philips GH926 • . £18.50
Quad FM Mk 3 • •
£6840
Quad AM2 .. • •
£2840
Quad AM3
£4440
Rotel ST120 .. • • £3845
Rotel RT320 .. • . £4545
Sansui TU777 • • £88.
Sansui TU666

Sansui TU555
Teleton GT101

Cash Price
..
£72.50
.. £37.95

TUNER AMPLIFIERS
Cash Price
Akai A A6600
.. £125.80
Mai AA8500
.. £199
Akai AA6300
.. £11
Armstrong 525
.. £74
Armstrong 526
. £85.
Bell & Howe
o £67-50
Goodm
dule
£83.75
Gru
ss £151-75
G
dig R
0 ..
210.50
on 293
8.95
s RH781
65.95
Pi
rLX440
6.13
Pic
KX330
50
Revo
76 ..
£1
50
oger
ho
e
£5
5
•gers
roo
£43ers
oo
£90
s R brook
£98-9
•te
AX660A
£85 95
otel
£59.00
Rotel R
69.
ansui 2Sq
nsui 350
£99
00
£8
SS
86
Tandbe
SS117
on
Teleto
eton
Teleton
T
ton F2
n CR
dale 1
Wi
312
Wie
1812

S
Cash Price
AR6 P
£46.65
AR6 Te
..
£53.50
AR4X Te
£3
Bowers & Wilkins DM1 £
Bowers & Wilkins
Bowers & Wil'
70C ..
Cambridg
Cam
Celes
on 1
Celestu
Ditton 1
Celestion Ditton 25.
Contract 5 ..
Contract 6 ..
Decca AL 0100/T
Decca AL 02
Decca A
Dynat
D

Cash Price
Goodmans 3005 pair £ 17.95
Grundig 525
£85 00
Grundig TR011CA
4012 ...
Grundig TR011CA
£81.75
4022 ..
5.50
Kef Celest
-95
Kef Ch
5
nza
Kef C
Kef C certo
eletr
KN50
eletro KN700
£1
etron
N1000
£14Iron
1500
£182
Ke
ron
000
21.55
Keit
onk
If
15-50
Leak
ini S dwich
Tea
eak M
ch
alnu
k £ 34 50
San
andwi
£32
La
po pr.
Lea
Leak
0 pr.
Leak 6
Lowthe
49.35
Philips
£21 7
Philips RH4
£9.
Philips
£21.1
Qua
ctrostatic
59.40
Ri
rd All
Minet
15-75
ard
Chane
d Alla
.. £21
nco .
Ric
Ilan
ane
Rich
Ilan
Sar
e
£53.
ichrn
kI
£19.95
ichico
19-95
huron
3-50
mond
22 95
rond
£41.
Ras
200
Sar
P200
. £42.00
Shea
. . £2645
Tann
.. £3345
an
5" Lanc. .. £5145
oy 15" York ..
£70.50
annoy 15" G.R.F. .. £9740
Wharfedale De
npr. £31.50
Whartedal
Lint
£3

Cash Price

SOU nd
Cover
Amstr
Base
Coy
mstr
Cover
dring 705
ing GL69
rung GL7
ung
drun
99
ldrin
Cover

mess

£3640
£1245
£10.40
£9.50
£7.45
elm
£4540
£31-50
£3440
£43 50
23.50
1.75
50
10.50
£12.00
£18.50
£3 50
£3.40
500
00

£2
22
4
5
. £2

Ma
.P60 ..
Mac
£21 50
MacDonal
10 • C £ 24 95
acDon
10 P C £ 19 95
ac •
d 510/P/C £23.00
linth & Cover £4.25
M 60 wired Teak P á C £17.25
MacDonald HT70 £18.95
MacDonald HT70 total
package ..
Philips GA202
Pioneer PL12A
Pioneer PLAt
50
SME 2000
£38 0
1horen
1h.
5AB
•
150
7
s TD150
395
orens
Co
£3
Thor
Cover
8
Ref
00
tor,S
criptor
SME
. £71.75
ra
ef for
o
ow nd W
owlar

350
£20.50

ARMS

seur B
a 0300
ecca
00
£.85
£35.75

ron L
oodman
D.B
s Mezzo 2
ans Mezzo 3
dmans Magnum £3
Goodmans Magister £4

15 M
14 M7
u
Dua
0 Ba
Dual
Base
Dual C
Coy
Dual C
over
ynatron
rdov
natr n
ova
rrar
01 ..
ar .
75B
Ga
rd
5B
Garrard
Garrard S
arrard 10,
rard 350
ird 40B
d SL6
arra
rrar
PC1
arrard WB4

• M103ME
19 DM101MG
al 1218 M91MGD

£72
£74
£71
£57

95
94
95
95

Cash Price
lo Technica
AT1005
£17 00
Connoisseur SAU2
£12 95
Goldring L69 Arm ..
£870
Goldring L75 Arm ..
£11 95
Goldring PH6 Headshell £250
SME 3009 with S2 .. £28 95
SME 3012 with S2 .. £30.80
Transcriptor Fluid Arm
9" or 10" ..
mere

CARTRIDGES
Cash Price
Audio Technica AT66
£5.50
AT66 LC
..
£5.10
AT21
£7.65
AT21X Elliptical .. £12.95
VM3
£11.50
AT35XE
£14.95
Acos GP 94-1 DJ'S .. £3.00
Acos GP 94-5 D/S .. £3.45
Acos GP 96 D/S .. £3.00
Acos GP 91 D/S .. £2.00
Acos GP 104 D/S .. £ 440
Connoisseur SCU1 £5.20
Decca Deram Stereo
Blue
£4.25
Decca Deram Elliptical
Gold
£5.50
Empire 1000Z .
E.
£52.85
Empire 999 VE X ..
£37.30
Empire 999 TE X ..
£21 80
Empire 999 E X
£13.80
£17-65
Empire 999 SE X
Empire X ..
£10.90
Goldring G800
Super E ..
£17.95
Goldring G800E
£12.50
Goldring G800
£7.95
oldring G800H
£7.50
dring G850
£4.50
ring CS 91 E
£6.50
'ng CS 90-7
£4.50
ring CS 90-5
£4.50
£30.00
hure V15/2 ..
Shure M75E
£17-75
Shure M75-6 ..
£14.0
Shure M55E
Shure M44E
Shure M44-5 ..
Shure M44-7
840
Shure M9
17.50
Sh
.. £18.00
dîhu
.. £12-50
Ur
E
£15.00
atone 9TAH C Dia. £2.25
onotone 9TAH C

er
,
bit °o

Sapp . °
• •
NN33

•

AletECORDERS
Cash Price
Akai X-1800S0
.. £167.50
. . £69.95
Akai 4000D ..
. . £65.95
Akai 1710L
. . £87.50
Akai 4000 ..
.. £145.00
Akai X-5000L
.. £189-95
Akai M- 10L
.. £336.15
Akai GX365
.. £167.20
Akai X-200D
.. £250.00
Akai X-2000S D
.. £76.90
Akai 1720L
Ferrograph 702 .. £199.75
Ferrograph 702 HS .. £210 ,25
Ferrograph 722 .. £233.40
Ferrograph 722 HS .. £243.50
Ferrograph 704 .. £199.75
Ferrograph 724 •.. £233.40
Ferrograph Plastic
Cover .. £5.75
Grundig C-200 .. £29.75
Grundig C-200SL £34.95
Grundig CN222 £52.65
Grundig TK121 £50.45
Grundig TK141 £56.15
Grundig TK146 £61.35
Grundig TK147 £85.20
Grundig TK3200 £129.95
Grundig TX 124 .. £31.00

IT MAKES SOUND SENSE m'CAVES HI FI
TOP DISCOUNTS
ON RECORDS

SUPER SOUND WITH SONY
HI-FI EQUIPMENT

SUPERB NEW AMPLIFIERS AND TUNER
AMPLIFIERS FROM ROTEL

An enormous range of records of all
kinds from Pop to Classical can be
bought from our 27 Eden Street,
Kingston branch or by direct Mail
Order from the same address at discounts up to 15%. Send for complete record lists.

Model STR6040. Fully integrated AM/FM Tuner amplifier
-15 watts per channel-FET-special filters in tuner
section to guarantee strong station selection and a wide
range of controls.
Model TAI 144. Thirty Watt Stereo Amplifier combines
excellent looks with all Silicon circuitry, plus a wide
dynamic range and low harmonic distortion for the best
performance at any sound level. Comprehensive input/
output facilities and front panel controls. ( ILLUSTRATED)
Prices on application.

A brand new range of Hi Fi units with really attractive stylingsatin aluminium fascias and controls with veneered surround cases.
Good looks matched only by their superb Hi Fi performance.

r
eratemwei,

AUDIO
ACCESSORIES

mmildelli

Discount prices are available on all
makes of record care equipment
and Hi -Fi and Audio Accessories,

•

DISCOUNTS WITH
SERVICE
UNBEATABLE
VALUE AT CAVE'S
Our demonstration rooms are fully
equipped to enable you to listen to
hundreds of different Hi -Fi combinations, to enable you to compare
the kind of sound you can expect
from both budget systems and more
expensive and sophisticated equipment. Our experienced staff are
enthusiastic and happy to advise on
the best combination of units to
suit your own particular requirements and your pocket.
Cave's Mail Order service is available to all customers in the UK and
abroad and enquiries should be sent
to our 5 BRIDGE STREET, RICHMOND, SURREY shop or if Records
are concerned, to 27 EDEN STREET,
KINGSTON, SURREY.

ASK FOR A DEMONSTRATION OF THE
RICHMOND SERIES OF
QUALITY SPEAKERS
ONLY FROM CAVES

FERROGRAPH SERIES 7
Available in mono or stereo, Ferrograph Tape Recorders
incorporate an unrivalled range of facilities including two
inputs per channel with independent tone controls and
signal level meters for each channel for playback and record.
List Price Cash Price
Ferrograph 702
..
£228.71 £ 199•75
Ferrograph 704
..
£228.71
£199-75
Ferrograph 722
..
£266.41
£233-40
Ferrograph 724
..
£266.41
£233-40
Ferrograph 702/HS
£238-77
£210.25
Ferrograph 722/HS
£276.47
£243.50

THE INCOMPARABLE LEAK
PISTON ACTION SPEAKER
Leak Sandwich Systems have been used for many years by
broadcasting studios as monitors, and represent outstanding value for money at Cave's amazing discount prices.
Leak Sandwich
List price £45.50 Cash price £32.95
Leak Mini Sandwich List price £29.75 Cash price £20.95

FERROGRAPH F307 AMPLIFIER
TOP CLASS QUALITY UNIT
AT AN INCREDIBLE PRICE
Lower distortion-less than 0.18% to full power at IkHz.
Greater power reserve-new high voltage output transistor. Lower noise level-new low noise high gain preamplifier transistors. Input handling capacity and matching
suitable for any cartridge.
The Mk 2 amplifier incorporates all the basic facilities of
its predecessor in addition to the special features mentioned above. All the other details of design which made
the F307 an outstanding audio control centre have been
retained. List price £62.00. Cash price £43-95.

RICHMOND Mk 3-incorporating the 12 monitor gold unit in a
base reflex enclosure.
A fine
sounding unit in an enclosure to
grace any house.

Worth £34.00. Cash price £22.95
RICHMOND Mk 1-containing
the same units as used in the KEF
Cresta to achieve an excellent response over awide frequency range.
Worth £26-00. Cash price £ 19.95

Rotel RA6I0
30 watts RMS per channel from this
magnificent unit with low and high
filters, professional type slide tone
controls, loudness switch, five inputs
including crystal and magnetic cartridges, tape and 2 auxiliary provision
for 2 pairs of speakers.
List price £65-00. Cash price £54.95.
Rotel RA3I0
Switching between 2 pairs of speakers.
Inputs for phono, tuner and tape.
Loudness control, tape monitor with
the same attractive styling as the 610

TELETON PACKAGE SYSTEMS
FOR VALUE AND QUALITY
Teleton
CRIOT.
Very
attractively styled AM/FM
unit in brushed aluminium
and walnut with the fullest
guarantee ever offered.
List price £ 34.75. Cash
price £25.95.
Teleton F2000. MW/FM Stereo Tuner Amplifier with
Stereo Beacon and AFC Output Power 14 W. Sockets for
Record Player and Tape Recorder.
List price £ 51.00. Cash price £31.95.

Teleton
F2000
with
Garrard
turntable,
2
speakers,
base,
cover and cartridge.
List price £90.55.
Cash price
£5610.

PERSONAL EXPORT

206
SYSTEM
Teleton SAQ206
with
Garrard
turntable,
2
speakers,
base
cover and cartridge.
List Price £72-05.
Cash price
£42.55.

rl

and ideal for medium priced Hi -Fi
Systems.
List price £ 42.50. Cash price £35.95.
Rotel RX200
A breakthrough in integrated tuner
amplifier design, offering afull 10 watts
per channel RMS output. Inputs for
magnetic and crystal cartridges, tape
and auxiliary equipment. AM/FM tuner
with automatic multiplex decoder, tuning meter, stereo beacon. Beautifully
styled and finished as the RA610. Top
value at Cave's bargain price.
List price £79.00. Cash price £69.50.

SAVE OVER £30.00

Cash
£54.95
£73-00
£1.50
£44.50
£12.50

List
Rotel RA3I0 £42.50
Goodmans Mezzo 2 L61-80
MacDonald MP60 B&C £25.55
Goldring G800 .. £ 13-00
Plugs
£O-50

Cash
£35-95
£45.00
£21.50
£7.95
£0.50

£228.30 £ 186.45

£143.35

£110.80

List
Rotel RA6I0 £65.00
Leak Sandwich £91.00
Wire, Plugs
£ 1-50
Goldring GL75 B & C £52.00
Gcldring G800E £ 18.80

AT THESE PRICES ARMSTRONG UNITS
MUST BE THE MOST TREMENDOUS
BARGAIN AVAILABLE TODAY!
As ameasure of the confidence of Armstrong in this 500 range, all units are
fully guaranteed for parts and labour
and every set is triple tested before it
leaves the factory. This series is completely integrated enabling expensively
tooled parts and electronic modules to
be interchanged between one model and
another. See and hear for yourselfCompare these prices and ask for a
DEMONSTRATION AT CAVES.
Armstrong 521 Stereo
Amplifier ..
L56-00
Armstrong 523 AM/FM
Tuner .. £53.76
Armstrong 524 FM Tuner£41.88
Armstrong 525 FM
Tuner/amplifier .. £91.89
Armstrong 526 AM/FM
Tuner/Amplifier £ 104.71

Cash
£42.50
£43.95
£33.95
£74-95
£8515

Armstrong M8 Stereo
Radio Decoder .. £9.50
Armstrong M4 Stereo
Radio Decoder .. £9.50

£7.95
£715

ARMSTRONG 525. A perfect integrated combination of the well-known
Armstrong 521 Amplifier and 524 AM/
FM Tuner. One of the most attractive
units on the market today in black and
silver aluminium with the fullest control
facilities.

ONE OF THE FINEST TUNER AMPLIFIERS
WE HAVE TESTED-AKAI 6600

Teleton SA61206. 12 watts RMS, inputs for magnetic or
crystal cartridges, Stereo Tape Decks and Radio Tuners,
incorporating a scratch filter, separate bass and treble
controls, a headphone socket and a loudness switch.
Highly attractive unit.
List price £ 32.50. Cash price £ 18.50.

F2000
SYSTEM

•

BIG VALUE ROTEL HI-FI SYSTEMS
SAVE OVER £40-00

List

Worth £59-00. Cash price £41-50
RICHMOND 350S- incorporating EMI 13"x 8• elliptical heavy
magnet unit and tweeters mounted
in avery attractive cabinet. A very
natural sounding speaker highly
recommended.

..

1

•••' • ` """ '

CRIOT
SYSTEM
Teleton CR IOT
with
Garrard
turntable.
2
speakers,
base,
cover and cartridge.
List price £71-90.
Cash price
£4210.

EASY CREDIT TERMS

AA6600 AM/FM TUNER AMPLIFIER
This superb Tuner Amplifier delivers over 35 watts per channel RMS at 8ohms.
It has F.E.T. front end and integrated circuitry. Signal strength meter and tuning
meter. Facilities for playing two speaker systems individually or together. Ask for
ademonstration.
List price £ 142.53. Cash price £ 12510.

REPAIRS

FULL MAKERS GUARANTEES

Cash Price
..
£33.50
Grundig TK144
. £41.50
Grundin TK149
Philips 4302 ..
.. £29.95
.. £43.50
Philips N4307
.. £53.15
Philips N4308
.. £83.45
Philips N4404
.. £96.65
Philips N4407
.. £ 110.70
Philips N4500
.. £121.95
Philips N4408
.. £30.50
Teleton T-710
.. £33.50
Teleton SL40
.. £34-25
Teleton T-260
.. £81.35
Teleton 999 .
.. £30.95
Teleton SL45
.. £33.25
Teleton 1260
Revox Tape Recorders
Prices on application
Tandberg 1521SL ..
Tandberg 1721 ..
£60.70
Tandberg 1741 ..
£65.
Tandberg 1841
Tandberg 1221X '
1241X
Tandberg 6021
6041X
£
£
Tand
. £1
£158.
£94.95

£
108.45

Akai C
Akai C
Bell & Ho
Crown CT
Midland lai.
Philips N220
£
Philips N2205 .. £3
Philips N2400/speakers £79.
Philips N2400 .. £59.
Philips N2401/speakers £90.60
Philips N2401 .. £71.25
Philips N2600 .. £23.60
Philips N2602 Car cassette• • £ 36.95
Philips N2204.. £ 29.45
Philips N2503• . £ 47.50
Philips 3302 .. • •
£19.85
Pye 9109 .. • • £19.85
Pye Coronade • • £34.95
Teletor H8100 •. £15.95
Teletor ANEX 511 £25.00
Teletor TRC130
£34.90
Teletor TC110
£23-20
Teleton TCR530M
£41.85
Wharfedale Dolby
DC9
£100.95

MICROPHONES
Akai DM13
Akai ADM10
Akai ADM4
Akai V14 101
A.K.G. D109..
A.K.G. D202ES
A.K.G. D11-DHL
A.K.G. D202CS
A.K.G. D202E1
Beyer M69 ..
Beyer M160 ..
Beyer M260 ..

Cash Price
..
£6.40
.. £4.75
£3.35
£8.95
£11.40
£32-80
£5.70
£31.05
£35.00
£22.25

Cach Price
Beyer M260SM
Beyer Soundstar XIN £19.50
Beyer Soundstar
£23.25
XIHIM
£11.50
Beyer M81HL
£24.50
Beyer M818HL
£8-75
Beyer M55HL
Calrec CM600
£21.95
Calrec CM652
£27.50
£27.95
Calrec CM654
£40.7
Calrec CM800
Calrec CM850
Calrec CM1000
£4
Calrec CM1050
£9.
Eagle DM58H
£5.9
Eagle DM1
£1.25
Eagle
£6-95
E
le DM3
£5.95
graph
16.05
13.20
graph D
Ea
B3 ..
1.35
.95
Phi
N8301
95
Phili
830
hilip
19

£
28.0

5"
51"
7"
5"
51"
7"

1200'
1800' • •
2400' ..
1800'
2400'
3600'

T

£1
£18.
£15.

Good
s Axio
oodmans T •
Axiette
dman
udiom 15P
G.
mans
udiom 18P£
ans
Go
ax650
£1
Kef
2 .
£21.25
Kef K
£30.60
£16.40
Kef Kit
Kef T27
£4.2
Kef T15
Kef B110
Kef B200
£8.
Kef B139
10.60
Kef DN8
£1.5
Kef 01113
Rich
wt
Richa
an Trip
Richard Allan Supe
Tannoy Ill LZ . £2
Tannoy 12" ..
Tannoy 15" ..
Wharfedale Un'
Wharfedale
£14.75
Wharfe

7
LP 51

.9
£1.40
£1
£1.
£2.1

Cash
5
7"
5:
5"
7" 18
: 240
1200
1800
400

BA
DY
LOW

C60
C90
C120

H
E & PHILIPS
SE CASSETTE
Cash Price
..
£0.45
.. £0.50
.. £0.70
. £1.

OUND
A

rice
0.95
.95
£1
5
£21.
17.
3.9
.75

55
12.30
£16.25
£21.95
£38.00
£ 186.55

SIX DAY TRADING

AFTER 6pm PHONE FOR APPOINTMENT

SOUTH

Decca Deccalian
Decca Decc
n
Philips GF
Philips

95
£42 7

62 95
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£
£8
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£59.95

oniph
eleton
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S
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Cash Price
..
£0.95
.. £0.95

1800'

at 86

£1.
£2.
£2.95
1.67
£2.20
£3.

Cash
Z50 .• ..
PZ5
PZ6
PZ8 .• ..
60 pre- amp.
60 Filter unit

Price
£4.50
£4.10
£6.60
£6.60
£8.60
£5.10

Cash Price
Price
1.00
£1.20

AUDIO SYSTEMS

27 EDEN ST. KINGSTON,SY 01 546 7845

STORE

£1

a
cca Festiv
ecca Dauphi
Decc
yfa'
Grun
Grundi
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ndig Elite Boy ..
ig Yacht Boy..
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1
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Sinclair
Sinclair
Sinclair
Sinclair
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Sinclair
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5 BRIDGE ST. RICHMOND,SY 01 9481441

NEW

C
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24
240
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Olt NOISE
TAPE
Cash
7"

Demonstrations

R

BA
REQ

DP 52

MI 45C
ood ans
tien
ns
sX 950
G od
s5K
Good
G
172 £
win A ' om
£25.2
xiom £8.65
diom
7.90
iom
£10.85
£12.40

Cash Price
..
£1.25
.. £1.75
£1.95
£2.75

Cash Price
..
£1.50
.. £2.1

Cash Price
DJ101
£112.00
DJ70S £53.50
Discoa
.
£72.25
scosound DJ3OL
£32.00
Discosound 40P A
£34.00
Discosound 100P 'A
£42.00
Mullard-Unilex EP9000 £2.30
Mullard-Unilex EL9001
£2.40
Mullard-Unilex EP9002
£3.60
Mullard-Unilex Control Unit ..
£2.65
Sinclair PZ8 .
£4.95
Sinclair Z30
£3.75

Philips G24 T..
£62.65
Philips G2OT 300.01
£56.95
Philips G2OT 230.01 £ 72.50
Philips G207 300.51 £57.65
Decca CS 2520 .. £286.00
Decca CS 2213 . • £223.30
Decca CS 2211 •. £261.53
Decca CS 1910 •. £210.39
Decca MS 1700 •.
£59.05
Decca MS 2000 • • £55.75
Decca MS 2400 ..
£69.00
Marconiphone 4800.. £55.50
Marconiphone 4801.. £60.90
Marconiphone 4661.. £60.50
Elizabethan TW12 .. £58.40
Elizabethan F14 ..
£64.90
rown 7TV105 .. £56.00
eton TA12 .. £56.90
M.
hy V2015D .. £78.75

HEADSETS
Akai ASE9
Akai ASE20 .
Beyer DT4RS
Beyer DT
Be
e
100
n. • SP2
a on SP3
ss SP3XC
Koss K6 ..
Koss K727B
oss PRO4A
ss PRO
ass
Ko
Kos
evil
dla
SA700
lancer SESO
Pioneer SE20
Pioneer SE2P
Rotel RH600
Rotel RH711
Sansui SS2
Sansui SS20
Sacom 650 ..

.00
11.50
£22.50
£8.75
£6.40
£11 05
£8 25

y

75
£23.75
£38.25
£58.75
£8.50
£3.25
£15.75
£6.25
£5.40
£4.75
£7.95
£6.35
£14.65
£2.95

8- TRACK TAPE
RECORDERS
Akai CR80 ..
Akai CR8OD
Lear Jet P550
Lear Jet P560
Lear Jet LJ71
Lear Jet LJ277
Lear Jet Speakers
grills
Metrosound 448
Metrosound Mk 3
Metrosound SS30
Pioneer TP83
Pioneer P16K
Teleton STP800

Cash Price
. . £101.25
.. £83.60
• • £46.66
.. £61.50
. • £29.55
• . £49.25
..
..
• .
..
. •

£ 4.95
£47.25
£40.80
£71.00
£34.00
£2.75
.. £43.75

At Cave's we believe in discounts plus service
in our demonstration rooms you can hear and compare
100's of Hi Fi systems as in your own home. Our staff
are enthusiastic and happy to advise customers.
MUCH MORE TO CHOOSE FROM AT LOWER PRICES

STREET,

ROMFORD,

ESSEX

Its back again!

the
SONY

geet4p

fliamrock

system

FERRO SHEEN

POLYESTER

BASE

recording tape
Once again this top
quality recording
tape is coming in
from the USA and is
being made available
at aprice all can afford. Do not confuse
SHAMROCK FerroSheen with cheap
tape, it is aquality
product made by
AMPEX, America's
largest producer of
high quality tapes
for industrial, entertainment and domestic use.

Manirock
recording tape

TOP
QUALITY
AT
THE
LOWEST
PRICE
SHAMROCK Ferro- Sheen has always been difficult to get, over
here, but with a special arrangement with AMPEX GB., our
continuity of supplies is assured. SHAMROCK -Ferro-Sheen is a
superior product.
THE

GREATEST

VALUE

IN

RECORDING

SHAMROCK Ferro-Sheen recording
tape is available only on 7" reels.

Ferro-Sheen than with any other
tape anywhere near the price...
SHAMROCK Ferro-Sheen is extensively used by Educational Author-

1800ft L.P. 75p per ree1,3 for £ 2.25
6 for £ 4.45, 12 for £ 8.75. 2400ft
D.P. £ 1.15 per reel, 3 for £ 3.40,
6 for £ 6.85, 12 for £ 13.75. P & P

ities, Universities, Language Laboratories and Tape Recording Clubs,

is 5p PER REEL on all orders under
£5.

THIS

COUPON

professional standards

£279

Sony PS 1500 Deck incorporating the well-known Goldring -Lenco GL 75 deck in a superb cabinet of teak and
perspex of Sony's own design. In addition to the massive
9Ib turntable, it has an arm with every up-to-date feature
and minimal bearing friction fitted with a Goldring 800E
cartridge with elliptical stylus.

TAPE

You get more good clean sound for
your money with SHAMROCK

POST

A level of performance of

Sony TA 1144 Amplifier conservatively rated at 30 W
per channel RMS into 8ohms. In practice the output is
nearer 40 W. Distortion is virtually unmeasurable. Facilities include slider controls for bass, treble and balance.
Loudspeakers. It is something of an accolade for the
praised Bowers & Wilkins DM3 that Sony have decided to
offer this speaker under their own trade name rather than
compete with a speaker of their own manufacture. It is the
Sony SS-3000 and is identical to the usual DM3 except for
the grille- cloth and name plate.

TO DAY

Music Tapes Mail Order,
36 High Street,
Salisbury, Wilts.

The Sony is the ultimate, but for the budget conscious
we have a range of top-quality hi-fi equipment enabling us to match any permutation to meet your
budget. Our own SYSTEM 1 at £79 and SYSTEM 2
at £ 139 are really exceptional value.

Please mail to me at the address below, the following reels of Shamrock
Ferro-Sheen recording tape.

7" L.P

Ca/llora free demonstration or write for detailed specifications
of these systems.

7" D.P
Ienclose 5p per reel for P & P if my order totals less than £5.

THE RECORD HUNTER LTD

Name

London's Classical Record 8, Hi -Fi Centre
27-29 York Road, Waterloo, London, SE.1.

Address

(Opposite Shell Centre & Waterloo Underground)
Telephone: 01-928 8731 du 01-928 4179

(Offer available in U.K. and Northern Ireland only).

1710

91.»Ie

EJ

--d

37 BEDFORD STREET, STRAND, LONDON WC1E 9ES.

YOU NEED ONLY PAY
5p IN THE
DOWN

PLEASE SEND ME
Full Cash/Deposit. Iwish to repay the balance over

for any equipment costing up to £ 100
(for equipment over £ 100 the deposit
is 10p in the £)
-12 or 24 MONTHS TO PAY!

1enclose
12/24 months
NAME

Buy your equipment the E- A- SY way-over 12 or 24
months-NO EXTRA CHARGES-you only pay the
basic cash price. If your requirements are not listed
we shall be pleased to quote you price and terms by
return of post.
TAX CUTS EFFECTIVE IMMEDIATELY

TUNER/AMPLIFIERS
Armstrong 526 .. .. £ 100-90
Wharfedale 100.1 .. .. £ 131-25
Tandberg SS 1171 .. .. £92-75
Trio KR 4140 .. .. £ 134.61
Nivico 5010U .. .. £ 135•92
Sansui 200 .. .. .. £86-77
Sansui 300 .. .. .. £ 101-28
Sansui 600L .. .. .. £ 176-32

SPEAKERS ( per pair)
Celestion Ditton 120 .. £48-00
Celestion Ditton 15 .. £64-00
Ashford 450 .. .. .. £25 96
Ashdown Major .. .. £45.00
Wharfedale Denton .. £38.46
Wharfedale Super Linton .. £48-10
Wharfedale Melton .. £63-38
Wharfedale Dovedale 3 .. £85-00
Wharfedale Triton .. .. £59.90
Sonab 0A4 .. .. .. £90.00
K.E.F. Chorale .. .. £70-90
K.E.F. Concord .. .. £90-00
K.E.F. Concerto .. .. £ 117-00
B & W DMI .. .. £64-00
B & W DM3 .. .. £ 126-00
Mordaunt Short 077 .. £58-00

ADDRESS

milimm

STEREO AMPLIFIERS

Trio K.A. 2002
£ 39.50
.
Trio K.A. 2000 .. .. £36-00
Leak Stereo 30 Plus (Teak) £62.50
Leak Stereo 70 (Teak) .. £75.00
Nivico MCA 104E .. .. £72-00
Armstrong 521 .. .. £56-00
Ferrograph F307 .. .. £62-00
Quad 33 & 303 .. £98.00
Metrosound ST 20 .. £36•00
Sansui AU 101 .. .. £40-00
Sansui AU 222 .. .. £62-88
Trio 4002
.. .. ..£57-50

TURNTABLES
(with Base & Cover)
Garrard SP25 Mk Ill .. £23.00
Garrard AP76 .. .. £35-50
Goldring GL69 Mark II .. £39-62
GoWring GL75 .. £52.00
Thorens TD150 Mk
.
1i .. £54-39
Thorens TD125 with SHE
3009 arm .. .. .. £ 129.00
Garrard 401 with SME 3009
arm .. .. .. £97.50
Dual 1219 .. .. .. £90-82

Ill"

mg Iowa

TUNERS
Trio KT 2001
..
£61-98
Armstrong 524 .. £40•36
Leak Stereofetic (Teak) . £69.80
Quad AM3 ..
648-45
Armstrong 523 .. £51.81
Sansui TU 555
£81.33

...

CARTRIDGES
Shure M3D .. .. . £7-16
Shure M447
..
£9&4
Shure M55E
.... £ 12•52
Shure M75E Mark II . £20.57
Shure V15 Mark 11 .. £ 39.35
Goldring G850 . . £6.27
Goldring G800 . . £ 12.55
Goldring GBOOE .. .. £ 18-16
Goldring G800 Super E _ . £25•10

TAPE RECORDERSDECKS
E.M.I. Portable SPECIAL .
Akai 1710L SPECIAL ..
Akai 4000D .. .. .
Tandberg 1800 ....
Revois A77 1102/4 .. ..
Tandberg 3000X .. ..

asa

£79-95
£89-95
£69-75
£219-00
£99-80

SONY COLOUR TV £ 192.59
3 channels- fully factory adjusted- GUARANTEE
13 - Triton Tube 2 YEARS, Transistors 5 YEARS.

3 YEARS CREDIT
£28.59 DOWN
and 36 monthly payments of £5-45 ( total £217-28)
or 2 YEARS FREE CREDIT ( S
ame Depos i
te.

See the superb SONY
equipment at our
Woolwich H I - F1 Centre

..11fC

NIVICO

NIVICO MCA 104E SEA
Amplifier
£72
£4.08 DOWN

and 12 monthly payments of 65-66 or £6-96
DOWN and 24 monthly payments of £5-42
NO INTEREST CHARGES!

NIVICO
MCA V7E 4 Channel Amplifier

NIVICO SOIOU SEA

Exclusive Sound Feld Composer converts your 2- channel records and tapes to 4channel format. Conventional 90 watt 2-channel stereo and 60 watt 4-chanrel
stereo in one inexpensive component.

Tuner Amplifier
£131.03

All this for only £ 110

£12.95 DOWN
and 12 monthly payments of £984 or 24
of ¿4-92. NO INTEREST CHARGES!

NIVICO MIR ISM
4 Channel Tape Deck
A unique instrument-allows you to Record and Playback
on 4 channels.

f18/3-83
£18-91 DOWN
and 12 monthly payments of £1416 or 24 of 67-08.
INTEREST CHARGES!

NO

£10.88 DOWN
and 12 monthly payments of 68-26 or 24 of 64-13.

Oh
CENTRES

NO INTEREST CHARGES!

37
45 HARE STREET,
19 LUDGATE
BEDFORD ST.,
WOOLWICH,
HILL,
STRAND,
W.C.2 LONDON, S.E.I8 ST. PAUL'S, E.C.4
(Open to 1p.m.
Saturday)
01-836 8858

(Open all day
Saturday)
01-854 1955

( Open to 1p.m.
Saturday)
01-248 7479

LATE NIGHT 7 p.m. THURSDAY (Woolwich FRI.)

Here come t
intangibles
Then there's the twelve- months' after- sales servicefree again. So when you're considering spending a
large amount of touchable, tangible money, surely it
makes senseto spend it where you get something extra.
So try us for top- grade equipment and collect your
share of free intangibles.

Not that our vans go around perpetually empty. In
fact they're very busy delivering high- quality hi-fi
equipment over awide area.
But, in addition to this free delivery, what you also get
is our first-class technical expertise and advice while
we install your equipment-also free.

Chew & Osborne Ltd

•

148 High Street,
Epping, Essex
Tel.: 4242

Open Monday to Saturday 9a.m. till 6p.m. except Wednesday ( 9a.m. till 1p.m.) and Friday ( late shopping) 9a.m. till 8p.m.

NEW EQUIPMENT ... NEW IDEAS

CLEAR TONE HI-FI LTD

166 BLACKBURN

ROAD, BOLTON BLI 8DR LANCS. Tr!

STEREO AMPLIFIERS
•Alba UA70C
•Metrosound ST2OE
•Rotel 310
Ravensbourne .
•Ravensbrook Mk Il
'Armstrong 521 ..
•Leak 30
•Leak 70 ..
Carriage £1
SPEAKERS
•Sinclair Q16/pair
Wharfedale Denton/Pair
•Wharfedale Lintons/Pair
•Celestion Ditton 15/Pair
GoccImans Ministers
•Wharfedsle Dovedale/Pair
Wharfedale Unit 3 Kit
Wharfedale Unit 4 Kit
Wharfedsle Unit 5 Kit
Carriage 90p
CARTRIDGES
•Sonotone 9TA/FIC Dia.
•Goldring G850 Dia.
•Goldring G800 Dia. ..
•Sh ur e M44.7 Dia.
•Conn SCU I .
•Goldring G800E Dia. ..
•Share M75E Dia. Type 2
•Shure 1155E ..
Carriage Free.
TURNTABLES
•Garrard 5P25 Mk III
McDonald MP60..
McDonald HT70..
•Conn BD2/SAU2
•Goldring GL69/2
Garrard AP76
•Goldring GL75
•Garrard 401 ..
Plinths and Covers stocked.
Carriage El

.•
••
.•
••
•.
•.

Rec.
Retad
£34-50
£39-50
£42.50
£64-00
£52.50
£56-00
£62.50
£75.00

Our
Price
£24-00
£29.00
£32-00
¿ 50-00
£41-00
£44 00
£45-00
£55 00

£17•96
£39.90
£49•90
£64.00
£49-90
£85-00
£13-00
£18.00
£26-00

£ 14
£ 32
£40
£ 50
£41
£63
£ 10
£ 14
£ 19

00
00
00
00
00
00
50
00
00

••
.•
.•
••
••
••
.•

£4.10 £2.00
£6,50 £4-50
[IMO £6-90
£10-20 £7-90
£6-18 £5-00
£18.82 £ 11-00
£21.30 £ 15-00
£12-98 £9.50

•.
•.
••
••
.•
••

£16.45
£16.20
£22.00
£31-30
£26-60
£28-85
£39.00
£38-00

£ 11 00
£ 11.70
£ 17 00
£26-00
£21-00
£21.50
£31-00
£29-00
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At MUSIC IN THE HOME we are
ever ready to embrace new ideas,
though our basic aims remain constant. What we offer music lovers
is completely impartial advice,
based on unsurpassed technical
know-how allied to a real concern
for musical values, plus adedicated
after- sales service to look after
their needs. Don't be dismayed if
we first shatter a few illusions you
may have acquired through overexposure to fi hi advertising: we
want you to trust the evidence of
your ears and treat all the jargon
and mumbo-jumbo with a healthy
scepticism!
Of course, expertise
and a thorough after- sales service
don't go hand- in- hand with cutprice selling, yet the kind of help we
can offer usually saves costs in the
long run and, in addition, we now
put forward a scheme under which
the purchase of sound equipment
entitles you to a 20% reduction on
all disc or tape records up to avalue
equal to that of the equipment
(spread over an indefinite period).
We hope to make this scheme a
permanent part of our service, but
for the present, experimental period,
it mill apply to orders placed by
December 31st.

SPECIAL OFFERS
SME 3009 Mk 11. Rec. Ret.,
04-50; Our price
PI
Spacer for above, El extra.
Headphones:
Akai
ASE20,
Rec. Rec., £9-00; Our price
£7-50. Koss KRD 711, Rec.
Ret., £ 10-00; Our Price £ 800 .
Fayle SE40, Rec. Ret., C5-95;
Our price, £4-90. Toshiba
HR80, Rec. Ret., E6-85;
price, £5-00. Rotel RH711,
Rec. Ret., £9-50; Our price,
£7-00. Carriage, 20p.

£
24.00

Garrard SP25 Mk 3with Base/
Cover £ 15•00 with 9TAiHC
Dia., E16.40.
G850 Dia.,
G800 Dia. £20-80.
Carriage £ 1

£18.30.

SME 3012 Mk 11 arm, Rec.
Ret.,
£36-71.
Our
Price
£25.00. Carriage 50p.

OPEN 9.00-5.30 M., T., W.

Thomas lithinitz

9.00-8.00 Thur., Fri.
9.00-4.00 Sat.
Closed 1.30-2.30 ex. Sat.

Recent, important additions to
our recommended range include the
mighty Cambridge R50 Monitor
loudspeakers (£98 each), the elegant
Sonab transcription turntable unit
(£67.95), several excellent stereo
cassette units- from the inexpensive Philips N2503 (£54) to the fine
Dolby-ised Wharfedale (£ 115)- and
two remarkably economical tuner'
amplifiers, the Bell & Howell 3600
(£75) and the Rotel RX200 (£79).
Needless to say, we never adopt
new models just for novelty's sake,
as witness the continued popularity
of such components as, for example.
our exclusive CQ Junior bookshelf
speakers- still, at £31 per pair, the
best value in budget- priced speaker
systems you are likely to find ( and
always supplied for a 6-weeks' trial
period!). Write to us for details of
the CO Juniors and for our general
Budget Stereo literature but, best
of all, drop in at Moscow Road on
a Saturday afternoon when, between 2 and 4.30, you can enjoy a
programme of the latest classical
disc and cassette releases in our
weekly, free, ' Live Record Reviem'
recital.

MUSIC IN THE HOME

(HFDA Member)

All equipment guaranteed and in makers sealed cartons. Credit available
on above prices to callers. Securicor delivery £ 1-50 extra ( to normal carriage
charges) if required. Please state speaker cable lengths when ordering. On
comparator demonstration. Export invited.

35

MOSCOW ROAD QUEENSWAY LONDON W2

TEL: 01-229 2077

Basic opening hours:
Mon., Tues., Wed. Sat. 9.30-5.30; Thurs. 9.30-1; Fri. 9.30-7.
1712

Goodmans newest tuner- amplifier, the
is now emulating here in Britain its succese
continent. Tested and fully Waitten, t
offers you, the true Hi Fi enthust
sensitivity, very high select
70 watts output. At e £ 95 yo
as an enthusiast, to hear

Mod

Send for full specification. Available in Teak. Walnut and White.
*Recommended p,-ice inc. PT,

OW,

IPlease send details on the Module 80:IGoodmans Loudspeakers Ltd., Axiom Works, Lancelot Road,
IWembley, Middx HAO 28J.

I
Name
I
Address

1713

Produced by professionals
for professionals,
STUDIO SOUND covers all
aspects of audio recording,
reproduction & transmission.
You get objective reviews
and reports, plus alively
forum for views and
information. I
nshort,
STUDIO SOUND ¡ san
essential working tool for
every professional and
offers much to interest and
benefit serious amateurs.

If you're aprofessional
you need this magazine
every month

25p
monthly on the 14th
A LINK HOUSE GROUP PUBLICATION

FOR APPEAL YOU MUST HAVE

STEEL
DARBY
PLINTHS
Mk I. 141" x 121" x3"

Mk II. 15r x 13r x 3"

BEAUTIFULLY ENGINEERED PRECISION PLINTH.

SUITABLE TO TAKE

GARRARD TC 2025TC & SP25 MK III TURNTABLE

PLINTHS. PLI NTHS & COVERS. PLINTHS, COVERS & DECKS COMPLETE
All enquiries to sole manufacturers:

DARBY
38-42

CHESTNUT

GROVE,

INDUSTRIES
NEW

MALDEN,

SURREY.

01-942 1596

/

38 EDGWARE ROAD, MARBLE ARCH, LONDON W.2
Telephone: 01-723 3071

e

Open 9a.m.-6 p.m. ( Mon. to Sat.)

1IIIJtI110 CEN

i/r

22 WOODLANDS PARADE, HIGH STREET, WATFORD
Telephone: 92 26602

115 KINGSWAY, W.C.2 ( HOLBORN) 01-405 0446
48 LONDON WALL, E.C.2 ( MOORGATE) 01-628 0537
Open 9a.m. to 6p.m. ( Saturday until 1 p.m.)

Open Monday to Saturday 9a.m.-6 p.m.

BIG DISCOUNTS 43 CREDIT

-

L

857 HIGH ROAD, F1NCHLEY, N.12 01-445 3319
152 RYE LANE, PECKHAM, S.E.15 01-639 2205
Open 9a.m. to 6p.m. ( Thursday until 1p.m.)
RIDICULOUSLY

LOW PRICES

PLUS TIME TO PAY

We are pleased to announce that we are now able to offer credit on our discount prices.
You merely pay one third of our low! low! prices and the balance ( minimum £40) plus interest ( I% per month, minimum £8-50 over 12 month,/ over 12, 18 or 24 months. EXAMPLES:
Quad 303/33 FM Tuner, Electrostatic Speakers TDI25, SME 9" MISE: List Price £438-45, cash price £357-61, deposit L119-61, 24 monthly payments of £ 12.82, credit sale price £417-29.
STILL SAVING £21-I6 on recommended retail prices. EXAMPLE: Armstrong 525 GL75PC, G800 and Yamaha N515 speakers: List price £251-84, cash price £209-95, deposit £70-95.
18 monthly payments of £8-52, credit sale price £233-31. STILL SAVING £ 18-53 on recommended retail prices. EXAMPLE: Armstrong 526 with decoder: List price £ 110-40, cash
price £92-04, deposit £ 31-04, 12 payments of £5-79, credit sale price £ I00-52. STILL SAVING £9-88 on recommended retail price. We regret that the agreement must be signed on
our premises. Write, call or phone for further details.
List
SPEAKERS
L p
(Priced in pars) ( Carr. L1-25)
BOWERS & WILKINS DMI
74-34
BOWERS & WILKINS DM3
126-00
BOWERS & WILKINS DM70C
319 - 00
CELESTION D tton 15
76-94
126-00
CELESTION Ditton 25
CELESTION Ditton 120 ..
57-70
GOODMANS Minister ..
48-20
GOODMANS Mezzo III
68-00
GOODMANS Magnum K 11 ..
88-00
GOODMANS Magister
125-00
RICHARD ALLAN 5/Sarabande..
122-00
RICHARD ALLAN Pavane
70-50
RICHARD ALLAN Flamenco • •
59-26
84-20
WHARFEDALE Dovedale Ill . •
WHARFEDALE Melton ..
65-00
WHARFEDALE Super Linton
48-10
WHARFEDALE Denton ..
38-46
KEF Concerto ..
117-00
KEF Cadenza
85-00
KEF Chorale
68-38
KEF Celeste II ..
60-00
LEAK Sandwich 200
60-38
LEAK Sandwich 300
78-65
LEAK Sandwich 600
99-10
QUAD Electrostatic
132-00
YAMAHA NSIO
63-00
YAMAHA NSI5
97-50
YAMAHA NS20
156-00
LOWTHER Acousta PM6 ..
105-00
Other units available, prices on request.
SPEAKER UNITS (
Priced in pairs)
KEF K2 Baffles . >
RICHARD ALLAN Twin.. ..
RICHARD ALLAN Triple
RICHARD ALLAN Super
WHARFEDALE Unit 3 ..
WHARFEDALE Unit 4 ..
WHARFEDALE Unit 5 ..
TURNTABLES (
Carr. 60p)
CONNOISSEUR BDI
CONNOISSEUR BDI I -1-SAU2
CONNOISSEUR BD II + SAU2+
P/C
PHILIPS GA202
THORENS TDI50A 11 ..
THORENS TDI50AB
THORENS TD150 Motor only ..
THORENS TDI25
GOLDRING GL69
GOLDRING GL69 P/C
GOLDRING GL75
GOLDRING GL75 P/C ..
GARRARD SP25 III ..
GARRARD AP76
GARRARD 401 ..
GARRARD SP25 III+ P/C-I-GB.
0B
BSR McDonald MP60
BSR McDonald MP60 TPD I ..
BSR McDonald MP60 TPD2
BSR McDonald MP6I0
BSR McDonald 210 TPD3
YAMAHA YP70
PICK-UP ARMS (
Carr. 40p)
SME 3009 Mk 11
LENCO L75
CONNOISSEUR
LENCO L69.
SAU2
NEAT G30

Cash
f p
61-84
104-00
255-00
62-44
104-00
48-10
38-15
52-75
69-50
95.50
98.00
57-00
50-26
63-90
54•75
39-40
30.06
94-00
68-00
55•98
48-50
41-15
53-25
78-10
107-00
55-00
85-00
136-00
86-00

( Carr. CI)
50-00
40-00
21-20
16-46
40-70
34-90
48-00
40-40
20-91
25-06
36-00
29-25
52-00
43-50
12-62
30-23

10-69
27-15

38-64
66-51
44-40
47-75
34-63
76-03
27-60
40-69
40-15
53-24
15-85
27-85
38-26
34-75
15-20
24-64
22-13
19-19
14-37
68-00

32-12
55-61
38-09
40-64
28-93
64-34
22-60
32-69
32-15
43-24
11-66
22-25
32-50
26-75
11 - 68
19-04
17-13
15-26
10-72
61-00

33-26
13-98
10-04
14-31
13-09

26-11
11-48
8-04
11-89
11-04

HEADSETS STEREO
(Carr. 40p)
AKAI ASE9
PIONEER SE30
PIONEER SE2P
YAMAI-A NS
TELETCN SH30 I
P
" '
Wide range in stock including

List
L p

Cash
p

..
6-50
5•50
..
12-60
10•50
..
6-75
5-50
..
12-50
9-45
•
5-00
3-75
Koss and Beyer.

AMPLIFIERS (
Carr. 70p)
ARMSTRONG 521
SINCLAIR 2000 .. .
TRIPLETONE 8=8 Dual Cased
LEAK Stereo 30 Plus Chassis ..
LEAK Stereo 30 Plus Cased ..
LEAK Stereo 70 Chassis ..
LEAK Stereo 70 Cased ..
ROGERS Ravensbrook 11 Chassis
ROGERS Ravensbrook 11 Cased..
ROGERS Ravensbourne Cased ..
ROGERS Ravensbourne Chassis
METROSOUND ST20
METROSOUND ST2OE
SINCLAIR Project 60, 2X Z30,
1x Ste-co 60, Ix PZ5
QUAD 33/303 ..
SINCLAIR 3000 ..
TELETON SAQ 206
NIKKO RM30
NIKKO TRM40
NIKKO RM50
PEAK Sound Englefield 340
FERROGRAPH 307 Mk 11
NIKKO TRM 1200
CAMBRIDGE P50..
CAMBRIDGE P100

56-00
30-45
35-97
56-50
62-50
69-00
75-00
47-50
52-50
64-00
59-50
36-00
39-50

46-00
24-00
29-95
45-25
52-00
56-65
60-80
38-00
40-50
52-45
48-48
25-95
29.50

23-90
98-00
45-00
32-50
35-50
48-00
58-00
45-00
62-00
98-00
88-00
145-00

18-95
79-50
39-95
21-50
28-50
39-50
46-40
34-50
49-60
79-50
70-50
116-00

TUNERS (
Carr. 70p)
ARMSTRONG 523 FM-AM
ARMSTRONG 524 FM ..
TRIPLETONE FM Cased ..
LEAK Stereofetic Chassis
LEAK Stereofetic Cased ..
ROGERS Ravensbrook Chassis ..
ROGERS Ravensbourne Chassis
SINCLAIR FM Chassis ..
QUAD FM New Model ..
LOWTHER TV Tuner ..
NIKKO FAM 10 ..
NIKKO FAM I2F
NIKKO FAM 14 ..

51-81
40-36
36-50
64-03
69-80
43-37
59-63
25-00
71-00
46-12
46-78
65-97
89-96

43-51
33-92
31-02
54-78
59-55
36-61
50-24
19-95
59-60
37-12
40-27
55-56
76-67

TUNER AMPLIFIERS (
Carr. 70p)
ARMSTRONG 525
88-55
ARMSTRONG 526
100-90
ARMSTRONG Decoder ..
9-50
YAMAHA AA70 FM- AM
115-00
TELETON TES 50 FM- AM
72-65
NIKKO STA 301 .. . .
95-96
ROGERS Ravensbrook FM-AM
108-43

73-66
84-19
7-85
103-00
55 00
81-95
90-43

CASSETTE RECORDERS
TELETON TCR 130 ( with Radio)
NIVICO 1605 ..
NATIONAL RQ 206
SONY TC 12 ..

List
E pi

Cash
Ep

40-31
25-30
31-95

31-06
21-80
23-95
18-99

CARTRIDGES
(in Maker's packing with guarantee) ( Car. 12p)
GOLDRING G8SO
6-27
5-02
7-13
GOLDRING G800 H
10-28
GOLDRING G800
12-55
8-05
12.69
GOLDRING G800 E
18-16
18-35
GOLDRING Super E
25-10
SHURE M44E
11-53
9-43
SHURE M55E
12-52
10-30
14-77
SHURE M75E1 Mk II
18-78
15-71
SHURE M75 E. Mk 11 ..
20-57
12-63
SHURE M75 G Hi Track
16-99
12-43
SHURE M75-6
16-10
PICKERING AM3E Dustomatic
20-54
14.50
27-72
ORTOPHON SLI5E+ Module ..
35-62
ORTOPHON MISE
28-16
21-06
EMPIRE 90 EEX
9-60
7-50
29-54
SHURE V15Il
39-35
.

TAPE RECORDERS STEREO (
Carr. 75p
AKAI 40000 -- -- -- - -89-95
71-85
REVOX 1104 .. .. ..
15-00
186-50
TELETON STP801 8- track stereo tape player with two
speakers -------52-86
43-61
NATIONAL RS76IS with stereo
mikes and two speakers
165-00
115-00
TANDBERG 1841..
68-00
58-00
TANDBERG 6000X
188-00
160-00
TANDBERG 3041X
107-00
91-00

CARTRIDGES (
un -boxed) ( Carr. 12p)
GOLDRING G850
GOLDRING G800
GOLDRING G800E

4-50
7-25
11-75

REPLACEMENT STYLI (
Carr. 7p)
3-38
GOLDRING G850
GOLDRING G800
4-49
4-49
GOLDRING G800H
GOLDRING G800E
10-13
GOLDRING Super E
15-54
SHURE N.44 E ..
8-05
SHURE N.55E
8-94
SHURE N.75E1 11 ..
10-73
SHURE N.75E II ..
12-52
SHURE N.75-6 ..
8-05
SHURE N.75G
8-94
SHURE V15 II ..
16-10

218
2-94
2-94
7•23
11-69
6-71
7-43
8-91
10-40
6-71
7-43
1143

PORTABLE TELEVISION
SONY TV 90 UB ( B & W)
SONY KV 132 OUB ( Colour) ..
NATIONAL TR419 ( B & W)
NIVICO ( E. & W)
TELETON THI4 ANEX ( B & W)
SCOTCH MAGNETIC TAPE
5¡•' 900•eStandard: 175 ..
,

80-47
192-59
66-70
76-87
76-64

70-47
170-59
57-00
66-37
59-50

5r I200'eLong Play: 215 ..
7" 1800e
sr 1800'eDouble Play: 220 ..
r 2-100'.

Post FREE)
1-42
1-77
1-77
2-52
2-80
3-90

1-07
1-34
1-34
I - 90
2-10
2-94

DYNARANGE LOW NOISE
Sr 900'eStandard: 202
7" Imo.
Sr I200•eLong Play: 203
7" 1800e
sr 1800'eDouble Play: 204
7" 2400's

2-15
2-12
3-00
3-15
4-45

1-30
1.65
1-61
2-27
2-37
3-35

DYNARANGE
CASSETTE TAPE
C.60
C 90
C.I20

0-45
0-65
0-85

4-00
6-00
800

..
..
..

0-72
1-00
1-50

W E GUARANTEE That all goods are NEW with full maker's guarantee. That all discounts are genuine and are based on prices prevailing at the time the advertisement was compiled and that all items listed are in stock at that time. Because of the 4 to 5weeks interval before publication of the advert
the right to
revise ( prices according to trade variations) without prior notice. Every endeavour is made to
correct quotations. E. ik O. E.
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NEW !from

THE CHOICE IS YOURS . ..
CASH

DISCOUNTS

OR . . .

BEOGRAM

TURNTABLE

QUAD 33/303.... £ 98-00
or your Quad 22 Amps. + £ 50.50
or your Leak 30 -1- and £ 5950.
or your Ravensbrook -F £ 60.50

£58.90
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STEREO
TAPE DECK
* SLIDER CONTROLS
* LARGE VU METERS
* ELECTRONIC SPEED
SELECTOR
* SOUND ON SOUND etc.
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ALSO AVAILABLE

BEOCORD 1600 AS ABOVE WITH OUTPUT AMP'S

12 MONTHS' INTEREST FREE HP
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00

OR YOUR

BEOMASTER 1000
BEOMASTER 900
ARENA 2400
OR LET US QUOTE YOU

N.B.

.".•f
I

-

£142.00

BEOMASTER 3000 TUNER/AMP

and
£ 75.50
and
..
£99.50
and .. .. £95.50

YOU ARE INVITED TO OUR
DEMONSTRATION
AT THE BULL HOTEL,
OCTOBER 1st and 22nd
Audio- Visual Demonstration

These are only examples of our allowances ... we will exchange HI-FI for HI- F1,
CAMERAS for HI-FI or vice versa and would be pleased to quote you.

EVENING
EAST SHEEN
from 6 p.m.
inc. Colour TV.

PART EXCHANGE HI-FI for HI-FI, CAMERAS
for HI-FI or VICE VERSA

N.B.,-Interest free H.P. applies to list price only and over 12 months. A minimum
deposit of)rd is required.

N.B. INTEREST

*
EXPERT GUIDANCE
*
AFTER SALES SERVICE
*
DEMONSTRATION FACILITIES
STOCKISTS FOR . -

FREE

H.P. ON

EQUIPMENT

AT

LIST

PRICE ONLY

Ring 01-876 1740

LEAK - QUAD - ROGERS - ARMSTRONG - REVOX - FERROGRAPH - TANDBERG - AKAI - PIONEER - NIKKO - DUAL - THORENS - GARRARD - GOLDRING - SHURE - KEF - WHARFEDALE - BOWERS & WILKINS - SONAB - ARENA
- GOODMANS - ROTEL - Etc., Etc.

-

9
,01,

E. & 0.E.

11 WIMBLEDON ( STATION) BRIDGE

WIMBLEDON

N.B.

.. . . ..---

REVOX 1102/1104 £219.00
or your Revox G36 -I- £ 129.50
or your Revox F36 -1- £ 159.50
OR LET US QUOTE YOU

ALL PRICES SUBJECT TO ALTERATION.

.
, 1.,.. •

* SEMI- AUTOMATIC
,
* 2SPEED MOTOR WITH
SP14A CARTRIDGE

AMPLIFIERS & TUNERS P & C 70p Thorens TX II .. .. £4.25
TUNER AMPLIFIERS P & C LI
Pioneer PL I2A.. .. .. £43.50
Cash Price Sonab 756 .. .. On application
ARD 2000 ( C) .. .. £ 38.25
Armstrong 521 .. .. £43•45 SPEAKERS P & C 75p
Armstrong 523
..
£ 43.95
Cash Price
£ 33 95 B & W DM1 .. .. .. £ 28•00
Armstrong 524
..
£ 74.35 B & W DM3 .. .. .. £55.00
Armstrong 525
..
£85•45 Celestion Ditton 15 .. .. £ 28.95
Armstrong 526
Armstrong M8
£ 7.45 Celestion Ditton 120 .. £24.00
Leak 30 ( Ch) .. • • £44-50 Celestion Ditton 25 .. £58.50
..
£49 SO Goodmans Mezzo 2 .. .. £22.50
Leak 30 ( C)
Leak 70 ( Ch)
..
£ 53 95 Goodmans Mezzo 3 . .. £26.50
Leak 70 ( C) .. .. .. £ 59 25 Goodmans Magnum Ki 40W £ 33.50
Leak Stereofetic ( Ch) .. £ 54 00 Goodmans Magister 50W .. £42.50
Leak Stereofetic ( C) . .. £ 61 00 Kef Celeste .. .. £25.50
Rogers Ravensbourne (C) .. £ 53 -14 Kef Cadenza .. .. £ 35.95
Rogers Ravensbrook ( C) . £43 39 Kef Concerto Mk 3 .. .. £49 .75
Rogers Ravensbrook Tuner (C) £ 44 00 Leak 200 .. .. .. £42.50
Rote RA3I0 .. • • £ 35 95 Leak 300 .. .. .. £52.25
Rote RA6I0 .. .. [ 54-95 Leak 600 .. .. .. [39.50
Rote ST I
20
..
..
L41-95 Sonab 0A4
Prices on application
Rote RT320 .. .. £45 95 Sonab 0A5
Rote FAX660A .. £85 95 Sonab 0A6
Rote 130
..
..
£65•00
Wharfedale 100.1 .. £ 112 0030pHEADSETS P & C
Cash Price
Tandberg Hi -Fi FM .. .. £ 65 95
..
.
£ 5.70
Tandberg SS I171 .. .. £56 20 Akai ASE9
Beyer DT48S .. .. [28-90
Beyer DT 100
..
£ 12.00
TURNTABLES P & C 70p
Beyer DT480
..
[25.50
Cash Price Koss SP3XC .. .. £ 7•95
MacDonald MP60 .. .. £ 11.75 Koss K6 .. ..
£ 10.60
MacDonald MP60/W/P & C .. £ I4.95 Koss PRO4A
..
£ 16.75
MacDonald 610/W/P & C .. £ 22•50 Koss PRO4AA
£ 22.95
MacDonald 210/W/P & C ..
clew Koss ESP6
..
£ 38•25
Garrard 401 .. .. [28 .95 Koss ESP9
..
£58•50
Garrard SL95B
£43 .50 Koss Red Devil
£8•50
Garrard AP76
..
£23 .50 Pioneer SESO
..
£ 15.35
Garrard 51925 Mk 3
..
£ 11.75 Pioneer SE30
..
£ 10.00
Garrard 202STC
£ 9 50 Pioneer 5E20
..
[6.00
Garrard 40B .. .. £ 12 -00 Pioneer SE2P
..
£5.40
Garrard SL65B
£ 10•50 Rotel RH600
..
£4.70
Goldring 705
..
£23 .00 Rotel RH7I I
..
[7.95
Goldring GL69 P & C
£ 33-60
Goldring GL75
£33-00 CARTRIDGES - SHURE - GOLDGoldring GL75/P & C
.
£43-00 RING - AUDIO TECHNICA ETC., ETC.
Goldring GL75/P & C/G800E £54.75 TAPE RECORDERS - REVOX Thorens TD I
25
.
£64.95 TANDBERG - AKA1 - PRICES ON
Thorens TD I50AB .. [44.00 APPLICATION.

Oluf•en

1200

Transcription

TOP TRADE-IN ALLOWANCES

12 MONTHS' INTEREST FREE HP
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a

AUDIO-VISUAL

SW19

459 UPPER RICHMOND ROAD

Telephone 01-946 8804
BARCLAYCARD ENQUIRIES WELCOME

EAST SHEEN SW14 7PS

716

Pair KEF Concorde, teak, as new, £ 50. Leak Stereofetic
sealed carton, £ 52. Tel.: Ilkeston 4569.

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS

Goodmans Mambos (pair), excellent condition, £25
o.n.o. Marriott, 2-250, London Road, Leicester Tel.:
707445.
Two IMF Domestic Monitors, £ 135. Library of 50
pre-recorder four track classical stereo tapes (71 ips),
£90. Tel.: 01-946 6971 after 7 p.m.

Advertisements for this section must be pre- paid. The rate is Sp per word ( private), minimum
60p. Box Nos. 15p extra. Trade rates 9p per word, minimum 90p. Copy and remittance for
advertisements in OCTOBER 1971 issue must reach these offices by 3rd SEPTEMBER addressed
to: The Advertisement Manager, Hi-Fi News & Record Review, Link House, Dingwall Avenue,
Croydon, CR9 2TA. NOTE: Advertisement copy must be clearly printed in block capitals or
typewritten.
Replies to Box Nos, should be addressed to the Advertisement Manager, Hi Fi News & Record
Review, Link House, Dingwall Avenue, Croydon, CR9 2TA, and the Box No. quoted on the outside of the envelope. The district after Box No. indicates its locality.

FOR SALE- private
Beovox 3000 Mk. It speakers, almost new. £70 pair.
Tel.: Wittersham ( Kent) 372 (evenings). Packaging
available. Box No. 2186 (Kent).
Quad 22 Control Unit. Two Quad Power Amplifiers,
AM and FM Tuners. Garrard 301 Transcription Table.
S.M.E. Pick-up fitted ADC Cartridge. Ferrograph 631
with Grampian mike. Pair Leak Sandwich Speakers
complete in GKD Cabinet. £ 175. Owner emigrating.
Tel.: 01-397 3179.
A matched pair of double Titainium Cone speakers in 20
C's Enclosures. Leak Trough Line 3. Good condition
throughout. Offers please to-Bonner, 24 Kirkland Road,
Braunstone, Leics.
Trio 2001 Tuner, latest model in box, £39; Pairs KEF
BI39. B110, T27, DNI2, 1list; 101in. tape reels; custombuilt equipment and record cabinet. American walnut.
50in. wide 63in. high, £25 collected. Box No. 2190
(Essex).
G.E.C. Metal Cone Speaker and presence unit. Tel.:
01-657 7193 after 6.30 p.m.
Rogers Cadet III cased.
Connoisseur Cartridge £20.
Hagley 4295 (evenings).

Garrard SP25 on Plinth,
Tel.: Lye 2373 (daytime),

Reses A77 itrack stereo tape recorder with perspex
lid for sale. £ 145. Penrose Robertson, 4, Nutley Terrace,
London, N.W.3. Tel.: 01-794 9320.
Bang and Olufsen Boecord 1500 De Luxe Tape Recorder
and Boemaster 1000 Tuner/Amp both perfect condition.
£100 o.n.o. Tel.: Weybridge 43675 after 7p.m.
Old friends must go. Quad I1 Amps Tuner £65.00,
Quad 22 needs minor servicing. 2x Wharfedale W2
Speakers, £ 34.00. Richardson, 378, Whippenhell Road,
Watford, WDI 7PD.
Garrard AP76, teak plinth. cover, magnetic cartridge.
As new, £26. Arlidge, Tel.: Ruislip 73142 (
Middx.).

Bang and Olufsen Beovox 1000 Speaker, teak, £ 16.
Goldring CS90 Stylus, £2. As new. Tel.: 01-942 8631.
Sony TA1120 Amplifier, little used, as new. Case.
£110. Stax SR-3 headset/SRD5 Adaptor. As new, £25.
Tel.: Reading 477374, evenings W/E.
Ferrograph F307/11 Stereo Amplifier, mint 2) years.
Guarantee demonstration, £40. Tel.: 01-580 2020, ext.
209 day.
HiFi News Nov. '56/Feb. '70, 152 copies, any offer
considered. Norwood, S.E. London. Tel.: 01-670 1238.
Tenney ` Lancasters' with monitor 1r gold units, £85,
or will swap for Tannoy ' York' corner cabinet and £40
cash, or Tannoy GRF corner horn with minotor Gold.
3, Liverpool Road. Thornton Heath, Surrey, CR4 8LS.

Quad 22 and 2/11 Amplifiers, FM Tuner with stereo
decoder, £65. Dunn, 190a, Lower Addiscombe Road,
Croydon, Surrey.
Nikko 701 Amplifier/Tuner. Thorens TD 214/11 Deck
with S.M.E. Arm. Shure VIS type 2 cartridge. Two
KEF Speakers. Teak plinth shelving stand to house
units. £250 o.n.o. Tel.: 01-521 0761.
Pair Wharfedale Melton Loudspeakers/teak, original
cartons, perfect. £40. Buyer collects. Write first. Turner,
6, Mayfield Road, Preston, PR2 1EX.
Goldring GL75 plinth cover Lencocleen lightened shell
spotless, £35. M75/E.1/2 new stylus, £ 10. Atkinson,
Bryn Wood, Madeley, Crewe.
Pioneer SX990 Tuner Amplifier, £ 115 brand new in
makers carton, Howards Cottage, Tickencote, Stamford,
Lincs. Tel.: Stamford 3141.
Vortexion Type W.V.A. 3speed )-track Tape Recorder,
little used, £50, Tel.: 07912 4127.
2 Quad II Amps., 22 Control, FM Tuner, Goldring
A99, L75 A2M, G800, Auriol Mk. II, Rec. House teak
plinth, spare stylus, Cotswold MFS, Rec. House Equipment/Record Cabinet, Longines Albums, LRC Tapes/
Records, Masteradio, Auto Table, cost over £ 300, mint
condition, £ 160 no offers. Tel.: 01-478 1454.
Sansui A.U. 555, T.U. 555 Tuner, Perfect condition.
Little used, £85. Ashstead 73235,

SME 2000 Plinth, rosewood. Motor board for TD150/
3009. As new, view by arrangement. £24 o.n.o. Box No.
2189 ( Manchester).

FOR SALE-trade

Pair Quad II Amplifiers, perfect, new valves, £30.
Shure M3DM unused, £ 5. Rogers, Tel.: Sudbury 2299.

'Somerset' 10 and 30 watts output transformer. Transformer Equipment Limited. Railoav Place, London
S.W.I9.

Rogers Cadet Stereo Amplifier: £ 15.
£15.
Goldring Motor Connoisseur
Tel.: Bradford 43954.

Matching FM:
Pick-up: £ 15.

Toshiba system two months old, 2600M Tuner Amplifier
two SS30 Speakers, KT80 eight track cartridge deck.
HR60 stereo four Speaker Headphone wired complete
plus assorted cartridges, £240 o.n.o. Tel.: Horley 6339
evenings.
HiFi News, HiFi Sound, Gramophone. All copies
1967 to present.
Offers.
Clough, 12, Queensway,
Melbourne, Derby.
Leak ST70 Amplifier. Accept £50. Consider Ferrograph,
F307 Mk. II in exchange. Ashover, 45, Kirkstone Road
Newbold, Chesterfield, Derbyshire.
Custom built twin deck D. J. Consul valve Amplifier,
two Garrard AP76 Turntables separate headphone. Amp.
lights. All set in teak case, two months old. £250 o.n.o.
Tel.: Day-01-636 5588 ext. 8, evening-01-373 9637.
Quad QCII Control Unit, £7. Tel.: 01-579 3251.

AUDIO-ELECTRONICS Offers
EX-STOCK ON DEMONSTRATION
Connoisseur BD1 Kit ..
Connoisseur SAU2 Arm
Connoisseur BD2 Chassis
Connoisseur BD2 complete ..

Celestion Dillon 15
Dynaco A25 Mk II

£11.75 + Carr. 50p
£13410 + Carr. 50p
£27410 + Carr. 75p
meal +

Carr. £100

Teak £27410 + Carr. £1.00

Teak £27.00 + Carr. £1.00
Acoustic Research AR4X £35-00 + Carr. £1.00
Acoustic Research AR3 tbso•oo + Carr. £1.50
Spendor BC1 Monitor.. + Carr. £1.50
Tannoy Ill LZ Compact £35.110 + Carr. £1.50

Quad 22 and 2 II Amplifiers, Quad FM Stereo Tuner,
in teak cabinet, offers. Scott, Tel.: Coventry (0203)
326672.

DM3's-immaculate matched pair in special dark
walnut finish, complete with black plinths, £90. Tel.:
Broughton (Preston) 3417.

Bell & Howell 1700 Dolby
Cassette System .. £87.00 + Carr. £1.00

Rogers Cadet Ill in Record Housing cabinet, perfect,
£23. Auriol Pick-up Control, £2. Tel.: 01-868 8395
evenings.

Fantastic seund by separation and base reproduction
through four module system Titainium cone Speakers in
specially made cabinets by experts all as new. 11› thick
3ft. 2in. tall, 15in deep. Wind tunnel at back, 8Titainium
Speakers all told. 50 watt output, cost £ 190. Will take
£90. Call write-Apperley, 44, Kirby Road, Leicester.

demonstrated, Installed, guaranteed for 1year.
Hours of Business: Mon. to Sat. 9.30 a.m. to
p.m. Evening demos, by appointment please.

Bang and Olufsen Beolab 5000 Amplifier, Boegram
3000 and two Beovox 5000 Speakers. One year old.
£250 for the lot. Tel.: Southend on Sea (Essex) 41000.
Beomaster 5000 Stereo FM Tuner, offers to G. Thompson, 25, Fforddlas, Prestatyn, Flints.
Due te death of potential customer Imust sell pair of
American designed Klipsch rear horn loaded and direct
radiator corner loudspeakers fitted with Vitavox Drive
Units. The bass is produced by a 15" driver of 14,000
guess and 260,000 Maxwells. Nominal frequency cut-off
of Bass Horn 40cs. The midrange + treble is handled by a
compression driver fitted to a phase corrected, aluminium
cast, expotential horn, Specification 16,000 gauss.
150,000 Maxwells. 500cs. to I6Kcs.
Horn cut-off
frequency 300cs. High efficiency and S.P.L. of 100 db has
been achieved. 0-10 db Attentuation on treble driver via
crossover. Finished in polished mahogany with vynair
front grills. Handling capacity 50 watts nominal, sire
48 - x 36" x 24, weight approximately 150Ibs, fitted with
castors. Price £450 the pair. Tel.: 01-348 0258 after
7 p.m. (Hornsey).
Wharfedale "Omni" Airedale Speaker systems,
outstanding sound, perfect condition. Demonstrations
£75 pair. Tel.: 01-640 2555 ( Mitcham).
Trinos FM.100 Stereo Tuner teak case, perfect. £ 32
o.n.o. Tel.: West Mersea (0206-38) 2533.
Pair BBC Monitor Speakers LS 5- IA. Perfect working
order, £ 190. Tel.: 01-584 8928 weekdays 9.30 a.m. to
5p.m.
Pair E.M.I. 750 Speaker Kits in floor standing LB.
enclosures, finished white laminate. £ 36.00 the pair, free
delivery. Snowden, 10, Fairfield Road, Bridlington, East
Yorkshire.

Pioneer LX34 Stereo Multiplex Tuneramp. 11 watts
per channel. Overhauled to better than makers specification. Graphs and report. £55 o.n.o. Aki M8 Tape
Recorder, two teak veneered SS- I10 Coaxial Speakers
with floor stands, 15 IPSKit, leads. Top condition,
£100 o.n.o. Wilson, 28, Caithness Road, Stamford
Tel.: (3871), Lincs.

Reliable

high

quality

equipment

advised,

AUDIO- ELECTRONICS
468 ARTERIAL RD, LEIGH- ON- SEA,
ESSEX. Tel.: Southend (0702) 521737.

Goldring GL75P with cover and 800E, immaculate,
£40. Buyer collects. 39, Nobes Avenue, Gosport, Hants.
B & W P2H Monitors oiled teak. Matched pair,
£120 o.n.o. Macleod, 35, Potter Street, Bishop's Stortford.
Tel.: BIS 3866 during weekday.
Rogers Cadet 3 series 2. Teak, perfect, £25.
Burgh Heath 57530 (Epsom).

Tel.:

Kellar KDBI Dolby noise reduction unit. As new with
original packing, £40. Demonstrations arranged. Tel.:
Crayford 29347.
Sony TC 260 Tape Recorder. Excellent condition.
£50 o.n.o., with carrying case. Tel.: Staines 55749.
Pair Radford Bookshelf Speakers, 12-16 ohms little
used. Fine condition offers invited (Bristol). Box No.
2191 ( Bristol).
Pair Bower and Wilkins P2/H Speakers, £ 130 o.n.o.
Mr. Gibson, Tel.: 01-733 3676.
Koss PRO-4A. Five hours use only. £ 12-50.
Orchard Road, Birkstall, Leicester.

24,

Uher 4000L, reporter portable tape recorder, microphone mains unit and battery, as new, £ 110. D. F.
Buckby, London Apprentice, St. Austell, Cornwall.
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Engineers from BBC, EMI, STC, Marconi, Rank,
IBM and ICT, choose us for the best in hi-fl at
the most competitive prices and deliveries.

WHY NOT YOU?

Copyright-free Sound Effects Discs. 7 in. EP's and
12 in. LP's. Catalogue from Rapid Recording Services,
21 Bishops Close, London E. 17.
World's Finest Acoustic Grille Cloth

ACOUSTONE
Fabulous USA designs exclusive co UPL
Send 10p for pattern card
UPL, Compton House, 35 High Street,
New Malden, Surrey. Tel. 01-942 9567

Maximum Discounts on your Hi-Fi up to 20% with
maker's guarantee. Greene & Cooper Ltd., 211 Kenton
Road, Harrow, Middlesex. Tel.: 01-907 9660.

DO-IT-YOURSELFERS
LOUDSPEAKER SUNDRIES

q)

&TYGAII

PATTERNS
from 15p per sq ft

ANY SIZE CUT

BONDED ACETATE FIBRE
1"

thick,

Superior

Quality,

55p per square yard ( 24"x 54")
ANY LENGTH CUT — 54' width.
LONG HAIRED PURE WOOL FIBRES

SPECIAL
ANNOUNCEMENT
We are proud to announce our appointment as
sole English agents for the superb new ARISTON
SR90 loudspeaker. This is afree-standing reproducer
which is unique in that the enclosure is lined with a
r thick CONCRETE/GRANITE mix as a no-compromise solution to the problems of panel resonance
—and the results are a revelation. The system contains 3 drive units- 13 - bass ( resonance 18-22 Hz),
a specially adapted elliptical mid- range unit and the
Decca-Kelly DK30 Ribbon. Dimensions 34x 16x
II - deep. Distortion is exceptionally low, and the
frequency range ± 5dB 25-25,000 Hz, 30° off axis
(60° arc).
This magnificent reproducer will be on demonstration at " AUDIO 71" Harrogate, in room 217.
In conjunction with our associate company Millbrook Electro-Acoustical Developments we also
announce anew, professional service for the discriminating listener and music lover. This is to provide
custom-built sound reproducing systems of the
highest quality, including loudspeakers especially
tailored to suit your listening environment both
acoustically and aesthetically. One of our examples
was featured in Hi-Fi News Sept. 1969 (" Hiding apair
of monsters"), which described the concealing of
large concrete horns.
This service need cost no more than one would pay
for a commercial high quality outfit (we cut out the
middle- men) but the end result is vastly superior.
Visitors are welcome ( by appointment please) to
the Millbrook laboratory, workshops, and listening
room, where your enquiries will receive courteous
and professional attention.

—1

TERYLENE
2" thick, Superior Quality,
£1 - 15p per square yard ( 24"x 54")
ANY LENGTH CUT — 54" width.
Psst ! ! Strictly for the birds.

Millbrook ElectroAcoustical Developments,
Brook Mills, Cleckheaton, Yorks. Tel.: (
097-62)
2231.

LISTEN TO THE WORLD

r
-

This material makes beautiful
Fabric Samples and Fitting
Instructions for all materials,
5p stamps.
All items are post free, by return.

Communications receivers carry no Purchase Tax,
and completely out- perform domestic tuners. SAE.
for details. Part exchange photo or hi-fi.

NICHOLS ACOUSTICAL FITMENTS
BUBWITH, SELBY, YORKSHIRE
(Telephone 0757 85-206)

UNIMIXER 45
Versatile stereo/mono battery/mains mixing unit
with professional specifications for noise, distortion
and frequency response. Suitable for every Tape
Recorder. Recent reviews from leading hi-fi magazines available on request. Supplied direct from the
manufacturers, £45 (excluding freight).
SOUNDEX LTD.
18 Blenheim Rd, London W4 IES. Tel.: 01-9951661

'

YOU CAN GET A TRUE HI-FI SYSTEM
FOR UNDER LISO!
Cartridge—Shure M75/6, Retail ..

E16.00

Deck—Connoisseur BD2 complete/Teak .. £39.00
Amplifier—Armstrong 521
£56.00
Speakers—Dynaco A25 Mk 2, or Celestion
Ditton 15's/Teak
E76.00
RETAIL £ I87.00
From us—L145 plus FREE Dust Bug Cleaner.
extra for corr. Why not collect

Plus £3

AUDIO- ELECTRONICS
468 Arterial Rd, Leigh-on-Sea, Essex.

Due to ridiculous tax laws imposition
of purchase tax will cause considerable
price increases on these, and many
British loudspeakers. Even with the
increase we shall still be highly recommending AR speakers to those who
appreciate naturalness and lack of
coloration in sound reproduction.

STOCKS of AR4x
Rosewood and Walnut and afew other
models of AR and Celestion speakers.

STILL AT OLD PRICE
CARRIAGE FREE
HOLDINGS PHOTO AUDIO
CENTRE, 39 41 Mincing Lane,
Blackburn BB2 2AF. Tel.:
59595/6. Closed Thursdays.

A better deal provided by a specialist Hi -Fi Retal
Establishment of high reputation. Up to 25% discount
Leading makes.
Massive stocks.
Demonstrations,
guidance, installations, service. Optimum performance
guaranteed. Write or phone. Callers welcome. Shop
hours, 9.30 a.m.-6 p.m. Half-day Thursday. Open all
day Saturday. Audio Services Ltd., 82 East Barnet
Road, New Barnet. Tel.: 6605.

Rock
BOTTOM
PRICES
GET
OUR
QUOTE
NOW

Scandinavian Quilts !

D.

PURCHASE TAX
& AR SPEAKERS

Wentworth Audio Consultants, 3 Kirklands,
Cleckheaton, Yorks. Tel.: (
097-62) 3756.

55p per lb. weight.

IT'S NO SECRET

IMPORTANT

HOLDINGS
39/41 Mincing Lane, Blackburn BB2 2AF
Tel.: 59595/6.
Closed Thursdays.
A.D. HiFi Cabinets are individually made so they can
be finished or adapted to your requirements, or made to
order if not suitable. Send rough sketch. We will quote
if we are able to help. You will find our prices very
competitive for the high quality. Visit our works and
showrooms. A Davies & Co., 56 Wellesley Road,
London N.W.5. Tel.: 01-485 5775.

GENUINE

DISCOUNTS
Send for NEW Comprehensive
list NOW!

PLANET
111Fi Centre
88 HIGH ST, EDGWARE
MIDDLESEX,RA8-711E
Tel: 01 952 3238.

Te!.: Southend 521737 ( 0702)

STEREO — HIGH FIDELITY
FREE TECHNICAL ADVICE

e EXAMPLES: 521 Amp 64150; P.40 tseso
e RUSH SERVICE, USUALLY 48 HOURS
• MOST LEADING MAKES

• FULL MANUFACTURERS' GUARANTEE
COVER
• MAIL ORDER AND CASH & CARRY
e STEREO LP's SPECIAL LIST
• EACH COMPONENT DOUBLE PACKED TO
ENSURE SAFE ARRIVAL
6 TEN YEARS AUDIO EXPERIENCE

FREFI

OUR PRICE LIST WITH
HI FI INFORMATION BY
RETURN

AUDIO- E. DISCOUNT SUPPLIES
468 ARTERIAL RD., LEIGH- ON-SEA, ESSEX
Phone Southend 521737 ( 0702)
(Moving soon to new premises)

SEE OUR FULL PAGE ADVERT ON PAGE 1563
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HAMPSTEAD HIGH FIDELITY
SALE
starts Sat. 26th August
NEW, Shop Soiled and Secondhand Equipment, Loudspeakers and Cabinets.
Sansui 1000 EA Valve Tuner/Amp., £75. Rogers
Cadet 3 Stereo Amp., £20. Danish S.R.T. Turntable complete. £ 12. Dulei 7 Tuner, £ 14. Dulei
Amp., £ 14. EMI L2 Battery Tape Recorder, £25.
Leak Troughline 2Tuner, £ 14. Metro Sound SS.30
Slot Stereo Amp. and Cart. Recorder, £69. B &
Turntable, £25. Chapman 305 Stereo Valve Amp.,
£15. Ferrograph Series 7 Stereo 704, £ 169. Goldring Lenco G.L.68 Base and Cover, £ 14. Philips
Cassette Recorder, £9. Seimens Stereo Tape Recorder, £39. Tandberg Series 13 Loop Cassette
Recorder, £59. Quad 22 Pre-Amp from £ 14. Quad
FM Tuners from £ 15. LOUDSPEAKERS: Pr. Lowther
Acousta Corner Speakers Teak, £49. Pair A.R. 3s
Teak Dem Models, £315. Pair Leak Sandwich
Speakers Dem. Models, £65. Pair Sonab OA 5's
Pine. £69. Plus many other bargains all offered
subject to being unsold at time of sale. CABINETS:
Hampstead Mahogany Mini Cabinet, £20. Rosewood Cabinet, £20. Repro. Burr Walnut Chest,
£10. Oak Long Cabinet, £9. Plus many other
very much reduced and secondhand cabinets.
Sale also of SHOP SOILED and DEMONSTRATION
Classical Records.
HAMPSTEAD HIGH FIDELITY
91 Heath Street, London, N.W.3.
Tel.: 01-435 0999 or 6377.
Spaces for discontinued Tape Recorders and Projectors
State requirements, or call at: John King ( Films) Ltd.
15 Bond Street, Brighton. Tel.: 25042.

REFRESH

YOUR

by listening to WOOLLETT
strated by Tom Joyce of
Specialists for over 35 years.
they will do more than any
service.

EARS

Speakers as demonRamsgate.
Audio
Trust your earsad. man. Personal

TOM JOYCE
147 Boundary Road, Ramsgate, KENT
Stax SR3 Headphones complete with genuine SRD5
connector, £39 post free, c.w.o.; full refund if not delighted. Incredible performance-rave reviews on request. Main agents for L.N.B. and Peerless. Wentworth
Audio Consultants, 3 Kirklands, Cleckheaton, Yorks
Tel.: 097-62 3756.

PICKUPS & CARTRIDGES
PRICES INCLUDING POSTAGE
ADC
10E 11
£27.00
26
.. £50.00
AUDIO TECHNICA
AT66
£4.75
AT66 Stylus .. £3.00
AT55
£4.25
DECCA
Deram Ceramic £4.25
Deram Elliptical £5.50
GOLDRING
G850 ..
£4.00
D120 Stylus .. £3.00
£6.75
DI 10 Stylus .. £3.00
G800H .. £6.50
D1101-1 Stylus £3.00
G8130E £ 10.50
D I10E Stylus.. £7.50
G800S E .. £ 18-00
DI IOSE Stylus £ 12.00
CS.90/7 Ceramic £4.00
CS.91/E Ceramic £5.75
ORTOFON
MFI5E
£19.50
51.15E4- 2g 15K £28.00
SHURE
M3D
£5.00
M3D Dia. Stylus £2.50
M44/5 .. £7.25
N44/5 Stylus .. £5-00
M44/7 or C
£7.00
N44/7 or C Stylus us.so
M44E
£8.50
N44E Stylus ..
M55E
£9.00
N55E Stylus .. £-00
M75-6Il £ 11-25
N75-6 Stylus .. £7•00
M75-G 11
£ 11-50
N75-G Stylus .. £7.00
M75- E.111 £ 13.50
N75-EJ Stylus .. £9410
M75- E 11
£ 14.40
N75- E Stylus .. meo
VI5 II Imp. £28.50
VN ISE Stylus £ 12.50
S.M.E.
3009/S2 .. £27.00
3009/S2 HE .. moo
SONOTONE
9TA/HC Dia. Cart. £2.00
N.B. ALL OUR PRICES INCLUDE POSTAGE
All cartridges despatched by recorded delivery by return
post. Mail order only.
Send to:

PICKUPS & CARTRIDGES
Oxford Street, London W1A 3DA
Tel.: 01-366 5015. 10-6 p.m. Mon.- Fri.

Shure and Goldring Magnetic Cartridges. Guaranteed
new, post free. M3D, £4.97; M31E, £9; M32E, £8.37;
M44/5, £7; M44/7, £7-25; M44/C, £7.25; M44/E, £9;
M55/E, £9.50; M75/6/2, £ 11.50; M75/G/2, £ 12-25:
M75/EJ/2, £ 14.50; M75E/2, £ 15-50; M75E/95G, £ 17.75;
VI5/2, £30; 850, £4-50; 800, £7.50; 800E, £ 11 - 75; 800SE.
£17.75. (Send shell for free fitting if required.) Second
buys in HiFi list available on request. Planet Hi Fi
Centre, 88 High Street, Edgware, Middlesex HAS 7HE.
Tel.: 01-952 3238.
HiFi enthusiasts. In our modern hi-fi department we
have in stock now all the leading makes-Wharfedale,
Super Linton and Denton Speakers; Leak Stereo 30,
30 Plus and 70 amplifiers; Leak Stereofetic Tuners.
Goodmans 3000 Music Suite, also DM! speakers. Full
Tandberg range. Also Quad, Rogers, Philips, Goldring,
Sinclair, etc. Gratispool, Maritneau Way, Birmingham.
and Queen Street, Glasgow.

Hi- Fi
`.11)) 20%
DISCOUNT

We supply everything for the Hi-fi enthusiast
Our associated Hi -Fi Company has been
in this field since 1925-and we were established in 1960 as one of Britain's first Mailorder Discount Agencies. Since then we
have become known for our prompt personal
service and impeccable after-sales attention
. . . the latter being of vital importance when
buying at a discount.
Only new unused Branded Equipment with
Manufacturers' Guarantees.
No Membership charges. Hire purchase if required. All
enquiries and orders are dealt with on the
same day as received. Send for free brochure
(including full range of domestic appliances).
DXCQt.JJ'1

tjY IP./G, .A5CrEivicIr

Balcombe. Sussex. Est.1960.Tel: Balcombe 295

Quad II Amplifiers, £ 13-00, p.p., £ 1-00.
Mark II
Pre-amp Mixer ( NO case), £6•00, p.p.. 50p. Eastlake
Electronics, Bognor, Sussex. Tel.: 25606.
Bulk Erasers. Will erase up to 8I in. tapes including
cassettes, £2-75 each, postage 10p. Clement Wain Ltd.,
Newcastle, Staffordshire.
Overseas customers supplied with Records and Musical
Instruments Free of British Purchase Tax. Cheaper for
quantities. Orders over £ 10-00 post free. All British
Orders post free. Ron's Music Shop (Export) Ltd.,
25 Ilford Lane, Ilford, Essex, England.
Special September Offer. 12% off Leak plus ' Holdings'
service. Holdings, 39-41 Mincing Lane, Blackburn,
BB2 2AF. Tel.: 59595/6 (closed Thursdays).

Quad Electrostatic Speaker, Quad II Control and
Amplifier, Kelly Ribbon Speaker.
Box No. 2183
(Suffolk).
Wanted urgently-LP Records (Classical and Stereo
only) and Audio equipment. Highest prices paid for good
equipment in good condition. H. C. Harridge Ltd., 8
Moor Street, Cambridge Circus, London, WIV SL.!.
Tel.: 01-437 7108.
Pair Quad Electrostatic Speakers in good order.
Grimwood, 10 Docwra's Close, Shepreth, Cambs.

SITUATIONS VACANT
Photo-Staff Consultants Ltd., are the leading agency for
HiFi sales and technical staff. Experienced personnel
required for jobs in all areas of London and the country.
Phone or call PHOTO-STAFF 01-734 1918 (5 lines),
25 Oxford Street, W. I, No fees to staff.

UNIVERSITY OF SURREY
DEPARTMENT OF MUSIC

SENIOR TECHNICIAN
for Recording Studio and
Mobile Recordings
A vacancy exists for aSenior Technician
to set up and maintain professional recording equipment in the Music Department's sound studio. The successful
candidate will take part in studio operations and will be responsible for the
maintenance of studio and location
equipment. He will be working in collaboration with the Senior Lecturer in
Recording Techniques on the Tonmeister
Course, and should have recording industry experience in the following:installation, testing and maintenance
of professional recording equipment;
operational techniques associated
with music recording, dubbing and
editing.
The salary scale is E1,398-41,707 per
annum.
Excellent holiday arrangements and
Superannuation scheme.
Application forms can be obtained from
the Staff Officer, University of
Surrey, Guildford, Surrey, and should
be completed and returned by the
ISeptember 1971.

Sound Approach Sale-Lux HQ.555 Receiver, £ 110-00;
Transcriptors reference turntable, fitted Empire 888SE,
£75.00; pair Walnut DM3's, £85.00; Akai 4000D,
£60.00. IMF Studio and Monitor Loudspeakers on
demonstration. Few Studios at pre-tax price. Tel.:
Sheffield 53157.

SALES EXECUTIVE
A

WANTED
Highest Cash Prices offered good quality Stereo Tape
Recorders, HiFi equipment and LP records. R.E.W.
(Earlesfield) Ltd., 266/8 Upper Tooting Road, London
S.W.17. Tel.: 01-672 9175.
Lee Electronics. The Tape Recorder and HiFi specialists wish to purchase good quality Tape and HiFi
equipment for cash. 400 Edgware Road, London W.2.
Highest possible cash prices for Akai, B & 0, Breneli,
Ferrograph, Revox, Sanyo, Sony, Tandberg, Uher,
Vortexion, etc., 9.30-5.00. Tel.: 01-242 7401.
Ferrograph SA/N at 71 i.p.s. and type 420 at 15 i.p.s.
State price and servicing record. 1,000 10" brown card
covers required. Mr. Cook, 13 King Alfred Close, Steyning, Sussex, BN4 3YF. Tel.: 813952.
Wanted pair Quad ELS-will come anywhere GB
during September. Offers please to: Peter Tiefenthaler,
do American Express, 6Haymarket, London.
Quad 11 Amplifier and FM tuner. Lines, 27 Weston
Road, Sittingbourne, Kent. Tel.: Sittingbourne 70308.
Wharfedale Super 12 Loudspeaker 15 ohms. Floyd, 21
Willow Walk. Englefield Green. Surrey. Egham 3337.
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major

quality

manufacturer

high

fidelity

of

very

equipment

shortly establish offices in
There are opportunities for:

the

high
will
U.K.

SALES: Sales manager also handling
direct
dealers.

selling

to

Southern

audio

Northern area manager.

ADMIN. ( London Area): Administrative

manager/credit

controller.

Knowledge of high fidelity is essential for
the field sales positions. Write enclosing
curriculum vitae to:

BOX No. 2188

RECORDS FOR SALE

Fanfare Records. Tape-disc pressings, demo's, masters.
Studio/mobile. Neuman disc cutter. S.a.e. brochure.
1 Broomfield Close, Rydes Hill, Guildford. Tel.: 0483
61684.

RAPID
RECORDING
SERVII1!:

Classical LP's at bargain prices, send for lists. Francis,
IWordsworth Mansions, Queens Club Gardens, London
W. 14.

Sound News Productions. Britain's oldest full-time
tape/disc/tape transfer service. Direct transfers, pressings for private and for the trade. Fund raising advisory
service for Societies, Choirs, Bands. 18 Blenheim Road,
London W.4. Tel.: 01-993 1149.

LPs FROM YOUR OWN TAPES
48- HOUR SERVICE

RECORDS WANTED
Bought for cash— unwanted classical stereo LP's in
perfect condition. Best prices paid. Send lists. Francis,
Wordsworth Mansions, Queens Club Gardens, London
W.14.
Wanted Deusche LP-Stereo Erica Morini playing Bruch
and Glassounov violin concertos; high price offered for
unworn record. Wilton, 55 Frant Road, Tunbridge Wells,
Kent, Tel.: TW 27117.
Journey into Space programmes wanted.
4 Sunhurst Close, Oakworth, Keighley, Yorks.

Fryer,

MASTER DISCS AND PRESSINGS
RECORDING STUDIO
DEMONSTRATION DISCS
MOBILE RECORDINGS—ANY DISTANCE

MISCELLANEOUS

Multi- channel facilities for transfer to 8 or 16mm film
tracks. Sound effects library on discs.

Are you stuck? Let us fix your hi-fi! We offer a comprehensive installation and repair service in the London
area—just telephone Mastersound Electronic Services,
01-368 8891 (24-hour Ansaphone) and we will master
your sound problems—fast.

Brochure on request from:

Rapid

Recording. Service

21 BISHOPS CLOSE, LONDON E.I7
Your tapes to disc. 7in.
.2 in. LP, £4. 4-day postal
pressings. To professional
Deroy Studios, High Bank,

45, £ 1-50; 10 in. LP, £ 3•50,
service, Masters and Vinylite
quality. S.a.e. photoleafiet,
Hawk Street, Carnforth.

STUDIO FACILITIES

J & B Recordings. Tapes to disc—latest high level disc
cutting, all speeds. Mastering pressings, studios, mobile.
14 Willows Avenue, Morden, Surrey. Tel.: MITcham
9952.

Graham Clark Records. Tape to disc pressings. P.F.A.
House, 182a Station Road, Addlestone, Surrey. Tel.:
Weybridge 43367.

Warren Recordings (A.P.R.S.). Tape-disc pressings.
Mobile, 59 Hendale Avenue, London, N.W.4. Tel.:
01-203 0306.

nti

b

recording and
I transcription service

Vinyl pressings and acetate demodiscs. Limiting.
compression and equalisation facilities; high undistorted cutting levels with feedback cutter heads.
Booklet available.
ST. MICHAEL S, SHINFIELD ROAD,
SHINF1ELD GREEN, READING, BERKS.
Tel. 0734 84487
Member A.P.R.S.

County Recording Service
Tape to disc, mono & stereo master discs &
pressings, 7" discs pressed on our own plant,
with quick delivery.
Disc cutting sapphires from stock.
London Rd., Binfield, Bracknell, Berks.
Tel.: Bracknell 4935

Senice of quality equipment—graphical data and
reports supplied.
H.F. Engineering, 3 Willowbank,
Sunbury-on-Thames, Middlesex. Tel.: Sunbury 83232.

A.P.R.S. Members

British Piano Museum. Automatic instruments demonstrated Thurs., Sats. and Suns., 2.30-6 p.m. March- Nov.
inclusive. 20p. By the Gasholder, Brentford. Tel.:
01-560 8108.
Drawings of Composers. Berlioz, Beethoven, Segovia,
Stravinsky, Dvorak and Mahler designed and printed by
FIFN/RR artist Richard Cole make an attractive room
decoration for the music lover. The original screenprints,
measuring 20 in. x 30 in., are available in black on silver,
and signed by the artist. The price is only £ 1 each
including postage and packing and a set of 3 L2-50.
Available direct from Richard Cole, Runwick House,
Farnham, Surrey.
B. Envood (Audio Servicing). High Fidelity equipment
serviced, installed, modified and maintained.
New
equipment supplied at competitive prices. Will travel
anywhere. 232 Aragon Road, Morden, Surrey. Tel.: 01-337
9172.
Tape and Cassette Recorder repairs by specialists. See
Nusound advertisement in this issue.
STOLEN from a Birmingham College, Phillips 4-track
Tape Recorder, Serial No. NR043696. Please contact
Chief Education Officer, Margaret Street, Birmingham,
B3 3BU.
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Surbiton Park Radio Ltd...
Surrey Sound Equipment Ltd.
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Tape Recorder Centre
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Surprise yourself

Find yourself
having fun at the

DO IT YOURSELF
EXHIBITION

It doesn't matter if you're acomplete
beginner. It doesn't matter if you can't even
knock a nail in straight.
Come to the DO IT YOURSELF
EXHIBITION and you'll find yourself
surrounded by three floors of inspiration.
Bring the family,they'll enjoy it.Come
and see films,help carve an elephant,
ask questions,win prizes,try things for

yourself,see the latest in easier home
decoration.There'll be experts on hand
demonstrating everything from adhesives
to welding.
There are special features for women
and fantastic displays of DlYcraftwork
from home and overseas.
So come along to Olympia,and
surprise yourself. Find yourself having fun.

OLYMPIA AUG 27SEPT 11

EMPIRE HALL 10am-9pm
Admission Adults 25p Children 15p

CLOSED SUNDAYS.

19TH INTERNATIONAL HANDICRAFTS & DO IT YOURSELF EXHIBITION
SPONSORED BY DO IT YOURSELF MAGAZINE
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SENSATIONAL STEREO OFFERS!
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The famous NuSound Stereo System " 695" hou proved to be the
most popular Hi -Fi Stereo System available. The selected equipment
has been expertly matched by the NuSound team.

il

SYSTEM " T112"
As System " 695" but using the Allard Super
Deltone Speakers ( total price L11(240). Save £ 3.40.
SYSTEM PRICE £77 00
Carr. ¿2-50. Cash or Terms.
SYSTEM " T113"
As System " 695" but using the Decca Deram
Luxury Console Speakers ( total price L108-90).
Save £ 28.90.

The System comprises the very latest TELETON SAQ206
STEREO AMPLIFIER incorporating silicon transistors,
scratch filter, loudness control, stereo headphone socket etc,
giving total output of 12 watts. Frequency range 30-20,000 Hz.
Beautifully styled and housed in attractive wooden cabinet.
The GARRARD SP25 Mk III 4- speed single record player in
deluxe teak plinth with high quality perspex cover is fitted
with the NM77 STEREO MAGNETIC CARTRIDGE.
This top quality high compliance cartridge with 0-7 mil diamond
stylus, frequency response 20-20,000 Hz, is capable of truly
superlative performance and on test produced results equal
to cartridges costing over £ 15. The excellent results produced
by the combination of the Teleton amplifier and the NM77
cartridge are fed into two ALLARD SS3 HI- F1 SPEAKER
ENCLOSURES housing a perfectly matched 3- way speaker
system capable of handling the full output of the Teleton 206.
Each enclosure ( 10" X 174" high) is teak finished on all side
and has an attractive padded black cloth front that combines
elegant appearance with excellent Hi -Fi reproduction.

SYSTEM " 695"

SYSTEM PRICE

Teleton 206 . £ 32 50
Garrard SP25
£16 45
Base/Cover ..
£8.974
NM77 cartridge
£9.974
SS3's ( 2)
.£
00
Leads/Plugs etc. ¿ 3- 00

£69-50
Carr. El 75. Cash or Terms.

£105.90

SYSTEM PRICE £ 80.00
Carr. £ 2•50. Cash or Terms.

SAVE £ 36•40

DECCA DERAMS
Luxury console loud- speaker enclosures.
13" x8" high
flux density elliptical bass speaker, crossover network and
3" treble speaker. Excellent bass response. Frequency
range 40-18,000 Hz. Extremely attractive console cabinet
(25" high x In" wide x 8" deep) beautifully finished in teak
with padded cloth fronts and elegant silver trim.

QUAD
SYSTEMS
LEAK STEREO 30+

ARMSTRONG 521

SYSTEM " A232"

SYSTEM " A444"

Armstrong 521
£56.00
Garrard AP76 £28.88
Base/Cover .. [9.97
Goldring G800E £ 18.86
S/Deltones ( 2) ..
E39.50
Leads/Plugs etc.
C3-00

Armstrong 521
£56.00
Goldring GL75 £41.61
Base/Cover ..
£1I - 974
G800 Super E .. £26.130
Meltons ( 2) ..
E65.00
Leads/Plugs etc.
£3-00

Total
SYSTEM
PRICE

..

El 56.214

£ 125-50

SYSTEM " L437"

Total ..

£203.584

SYSTEM
PRICE

£170.00

Carr £2 SO. Cash or Terms

Carr. £2.50. Cash or

SAVE C30.711

SAVE C33.58+

-

erms

Stereo 30 Plus
Goldring GL75
Base/Cover .
Goldring G800E
Leek 300 ( 2) ..
Leads/Plugs etc.

QUA

SYSTEM " L445'

£62.50
£41.61
£11-974
£18.86
£65-00
£3.00

Ste-eo 30 Plus
Goldring GL75
Base/Cover .
G800 Super E .
Dovedales ( 2) .
Leads/Plugs etc.

£62-50
£41-61
£11.974
£26.00
£85.00
£3.00

Total ..

Total ..

£202.944

SYSTEM
PRICE

£168-50

SYSTEM
PRICE

£230.084
£ 194.00

SYSTEM " 0435"
Quad 33/303
£98-00
Goldring GL75
£41-61
Base/Cover ..
El 1.974
Goldring G800E £ 18.86
Leak 300 ( 2) .. £65.00
Leads/Plugs etc.
£3.00
Total ..
SYSTEM
PRICE

33/903

SYSTEM " 0445"
Quad 33/303 ..
Goldring GL75
Base/Cover ..
G800 Super E ..
Dovedales ( 2) ..
Leads/Plugs etc.

£98.00
£41.61
1-974
£26.00
£85.00
£3.00

£238.444

Total ..

£265.584

£197.50

SYSTEM
PRICE

£223.00

Carr. £2.50. Cash or Terms

Carr. £2.50. Cash or Terms

Carr. £2 50. Cash or Terms

Carr. £2.50. Cash or Terms

SAVE C34.44+

SAVE C36-081

SAVE £40•94+

SAVE £42.5E4

A COMPLETE AUDIO SYSTEM
For Records,TapeaRadio Reproduction
Philips RH882 Stereo Cassette Recorder/Tuner
G
d Record Unit and Separate speakers.

Amplifier

complete

with

Tuner Section
Incorporates 5 wavebands:- LW: 800-2000 metres; MWI 213-580 metres; MW2:
185-214 metres; SW: 30:6-50-4 metres and VHF/FM 87.5-108 MHz. On FM 3 pre set
selection controls each with separate tuning scale and AFC ensure easy tuning and
freedom from drift. Built in FM multiplex decoder automatically switches from mono to
stereo reception and indicator lamp shows when stereo is being received.
Stereo Amplifier section
Superb 20 watt Hi -Fi Stereo Amplifier with separate bass and treble controls. Overall
response 35-20,000 Hz. Signal to noise ratio better than 47 dB. Crosstalk better than
38 dB. Automatic physiological compensation for low volume settings.
Stereo Cassette Recorder section
4 track stereo record and replay using popular Compact Cassettes. Records direct from
tuner, record player or microphones with replay through 20 watt amplifier section.
Automatic recording level control. Safety interlock to prevent accidental erasure of
Musicassettes.
To complete this amazing system we have selected the popular GARRARD SP25
Record Unit with Stereo ceramic cartridge and fitted into deluxe teak plinth with
transparent cover and a pair of superb ALLARD SS3 HI-FI SPEAKER SYSTEMS to
reproduce the truly outstanding performance of this wonderful system.

/11.113--M 117d

FANTASTIC LOW PRICE
ONLY

£
148.80

Carr. Li- 50
Cash or Terms

Also
available
with
DECCA
DERAM
Luxury Console Loudspeaker Enclosures in
place of SS3's.

Complete with all leads and plugs, etc.
The finest value for money- less than you could expect
to pay for a medium priced stereo tape recorder.

£158.80

Carr. £2.50
Cash or Terms

• WEST END
24 OXFORD STREET, W.I.
Telephone: 01-580 4638
SHOWROOM
(
25yd. Tottenham Ct. Rd. Tube)
• 36 LEWISHAM HIGH ST., S.E.I3. Tel.: 01-852 2399
•82 HIGH HOLBORN, W.C.1
Tel.: 01-242 7401
•228 BISHOPSGATE, E.C.2.
Tel.: 01-247 2609
•87/100 PIONEER MARKET, ILFORD LANE,
(Opp. Liverpool St. Stn). Closed Sat. Open Sun. ( 10-2)

1722

ILFORD.

(1min. Ilford B'dway)

Tel.: 01-478 2291

UP TO 333•3% OFF FROM NUSOUND
What finer make can we offer than the world famo,.

SANSUI

The top quality SANSUI AU.I01 Stereo AMPhtler ha, a
specification to make any hi-fi enthusiast's mouth water!!
This superb 50 watt amplifier ( 36 watts rms). employing all
silicon low noise transistors for minimum distortion, exceptional
signal to noise ratio and wide dynamic range. Power amplifier
section
uses semi- complementary Darlington
ITL-OTL
design ensuring maximum power transistor protection and
minimum

output distortion of less than 0-8%.

Frequency

response 35-20,000 Hz. A host of other features include tape
monitoring, loudness control, speaker muting switch, etc.. etc.,
usually only found in amplifiers twice the price!! Coupled with
the latest GARRARD SP25 Mk III fitted with top quality
GOLDRING G800 STEREO CARTRIDGE together with
the SUPER DELTONE SPEAKERS you have asystem that
at under £95 is truly outstanding both in value and performance.

SYSTEM " 945"

SUPER DELTO NES
A high quality Bookshelf speaker combining small dimensions or high x 10- wide x 94" deep) with excellent
overall performance.
Fitted with 13" x8" high flux
density bass speaker, 3" treble speaker, crossover network
and acoustic wadding.
Beautifully made and finished in teak with attractive padded
black Vynair fronts.

Sansui AU.I01 .
G
d SP25 .
Base/Cover .
Goldring 0800
S/Deltones (2) .
Leads/Plugs etc.
Total ..

SYSTEM " S123"

SYSTEM PRICE

£40-00
£16-45
£8.974
£13-00
£39.50
£3-00
£120.924

As System "945" but using the Decca Derain Luxur y
Console Speakers.

SYSTEM PRICE 07-50

£94.50

Carr. £2-50. Cash or Terms.

SYSTEM " S237"

Comprises Sansui AU.10 I , G
d AP76, Goldring
Carr. £2.50. Cash or Terms. 1
G800E and Leak 300 Speakers.
(Total price £ 165-714) Save £33-214.

SAVE £26.424

SYSTEM PRICE £ I32•50
Carr. £2•50. Cash or Terms.

ARMS T RONG

TUNER AMPLIFIER STEREO SYSTEMS

Three
superb
Hi-Fi
Stereo Systems using the
well known Armstrong
526 50 watts AM/FM
Stereo Tuner Amplifier.
Housed in handsome teak
case, this superb tuner
amplifier
incorporating
LW/MW/VHF/FM wavebands has every facility
needed for the perfect
reproduction of music etc. Features include speaker muting, loudness controls,
tape record/replay, stereo headphone socket etc., etc. Supplied as acomplete stereo
system with record player, base and cover, magnetic cartridge, speakers etc. All
three combinations detailed below show substantial savings only made possible by
the NuSound purchasing power!

SYSTEM " AT123"
526
.
SP25
Base/Cover
0800
Derams ( 2)
Leads/Plugs
Total

SYSTEM " AT237"

.

SYSTEM
I54 50
PRICE
Carr. £2-50. Cash or Terms

SAVE E29-64-1

SYSTEM £ 189.50
PRICE
Carr £2-50. Cash or Terms

SAVE £40-93-}

HIRE PURCHASE TERMS

Now

SYSTEM " AT444"

£ 104.72
526
C104 72
£ 645
AP76 . £ 28 88
£8.97
Base/Cover
£997
£ 13.00
G800E ..
£l8 86
£38-00
Leak 300 (
2) £ 65 00
£3-00
Leads/Plugs etc £ 300
-----£ 184.14¡
Total .. £230.434

o

n / deposit with up
Only
s' / 0
to 3 yrs to pay
Available for personal callers. ( See free
travel facility below.) Mail orders cash
only.

PHILIPS MODEL
N4302 AUTOMATIC
TAPE RECORDER
We have made a scoop purchase of the entire stocks
of these excellent manual/automatic twin track
34 i.p.s. recorders. The amplifier employs low noise
silicon transistors providing excellent quality reproduction. This model is in fact identical in specification and performance to the Philips Model 4303
currently listed at £42.00 ( the only difference being a
slightly changed cabinet design). Each recorder is
supplied complete with microphone, SI' reel of LP
tape, empty spool and direct recording playback lead.
Limited number only.

£213.00

SYSTEM
PRICE
Carr. £2.50. Cash or Terms.

SAVE £ 9-304

GL75 Transcription unit
cartridge, teak plinth and
wired with leads and plugs.

with 0800
cover ready

Total list price £68 08,
NUSOUND PRICE

£49.95
Carr. 90p
'All prices correct at time of press but
subject to alteration without notice. E. & O.E.

EXPRESS MAIL ORDERS

NUSOUND PRICE
ONLY

£27.50
Carr. & Ins. II 50

STEREO TAPE
RECORDER
BARGAIN!

Total .. £152104

GOLDRING BARGAIN!

FREE TRAVEL
We offer a unique FREE TRAVEL
FACILITY enabling you to visit London
and select a NuSound System. Send to
Head Office for Free Travel Voucher

Dept. HFN SEPT.

526 .. £ 104-72
Goldring GL7S £41-61
Base/Cover .. £ 11-974
0800 Super E .. £26-00
Meltons ( 2) . £65-00
Leads/Plugs etc. £3-00

EXCLUSIVE
NUSOUND
PURCHASE!

Current List Price £ 124.90
NUSOUND
99 90
PRICE
Carr. £2-50. Cash or Terms.

£ .

All NuSound Stereo Systems are supplied ready to plug in and play,
complete with all connecting leads. If you are unable to visit any of
our showrooms order with confidence direct from Head Office:

MAGNATAPE HOUSE, 191/193 PLASHET ROAD, LONDON, E13.

AKAI MODEL 4000
Not to be missed opportunity to
acquire one of the finest 4-track.
3 head, stereo tape recorders
available. We have a very limited
number of these superb " Off- the.
tapa" monitoring Akai 4000 Stereo
Recorders.
Just look at the specification.
Frequency range 30-22,000Hz± 3
dB at 74" per sec and 30-16,000
Hz±3dB at 34". 3heads, one micron
gap recording and playback heads plus one erase
head.
14 watts output integrated circuit stereo
amplifier driving 2 in-built 4"X6" speakers. Automatic
gape stop. 2 VU meters etc. etc.

/
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BRITAIN'S LARGEST SPECIALISTS

The Revox Clinic
A unique service
for enthusiasts

You are invited to
the Revox Clinic at
(THIS REVISED LIST
CANCELS ALL OTHER
ADVERTISEMENTS)

Revox delivers what
the rest only promise
Audio T
9-16 Dryden Chambers,
119 Oxford Street, London W.1
September 9, 10 & 11

University Audio
1-2 Peas Hill.
Cambridge, August, 2, 3 & 4

Sands Hunter
45 Hare Street,
London S.E.17, Septemoer 13, 14 & 15

Avon Hi -Fi
13 Wyle Cop,
Shrewsbury, August 5, 6 & 7

Griffin Radio
94 Bristol Street,
Birmingham 5, Septembe• 16, 17 & 18

Aberdeen Rad'o
11 Back Wynd,
Aberdeen, August 9, 10 & 11

Hi -Fi Stereo
206 St. Nicholas Circle,
Leicester, September 23, 24 & 25

The Record Shop
31-35 Hermitage Road,
Hitchin, August 12, 13 & 14
Tape Recorder Centre
82 Hie' Holborn.
London W.C.1, August 16, 17 & 18

If you are looking for a high quality tape
recorder don't miss this opportunity to
compare makes and check specifications.
If you own a machine already bring your
recorder, Revox or not, to the Revox
Clinic. Here it will be measured free of
charge and a frequency response curve
provided. If it is a Revox bring a reel of
your own tape and we will check the
bias too!

Billericay Hi -Fi
107 Perry Street,
Billericay, August 19, 20 & 21
Fairbotham
58-62 Lower Hillgate,
Stockport, August 27 & 28
Laskeys Radio
42 Tottenham Court Road,
London W.1, August 30 & 31,
September 1, 2, 3 & 4
The Stereo Centre
309 Gloucester Road, Horfield,
Bristol, September 6, 7 & 8

R EVOX
Revox
Lamb House, Church Street,
Chiswick, London W4 2PB
Telephone 01-995 4551
Also in U.S.A. and Canada
Revox Corporation
155 Michael Drive, Syossett,
New York 11791
Tri-tel Associates Limited
Toronto, Canada

